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Editorial 

Message from Managing Editor 

International Journal of Computer Sciences and Engineering (IJCSE) is one of the leading and growing open 

access, peer reviewed, monthly scientific research journal that is committed to timely publication of original 

research, surveying and tutorial contributions on the analysis and development of computing science, engineering, 

information technology and computational science which gains a foothold in Asia and opens to the world. The 

journal is designed mainly to serve researchers and developers, dealing with sustainable computing, high 

performance computing, high speed networking & information security, engineering and emerging technologies 

computational sciences and recent technology. Papers that can provide both theoretical analysis, along with 

carefully designed computational experiments, are particularly welcome.  

 

It is the vision of IJCSE to publish original and unpublished research articles, review articles, survey papers, 

refereed articles as well as auxiliary material such as-case study, technical articles, short communication, 

Symposium, Commentary, Perspective, Conceptual Paper, and Proceeding based on theoretical or experimental 

works in all areas of human study without financial restriction. 

 

IJCSE editorial board consists of several internationally recognized experts and guest editors. Wide circulation is 

assured because libraries and individuals, worldwide, subscribe and reference to IJCSE. The Journal has grown 

rapidly to its currently level of over 500 articles published and indexed. The journal is published monthly with 

distribution to librarians, universities, research centers, researchers in computing, and computer scientists. The 

journal maintains strict refereeing procedures through its editorial policies in order to publish papers of only the 

highest quality.  

 

IJCSE publish two types of issues; Regular Issues and Theme Based Special Issues. Announcement regarding 

special issues is made from time to time, and once an issue is announced to be a Theme Based Special Issue, 

Regular Issue for that period will not be published.  

 

All the papers in the online version are available freely with open access full-text (.pdf) content and permanent 

worldwide web link. The abstracts will be indexed and available at major academic databases.  

 

IJCSE is an interdisciplinary, rapid peer reviewed journal that gives you the flexibility to submit articles that do not fit 

neatly within traditional journals. It is ideal for authors who want to quickly announce recent developments, 

methods, or new products to a broad audience. Some additional benefits of publishing in IJCSE are: 

 IJCSE double blind peer review by at-least two referees on the basis of their originality, novelty, clarity, 

completeness, relevance, significance and research contribution. 

 Get decision on your manuscript as early as possible from the date of submission. 

 Multimedia integration and commenting 

 Usage and citation data 

 Vast global outreach to thousands of users through the IJCSE digital library. 

 IJCSE provides individual e-Certificate to each author. 

 Authors can download their full length Articles at any time. 

 Article will publish immediately upon receiving the final versions. 

 Convenient author-pays publishing model, with nominal article processing charge of each article. 

 IJCSE is indexed in ICI, Google Scholar, JCR-Report (IARC), Thomson Reuters RID, ORCID,ResearchBib, 

CiteseerX, Mendeley, ResearchGate, WorldCat, Slideshare, Scribd, Academia,and many more. 
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JCSE (2347-2693) is now indexed in the Following Databases 

 

IARC-JCRR provides access to quality controlled open access journals and proceedings. It is 
world's largest growing professional organization for indexing of scholarly peer reviewed 
journals & proceedings, which boost the worldwide visibility and accessibility of your scientific 
content. 

 

Indian Citation Index (ICI) is an abstracts and citation database, with multidisciplinary objective 
information/knowledge contents from about 1000 top Indian scholarly journals. 

 

DPI Digital Library is the world's largest Abstracting and Indexing professional data base for 
peer-reviewed scientific literature; Research Articles, Review Articles, Survey Paper, Short 
Communications & Case Studies, Conference Articles, Book Chapters. 

 

Citeseerx is a scientific literature digital library and search engine that focuses primarily on the 
literature in computer and information science. It is aims to improve the dissemination of 
scientific literature & to provide improvements in functionality, availability, comprehensiveness, 
efficiency, in the access of scientific knowledge. 

 

ResearchGate is a largest network for scientists, research professionals and affiliated people 
to share papers, ask and answer questions, and find collaborators. It is aims to connect 
researchers and make it easy for them to share and access scientific output, knowledge, and 
expertise. 

 

Microsoft Academic Search is a free search engine for academic papers and resources 
principally in the field of computer science, developed by Microsoft Research Asia, Beijing. 

 

ResearchBib is open access with high standard indexing database for researchers and 
publishers. Research Bible may freely index journals, research papers, call for papers, 
research position. 

 

WorldCat is the world's largest network of library content and services. WorldCat libraries are 
dedicated to providing access to their resources on the Web, where most people start their 
search for information. 

 

Google Scholar is a freely accessible web search engine that indexes the full text of scholarly 
literature across an array of publishing formats and disciplines. 

 

Academia.edu is a social networking website for academics. Academia.edu is a platform for 
academics to share research papers. The company's mission is to accelerate the world's 
research. 

 

Advanced Science Index is an indexing service indexes publisher including publishers of 
scientific and art materials. It is aiming at rapid evaluation and indexing of all local and 
international scientific or media publisher. 

 

Index Copernicus (IC) is a world-wide gateway to complex scientific information. Index 
Copernicus’ innovative approach to the international scientific information services is 
integrative, interactive and inclusive. 

 

The arXiv (arXiv.org), a project by Cornell University Library, provides open access to over a 
third of a million e-prints in physics, mathematics, computer science and quantitative biology. 

 

BASE is one of the world's most voluminous search engines especially for academic open 
access web resources. BASE is operated by Bielefeld University Library. 

 

The Internet Archive offers permanent access for researchers, historians, scholars, people 
with disabilities, and the general public to historical collections that exist in digital format. 

 

GetCITED is a website database that lists publication and citation information on academic 
articles whose information is entered by members. 
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Call for Paper      Impact Factor: 2.683 (Calculated by IARC-JCR-Report)  
 

  

Dear Readers,  

IJCSE solicits original research papers contributing to the foundations and applications of Contemporary 

Computing for the Volume-6, Issue-5 in May 2018.  

 

Authors are cordially invited to submit Full-length Paper for upcoming edition, which original and unpublished 

research articles, based on theoretical or experimental research works, are solicited for publication in the journal. 

Submission of article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in the form of an 

abstract or academic thesis) and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere. 

 

The aim of International Journal of Computer Sciences and Engineering   is to publish research 

articles/papers, review articles, survey articles in rapidly developing field of computer science, engineering, data 

mining, artificial intelligence, cloud computing security and cryptography, information security, distributed 

computing, computational sciences and more without financial restriction.  

 

The manuscript/ paper can be submitted through Online Submission System. If you face problems with online 

submission System. The Paper can be submitted via email to ijcse.submission@gmail.com. The email must bear 

the subject line "IJSRCSE: Paper Submission". If you face problems with paper submission, please feel free to 

contact the editor at ijcse.submission@gmail.com. 

 

To submit manuscript through online procedure, please register yourself by filling simple Registration form and 

enjoy the benefits of our services. 
 

  

 

 Last date of Paper Submission         22, May 2018 
 On-line Publishing                              First week of each Month 

 

All the submitted papers are first reviewed at editorial board level and assessed on the basis of their technical 

suitability for the journal, scope of work and plagiarism. If selected by the editorial board, the paper shall be 

subjected to a fair and unbiased double blind peer review by at-least two referees on the basis of their 

originality, novelty, clarity, completeness, relevance, significance and research contribution. The review process 

may take 05 to 15 days depending upon the cycles of review required, before the paper is finally accepted.   

 

Please refer to Authors Guidelines for details of reviewing process and to submit your papers please refer 

to Online Submission System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://isroset.org/journal/IJSRCSE/coverage_area.php
http://www.ijcseonline.org/papersubmission.php
mailto:ijcse.submission@gmail.com
mailto:ijcse.submission@gmail.com
http://ijcseonline.org/papersubmission.php
http://www.ijcseonline.org/author_guidelines.php
http://ijcseonline.org/papersubmission.php
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Best Paper Award 

The chief editor identifies several of the high quality papers accepted based on the reviewers’ comments. After 

receiving final feedback from technical committee and editorial committee, the chief editor decides which published 

paper will receive the Best Paper Award, Authors of published papers would be provided with e-certificates. 

IJCSE Best paper selection criteria:  

 Significance of the paper to the field of computer science; 

 The extent to which the paper is interesting; 

 Theoretical contribution; 

 Scientific/technical significance of the topic or problem investigated; 

 Use of appropriate methodological rigor; 

 Clarity of writing. 

 
Topics 

International Journal of Computer Sciences and Engineering is cross-disciplinary in nature. The topics are not 

limited to the list that is available at this link. 
 

Algorithms Green Technology and Energy Efficient Systems 

Artificial Intelligence Grid Computing 

Artificial Robotic High Performance Computing 

Automated Software Engineering Human Computer Interaction 

Big Data Analytics Image Processing 

Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing Information and Collaboration Systems 

Biomedical Engineering Information Retrieval 

Changing Software Architectural Paradigms Information Systems 

Civil Engineering Information Technology 

Cloud Computing and Big Data Internet and Web Applications 

Compilers and Interpreters Intrusion Detection & Prevention 

Computational Applied & Theoretical Sciences IT for Consumer's Right 

Computational Intelligence IT for Crisis Prevention & Recovery 

Computational Library Sciences IT for Disaster Management and Remote Sensing 

Computational Mathematics & Statistics IT for Education, Health & Development 

Computational Physical Sciences IT for Environmental Sustainability 

Computer Animation IT for other day to day problems 

Computer Architecture IT for Sustainable Agricultural Development 

Computer Architecture & VLSI IT for Water Resources Management 

Computer Based Education IT policy and business management 

Computer Games Knowledge Data Engineering 

Computer Graphics & Virtual Reality Mechanical Engineering 

Computer Graphics and Multimedia Medical Informatics 

Computer Modeling Mobile Computing 

Data Communication& Networking Multimedia Computing 

Computer Simulation Natural Language Processing 

Computer Vision Network Security and Cryptography 

Computer-aided Design/Manufacturing Network Technologies and Its applications 

https://www.ijcseonline.org/coverage_areas.php
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Computing Ethics Neural Networks 

Computing Practices & Applications Next Generation Internet 

Control Systems Operating Systems 

Cyber Security and crime Other Computing, Engineering & Technologies 

Data Compression Parallel and Distributed Computing 

Data Encryption Parallel, Multi-core and Grid Computing 

Data Mining and Business Intelligence Pattern Recognition 

Database Systems Wireless Technologies and Its applications 

Digital Signal and Image Processing Programming Practices and Coding Standards 

Digital System and Logic Design Reconfigurable Architectures 

Distributed and Cloud Computing Reconfigurable Computing Systems 

Distributed and Parallel Processing Robotics and Automation 

Distributed Systems Security, Privacy&  Cryptography 

E-commerce and E-governance Soft Computing and AI 

E-Governance Software Engineering & CASE 

Embedded System and Software Software Inspection, Verification & Validation 

Engineering (Mechanical, &Textile) Software Sizing and Estimation Techniques 

Entertainment Technologies Technology for Convergence 

Event Driven Programming Technology in Education 

Expert Systems Technology Management 

Forensic Sciences Theoretical Computer Science 

Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing Ubiquitous Computing 

Geographical Information Systems Virtual Computing and Global Development 

Electronics & Electrical Engineering Web and Internet Computing 

Green Computing Wireless Communication and Mobile Computing 
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Abstract— Energy awareness is idiopathic task in wireless sensor network. For prolonging lifetime of wireless sensor network, 

the use of sensors plays a prerequisite role. Saving sensors energy is the main outfit so that network lifetime will improve. So 

keeping in mind the sensor remaining energy; a new clustering protocol which will work in sleep awake mode is proposed. 

Along with this mutual exclusion is used in sleep awake mode to fetch cluster head over communication range. In modernistic 

stint none of the protocol uses mutual exclusion algorithm in sleep awake mode. The proposed protocol Mutual Exclusive 

Sleep Awake Distributive Clustering (MESADC) chooses a cluster head in such a manner so that sensor lifetime will improve. 

If sensor lifetime improves then network’s lifetime automatically improve. The performance of MESADC protocol is 

compared with HEED protocol. Experimental results were obtained with the help of MATLAB. On the groundwork of the 

comparison between two protocols one finds that the performance of MESADC protocol is prominent in prolonging lifetime of 

wireless sensor network as compared with HEED protocol.  

 

Keywords: Sleep Awake, Distributive, Clustering, Sensor, Network 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Wireless sensor network is all about Bitsy and slashed 

devices. These bitsy and slashed devices are nothing but the 

sensor nodes.  Sensing, representation of sensed information 

and transmission [1][20] are the three main task domain of 

sensor. There are two categories of wireless sensor network 

as shown in Figure1. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Categories of Wireless Sensor  Network 

 

In Flat Network role of each sensor is to individually 

transmitting information to base station as shown below: 

           

 

                    

 

 

                                                                                

Figure 2.  Flat Network 

In Hierarchical Network group of sensors first transmit 

information to first representative and that gathered 

information is transmitted to base station as shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                

                

                    Figure 3.   Hierarchical Network 

 

From figure 2 and figure 3 it is clear that energy desolation is 

more in flat networks as comp aired with hierarchical 

networks. Clustering ensue more or less hierarchical 

structures. With the balm of clustering durability and 

scalability of network will ameliorate at large ample. It ensue 

data aggregation. What is happening in the clustering is that 

data gathered by bent of nodes has to be aggregated and send 

to the base station from that point. A tree like arrangement of 

wireless sensor nodes is used in this work. [19] All 

contiguous nodes are grouped to form antithetic clusters. 

Centralized algorithms, Distributed algorithms, Power base 
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clustering algorithms, Multi-shot inter cluster 

communication, Location awareness; Multilevel clustering   

are the factors responsible for clustering comparison. 

Scheduling techniques are used for saving power of network 

[3]. So in WSN for increasing network lifetime we use 

scheduling techniques. In sleep scheduling for increasing 

network lifetime sensor nodes should put on hold until 

receiver nodes are active. This hold position is called as sleep 

mode. But at some instance it may leads to broadcasting 

delay. Whenever there is accretion in network scale, it 

automatically increases broadcasting delay. So for removing 

this broadcast delay hurdle in wsn a balance should be 

maintained between energy consumption and broadcasting 

delay [2]. 

As a last paragraph of the introduction should provide an 

overview of wsn. Rest of the paper is organized as follows, 

Section I contains the introduction of wireless sensor 

network , Section II contain the related work of sleep 

scheduling and clustering protocols, Section III contain the 

proposed work methodology of MESADC protocol, Section 

IV contain the experimental results of MESADC protocol, 

section V Concludes research work with future directions.  

II. RELATED WORK  

 

Sleep Scheduling Techniques and Clustering Protocols   

 

This section composed of some of the existing wireless 

sensor network sleep scheduling techniques and clustering 

protocols. The various wireless sensor network sleep 

scheduling includes dynamic sleep scheduling, balanced 

energy sleep scheduling, optimal sleep scheduling, energy 

efficient TDMA sleep scheduling and delay efficient sleep 

scheduling. Likewise some of the existing clustering 

protocols include LEACH [4][6], LEACH-C [4], TEEN [7], 

PEACH [8], SHORT [9], HEED [5], EEUC [10], DHAC 

[11], CBDR [12], ECHERP [13]. Let us discuss all these 

scheduling techniques and clustering protocols.  

 

Sleep Scheduling Techniques 

 

Dynamic Sleep Scheduling [17][18] is used to abstain packet 

scheduling and if it is used with MAC layer results in high 

throughput. Two types of period are important in dynamic 

sleep scheduling one when there will be no activity and other 

when event occurs. While dynamic sleep scheduling it is 

important to control traffic and also data looses if network is 

large.  

Balanced Energy Sleep Scheduling [14] is used for extending 

network lifetime by reiterating sensor nodes and using 

leftover sensors to sleep. It is also helpful in balancing load 

in sensor network which results in improvement in efficiency 

of sensor network. But one must take care of distance while 

balancing load in a network.  

Optimal Sleep Scheduling [15] is used to deprecate the 

discontinuation in communication and helpful in 

prolonging network lifetime. While using this technique 

one must take care of connectivity.  

 

Energy Efficient TDMA sleep scheduling [3] is used for 

prolonging network lifetime. With the help of this 

technique packet loss can be reduced at great extent. Time 

slots must be taken into consideration while using this 

sleep scheduling so that delay can be minimizes and 

channel utilization will improve.  

 

Delay Efficient Sleep Scheduling [16][3] is used for 

abstaining collision and to reduce energy consumption to 

great extent. This technique is also helpful in reducing 

communication delays. Although it faces some difficulty 

during broadcasting the message. Maintaining latency 

pattern is challenging issue in this technique.   
 
Clustering Protocols 

 

Figure 4 shows the liferoad of clustering protocols. It 

shows antithetic categories of clustering protocols, along 

with this which protocols comes under particular category 

is also shown. 
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Figure 4. Life Road of Clustering Protocols 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed protocol is MESADC 

(Mutual Exclusive Sleep Awake Distributed Clustering). 

This protocol works in homogeneous environment. By 

homogeneous we mean that initially all the deployed sensors 

have same battery life. Formation of good quality cluster 

head which helps in prolonging lifetime of wireless sensor 

network is the main goal of MESADC protocol. In this 

protocol cluster head’s are chosen on the basis of Sleep-

Awake mode in mutual exclusive way under communication 

range. Figure 5 is the life road of how MESADC protocol 

works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Life road of MESADC 

In the model above the role played by following actors are 

very important 

A) Deployed sensor nodes: A sensor network is composed 

of hundred or thousands of deployed sensor nodes. All 

nodes in sensor network have transmission energy upto 

Rf. All nodes are capable of communicating over 

symmetric link. All the sensor nodes have sensing unit, 

processor, non rechargeable battery life and last but not 

the least is all of them have limited memory.  Sensor 

succession plays important role. Each sensor maintains a 

succession of incoming notifications. 

B) Communication Energy: Communication energy 

plays a vital role in our proposed protocol. Energy / bit 
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is used for communication. Transmission energy, 

electronics energy, transmission amplification energy, 

receiving energy, receiving energy dissipation, 

transmission energy dissipation must be taken into 

consideration.  Table given below shows usage of 

communication energy 

Parameters Symbols 

Transmission energy    () 

Electronics energy       () 
Transmission amplification 

energy 
       () 

Amplification energy for free 
space 

    

Amplification energy for 

multipath 
    

Receiving Energy    () 

Table1. Parameters of Communication Energy 

 

  If k bits are there having distance d then     

                   

 Transmission energy=    ( ) 
 Transmission amplification energy =            

Transmission energy dissipation : 

                ( )=   *      +         (   ) 

                     (   )=           

                   (   ) =           

      Receiving Energy dissipation: 

              ( )=   *       
 

C) Sleep Awake Mutual Exclusive Mode: Proposed 

algorithm totally dependent on sleep awake mode. 

Awake mode is one which is active in nature and Sleep 

mode is inactive in nature. Sensor nodes that are coming 

under the category of Awake mode are use for formation 

of cluster head. In sleep awake mode under range of 

communication sensors notifies the remaining battery 

life to each other. Initially all deployed sensors have 

same battery life, while notifying each other there will 

be some loss of energy and that energy information will 

be received by each node. Now every node have 

information regarding remaining battery life of all other 

sensors under communication range and all this work 

will be carried out in mutual exclusive way. At this stage 

every sensor node have succession of remaining battery 

life of sensors. Apply sleep awake criteria at this stage. 

All those nodes who are not become cluster head come 

into this category of sleep mode. And nodes coming 

under category of awake mode are used for cluster head 

formation.  

 

D) Criteria for Sensor division in Sleep Awake 

Mode:  Now in awake mode a given below criteria 

is followed. On the basis of this criteria nodes are 

divided into sleep and awake mode. 

     If coeval endurance of any node > All tarrying 

nodes endurance at that succession -------- (1) 

Then that sensor node comes under the category of 

Awake mode and All remaining in Sleep mode. 

Sensor coming under Awake mode is using for 

Cluster head formation. 

For following above criteria following precautions 

must be taken 

 Equation (1) is applied for every node 

because at every node under range of 

communication have succession of 

remaining sensor battery life.  

 If awake mode consists of more than one 

cluster head declaration than that issue 

will be resolved with the help of unique 

no. Every deployed node has unique 

number. And also there is provision of 

FCFS (First Come First Serve) basis. 

 If there will be no cluster head declaration 

in Awake mode than it has to wait for 

next iteration. 

 

E) MESADC Algorithm 

Number of sensors = n 

All sensors have unique number so 

UNi = Unique number of node i 

Ta= Nodes in Awake mode 

Ts= Nodes in Sleep mode 

Tt= Nodes in Transmitting mode 

Tr= Nodes in Receiving mode 

Et= Node energy during transmission 

Er= Node energy during receiving  

Rf = Frequency radius 

Si = i
th

 sensor’s succession 

Layout Cluster formation (n) 

For each next track 

For each UNi 

Counter = 0 

For each UNj  of Tt and Tr  within Rf of UNi 

If Er<=Et  

Notify Ei 

For each UNi 

Put all incoming notifications from sensor j into Si 

For each UNi 

While Si is not empy 

If Ei>= Ej 
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Put nodes in Ts 

Counter = 1 

Else 

Put nodes in Ta 

For each UNi 

If Counter = 0 

Ta  send Cluster head declaration to UNj 

under Rf 

 

F) Flowchart of working process in Sleep Awake 

Mode in MESADC protocol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Flowchart of  Sleep awake mode in MESADC 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

MATLAB is use for performing our proposed protocol 

MESADC. The following parameters are taken into 

consideration: 
Parameters Symbol Value 

Number of nodes n  100, 200 

X value for plot 

area 
   100 

Y value for plot 

area 
   100 

Initial energy of 

sensor 
   0.05 

Transmission 

energy 
    50*0.000000000001 

Data aggregation 

energy 

EDA 05*0.000000000001 

Energy used for 

advertisement 
     50*0.000000000001 

Amplification 

energy for free 

space 

    10*0.000000000001 

Receiving Energy     50*0.000000000001 

Table 2. Parameters for performing MESADC 

 The results of MESADC are compared with HEED protocol, 

which works in distributed environment. HEED protocol is 

also run on same parameter along with some necessary 

parameters like cluster head probability, lower bound to 

probability and initial probability for each sensor [5].  The 

parameters taken for comparison are number of nodes 

becoming dead and the number of rounds taken. In the first 

case as shown in figure 6  when total number of nodes are 

100, range of communication Rc = 20 and total number of 

rounds taken will be 1000 then total nodes dead in 700 

rounds in HEED while in our proposed protocol MESADC 

maximum nodes dead upto last round is 80:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=20 and n 
=100 

 

When Rc = 40 and other parameters are same as in 

figure 6 then all nodes dead after 300 rounds in case 

of HEED while in our case maximum nodes dead are 

80 upto last round as shown in figure 7. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=40 
and n =100 
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Figure 10. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=80 and 

n=100 

 

 
Figure 11. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=60 and 

n=100 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=60 and 

n=200 
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Figure 8. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=40 and 

n=200   

 
Figure 9. Comparision of MESADC Vs HEED when  Rc=20 

and n=200 

 

 
 

When Rc = 40, total number of nodes are 200 then after 

100 rounds, number of nodes dead  in case of HEED are 

140 while in our case it is 103 as shown in figure 8 and 

When Rc = 20, total number of nodes are 200 then all 

nodes dead after 500 rounds in case of HEED while in 

our case all nodes dead in  last round as shown in figure 

9. When Rc = 60, total number of nodes are 100 then 

after 60 rounds, number of nodes dead  in case of 

HEED are 40 while in our case it is 15 and all nodes 

dead in 90 rounds while in our case all nodes become 

dead in 100 rounds as shown in figure 11 When Rc = 

60, total number of nodes are 200 then after 40 rounds, 

number of nodes dead  in case of HEED are 44 while in 

our case it is 29 as shown in figure 12. When Rc = 80, 

total number of nodes are 200 then after 30 rounds, 

number of nodes dead  in case of HEED are 144 while 

in our case it is 123 as shown in figure 13. When Rc = 

80, total number of nodes are 100 then after 40 rounds, 

number of nodes dead  in case of HEED are 37 while in 

our case it is 26 as shown in figure 10. The simulation 

results shows how MESADC protocols helps in  
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FIGURE 12. COMPARISION OF MESADC VS HEED WHEN  RC=80 

AND N=200 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

For any wireless sensor network sensor remaining energy 

plays vital role. For prolonging network lifetime sensor 

energy must be save. By keeping in mind the sensor 

remaining energy this paper presented a new clustering 

protocol MESADC, which is capable of saving more sensor 

node energy. Experimental results shows when clustering is 

done in mutual exclusive sleep awake way then it will be 

more helpful in saving sensor remaining energy. 

Performance evaluation is measured on the basis of number 

of rounds taken for nodes to become dead under antithetic 

range of communication. Future work can be extended by 

adding other parameter of interest for saving network 

lifetime.  
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Abstract—Ad-hoc networks are mostly used in each and every field of our daily life. There are so many circumstances in 

wireless ad-hoc networks, on which performance of networks depends. To achieve a better network performance, it is 

mandatory to identify the network circumstances and appropriate routing protocols. Routing protocols plays a vital role a 

routing process in ad-hoc networks. AODV (Ad-hoc on demand Distance Vector), DSR (Dynamic Source Routing), and 

DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector) are the well familiar routing protocols which are mostly used in mobile ad-

hoc networks. In this paper, we analysed these routing protocols by considering several performance metrics like throughput, 

end-to-end delay, normalized routing load, received packets at various speeds and pause times.  

Keywords-- Pause time, speed, AODV, average throughput, PDR, E2E delay, normalized routing load 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless multi-hop network is a network of nodes which 

are connected by wireless communication links, the links are 

most often implemented with digital packet radios. Nodes 

must make use of intermediate nodes to forward packets to 

the intended destination node, because a node cannot directly 

communicate with all the nodes in the network. A node is a 

communication device that is capable of sending, receiving, 

and relay packets. An optimal routing metric has a potential 

to improve performance of a wireless network.  

A number of routing protocols were analysed with mobile ad 

hoc networks (MANETs). These existing routing protocols 

have been compared by different scholars in the literature, but 

the manner in which they were compared was not consistent, 

which makes it difficult to draw conclusions as to which 

routing protocol works best for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks 

(MANETs).some research work described a comparison on 

DSR and AODV routing protocols only, while other research 

papers described a comparison work based only a few 

performance metrics. The actual thing is that, network 

performance depends upon so many metrics and factors, 

which must be considered. For example speed is an important 

factor in mobile ad-hoc networks. At higher speeds, the 

routing links may be broken down and performance will be 

degraded. The goal of this research work is to evaluate the 

performance of existing routing protocols at different 

network conditions for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks with a view 

to select an optimal one. The goal of this work was achieved 

by evaluating the performance of existing routing protocols 

through NS2 simulation, and recommendation of design 

criteria for designing an optimal routing metric for MANETs. 

In this paper, we analyse the performance of AODV, DSR, 

and DSDV routing protocols and also same time, we have 

compared all these routing protocols with each other in 

respect of several performance parameters. Varying the pause 

times and speeds, we simulate each protocol at network 

simulator-2.35 (NS-2.35). 

Rest of this paper is contributed as: section 2 research 

methodology used for evaluation of performance. Results and 

discussion part is elaborated in section 3. Section 4 concludes 

the paper.  

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

We have written tcl scripts for AODV, DSR, and DSDV 

routing protocols. We have taken five nodes in a network. For 

creating the node speeds and pause times; we have used the 

setdest command in NS-2 at Linux platform.  

Pause times were taken as 10s,20s,30s,40s,50s,60s,70s,80s, 

and 90sin different tcl scripts. Speeds were taken as 

10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80.90(m/s). First, we execute tcl file by 

taking the speed 20 as constant, but with varying the pause 

times for all tcl scripts. In second stage, we updated tcl scripts 

with constant pause time i.e. 10s, but at varying the speeds 

from 10 to 90 m/s. simulation time for all the scripts were 

taken as 90s only with constant network size i.e. 808×602. 

Traffic generated was total based on CBR packets. Three 

UDP connections were established for transferring the 

packets. Several other parameters were taken as depicted in 

table 1. 
Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Description 

Udp packet size 1500 bytes 

CBR start time 1 

CBR stop time 8 
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Mac Protocol type MAC/802.11 

Channel type wireless channel 

Propagation model TwoRayGround 

Queue type DropTailPriQueue 

 

Link layer type LL 

Antenna type Omni Antenna 

Max packets in queue 50 

Antenna type Omni Antenna 

Routing protocols DSDV, DSR, AODV 

 

The sample setdest commands are given as below: 

setdest –v 1 –n 5 –p 10 –M 20 –t 90 –x 808 –y 602 

setdest –v 1 –n 5 –p 20 –M 20 –t 90 –x 808 –y 602 

setdest –v 1 –n 5 –p 10 –M10 –t 90 –x 808 –y 602 

setdest –v 1 –n 5 –p 10 –M 20 –t 90 –x 808 –y 602 

We updated these scripts with different speeds, pause times, 

we executed all tcl scripts at NS-2.35 platform, and taken 

simulation experience in nam window of NS-2.35. For 

calculating performance metrics like average throughput, 

end-to-end delay, normalized routing load etc., we have 

written awk scripts. By executing awk scripts on various trace 

files created by tcl scripts, we have collected all results and 

recorded the data in tabular forms. For visualizing the results, 

we have used origin software. 

III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have simulated three routing protocols (AODV, DSR, 

and DSDV) in NS-2.35. All results are recorded in tables 

(table 2-table 11). Here we analysed all results and data by 

considering different routing and network metrics. 

Visualization work is carried out through figures (figure 1-

figure 10). 

Table 2: Pause time Vs E2E delay 

PAUSE_TIME DSDV DSR AODV 

10 1033 1054.64 972.448 

20 749.289 761.968 1098.63 

30 544.421 552.11 728.633 

40 797.19 779.01 1606.04 

50 1055.34 1076.49 1354.96 

60 411.234 417.828 978.223 

70 1516.072 526.507 483.203 

80 486.754 436.449 484.003 

90 487.008 496.708 480.871 

 

 

Figure 1: Pause time Vs E2E_Delay 

When we compare, pause time Vs E2E delay, at lowest pause 

time, AODV performs better than DSDV and DSR. But at 

mid pause time (50), the DSDV performance is good. At the 

pause time 90, the AODV outperforms. 

Table 3: Pause Time   vs Received packets 

Pause_Time DSDV DSR AODV 

10 7533 7515 7647 

20 8418 8439 7305 

30 3869 3823 5765 

40 5633 5691 3033 

 50 6938 6937 6441 

60 789 739 252 

70 8915 8915 8679 

80 8928 8928 8927 

90 8914 8914 8924 

 

Analysing pause time Vs received packets, from initial pause 

time (10) to highest pause time (90), AODV outperforms. For 

Pause times (70-90), received packets by DSDV and DSR are 

same. Almost, received packets performance for both the 

protocols (DSDV, DSR) is same. 

 

 

Figure 2: Pause_Time Vs Received_Packets 
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Table 4: Pause time Vs Normalized routing load 

Pause_Time DSDV DSR AODV 

10 .006 .006 .010 

20 .006 .006 .014 

30 .013 .014 .024 

40 .009 .009 .011 

50 .006 .006 .006 

60 .053 .053 .290 

70 .005 .005 .005 

80 .004 .004 .004 

90 .004 .004 .006 

Analysing the pause time Vs normalized routing load, the 

NRL for DSDV and DSR is same at pause times 10-90s. The 

normalized routing load for AODV is maximum at pause 

time 10-90s as compared to DSDV and DSR routing 

protocols. 

 
Figure 3: Pause_Time Vs NRL 

Table 5: Pause time Vs Packet delivery fraction 

Pause_Time DSDV DSR AODV 

10 443.09 444.15 436.48 

20 396.51 395.52 427.65 

30 862.70 873.08 578.98 

40 592.54 586.51 1100.49 

50 481.09 481.16 518.21 

60 4516.64 4516.64 13245.24 

70 374.40 374.40 384.58 

80 373.86 373.86 373.90 

90 374.44 374.44 374.03 

 
Figure 4: Pause_Time Vs PDR 

Table 6: Pause time Vs Throughput 

Pause_Time DSDV DSR AODV 

10 669.61 608.03 679.8 

20 748.28 750.16 693.84 

30 471.01 374.44 512.46 

40 500.74 505.2 269.62 

50 616.76 606.68 572.56 

60 65.69 65.69 22.41 

70 792.45 792.46 771.48 

80 793.64 793.64 798.58 

90 792.37 792.37 793.25 

 

Analysing pause time Vs average throughput, the 

average throughput for DSDV and DSR is 

approximately same. AODV routing protocol 

outperforms even though at highest pause time. Also 

average throughput is better at lowest pause time. 

 
Figure 5: Pause_Time Vs Throughput 

Table 7: Speed Vs Throughput 

Speed AODV DSR DSDV 

10 257.78 300.82 380.34 

20 364.99 416.26 476.48 

30 321.02 316.11 106.67 

40 658.49 647.58 656.78 

50 705.80 670.53 743.45 

60 622.94 635.59 496.78 

70 418.40 601.07 424.21 

80 382.74 345.84 387.88 

90 297.71 368.39 376.85 

 

Also, we analysed the comparison of AODV, DSR, and 

DSDV at different speeds (10-90). When we analyse speed 

Vs throughput, overall average throughput for DSDV is best. 

At average speed, the average throughput for AODV, DSR, 

and DSDV routing protocols is maximum. 
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Figure 6: Speed Vs Throughput 

Table 8: Speed Vs Normalized Routing Load 

Speed AODV DSR DSDV 

10 .051 .066 .017 

20 .019 .031 .009 

30 .038 .115 .047 

40 .025 .014 .009 

50 .015 .010 .006 

60 .013 .012 .009 

70 .030 .016 .011 

80 .063 .049 .013 

90 .067 .040 .022 

 

Analysing speed Vs NRL, at lowest speed, the normalized 

routing load for DSR is highest. But at higher speeds, the 

NRLs for AODV and DSDV are maximum and minimum 

respectively. At average speed, normalized routing load is at 

lower level for all three routing protocols. 

 
Figure 7: Speed Vs NRL 

 

Table 9: Speed Vs Packet delivery ratio 

Speed AODV DSR DSDV 

10 1513.74 1296.74 1313.06 

20 813.11 712.90 635.53 

30 924.34 938.64 2781.50 

40 450.57 458.17 451.79 

50 420.38 442.50 399.12 

60 479.98 470.44 603.91 

70 789.11 493.61 699.46 

80 797.56 858.05 795.47 

90 1345.89 1044.69 1296.19 

 

Analysing speed Vs PDR, at lowest speed, the packet 

delivery ratio for AODV is higher. At average speed, 

PDR for all three protocols is lowest. At highest speed, 

AODV outperforms as packet delivery ratio. PDR for 

DSDV is highest at speed 20. 

 
Figure 8: Speed Vs PDR 

Table 10: Speed Vs Received Packets 

Speed AODV DSR DSDV 

10 2205 2574 2542 

20 4105 4682 5252 

30 3611 3556 1200 

40 7408 7285 7388 

50 7940 7543 8363 

60 6954 7095 5527 

70 4707 6762 4772 

80 4185 3890 4196 

90 2480 3195 2360 

 

Analysing speed Vs received packets, received packets 

at average speed is highest for all three protocols. At 

highest speed, received packets by DSR are more. 

Performance of DSDV is lowest at highest speed. 
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Figure 9: Speed Vs Received_Packets 

Table 11: Speed Vs E2E delay 

Speed AODV DSDV 

10 1351.12 706.198 

20 760.976 667.242 

30 947.475 1093.18 

40 634.256 489.721 

50 722.12 700.358 

60 480.269 560.262 

70 743.564 716.887 

80 778.709 586.649 

90 954.004 289.686 

 

We also compared AODV and DSDV for end-to-end 

delays at different speeds. End-to-end delay for AODV 

is high at low speed. End-to-end delay for DSDV is low 

at higher speeds. 

 
Figure 10: Speed Vs E2E_Delay 

IV.CONCLUSION 

We have analysed AODV, DSR, and DSDV routing 

protocols at different pause times and speeds. When we 

analysed with metrics pause time Vs E2E delay, pause time 

Vs normalized routing load and pause time Vs received 

packets, AODV outperforms. By considering the metrics 

speed Vs throughput at higher speeds, speed Vs NRL, DSDV 

is best routing protocol. When we analysed the performance 

of AODV, DSR by considering metrics speed Vs received 

packets at higher speed, DSR routing protocol outperforms. 

At last, we compared DSDV and AODV in respect of speed 

Vs end-to-end delay at higher speed, DSDV outperforms. 
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Abstract— Cloud Computing has been widely adopted by many industries as a platform to support distributed applications. 

Cloud provides the advantages of reduced operation costs, flexible system configuration and elastic resource provisioning. 

Even though cloud has been rapidly getting adopted there are various open challenges in areas such as management of virtual 

resources, security and organizational issues. One of the prominent technologies used by cloud computing is the virtualization. 

The virtualization technology faces tremendous challenges in supporting real-time applications on cloud as these applications 

demand real-time performance in open, shared and virtualized computing environments. In this paper we are analyzing the 

usage of fuzzy logic in improving the performance of time constrained tasks. Our proposed system makes use of fuzzy logic in 

scheduling of tasks to Virtual machines and in identification of destination host in migrating the overloaded virtual machines 

which can give better performance than the traditional scheduling algorithms used on cloud systems. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Fuzzy logic, VM management, Performance metrics. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

        Cloud computing is a ―model for enabling ubiquitous, 

on-demand network based access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction‖ [1]. Cloud computing being a 

model for distributed computing provides network based 

access to a shared collection of computing resources which 

are configurable, provided and released with little  amount 

of management and service provider interaction. Cloud can 

be thought of as service model consisting of three layers as 

software service provider(SaaS), Platform Service Provider 

(PaaS) and Infrastructure service provider (IaaS). 

                         IaaS is the base layer of any cloud computing 

system. IaaS cloud offers physical servers, virtual machines, 

storage  and connectivity resources to run anyone‘s 

enterprise applications on a pay-as-use basis.  In order to 

measure the quality of service provided by the cloud service 

provider and end user there exists a Service Level 

Agreement(SLA). Both cloud providers and consumers have 

their Service Level Agreement defined between them for 

specifying the [2] and in identifying the destination host for 

migrating a overloaded VM. These approaches together can 

bring in the performance improvement.  

                      Rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section I provides the introduction, Section II briefs about 

the related work in the field of VM management, Section III 

contains the architectural details and methodology of the 

proposed system, Section IV discusses about the 

experimental setups and results analysis. We provide 

conclusion and the future work in section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

While solving specific workflow problems on cloud systems 

it is important to consider relevant performance criteria and 

system distribution while providing services to end users. In 

the literature, the relationship between workflow schedule 

and execution cost have been discussed[5]. This paper has 

also discussed the various quality of services and the 
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challenges for performing tasks on cloud. In [7] the various 

rule based algorithms have been studied in the field of cloud 

computing. The study has been done to improve the overall 

performance not specific to time constrained tasks. Marisol 

G valls ,T Cucinotta and Chenyang Lu have studied [3] the 

challenges in real time virtualization and predicable cloud 

computing‖ and provided a survey on recent advancements 

in real time virtualization and cloud computing. 

Virtualization Technology introduces a number of 

challenging issues for real time processing of tasks. Running 

software in predictable ways becomes difficult because of 

resource sharing among multiple virtual machine. In the 

cloud environment performance of one VM  depends on the 

amount of resources other VMs are consuming. The other 

issue is  dynamic creation and movement of VMs introduces 

high and sudden  work-loads that can interfere with the 

performance of VMs. 

                             Mohammad Alaul Haque Monil1 and 

Rashedur M. Rahman [4] .have studied the ‖VM 

consodidation approach based on heuristic fuzzy logic, and 

migration control.‖. In their approach they have used Virtual 

Machine consolidation is one such technique to ensure 

energy-QoS balance. They have explored  fuzzy logic and 

heuristic based virtual machine consolidation approach to 

achieve energy-QoS balance.  Jyothi sahni,Deo Prakash 

Vidyarthihave [16] have done ,‖ A cost effective deadline-

constrained dynamic scheduling algorithm for scientific 

workflow in a cloud environment‖, They have  proposed a  

technique  to exploit the advantages offered by cloud 

computing while taking into account the virtual machine 

(VM) performance variability and instance acquisition delay 

to identify a just-in-time schedule of a deadline constrained 

of VM that is overloaded and a place to move the overloaded 

VM. The overloaded VM has to be moved to another host so 

that the deadline of the task and intern the workflow 

deadline is being met. VM Consolidation is one of the 

techniques which draw researchers‘ attention and is an 

active field of research in recent times. VMs have to be 

migrated from one host to the other may be to reduce the 

energy or to avoid  Service Level Agreement violation. So 

the proposed algorithm tries to migrate the VM from 

overloaded Hosts to other under loaded hosts in order to 

meet the SLA. 

 

Figure 1 : Block diagram of proposed System 

Following table  shows an example tsk set and assigned 

fuzzy priorities to tasks. Based on the priorities VMs will be 

allocated to tasks to ensure that the deadline of the tasks is 

being met. 

Task Execution  

Time ET 

External 

Priority 

EP 

Deadline 

DL 

Fuzzy 

Priority 

T1 2 8 10 ~9 

T2 5 7 15 ~12 

T3 3 6 20 ~15 

T4 4 3 25 ~16 

T5 6 9 12 ~10 
Table 1 : Tasks with parameters 

Algorithm for our proposed system :  

1. Input the workflow consisting  set of tasks along with 

parameters values. 
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2. Fuzzify the input parameters execution time(ET),External 

priority(EP) and deadline (DL). 

3. Based on the inference rules caluculte the overall priority. 

4. Defuzzyficate the output i.e overall priority . 

5. Based on the priority map the tasks to different type of Vms.  

6. Check for  a situation of overloaded Host. 

7. Based on the information available at various hosts and with 

the help of fuzzy logic with minimum migration time to  

identify the host to  Live migrate the VMs. 

8. Analyze is there any deadline misses of the workflow. 

 

In our algorithm we are considering the minimum migration 

time as the policy for migrating the VM from an overloaded 

Host. In identifying the overload we are using the threshold 

such that CPU utilization of VM(a) is less than the CPU 

threshold as given in the equation 1 

                     CPUu(a) ≤ CPU threshold                                    (1) 

Minimum Migration Time (MMT) policy selects the VM 

which can be migrated within minimum time limit [4]. The 

migration time is limited by the memory the VM is using 

and the spare bandwidth. At any moment t, The MMT with 

Migration Control policy finds VM a that will be selected 

for migration by the equation 2. RAM(a) is the Radom 

Access Memory (RAM) utilization of VM a and RAM( b) is 

the RAM utilization of VM b. NET h means the available 

bandwidth for migration and Vh is the set of VMs of host h. 

For performance analysis we have compared our proposed 

algorithm with weighed round robin (WRR) [6] where in 

weights can be assigned based on heuristics. Following 

figure shows the performance analysis related to number of 

migrations.   

  

Figure 5 :  No. of tasks (VMs) and Migrations 

Following table shows the analysis of deadline being met 

with our algorithm and with weighted round robin. 

No.of 

tasks in 

W 

Deadline  

 Of W 

Fuzzy Algorithm 

for Meeting 

Deadline 

WRR 

Algorithm 

10 15 12 13 

20 45 40 42 

30 20 21 20 

40 30 35 32 

100 50 45 60 

150 65 65 70 
       Table 2 : Tasks of workflow (W) with deadlines. 

As observed with above table with more number of tasks our 

algorithm gives better results than WRR. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Virtual machine provisioning and migration services are 

active part of the research which contribute in Self Adaptive 

and dynamic data center, data scaling in private and public 

clouds and high availability in clustered Vms through live 

migration. The performance improvement opportunities 

exists with regard to the migration of Vms with the help of 

VM Scheduling Algorithms and Accelerating VMs Live 

migration time. 

                       Real time workloads require meeting of 

deadlines as QOS parameter and fuzzy logic can help us in 

deciding the way to schedule the tasks on Vms and 

migrating the overloaded VM so that meeting the workflow 

deadlines can be improved. In our proposed system we are 

analyzing the effect of using Fuzzy logic on task mapping 

and migration services. The architecture of proposed system 

is shown in  figure 1. 

                       In the first stage of proposed system fuzzy 

logic is being used to find the dynamic priority of the tasks. 

During the next stage as we will have to study the effect of 

VM migration on satisfying  the deadline of workflow, the 

fuzzy logic will be used in identification  

We are considering the task parameters as execution 

time(ET),External priority(EP) and deadline (D). Fuzzy 

logic is used to calculate the overall priority of the tasks. We 

are considering 3 types of Vms As VM small (Vs), large (Vl) 

and medium (Vm). Based on the priority,  tasks will be 
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mapped to VMs. Fuzzification of various parameters is as 

shown in the following diagrams of Fig 2.Fig 3 and Fig 4. 

 

Figure 2 : Fuzzy membership of ET 

 

Figure 3 : Fuzzy membership of EP 

 

Figure 4 : Fuzzy membership of DL 

So  this method compares the migration time and selects the 

VM a with minimum migration time among all VMs 

residing  in host h. 

 

             
   ( )

    
  

   ( )

    
                      (2) 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and    

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS : 

For experimental setup we have used CloudSim as 

simulation tool [9]. To integrate the fuzzy logic with basic 

CloudSim classes we have used jFuzzylogic  language 

extension tool [10]. We have studies and analyzed our 

experiemt for workflows consisting of set of tasks. We have 

also considered the dependencies among the tasks with the 

help of directed acyclic graph (DAG).  

Computational complexity of  our algorithm with DAG : 

Suppose the workflow W (T, E)to be scheduled consists of n 

tasks and e edges.  

The maximum number of VM types offered by the Cloud 

provider be m.  

Since W is a DAG, the maximum number of edges in W is  

(𝑛−1)(𝑛−2)2 ≅ 𝑂( n
2
)  

Since each task may have atmost (𝑛−1) sucessors, the list of 

to_be_scheduled tasks is updated with time complexity(𝑛).  

Since a task may have a maximum of (n-1) children tasks, 

Therefore, the complexity obtained while considering all the 

dependencies is (N
3
).  

Performance metrics for IaaS cloud can be represented with 

5 tuples as shown below[15]. 

(Infrastructure cloud) = {< IaaS >, <Compute, 

Storage >, <Su, El , S >, < B >, < A, Co > } 

Su: Speedup Speed gain of using more processing nodes 

over a single node 

S: Scalability The ability to scale up resources for gain in 

system performance 

El,: Elasticity Dynamic interval of auto-scaling resources 

with workload variation 

B: Bandwidth Data transfer rate or I/O processing speed, 

(MB/s, Gbps) 
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A: Availability Percentage of time the system is up to 

deliver useful work. (%) 

Cost : Service cost The price per cloud service (compute, 

storage, etc.) provided, ($/hour) constraints of tasks when we 

have less number of VMs. This approach can be improvised  

with other rule based techniques.  In future we can apply  

VM migration to reduce the energy consumption and 

network bandwidth which has not been considered in this 

implementation. 

V. V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK : 

Cloud computing provides services to requester in a form of 

pay-as-you go utility service   as per the Service Level 

Agreement to satisfy QOS.  Here in this paper we have tried 

to analyze the effect of using fuzzy logic in managing the 

VMs which are essential part of any cloud service. We have 

employed minimum migration time as Migration policy. 

Usage of fuzzy logic it has been  shown that it helps in 

meeting the deadline of real time  technical performance 

requirements and both want to optimize the costs. So cloud 

providers tend to reduce downtime and increase availability 

in order  to use their infrastructure more productively and 

efficiently. Services are utilized based on SLAs which define 

parameters of quality of service (QOS)  in terms of pay-as-

per-usage policy. There are various parameters of QOS like 

quality of results, consistency, throughput, availability, 

reliability, cost, deadline, trust, budget, etc. 

                                          For real time tasks the important 

parameter is meeting of the deadlines. In the real-time 

perspective one needs to provide actual execution 

mechanism that guarantee and enforce execution in isolation 

to meet the timing requirements of real-time applications.  

The cloud system often faces the difficulty in terms of   

processing fault or computational overload. The Faults may 

be because of  longer execution periods than the expected 

time of the task  or programming errors leading  to the 

starvation of all low-priority tasks. One of the parameters 

which plays the major role in deadline constrained 

applications is to identify the priority assigned to the tasks so 

that overall workflow can meet the deadline. Overloading of 

VMs is a very common scenario in cloud which may in tern 

affect the QOS of time constrained tasks. So in our proposed 

system we are analyzing the effect of using fuzzy logic to 

improvise the priorities assigned to tasks  

 

scientific workflow at lesser costs. They have not considered 

the VM failures or overloaded VM situation. 

                         In [18] M.A Rodriguez and RajKumar 

Buyya have  proposed a resource provisioning and 

scheduling strategy for scientific workflows on 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds. They have  

presented an algorithm based on the meta-heuristic 

optimization technique, particle swarm optimization (PSO), 

which aims to minimize the overall workflow execution cost 

while meeting deadline constraints. They have made the 

assumption that quite accurate estimation of execution time 

of the tasks is available. In [19] Rodrigo, R. Buyya have 

discussed about an algorithm that uses idle time of 

provisioned resources and budget surplus to replicate tasks  

to mitigate effects of performance variation of resources on 

soft deadlines of workflow applications. In cloud two 

resources with the same characteristics may have different 

performance in a given time, what results in variation in the 

execution time of tasks that may lead  to delays in the 

workflow execution. 

                    Tom Springer has [8] proposed ―Fuzzy Logic 

Based Adaptive Hierarchical Scheduling for Periodic Real-

Time Tasks‖. His work is on real time processing of tasks on 

embedded systems. In [15] Kai Hwang , X Bai , Yue Shi , M 

Li, W Chen , Y Wu have discussed about ‗Cloud 

Performance Modeling with Benchmark Evaluation of 

Elastic Scaling Strategies‖. They have given the various 

performance metrics for analysis of various cloud models. 
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Abstract— Sheet metal forming is an important process which causes some changes in the shape of solid metal parts via plastic 

(permanent) deformation. When deliberating with sheet metal forming process in this scenario, die and punch cost plays a vital 

role, making the processes costlier in whole production cycle. It is required to estimate the die life because it is repeatedly used 

in manufacturing process. Approximate calculation of fatigue life of axisymmetric forming dies helps in planning for the 

production. This is calculated using AI technique Expert system. In present research work, the development of expert system 

has been done using VB, python and AutoCAD environment. The developed ES is enabling to generate manufacturing drawing 

of the designed die which requires few input parameters. Based on few input parameters, ES predict the fatigue life of these 

dies during deep drawing forming operations.  

 

Keywords— Deep Drawing, Die Design, Fatigue, Expert System(ES), AI 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Sheet Metal forming is a one type of process where metal is 

deformed into necessary shape without adding or removing 

material. During this process the material is subjected to 

plastic deformation. Various processes like drawing, 

bending, shearing, punching, cutting, piercing, forging, 

rolling etc come under forming category.  

The operation is normally performed on hydraulic or 

mechanical press. Automobile and aerospace body panels, 

electronic equipments body, food containers, house hold 

utensils etc. are the typical examples which are manufactured 

by deep drawing (sheet metal forming operation). From last 

decade, few researchers started working on different 

manufacturing process like casting, welding, forming and 

machining etc. A lot of research has been done to study the 

deformation of metal during this process using various tools. 

Normally expert system is the collective bunch of computer 

program which contains skills/expertise (experience and/or 

analytical) of human experts. Logistics, medical, 

accountancy, fisheries, computers, Air Space, Manufacturing 

etc. domains are already proven the importance of the 

knowledge and rule based systems using expert system. 

  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Xie et al. [1] used CAD environment to develop knowledge 

based CAPP considering global and concurrent data for 

integration. The design and manufacturing are integrated 

with the use of this knowledge based system in real time. For 

the blend of such cutting and punching method, the 

pro/INTRALINK & STEP scope box were used. Ramana & 

Rao [2] introduced a system to access the design, process 

planning and automatic assessment of manufacturability for 

shearing and bending process. Ghatrehnaby and Arezoo [3] 

computerized the piloting and nesting for progressive dies 

considering CAD module. Kim and Park [4] developed an 

automated design process using a system which is based on 

rules for axi-symmetric hot die forged components. They 

used FORTRAN and AutoLISP of AUTOCAD. Kim et al. 

[5] developed a computerized system to design die and 

process planning using AutoLISP for cold forged axi-

symmetric components. The material workability dependant 

expert system was developed by Ravi et al. [6] for hot 

forging. Ohashi et al. [7] mechanized rule based system 

which generates process plan and profile of die from 

product’s configuration based on feature elimination for cold 

forging. Lee et al. [8] established an expert system for 

trimming function of car body enterprise. The main features 
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were to estimate holes of piercing and boundaries of car body 

to minimize scrap.  CATIA was coupled with C++ to 

establish the system. Zhang et al. [9] showed a procedure to 

recognize fault in automobile engines. They have used 

integration of neural network based model to detect and 

solve the problems with rate of low precision. 

To design die and predict process planning for cutting and 

piercing operations, Giannakakis and Vosniakos [10] 

developed an expert system by using data from theories and 

empirical equations, handbooks and industry experts. Zhang 

et al. [11] established an expert system using Dreamweaver 

and Microsoft SQL server to design balls of automobile 

applications. Johnston et al. [12] established a computerized 

system for hard disc manufacturing. It was used to control 

mechanisms of read, write and overall construction during 

manufacturing. An expert system was emerged by Dale et al. 

[13] which can be used to estimate forging values and cost of 

axi symmetric part. Veera Babu et al. [14] generated an 

expert system for tailor welded blanks forming process using 

PAM-STAMP FE code. Many expert systems have been 

developed in various areas including medical. Reddy and 

kavitha[15] have developed an expert system to indentify the 

type of fever from database. They have used data mining 

concept in their work.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

When dealing with sheet metal forming process, it is quite 

necessary to design a die and predict the effect of various 

factors on the life of die. However, the issue like designing 

along with an analysis of the die (fatigue analysis) is an 

untouched aspect. Hence, in present research, an integrated 

expert system using rules and knowledge has been proposed 

to design and analyzed the die of deep drawing forming 

process. The current work aims at studying the effect of 

different blank materials on the life of the die. Different 

punch forces are simulated during the process. Table 1 gives 

the various input parameters that are used to define the model 

during simulations. 

 

A. Development of ES 

 

The die designing is a very tedious job even it is the 

combination of science, art and knowledge. Further, the die 

characteristics are non uniform because as the workpiece 

material and configuration changes die configuration 

changes. Such, limitation has been addressed in present 

work. The system is comprises of user friendly graphic user 

interface (GUI). Thus semi skilled operator can also operate 

the system in effective manner.  

The prediction part is developed under VB and AUTOCAD 

environment. Further, the integration to analyze the die has 

been carried out using ABAQUS with the use of PYTHON 

scripting. Figure 1(a) and (b) shows input data like cup 

diameter, height of cup. Thicknesses of cup wall, material 

types, yield stress etc. These are the basic properties of 

material. 

Based on input data, ES calculates blank diameter, clearance, 

number of draw and total force applied on die (Fig 2(a), (b) 

and (c)). For these calculations some rules are generated. 

Sample rules are reveled as bellowed. Calculated data 

presented in Table 2(a), (b) and (c).  

 

Planning Rules for modeling of axisymmetric deep drawing 

operation 

 

R 1: If axisymmetric shape is required to be drawn then first 

form of the material of sheet metal blank must be a circular 

plate. 

 

R 2: If current shape is cup of 1, 2 or 3 element (height, 

width and diameter) then previous shape is a circular blank. 

 

R 3: If a drawn sheet metal product wraps itself to the punch 

head then the product may be undergoes to stretching. 

 

R4: If the draw can be resulted but unwanted geometrical 

calculation are predicted then a failing is predicted. 

 

R5: If required punch load cannot passes to blank then 

perfect deformation cannot be achieved. 

 

R6: If multi stage drawing is introduce then in ach 

intermediate pass, except for last one, the out coming cup 

will utilized the LDR 

 

R7: If wrinkling in product are expected then reduce the 

compressive stresses and follow rule no 10. 

 

R8:  Wrinkling tendency classification by thickness ratio TR 

If Very thin then  TR<0.005 

If Thin then  0.005<= TR<= 0.015 

If Moderate then  0.015<=TR<=0.025 

If Thick then   TR>= 0.025 

 

R9: If defect is predicted in product then draw can be 

achieved but with an unwanted geometry 
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R10: If failure is predicted in final product then the draw 

cannot be completed. 

 

R11: Limiting thickness to blank diameter is greater than 

equal to 0.01 

 

R12: Limiting height to blank diameter is greater than half of 

their diameter 

 

R13: Draw radius 

          D0/d = 1.8 AL 

                   = 1.9 Steel 

                   = 2.0 S.S. 

 

R14: Die radius 

          If steel then 4 to 6 time thicker than material 

          If S.S or AL then 5 to 10 time thicker than material 

 

R15:  Punch radius 

          If steel then 4 to 8 time thicker 

          If AL or S.s then 8 to 10 time thicker 

 

R16: If rule 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 are achieved then part is      

feasible for form 

 

R17: If rule 18 is achieved then manufacturability is passed 

 

R18: For force  

          Fmax=II*d*t*ult((D/d)*0.7) 

 

R19: Blank load 

         Fmax * 1/3 * punch force 

 

R20:  Total load= Force+Blank load 

 

R21: If number of draw is required than total load                

calculated separate 

 

R22: If all necessary data is entered than manufacturability is       

pass and ready for next step 

 

R23: If data is plot with CAD than is produce required Die 

Design in CAD 

These are the sample rules for calculations. Here flow of 

process is forward chaining. Forward chaining is a process 

flow to find out the solution in a forward direction. It starts 

with the data and reasons its way to the answers. In this 

process data and rules are selected and used, so it is called 

data-driven process or forward chaining.  

 

In this paper, authors have developed and expert system for 

sheet metal forming dies. Rules and knowledge based expert 

system is developed under VB and AutoCAD environment. 

Developed system is capable to draw a die design 

automatically based on few parameters. In more fatigue life 

of die is predicted. So by using ES, manufactures industries 

can easily survives in fluctuating market.  This section is 

divided in to two categories. 1. Die design module and 2. 

Fatigue life prediction module 

 

1. Die Design module 

 

Developed expert system is GUI based so input data is 

required. This input data are basically production information 

like- height, thickness and diameter of cup and material 

information like- material type and stresses (fig 1(a), (b)).  

 

Based on few input parameter system generates a die design 

(axisymmetric) in AutoCAD environment. Input  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Input definition (a) product 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. (b) product Material Definition 
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Parameters have presented in table 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here yield stress and ultimate stress are mechanical property.   

 

Based on input data and sample rules, ES generates 

calculation of blank diameter (table 2(a)), no of draw for 

each draws Table 2(b) and drawing details for each draw 

Table 2(c). 

1. Blank Diameter Calculation Details 

 

Table 2(a): Blank 

(Sheet Material Diameter calculation ) 

1 Blank Diameter 830.66 mm 

2 Clearance 3.55 mm 

3 Punch and Die 

Profile 

30 mm (Punch),  

30 mm (Die) 

 

2. Number of Draw 

Here number of draw is 3 that are generated by ES based on 

rules and knowledge. 

 

Table 2(b): Number of Draw for Each Draw : 3 

 Cup Diameter for 

each Draw 

Height of cup for each 

Draw 

1 498.29 mm 221.60 mm 

2 348.94 mm 407.10 mm 

3 300 mm 500  

 

3. Drawing details for each draw 

 

Sometimes die design required number of draw. Because if 

height of product is very high than it is not possible to 

generate a product within a once punch force. Generally in 

deep drawing forming operation number of draw is required 

and that is based on input data like height and diameter of 

product. Here number of draw required is three that is 

generated by ES. So punch diameter, die diameter, punch 

load, blank load and total force are generated for each and 

every draw that is reveled in table 2(c). 

 

Table 2(c): Drawing details for each draw 3 

No

. of 

dr. 

Punch 

dia. 

Die  

dia. 

Punch 

Load 

Blank 

holder 

Load 

Total 

Force 

1 498.3 505.4 2270.68 756.89 3027.57 

2 348.95 356.05 1197.11 399.04 1596.15 

3 300 307.1 654.79 218.26 873.05 

 

Graphical representation of this calculation have been 

reveled in figure 2(a, b, and c). By clicking on AutoCAD 

Plot (fig 2(c)), ES have generates die design in AutoCAD 

environment. Axisymmetric die design is presented in figure 

3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Determination of (a) blank diameter, 

clearance, and punch & die profile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. (b) no. of draws 

Table 1: Model Design Parameters 

Product 

Information 
Material Information 

Diameter 

of Cup 

300 

mm 

Type SS(Stainles

s steel) 

Height of 

Cup 

500 

mm 

Yields 

stress 

250 mm 

Thicknes

s of Cup 

3 mm Ultimate 

Stress 

500 mpa 

 Drawing 

ratio for 

1
st
 

2 mpa 
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Fig 2(c) Estimation of punch diameter, die diameter, 

punch load, blank holder load and total load 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.  Manufacturing drawing using ES 

2 Fatigue life prediction modules 

 

Generally fatigue failure occurs due to stresses that are much 

more or less than the required stress. Based on industrial data 

and research it has been observed that fatigue contributes up 

to 90% to all mechanical service failures like forming, 

casting, welding etc. Automobiles product like- car, aircraft 

product like - jet engines, wings and body, water vehicles 

like- ships, house hold utensils like- food container etc are 

subject to fatigue failures. Fatigue problem was initially 

identified in the early 1800s.  

 

2.1 Related Work 

 

Today, much work has been reported in the area of fatigue in 

mechanical and many more sectors too. Falk et al., [16] 

investigated on fatigue behavior of cold forging die using 

FEM (finite element analysis). It was reported that the 

material data should be combined with information about 

failure probability in four point bending. Also, the volume 

based damage approach is less accurate. Hasen et al., [17] 

studied on crack initiation and crack growth to predict the 

number of forming cycles considering finite element 

modeling for cold forging dies. It was found by the authors 

that the predicted tool life for low cycle fatigue test was 782 

cycles. That was experimentally determined as 1000 cycles. 

Kashid and Kumar [19] investigated on the fatigue life of 

punches of the compound dies using ANN. Hari Shankar et 

al., [20] demonstrated the fatigue analysis of the polymer 

composite die of deep drawing using FE simulations. It was 

stated that polymer composite material, Renshape 5166 dies 

made by rapid tooling techniques prove to be good solution 

in this scenario. Vlasov [21] reported on the thermo 

mechanical fatigue of dies for hot stamping. The QFORMV8 

software was used for test calculation of the hot stamping of 

conical gear. It was illustrated that that this die withstands 

around 400 forgings and breaks down in the section of the 

matrix surface formed by the tooth channel at the base of the 

fillet.  

However, from the literatures, it was observed that either 

FEM or experimental approach was used by many 

researchers. FE based approach is an approximate method as 

it is governed by Newton Raphson, Gauss Newton etc. 

methods. Further, experimental approach is uneconomical 

way to determine fatigue life. Hence, theoretical method 

could be an appropriate approach to predict the fatigue life. 
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2.1.2 Calculation for fatigue life 

 

This section described fatigue life phenomenon.  Here the 

method followed for fatigue analysis is based on Bhandari 

[22]. It was stated that if stresses applied on product form 

punch and die are not as same as it is required than operation 

causes a fatigue failure during production cycle. This 

phenomenon decreases the resistance power of material and 

that is the main characteristics of fatigue failure. Further, few 

terminologies associated with the fatigue analysis and 

recommended values are briefly explained below. This are  

 

1. Endurance limit 

2. Approximate endurance limit stress 

3. Failure stress and  

4. Fatigue limit (Plotting S-N diagram: stress vs. 

number of cycle calculation) 

 

All above are used to describe the property of materials. 

 

1) Endurance limit 

 

The highest stress that a material can stand with for an 

infinite number of cycles without any fail is called as 

endurance limit. But fatigue test cannot be expected for 

infinite number of times. It is generally 10
6
 Endurance limit 

is used to predict the fatigue life stress on a part.  

 

2) Endurance limit – Approximate estimation 

 

There is an approximate relationship between the endurance 

limit and the ultimate tensile strength (Sut) of the material. 

 

for Steel, 

 
' 0.4e utS S

 

          (7) 

Where, 
'
eS  = endurance limit stress (maximum sustainable 

amplitude) of a rotating beam specimen subjected to reversed 

bending stress (N/mm
2
 or MPa). Also, eS = endurance limit 

stress of a particular mechanical component subjected to 

reversed bending stress (N/mm
2
 or MPa) 

 

for cast iron or cast steel, 

 
' 0.4e utS S           (8) 

 

for wrought aluminum alloys, 

 

' 0.4e utS S           (9) 

 

for Cast aluminum alloys, 

 
' 0.3e utS S                    (10) 

 

The relationship between ( eS ) and (
'
eS ) is as follows 

(Bhandari, 2013), 

 
'

a b c de eS SK K K K
 

                  (11) 

Where, Ka = surface finish factor, Kb = size factor, Kc = 

reliability factor, and Kd = stress concentration factor. 

 

(i) Surface finish factor – ka 

 

The surface finish of the component is mainly depending 

upon the process of manufacturing. It is impossible to 

generate same surface finish for differently processed 

samples. High strength materials are more sensitive to stress 

concentration introduced by surface irregularities. The 

equation to determine Ka is following term, 

 
 ba utSK a

[if Ka>1, set Ka =1]               (12) 

 

Where, Sut is an ultimate tensile strength 

 

The recommended values of co-efficient a and b are given in 

table below. 

 

Table 4.3: values of coefficients a and b in 

surface finish factor 

Surface finish a b 

Ground 1.58 -0.085 

Machined or cold drawn 4.51 -0.265 

Hot worked 57.7 -0.718 

Forged 272 -0.995 

 

(ii)Size factor 

 

 Based on industrial data the recommended values for size 

factor are given below. 

 

Table 4.4: values of size factor 

Diameter (d) (mm) Kb 

d < 7.5 1.00 

7.5 < d < 50 0.85 

d > 50 0.75 
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(iii)Reliability factor 

 

The laboratory values of endurance limit are usually mean 

values. There is considerable dispersion of the data when a 

number of tests are conducted even using the same material 

and same conditions. The reliability factor depends upon the 

reliability that is used in the design of the component.  

 

Table 4.5: Reliability factor 

Reliability R (%) Kc 

50 1.000 

90 0.897 

95 0.868 

99 0.702 

99.99 0.659 

 

(iv) Stress concentration factor 

 

The endurance limit is reduced due to stress concentration. 

The stress concentration factor used for cyclic loading is less 

than the theoretical stress concentration factor due to the 

notch sensitivity of the material.  

The stress concentration factor is defined as, 

 
1d fK K

                     (13) 

The above mentioned four factors are used to find out the 

endurance limit of the actual component. 

 

2.1.3 Calculation of the present research problem 

 

Here the material of the die is taken as D2 (HCHC die steel) 

based on the industrial data.  

The material properties are: yield strength of the material (
ytS

) = 2150 MPa, ultimate tensile strength ( utS ) = 2503 

MPa [28] Rockwell hardness = 60 HRC. The inner diameter 

(di) of die is calculated from the ES (expert system) data i.e. 

300 mm product diameter thus die diameter is considered as 

300 mm considering 2.5 mm air gap on each side. It is 

assumed as no stress concentration in the die because it is 

very rapid process of deformation. 

 

1. Endurance limit stress (for the cast steel material) 

(die) 

         utS  

             

               

 

2. Surface finished factor and endurance limit 

 

The die is hot worked. Hence Ka can be calculated as so that 

from Table 1 the coefficients are a = 57.7 and b = -0.718 

 

     utS    

                                          

          

2.1 Size factor as the di = 125 mm the size factor 

Kb = 0.75 based on Table 2. (Constant) 

2.2 The reliability factor Kc is taken as 0.702 from 

Table 3 considering 99% reliability. 

 

So that, Endurance limit is, 

                

                          

         

 

3. Failure stress 

 

The calculation of fS
is given below 

 

              

 

Sf= 2270.68 * 10
3
 

          /4 * 300 
2
           (here 300=di) 

So,  

Sf= 32.13 MPa       (here the force is 2270.68 is taken from 

the expert system) 

 

4. fatigue life 

 

Generally fatigue life is calculated with Stress vs. number of 

cycle called S-N diagram that was published in year 1870.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. S-N diagram for present study 
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From S-N diagram (Fig 4), 

 

EF =DB*AE 

 

           AD 

 

Here DB, AE and AD is required. 

 

0.9 (Sut)= 0.9 * 2503        (here Sut = 2503) 

            = 2252.7 

log10 0.9 (Sut)= 3.3527 

 

now, calculate  log10(Se) and log (Sf) 

1.  log10(Se) 

 

=> log10(Se)= log10(137) 

                          =2.139 

2. log10(Sf) 

 

=> log10(Sf)= log10(32.13) 

                          =1.507 

 

Also, log10 (10
3
) = 3 and log10 (10

6
) = 6 

 

Here based on S-N diagram, 

 

EF =DB*AE 

           AD 

      = (6-3) * (3.3527 – 1.507) 

         (3.3527 – 2.139) 

      = 4.5621 = 4.5 

 

Log10 N=3+EF= 7.5621 

 

So, 

N = 878636.67 cycle  

 

Means based on input data product survives up to 878636.67 

number of times without any fail. Using Expert System 

Model, the detailed manufacturing drawing with force of the 

punch and die for all draws are developed into the 

AUTOCAD (Fig. 3, 5).  

 

In more, approximate fatigue life of axisymmetric die is 

calculated in advance. Graphical representation is reveled in 

Fig 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Manufacturing drawing force of tooling for each 

draw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Fatigue Analysis using ES 
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1. Fatigue life calculations(Appendix II) 

 

Table 3: Fatigue life calculation 

Endurance 

Limit (se) 

Enduran

ce Limit 

(se’) 

Failure 

Stress 

No. of 

cycle 

1251.5 137.97 32.13 878636.67 

 

Calculated force data (Table 2, Fig 3) are compared with 

other analysis tools like abaqus (Fig .7, Table 4).  Result 

calculated by ES is approximate same as others tools. 

 

Table 4: Simulation Result- Forces 

ES Result Abacus Result 

654.79 KN 613.81 KN 

 

Script file is generated for import a data in analysis tools 

(Appendix 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7. Simulation in Abaqus 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this study the lives of die with above configuration (Table 

1), runs approximate 878636.67 number of cycle without any 

fail. These drawing and calculation can be directly used in 

manufacturing process such a way indirect costs can be 

reduced. Also the enterprise can be able to survive in floating 

market demand. 

Results of the ES indicated that the stresses in the punch are 

varied by each draw. With die, it is observed that the max 

compressive stresses are being generated at the tip of the 

shoulder radius and tensile stresses are just above that of the 

shoulder radius.  

Based on the results, it is observed that for a sheet thickness 

of 3 mm with stronger material like Stainless Steel as sheet 

material then the die life is limited to around 878636.67 

numbers of cycles. 
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APPENDIX A: Sample Python Scrip 

 

from abaqus import* 

from abaqusConstants import* 
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backwardCompatibility.setValues(includeDeprecated=True, 

reportDeprecated=False) 

myModel=mdb.Model(name='DeepDrawing1') 

import part 

blankSketch=myModel.ConstrainedSketch(name='blankProfi

le',sheetSize=1.) 

blankSketch.rectangle(point1=(0.0,.0042),point2=( 

.14696938456699 ,0.0)) 

blankSketch.ConstructionLine(point1=(0.0,0.05),point2=(0.0

,-0.05)) 

myBlank=myModel.Part(name='Blank',dimensionality=AXI

SYMMETRIC,type=DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

myBlank.BaseShell (sketch = blankSketch) 

myBlank.Set(name='Blankset',faces=myBlank.faces) 

punchSketch=myModel.ConstrainedSketch(name='punchPro

file',sheetSize=1.) 

line1=punchSketch.Line(point1=(0.0,.0084),point2=( 

.088165 , .0084 )) 

line2=punchSketch.Line(point1=(  .088165, .0084),point2=( 

.088165 , .17633 )) 

punchSketch.FilletByRadius(radius=.042 

,curve1=line1,nearPoint1=(0.0,.0084        

),curve2=line2,nearPoint2=(  .088165 , .17633 )) 

punchSketch.ConstructionLine(point1=(0.0,0.05),point2=(0.

0,-0.05)) 

myPunch=myModel.Part(name='Punch',dimensionality=AXI

SYMMETRIC,type=ANALYTIC_RIGID_SURFACE) 

 

APPENDIX B: Sample VB code 

 

Private Sub btn_se_Click() 

ka = 0.2094 

kb = 0.75 

kc = 0.702 

kd = 1 

se1 = (0.5 * 2503) 

se = (ka * kb * kc * se1) 

txt_se.Text = se 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub btn_se_desh_Click() 

se1 = (0.5 * 2503) 

txt_se_desh.Text = se1 

End Sub 
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Abstract—This paper mainly assesses original image used within a mobile application to understand the differences and 

comparing them with the standard size. The purpose is to predict success rate of mobile applications prior availability to its 

customer. To do so, we considered sizes of Android based application which can be improved for the ease of user friendliness. 

In android package kit (.apk) the buttons are usually (.png) files where the size may differ based on various screen perspective. 

An application is developed to find and compare the existing button size found in a mobile application to the respective 

standard in terms of User Experience (UX) factor. Initially, the result in this work will produce a statistic for developers to 

compare button standard with the original standard and finally produce a generic overview to get a probable success rate with 

other products in the market. The main finding of this work are, consider an agile based approach during development 

including revising the developed applications if required before the final release to their user and to overcome the standard of 

the design issue in terms of standard button measurements with similar products.  

Keywords—User Experience Factor; Button Size; Android Package Kit; PPI; DPI 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Use of smart devices is continuously evolving a significant 

number of users. In the contemporary time, the smartphone is 

becoming the important devices for us in the post-PC era, 

which aid in our daily tasks with the useful functionalities[1].   

The smartphone comes at the very first position in terms its 

availability and sort of handiness. Making a mobile device 

user-friendly to its user are assured by UX factors which is 

one of the most important parameters in product 

development. UX factor is a recent term come from human-

computer interaction field which extends the vast concept of 

interaction design[2] User experience is a factor that 

describes, how well and easily it works, how they feel while 

they use and how well it fits into the entire context of its 

purposes. However, the companies and its developers need to 

understand the user expectations to produce expected 

products. 

 

Nowadays, companies are racing to develop applications by 

fulfilling user demands and targeting the maximum market. 

Meanwhile, many of them do not have the right analytic to 

adequately measure their applications effectiveness before 

the product comes to the user. User experience design in the 

industry is to improve customer satisfaction and loyalty 

through the utility, ease of use, and pleasure provided in the 

interaction with a product [3]. User experience points such 

factors that enable the companies to work on user 

requirements, friendliness, usefulness, need and availability 

of desired functionality that attracts the user to own the 

product. On the other hand, the production companies need 

to keep track of new requirements by the user which is one of 

the major properties of UX factor. 

 

Once a mobile application is launched to the market, it 

collects the statistics on UX factors that aim a certain level of 

success for new products. There are companies such as App 

Annie [4] used to make products by analyzing different users 

metrics in terms of UX factor. Application performance 

metrics is always helpful information for the developer and 

companies as they cannot really predict how the product is 

going to be evaluated by the user. There are many parameters 

to make an app successful such as usefulness, friendliness, 

affordability, responsiveness, usability, attractive design and 
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so on besides its brand value. The developer and company 

must consider the strategy that makes sure to achieve the 

business objectives by fulfilling user needs. Due to that, the 

visual design, metrics, and analytics need a complete 

concentration by the developing agent for their future 

designs. This work focuses a major UX factor that literally 

aims a higher success rate. We selected button images as our 

test case to get their analytic and compare Google provided 

standard in terms of UX factor [5]. Android is so popular in 

contemporary time. The global market share of Android is 

over 80% [6]. Google has its own development platform for 

Android-based application specifically on button architecture 

where they have provided the standards in terms of their 

design, platform, architecture, UI, Sensor, connectivity, 

storage, administration etc.  
 

During the design and development of this work, we 

followed agile development strategy [7] due to its dynamic 

and feature-driven development method. Application 

developers who will follow the proposed approach in this 

work are also highly recommended to practice the agile 

strategy as it directly involves iterative, incremental and 

rapid application development method [8]. Rest of the work 

in this paper is divided into the following chapters. Few 

related works are cited in chapter II, Screen resolution, PPI, 

DPI are explained in chapter III. Chapter IV is about button 

collection and evaluation. A statistical evaluation of the 

result took place in chapter V. Finally, discussion and 

conclusion are drawn in chapter VI and VII respectively. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

At the time of application development, few things are 

usually considered such as the presence of a specific feature, 

an appropriate system for running the application, adequate 

support of hardware, fully functioning devices and such 

relevant things those are required. But, during the launch of 

the application, the measurement of product's success rate is 

not calculated especially in terms of its acceptability to the 

users. Even there are not so much done in prior evaluating 

and predicting the success of an application before the 

commencement of the product to the market. Meanwhile, 

there is research on user-friendliness, comfortability, 

behavior, user perspective on different viewpoint depending 

on various age groups and so on. Another important 

designing issue is a seamless experience that allows the user 

to have a pleasure of continuity in using an application.  The 

analysis of the User Experience and User Interface design 

took place in many dimensions which came out in many 

forms of research. We will see, how the researcher has 

thought and presented their ideas in this specific area. 

 

Steve et al. pointed to the uncomfortability of a user can have 

in terms of user experience [9]. Frank and Edward emphasis 

on the design part and claimed that the design should be 

based on user experience [10].  Bederson, et al. priorities 

early evaluation of the design before the development [11]. 

Peter Morville identified the facets of user experience are 

useful, usable, findable, desirable, valuable, accessible and 

credible [12]. J. Meyerson mentioned regarding certain users 

are having difficulties in searching and navigating the digital 

culture [13]. Brewster, S.A. pointed to the lack of screen 

space in terms of allocating resources [14]. Pekka et al. [15] 

worked on thumb use of a user to work in a discrete manner 

for radio buttons, checkboxes etc. and other sequential work 

like writing into a text box and so on [16]. A good amount of 

research work carried out to understand the user need and 

implemented later to overcome the raised issues, but prior 

evaluation of an application from user analytic is quite rare. 

Our work will mainly focus this issue to predict a certain 

level of success by determining the existing button sizes 

varying from the Google provided a standard for Android-

based applications. 

III. SCREEN RESOLUTION AND PPI, DPI 

A mobile application is not just made to fit in one fixed size 

screen rather it becomes available to support various screen 

size according to the pixel per inch (PPI) and dot per inch 

(DPI). Screen size, button size, and its contextual location 

are prime issues during the development phases of any 

mobile applications. Different users have different thumb 

using pattern [17] or difficulties in operating a mobile screen. 

Therefore, if the buttons have an average size, it may become 

a problem for a person who has comparatively thicker thumb 

size. In this case, the most user application can be annoying 

for such a person.  Thus, the acceptability of an application 

according to the standard may differ from user to user 

depending on various screen size. 

 
Table 1. Variant screen resolution 

 

DPI range Screen range DPI count 

LDPI 0.75X 0 to 120 

MDPI 1.0X 120 to 160  

TVDPI - 160 to 213 

HDPI/HiDPI 1.5X 213 to 240 

XHDPI 2.0X 240 to 320 

XXHDPI 3.0X 320 to 480 

XXXHDPI 4.0X 480 to 640 

 

Android has developed their algorithms that resize the 

application layout according to the screen size [18]. Still, 
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problems may arise in allocating spaces for more elements in 

various screen size devices. The size of Mobile phones has 

changed time to time in terms of the screen area, mostly they 

got bigger with higher resolutions. Table 1 compares the 

ratios on the screen size and the pixel count. It ranged from 

low dots per inch (ldpi) to extra extra extra high dots per inch 

(xxxhdpi) so far to support various screens. 

PPI and DPI 

Pixels are the basic unit of a programmable color in a digital 

image and so the density of the pixel can be calculated by the 

amount of PPI [19]. According to modern science, the 

concept of PPI and DPI is considered as same [20]. DPI only 

refers to the application of PPI in printing an image. It prints 

the same amount of PPI on a printing paper. The more pixels 

an image contains, the more dots are printed by the printers 

on paper for both colorful and black and white images. As 

every pixel is equal in horizontally and vertically, so the 

density is also the same in each pixel. 

 

Figure 1. PPI calculation 

The most renowned process to calculate the pixel density is 

to calculate it diagonally with screen (figure 1). We can use 

the height and width of the screen to calculate the resolution. 

We can calculate the resolution (diagonally) using the 

Pythagorean theorem: 

.222 cba   

If we assume the width of the screen by w and the height of 

screen with h then according to the theorem the diagonal 

resolution in a pixel should be denoted by: 

.22 hwd p   

 

As we have found the diagonal pixel, we can calculate the 

resolution with the respect of screen size in inches by using 

the following mathematical expression: 

                                .
i

p

d

d
PPI                         (3)                                                     

       

where id  is the screen size. 

 

Figure 2. Comparing original image with standard image size 

IV. COLLECTING AND EVALUATING BUTTONS 

The main purpose was to collect different size images within 

an application to get the button analytics. To avail the 

opportunity we followed few simple steps, such as: 

Decoding .apk file 

 We developed an Android package kit decoder to decode 

.apk files. We decoded few Android-based mobile 

applications with the owner consent to test our tool and 

verify the claim of this work. 

 

Selecting button files 

     (1) 

   (2) 
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 A web-based tool was developed to choose specific .png 

files which have button properties. Among all .png files, the 

specific button files can be found in respective mdpi, hdpi 

folders. Figure 2 shows some file analytics such as their 

current size compared to the standard size. 

Comparing button file 

We stored all the buttons in the database to be compared to 

the Google provided standard and produce the analytics. The 

.apk file eventually had too many images where some of 

them were buttons and some were other image files with 

different properties which were not considered. For our 

analysis, we have listed all of them in the database ranging 

from ldpi to xxxhdpi. 

 

Table 2. Existing size compared to the original size 

 
File types   Existing size  

(in pixel) 

Expected size  

(in pixel) 

~.png 20, 16, 7, 3, 19, 11, 
10, 43, 39, 24, 46, 23, 

4, 34, 29, 31, 25, 9, 6, 
22, 30, 14, 40, 37, 33 

 

hdpi (213 to 240) 

~.png 8, 11, 12, 29, 22, 26, 
14, 10, 25, 9, 16, 6, 

15, 28, 20, 3, 19, 5, 
17, 2 

 

mdpi (120 to 160) 

 

A set of image (.png) files is stored in table 2 from the 

extraction of an application to compare with the expected 

size. The first column is the file type (the full path and file 

name have been avoided due to privacy issues), the second 

column contains actual button sizes found in the .apk file and 

the third column provides the expected range for different 

size screens. Such actual results may help the development 

team to verify their work compared with the standard 

measurements. The analytic contributes a great knowledge of 

their currently developed products to do the cost-benefit 

analysis before launching to market. However, if the 

applications are not developed to the standard, the success 

prediction cannot be made in advance which may lead to an 

unpleasant user acceptability. The next chapter could give a 

deeper insight of analysis of currently developed products 

with such limitations. 

V. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

 

Table 2 has the hdpi and mdpi files (.png files with button 

properties) found with their actual size in pixel within an 

application. It gives a clear comparison that, the actual button 

sizes are much lower than the expected range. In this chapter, 

we decided to get analytic and produce a statistical overview 

of the button size of an application to evaluate our achieved 

results. According to the number of the testing sample we 

decided to analyses them with One-Sample t-test [21] which 

can be derived from the following equation: 

 

 

n
S

x
t


 .  

 

We considered hdpi and mdpi as individual test cases. 

Case 1: high dots per inch (hdpi) 

 

5.226:,5.226: 10   HH  

 

Table 3. One-Sample Statistics for hdpi 

 
 N Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Standard 

Error 

Mean 

hdpi 25 23.00 12.936 2.587 

 

 

 
Table 4. One-Sample t-Test for hdpi 

 
 Test Value = 226.5 

 95% Confidence 

Interval Of The 

Differences 

t df Sig.(2 

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

 

hdpi -78.658  24  1.789E-

30  -203.500  -208.84  -198.16 

 

In the first phase of analysis, the mean scored 23 for 25 hdpi 

samples table 3 which shows the difference from the 

population means which is 226.5. Table 4 shows the mean 

comparison where the calculated value of t-statistic is 

negative 78.658 with 24 degrees of freedom (df) at 5% level 

of significance. For 24 degrees of freedom, the tabulated 

value ranges from negative 2.064 to positive 2.064 for 2-

tailed test [21]. If the test value scores within this range, the 

null hypothesis will be accepted otherwise rejected. 

Alternatively, if Significance value is lesser than the level of 

significance we can reject the null. The calculated value of t-

statistic is much lower than the negative value of the 

tabulated value and the significance value is 1.789E-30 

which is also lesser than the level of significance. 

    (4) 

 (5) 
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Figure 3. comparing hdpi with standard range 

 

Both of these claims that we are rejecting the null hypothesis 

which means the actual button size does not meet the 

expected standard. Graphical representation of the claim is 

shown in figure 3. 

 

Case 2: medium dots per inch (mdpi) 

140:,140: 10   HH  

 

 
Table 5. One-Sample Statistics for mdpi 

 
 N Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Standard 

Error 

Mean 

mdpi 20 14.85 8.305 1.857 

 

 

 
Table 6. One-Sample t-Test for mdpi 

 
 Test Value = 140 

 95% Confidence 

Interval Of The 

Differences 

t df Sig.(2 

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

 
mdpi -67.390  19 4.4186E-

24  -125.150 -129.04  -121.26 

 

We analyzed 20 mdpi samples where obtained mean is 14.85 

table 5 that differs from the population mean which is 140. 

We ran the similar One-Sample t-test for mdpi. According to 

table 6, the calculated value of t-statistic is negative 67.390 

with 19 degrees of freedom (df) at 5% level of significance. 

In this case, the tabulated value ranges from negative 2.093 

to positive 2.093 for 2-tailed test [21]. For mdpi, the value of 

t-statistic and the significance value 4.4186E-24 reject the 

null hypothesis as both values are lesser than the tabulated 

and level of significance range respectively.  

 

Figure 4. comparing mdpi with a standard range 

Thus, it indicates the unacceptability of actual button size 

compared to their standard. Figure 4 gives a clear picture of 

the differences. 

VI. DISCUSSION  

Currently, there are many companies developing suitable 

applications for different purposes. The small and new 

companies are in a competition with the experts to market 

their new products. Many of them becoming unsuccessful in 

their future editions due to their limitations in designing in 

terms of UX factor. Prior evaluation is highly recommended 

for such companies and products that help them in estimating 

the possibility of success and their business. Calculating a 

success rate before product launching may help them into a 

closer prediction of their application marketing. This research 

work is targeted to assist these application development 

companies and their developers who probably need a prior 

evaluation that prevent them to take any risk for their 

products and their future user. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we presented a systematic approach to a 

solution for evaluating applications that could help 

companies and development teams in predicting their 

business. We have tested a good number of applications from 

the local markets with their permission where we found, 

most of the applications do not meet the standard 

requirements that discussed in previous chapters. The 

evaluation results show the faults in button sizes of 

applications which may lead to discomfort to the user in the 

     (6) 
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long run. As the computing trend is continuously changing, 

the using behavior of users are also changing that expects 

more fine-tuned product designing to take future challenges 

and make them useful. This work exactly focused on of the 

most sensitive issues of an application in terms of UX factor 

to assume a prior success. Continuity of this work will focus 

on the contextual location of the button on various size 

screens. 
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Abstract— Cryptography is a intelligence to absorb the ambush of the accession by barter abstracts or admonition into 

advisement form, so the bulletin cannot be recognized.  Today, there are abounding algorithms acclimated for the for Image 

encryption, but the chaotic encryption methods accept a acceptable aggregate of speed and high security. In abounding years, 

the chaotic based cryptographic apportioned accept been acceptable some new and abstruse means to advance defended Image 

encryption techniques. The chaos-based encryption schemes are composed of two steps: chaotic confusion and pixel diffusion. 

We aboriginal accord a explain addition into chaotic Image encryption and again we investigate some important backdrop and 

behavior of the logistic map. The logistic map, alternate trajectory, or random-like fluctuation, could not be acquired with some 

best of antecedent condition. Therefore, a blatant logistic map with accretion arrangement babble is introduced. 

 

Keywords—Chaotic Confusion,Pixel Diffsion,Image Encrytion,Logistic Mapping 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

In the avant-garde days, Image Encryption has erected a 

accumulating of amount in the ambit of Image Processing. It 

is accustomed that images are assorted from affair in several 

address such as Correlation and Time.  

 

Purpose of text encryption modes on images ability not 

abundantly abandon all the images superior and 

appropriately acceptable encryption modes cannot be 

delivering. In bigger of the images, elements can be 

predicted from its adjacent pixel values. Two actions for 

defended Image Encryption namely FULL ENCRYPTION 

and PARTIAL ENCRYPTION. In the Avant-garde years a 

arrangement of Chaos based Image encryption architecture 

accept been refined. 

 As chaotic maps accept assorted axiological backdrop such 

as amalgamate and acuteness to antecedent arrangement 

constant and which can be advised akin to some 

cryptographic backdrop of ideal ciphers such as confusion, 

diffusion. A fast chaotic based Image encryption arrangement 

with Stream Cipher anatomy is proposed. 

 

 This gives an befalling to attackers to accomplishment the 

advice accessible at such affluence .Internet is a accessible 

arrangement and it is not defended Image manual in 

Accessible networks like internet. Internet is a accessible 

arrangement and is not so defended for the manual of arcane 

images. In its this Image encryption arrangement an alien 

abstruse acclimated for Image encryption of 80 bit and two 

logistic chaotic mapping are applied. The antecedent 

altitude for both logistic maps is acquired appliance the 

abstruse key by accoutrement altered weigthage to its bits. 

The about artlessness of the logistic map makes it is broadly 

acclimated for point of admission into an appliance of the 

abstraction of chaos [1]. 

 

II. METHODOOGY 

We elucidate all the dynamism for encryption and decryption 

of the image using both    chaotic logistic maps. Unabridged 

commotion is declared in the following dynamism: 

  
                                A  Logistic Mapping 

The most prominent perspective of chaotic poise should 

operate in systems of radical substance. Thus, we would like 

in a first step to mortify as well as gettable the substance of 

state space. However, this instantly conflicts with the 

requirement of inevitability. On the other hand, it can be 

shown that maps based on a one-substance homeomorphism 

can only display stationary or periodic regimes, and hence 

cannot be chaotic. On the other hand, if we sacrifice 

inevitability 

temporarily, thereby introducing singularities, one-

substances chaotic systems can easily be found, as illustrated 

by the logistic map. Indeed, this simple system will be seen 
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to circularize many of the necessary features of deterministic 

chaos. 

 

                                   The logistic map1  

                                 Xn+1 = a − x 2 n (2.1) 

 

                                  B  Arnold’s Map 
Arnold's Cat Map is a refitting that can be factual to an 

image. The pixels of the image operate to be unintentional 

rearranged, but when the refitting is repeated adequacy times, 

the original image will be operated. 

 

                             C Tinkerbelle Map 

The Tinker bell map is an explanatory-time persuasive 

system given by: 

   Xn+1 = x
2

n –y
2

n + axn+byn 

    Yn+1 =2xnyn + cxn+ dyn 

Some commonly used values of a, b, c, and d are 

 a=0.8,b=-0.6014,c=3.0,d=0.62 

 a=0.2 ,b=0.6024,c=3.0,d=0.72 

 

                           D  Gauss Map 

In mathematics the Gauss map (also known as Gaussian 

consummate mouse map), is a nonlinear rehearse map of 

the reels into a real interval given by the Gaussian function                                          

X n+1=exp (-α -X) 

                         III PROPOSED WORK 

The main objective of our work is to develop a sequence of 

encryption/decryption using Logistic 2D map, Gauss map 

and Tinkerbelle map followed by an additional permutation 

of Arnolds cat map. 

The Algorithm uses 3 maps which are 

 Logistic-2D map 

 Tinkerbell map 

 Gauss map 

Followed by an encryption of Arnolds cat map. 

The Algorithm of encryption is as follows: 

1. Load the Image to be encrypted 

//Start Logistic -2D encryption 

2. Generate a key , K = round(rand(1,256))   of 256 

bits; 

3. Partition the key into 5 components X0, Y0, r, T, 

turb. 

4. MN=Calculate number of pixels in image 

5. Define Logistic 2D map function as:-

Logistic2D(x,y) xi+1 = r(3yi+1)xi(1-xi) 

yi+1 = r (3(r(3yi+1)xi(1-xi)) + 1)yi(1-yi) 

6. Calculate number of iterations 

7. Loop i=1 to iterations  

8. do tx0 = mod(log(turb(mod(i-1,6)+1)+i)*x0+T,1) 

9. ty0 = mod(log(turb(mod(i-1,6)+1)+i)*y0+T,1) 

10.   Loop n=1 to MN(Pixels) 

11. if n == 1 

12.   xy(n,:) = abs(Logistic2D(tx0,ty0,r)) 

13.  else 

14.  xy(n,:) = abs(Logistic2D(xy(n-1,1),xy(n-1,2),r)) 

15. Loop n ends 

16.         Perform Substitution(RGB to YcBcR) and 

Permutation according to map xy 

17. Loop i ends 

18. Save encrypted Image 

19. Load encrypted image and perform encryption on 

encrypted image using Tinkerbelle map 

20. Define tinker bell function as tinker bell(x,y)                    

xi+1 =   xi
2
-yi

2
+axi+byi 

yi+1 = 2xiyi+cxi+dyi 

21. a = 0.9, b =-0.6013, c= 2.0, d=0.50 

22. Generate key as K=(0,0.5) where 0 and 0.5 are the 

initial values of x and y 

23. Perform steps 7 to 17 using tinker bell function 

instead of Logistic2D 

24. Save this encrypted Image 

Load encrypted image and perform encryption on 

encrypted image using Gauss map 

26. Generate Gauss function as gauss(x)                      e
(-

a)x2
+b 

27. Generate key as K= (a,b) where a=4.9 and b=-0.58 

28. Perform steps 7 to 17 using gauss function instead 

of Logistic2D 

29. Save this encrypted Image 

30. Load encrypted image and perform encryption on 

encrypted image using  

Arnold’s Map 
31. Generate Arnold function as Arnold(x,y)xi+1 = 

(2xi+yi) mod n 

32. Generate key as K= number of iterations 

33. Perform steps 7 to 17 using arnold function instead 

of Logistic2D 

34. Save this encrypted Image 

35. Start decryption Process 

        36.Save this encrypted Image 

        37.Generate key as K= number of iterations 

        38.Perform steps 7 to 17 using arnold function 

            Instead of 2d Logistic 

39. Save this encrypted Image 

40. Start decryption Process 

                IV     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Parameters used for analysis are as shown: 
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Histogram Analysis.(Original image Red Component) 

 

 

 
 

 

Encrypted image (Red Component) 

 

 
 

Decrypted Image (Red Component) 

 

 

 

Histogram Analysis (Original Green Component) 

 

 

 
 

Encrytpted image(Green Component) 

 

 
 

Decrypted image(Green Component) 

 

 

 
 

Histogram Analysis (Original Blue Component) 

 

 

 
 

Encrytpted image(Blue Component) 

 

 

 
 

Decrypted Image (Blue Component) 
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Mean Square Error 

 

 

 
 

Peak To signal Noise Ratio 

 

 
 

Normalised Correlation (Red Component) 

 

 

 
 

 

Normalised Correlation (Green Component) 

 

 

 
 

 

Normalised Correlation (Blue Component) 

 

 

 
 

 

                V    CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

An efficient diffusion scheme will be implemented to address 

the efficiency and security flaws of the traditional 

permutation-diffusion type image cryptosystems. The 

diffusion scheme consists of two relevant diffusion 
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procedures in one overall round encryption. The first one is 

the same as the normal diffusion module, whereas, in the 

supplementary diffusion procedure, the control parameter of 

the selected chaotic map is altered by the resultant image 

generated after the first diffusion operation. This scheme 

makes full use of the sensitivity property of the chaotic 

systems, and a slight difference in the image can be 

transferred to the chaotic map iteration and then brings about 

totally different key stream elements. Through this 

mechanism, the spreading effect of the cryptosystem can be 

significantly accelerated in the supplementary diffusion 

procedure and the cryptosystem. 
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Abstract— Neural network computational techniques are a new alternative to conventional numerical modeling. This paper 

presents modeling using response surface methodology (RSM). Box and Wilson Central Composite Design (CCD) is used for 

preparing experiment matrix. The independent parameters in the experiment are speed, feed, force and number of tool passes. 

These variables are controlled during the burnishing process. The response parameter is micro hardness. Experimental samples 

are prepared using Single Roller Burnishing Tools (Carbide). Vickers micro hardness tester is used to measure micro hardness. 

A quadratic mathematical model is developed using RSM. An Artificial neural network (ANN) model is developed using 

three-layer feed-forward back-propagation. The neural network model is trained using measured values of micro hardness. The 

different algorithms are used to train the model. Best performance is achieved with correlation coefficient 0.9. This study 

concludes that an artificial neural network is the best alternative to fit the nonlinear data. 

 

Keywords—— Burnishing , RSM, Micro Hardness, ANN 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The performance of the product, besides the cost and time 

is becoming an important aspect in today’s manufacturing 

industries. The performance of the product is influenced by 

the surface alteration during the manufacturing process. The 

mechanical and metallurgical modifications are in the outer 

most surface layer of few microns. This small layer 

significantly affects functional performance of the product. 

The machined surface inherently contains irregularities or 

deviations from the prescribed geometrical form. ―No 

machining techniques, however precise, will manufacture a 

molecularly flat surface on standard materials‖ [1]. 

Burnishing is a finishing process that is used to impart 

specific physical, mechanical properties on surfaces. The 

principle of the burnishing method relies on plastic 

deformation, achieved via the applying of an extremely 

polished ball or roller subjected to an external force on the 

surface of the work piece. Engineering parts area often left 

with residual machining marks of irregular heights and 

spacing. Therefore, once the applied pressure surpasses the 

yield strength of the material, the asperities are compressed 

plastically and flow into the valleys, resulting in a smooth 

and uniform surface texture. 

The effect of burnishing process on different mechanical 

and metallurgical properties is studied in the past. The past 

investigations can be categorised in five significant groups; 

use of contact mechanics to develop analytical model, study 

of one variable at a time approach, statistical techniques 

using design of experiment such Taguchi orthogonal array, 

response surface methodology and developing first order and 

second order empirical relationship, finite analysis with 

contact mechanics, and intelligence techniques such as fuzzy 

logic, artificial neural network.  

Different techniques for fitting the linear and nonlinear 

data using regression analysis is successfully used in the last 

few decades. But recently an artificial neural network (ANN) 

becoming popular to fit the nonlinear data. A neural network 

modeling approach is used by [2] for the prediction of 

surface roughness  (Ra)  in milling. Data is collected with the 

experiment based on the principles of Taguchi Design of 

Experiments which used for the training and checking of the 

networks’ performance. The ANN technique for hard turning 

process is used by [3]. The model predicts the surface 

roughness and tool flank wear. The combination of design of 

experiment (DoE) method and ANN is used by [4].Taguchi 

approach with the back-propagation neural network to 
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accomplish faster convergence during training and the 

desired accuracy during the recall step [5]. An artificial 

neural network based predictive model of average surface 

roughness in turning  hardened  EN 24T  steel has  been 

presented by [6]. Artificial neural network results [7] showed 

that, generated models were capable of estimation of 

parameters with high accuracy. 

All these studies have judged the developed models using an 

ANN to be enough precise, so they can be used for the 

machined process. Based on previous literature studies 

abilities of the ANN include; able to fit nonlinear data; 

compare to conventional modeling approach ANN is more 

efficient; it is easy to add a new parameter in the ANN model; 

ANN software toolbox is available easily, hence without 

prior knowledge of programming it is easy to construct the 

ANN. 

Limitations can be summarized as; different training 

algorithms are available such as BP, RB etc. hence it is 

difficult to choose one of them; a number of neurons in 

hidden layer are adjusted with trial and error; variety of 

transfer functions and training functions are available, so it 

becomes difficult to choose for an application; there are 

different opinions about the amount of training data and 

testing data. 

II. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY AND MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT 

This work examines the effect of roller burnishing process on 

Aluminum (Al 63400) work piece. The optical emission 

spectroscope is used to verify the composition of the work 

piece, the results are presented in the Table 2. The raw 

dimensions of the round work piece are 32 mm diameter and 

600 mm length. The initial turning operation is performed 

with speed. Initial turning conditions were defined for all 

work pieces as cutting speed 40 m/min, feed = 0.2 mm/rev 

and depth of cut 0.1 mm. The surface tester is used to 

quantify the surface roughness Ra value. The observed 

values are in the range of 1.7 to 2.18 µm. The single roller 

carbide-burnishing tool is used in the experiment. The 

experimental setup is shown in the Figure 1.The roller 

penetration is controlled by the spring fitted in the shank of 

the tool. The spring stiffness value 19.33 N/mm is measured 

in the laboratory. This value is used for the calculation of the 

force. The force is measured using the dial gauge attached to 

the tool. 

In this work four independent parameters which can be 

controlled during experiments are selected. These are speed, 

feed, force, and number of tool passes. The response or 

dependent variable is microhardness. The range of 

controllable parameters were observed in trial experiments.   

After these trial experiments, the range for speed (20-50 

Table 1 Burnishing experiment matrix 

 

standard 

order 

Speed 

m/min 

Feed 

mm/rev 

For

ce N 

Tool 

passes 

Microha

rdness HV 

5 20 0.5 40 2 114 

17 10 0.6 30 3 96 

2 40 0.5 20 2 88 

24 30 0.6 30 5 138 

7 20 0.7 40 2 117 

16 40 0.7 40 4 110 

27 30 0.6 30 3 102 

19 30 0.4 30 3 116 

14 40 0.5 40 4 120 

31 30 0.6 30 3 115 

8 40 0.7 40 2 93 

9 20 0.5 20 4 106 

13 20 0.5 40 4 116 

21 30 0.6 10 3 81 

30 30 0.6 30 3 114 

4 40 0.7 20 2 76 

12 40 0.7 20 4 106 

23 30 0.6 30 1 98 

15 20 0.7 40 4 120 

20 30 0.8 30 3 107 

3 20 0.7 20 2 93 

22 30 0.6 50 3 116 

18 50 0.6 30 3 106 

1 20 0.5 20 2 91 

10 40 0.5 20 4 117 

11 20 0.7 20 4 109 

26 30 0.6 30 3 101 

6 40 0.5 40 2 103 

25 30 0.6 30 3 103 

29 30 0.6 30 3 113 

28 30 0.6 30 3 103 

 
 

Figure 1. Burnishing process 

 

Table 2 The chemical composition of the workpiece. 

Si Cu Fe Zn Mn Mg Pb Al 

0.349 0.070 0.367 0.057 0.067 0.40 0.064 98.54 
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m/min), feed (0.5-0.8 mm/rev), force (20-50 N) and a 

number of tool passes (1-5) were selected. In this study we 

have to fit a polynomial of degree two. Number of 

independent variable and degree of polynomial suggest that 

there are 15 coefficients in the model. Hence number of 

experimental run should be more than 15. Four factors and 

five levels CCD were selected. The experimental runs consist 

of 16 factorials, eight axials, and seven center points. Design 

matrix of these 31 experiments is developed with Design-

Expert version 7.To make system error low the design matrix 

is arranged in the random manner as shown in the Table 1. 

A. Experimental Characterization  

The microhardness testing instrument MVH-1(square 

based diamond indenter microscopic attachment with 

computer display) is used for measurement. The 

magnification power of the instrument is in the range of 

100X -600X.The instrument is shown in the Figure 2.  

In microhardness testing very small force ranging from 

100-1000g is applied depending upon the material. In the 

current work 500g load is applied on the workpiece with the 

help of diamond intender. The force is kept for 10 seconds. 

When the force is removed the indention, mark is left on the 

work piece. The shape of indentation mark is a rhombus. The 

built-in microscope of 100X-600X used to measure the 

diagonals of the mark. The microhardness is depending upon 

the force and area of the indentation mark. The value of 

Vickers microhardness is calculated using the formula 

(HV=1.84 F / d
2
). Where, F= Load in kgf and d = average of 

the diagonals, d1 and d2 in mm. To minimize the 

experimental error, three readings were taken along the 

periphery of the workpiece. The average of three reading is 

used. The observed values are summarized in the Table 1.  

B. Statistical significance of the experiments 

 

Once the data is collected from the experiment, it is analyzed 

with the help of ANOVA. The regression analysis is used to 

build empirical model, which is generally of first order or 

second order. The statistical significance of the model is 

checked using p-value and lack of fit test. The p-value is 

0.0001 which significantly less than 0.05. Lack of fit is 

insignificant. Hence the statistical validity of the model is 

verified. After testing the significance of the quadratic model, 

the individual and interaction effects of parameters was 

studied. Linear effects of speed, and feed are insignificant 

parameters even though their quadratic effects are significant. 

The "Lack of Fit F-value" of 0.60 implies the Lack of Fit is 

not significant relative to the pure error. There is a 77.32% 

chance that a "Lack of Fit F-value" this large could occur due 

to noise. Fitness of the quadratic model is assessed by the R
2
 

value. This value is in the range of 0-1. Value zero indicate 

no fit at all and one indicate perfect fit, which is ideal case. 

In the  

Statistical analysis this value should be around 0.9 for best fit. 

In the current analysis the value is 0.899 which confirms the 

fitness of the model. The model can be efficiently used to 

predict the responses. 

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

The biological neural network used by brain consists 

millions of neurons interconnected with neighbors. The 

neurons communicate with each other through 

electrochemical signal. ANN structure is based on the 

biological neural network. Biological neural network consists 

of cell body (soma), dendrites, axon, and synapses. The 

neurons are connected through synapses through which input 

signals are received. When sum of signal surpasses a 

threshold, a response is sent through axon. A neuron is an 

information-processing unit that is fundamental to the 

operation of the neural network. The input signal is received 

through synaptic connections. The connections have its own 

strength termed as weight which may be a positive or 

negative number. Each input is multiplied by the weight of 

the synaptic connection and summed together. The externally 

applied bias is added to this sum which gives induced local 

field. On this field, activation function or squashing function 

is applied to give the desired output. The output range within 

certain interval is computed by the activation function. 

A. Design of ANN 

Design of network consists of three important tasks, 

collection and preparation of the data, selection of the 

architecture and finally measure the performance of the 

network. In the neural network design process, data should 

be collected first, and then prepared as sample input. The 

 

 
Figure 2. Microhardness testing 
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experimentation knowledge cannot be incorporated in the 

neural network; hence, accuracy is entirely depending on the 

data prepared to train the network. Multilayer networks can 

be trained to generalize well within the range of inputs for 

which they have been trained. It is not able to accurately 

extrapolate beyond the data range of experimentation. 

Therefore, experimentation should span the full range of 

input space of neural network. Experimental data is pre-

processed and dived into subsets before it is used to train the 

data. In this study, data is used from previous 

experimentation done with response surface method. Dataset 

of 31 experiments are available to prepare neural network.  

B. Collection and preparation of the data 

In the experiment data units of parameters are speed in 

m/min, feed in mm/rev, and force in Newton. All the 

parameters are expressed in different units. Also, the 

magnitude of the absolute values (0.5 to 40) is very different. 

Hence pre-processing of the raw data is essential. Hence the 

experiment data should be normalized first. Normalization is 

a pre-processing technique used to rescale attribute values to 

fit in a specific range. Nonlinear activation functions squash 

the output in the range of (0, 1) or (-1, 1). Hence it is 

necessary to rescale the output values in actual units. The 

normalize data speed up computation as reported by [8]. 

Different techniques are used for normalization such as min-

max , and z-score as reported by [9].  

Typical data flow sequence is input layer-preprocessing 

block-first layer-hidden layers-post processing block-output 

layer. In the burnishing process data presented in the Tab. 2 

for controllable parameters and responses is normalized 

using min-max formula, in the range of (-1,1). 

C. Dividing the data 

In an ANN the normalized data is separated into three parts, 

training set, validation set, and test set. The amount of data 

used for training, validation, and testing varies in the 

literature review. But several studies uses a small amount of 

data less than 30 and still the network presented a good 

performance[10]. There is no general guideline to divide the 

data for training, testing and validation. If training samples 

are more than the amount of testing samples network gives 

satisfactory results as suggested by [11]. The recommended 

ratios are 90%:5%:5%, 80%:10%:10% and 70%:15%; 15% 

for training, testing and validation respectively. In the current 

research work the ratios of 70%:15%, 15% is used which is 

the default style of MATLAB. 

The training set consists of the input signal along with output 

signal. The burnishing controllable parameters are input 

signal and surface microhardness is output signal. From the 

experimental results of the burnishing process 70% data is 

selected randomly for training set. During the computations 

the synaptic weights and thresholds are adjusted, till there is 

discrepancy between output signal and the desired output 

corresponding input from the experiment results. When the 

discrepancy falls within an acceptable limit, the generalized 

solution is achieved. Validation data set do not adjust the 

weight of the network. It is used to avoid overfitting and 

stopping criteria of the training process. The test data is used 

to check the final performance of a developed model. The 

data set ideally should be independent of the training and 

validation set. The model is now allowed to predict with 

inputs from a new set of data. Therefore, the results 

generated will reflect the model's success/failure. This will 

be your real-world implementation.  

D. Network architecture 

The number of input nodes corresponds to the number of 

variables or parameters used for the study. It is recommended 

that one should select the minimum number of parameter 

which embed the unique features of the experiment/process. 

Statistical methods such as the design of experiment are used 

in the preliminary stage to select the process parameters. 

Four burnishing parameters are selected are speed, feed, 

force and number of tool passes. The number of output nodes 

are relatively easy to specify as it is directly related to the 

problem under investigation. In the current research work 

one-output node, is for surface microhardness. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of ANN model 
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Number of hidden layers selected is generally depends on 

the complexity of the problem. Typical range is one to four. 

Each layer is fully connected to the succeeding layer. 

Without hidden layer, ANN becomes just a statistical 

regression tool. Researchers are free to vary a number of 

hidden layers and number of neurons within it. Increasing the 

number of neurons in the hidden layer increases the power of 

the network but requires more computation and is more 

likely to produce overfitting. Increasing the number of layers 

added more complexity hence in this study number of hidden 

layer is kept one and number of neurons within it is varied. 

Guidelines for number of nodes in the hidden layer is 

reported by [11]. It should be n/2, 1n, 2n or 2n+1  where n is 

number of input nodes. In the current research work n=4 

hence a number of hidden neurons are 2,4,8,9. Such type of 

network structure is designated as 4-j-1 meaning that it has 

four input neurons in input layer, j neurons in hidden layer 

and one neuron in output layer. The researchers have applied 

various structures to get the best performance. For example 

the work of [12] studies eight network structures, which are 

3–1–1, 3–3–1, 3–6–1, 3–7–1, 3–1–1–1, 3–3–3–1, 3–6–6–1 

and 3–7–7–1. [10] studies structure of 5-5-1, 5-10-1, 5-15-1 

and 5-20-1. The feed-forward back-propagation model for 

burnishing process is developed using Neural Network 

Toolbox™ 7 of MATLAB. Model is of three-layer input, 

hidden and output is schematically represented in the Figure 

3. All the neurons in the layers are connected to each other. 

In the input layer, there are four neurons for four independent 

controllable burnishing process parameters. The second layer 

is the hidden layer where a number of neurons are varied. A 

number of neurons selected are 1, 2,4,6,8 and 9. In output 

layer, there is one neuron. The networks 4-1-1, 4-2-1, 4-4-1, 

4-6-1, 4-8-1and 4-9-1 is tested for surface microhardness.  

E. Selection of activation function 

The activation function also called as a transfer function 

determines the relationship between the input and output 

nodes of the neural network. The activation function 

introduces the nonlinearity in the neural network. Any 

differentiable function can be used as the activation function. 

However, the previous research of indicating that nature of 

problem decides a transfer function. In the current work 

mathematical model is built with RSM. Suggested model for 

the burnishing parameters and responses surface 

microhardness is quadratic relationship. Hence a nonlinear 

transfer function is used. Hence, among the above logistic 

transfer function is mostly used to train the Network. The 

neural network training is nothing but unconstrained 

nonlinear optimization problem. During training, the weights 

are iteratively modified to minimize the mean square error 

between the desired and actual output values for all output 

nodes over all input patterns. Many optimization methods are 

available to solve an unconstrained nonlinear optimization 

problem, hence there is various algorithms are available for 

neural network training. The most popular method is back-

propagation algorithm, which implements a gradient steepest 

descent method of optimization. The back-propagation 

computation is derived using the chain rule of calculus. For 

gradient descent algorithm, a step size, which is called the 

 

Figure 4. Performance ANN for microhardness model 

 

Figure 5. Histogram of ANN for microhardness model 

 
Figure 6. Training state ANN for microhardness model  
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learning rate in ANN, must be specified. Learning rate 

determines the magnitude of weight changes. Convergence 

of the algorithm depends on learning rate; the smaller 

learning rate tends to slow the learning process while the 

larger learning rate may cause the network to oscillate.  

To overcome this difficulty, the concept of momentum 

parameter is introduced in the algorithm. Due to the 

momentum parameter, it is possible to use large learning rate 

resulting in fast convergence. As the learning rate and 

momentum can take any value between 0 and 1, it is 

impossible to find the best combination. The variation and 

modification results in numerous training algorithms. The 

training algorithm used in the current work are Levenberg-

Marquardt, Bayesian Regularization, Scaled Conjugate 

Gradient, Variable Learning Rate Gradient Descent, and 

Gradient Descent. Performance of the network 

F. Performance of the network 

The most important measure of performance is the 

prediction accuracy it can achieve beyond the training data as 

reported by [11]. Forecasting error is used for the 

performance of the network. It is the difference between the 

desired value and the predicted value. Different forecasting 

methods are presented in the literature. The different method 

generally provides different performance, hence [13] 

reported that number of different methods should be used 

and aggregate the information to judge the performance of 

the network.       

After training is finished network performance can be 

checked by the performance plot, training state plot, error 

histogram plot and regression plot. The performance is often 

measured in terms of accuracy of forecasting error, which is 

the difference between the actual and predicted value. The 

error is calculated by different techniques. The most 

frequently used techniques are: mean absolute deviation, sum 

of squared error, mean squared error and root mean squared 

error. There is no guideline which performance function 

should be used. Based on the literature review, MSE 

performance function is used in the current work.  

To determine the best network structure, two criteria are 

considered. The first criterion is the consideration of the 

smallest value for the absolute average error value of the 

testing sample set to justify the network structure that gives 

the best prediction for the surface microhardness value. In 

this way, the absolute average value of MSE is calculated for 

each network structure. The aim is for the MSE absolute 

average to be as small as possible (approaching zero) to 

justify that the network structure has given the best 

prediction. The comparison of different training algorithms 

and variations of nodes is determined for all the network 

networks 4-1-1,4-2-1, 4-4-1, 4-6-1, 4-8-1and 4-9-1 and the 

best network found is 4-1-1 and 4-2-1 for surface 

microhardness. The performance of this to networks is 

discussed in the following section. 

The performance plot Figure 4 shows the value of the 

performance function versus the iteration number for 

microhardness. It plots, training, validation and test 

performances. From graph, the error reduces after more 

epochs of training. The best validation performance is at 9 
th
 

epochs for surface microhardness. There is no increase in 

error on the validation data, indicates that the network does 

not start overfitting the training data. The best performance is 

taken from the epoch with the lowest validation error.  

The error histogram plot Figure 5 shows the distribution 

of the network errors for surface microhardness and 

microhardness respectively. The error has uniform 

distribution pattern about zero. The training state plot is 

shown in the Figure 6. It shows the progress of other training 

variables, such as the gradient magnitude, the number of 

validation checks, etc. The regression plot Figure 7 shows a 

regression between network outputs and network targets. 

If the training were perfect, the network outputs and the 

targets would be exactly equal, but the relationship is rarely 

perfect in practice. The three axes represent the training, 

validation and testing data. The dashed line in each axis 

 

Figure 7. Regression ANN for microhardness model 
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represents the perfect result – outputs = targets. The solid 

line represents the best-fit linear regression line between 

outputs and targets. The R-value is an indication of the 

relationship between the outputs and targets.  

This value is in the range of 0-1. Value zero indicate no 

relationship at all and one indicate perfect relationship, 

which is ideal case. In the ANN analysis this value should be 

around 0.9 for best fit. In the current analysis the value is 0.9 

which confirms the fitness of the model. The network can be 

efficiently used to predict the responses.If the network is not 

sufficiently accurate, you can try initializing the network and 

the training again. In such a situation number of neurons in 

hidden layer is increased gradually which gives network 

more flexibility to optimize the parameters or different 

training function is used. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this research review of the burnishing process for 

microhardness, using ANN is discussed. An experiment was 

conducted using RSM with CCD. Total 31 experiments were 

performed. The controllable parameters are speed, feed, force 

and number of passes. The responses are microhardness. 

ANOVA is performed to check the validity of the model 

developed. The experimental data are used in developing an 

ANN.  

An important issue of ANN modelling is discussed. 

The number of layers and number of neurons in the hidden 

layer is determined using trial and error method. The issue 

relating sample size and distribution of data for training, 

testing and validation are discussed. 

Modifying the number of neurons in the hidden 

layer, with same training algorithm and the same sample size 

and its distribution gives different values for microhardness. 

The study has applied to 4-1-1, 4-2-1, 4-4-1, 4-6-1, 4-8-1and 

4-9-1 network structures. The 4-1-1 and 4-2-1 structure gives 

the best performance for the microhardness respectively. 

Best performance is achieved with correlation coefficient 0.9 

for the response microhardness. 
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Abstract: Passive Optical Networks (PONs), designed by Full Service Access Network (FSAN) working group, is the 

converged infrastructure standardized by ITU and IEEE. PONs support services such as traditional telephony, VoIP and 

various other multimedia services upto a logical reach of 60km with a split ratio of 1:128. Hence to enhance the reach and 

performance   of PONs, one of the foremost solutions is the use of hybrid optical amplifiers. In this present paper, a model of 

bidirectional Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) PON using hybrid optical amplifiers configuration (Semiconductor Optical 

Amplifier (SOA), Raman Amplifier and Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA)) is presented. The performance of the 

designed system is evaluated for variation of Q Factor with transmission distance using (i) SOA-Raman (ii) SOA-EDFA and 

(iii) EDFA-EDFA hybrid configuration by carrying out simulations.  

Keywords: PON, FSAN, Optical Line Terminal (OLT), Optical Network Unit (ONU), Optical Distribution Network (ODN), 

EDFA, TDM, WDM SOA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Current Fiber to home networks provides broadband and 

other multimedia services to consumers effectively. But for 

handling ever increasing bandwidth hungry services, the 

capacity of traditional fiber to home networks must be 

enhanced in a scalable manner. PONs designed by FSAN 

working group is the converged infrastructure standardized 

by ITU and IEEE [1]. PONs supports services such as 

traditional telephony, VoIP and various other multimedia 

services. PONs uses passive network elements that reduce 

deployment costs and power consumption. However, the 

maximum logical reach of PONs is upto 60km with a split 

ratio of 1:128 [2]. 

In practical scenario, due to inherent fiber and component 

losses, splice and connector losses, the maximum reach is 

limited. Hence to extend the reach of PONs, one of the 

foremost solutions is the use of hybrid amplifiers. However 

the use of optical amplifiers and repeaters contradict the 

basic idea of PONs. But their use considerably extends the 

transmission reach while reducing the number of local 

exchanges which lead to cost savings in infrastructural 

setups and operations. The novel architectural design and 

technological advancements in PONs has enabled low cost 

optoelectronic communication. 

PONs works in two modes, downstream and upstream. 

Upstream transmission is called as burst mode transmission 

and occurs randomly as required by user. The upstream data 

rate is always slower than downstream rate. The basic 

architecture of PONs is shown in Figure 1. The PON 

architecture consists of three main units OLT, ONU and 

ODN. OLT located in CO is the interface between PON and 

the optical backbone network. OLT distributes PSTN, 

Internet and CATV services to as many as 16 to 128 end 

users per fiber line. 

 

Figure 1:  Passive Optical Network Architecture  
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Passive optical splitter divides an optical signal into multiple 

equal low power signals and distributes them to end-users 

during downstream and in case upstream transmission these 

acts power combiners. ONU provides service interface to 

end users. ODN connects OLT and end users using optical 

fibers. 

In this paper, we have presented a detailed description of 

PONs, its technologies and standards along with the related 

work found in literature. We have also designed a PON 

network model for extending reach of communication using 

hybrid amplifiers (SOA –Raman amplifier, SOA-EDFA and 

EDFA-EDFA). We have also compared the performance of 

this configuration of hybrid amplifiers on the basis of 

variation of Quality Factor with transmission range. In 

section II, various technologies and standards related to 

PONs are discussed followed by recent related work in 

section III. Section IV contains the proposed network design 

followed by results and discussion in section V and 

conclusion in section VI. 

II. PON TECHNOLOGIES AND  STANDARDS 

On the basis of multiplexing scheme used, PON is of three 

types which are Time Division Multiplexed PON (TDM 

PON), Wavelength Division Multiplexed PON (WDM 

PON) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed PON 

(OFDM PON).  

A. TDM PON 

TDM PON permits all the users to share a single wavelength 

channel and allocates them a high bandwidth through an 

optical network arrangement. This network uses TDM 

technique for combining incoming traffic from ONUs onto 

upstream and downstream wavelength links. Two TDM 

techniques can be used: Fixed and Statistical TDM. In the 

former case, a firm amount of delay is offered among two 

OLT’s while for the latter case, delay is decided by the 

amount of information transmitted from OLT’s [3]. TDM 

PON is the most widely used network due to several 

advantages such as lower maintenance costs and more 

reliable operation. Figure 2 shows the architecture of TDM 

PON. 

For downstream communication, the OLT located in CO 

transmits continuously and the ONU’s at the ends find their 

data through the address labels rooted in the signal. While 

for upstream communication, each ONU transmits data for 

an allocated time slot to OLT.  

 

(a) Downstream Link 

 

(b) Upstream Link 

Figure 2:  TDM PON architecture  

Depending upon the data rate requirements, TDM PONs are 

of different types which are ATM PON, Broadband PON 

(BPON), Ethernet PON (EPON), Gigabit PON (GPON), 

10G EPON, and Next-generation PON (NG-PON). Figure 3 

shows the evolution of various standards for PONs.  

 

Figure 3: PON Standards [4] 

In ATM PON uses data rate of 622.08 Mb/s and 155.52Mb/s 

for downstream link and for upstream link it uses burst of 

ATM cells. ITU-T G.983 series specifies the standards for 

BPON. BPON is an improvement over APON and provides 

broadband services including video and other multimedia 

applications. 
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EPON is a P2P network topology that handles packet based 

data traffic in scalable and cost effective manner. A 

symmetric bandwidth of 1.25Gbps is achieved using EPONs 

in both downstream and upstream links and a reach of 20 km 

is achieved. EPONs are also termed as Gigabit Ethernet 

PON or GEPON. EPON being compatible with other 

Ethernet standard does not require any conversion or 

encapsulation while communicating with other standards 

[4]. 

ITU-T G.984 series specifies GPON standards. GPON 

supports two different data rates for both upstream and 

downstream links.  It can provide symmetrical data rate of 

622 Mb/s or 1.244 Gb/s in both downstream and upstream 

links. It can also support a data rate of 2.488 Gb/s and 

1.244Gb/s in downstream and upstream links respectively. 

GPONs along with supporting multiple data rates, provides 

high efficiency and also incorporate real-time suggestions 

from service provider.  

XG-PON or 10G PON is the recent standard for GPON 

standardized by ITU-T G.987.It provides a data rates of 

10Gbps for downstream and 2.48 Gbps for upstream link. 

XG-PON supports advanced multimedia applications 

requiring higher bandwidths such as high definition video 

transmissions. 

The evolution of NG-PON is divided into two phases: NG-

PON1 and NG-PON2. NG-PON1 depends on PON 

technologies that show compatibility with GPON standards 

(ITU-T G.984 series).NG-PON 2 provides backward 

compatibility with previous standards and supports 

traditional video services along with new generation 

multimedia applications on existing optical distribution 

networks.  

B. WDM PON 

WDM PON allows each user to access the entire bandwidth 

rather than sharing it among several users in TDM PON. It 

enhances the capacity of the medium by using multiple 

optical wavelengths in a single fiber. Since each home 

receives its own wavelength, these networks are secure and 

scalable.  

 
Figure 4: WDM PON Architecture 

Figure 4 shows the architecture of WDM PON. Here, 

passive splitter is replaced by a wavelength router in the 

PON fiber plant. As, each OLT-ONU pair is assigned a keen 

and permanent wavelength. Therefore, it requires two 

transmitter/receiver pairs to establish a point to point 

connection. Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) is 

employed to realize the passive wavelength router 

positioned at remote node. An AWG can operate over 

numerous spectral ranges, allowing same device to be used 

for both upstream and downstream transmissions. AWGs 

have an optical loss of around 5 dB, which is about 12 dB 

less than that of a 1 × 32 power splitter [5].WDM-PON has a 

major drawback that it requires multiple optical ports at the 

central office as compared to TDM-PON.  

C. OFDM PON 

OFDM PON improves the bandwidth of optical networks 

due to its superior transmission capability. It employs 

Orthogonal Frequency Division multiplexing as the 

modulation scheme. Figure 5 shows the architecture of 

OFDM PON. 

 
Figure 5: OFDM PON Architecture 

It uses a number of closely spaced orthogonal subcarriers for 

data transmission each modulated at a low symbol rate. Due 

to low data rate, the duration of each symbol is reasonably 

large. This efficiently reduces the Inter Symbol Interference 

(ISI) in a wireless multipath channel. The polarization mode 

dispersion and chromatic dispersion in optical 

communications have similar effects as those of multipath. 

Therefore, using the OFDM modulation scheme in the 

optical access network can greatly increase the network 

provisioning data rate and lengthen the network reach [5].  

III. RELATED WORK 

In [2], the authors have presented a model of 4 TDM-PON 

using SOA-Raman amplifier over CWDM wavelength plan 

serving 128 end users. In [3], the authors have presented 

model of TDM based PONs with multiple channels that use 

different coding schemes and transmit data over nonlinear 
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fiber in an efficient manner with optimum use of resources. 

The Simulative result shows that for both upstream and 

downstream links, reach extension of 60 km is achieved 

with a bandwidth of 75 nm is obtained. 

 In [4] the authors have presented and analyzed a hybrid 

model of WDM/TDM PON at variable data rates and the 

proposed model supports upto 48Gbps with better 

performance in terms of BER. In [5], the authors have 

provided a detailed description of G-PON and E-PON and 

their architecture and their adaptability to ever increasing 

bandwidth requirements.  

In [6], the authors have presented a model of 4 TDM-PON 

with a symmetric data rate of 2.5GHz using SOA-Raman 

amplifier over CWDM wavelength plan serving 128 end 

users. The Simulative result shows that for both upstream 

and downstream links, reach extension of 60 km is achieved 

with a bandwidth of 75nm is obtained.  

In [7], the authors have proposed a CWDM PON for 

2.5Gbps data rate with a fiber length of 20km.Simulative 

results shows that designed system works optimally and 

provides better SNR performance and can accommodate 

higher bandwidth applications. 

In [8] the authors have designed a passive GPON using 

Raman amplifier with a split ratio of 1:64 at 2.5 Gb/s data 

rate. Simulative results show that the designed network 

works optimally and link losses of 43dB and 36.6dB were 

obtained for 1310 nm and 1490 nm signals, respectively 

without any error floors. In [9] the authors have proposed an 

all-optical virtual private network (VPN) based OFDM –

PON using 16QAM and a data rate of 10Gbps. The use of 

VPN in OFDM –PON works optimally and enhances the 

security. 

In [10] the authors have proposed a reliable WDM PON 

architecture for protection against feeder fiber failure. In 

proposed architecture, in case of fiber failure the OLT and 

ONU switches can switch automatically to protection link. 

 In [11], the authors have described a model for coexistence 

of XG-PON and GPON with Raman Amplifier for both 

upstream and downstream links. Upon simulation, a 

transmission reach of 50 km and a loss budget of 39dB were 

obtained for both GPON and XG-PON with a split ratio of 

1:96. 

 In [12] the authors have proposed a hybrid OFDM-

baseband signal with a data rate of 2.5GHz using direct 

modulation. The proposed system works optimally upto a 

distance of 20 km with a data rate of 11.2 and 15 Gbps. 

In [13], the authors have proposed hybrid OFDO-TDM 

architecture with statistical allocation of bandwidth as an 

improvement over the WDM PONs. The performance of 

proposed model was evaluated using constant bit rate 

(CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and best effort for 

accessing traffic load. The designed model works optimally 

and provides better usage of resources. 

 The authors in [14] have proposed a model of integrated 

bidirectional XG- PON using direct modulated duo-binary 

modulation of ultrahigh definition television .The analysis of 

designed shows enhanced performance upto 20km with 

reduced power penalties upto 32 ONUs.  

In [15] the authors have proposed a modified WDM PON 

architecture using subcarrier multiplexing at OLT. For 

improving modulation efficiency, authors used a 

combination of IM and PM. Simulative analysis shows that 

the proposed architecture provides protection against fiber 

failure in case of downstream and broadcast signal.  

In [16], the authors have proposed a low cost high capacity 

design model of WDM/TDM PON that provides a gain of 

23dB with extended transmission reach. In [17], the authors 

have evaluated the performance of WDM/TDN PON with 

for 128 ONUs for communication of voice, video and data 

using NRZ and RZ modulation. The designed hybrid system 

works optimally with high fidelity upto a distance of 28 km 

using NRZ modulation. 

 In [18], the authors have proposed a model of WDM-RoF-

PON for providing last mile connectivity for high speed 

broadband and multi-service transmission. The experimental 

analysis shows that the designed model works in consonance 

with theoretical assumptions and provides better optimal 

performance with lower energy consumption. 

In [19] the authors have proposed a novel architecture of 

WDM-PON using Optical Carrier Suppression (OCS). 

Simulative analysis of proposed system at symmetric rate of 

2.5Gb/s for both upstream and downstream signals shows 

efficient working of the system and it provides protection 

against feeder fiber failures. 

 In [20] the authors presented a review of polarization 

division multiplexing techniques WDM-RoF-PON with 

multiple data rate .The authors have also analyzed the 

impact of cross polarization  using three channel SCM 

system. Simulative results show that cross polarization 

provides an improvement of 4dB and optimal performance 

is achieved for high speed data transmission. 

In [21] the authors have evaluated the performance of 

various compensation methods in a WDM PON system 

using optical Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

(DQPSK), Optical Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK) 

and the different modulation formats including non-return-

to-zero (NRZ), return-to-zero (RZ), carrier-suppressed 

return-to-zero (CS-RZ) at 40Gb/s. Simulative analysis 
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shows that CS-RZ-DQPSK modulation format provides 

better performance . 

IV. HYBRID OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS 

To increase the transmission capacity, optical amplifiers 

such as Raman, SOA and EDFA are used in optical 

communication. SOA having compact size and requiring 

low power consumption are suitable for Opto-electronic 

circuits. Raman amplifiers provide improved noise figure, 

signal power gain and OSNR. EDFA amplifies multiple 

channels without any gain reduction and coupling losses and 

also the power requirements of EDFA can be met using 

diodes. 

For optimum utilization of available optical bandwidth, 

hybrid combination of optical amplifiers (SOA, EDFA and 

Raman) either in series or parallel can be used in different 

wavelength ranges. The net gain of hybrid optical amplifiers 

is equal to the sum of gain of individual amplifiers. 

                  

 

In hybrid configuration of SOA-Raman, the nonlinearities 

produced by SOA are compensated by using Raman 

amplifier. This configuration provides optical regeneration, 

wavelength conversion with low noise figure and higher 

gain. 

The SOA-EDFA hybrid configuration provides higher gain 

and large output power with minimum variation in gain. 

However, in this configuration ASE noise increase BER 

while degrading receiver sensitivity [22].  

The EDFA-EDFA hybrid configuration provides high gain 

with gain flatness using lower pump power. Using this 

configuration, entire short wavelength region bandwidth can 

be amplified and several channels can be multiplexed [23]. 

V.  PROPOSED DESIGN AND SIMULATION 

FRAMEWORK 

We have designed a four-channel bidirectional TDM PON 

model using optisystem simulator. The input optical 

transmitters operate in a wavelength band of 1490-1550nm 

for downstream transmission. Figure 6 shows the block 

diagram of the proposed model. The optical transmitter 

inputs are time division multiplexed over a single 

bidirectional optical fiber. The signal is then optically 

attenuated and applied to a Hybrid amplifier followed by 

CWDM. In this hybrid Amplifier configuration, we have 

used combination of SOA-Raman amplifier, SOA-EDFA 

and EDFA-EDFA for extending the transmission reach up to 

70km and fidelity of the designed system. A passive splitter 

is used to split the multiplexed signal into four equal power 

signals in case of downstream link 

At the receiving ONU end, the outputs from the splitter are 

filtered using Bessel filter and 3R Regenerator is used for 

recovering the original electrical signal. In upstream 

communication, each end user acts as a transmitter and the 

input signal is filtered and then applied to passive splitter 

which acts as a power combiner. The power combined 

signal is then amplified and applied to the optical fiber. At 

the CO, a fork is used to apply the received signal to 

required number of optical filters succeeded by optical 

receiver at the end users.  

 

Figure 6: Proposed TDM PON model 
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The optical filters employed are the Butterworth optical filters 

operating in wavelength band of 1290-1350nm for upstream 

communication. The BER analyzer is used for visual 

realization of eye diagrams depicting Q-factor. 

The various parameters used during simulation are shown in 

Table 1 given below. 

TABLE1. Simulation Parameters 

Simulation Parameters 

Simulator Optisystem V 14 

Transmission distance 60-70km 

Data rate 10 Gbps 

Downstream/Upstream 

Wavelength  

1490/1290, 1510/1310, 1530/1330, 

1550/1350 

Passive Splitter  1:128 

Effective area of Raman fiber 18.7 m2 

Attenuation 0.32 dB/km 

Dispersion -20 ps/nm/km 

Raman gain coefficient 2.5 W-1 /km 

Pseudo-Random Bit 

Sequence 

231 - 1 

EDFA gain  25 dB 

Cut off frequency of  
Low pass Bessel filter 

0.75*Bit rate Hz 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have designed a network model of four-channel 

bidirectional TDM PON using OPTISYSTEM simulator. We 

have simulated and compared the performance of the network 

with three different combinations of hybrid optical amplifier 

SOA-Raman, SOA-EDFA and EDFA-EDFA. To carry out 

performance comparison, we have taken the values of Q-

Factor at Channel 2 and Channel 3 for both upstream and 

downstream link for a distance of 60, 65 and 70km. 

 Figure 7 shows the Eye diagrams obtained at 70km of fiber 

length for the three respective hybrid amplifier configurations 

in downstream transmission. From the eye diagram, the 

EDFA-EDFA configuration has larger eye opening for 

downstream transmission. 

 

 

 

 

(a)SOA-Raman 

 

(b) SOA-EDFA                                      

 
(c)   EDFA-EDFA 

Figure7. Eye diagrams At 70 km of fiber length for downstream transmission 

Figure 8 shows the graphical results of Q-factor variation of 

Hybrid amplifiers with transmission distance at Channel 2 for 

the downstream link. 
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       Figure8. The variation of Q Factor of hybrid amplifiers 

with distance at Channel 2 for downstream link 

The value of Q Factor decreases with increase in transmission 

range for each hybrid amplifier configuration for both 

channels.  

The combination of EDFA-EDFA provides better Q Factor as 

compared to other configurations even at higher transmission 

distance. 

Figure 9 shows the graphical results of Q-factor variation of 

Hybrid amplifiers with transmission distance at Channel 3 for 

the downstream link. 

 

Figure9. The variation of Q Factor of Hybrid Amplifiers with distance at 

Channel 3 for downstream link 

 

Figure 10 shows the Eye diagrams obtained at 70km of fiber 

length for the three respective hybrid amplifier configurations 

in upstream transmission.  

 

 

 

 

 

(a)SOA-Raman 

 

(b) SOA-EDFA 

 

(c) EDFA-EDFA 

Figure10. Eye diagrams At 70 km of fiber length for upstream transmission 

From the eye diagram, the value of Q-factor for EDFA-EDFA 

configuration is 23.42 for upstream transmission.  
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Figure 11 and 12 shows the graphical results of Q-factor 

variation of Hybrid amplifiers with transmission distance at 

Channel 2 and Channel 3 for the upstream link respectively. 

 

Figure 11: The variation of Q Factor of Hybrid Amplifiers with distance at 

Channel 2 for upstream link 
 

 

 

Figure 12: The variation of Q Factor of Hybrid Amplifiers with distance at 
Channel 3 for upstream link 

From the figures, a decrease in Q-factor with increase in 

transmission distance is depicted. Also, a higher value of Q-

factor is obtained with EDFA-EDFA Hybrid amplifier 

configuration. 

The graphical results shown are tabulated as below. Table 2,3 

,4and 5 shows the variation of Q-Factor for Channel 2 and 

Channel 3 with transmission range for both downstream and 

upstream link.  

TABLE2. Variation of Q Factor for channel 2 with transmission range 

(Downstream) 

Transmission 

Range(Km) 
Quality Factor  Channel 2 Downstream 

SOA RAMAN SOA-EDFA EDFA-EDFA 

60 18.85 27.32 33.46 

65 13.86 19.33 28.49 

70 13.53 14.32 23.68 

TABLE3. Variation of Q Factor for channel 2 with transmission range 

(Upstream) 

Transmission 

Range(Km) 
QUALITY FACTOR  CHANNEL 2 

UPSTREAM 
SOA RAMAN SOA-EDFA EDFA-

EDFA 

60 33.46 21.41 34.42 

65 28.49 19.37 29.62 

70 23.68 14.95 23.42 

 

TABLE4. Variation of Q Factor for channel 3 with transmission range 

(Downstream) 

Transmission 

Range(Km) 
QUALITY FACTOR  CHANNEL 3 

DOWNSTREAM 
SOA RAMAN SOA-EDFA EDFA-

EDFA 

60 19.26 29.32 34.42 

65 18.27 28.64 31.42 

70 16.44 24.32 25.46 

 

TABLE4. Variation of Q Factor for channel 2 with transmission range 

(Upstream) 

Transmission 

Range(Km) 
QUALITY FACTOR  CHANNEL 3 

UPSTREAM 
SOA RAMAN SOA-EDFA EDFA-

EDFA 

60 18.62 28.42 32.41 

65 18.41 28.10 30.62 

70 13.69 21.02 24.60 

 

From the graphical and tabular results, it is evident that the 

combination of EDFA-EDFA provides better Q-Factor as 

compared to other configurations even at higher transmission 

distance. The designed model with EDFA-EDFA hybrid 

configuration works optimally and provides better 

performance and a higher transmission reach is obtained with 

better quality factor. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented a network model of four 

channel bidirectional TDM PON using hybrid amplifier 

configuration. We have also discussed the architecture of 

PONs, their enabling technology, standards and the recent 

work related to PONs. The performance of the model is 

evaluated by carrying out simulations using OPTISYSTEM 

simulator. The hybrid amplifier configuration has been found 

to be effective in enhancement of range by approx 16% while 

maintaining the optimum Q factor and data rates. Also the 

simulative results shows that the PON model using EDFA-

EDFA configuration works more efficiently and optimally 
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and an improvement in Q Factor is obtained as compared to 

SOA-EDFA and SOA- Raman even at higher transmission 

range of 70 Km.  
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Abstract— This study was carried out to predict meaningful information from large data set of soil parameters and 

representation in graphical manner to make its clear understanding This analysis help in determining role of dependent variable 

and independent variable in the system and their relationships, their dependability for designing any prediction system. 

A field study is carried out to collect information for assessing soil parameter. Soil parameters analysis is done on 902 soil 

samples collected from KrushiVighan Kendra, Ghatkhed, Amravati. The values of  C, N, P, K, Mg, C, Fe, Cu, Zn, B, Mo, 

Lime, Saline, CEC, Mn, OM and pH of soil sample collected for the year 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 andPrinciple Component 

Analysis (PCA) is used to predict these soil parameters as a dependent and independent parameter that have direct/indirect 

effects on productivity. 

 

Keywords— complex analysis.soilparameter,Principle Component Analysis,Cu_copper, Fe_iron; ; K_potassium; 

Mn_manganese; OC_organic content: P_ phosphorus; Zn_zinc. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Real world problem needs lots of data and information to handle situation so its size and scale are larger and testing is done on 

such a large scale is quite difficult.Complex analysis is used to predicate meaningful information from large data and 

representation of that data in graphical manner. Plant growth is the result of a complex process. Many biological, chemical and 

physical factors are responsible for determining soil quality [1]. As soil having different texture for different area , the soil 

properties of soil are in variation and its operation at a range of scales, show intermittent effects, and fluctuating more insome 

regions than in others.and prediction of such soil properties become complex[2].With the help of complex analysis larger data 

and information is converted into meaningful information. More number of quality variables are good sign for better accuracy in 

data analysis as each variable shows its significance individually and relationship between each other having same 

properties.Complex analysis using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is used to predict meaningful information from large 

data set of soil parameters and representation in graphical manner to make its clear understanding[3]. This analysis help in 

determining role of dependent variable and independent variable in the system and their relationships, their dependability for 

designing any prediction system[4]. 

 

COMPLEX ANALYSIS  

During soil collection, the process of soil testing in laboratory is well studied. Testing of each macronutrient, micronutrient and 

other factor is carried out. As result of laboratory analysis, values of 902 soil sample are taken. To assess the variables relevant 

for the decision making the framework of complex analysis is used to predicate meaningful information from large data and 

representation of that data in graphical manner. Soil parameters are identified such that direct variable considered for fuzzy 

model and indirect variables are used for making platform for direct or relevant variables. Choosing of relevant variables is most 

crucial process in determining precision decision. Ec, N, P, K, Mg, C, Fe, Cu, Zn, pH are dependent variables which are applied 

directly in fuzzy model and Saline, Organic matter, CEC and Lime are independent variables[5]. 

The PCA technique of XLSTAT is used to analyses relationship between various variables by Correlation matrix (Pearson (n)), 

Eigenvalues, factor loading contribution and square cosines of variable and observations. It also plot different chart like scree 

plot, Bi-plot etc. that helps in analyzing the data and draw some valid inference.  
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Use of PCA in the research 

i. Analysis of independent variable of a data table representing observations described by several dependent variables and 

their inter-correlation.  

ii. Its goal is to extract the important information from the data table and to express this information as a set of new 

orthogonal variables called principal components. 

iii. PCA also represents the pattern of similarity of the observations and the variables by displaying them as points in maps. 

iv. Principal components are obtained as linear combinations of the original variables. The first principal component is 

required to have the largest possible variance. The second component is computed under the constraint of being 

orthogonal to the first component and to have the largest possible inertia.  

v. The other components are computed likewise. The values of these new variables are factor scores and these factors scores 

are interpreted geometrically as the projections of the observations onto the principal components. 

vi. Figure No. 1  Interlinking between nutrients and analyzing their dependability 

 

 dimensionally. If you must use mixed units, clearly state the units for each quantity that you use in an equation. 

 Do not mix complete spellings and abbreviations of units: ―Wb/m2‖ or ―webers per  

 (Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

 Soil parameters are classified into number of set. Each set consist of number of parameter according their dependability, 

correlation properties. Maximum number of set is prepared with the help of combination of variables. 

 

Table No. 1 Classification of variables 

Dependent Variables Independent Variables 

pH, EC, N, P, K, Mg, 

Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn, B, 

Mo, C 

Lime, OM, Saline, CEC 

No. of variables=13 No. of variables=4 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

 

INDIRECT 

VARIABLE 

OM 

SALINE 

CEC 

LIME 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

pH N P K Mg 

Zn Cu Fe Mn B 

Yield/ 

Poductivity EC 

MO 

C 

Output 
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Table No. 2  Preferred combinations used for designing the system  

Indirect Variables Direct Variables Mix variables 
C

ii
 

V
ar
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b

le
s 

N
o
. 
o
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u

le
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d

i 
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ia
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o
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f 

R
u
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C
m

i 

V
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b

le
s 

N
o
. 
o
f 

R
u

le
 

Ci1 {OM} 3 Cd1 {p} 06 Cm1 {Zn,OM} 2 

Ci2 {OM,CEC} 1 Cd2 {Mn} 01 Cm2 {pH,CEC} 1 

Ci3 {Lime} 1 Cd3 {K} 06 Cm3 {Mg,CEC} 1 

   Cd4 {EC} 06 Cm4 {Lime,B} 1 

   Cd4 {Zn} 01 Cm5 {K,Lime} 1 

   Cd5 {N} 02 Cm6 {OM,B} 1 

   Cd5 {Cu} 01 Cm7 {pH,OM} 4 

   Cd6 {B} 05 Cm8 {C,Lime} 1 

   Cd7 {C} 01 Cm9 {P,OM} 1 

   Cd7 {pH} 04 Cm10 {Cu,Lime} 1 

   Cd8 {MO} 01 Cm11 {pH,OM,CEC} 1 

   Cd9 {K,Mn} 01 Cm12 {K,Cu,Lime} 1 

   Cd10 {K,Zn} 01 Cm13 {pH,N,P,K,OM,CEC} 1 

   Cd11 {MO,B} 01 Cm14 {Cu,Zn, Mg,  Saline, MO} 1 

   Cd12 {pH,K} 33 Cm15 {pH,K,Mg,CEC} 1 

   Cd13 {pH,N} 33 Cm16 {pH,saline,OM,Lime} 17 

   Cd14 {pH,P} 33 Cm17 {Cu, Zn, Mg,Saline,   MO} 1 

   Cd15 {EC,N} 06 Cm18 {pH, N, K,OM, CEC} 1 

   Cd16 {Cu,MO} 01 Cm19   

   Cd17 {pH,B} 01    

   Cd18 {N,B} 01    

   Cd19 {pH,Cu} 03    

   Cd20 {N,P,Zn} 01    

   Cd21 {P,Cu,MO} 01    

   Cd22 {pH,Mn,MO} 01    

   Cd23 {pH,K,Fe,Mn,Zn} 02    

   Cd24 {Cu,Fe,Mn} 01    

   Cd25 {Cu,Zn,MO} 01    

   Cd27 {pH,Cu,P,Cu,Fe,Mn,Mo,Zn} 01    

   Cd28 {pH,Ec,N,P,K,C} 02    

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

 

Table No 3: Correlation coefficient of soil parameter 

 
Lime Saline OM CEC pH EC N P K C Cu Fe MN Zn Mg B MO 

Lime 1.00 

                Saline 0.29 1.00 

               OM 0.33 0.56 1.00 
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CEC -0.55 -0.05 0.00 1.00 

             pH 0.24 -0.02 0.04 0.32 1.00 

            EC -0.36 -0.21 -0.32 -0.40 -0.84 1.00 

           N 0.38 -0.06 -0.12 0.16 0.31 -0.50 1.00 

          P 0.14 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.83 -0.75 0.30 1.00 

         K 0.15 -0.09 -0.50 -0.05 -0.04 0.03 0.72 0.00 1.00 

        C 0.35 -0.13 -0.19 0.22 0.50 -0.64 0.96 0.48 0.63 1.00 

       Cu 0.45 0.32 0.04 0.08 0.49 -0.58 0.62 0.16 0.38 0.61 1.00 

      Fe 0.44 0.36 0.47 0.35 0.58 -0.74 0.45 0.27 -0.02 0.45 0.75 1.00 

     MN 0.29 0.21 0.24 -0.38 0.17 -0.22 0.09 0.20 -0.20 0.16 0.08 0.04 1.00 

    Zn 0.24 0.10 0.09 0.21 0.13 -0.40 0.88 0.17 0.66 0.78 0.51 0.43 0.00 1.00 

   Mg -0.22 -0.42 -0.40 0.02 -0.14 0.34 0.01 0.20 0.31 -0.01 -0.52 -0.52 -0.44 0.05 1.00 

  B -0.40 -0.52 -0.70 -0.03 -0.13 0.51 -0.10 -0.10 0.36 -0.09 -0.37 -0.53 -0.22 -0.07 0.68 1.00 

 MO 0.05 0.30 0.66 0.37 0.07 -0.47 0.27 0.11 -0.24 0.21 0.28 0.51 0.08 0.37 -0.50 -0.79 1.00 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

 

Table No 4: Correlation coefficient of soil parameter 

 
Lime Saline OM CEC pH EC N P K C Cu Fe MN Zn Mg B MO 

Lime 23.55 

                Saline 0.04 0.00 

               OM 0.01 0.00 0.00 

              CEC -0.65 0.00 0.00 0.06 

             pH 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08 

            EC -0.12 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 

           N 86.59 -0.07 -0.04 1.86 4.11 -1.64 2208.73 

          P 17.06 0.00 0.02 1.80 5.84 -1.29 349.13 603.91 

         
K 

1
9.16 -0.07 -0.08 -0.31 -0.27 0.05 892.80 -1.07 705.00 

        C 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 2.67 0.69 0.99 0.00 

       Cu 3.24 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.21 -0.06 43.31 5.69 15.04 0.05 2.18 

      Fe 4.70 0.02 0.01 0.19 0.36 -0.11 46.35 14.35 -1.15 0.06 2.43 4.85 

     MN 13.46 0.06 0.01 -0.89 0.46 -0.15 41.25 46.96 -51.01 0.09 1.17 0.89 94.46 

    Zn 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 -0.04 58.69 6.08 25.00 0.07 1.06 1.35 -0.03 2.01 

   Mg -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.22 0.37 0.00 -0.03 -0.05 -0.19 0.00 0.00 

  B -0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.37 -0.19 0.78 0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.18 -0.01 0.00 0.01 

 MO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table No. 3 shows the correlation coefficient of the two soil parameters ranges. It determines the relationship between two Soil 

properties with the help of correlation coefficient equation. Table determines the degree to which two variable's movements are 

associated. It gives the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two variables. The table shows that all soil 

Parameter shows moderate uphill and positive linear relation and almost all parameter shows positive relationship except EC, Fe, 

and Cu as these soils parameter availability is very low. 

Table No. 4 shows covariance, which is the average of the products of deviations for each data point of soil parameters pair and 

are used for determining the relationship between two data sets. From table it is observed that how much two soil 

variables change together. The variables tend to show similar behavior, the covariance is positive in the opposite case, when the 

greater values of one variable mainly correspond to the smaller values of the other, the covariance is negative. The sign of the 

covariance therefore shows the tendency in the linear relationship between the variables, thus it is concluded that all soil 

parameter has positive covariance. 

Principal component analysis is used to find out relationship between various soil parameters and classified them into dependent 

and independent variables. 

Distribution of soil characteristics in relation to the two first PCA axes are shown in Figure. The eigenvalues and the proportion 

of variance explained by the axes are listed in Table No. 5 The proportion of the variance is simply the eigenvalue for that axis 

divided by the total variance, i.e. the sum of the diagonal of the cross-products matrix. Graph No. 5.2 shows Soil characteristics, 

occupied different regions of the diagram. Table No. 5also shows Pearson and Kendal correlation coefficients among soil 

variables, and between them and main axes of PCA. 

Table No. 5  PCA Analysis (Min, Max, Mean, SD) 

 

Variable Observations 
Obs. with 

missing data 

Obs. without 

missing data 
Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

deviation 

Lime 15 0 15 3.73 14.01 9.62 5.02 

Saline 15 0 15 0.65 0.75 0.72 0.03 

OM 15 0 15 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.01 

CEC 15 0 15 10.17 11.14 10.71 0.25 

pH 15 0 15 7.60 8.75 7.73 0.29 

EC 15 0 15 0.32 0.66 0.53 0.07 

N 15 0 15 267.77 468.47 314.97 48.65 

P 15 0 15 20.25 128.35 43.58 25.44 

K 15 0 15 722.62 826.04 754.23 27.48 

C 15 0 15 0.40 0.63 0.47 0.06 

Cu 15 0 15 2.84 7.05 4.63 1.53 

Fe 15 0 15 5.21 13.68 9.55 2.28 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable
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MN 15 0 15 19.12 59.91 30.05 10.06 

Zn 15 0 15 0.91 6.78 1.80 1.47 

Mg 15 0 15 21.08 21.31 21.20 0.05 

B 15 0 15 0.03 0.36 0.06 0.08 

MO 15 0 15 0.33 0.36 0.35 0.01 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

Table No. 6 PCA Analysis (Correlation matrix (Pearson (n))) 

 

Soil Parameter Lime Saline OM CEC pH EC N P K C Cu Fe MN Zn Mg B MO 

Lime 
1.00 0.29 0.33 -0.55 0.24 -0.36 0.38 0.14 0.15 0.35 0.45 0.44 0.29 0.24 -0.22 -0.40 0.05 

Saline 
0.29 1.00 0.6 -0.05 -0.02 -0.21 -0.06 0.00 -0.09 -0.13 0.32 0.36 0.21 0.10 -0.42 -0.52 0.30 

OM 
0.33 0.56 1.00 -0.004 0.04 -0.32 -0.12 0.10 -0.50 -0.19 0.04 0.47 0.24 0.09 -0.40 -0.70 0.66 

CEC -0.55 -0.05 0.00 1.00 0.32 -0.40 0.16 0.30 -0.05 0.22 0.08 0.35 -0.38 0.21 0.02 -0.03 0.37 

pH 
0.24 -0.02 0.04 0.32 1.00 -0.84 0.31 0.83 -0.04 0.50 0.49 0.58 0.17 0.13 -0.14 -0.13 0.07 

EC 
-0.36 -0.21 -0.32 -0.40 -0.84 1.00 -0.50 -0.75 0.03 -0.64 -0.58 -0.74 -0.22 -0.40 0.34 0.51 -0.47 

N 
0.38 -0.06 -0.12 0.16 0.31 -0.50 1.00 0.30 0.72 0.96 0.62 0.45 0.09 0.88 0.01 -0.10 0.27 

P 
0.14 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.83 -0.75 0.30 1.00 0.00 0.48 0.16 0.27 0.20 0.17 0.20 -0.10 0.11 

K 
0.15 -0.09 -0.50 -0.05 -0.04 0.03 0.72 0.00 1.00 0.63 0.38 -0.02 -0.20 0.66 0.31 0.36 -0.24 

C 
0.35 -0.13 -0.19 0.22 0.50 -0.64 0.96 0.48 0.63 1.00 0.61 0.45 0.16 0.78 -0.01 -0.09 0.21 

Cu 
0.45 0.32 0.04 0.08 0.49 -0.58 0.62 0.16 0.38 0.61 1.00 0.75 0.08 0.51 -0.52 -0.37 0.28 

Fe 
0.44 0.36 0.47 0.35 0.58 -0.74 0.45 0.27 -0.02 0.45 0.75 1.00 0.04 0.43 -0.52 -0.53 0.51 

MN 
0.29 0.21 0.24 -0.38 0.17 -0.22 0.09 0.20 -0.20 0.16 0.08 0.04 1.00 0.00 -0.44 -0.22 0.08 

Zn 
0.24 0.10 0.09 0.21 0.13 -0.40 0.88 0.17 0.66 0.78 0.51 0.43 0.00 1.00 0.05 -0.07 0.37 

Mg 
-0.22 -0.42 -0.40 0.02 -0.14 0.34 0.01 0.20 0.31 -0.01 -0.52 -0.52 -0.44 0.05 1.00 0.68 -0.50 

B 
-0.40 -0.52 -0.70 -0.03 -0.13 0.51 -0.10 -0.10 0.36 -0.09 -0.37 -0.53 -0.22 -0.07 0.68 1.00 -0.79 

MO 
0.05 0.30 0.66 0.37 0.07 -0.47 0.27 0.11 -0.24 0.21 0.28 0.51 0.08 0.37 -0.50 -0.79 1.00 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 
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Table No. 7  PCA Analysis (Eigenvalues) 

  

Function Count 
Eigenvalue Variability (%) Cumulative % 

F1 5.91 34.79 34.79 

F2 3.7 21.74 56.53 

F3 2.16 12.71 69.24 

F4 1.76 10.35 79.59 

F5 1.05 6.16 85.75 

F6 0.92 5.42 91.17 

F7 0.69 4.08 95.25 

F8 0.39 2.32 97.57 

F9 0.18 1.06 98.63 

F10 0.1 0.56 99.19 

F11 0.07 0.41 99.6 

F12 0.03 0.19 99.79 

F13 0.03 0.16 99.95 

F14 0.01 0.05 100 

 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

 

 

Graph No. 1 Scree plots of eigenvalue, its variability among them, and cumulative variability in% 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 
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Graph No. 2  Variables distribution space 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 

Graph No. 3  Biplot of PCA 

 

 

(Source: Compiled by Researcher) 
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Principle Component Analysis of data which include mean, standard deviation, min-max values and data does not contain any 

missing value in total number of observation. Correlation coefficient among all soil parameter is calculated and it shows their 

positive uphill relationship among two parameters. 

The eigenvalue table from the current analysis shows the eigenvalues for components 1 to 5 are 5.914, 3.695, 2.161, 1.760, and 

1.047, respectively. Only these components demonstrated eigenvalues greater than 1.00, so the eigenvalue-one criterion would 

lead to retain and interpret only these components.  

The first Principle Component (PC) accounts for the most variance (and hence have the highest eigenvalue), and the next 

component account for as much of the left over variance, and so on.  Hence, each successive component will account for less and 

less variance.  

 This variability in the percent of variance accounted for by each principal component show decreasing pattern for each 

pc. 

 Cumulative % - This cumulative percentage of variance accounted for by the current and all preceding principal 

components.  From Table No 5.11 observed that the first six components together account for 91.169% of the total 

variance. Scree plot is plotted with these three items. Bilot shows that first two component F1, F2 occupies 56.53% of 

total variance. 

Result 

 PCA shows positive uphill for coefficient of correlation for soil parameters using independent and dependent variables 

representing orthogonal space in the scree graph. Scree plot is plotted with Eigen value, variability and cumulative 

variability for variables. Cumulative percentage of variance accounted for by principal components observes that the 

first six components together account for 91.169% of the total variance.   Biplot shows that first two component F1, F2 

occupies 56.53% of total variance. 

 The Eigen value shows for components 1 to 5 are 5.914, 3.695, 2.161, 1.760, and 1.047, respectively. Only these 

components demonstrated Eigen values greater than 1.00, so the Eigen values lead to retain and interpret only these 

components. The variability is accounted for by each principal component show decreasing pattern for each principal 

component 

Conclusion 

 

As soil is complex system, its behavior is examined by making complex analysis using PCA because soil consists of number of 

components, number of macronutrient, micronutrient, related to each other and specifies the dependent variable and independent 

variable for making prediction system for productivity. This analysis is one of the way for judging yield production like 

regression analysis, simulation time series and neural network. 
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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of small sensor nodes that cooperate with each other to send sensed data 

to the Base-Station (BS). Several challenges are imposed in WSN with energy consumption being the most important. 

Clustering improves energy efficiency in WSN by sending data through CHs in one-hop and multi-hop communication. 

Distributed clustering methods are more efficient as compared to centralized clustering methods in terms of energy efficiency 

and the choice of the optimal parameter value is important in distributed clustering as it acts as a significant part in preserving 

energy. Individual parameters like the position of BS, the optimal number of CHs, heterogeneity factor etc. impact the 

performance in distributed protocols. This work evaluates the performance of well-known distributed protocols by varying the 

values of different parameters to study their effect on network performance. Simulations are performed and results are analyzed 

to check the effect of performance parameters. 

 

Keywords—Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Clustering, Distributed protocols, Centralized protocols, Stability 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of small, 

interconnected sensor nodes that sense physical phenomenon 

and send the sensed data to a BS through single or multi-hop 

communication.  WSN has gained a lot of popularity due to 

its vast use in many applications that includes monitoring 

and surveillance, military applications etc. Most of these 

applications are deployed in remote areas where human 

intervention is not possible like forest monitoring etc. 

Applicability of these applications in such areas leads to 

several issues such as energy efficiency, network lifetime, 

scalability, fault tolerance etc. Several approaches are 

designed to overcome these challenges like clustering, load 

balancing, Quality of Service (QoS). Clustering is very 

popular approach in WSN to improve the energy efficiency 

as cluster heads (CHs) collect the data from sensor nodes and 

send this data through other CHs to BS. This reduces the 

problem of energy depletion as sensor nodes do not have to 

directly transmit the data. They send data to their CHs in 

short distances and CHs send the received data to other 

nearby CHs on the way to BS. Scalability is also achieved 

with the help of clustering and to manage energy 

consumption, CH role is rotated through the network 

operation. 

Clustering algorithms can be centralized or distributed. A 

centralized method involves the sink or CH to acquire global 

information and the decisions regarding any change in the 

network is taken by them [1]. The central authority, BS or 

sink controls the clustering process. Nodes send their 

information to a central controller and based on that 

information, clusters are formed. The main drawback of this 

approach is the information exchange. A lot of information is 

exchanged with the central controller that increases traffic in 

the network. Scalability is also an issue due to centralized 

information exchange and this information needs to be 

updated with time because over a period of time, a node’s 

energy level changes or it may completely run out of energy 

leading to network hole. Different centralized algorithms are 

LEACH-C [2], A Regional Centralized Clustering Routing 

Algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks” [3], “Energy 

efficient Dynamic Clustering (EEDC)” [4]. 

Distributed algorithms overcome the problems faced in 

centralized algorithms by selecting CHs in a distributed 

manner. Nodes do not send their information to a central 

controller, rather they exchange information among 

neighboring nodes and take a decision of CH selection in a 

distributed manner. In Distributed algorithms, CH can be 

selected based on a probability value or by using weighted 

metric. Based on several parameters, like residual energy, 

Distance to BS or several other parameters, a weighted 

metric is designed for each node and based on this weighted 

metric, a CH is selected. In distributed algorithms, amount of 

data exchange between sink and nodes is reduced and as 

nodes themselves take a decision regarding clustering 
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approach and scalability is enhanced. Distributed algorithms 

can be probabilistic where, a probability value is assigned 

before clustering process takes place. Each node assigns its 

role by itself and based on some probability criterion, a CH is 

selected. In this work, various probabilistic algorithms are 

discussed and are compared based on different performance 

parameters. 

In this paper, our aim is to study the effect of different 

parameters on the behavior of various distributed protocols 

for WSNs. The behavior of different protocols is analyzed 

through simulations for different parameters like BS position, 

network area, heterogeneity factor etc.  

Rest of paper is organized as follows: section II discusses 

energy model, the detailed description of distributed 

protocols is discussed in section III. Section IV, discusses the 

results followed by the conclusion. 

 

II. ENERGY MODEL 

Energy consumption in sensor nodes takes place in form of 

sensing, processing and communication. A major source of 

energy consumption in WSN is transceiver energy i.e. energy 

consumed while transmitting and receiving data. WSN can 

also be viewed as an undirected graph G = <V, E>, where V 

represents the vertices i.e. sensor nodes and E represents the 

edges i.e. links between nodes. Two nodes n1 and n2 are said 

to be connected if there exists a link between them i.e. E(n1, 

n2). A link exists between two nodes if the Euclidean 

distance between nodes is equal or less than their 

transmission range. . The energy model for a sensor network 

is proposed by Heinzelman et. al. [5]. 

 

Figure 1.  Energy Model 

According to this model, energy consumed while transmitting 

and receiving data over distance d is represented as : 

   =     * k +     * k *    (1) 

   =      * k    (2) 

where     is transmission energy,       is the energy of 

electronic circuits,       is the amplification energy,     is 

energy consumed while receiving data, k represents bits and 

d is the distance. 

III. DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOLS 

III.I LEACH 

Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [6] is 

the first clustering protocol developed for homogeneous 

WSNs. The protocol works in two phases i.e. set up phase 

and steady-state phase. The network operates in rounds at 

each round, a node decides whether to become a CH based 

on pre-determined threshold value T(s). A node chooses a 

random number between 0 and 1. A node is chosen as CH if 

the number is less than the following threshold: 

 

 ( )  {

 

    (     
 

  
)
           

                      

               (3) 

 

   is the weighted probability of node to become a CH, r is 

the current round, and G is the set of nodes that have not 

been elected CHs in the last 1/P rounds. In case of LEACH, 

every node become a CH every    
 

  
 rounds. 

After a CH is selected, it broadcast announcements to other 

nodes and the nodes, based on signal strength joins the 

cluster. A CH after receiving request messages creates a 

TDMA schedule and the data transmission takes place. In 

LEACH. CHs are not uniformly distributed. This problem in 

LEACH is further resolved in LEACH-C [2] and fixed 

LEACH [7]. 

 

III.II DEEC 

Distributed Energy-Efficient Clustering (DEEC) [7] protocol, 

considers 2-level and multi-level heterogeneity. It considers 

normal nodes and high energy nodes. Initially, the high 

energy nodes are equipped with an initial energy of E0 * (1 + 

a) which is a times more energy than the lower bound E0 of 

the energy interval. E0 is the energy of normal nodes and in 

this network, the energy distribution is not uniform so, the 

average energy of round r can be obtained as: 

 

 ̅( )  
 

 
∑   ( )

 
       (4)   

 

and total rounds can be estimated as 

 

R = 
      

      
    (5) 

 

where,        is energy dissipated in the single  round and is 

given by when CHs directly transmit to BS 
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    (6) 

 

and    i.e. the probability of CH selection is given by: 

 

  =    
  ( )

 ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,      (7) 

 

For normal, advanced and super nodes,           evaluated 

as: 
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 , for advanced nodes (9) 

 

and the threshold for normal, super and advanced nodes is 

given by: 
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G is a set of sensor nodes that have not been selected CH in 

last 1/pi rounds and G’ is a set of advanced nodes  

 

III.III SEP 

Stable Election Protocol (SEP) [8] is a heterogeneous 

protocol where heterogeneity is defined in terms of energy 

by normal and super nodes. Nodes are uniformly distributed 

and the main aim of this protocol is to increase the stability 

period. CHs in SEP is selected based on residual energy. It is 

assumed that sink is located in the center of the field and the 

distance of any node to its CH and sink is less than    and 

total energy of the network is given by: 

        (                (      
      

 )      (11) 

Comparing with LEACH, SEP provides efficient results in 

terms of first node death time, stability, and throughput. The 

efficiency of SEP decreases when most of the nodes are 

deployed far from BS that results in more energy 

consumption.  

 

III.IV Z-SEP 

Zonal Stable Election protocol (ZSEP) is a heterogeneous 

protocol that is an extension of SEP. In ZSEP, the whole 

network is divided into zones based on distance to BS. 

Normal nodes are deployed near BS and advanced nodes in 

zones farther from BS. Normal nodes directly transmit data 

to BS whereas advanced nodes transmit data through 

clustering process. The threshold for CH selection is same as 

defined in LEACH. The probability for advance nodes to 

become a CH is same as given by SEP 

 

𝑃  𝑣=𝑃   /1 + (𝛼.𝑚) × (1+𝛼)  (12) 

 

Based on RSSI, nodes join selected CH and clusters are 

formed and transmit data to BS via TDMA scheduling. 

Compared to SEP and LEACH, this protocol performs better 

in terms of stability and throughput. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, the performance of different distributed 

protocols is evaluated by extensive simulations. In the 

network, 100 nodes are deployed and stability period for 

LEACH, DEEC, SEP, ZSEP is compared based on 

predefined CH%( 𝑃   ), Heterogeneity factor(     ), for 

different network area and BS configurations. Stability 

period is defined as the time when the first node run out of 

energy. 
 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Network size 100*100 

Number of nodes 100 

Eo 0.5 J 

Eelec 50  nJ/bit 

    10 pj/bit/𝑚  

    0.0013 pj/bit/𝑚  

 

 

IV.I Network area 

 

To evaluate scalability, DEEC, SEP, ZSEP, LEACH are 

simulated for different network configurations. 100 nodes are 

deployed in 50*50, 100*100, 150*150 area. For 50*50 and 

100*100, ZSEP outperforms other protocols. Performance of 

DEEC and SEP remains constant for all network 

configurations. For 150*150 area, stability period of ZSEP 

decreases because when network area increases, the area 

where nodes directly transmit also increases that in turn 

increases energy consumption as nodes transmit over longer 

distance to BS. The effect of different network area 

configurations is illustrated in Fig.2. 
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Figure 2. The effect of different network configurations on stability period. 
 

IV.II BS position  

 

Stability of the mentioned protocols is compared for different 

BS positions. BS is placed at (0, 0) i.e. upper left corner, (50, 

50) at the center of the network and (100*100) i.e. at the end 

of the network. ZSEP has the highest stability period when 

BS is placed at the center of the network. For other BS 

placements, stability period of ZSEP is very low due to the 

reason that we followed the same configuration as mentioned 

in the original work, we do not make any changes in the 

configurations. DEEC has highest stability period for (0, 0) 

and (100,100) among others. Fig. 3 shows the effect of BS 

position on stability period. 

 

 
Figure 3. The effect of BS position on stability period. 

 

IV.III Optimal number of CHs 

 

To study the effect of predefined CH%, we varied the value 

of 𝑃    from 0.03 to 0.9 with an increment of 0.01. Fig. 4, 

shows the effect of 𝑃    on stability period.  

 
Figure 4. The effect of predefined percentage of cluster heads on stability 
period. 

For 𝑃   =0, no CH is selected and sensor nodes directly send 

data to BS. For 𝑃       , all nodes can be selected as CH. 

At 0.06 & 0.07, increase in stability period is observed for all 

protocols. This states that for 𝑃   , in range of 0.06 - 0.1, 

efficient results can be obtained in terms of stability. For 

different values of 𝑃   , ZSEP has higher stability period 

compared to other protocols and LEACH has lowest the 

stability . 

 

IV.V Heterogeneity factor (    ) 

 

Effect of energy heterogeneity on stability period can be 

observed from Fig. 5. Value of      is varied from 1 to 5 

with an increment of one. When         then network is a 

homogeneous one and the energy consumption is uniform. 

For different values of     , ZSEP has constant stability 

period compared to other protocols. Increasing      results 

in drop in stability period of DEEC, SEP and LEACH. After 

increasing      to a certain value, drop in stability period is 

observed. 
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Figure 5. The effect of heterogeneity factor on stability 

period. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work evaluates the performance of well-known 

distributed protocols by varying different performance 

parameters. Position of BS, optimal number of CHs, 

Heterogeneity factor plays an important role and selection of 

suitable parameter value is very important for the 

performance of the network. Network was simulated for 

DEEC, SEP, ZSEP and LEACH by varying the values of 

different parameters to evaluate their effect on stability 

period. For different network area configurations and BS 

positions, DEEC has highest stability while for heterogeneity 

factor and optimal cluster head percentage, ZSEP outperforms 

other protocols. 
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Abstract— Users opinion about different entities forms the huge repository of data over internet. It is highly impossible to 

accurately monitor and find what actually a user wants to say about an entity from this large amount of data. Data analyst these 

days concentrates on finely analyzing opinions about particular entity and for this reason the extraction of aspects and its 

corresponding opinions of that entity are important. This work concentrates on identifying aspects and their corresponding 

opinion from the provided user opinions which helps to obtain fine grained knowledge about the entity. To obtain aspects and 

related opinions custom heuristic rules are created by using regular expression on the parts-of-speech tagging. The created rules 

are provided to Stanford natural language processing (SNLP) classifier and finds association of aspect words and opinion 

words from the opinion corpus. The classification is done by SNLP classifier and Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier. Identification of 

aspects and aspect specific opinions are accurately obtained using custom heuristic rules applied over SNLP compared to NB.  

 

Keywords— Aspects, Opinions, Heuristic Rules, SNLP, NB.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The services provided by social media are increasing day by 

day through which user can easily share and use the 

information on various entities. User makes their decision to 

purchase any product or to plan a travel to some location 

based on the opinions of the other users who already 

purchased that product and who travelled the same place. It 

is highly impossible for the user to make an informed 

decision about the entities due to the large amount of 

scattered information present over the web. This job seems 

tricky for manufacturer and sellers also to finely monitor the 

opinions provided by the customers. For this reason, not only 

mining the customer generalized reviews but also mining the 

aspects and opinions from that customer reviews are 

important to gain accurately monitor the opinions and gain 

the maximum knowledge from opinion. 

In real world, entity carries several aspects and the aspects 

which shows certain characteristics or attributes for that 

entity. For example, aspects for hotel entity can be staff, 

room, and hotel and the opinion for the aspects are classified 

into positive, negative classes. People write negative review 

about „room service‟, „food‟ and „wifi facility‟ of the hotel 

and appraising by writing „helpful‟, „best‟ and „amazing‟. 

Providing the generalized sentiments for that review is not 

sufficient to acquire fine-grained knowledge but identifying 

aspects and opinions and using the association of aspect-

opinion to identify the sentiments will result in higher 

accuracy. Extracting every important aspect and its 

corresponding opinion from the provided review helps user 

to achieve knowledge in more productive way. Identifying 

aspects and opinions, finding the association of aspect-

opinion and use this to find the sentiment polarity is one of 

the important topics in research area. The work in this paper 

concentrated on identifying aspect words and corresponding 

opinion words from the opinion considering hotel and smart 

phone as entities and shows the association of opinions for 

the corresponding aspect. The aspects and opinions are 

identified using regular expression syntax on parts of speech 

tags of SNLP. Classification is carried out for each opinion 

separately from the opinion document. The paper is 

organized into six sections: section I contains the 

introduction of aspects and opinions of entities, section II 

contains the related work of opinion identification and 

classification, research gap obtained and describes the 

approach of this work. Section III contains the details of 

dataset used for the research, section IV contains proposed 

methodology and heuristic rules created, section V contains 

results and discussion and section VI concludes the research 

work with future scope. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Most of the work in this research has focused on classifying 

reviews and extracting aspects however, still faces many 

challenges. For achieving useful information, the available 
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enormous data of social media projects various opportunities. 

The useful information or knowledge gained provides certain 

actionable patterns inside the data, which benefits the users, 

market analyzers, business persons. Multimodal aspect-

opinion mining model (AOM) on user submitted reviews and 

photos from BBCNews, tripadvisor and flickr is a 

probabilistic generative model implemented on multivariate 

NB or Bernoulli classifier to classify opinions proposed in 

[1]. Decision tree C4.5 algorithm compared with NB for 

dataset related with direct marketing campaigns of 

Portuguese banking institution and found higher accuracy for 

C4.5 algorithm in [2]. The classification was to predict 

whether the clients will subscribe the term deposit. F. Chong 

et al. in [3] considered method for automatically identifying 

noun phrases (NP) for event monitoring on Twitter. Pang and 

lee in [5] get modified by introducing Recursive neural 

tensor network and the Stanford sentiment Treebank 

including labels for 215,154 phrases in the parse trees of 

11,855 sentences. The sentiment detection for 

positive/negative classification is increased by 5.4% [4]. 

Variants of NB and support vector machine classification 

techniques are implemented by including bigram features. 

For short snippet sentiment task NB performed better 

compared to SVM but for longer documents showed the 

opposite results [6]. 

 

Moghaddam, S. et al [8] extracted adjectives from movie 

review dataset and then computing the frequency of each 

adjective, the research identified opinion polarity of 

adjectives using NB classifier. By using adjectives near 

about 10% higher accuracy than pure machine learning 

techniques is reported. Aspects and their aspect specific 

opinion words are discovered by applying LDA, by deriving 

the joint approach of maximum entropy-LDA and the hybrid 

model of LDA and by using two statistical models from 

seeds respectively in [9], [10], [11]. A. Mukharjee and B. Liu 

[11] identified aspects from the opinion dataset used. 

Considering the work in aspect based opinion mining, M. Hu 

and B. Liu in [12] suggested the aspects and opinions 

detection of products from online reviews which then 

benefits the investment decision making. Q. Liu et al. [13] 

collected the dataset from [14], which consist of five 

domains and built their endemic dataset with three domains 

for computer, wireless router and speaker and proposed an 

automated rule selection algorithm. Selected rules are used 

for the feature extraction followed by greedy algorithm 

which projects on double propagation but it probes to find 

the error aspects when applied to opinion corpus. 

 

Most existing approaches focus on classifying the opinions 

by identifying aspect and opinion words and considering 

only adjectives as opinions rather to focus on other parts of 

speech tags present in the opinions. Considering only 

adjectives as opinion words are not sufficient for fine-grained 

sentiment classification therefore adjectives along with 

adverb and verbs has to be used for identification of opinion 

words. In this work custom heuristic rules are created using 

regular expression on pos tags provided by Stanford pos 

tagger in order to extract aspects and opinions from the 

opinion and evaluation is carried out on the basis of 

identified aspects and opinions. The accuracy achieved by 

the SNLP with custom heuristic rules is then compared with 

the NB classification technique. 

III. DATASET USED 

The dataset is created by collecting user reviews for hotel 

and smart phone. The 60 opinion documents are provided as 

an input. The self trained SNLP classifier is applied along 

with the custom heuristic rules to classify the sentiments. The 

accuracy of SNLP classifier compared with NB classifier. 

The opinion lexicon of 2006 positive words and 4789 

negative words from [14] are used to train the NB model. 

Manual examination is carried out to correct the grammar 

and also stop word removal operation removes noisy, 

irrelevant data.  

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Custom heuristic rules approach for aspect-opinion 

identification 

The reviews for hotel and smart phone are the input to the 

system. Each document consists of few aspect and opinion 

components. Nouns are considered as aspect words and 

adjective, verbs and adverbs are considered as opinion 

words.  Various works in this area uses adjectives for 

identification of opinion words but considering only 

adjectives alone for opinion words identification is not 

sufficient. Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture of using 

heuristic rules for aspect and its corresponding opinion 

identification. The review data collected from social media 

site has noisy, irrelevant information. To remove this stop 

word removal process is carried out using standard list of 

stop words. The stemming operation is performed to 

maintain the meaning of words. 

The noise free opinion document is applied to SNLP 

classifier where each and every word from the document is 

tokenized by Stanford linear tokenize method. The pos 

tagging for each word is done by pos tagging function of 

Stanford pos tagger. Heuristic rules are created using regular 

expression on pos tags. The three classifier name entity 

recognition from Stanford identifies the entities in the 

opinion document. The aspects and opinions are identified 

using heuristic rules based on pos tags provided by SNLP 

toolkit.  
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Figure 1. Proposed architecture for aspect-opinion identification and 

opinion classification 

Heuristic rules are generated manually using regular 

expression for noun (NP), adjective (JJ), adverb (RB) and 

verb (VB) phrases. Aspect words are noun phrases and 

opinion words are adjectives, verb and adverbs. The n-gram 

feature engineering method is use to create thirteen rules 

including unigram and bigram features. The rules are 

patterns of pos tags on NP, JJ, RB and VB, formulated using 

regular expression where four rules for NP and JJ, two for 

RB and three rules for VB are created. Rules uses 

alphabetical list of Penn Treebank for technical symbols or 

expression where words cannot be considered directly. Table 

1 shows the heuristic rules created using regular expression 

on parts of speech tags. 

Table 1. Heuristic rules created using regular expression to identify aspect 

words and opinion words 

Identify Phrases Heuristic rules 

Aspects Noun NP (@NP \\ (NP (.*?))) 

NNP NNP (.*?) 

NNS NNS (.*?) 

NN (NP (NN (.*?))) 

Opinions Adjective JJ DT (JJ (.*?)) 

JJ NP (JJ (.*?)) 

JJS JJS (.*?) 

JJR JJR (.*?) 

Adverb RBR ADJP (RBR (.*?)) 

RB RB (.*?) 

Verb VBP VBP (.*?) 

VBG VBG () 

VBZ VBZ () 

 

1)  Identifying noun and adjective phrases using regular 

expression. 

Regular expression syntax is used for creating patterns and 

RegEx operation of Stanford to match the pattern. Rules for 

NP pattern as well as their variants such as singular proper 

noun (NNP), singular noun (NN) and plural noun (NNS) are 

created. Unigrams created for NP is (@NP (NP) searches for 

a match after NP along with root NP. Also unigram for NNP 

look for a match after NNP. Rule created for NNS returns the 

match found after NNS and created rule for NN search for a 

match after NN. 

Adjectives plays important role as opinion words as it 

projects the kind of information present in opinion document. 

Adjectives provide extra information about nouns. Heuristic 

rules for JJ and adjective superlative (JJS) and adjective 

comparative (JJR) are created. Bigram feature (NP 

(determiner DT) (JJ) created for JJ searches for a match after 

JJ along with DT and NP. Rule for JJ look for a match found 

after it. Bigram feature (NP (JJ (JJS))) finds the zero or more 

occurrences of JJ and append the matches found after JJS. 

One unigram feature for JJR searches the one or more 

occurrences after JJR. 

2)Identifying adverb and verb phrases using regular 

expression 

The opinion document has different combinations of parts of 

speech other than noun and adjective which provides fine 

information about the data in opinion document. In this 

research, adverb (RB) and verb base form (VB) phrases are 

considered as opinion words to gain more accurate 

knowledge. Among two feature one unigram for (RB * 

searches one or more occurrences of RB. Bigram feature 

(ADJP? (RBR*) searches zero or non zero occurrences of 

ADJP followed by one or more occurrences of RBR. The 

Adjectives found in VB, verb gerund (VBG) and third person 

singular present word (VBZ) are also considered for 

identifying opinion words. Table 2 shows the aspects and 

opinions obtained from the example opinion for smart phone 

entity. For example the opinion is, “IPhone has a super solid 

stainless steel body surrounded by glass. It is simply the best, 

more secure among all the smart phones.” 

 

The pos tagging by the SNLP classifier is obtained as, 

[(ROOT(S(NP (NNP IPhone))(VP (VBZ has)(NP(NP (DT 

a) (JJ super) (JJ solid) (JJ stainless) (NN steel)(NN 

body))(VP (VBN surrounded)(PP (IN by)(NP (NN 

glass))))))(. .)))][(ROOT(S(NP (PRP It))(VP (VBZ is)(ADJP 

(RB simply)(ADJP (DT the) (JJS best))(, ,)(ADJP (RBR 

more) (JJ secure)(PP (IN among)(NP (PDT all) (DT the) 

(NNS smartphones))))))(. .)))] 

 
Table 2. Aspects and opinions identified for given example 

Raw aspect  Processed aspect  Raw opinion  Processed opinion  

Steel Iphone more super 

Body  Secure Solid 

smartphones   stainless 

Glass   Best 

 

The aspects and opinions identified are stored in raw aspect 

list (RA), raw opinion list (RO), processed aspect (PA) and 

processed opinion (PO) list. The raw aspects and raw 

opinions found here are considered as less strong in 

analysing the opinion of entity while processed aspects and 

processed opinions are the stronger aspects and opinions 

identified which together associates and analyses that entity 
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opinion in detail. The bold worlds are obtained shows the 

application of thirteen heuristic rules for given parts of 

speech. The aspect word „steel‟, „body‟, „smart phones‟, 

„glass‟ and „IPhone‟ are obtained as raw aspects and 

processed aspect respectively. These aspects and opinions are 

considered as true positive and false positives for the 

evaluation. The opinion word „secure‟ is obtained in raw 

opinion list and opinion word „super‟, „solid‟, „stainless‟ 

obtained in processed opinion list. Opinion word more is also 

identified by RBR rule and considered as one of the aspects. 

B. Naïve Bayes text classification 

The simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem 

identifies the presence of feature or word in one class is 

related or not related to other class. Naïve bayes works 

efficiently on large dataset with smaller training set provided. 

In this research the two classes, positive and negative are 

provided for sentiment analysis. The most likely class 

according to naïve Bayes is that class out of all classes which 

maximizes the product of two probabilities, the prior 

probability of the class and the product over all positions in 

the document of both likelihood of the word w in that 

document given the class to see the positive review times for 

every position in the document. How likely, that word has 

been expressed by positive review and same for the negative. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dataset is created using tripadvisor reviews for hotel and the 

reviews from mouthshut.com for smart phone entity. 60 

opinion documents are provided consisting on an average 10 

opinion sentences in each document. The development of 

this research is done using java language. Reviews not 

showing the factual information about entities is discarded 

which is achieved by using manual examination. NB is 

trained with 2006 positive words list and 4789 negative 

words list. 

 

Stop word removal operation is applied using the standard 

list of stop words to reduce noisy and irrelevant data from the 

opinion corpus. Stemming operation is also done using port 

stemmer operation of Stanford. The experiment is conducted 

on the dataset reviews of both the entities separately. 13 

heuristics rules are created on noun, adjectives and adverb 

phrases are shown in Table 1. SNLP classification is 

implemented based on generated heuristic rules and 

compared the accuracy of aspect and opinion identification 

for both entities with NB classification. The work here 

focuses more on correctly identifying aspects and aspect 

specific opinions and associates them to check they are 

correctly classified. 

 

Table 3 shows the total number of aspects and its 

corresponding opinions identified. Due to the maximum 

occurrences of NNS and NN phrases, unigram feature for NP 

detects many RA compared to PO, RO and PO.   

Table 3. Number of aspects and opinions identified 

Entity #documents #RA #PA #RO #PO 

Hotel 30 348 63 28 266 

Smartphone 30 385 121 63 263 

 
Table 4. Result of aspects-opinions identified using SNLP classifier 

Entity SNLP classifier 

Precision Recall accuracy Kappa coefficient 

Hotel 92.13 89.94 88.57 0.68 

Smartphone 79.47 90.10 81.20 0.69 

 

Table 5. Results of aspects and opinions identified using NB classifier 

Entity NB classifier 

Precision Recall Accuracy 

Hotel 55.91 86.27 56.61 

Smartphone 55.25 86.25 55.96 

 

Table 4 shows the different evaluation metric result for 

aspect and opinion identification using heuristic rules applied 

with SNLP classification technique. Also in Table 5 aspect 

opinion identification results has shown using NB classifier. 

Utilization of precision, recall and accuracy evaluation 

metrics are applied to both the classifiers. Here, precision is 

high when the classifier returns more relevant aspect and 

opinion words among all the retrieved aspect and opinion 

words while recall is high when the classifier returns most of 

the relevant aspects and opinions that have been retrieved 

over total amount of retrieved aspects and opinions. Overall 

accuracy is calculated for all true positive and false negative 

aspects and opinions identified over total number of aspects 

and opinions identified in the lists of table 3.  The level of 

agreement calculated using Cohen‟s Kappa is moderate. 
 

For some opinion words stemming operation changes the 

parts of speech and results in unexpected polarity shift. 

Hence the inclusion of stemming operation is discarded to 

maintain the actual polarities and to classify the opinion 

accordingly. 
 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of evaluation metrics for SNLP and NB 

classifier for hotel and smart phone entity 

 

As the work aims to identify aspects and opinions as much as 

possible hence the system focuses to be quantitative or 

complete than to focus more to be exact or qualitative. The 

sentiment prediction by SNLP shows greater result due to the 
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rise in counts of true positive aspects that occurs with the 

application of heuristic rules. Figure 2 shows the comparison 

of average precision recall and accuracy for SNLP and NB 

classifier considering opinion document together for both the 

entities.  

 

Performance of SNLP is increased than NB due to the 

aggregation of heuristic rules and the increase in number of 

true positive aspects in processed aspect and processed 

opinion list. Recall value here is more in both the classifier 

due to less inclusion of type II error which leads to obtained 

more true aspects for predicted and non predicted class. The 

work in [16] used multinomial NB and multivariate NB 

where the author finds better result for multinomial NB 

compared to multivariate NB. In this work, the classification 

done by SNLP classifier is more accurate compared to NB 

classification technique.  The Accuracy of identifying aspects 

and opinions using Stanford natural language processing 

classifier aggregating heuristic rules is 25% more than naïve 

bayes classifier for both the entities. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, different rules using regular expression are 

generated to find aspects and opinions on the parts of speech 

tagging provided by Stanford natural language processing 

classifier. The effectiveness of aspect-opinion identification 

and sentiment prediction is highly enhanced using custom 

heuristic rules. Opinions based on aspects are accurately 

identified in order to achieve fine-grained knowledge. 

 

In future, the approach is to associate aspects and aspect 

specific opinions identified from the opinion. More number 

of heuristic rules is to be added to gain maximum knowledge 

of aspects and opinions from the entities.  
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Abstract— There are lots of disease evolving currently due to change in lifestyle, food habits and sleeping habits and there is a 

lack of technology to identity these. Disease identification using manual checkups is an accurate way but it consumes a lot of 

time so we need an alternative that performs diseases diagnosis quick and accurate, this leads to need for data analytics and 

machine learning. Data analytics we analyze the user data and provide insights to the user. We use machine learning techniques 

to analyze user data and supervised algorithm such as SVM and unsupervised algorithm such as K-Means clustering are used 

for classification of the datasets .Random forest is used to create decision trees using user data and important data can be 

extracted from the decision tree. 

Keywords— Support vector machine (SVM), Random Forest(RF). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the action finding out the undiscovered 

patterns in the datasets .With the help of these patterns we 

can extract knowledge and we can present it in a form 

understandable to humans. Data mining plays an important 

role in medical industry by helping in disease prediction. 

Some the diseases that can be predicted with the help of data-

mining techniques are heart disease, lung cancer, breast 

cancer etc. Data mining is intensively used in medical 

domain. By using data mining in analyzes medical industry 

we can find the unidentified patterns in the datasets. We can 

perform medical analysis in raw medical data with the help 

of these patterns. The major cause of casualties in the world 

is due to heart disease. Most of the deaths occur in countries 

like India, USA are due to cardio-vascular diseases. Data 

mining techniques such as Clustering, SVM-polynomial, 

SVM-RBF, RF, K-NN Algorithms agreed to analyze the 

different kinds of lung based problems. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The difficult of recognizing constrained association rules for 

heart illness prediction was studied by Carlos Ordonez. The 

data mining techniques have been engaged by various works 

to analyze various diseases, for instance: Hepatitis, Cancer, 

Diabetes, Heart diseases. According to WHO (World Health 

Organization), heart disease is the main cause of death in the 

UK, USA, Canada, England [2]. Heart disease kills one in 

every 32 seconds in USA .25.4% of all deaths in the USA 

today are caused by heart disease. Classification is one of the 

supervised learning methods to extract models describing 

important classes of data. Three classifers used to diagnose 

disease and suggest prediction are Support Vector 

Machine(SVM),K Means Clustering and Random Forest.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

A.Support Vector Machine 

The basic idea behind SVM application in pattern 

recognition is to use a hyperplane as decision plane, which 

not only separates the two-class samples but also maximizes 

the recognition margin, as shown in figure 1. The 

optimization problem is ultimately transferred into a convex 

quadratic problem. Here, ω is normal vector of the 

hyperplane; the distance is determined by the γ. 

Given a training sample{( , ), 1,2, }i ix y i l  with size of 

l, it has two types: If 
n

ix R  belongs to type 1, it would be 

written as positive ( 1)iy  ; If it belongs to type 2, it would 

be written as negative ( 1)iy   . The learning objective is 
to construct a decision function to correctly classify the test  
samples. ' 1x     represents the classification  
hyperplane with two different classes, the sign of data is  
 
determined by the following equations:  
 

  
' 1ix          1iy   
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' 1ix       1iy      

   

 
Fig 1. Maximized Margin Method 

 

 

B. Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

 Radial Basis Function Neural Network Radial Basis 

Function Network or RBFN is a particular type of neural 

network. And it is generally is used as a non-linear classifier. 

When people talk about Artificial Neural Networks it mostly 

refers to Multilayer Perceptron. In MLP the input of every 

neuron is the weighted sum of its inputs. The sum is obtained 

by multiplying each input value by a coefficient. A simple 

linear classifier is a single MLP neuron , by combining these 

neurons into a network we can build complex non-linear 

classifiers. Classification is done by RBFN by measuring the 

similarity of the input compared with the training dataset. So 

RBFN is a better approach then MLP[5]. RBFN have many 

neuron and each of them stores a prototype, which is an 

example obtained from the training set[3]. The euclidean 

distance between the input and its prototype is calculated for 

every neuron, if we want to classify a new input. Roughly, if 

the input more closely resembles one of the two classes A 

and B, input is classified to the more similar class. 

 
Fig 2. RBF input and output 

 

Architecture above is pictorial representation of a RBF 

network. The architecture consists of a layer of RBF neurons, 

input vector and an output layer with a class of data. 

The Input Vector: The input vector which we are trying to 

classify is a n-dimensional vector. All the input vectors are 

linked to each of the RBF neurons. 

The RBF Neurons: A model vector is put away inside each 

RBF neuron which is only one of the vectors from the 

training set. A random value between 0 to 1 is generated 

when RBF neuron compares its prototype with the input 

vector and that is used to measure similarity. If the input 

value and prototype values are equal, output generated from 

that RBF neuron will 1.When the distance between the input 

and prototype grows, the response falls drastically towards 

0.RBF neuron is in the form of a bell curve like indicated in 

the architecture diagram. Response value of neuron is called 

the activation value[4]. Neurons centre is often called as the 

prototype vector because the value is present in the centre of 

a bell curve. 

 

C. K-Mean clustering 

K-means clustering is an unsupervised learning and it is 

utilized when you have unlabelled information. The objective 

of this calculation is to nd clusters in the information, with 

the quantity of gatherings spoke to by the variable K. The 

formula works iteratively to assign a data point to one of K 

clusters in view of the highlights that are given. One of the 

famous K-means algorithm is centroid based clustering 

algorithm . 

In order to execute a k-means algorithm we have to assign 

three points called cluster centroids. For grouping our data 

into three clusters we need to have three cluster centroids. 

Two steps of K-means iterative algorithm is: 1. Cluster 

initializing 2. Move centroid . Cluster assignment is random, 

based on the number of cluster centroid assigned. In the next 

step, the movement of cluster centroid is determined by 

density of data points in the graph, i.e the cluster centroids 

tends to move to areas which are densely populated[6]. 

Clusters are created when the centroid remains stationary. 
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This occurs when the proximity between the cluster centroid 

and data points is minimum. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig 3. Move centroid step in K means algorithm 

 

D. Random Forest Algorithm 

Random Forest algorithm is a supervised learning 

classification algorithm and it creates a forest of trees with 

the help of input. Usually forest looks robust when there are 

more number of trees present in it[7]. Similarly using random 

forest classifier we can increase accuracy with increasing 

number of trees in the forest. By knowing decision tree 

algorithm, we can create more decision tees .The calculation 

on how to select the node will be same for same dataset. 

Assumptions on creating Decision Tree: At the outset the 

whole preparing set is considered as a root. The esteems 

highlighted are wanted to be straight out. 

 

In the event that the qualities are continuous then they are 

discretized before building the model. Depending upon the 

attribute values the records are repeated. For placing 

attributes as root or internal nodes of the tree a statistical 

approach is followed. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4. An example of decision tree mode 

 

 

E. Basic decision tree concept 

Rule based system mostly used decision tree concept. The 

training dataset has targets and features, some rules will be 

generated by the decision tree algorithm[8]. The prediction 

on the test dataset is done with the help of same test rules. In 

decision tree algorithm forming rules and calculating these 

nodes will happen using gain and gini index calculations. In 

RF algorithm, rather than using information gini or gain 

index for evaluating the root node, splitting the feature nodes 

and the action of finding the root node will happen randomly. 

 

Fertility: Fertility is the characteristic ability to deliver 

offspring. By estimating fertility rate is the checking of 

offspring conceived per mating pair, it might be individual or 

population. Fertility varies from fecundity, which is 

characterized as the potential for generation . Absence of 

fecundity, while absence of fertility is infertility would be 

called sterility. Human fertility relies upon elements of 

sustenance, sexual conduct, connection, culture, nature, 

endocrinology, timing, financial aspects, lifestyle and 

feelings. 

 

Drawback: Infertility happens after having regular 

unprotected sex when a couple cannot conceive[9]. It might 

be that one partner can’t add to origination, or that a woman 

can’t convey a pregnancy to full term. Without the utilization 

of anti-conceiving medication characterized as not 

considering following a year of sexual intercourse. In the 

United States, around 10 percent of women’s matured 15 to 

44 years are assessed to experience issues considering or 

remaining pregnant. The issue experienced by 8 to 12 percent 

of couples by fertility in around the world. In the vicinity of 

45 and 50 percent of cases are thought to come from factors 

that influence the man. 

 

Lung Cancer: In one or both lungs that start off the 

uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells by lung cancer. 

Healthy lung tissue does not develop in the abnormal cells, 

they divide rapidly and form tumours. They undermine the 

lung’s ability to provide the bloodstream with oxygen as 

tumours become larger and more numerous. Don’t spread 
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and stay set up that tumours are known as ”benign tumours”. 

The most unsafe one is Malignant tumours, spread through 

the circulatory system or the lymphatic framework either to 

different parts of the body. Metastasis alludes to cancer 

spreading past Its site of beginning to different parts of the 

body will spread disease called as ”Metastasis”. It is 

considerably harder to treat effectively when disease spreads. 

Primary lung cancer begins in the lungs, while optional lung 

tumour begins elsewhere in the body, metastasizes, and 

achieves the lungs. They are viewed as various sorts of 

cancers and are not treated similarly. As per the National 

Cancer Institute, before the finish of 2015, there will have 

been 221,200 new lung cancer analyse and 158,040 lung-

malignancy related passing’s in the USA. As indicated by the 

World Health Organization or WHO, Cancer was caused 7.6 

million passing in every year and represents to 13 of every 

worldwide demise. As observed underneath, lung 

malignancy is by a wide margin the main disease 

executioner. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

PRECISION 

It is the fraction of relevant information returned of all 

retrieved information. The precision is the proportion tp/(tp + 

fp) where tp is the quantity of true positives and fp the 

quantity of false positives. The accuracy is naturally the 

capacity of the classifier not to name as positive a sample 

that is negative. 

RECALL 

It is the fraction of relevant information returned of all 

relevant information. The recall is the proportion tp/(tp + fn) 

where tp is the quantity of true positives and fn the quantity 

of false negatives[10]. The recall is naturally the capacity of 

the classifier to discover all the positive samples. 

F-Measure  

F-measure is a metric of a test’s accuracy. It considers both 

the precision p and the recall r of the test to figure the score. 

The F1 score is the symphonious normal of the precision and 

recall, where a F1 score achieves its best an incentive at 1 

and most noticeably awful at 0. The F-beta score can be 

translated as a weighted consonant mean of the precision and 

recall, where a F-beta score achieves its best score at 1 and 

pessimistic standpoint score at 0. 

 DATASET DESCRIPTION 

Lung Cancer dataset  
The following are the generic lung cancer attributes used 

Coughing up blood (heamoptysis) or bloody mucus, Weight 

loss and loss of appetite, Wheezing, Shortness of breath, 

Fatigue and weakness, Swelling of the neck and face,  Fever, 

Loss of appetite, Nausea and vomiting. We use all these 

attributes to determine the possibility of disease in a human 

being. 

 

 Fertility dataset 

 Some of the attributes that are generally considered for 

determining disease in a person are: Season in which the 

analysis was performed, Age at the time of analysis, Childish 

diseases (ie , chicken pox, measles, mumps, polio),Accident 

or serious trauma ,Surgical intervention ,High fevers in the 

last year ,Frequency of alcohol consumption, Smoking habit, 

Number of hours spent sitting per day[11]. 

Parkinsons dataset  
Matrix column entries that are used to identify the presence 

of disease in a human being are name - ASCII subject name 

and recording number, MDVP(Fo(Hz)) - Average vocal 

major frequency, MDVP(Fhi(Hz)) - Maximum vocal 

essential recurrence, MDVP(Flo(Hz))-Minimum vocal basic 

frequency, Jitter(Abs)- Several measures of variety in key 

frequency, Shimmer(DDA) - Several measures of variety in 

amplitude, NHR, HNR - Two measures of proportion of 

commotion to tonal segments in the voice ,status - Health 

status of the subject (one) Parkinson’s, (zero) - healthy,D2 - 

Two nonlinear dynamical many-sided quality measures, 

DFA - Signal fractal scaling type, PPE - Three nonlinear 

measures of principal recurrence variety. 

 

Confusion Matrix  
True positives (TP) When the result predicted is ’yes’ and 

the actual result is also true then it is called true positive. 

True negatives (TN) 

When the result predicted is ’no’ and the actual information 

is also ’no’ then it is called as true negative. 

False positives (FP) 

When the result predicted is ’yes’ but in reality it is actually 

’no’ then it is called as false positive. This leads to type 1 

error. 

False negatives (FN) 

When the result predicted is ’no’ but in reality it is actually 

’yes’ then it is called as false negative. This leads to type 2 

error. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Performance Measure for Fertility Dataset 
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Figure 6. Performance Measure for Lung Dataset 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Performance Measure for Parkinsons Dataset 

 

VI. Conclusion and Future Scope  

 

In this paper we have presented an efficient approach for 

fragmenting and extracting substantial forms from the trained 

data warehouses for the efficient prediction of disease 

analysis using various algorithms. We have decided to 

integrate the analytics module to the equipment used to 

perform checkups on human beings so that no need of 

manual entering of data, and the prediction is displayed in 

the monitor linked with the test equipment. And also future 

work involves adding all the diseases that are currently 

present as well as dead diseases to the system, gathering 

dataset for all datasets and create a solid prediction model. 

By using SVM suitable accuracy is achieved and the 

classification is clear and the model can be predict without 

any flaw as we have attained good accuracy. We were able to 

achieve good precision, recall with current dataset, we are 

trying to achieve more accuracy by accumulating more 

dataset from all possible sources. 
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Abstract— Multitasking or multiprocessing is the need of today’s modern embedded system. Multitasking can reach the 

desired increase in performance as needed by today’s embedded systems. Multitasking can be achieved by scheduling the 

competing tasks and allocate them to the shared resources one by one at very high speed (so fast and frequently) so as to create 

an illusion that all tasks are running in parallel. There are various algorithms to implement a scheduling scheme depending 

upon the need and constraints of the application. The proposed research work aims at evaluating and comparing the 

performance of Round Robin and Static Priority Scheduling algorithm by implementing them the on single Microblaze soft 

core processor and porting xilkernel on FPGA platform.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

An embedded system is an electronic/electro-mechanical 

system designed to perform a specific function. It’s a 

Combination of Hardware and Software dedicated to an 

applications. Today’s world demand for embedded devices 

having, high speed, high performance, low power, etc. It 

includes an advanced applications like image processing, 

audio/video encoding/decoding, network application and 

high reliability. To achieve these goals, there is a need to 

design and developed an efficient software algorithms which 

are efficiently executed on hardware. Since process of 

changing the hardware to achieve desired performance goal 

as per the applications is complex and expensive further it is 

a time consuming process which can increase the time to 

market of the product.  

In some applications as needed, the process of upgrading / 

changing the software is flexible, fast and financially 

beneficial as compared the process of upgrading / changing 

hardware.. Multi-programming is one of the most important 

aspects of operating systems.  The key to Multi-

Programming is scheduling of the task. Efficient scheduling 

can be achieved by effectively allocating the resources that 

are shared by the competing tasks as and when required. 

Multi-programming is attained by the efficient task 

scheduling of the CPU. Selecting and optimizing an 

appropriate combination of hardware and software platforms 

can meet the escalation in performance for an embedded 

system. The proposed research work is targeted to explore 

and analyze the performance of round robin and static 

priority task scheduling algorithm on FPGA based 

programmable platforms. A MicroBlaze soft-core processor 

based system is designed and implemented on FPGA 

platform. The xilkernal is ported on soft-core processor 

embedded system. The multiple tasks are created and 

scheduled using round robin and static priority scheduling 

algorithm and tested for its performance. The performance of 

these two algorithms is evaluated on the basis of predefined 

performance parameters.   

 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Mohammad T. Kawser et al.[1] analysed the performance of 

promotionally fair and round-robin scheduling algorithm for 

transmission mode in long-term evaluation to observe the 

impact of the scheduling algorithm on channel throughput 

and fairness. It was concluded that for different modes of 

transmission proportionally fair algorithm outperforms round 

robin scheduling algorithm. Rukhsar Khan et al. [2] analysed 

the performance of shortest job first and first come first serve 

scheduling algorithm by implementing them on windows 

operating system and Turbo C. It was concluded that SJF 

outperforms FCFS algorithm on the basis of their timing 

performance. Alban Allkoci et al. [3] in their work compared 

the performance of round robin and priority scheduling 

algorithm. C language was chosen to develop the codes and 

the hardware platform used as a personal computer. It was 
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concluded that priority algorithm outperforms the round-

robin algorithm in terms of timing performance. Lalit Kishor 

et. al. [5] compared frequently used scheduling algorithms 

and also proposed one new scheduling algorithm by 

combining shortest job first and round-robin algorithm which 

yielded better timing performance. The proposed work aims 

at first designing a processor environment on FPGA 

hardware platform with the help of soft-core processor 

environment, porting kernel followed by designing 

multitasking applications and running them using round 

robin and static priority scheduling algorithm. The 

quintessence of the work done lies in analysing the 

performance of multitasking applications environment by 

estimating the performance of scheduling algorithms on a 

flexible hardware platform.   

 

A. Multitasking 

Multitasking refers to the execution of multiple processes / 

multitasks simultaneously. It is based on the ability of OS to 

suspend and resume the tasks executing concurrently. An OS 

must allocate resources amongst the competing process. The 

application is a user instantiated program and the different 

layers of an application program are as shown in Figure.1. 

 

 
Figure.1 Application Program Layers 

 
 

B.  Scheduling 

Scheduler is Part of the OS responsible for determining 

which task will wait and which will progress. It assigns 

processes to be executed by the processor over time. The 

allocation of the CPU resources is done by an algorithm 

known as the Scheduling algorithm. There are various 

algorithms by which scheduling can be achieved such as 

First in First out, Round-Robin, Fixed priority scheduling, 

Earliest deadline first scheduling, Rate-monotonic 

scheduling etc. In each of this scheduling algorithm, the 

scheduler assigns resources to different competing process 

decided by the inherent algorithm. In Round-robin 

scheduling every task is assigned a fixed time by the 

scheduler and each process run for the specified amount of 

time and then the next process runs followed by next process 

and the cycle goes on. In fixed priority scheduling algorithm, 

the OS assigns a fixed priority rank to every process. The 

scheduler then arranges them in the ready queue according to 

their priorities.  Whenever a higher priority process arrives it 

interrupts the ongoing lower priority process and resources 

are allocated to it. The performance of any scheduling 

algorithm is evaluated on the basis of following factors; 

a) Throughput: Number of processes executed per time 

unit.  

b) Turnaround time: Total time between submission of a 

process and its completion. 

c) Response time: Amount of time it takes to produce first 

response, from the instant when a request was submitted. 

d) Waiting Time: The time the process remains in the ready 

queue. 

e) Fairness: Equal CPU time to each process (or more 

generally appropriate times according to each process 

priority and workload). 

f) CPU Overhead: Inter-task communication. 

g) CPU utilization:  The maximum use of CPU when it is 

busy.   

 

C. Softcore Processor 

A soft-core processor is a microprocessor fully described in 

software, usually in an HDL, which can be synthesized for 

programmable hardware, such as FPGAs [7]. 

Advantages of Soft Core Processors: 

 Higher level of abstraction – easier to understand 

 More flexible – designers can change the core by editing   

source code or selecting parameters. 

 Platform independent – can be synthesized for any IC    

technology, including FPGAs, ASICs, etc. 

The MicroBlaze embedded soft-core as shown in Figure. 2 is 

a reduced instruction set computer (RISC). It is optimized for 

Xilinx FPGA implementations. It supports a variety of RTOS 

implementation. It can perform high-Frequency operation 

[9].  

Figure.2 MicroBlaze Core Block Diagram [11] 
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D. Xilkernel 

Xilkernel is a small, robust embedded kernel that provides 

scheduling multiple execution contexts and a set of higher 

level services [10]. 

1) Processes 

2) Threads 

3) Context Switching  

4) Scheduling  

5) Synchronization 

6) Interprocess Communication. 

 

 
Figure.3 Xilkernel Modules [12] 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Soft-core processor environment is implemented on FPGA 

(Field Programmable Gate Array) based development 

platform. FPGA used for hardware implementation is Virtex 

5 – XUPV5-LX110T (Xilinx micro-processor Virtex 5 LXT: 

High-performance logic with advanced serial connectivity). 

The XUPV505-LX110T is a feature-rich general purpose 

evaluation and development platform with onboard memory 

and industry-standard connectivity interfaces. It features the 

Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T device. Peripherals available on 

board like LED, LCD display, serial port etc can be used 

depending on the need of the application. Also, general 

purpose input output (GPIO) pins are available for external 

hardware connection. Initially, single MicroBlaze processor 

system is developed for serial communication through 

UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter). The 

processor was Built along with block RAM, timer0, bus 

control PLB (processor local bus), LMB and Serial port 

access Using Xilinx ISE 13.1 based EDK tool; XPS (Xilinx 

platform studio). Xilkernel OS is made to run on MicroBlaze 

soft-core processor which is implemented in FPGA. 

Xilkernel OS is also ported on the soft-core processor based 

system. The system timer clock frequency is set to be 

50MHz. The system timer interrupt interval is 200ms. Using 

this, we can handle scheduling of different tasks. Multi-

tasking can be done depending on task scheduling policies 

like Round robin and Priority based. Single soft-core based 

processor environment using Micro-blaze was developed and 

Xilkernel OS was ported on it to run applications which can 

further be divided into smaller task/threads.  

Thus dividing time consuming applications into small 

threads and computing them in parallel will improve the 

speed of operation and reduce the overhead. Four threads 

were created using xilkernel functions.  

Thread1: counts from 0 to 5 and sleeps for 9000ms 

Thread2: counts from  0 to 10 and sleeps for 8000ms 

Thread3: counts from 0 to 15 and sleeps for 7000ms 

Thread4: counts from 0 to 20 and sleeps for 1000ms. 

Thread1 is assigned highest priority followed by thread2 

followed by thread3 and finally thread4 who is assigned 

lowest priority. These four threads were scheduled using 

round robin and fixed priority algorithm. The threads were 

run on the hardware platform 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The response time and average turnaround time for all the 

tasks were calculated separately for both the scheduling 

algorithms. The results are as shown below in tabular form: 

 
Table 2. Results for response time 

Thread 

Response(timer ticks ) 

Round robin 

algorithm 

Priority 

algorithm 

T1 1 1 

T2 2 9 

T3 3 22 

T4 4 41 

Average response 

time 2.5 18.25 

 
Table 3. Results for turnaround time 

Thread 

Turnaround time(timer ticks ) 

Round robin 

algorithm 

Priority 

Algorithm 

T1 26 8 

T2 49 21 

T3 64 40 

T4 74 114 

Average turnaround 

time 
53.25 45.75 

 

Table 4. Results for throughput 

Throughput (tasks/sec) 

Round robin algorithm 0.375 

Priority algorithm 0.437 
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Figure.4 Comparison of Timing performance 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

By performing the timing analysis it is verified that the 

response time for each task is less when they are scheduled 

using round robin algorithm as compared to a priority 

algorithm. Thus it can be concluded that round-robin 

algorithm is more proportionally fair than priority algorithm. 

The average turnaround time form round robin algorithm is 

16.39% more than priority algorithm hence it can be 

concluded that latency of round-robin algorithm is more than 

priority algorithm. The throughput of Priority algorithm is 

more than that of the round robin algorithm. One can 

schedule computationally efficient tasks with the help of 

priority algorithm so as to maximize performance and 

throughput. The scope of the above research work can be 

extended to highly computational tasks like video encoding, 

image processing, and signal processing. These applications 

can be designed using a various scheduling algorithms and 

their performance can be evaluated.   
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Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN’s) are decentralized type of networks used in sensing and processing physical data 

without any pre-existing infrastructure. WSN consists of sensing nodes that can interact among themselves and with the 

physical environment for sensing, measuring and controlling various parameters. For effective and efficient transmission of 

information in a seamless manner, the choice of routing protocol is still a major constraint in WSN design. In this paper, 

Reactive Routing protocols using IEEE 802.15.4 application have been evaluated on the designed network scenario. The 

parameters we have used are (i) Throughput (ii) AEED (iii) Number of Packets Forwarded (iv) Number of Packets Dropped as 

performance metrices in both Static and Mobile environment for 50, 75 and 100 nodes. 

 

Keywords: Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO), Dynamic Source 

Routing (DSR), Ad Hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) ), Unipath Routing Protocols (URP) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a decentralized type 

of wireless network that does not require any pre-existing 

infrastructure. The recent advancements in mobile 

computing technologies and communication technologies 

have facilitated the design and development of WSNs. WSN 

consists of a large number of low-power smart sensor nodes 

that are randomly and densely deployed for sensing, 

measuring and controlling various parameters. WSNs find 

applications in military, logistics support, habitat 

monitoring, industrial control, environmental control, 

disaster relief and human centric applications [1]. 

There are a large number of challenges in the deployment of 

sensor networks like network topology design, hardware 

constraints, fault tolerance, production costs, scalability, 

survivability in aggressive environment and power 

consumption [2][3]. These challenges are equally 

complicated to those found in Wireless Ad hoc networks. 

Another major challenging task in design and deployment of 

WSNs is the selection of a routing protocol that provides a 

path between source and destination nodes for data transfer 

in an effective, efficient and scalable manner [4, 5]. 

In this paper, Section II provides a brief overview of various 

Routing protocols (RP) for WSNs followed by a literature 

Survey of the related work in Section III. Section IV 

illustrates designed network model, simulation based on 

selected parameters followed by results and discussion in 

Section V. 

 

II. RP 

The RP provides the mechanism of communication between 

the nodes and route selections between source and 

destinations while maintaining high QOS standards [6]. A 

comparative study of various RPs for heterogeneous WSN is 

given in [7]. The basic classification of RP’s in WSN is 

shown in figure 1. These RP’s can be classified in various 

categories such as URP and Multipath Routing Protocols 

(MRP’s). These can be further classified as- Proactive, 

Reactive and Hybrid protocols. 

 
FIGURE 1: Classification of Routing Protocols in WSN’s 
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URP. 

These RP’s establish only a single route between the 

originating and target node. Every route requires frequent 

route discovery process that increases the routing overheads. 

URP consists of route discovery procedure i.e. identifying a 

route between nodes, and route maintenance procedure or 

identifying an alternative route in case of link failure. 

 

A. Proactive RP’s (Table Driven Protocols):  

In these protocols, the routes between various nodes are 

predefined. Data is usually transferred through these 

predefined routes. The data packets can be forwarded or 

delivered immediately as the routes are predefined. Each 

node stores the information about its immediate neighbors 

and they keep on updating information whenever there is 

change in network topology. Dynamic Destination-

Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing Protocol (DSDV) is a 

proactive RP. 

 

B. Reactive RP’s (On Demand RP’s):  

In these protocols, each Node establishes their own routes 

on the on-demand process to send the data packets to the 

destination. Each Node sends all its data packets to all its 

neighbors or its intermediate nodes. This process is repeated 

until a route is established. The On-demand RP’s perform 

two major tasks. (i) Route discovery from source node to 

destination node: While discovering route, the packet from 

source node carries the address of destination node as well 

the intermediate nodes in its path. (ii) Maintaining routes in 

case of route failures due to link breakage in multi-hop 

networks using acknowledgement mechanism. Whenever a 

route is requested, a delay is added to the network as time is 

consumed in route discovery process due to reactive nature 

of the protocols. AODV, DSR and DYMO are Reactive 

RP’s.  

 

 AODV. It creates routes based on demand and minimizes 

the number of broadcasts required. A transmitting node 

broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) packet to all the 

neighboring nodes till the packet reaches its destination 

and a route table is prepared accordingly. The RREQ is 

acknowledged using the reverse path. Route discovery 

process is reinitiated whenever there is a link failure due 

to movement of nodes in the network. In order to notify 

any change in the link, AODV uses HELLO packets and 

link layer feedback mechanism. AODV provides low 

routing overhead and quick route discovery as the 

information regarding inactive nodes is not maintained. 

 DSR. It follows the source route approach on demand 

basis in which the transmitting node keeps record of the 

destination as well as the intermediate nodes. It is a 

beaconless protocol designed for multi hop networks and 

does not require any HELLO messages for notifying its 

neighbors. 

When the desired route is not found in the cache of 

routing table, route discovery process is initiated by 

broadcasting a RREQ packet to all the near-by nodes. On 

receiving a RREQ packet, each node searches its cache for 

the desired destination. If no route is found in the cache, 

the node appends the RREQ packet and forwards it to the 

neighboring nodes. If the desired route is found, it 

acknowledges with a Route Reply (RREP) packet. If a 

broken link is found in the network, it uses a Route Error 

(RERR) packet for its maintenance. 

 DYMO. This routing protocol is a successor of the AODV 

and DSR nowadays known as AODVv2. It simplifies the 

operation of AODV protocol, while retaining its basic 

mechanism. In this protocol, the nodes do not have 

routing information. They use a control packet for route 

discovery only when a node receives data packet from its 

neighboring nodes. DYMO involves two operations. (i) 

Route discovery: This process is initiated when the 

information regarding the destination is not present in the 

routing table of source node. Then routes are discovered 

on-demand by flooding a RREQ message to all the nodes 

in the network. If the desired route is found, 

acknowledgment is given by the RREP message 

containing the address of the discovered path. (ii) Route 

maintenance: This is performed in case of active route 

breakage to avoid dropping of packets. The node 

generates a RERR message on receiving a data packet for 

a destination with no predefined route. Other nodes are 

notified about the breaking of current route by RERR RM. 

The source on receiving the RERR reinitiates the route 

discovery if there are some packets remaining for 

delivery. Hello messages and Sequence numbers are used 

by the nodes for maintenance of routes and for avoidance 

of routing loops within the network. 

 

C. Hybrid RP’s.  

These protocols like Zone RP (ZRP) make use of both 

proactive and On-demand RP’s. These are non-uniform 

RP’s which optimize the performance with adaptive and 

minimal overhead control and increases scalability by 

proactive route management using a route discovery 

mechanism. 

This RP identifies various routes between the source node 

and the destination node and increases reliability as well as 

efficiency of the transmitted information. In this, the new 

routes are created only when all the existing routes failed. 

AOMDV is an example of MRP. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Periyasamy, P., and E. Karthikeyan [8] have presented the 

performance comparison of AODV and AOMDV in  terms 

of variation in pause time and network load under  RWM in 

CBR Traffic. Simulative result shows that AOMDV 

outperforms AODV. In [9], the authors have presented a 

performance comparison of AODV, DSR, OLSR and ZRP 

on the basis of several qualitative metrics. Simulative result 

shows that AODV performed better under different pause 
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time and network speed conditions. While DSR provides 

better packet delivery ratio as compared to OLSR and ZRP 

but its performance degrades for average jitter and average 

end-to -end delay. 

Prashant K. M. et al. [10] have presented a two-step 

performance comparison for ZRP, AODV, DYMO and 

DSR. Firstly, the scenario is analyzed for different pause 

times and for the second stage, maximum speed of the nodes 

is varied. It is concluded that ZRP has lower PDR and 

throughput than the AODV, DSR and DYMO. After 

performance evaluation in second stage, AODV outperforms 

DYMO and ZRP.  

Waheb A. Jabbar et al. [11] evaluated the QoS and energy 

efficiency of RP’s- OLSRv2, DYMO and MP-OLSR using 

three different applications (HTTP, VoIP and FTP) for 

traffic generation. The effect of the node mobility, network 

density and load traffic on these above stated protocols has 

been evaluated by considering precise performance metrics 

for each traffic application. 

S. S. Naing et al. [12] used different mobility models to 

explore the performance metrics of two ad hoc RP’s (AODV 

and DSR). The two mobility models: Random Way-point 

Mobility Model (RWMM) and Realistic Mobility Model are 

used in the same network conditions using NS2 Simulator. 

With RWMM for lower mobility, both AODV and DSR 

perform well. But AODV outperforms at high speeds for all 

parameters. In second mobility model, AODV and DSR 

perform equally but with slight decreased performance 

compared to RWMM.  

In [13], the authors have presented a comparative analysis 

between mobility-based clustering (MBC) protocol and 

location aware fault tolerant clustering protocol (LFCP) on 

various qualitative metrics (i) stability period (ii) Network 

lifetime period (iii) Energy consumption. Simulative results 

show that LFCP-MWSN outperform MBC. In [14], the 

authors have compared the performance of AODV and DSR 

routing protocols over design network model on the basis of  

average End to End Delay, Throughput, Jitter and Total 

Packets Received using Qualnet simulator. Qualitative 

analysis shows that average jitter for DSR is 21.80 % greater 

than that of AODV whereas in terms of AEED, throughput 

and total packets received, AODV performs 5.67 %,0.83 and 

0.85% better than DSR respectively. The earlier work 

reported in literature have used traffic applications for 

evaluating the performance of WSN in isolation either for 

static or mobile scenario. This present work focuses mainly 

on evaluation of reactive protocols in both static and mobile 

scenario using RWMM with a maximum speed of 10 m/s 

and a pause time of 30 sec using Zigbee application (IEEE 

802.15.4) between nine pairs of source and destination 

nodes.  

IV. SIMULATION DESIGN 

 

We have designed a WSN with 50, 75 and 100 nodes in a 

terrain size of 1500 x1500 m
2 

using QualNet. For traffic 

generation, we have used nine Zigbee applications (IEEE 

802.15.4) between different source and destination nodes. In 

IEEE 802.15.4, at the physical layer we have used the 

default data rate of 250 kbps 

 

A. Application used in Simulation. 

Zigbee is a newly developed Wireless protocol with the 

purpose of building upper layers of the communication stack 

known as Open Systems Interconnection (OSI), using low-

power, low data rate, and close proximity lower layers of 

Zigbee standard that are deliberate taking into consideration 

small cost and modest power factors. Physical Layer (PHY) 

and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer are the lower 

layers of Zigbee. Figure 2 shows the architecture of IEEE 

802.15.4. The Zigbee architecture contains three layers: (i) 

physical layer (ii) MAC layer (media access control) (iii) 

upper layer (network layer, application layer). 

 

 
FIGURE 2:  Architecture of IEEE 802.15.4 

 PHY.  

This fundamental layer specifies the hardware and channel 

requirements for communication purposes. In Zigbee, the 

main task of PHY is transmission and reception of data 

using IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Table 1 shows the defined 

frequency bands and number of channels used in PHY. 

Highest range 2.4 GHz frequency band is license free and 

universally used at the data rate of 250 kbps.  
Table1. Frequency Bands of Physical Layer 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 MAC. 

 This layer manages the RF data transactions between point-

to-point neighboring devices. The MAC includes the 

Collision avoidance techniques (CSMA-CA). 

 Network Layer.  

Frequency 

Range 

Band Coverage Data 

rate(kbps) 

Channels 

2.4GHz ISM Worldwide 250 11-26 

902-928 

MHz 

ISM America 40 1-10 

868 MHz - Europe 20 0 
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This layer enables the accurate use of the MAC sub layer 

and acts an interface to upper layer. It allocates addresses 

and add/remove certain devices. The RP used by the 

network layer is AODV. 

  Application Layer. 

It is the topmost layer that provides an effective interface of 

the Zigbee system to its end users. It performs the function 

of sending messages between devices while managing group 

addresses and transporting data. 

 

B.  RWMM 

In RWMM, each Mobile Node (MN) in the network is free 

to move randomly in different directions with different 

speeds independent of its neighboring nodes with variable 

pause time. RWMM is implemented widely due to its 

simplicity and availability for simulating the routing 

protocols. Each MN selects a random location along with a 

specific pause time tp. After the completion of pause time 

duration, a new location is selected by the MN. The node 

propagation occurs across an area at a random speed 

uniformly distributed over a range of V0 to Vmax where V0, 

Vmax denote the minimum and maximum speeds respectively 

The process of selecting random location continues until the 

simulation finishes. The network is stable for small value of 

Vmax and longer duration of tp. For tp = 0, the design 

signifies a continuous mobility. Further, the existing 

RWMM was modified to allow MN propagates at a constant 

speed with zero pause time. 

In the designed model, we have evaluated the performance 

of RP’s in both static and mobile environment. The Node 

placement in designed Simulation framework is shown in 

figure 3 (a). For mobile scenario, we have taken RWMM 

with a maximum speed of 10 m/s and a pause time of 30 sec. 

We have used IPv4 as the Network Layer protocol with item 

size of 1024 bytes. Data rate is kept at 10 Mbps. The WSN 

running environment in shown in figure 3(b). The various 

parameters used for creation of simulative environment are 

given in table 2 below. 

  

TABLE 2. Simulation Parameters 

 
Simulation Parameters 

Simulator Qualnet 7.3.1 

Routing Protocols AODV,DSR,DYMO 

Transmission Terrain 
size 

1500m x 1500m 

Mobility RWMM, max speed 0-10m/sec 

Pause time 30sec 

Simulation time 1100sec 

Physical Layer model IEEE 802.15.4 

Network Layer Protocol IPV4 

Antenna Model Omni directional 

Application Zigbee 

Item Size 1024 bytes 

Number of nodes 50,75,100 

Zigbee Applications For 100 nodes –{(42-50),(60-

8),(83-62),(82-8),(92-87),(13-

72),(68-41),(47-86),(52-69))} 

Data Rate 10 Mbps 

 

 
 

(a)  WSN Node Placement 

 

 
 

(b) WSN Running environment 

FIGURE 3: Designed Simulation Framework 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In the designed network, the performance of RP’s for the 

internet-based IEEE 802.15.4 traffic application is evaluated 

by using (i)Throughput (ii)AEED (iii) Number of Packets 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AODV
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Forwarded (iv)Number of Packets Dropped as 

performance metrics. 

 

A. Throughput. 
The average rate of data successfully delivered over a 

communication channel expressed in bits/sec or packets/sec. 

For a better performance, higher throughput is always 

desirable. The variation of throughput with number of nodes 

with and without mobility is shown in figure 4. 

From figure 4 (a) and 4 (b), it is evident that the throughput 

varies from 2500 to 7000 bits/sec and from 3600 to 4700 

bits/sec in static and mobile scenario respectively. 

 
(a) For Static Nodes 

 
 

(b)    For mobile nodes using RWMM 
FIGURE 4: Throughput for AODV, DSR and DYMO 

 

In both static and mobile scenarios, as the number of nodes 

increases, the throughput slightly decreases. In static 

scenario, the throughput of DSR is better than AODV and 

DYMO. However, in case of mobile scenario using 

RWMM, AODV and DYMO perform better than DSR.  

B. AEED. It is the time taken for a packet to travel across 

the network from origin to target. It is the average time 

interval due to buffering, propagation, retransmissions and 

queuing of all the surviving data packets that are 

transmitted. AEED is expressed as: 

AEED = 
      

  
                … (1) 

Where         denotes the sum total delays occurring during 

transmission and     represents the number of received 

packets. The better performance of the protocol is governed 

by lower value of AEED. The variation of AEED with 

number of nodes with and without mobility is shown in figure 

5. 

 

(a) For Static Nodes 

 

      (b)    For mobile nodes using RWMM 

FIGURE 5: AEED for AODV, DSR and DYMO 

The AEED accrued by the protocols ranges between 0.1 to  

2.1 seconds and 0.06 to 0.9 seconds for both static and 

mobile scenario respectively. For both scenarios, AEED 

increases with increase in number of nodes for AODV and 

DYMO.  In static scenario, DSR performs better as 

compared to AODV and DYMO and provides minimum 

AEED. While in mobile scenario, the AEED for DSR 

decreases as the number of nodes increases. Hence, DSR 

performs better with lowest AEED. 

C. Number of Packets Forwarded.  

The variation of Number of packets forwarded with number 

of nodes with and without mobility is shown in figure 6. 
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(a) For Static Nodes 

 

 
 

   (b)    For mobile nodes using RWMM 

FIGURE 6: Packets forwarded for AODV, DSR and DYMO 

 

The number of packets forwarded varies from 20 to 160 for 

static scenario and 12 to 100 for mobile scenario. For both 

static and mobile scenario, DYMO outperforms both AODV 

and DSR protocol. As the number of nodes increases, the 

number of packets forwarded decreases due to increase in 

network congestion. In mobile scenario for 100 nodes 

though the packets forwarded with DSR are higher than 

AODV, still DYMO performs better for all node 

configurations. 

D. Number of Packets Dropped. 

 The variation of Number of packets dropped with number of 

nodes with and without mobility is shown in figure 7. 

 
(a) For Static Nodes 

 

 

(b)    For mobile nodes using RWMM 

FIGURE 7: Packets dropped for AODV, DSR and DYMO 

 

The number of packets dropped ranges between 5 to 60 for 

static scenario and 3 to 34 for mobile scenario using 

RWMM. For all node configurations in static scenario, the 

Number of packets dropped increases while in mobile 

scenario, the number of packets dropped decrease for 

AODV, DSR and DYMO. In both scenarios, DSR provides 

minimum packets dropped and hence outperforms both 

DYMO and AODV. 

It has been observed that the performance of dynamic 

scenario is better than the static scenario when the density of 

nodes increases. The reason for that is the path distance 

between the sensor nodes decreases as the number of nodes 

increase in the given simulation area. Notwithstanding the 

gain due to decreasing path, the other propagation factors 

should also be taken into consideration which is not the 

scope of this paper. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the present work, the performance of DSR, AODV and 

DYMO protocols for WSN using IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee) 

application is evaluated. We have compared the 

performance in both static and mobile environment for a 

designed network with 50, 75 and 100 nodes. From 
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simulation results, it has been found that DSR performs 

better with lesser number of packets dropped in both static 

and mobile scenario. In terms of throughput, DSR and 

AODV perform better for static and mobile scenario 

respectively. DSR provides minimum AEED, and DYMO 

performs better in terms of number of packets forwarded in 

both static and mobile environments.  
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Abstract — Before proposing a new model and implementing it in the Intrusion Detection Systems, First find out how 

intrusion detection is performed on Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) offerings, along with the available host, network and hypervisor-based intrusion detection options. The ability to 

perform intrusion detection in the cloud is heavily dependent on the model of cloud computing. In cloud computing, most of 

the attacks till today traced are the remote attacks. In this paper, we are proposing a model for Cloud Based Intruder Detection 

System [CBIDS]. This model is created for tracing the attacks on the online storage at SaaS and PaaS layer of cloud computing 

and appropriately the recommended action will be taken to protect the stored data and executing the handler accordingly. 

Further modifications in this model will be done on the basis of obtaining requirements and gaps in tracing the attacks. 

 

Keywords—Cloud, Intruder, IDS, Intrusion Detection System, HIDS, NIDS, Attack. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Introduction: The use of online services either in banking, 

entertainment, social networking, education, marketing etc is 

very much popular now. As the number of internet users 

increases the online data increases rapidly than before. Every 

day millions of images, videos, and business data uploaded 

or added and downloaded to the online storage. 

Before proposing new and implementing it in the Intrusion 

Detection Systems in a cloud computing environment. First 

find out how intrusion detection is performed on Software as 

a Service, Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a 

Service offerings, along with the available host, network and 

hypervisor-based intrusion detection options. Attacks on 

systems and data are a reality in the world we live in. 

Detecting and responding to those attacks has become the 

norm and is considered due diligence when it comes to 

security. As a matter of fact, most of the standards and 

regulations applied in the technology space today have 

explicit instructions regarding the need for monitoring and 

alerting, or intrusion detection. 

The ability to perform intrusion detection (ID)  in the cloud 

is heavily dependent on the model of cloud computing you 

are using: 

Software as a Service (SaaS): The reality is that SaaS users 

must rely almost exclusively on their providers to perform 

intrusion detection (ID). You may have the option of getting 

some logs and deploying a custom monitoring and alerting 

on that information, but most intrusion detection (ID)  will be 

done by the provider. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): Like SaaS, most of the 

intrusion detection (ID)  for this level of service will be done 

by the provider. Since intrusion detection systems (IDS) are 

typically outside the application, you must rely on your 

provider to deploy IDS in a PaaS. You can, however, 

configure your applications and platforms to log onto a 

central location where you can then set up monitoring and 

alerting (i.e., where you can perform ID). 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This is your most flexible 

model for intrusion detection (ID)  deployment. Unlike the 

other two, IaaS gives you more options as a consumer. This 

is where we will spend most of this article. 

In IaaS the intrusion detection can be performed at four 

primary spots : (1) in the virtual machine itself, (2) In the 

hypervisor or host system, (3) in the virtual network, and (4) 

in the tradition network. In the virtual machine it allows to 

monitor the activity of the system and detect and alert on 

issues that may arise. In hypervisor or host system, it allows 
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to monitor the hypervisor and anything happened between 

VMs and the hypervisor. In the virtual network, it allows to 

monitor the network traffic between the VMs on the host and 

the traffic between the VMs and the host. In the traditional 

network, it allows you to monitor, detect, and alert on traffic 

that passes over the network infrastructure. 

So, Intrusion detection can be performed in the cloud in three 

possible ways. The first option is the traditional host 

intrusion detection system (HIDS). You can use a HIDS on 

the VM, as well as the host/hypervisor. The HIDS on the VM 

would be deployed, managed and monitored by you. The 

HIDS on the hypervisor would be the responsibility of your 

provider. If you desire to incorporate any of the hypervisor 

ID information in your IDS, then you would have to 

coordinate with your provider. In reality, it is likely that you 

will not get that information, so the contract with your 

provider will need to ensure that they are performing 

adequate monitoring and alerting. Deploying and managing a 

HIDS on the VM would be the customer's responsibility, 

while HIDS on the hypervisor would fall under the 

responsibility of the provider. 

A second option is a traditional network intrusion detection 

system (NIDS). This type of deployment is useful in 

detecting some attacks on the VMs and hypervisor. It does, 

however, have several limitations. The first is that it cannot 

help when it comes to attacks within a virtual network that 

runs entirely within the hypervisor. Second, it has very 

limited visibility into the host itself. Lastly, if the network 

traffic is encrypted, there is really no effective way for the 

NIDS to decrypt the traffic for analysis. In the cloud, NIDS 

falls completely in the realm of the provider to deploy and 

manage. 

The third option would be the use of an intrusion detection 

system that runs at the hypervisor layer but is not strictly a 

HIDS for the hypervisor. One of the promising technologies 

in this area is the use of VM introspection. This type of IDS 

allows you to monitor and analyze communications between 

VMs, between hypervisor and VM and within the hypervisor 

based virtual network. The advantage of hypervisor-based ID 

is the availability of information, as it can see basically 

everything. The disadvantage is that the technology is new 

and you really need to know what you are looking for. As 

with NIDS, this falls completely within the scope of the 

provider to deploy and manage. 

In reality, intrusion detection in the cloud is best performed 

by the provider. They have the hooks where the important 

stuff happens. ID based on VM introspection is probably the 

most promising technology on the horizon in terms of an 

instruction detection system for the cloud.  

The security of data or privacy preserving is the basic 

necessity in cloud computing. To understand the security 

requirements in cloud computing, one should understand 

about the vulnerability, attacks, mapping of attackers, and 

available tools to secure it. Intruder Detection System uses 

mobile agent sand using three types of honeypots in order to 

detect attacks, behaviour of attackers, increase the added 

value of honeypot and IDS based mobile agents, solve 

systems limitations of  intrusion detection, improve 

knowledge bases IDS thus increase the detection rate in our 

cloud environment [2]. IaaS providers offer their customers 

variety of services like continuous network access, storage. A 

registration process is coupled with network access to setup 

authentication to use the cloud services. But Spammers, 

malicious code authors and other criminals do their activities 

by playing with anonymity behind the registration process 

and usage models. PaaS providers have traditionally suffered 

most from such attacks and recent studies shows that hackers 

have begun targeting IaaS providers as well. Future areas of 

concern include password and key cracking, DDoS, 

launching dynamic attack points, hosting malicious data and 

botnet command and control. The SaaS providers expose a 

set of APIs and software interfaces that customers use to 

manage and interact with cloud services computing which 

allows for exactly the methods used by hackers to 

compromise systems with clouds, their motivations and 

attitudes to the compromised machine [3]. There are three 

important forms of the cloud: (1) The public cloud is the first 

to appear, its principle is to host Web applications on a 

shared environment with an unlimited number of users (e.g. 

Amazon, Google, etc.)[4]. The private cloud is an 

environment deployed within a company. Implement a 

private cloud means the transformation of the internal 

infrastructure using technologies such as virtualization to 

deliver on-demand services in a simple and fast way [3]. The 

hybrid cloud allows the coexistence and communication 

between a private cloud and a public cloud in an organization 

sharing data and applications [5]. 

The contribution of IAAS infrastructure as a service of 

private cloud OpenStack which combines the Intrusion 

Detection System (IDS) based on mobile agent with three 

basic types of honeypots: honeyd, honeycomb and 

Honeywall. The purpose of this paper is to combine the 

different security challenges in a cloud environment by 

using: - IDS based on mobile agent that combines two types 

of intrusion detection "Behavioral and scenarios" in one IDS 

[4]; - Honeyd to attract all types of hackers to our work 

environment [6]; - The Honeywall which has several features 

at the same time to facilitate the detection of several types of 

intrusion in our system [3]; - The honeycomb in order to 

generate new signatures [7]. 

II. Related Work 
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S. Khan, K. A. Shakil and M. Alam, presented a survey of 

current research and future directions on cloud-based big 

data analytics. They discussed that the advent of the digital 

age has led to a rise in different types of data with every 

passing day. In fact, it is expected that half of the total data 

will be on the cloud by 2016. This data is complex and needs 

to be stored, processed and analyzed for information that can 

be used by organizations. Cloud computing provides an apt 

platform for big data analytics in view of the storage and 

computing requirements of the latter. This makes cloud-

based analytics a viable research field. However, several 

issues need to be addressed and risks need to be mitigated 

before practical applications of this synergistic model can be 

popularly used. This paper explores the existing research, 

challenges, open issues and future research direction for this 

field of study. 

U. Sivarajah, M. M. Kamal, Z. Irani, V. Weerakkody, 

explained the Critical analysis of Big Data challenges and 

analytical methods. Big Data (BD), with their potential to 

ascertain valued insights for enhanced decision-making 

process, have recently attracted substantial interest from both 

academics and practitioners. Big Data Analytics (BDA) is 

increasingly becoming a trending practice that many 

organizations are adopting with the purpose of constructing 

valuable information from BD. The analytics process, 

including the deployment and use of BDA tools, is seen by 

organizations as a tool to improve operational efficiency 

though it has strategic potential, drive new revenue streams 

and gain competitive advantages over business rivals. 

However, there are different types of analytic applications to 

consider. Therefore, prior to hasty use and buying costly BD 

tools, there is a need for organizations to first understand the 

BDA landscape.Given the significant nature of the BDand 

BDA, this paper presents a state-of-the-art review that 

presents a holistic view of the BD challenges and BDA 

methods theorized/proposed/employed by organizations to 

help others understand this landscape with the objective of 

making robust investment decisions. In doing so, 

systematically analysing and synthesizing the extant research 

published on BD and BDA area. More specifically, the 

authors seek to answer the following two principal questions: 

Q1 –What are the different types of BD challenges 

theorized/proposed/confronted by organizations? and Q2 – 

What are the different types of BDA methods 

theorized/proposed/employed to overcome BD challenges?. 

This systematic literature review (SLR) is carried out through 

observing and understanding the past trends and extant 

patterns/themes in the BDA research area, evaluating 

contributions, summarizing knowledge, thereby identifying 

limitations, implications and potential further research 

avenues to support the academic community in exploring 

research themes/patterns. Thus, to trace the implementation 

of BD strategies, a profiling method is employed to analyze 

articles (published in English-speaking peer-reviewed 

journals between 1996 and 2015) extracted from the Scopus 

database. The analysis presented in this paper has identified 

relevant BD research studies that have contributed both 

conceptually and empirically to the expansion and accrual of 

intellectual wealth to the BDA in technology and 

organizational resource management discipline.  

Y.Mehmood, U. Habiba, M.A.Shibli, R. Masood, presented a 

study on “Intrusion Detection System in Cloud Computing: 

Challenges and Opportunities”. Today, Cloud Computing is 

the preferred choice of every IT organization since it 

provides flexible and pay-per-use based services to its users. 

However, the security and privacy is a major hurdle in its 

success because of its open and distributed architecture that 

is vulnerable to intruders. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 

is the most commonly used mechanism to detect attacks on 

cloud. This paper provides an overview of different 

intrusions in cloud. Then, we analyze some existing cloud 

based intrusion detection systems (IDS) with respect to their 

type, positioning, detection time, detection technique, data 

source and attacks they can detect. The analysis also provides 

limitations of each technique to evaluate whether they fulfill 

the security requirements of cloud computing environment or 

not. We emphasize the deployment of IDS that uses multiple 

detection methods to cope with security challenges in cloud. 

Z. Tan, X. He, P. Nanda, J. Hu proposed enhancing Big Data 

Security with Collaborative Intrusion Detection. They 

presented that a collaborative intrusion detection system 

(CIDS) plays an important role in providing comprehensive 

security for data residing on cloud networks, from attack 

prevention to attack detection. To ensure that the CIDS is 

resistant to compromise, we use authentication and 

encryption as well as an integrity check. Because the CIDS 

works 24/7, energy-efficient group key distribution schemes 

are preferable for secure key distribution and node 

authentication. These schemes provide a strong, secure 

mechanism for updating group keys when nodes join in or 

leave the network or a node is being compromised. They‟re 

also resilient to collusion attacks, in which multiple nodes are 

compromised and coordinated for attack. Finally, a backup 

central coordinator runs alongside the main coordinator to 

prevent a single point of failure. The coordinators‟ roles can 

be exchanged depending on actual requirements and network 

conditions. 

Future studies will explore the framework‟s implementation 

and application on different cloud computing systems. 

Focuses of our future studies will be casted on algorithms for 

distributed and parallel data summarization on cloud 

computing, and their implementation on the MapReduce 

framework, as well as new detection approaches for HIDSs. 
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U. Oktay and O.K. Sahingoz, presented Attack Types and 

Intrusion Detection Systems in Cloud Computing. In recent 

years, lots of organizations have adopted their systems for 

enabling cloud based computing to provide scalable, 

virtualized on-demand access to a shared pool of computing 

resources such as networks, servers, storage, applications and 

services. Mainly cloud computing technology enables 

users/enterprises to eliminate the requirements for setting up 

of expensive computing infrastructure and reduces systems‟ 

operating costs. As a result, this technology is used by an 

increasing number of end users. On the other hand, existing 

security deficiencies and vulnerabilities of underlying 

technologies can leave an open door for intrusions. 

Therefore, cloud computing providers need to protect their 

users‟ sensitive data from insider or outsider attacks by 

installing an intrusion detection and prevention system. In 

this paper, it is aimed to define different attack types, which 

affect the availability, confidentiality and integrity of 

resources and services in cloud computing environment. 

Additionally, the paper also introduces related intrusion 

detection models to identify and prevent these types of 

attacks. 

Neha, Mandeep Kaur, proposed an Enhanced Security using 

Hybrid Encryption Algorithm. Information Security plays a 

major role in today‟s scenario. Cloud computing is a 

technology that provides access to information and 

computing resources from anywhere that a network is 

available. There is a need to secure the data stored on cloud. 

The main goal behind the design of encryption algorithm 

must be security against unauthorized attacks. However, for 

all cloud computing applications, performance and cost of 

implementation are also major concerns. Encryption 

algorithm would not be of much use if it is very much secure 

but slow in performance. The security and performance of 

encryption algorithms must be balanced. In this paper, 

encryption algorithms (AES, Blowfish, Twofish) has been 

discussed to analyze the performance level of each 

algorithm. 

C. Ambikavathi and S. K. Srivatsa, discussed Integrated 

Intrusion Detection Approach for Cloud Computing. 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) models and methods are 

integrated for better detection of intruders and mitigation of 

false alarms. Integrated IDS is proposed to provide security 

in a cloud environment. The distributed and dynamic nature 

built-in of cloud environment leads to critical issues like 

huge log analysis, heterogeneous traffic aggregation and 

scalability, etc. Intrusion specific data classification and false 

alarms degrades performance. This integrated model 

integrates both IDS models and IDS methodologies. Host-

based IDS (H-IDS) model integrates with network-based IDS 

(N-IDS) model, as well as signature and anomaly based IDS 

methods are integrated to get the best of each. Whenever a 

Virtual Machine (VM) is created, H-IDS is in-built into its 

operating system to monitor the activities within that VM. N-

IDS is deployed at strategic locations within the cloud 

network to monitor the traffic between the virtual machines 

and from the outside environment. Any malicious activity 

initiated by a cloud user using their virtual machine is 

detected by H-IDS. The packets flowing through the cloud 

network are captured and analyzed by N-IDS to detect 

infected packets send by hackers. The weakness of one 

methodology is compromised by the other during integration, 

but if the methods are used separately they are ineffective. 

Known attacks can be detected by signature based IDS and 

the new/unknown attack patterns are identified by anomaly 

based IDS. The major drawback of anomaly based IDS is 

high false alarm rate. It can be overcome by signature based 

IDS. This proposed work is implemented using Opennebula, 

for constructing a cloud environment and tested with IDS 

tools. This integration leads to improve cloud security and 

trust among consumers. IDS specific issues are also rectified 

such as false alarms, heterogeneity etc. 

Akash G Mohod1, Satish J Alaspurkar, presented an analysis 

of IDS for Cloud Computing. This seminar works on 

approach for obtaining optimal number of features to build 

an efficient model for intrusion detection system (IDS). Most 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are designed to handle 

specific types of attacks. It is evident that no single technique 

can guarantee protection against future attacks. To handle 

large scale network access traffic and administrative control 

of data and application in cloud, a new multi-threaded 

distributed cloud IDS model has been proposed. Facing new 

application scenarios in cloud computing, the IDS 

approaches yield several problems since the operator of the 

IDS should be the user, not the administrator of the cloud 

infrastructure. Extensibility, efficient management, and 

compatibility to virtualization-based context need to be 

introduced into many existing IDS implementations. 

S.N. Dhage, B.B. Meshram, discussed Intrusion detection 

system in cloud computing environment. In recent years, 

with the growing popularity of cloud computing, security in 

cloud has become an important issue. As „prevention is better 

than cure‟, detecting and blocking an attack is better than 

responding to an attack after a system has been 

compromised. This paper proposes architecture capable of 

detecting intrusions, in a distributed cloud computing 

environment, and safeguarding it from possible security 

breaches. It deploys a separate instance of IDS for each user 

and uses a separate controller to manage the instances. IDS 

in this architecture can be signature-based as well as 

learning-based method. 

T. Kuldeep, Tyagi S.S and Agrawal R., discussed the 

overview of Snort Intrusion Detection System in Cloud 

Environment. Now a day‟s cloud computing has become 
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very popular since it reduces infrastructure cost. Hence, the 

level of security measures also has to be increased. Intrusions 

Detection Systems (IDSs) are designed to handle attacks but 

many intrusion detection system (IDS) are designed for 

specific attack/attacks. It is evident that no single technique 

can guarantee protection against future attacks. To handle 

large scale network access traffic and administrative control 

of data and application in cloud, we have to develop a new 

cloud IDS model that can assure maximum security in cloud. 

In this paper we will talk about the snort IDS on Linux which 

ensure enough security, efficient management into 

virtualization based system. 

A. Kaur, S. Singh, proposed an efficient data storage security 

algorithm using RSA algorithm. This paper gives a brief 

introduction about cloud computing by giving its definition, 

characteristics of cloud computing, components, types, 

categorization of cloud services which described Platform as 

a Service, Infrastructure as a Service and Software as a 

Service. By having a look at this paper, an individual surely 

will have a clear idea about the basics of cloud computing. 

Cloud computing is an emerging computing paradigm in 

which resources of the computing infrastructure are provided 

as services of the internet. Cloud computing allows 

consumers and businesses to use applications without 

installation and access their personal files at any computer 

with internet access. This paper explores various security 

methods such as Access Control, Telecommunications and 

Network Security, Information security governance and risk 

management, Application Security, Security Architecture 

and Design. An RSA system generally belongs to the 

category of PKCS. RSA encryption is one of the public-key 

methods that have been popular in last decade. In particular, 

the RSA algorithm is used in many applications. Although 

the security of RSA is beyond doubt, the evolution in 

computing power has caused a growth in the necessary key 

length. The performance characteristics of RSA are observed 

by implementing the algorithms for computation. In this 

paper, RSA was implemented through an encryption and 

decryption procedures over different key sizes.   

A. Bhardwaj, GVB Subrahmanyam, V. Avasthi, H. Sastry, 

discussed Security Algorithms for Cloud Computing. With 

growing awareness and concerns regards to Cloud 

Computing and Information Security, there is growing 

awareness and usage of Security Algorithms into data 

systems and processes. This paper presents a brief overview 

and comparison of Cryptographic algorithms, with an 

emphasis on Symmetric algorithms which should be used for 

Cloud based applications and services that require data and 

link encryption. In this paper we review Symmetric and 

Asymmetric algorithms with emphasis on Symmetric 

Algorithms for security consideration on which one should 

be used for Cloud based applications and services that 

require data and link encryption. 

J. Khan, H. Abbasa, J. Al-Muhtadia, presented Survey on 

Mobile User's Data Privacy Threats and Defense 

Mechanisms. Nowadays, mobile devices have become an 

integral part of our daily life. These have proven to be an 

advantageous scientific invention that fills personal and 

business needs in a very efficient manner. In this era, the 

availability of mobile services has significantly increased 

because of the rich variety of mobile devices and essential 

applications provided by mobile device manufacturers. At 

the same time, numerous mobile security issues and data 

privacy threats are challenging both manufacturers and users. 

Therefore, mobile devices are an ideal target for various 

security issues and data privacy threats in a mobile 

ecosystem. In this paper, we provide a brief survey of the 

security challenges, threats, and vulnerabilities of a mobile 

ecosystem. Furthermore, we discussed some key points 

required to ensure mobile security and defend against data 

privacy threats. The emphasis of the discussion is, strong 

protection and the restriction of malicious activity at the 

application developer end, application stores end, and 

operating system and mobile device manufactures end by 

preventing the user from using non-recommended 

applications (which may be malicious) and considering 

biometric features for the authentication of real users in the 

mobile devices. Also briefly discussing the defense 

mechanisms that are considered to be a relatively better 

approach for securing personal and business related data or 

information in the mobile devices. 

Shuying Li, Ya Pan, presented a study on secure data storage 

based on cloud computing. With the advance of cloud 

computing technology, more economic benefits have been 

brought to users. While satisfying the needs of users, cloud 

computing brings its advantages-low costs, rapid deployment 

and flexible scale adjustment into full play. Increasing 

number of data is stored in all kinds of networks with more 

and more companies and people using cloud computing 

service, thus put severe challenge on users data security and 

availability. Under these circumstances, the study analyzed 

data security of users, and found out that data storage 

security attracts attentions both from private users and 

business users. The security challenges cloud computing has 

brought to us are how to prevent users’  data from leaking, 

how to guarantee users obtain data efficiently and accurately. 

It introduced the research status of secure data storage under 

the circumstance of cloud computing. Surveys showed that 

experts and scholars have attached great attention to data 

security under this circumstance. Strategies on secure data 

transmission and storage based on cloud computing, 

including encryption and decryption processing, were also 

introduces in this paper. To protect user data security, 

structure model has been built and secure data storage system 

under cloud computing has also been introduced. 
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III. PROPOSED MODEL 

In the Cloud computing environment, the deployment of 

already available Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems 

(ID/PS) can‟t achieve the desired level of security and 

performance since architecture of cloud computing paradigm 

is different from existing computing methods like Grid 

computing. The rapidly growing demand of cloud resources 

by its users urges the need of some efficient mechanism for 

secure provisioning of its resources since intruders may 

compromise the cloud resources and can cause damages to 

users‟ data stored there. The effectiveness of IDS depends on 

aspects like the detection method, location of IDS in 

network, and its configuration [16]. 

In this paper, we are proposing a model for Cloud Based 

Intruder Detection System [CBIDS] as shown in Figure 1. 

According to this model, when a user interact with the 

system, first a connection or session is created, then the 

system asks for some registration information to the user. 

Then the system uses this registration information to sense 

the type of user, authentication status, and the authorization 

permitting in the system. If the user is authentic and 

authorize for accessing the modules he/she wants to access 

then it is allowed for that. But if the authenticity is obtained 

from different means i.e. cracking the security, then it is a 

serious issue and should be traced out.  

Filtering and Analysis of Attacks process will filter out such 

cases, and if it predicted that this may be an attack. Then this 

attack will be detected by already created scenarios. There 

are already defined many type of common attacks called as 

Known Attacks. If the present attack comes in this category 

of attacks then it will be mapped into the database and the 

already decided action will be done and the predefined 

response will be send back to the user. But if the attack is 

now known i.e. Unknown attack, then the attack is analyzed 

by its behavior. After Evaluation, it is observed that the 

attack is Normal or Abnormal. If it is normal attack then the 

system will execute the handler for such attacks already 

decided and designed, and send the response to the user. If 

the attack is abnormal i.e. the behavior is not stable and 

varying for interacting the system or hitting the system with 

multiple registration information etc. Then evaluate such 

attacks by using association rule from the existing 

knowledge. If the system satisfies then add such attack to the 

database for future use and mark it. If not satisfied then send 

such attack calls to the Manager, it will then handle it 

appropriately. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Mapping or tracing Intruder attacks is an important phase in 

IDS [Intruder Detection System]. In Cloud Based Intrusion 

Detection System [CBIDS], we have created a system for 

tracing attacks on the online storage at SaaS and PaaS Layer 

of cloud computing. The connection/session creation, 

collection of registration information, Listening / sensing for 

authentication comes under the SaaS. The rest of the part of 

CBIDS comes in the PaaS and IaaS layers of cloud 

computing. The proposed system is well designed and 

defined to trace the intruder attacks, mapping the its type, if a 

unknown attack encounter, it will be handled properly and 

marked it for the future. Whenever an unknown attack 

encountered, which is not in the log and already defined 

handler is not in the record, appropriate action will be taken 

by the Manager. Hence, CBIDS is a good model of handling 

intruder attacks.  
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Figure 1 : Model for Cloud Based Intruder Detection System [CBIDS] 
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Abstract— Feature model's analysis is a booming area and should be automated is a thriving research topic, an area of 

attraction for both practitioners and researchers from last two decades. Meanwhile, a number of methods and tools facilitate to 

increase the analysis of feature models and also check complexity of feature model. As numerous of tools are given by 

researchers and practitioners, but why a tool is used and for which purpose, it's a basic problem and creates a blurry scenario 

and this blurriness generate hurdles to select an analyzing tool to analyze a feature model. To clear this picture, we present a 

paper, where we compare four analysis tools (FeatureIDE, SPLOT, FaMa and BeTTy) on the basis of some fundamental 

factors (Availability of Tool, Cross Tree Constraint, Support Testing, Fault Detection, Product Generation, Statistics of Model 

and Model Composer). The comparison will show in form of a table at the end of this paper, through which users can choose a 

tool for their work.  

Keywords— Software product line, Feature models, Automated analysis, Testing, Validation 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A Product line or software product line a new and intensive 

area in software engineering. SPL is a line in which product 

share set of common features to gratify the exact needs of the 

specific market section. The focusing part of the SPL is to 

developing a set of communal assets which contain design, 

test plans, test cases, change requirements, reusable software 

components, better management and other artifacts [1][13]. 

Big companies like Dell, Samsung, Motorola, Hewlett-

Packard and other complete their product on the basis of SPL 

concept. 

The main concept of Software Product Line is its feature 

model. This model used by companies to represent the 

common and variable feature in Software Product Line. A 

feature of any product demonstrates the functionality 

increment relevant to some stakeholders. A big advantage of 

Software Product Line is to achieve increment in reusability 

of a feature in numerous products of SPL. 

Practically, a product in SPL developed by feature modeling 

that represents different lookouts and another subsystem. 

According to company's point of view, to achieve a good 

product with SPL it is compulsory to have tools which show 

the variability management, test cases, test stages and other 

required field, tools represent the same product in the number 

of ways [2]. 

Moreover, tools support for SPL should support the complete 

development process, not for some or particular activities. 

It's a complex task to choose a tool that best for SPL 

development because there are numerous tools introduce in 

previous years and available as open source in the market 

and they all have their own specifications and functionality 

[3]. In the same context, this paper introduces some SPL 

development tool and compare them on their working as well 

as production design on different parameters. 

Further, this paper design as in the second section presents a 

brief introduction to all four tools (FeatureIDE, SPLOT, 

FAMA, and BeTTy). Section three based on analysis of a 

feature model design with all four tools and discuss their 

features. In Fourth section compare all the tools on the basis 

of result which find in previous (third) section. Finally, the 

fifth section concludes the paper with future perspectives and 

importance of tools in Software Product Line Engineering. 

 

II. TOOLS FOR FEATURE MODEL 

A. FeatureIDE 

In product line engineering it's available as an open source 

framework and to create any product it starts with feature 

modeling, domain analysis and also covers other areas like 

designing, implementation and maintenance with supporting 

compatible feature house/articulate tools like FOSD(Feature-
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Oriented Software Development), AHEAD(as default)  

model composer suit. On the other side, featureIDE doesn't 

support only one language, it supports different compatible 

tools with different languages like Java, C, C++, C#, 

JavaCC, Haskell and XML [6]. 

 

B. S.P.L.O.T 

It is a web-based open source tool which developed by 

Marcilio Mendonca in 2008. Generally, this tool uses to 

analysis feature models including validity valid 

configurations detection of lend features and many more, 

which help not only industries also in the research field. The 

time-consuming task in SPL is variants (selecting/deselecting 

of features) in a feature model. In this context, SPLOT 

provides a semi-automatic configuration tool that reproduces 

decision (selecting/deselecting) automatically to abide 

constraints in the model [10].   

 

C. FAMA 

FeAture Model Analyzer (FAMA) is a framework which 

automated analyze a feature model on the basis of reasoners. 

FAMA amalgamate reasoners (default reasoners, Choco, 

Sat4j, JaCop, JavaBDD) designed by the third party, that 

boost the functionality of the FAMA. For best results, it 

automatically selects the adequate solver at runtime as the 

operation considers by the user. It can accomplish the task of 

both types of feature models basic as well as extended. 

Numerous versions of FAMA work for design and analyze 

released for SPL [5] [7]. 

 

D. BeTTy 

BeTTy (BEnchmarking and TesTing on AnalYsis) is another 

tool to automatically analyze and detect the faults of feature 

models. BeTTy is an integrated techniques tool of the above 

two FAMA and SPLOT tools which use in software product 

line engineering to analyze the feature models. BeTTy is 

popular because it can generate random and high customized 

feature model, it enables to generate basic as well as 

extended attribute feature model. For functional testing (fault 

detection) it generates automated test data, and have an 

algorithm that supports user-defined optimization criteria for 

pessimistic cases (typical feature model) [12]. 

 

III. FEATURE MODEL ANALYSIS 

Feature model has the different type of features given by the 

product designer, and that type of engineering known as 

domain engineering. In this section, we generate a model 

with some features and then analyze that same model on 

different tools which describe in the previous section and 

check the product configuration of the model. 

 

A. Feature IDE 

It is an open source tool where we design a feature model of 

―Helloworld” (root feature) with different features as shown 

in the figure. All the other features connect with root using 

mandatory and optional legends. These legends shows 

presence of features in the model, also fix the cardinal 

between features (Feature with the world). Feature IDE 

consists numerous of composers in which any feature model 

could be designed, the given model composed of feature IDE 

AHEAD compose. 

Figure.1 

 

B. S.P.L.O.T 

SPLOT is an online analytical tool [4] for feature model 

where we construct same feature model as shown in figure.2. 

SPLOT automatically analyze any given model and provide 

all the information like model statistics, analysis table, 

debugging table, and can also analyze the model with less 

and more feature. 

 Figure.2 define the automated analyses i.e. set of features in 

the model, also present which features are optional, 

mandatory, alternates, how many features are grouped 

together, cross-tree constraints (CTC) also their density type. 

Valid configuration, core features, and dead features are 

defined in model analysis.  

SPLOT has default model composer SAT solver (Analyze 

Model debugging) describe the dead, common features and 

running time to analyze a model whereas BDD engine 

(Create Metrics) presents the number of configuration, 

variability degree, and other related information. 
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Figure.2 

 

To simplify configuration process we check our model with 

full features and with fewer features. The given figure show 

decisions and propagations with SAT solver. Analyze on less 

and more feature propagation, SAT checks and SAT time in 

auto-compilation results (see config.1, 2) figure.3. But 

analyze a good difference in auto-completion and ordinary 

configuration (see config.1, 2 and 3) figure.3. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure.3 

C. FaMa  

FaMa is an offline tool [9] which run on the command 

prompt, FaMa uses further than analyzing software product 

lines strictly and can analyze any system that can be 

expressed as a set of features on a hierarchy, with or without 

attributes.  

The FaMa tool can be used in four ways. It provides a shell 

front-end to final users, and three ways to integrate any 

designed application with FaMa: a java standalone version, a 

SOAP/WSDL web service, and a set of OSGi bundles. 
 

FaMa shell: is the current front end for final users. A 

command-line interface where you can load models, and 

invoke analysis operations.  

FaMa Web Service: provide a WSDL with most of FaMa 

operations.  

FaMa OSGi: FaMa is also available as a set of OSGi 

bundles. OSGi (www.osgi.org) is a java specification for 

services integration.  

FaMa standalone: There is an extensible library available in 

FaMa.  

Figure.4.1 

 

 
Figure 4.2 

 

To analyze a designed model on FaMa shell which is a part 

of FaMa tool and analyze different criteria with the following 

commands by FaMa user manual: 
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Load: to load designed model.  

Valid: to check the configuration of the model is valid or 

not.  

Products: to check how many different products can be 

made by the features. 

Errors: to analyze, if there is any error in the model.   

Variability: to calculate the variability of the model  

Commonality: to analyze a feature commonality in the 

model with other features. 

  Commands like “load”, “valid”, “products”, “errors”, 

“variability”` and their respective results represent in 

figure.4.1. Commands like ―commonality”, “variant–

features”, “core–features” in figure.4.2, the commonality 

command required a feature name to show the commonality 

of that feature in the model. 

 

D. BeTTY 

BeTTy is a web-based tool, coded in Java language, and 

released in the jar file under license of LPGL3 can be 

downloaded from www.isa.us.es/betty, BeTTy website. 

BeTTy tool allows to generate feature models randomly, and 

that generation accomplished in two phases. Firstly, it 

generates a tree of features with the algorithm described by 

Thum et al.[11] secondly, to fulfill the requirements of a 

model it adds CTC (Cross-Tree Constraints) in the model. 

These requirements are, one constraint cannot be shareable 

by two features and, another one is no parent feature relation 

could not be part of constraints. A user can generate an 

output of the given feature model in different formats like 

SXFM, FaMaXML, FaMaTextFormate. DOT etc. as shown 

in figure.5.  

BeTTy is a web-based online tool which environment seems 

like figure. After complete required entries user can fill the 

details of model want to be created like a number of model, 

features and cross-tree constraints percentage. Also, a user 

can fill the optional details like CTC percentage, the 

percentage of relationship (mandatory, alternative, maximum 

branching factor, the maximum number of sub-features in 

sets optionally. A user can generate only valid models by the 

select satisfiability optional. 
 

 

IV.ANALYSIS OF TOOLS 

The given table shows the comparison between tools on the 

basis of factors as availability of tools (FeatureIDE and 

FaMa) is offline i.e download and can run on the computer 

system, whereas SPLOT and BeTTy work online in which 

user fill required information about the model and got output. 

Model composer through which user can compose their 

model FeatureIDE have eight model composer, SPLOT only 

two, BeTTy produce automatic configuration, whereas in 

FaMa no composer available.
 

A model can have some faults, present tools FeatureIDE, 

FaMa, and BeTTy have the capability to detect faults. In A 

model is valid or not, or model has any bed feature or not 

detect by testing of model FeatureIDE and SPLOT test 

model and provide the output, on the other side FaMa just 

check that given model is valid or not. 

 
Table 1. Comparision of tools on the basis of different parameters 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, we analyze four tools FeatureIDE, SPLOT, 

Fama and BeTTy in which two are web-based and other two 

are offline. Paper based on analysis tools with the using 

feature model. For which, we designed a feature model and 

check that model on above tools. After analyzing tools for 

designed model on the factors (Availability of Tool, Cross 

Tree Constraint, Support Testing, Fault Detection, Product 

Generation, Statistics of Model and Model Composer). At 

last we create a table to recognize that which factor 

supported by the tool, and which are not.                   
There are numerous of tools and plugins which are available 

online or offline to analyze feature model on the same and 

other factors. In future, we intended to analyze some other 

tools on different factors including same factors we use here. 
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               Tools                          

                                                                                  

 Factors 

 

 

FeatureIDE 

 

 

SPLOT 

 

 

FaMa 

 

 

BeTTy 

Availability of Tool Offline Online Offline  Online 

CTC(Cross-tree 

Constraint) 

NA Yes Yes Yes 

Support Testing Yes Yes Partially NA 

Fault Detection Yes NA Yes Yes 

Products Generation Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Statistics of model Yes Yes NA NA 

Model Composer Yes Yes NA NA 
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Abstract— Ransomware is a malware that either encrypts files with specific extension on the system or locks the user out of 

the system demanding for the ransom in exchange of decryption key. The approach used here is to assess numerous aspects of 

ransomware so as to comprehend different techniques utilized by it. Ransomware has rapidly affected individuals, public and 

private organizations across the globe. This occurs due to system flaws and lack of recovery mechanisms. The challenging part 

is to recover vital data from the encrypted files. This has created severe security issues to companies of all sizes as several have 

lost valuable data and business proprietary information. Considering the above information, this research paper aims at 

examining the characteristics of a Microsoft Windows-based ransomware and potential recovery of encrypted files from the 

ransomware affected system. The sample was examined in an isolated environment using static and dynamic analysis 

techniques with open source tools. The results were encouraging as we were able to recover encrypted files with specific 

extensions. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Ransomware is one of the widest spread and damaging cyber 

threats faced by the world today. Different types of malware 

were designed to achieve different objectives such as 

disruption, modification, data theft, deletion of files or 

services and terrorist attacks. In all these cases, malware 

writers’ goal is to receive a reward in form of financial 

benefits or money in different forms like digital currency. 

Ransomware is not a new type of malware, it has been 

around for more than two decades, but during the last 3 

years, there has been a huge increase of infections which 

targeted almost every system it could reach and compromise. 

According to statistics, more than 140 million new malware 

samples were discovered in 2015 and a large portion was 

ransomware. Many new ransomware variants emerged in 

first quarter of 2017 as represented in the graph (Fig 1).  

The study aims at analyzing Vipasana, the well-known 

Windows based Ransomware. An attempt had been made to 

ensemble integrative analysis of ransomware variants 

functionality. This research work contributes to recovery of 

user encrypted files using forensic methods and tools without 

paying the ransom to cyber criminals. 

 

 

Figure 1: Growth in ransomware variants since Dec’15-Mar’17  

Source: https://blog.barkly.com/ransomware-statistics-2017 

 

This research paper aims at analysing one of the known 

Windows based ransomware namely Vipasana. The work 

carried out during the study is aimed at providing a detailed 

analysis of the functioning of the sample – a variant of a 

ransomware. This research contributes to the society by 

helping forensic investigators to recover important user data 

encrypted by Vipasana ransomware. 
 

II. RELATED WORK  

This section deals with the work carried out by researchers 

on different aspects of malware forensics. 

The extent of the damage caused by ransomware attack is in 

high range at present. It is suggested that ransomware and 
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similar cyber-criminal activities affect end users for digital 

extortion at a scale never seen before [1].  

As reported by Ali et al. American Bankers Association 

estimated $18 million loss to ransomware attacks for 

individuals and businesses and Cyber Threat Alliance 

reported that, 7.1 million attempted infections spread across 

the globe between 2015 to June 2016. The peak of one day of 

ransomware hit reached 228,496 [2]. 

Noted that the number of ransomware attacks were doubled 

in the past twelve months compared to a year earlier and 

predicted that it will double again the following year. The 

author explained that ransomware is precise in selecting 

targets. For example, they select florist shops before 

Valentine’s Day because they know the heavy traffic these 

shops experience in that period forces them to pay the 

ransom [3]. 

Kharraz et al. conducted a study noting that ransomware 

attacks increased by 500% in 2013 compared to the 2012. It 

further gsuggested that this malware infected around 250,000 

computers including a police department that ended paying a 

ransom to decrypt their computers and return their data [4]. 

Literature reports related to ransomware forensics are 

discussed as they worked on ransomware detection 

techniques and proposed some mechanisms to detect the 

presence of ransomware [5-8]. The work on the comparative 

analysis of various ransomware variants has been carried out 

[9-11]. As wannacry created havoc recently, substantial work 

is published about it by various authors [12, 13]. On the other 

hand, different authors worked on different ransomware 

variants such as cryptowall, locky, IoT based ransomware 

and Manamecrypt [14-17]. There is minimal research on 

ransomware forensics though plenty of data is published on 

different aspects of malware forensics [18-20]. 

Despite tremendous progress in research on other variants of 

Ransomware, the work done on Vipasana ransomware has 

been dealt marginally. Owing to higher rate of damage 

caused by Vipasana in present scenario, it might hamper the 

economy. Therefore the present work was conducted to 

elucidate the recovery of user data affected by Vipasana 

ransomware. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

III.I. TOOLS AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETUP 

 

A physical standalone machine running Windows 10 

Operating System was set up as a target machine. 

The target machine was isolated to prevent the sample from 

infecting the entire network. Static and dynamic analysis 

tools were installed for the analysis of the sample. 

Few files with extensions .doc, .ppt, .jpg, .mp4, .pdf, .PNG, 

.txt, .xls, .zip were stored in the C drive of the target 

machine to analyze complete execution and satisfy core 

dependency of the sample. 

 

 
Figure 2: doc files 

 

 
Figure 3: jpg files 

 

 
Figure 4: pdf files 

 

 
Figure 5: txt files 

 

 
Figure 6: xls files 

 

 
Figure 7: ppt files 
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Figure 8: mp4 files 

 

 
Figure 9: png files 

 

III.II. INFECTING THE TARGET MACHINE 

 

 The sample was copied to the target machine using a pen 

drive. 

 Zip file containing sample was extracted on the desktop 

of the target machine. 

 Static analysis of the sample was done. 

 Windows security features like Windows defender, 

Windows firewall were disabled. 

 The sample was then run by right clicking on the 

executable file. 

 The machine was infected by the sample; files encrypted 

and desktop wallpaper changed with the infection 

details. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section consists of the summary and report on the 

findings. It includes results of the analysis of data, 

presentation of findings and summary with interpretations on 

findings in relation to the sample.  

 

IV.I. STATIC ANALYSIS 

 

1) FileAlyzer tool 

Using FileAlyzer, brief details about the sample were 

obtained as shown below: 

 

MD5        : 2AEA3B217E6A3D08EF684594192CAFC8 

Size : 379392 bytes 

File Name : 1.exe 

File Type : Portable Executable  

Last Write : Thursday, February 18, 2016 2:44:22 AM     

 

 

 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 10: FileAlyzer 

 

2) Dependency walker tool 

 

List of DLLs imported: Details of Dynamic Link Libraries 

from where the sample imported functions were discovered. 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 11: Dependency Walker - Imported DLLs 

 

Some of the important function calls related to the sample 

being ransomware were observed as shown below: 

 

a. GetLocalTime function 

Contains ability to query machine time, this seems to be used 

by the sample to start the timer for the duration by which 

victim needs to pay the money or ransom. 
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Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 12: Dependency Walker-GetLocalTime 

 

b. GetVersionExA function 

The sample contains ability to query the machine version 

which is a basic requirement for any malware. Sample 

retrieves information about which version of Windows is 

currently running on victim machine; this can be used as part 

of a victim’s machine survey.     

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 13: Dependency Walker-GetVersionExA 

 

c. GetDiskFreeSpaceA function 

The sample contains ability to query volume size of the 

victim’s machine.   

                             

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 14: Dependency Walker-GetDiskFreeSpaceA 

 

d. WININET.DLL 

Contains ability to read and download files from the Internet. 

The sample possibly once connected to internet 

communicates with command and control server for key 

exchange.  

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 15: Dependency Walker-WININET 

 

3) Virus Total tool 

The sample was then uploaded to Virus Total and was 

identified as malicious by a large number of antivirus 

engines. The antivirus engines identified the sample as 

Vipasana. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 16: Virus Total 

 

4) Resource Hacker tool 

Resource hacker clearly displayed desktop wallpaper image 

with a ransom note suspected to appear after target machine 

gets infected. 
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Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 17: Resource Hacker 

 

IV.II. Dynamic Analysis 

 

Static analysis of the sample discovered many important 

details and evidences of the sample being a ransomware, but 

the dynamic analysis is required to get more concrete 

information on the same. On the other hand as the paper aims 

at recovery using forensic techniques, the sample needs to be 

executed. In this part of the experiment, the sample was 

executed in an isolated machine as mentioned earlier and 

observations were made. 

 

1. Process Monitor 

The sample, upon execution copied itself in the Program 

Files directory of the target machine. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 18: Process Monitor 

 

 

2. Reshot tool 

The first shot was taken before running the sample on the 

target machine and the second shot was taken after the 

sample was executed. The result showed that a malicious 

Run key to the registry was added by the sample. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 19: RegShot 

 

3. ApateDNS tool 

The sample made no relevant DNS request. Implying that it 

is an offline Ransomware; sample does not require internet 

in order to carry out its malicious activities on the victim’s 

machine. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 20: ApateDNS 

 

4. WireShark tool 

No relevant hosts were contacted; no relevant HTTP requests 

were made. No communication between the sample and any 

external server like command & control were requested. This 

further confirms that the sample is an offline Ransomware 

and does not get the keys from any Command and Control 

server. 
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Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 21: WireShark 

Status of Desktop after infection of the machine 

 

 
Figure 22: Desktop status before infection 

 

Status of Desktop after infection of the machine 

After the sample was executed on the target machine, the 

desktop wallpaper was changed with a ransom message on it. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 

 
Figure 23: Desktop status after infection 

 

As mentioned earlier, the test data used in this research was 

encrypted by the sample as shown in screenshots below. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 24: Encrypted doc files 

 

 
Figure 25: Encrypted jpg files 

 

 
Figure 26: Encrypted pdf files 

 
Figure 27: Encrypted txt files 

 

 
Figure 28: Encrypted xls files 

 

 
Figure 29: Encrypted zip files 

 

IV. FORENSIC RECOVERY 

 

The hard disk image of the infected machine was acquired 

using Forensic Falcon. Then Sleuthkit Autopsy was used to 

analyze the image. Following are a couple of important 
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reasons behind selecting autopsy for analysis compared to 

other tools: 

1. EnCase does not allow loading evidences having 

malicious files. 

2. Autopsy is Open Source and the latest version of it is 

equally powerful and user-friendly. 

 

Proof of concept: 

 
Figure 30: Autopsy-pdf files recovered 

 

 
Figure 31: Autopsy-jpg files recovered 

 

 
Figure 32: Autopsy-doc files recovered 

 
Figure 33: Autopsy-txt files recovered 

 

 
Figure 34: Autopsy-xls files recovered 

 

In brief, during the analysis it was observed that the files 

encrypted by sample with extension .doc, .ppt, .jpg, .pdf, 

.txt, .xls were successfully recovered by autopsy. This was a 

big achievement as victims can rely on this uncommon 

technique to recover important documents without paying 

ransom to cyber criminals. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In conclusion, recovering files encrypted by the Ransomware 

is a great challenge to the Malware Analyst especially when 

the decryption key is not possible or difficult to identify. So, 

the present study demonstrated that digital forensic tools 

such as Autopsy can be used to recover user important files 

without paying a ransom.  

 

On this basis, further studies can be implemented as: Reverse 

engineering the samples in order to obtain the decryption 

key, Analysis of the sample images using more Digital 

Forensics tools, Cuckoo Sandbox analysis technique, 
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Comprehensive RAM forensics analysis, Analysis and 

comparison of samples in bulk. 
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Abstract— The importance of requirements elicitation has been well recognized by the software development community. 

Clear and correct user requirement is critical to the success of software systems. There are numbers of requirements elicitation 

techniques available, which are used to understand and gather user requirements. In this paper, we have tried to analyze and 

evaluate the performance of different requirement elicitation techniques, which are under the categories of conversational, 

observational, analytic and synthetic methods of requirements elicitation. This study was performed in Ethiopia on analyst and 

requirement engineers working in various software development companies, staffs and senior students from University of 

Gondar who are involved in software development activities and bank employees who are involved in similar activities in their 

respective banks. In our study, we found that the requirement engineers prefer to use combination of different requirement 

elicitation methods. Interviews technique is the most preferred requirements elicitation technique in software development 

community followed by observation method. 

 

Keywords—Requirement elicitation, Conversational, Observational, Analytic, Synthetic 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Requirements elicitation is a process of searching, revealing, 

acquiring and detailing of requirements for computer based 

system [1]. It is a complex process involving many activities 

with a variety of available techniques, approaches, and tools 

for performing them [2]. During this activity, the client and 

developers define the purpose of the system to be developed. 
Requirements  elicitation  is  the  first  and  one  of  the most  

critical activity during software  development process. 

Quality requirements are essential to the success of any 

software development project, regardless of whether it is 

based on agile or traditional methodologies [3]. If this 

activity is not performed in a well controlled manner and 

error remains in this phase, the final product may not satisfy 

the needs of the client and end users which will ultimately 

make the system unacceptable.    

If proper focus is not given on the stages of the software 

development life cycle, the software life might be shorter [4]. 

Failure of software systems is common, and effective 

requirements elicitation is an important factor in avoiding 

system failure. The most efficient and well-engineered 

system must be useful to end users and that is contingent on 

the right specifications being obtained in the first instance 

[3]. Studies show  that  70%  of  the  system  errors  are  due  

to  the  inadequate  system  specification  and  30% errors are 

due  to poor design  issues [5]. Some other studies have 

exposed that problems associated with requirements 

engineering could cost 10-200 times more to rectify the 

program after its implementation, than if they were 

recognized during specifications [6, 7, 8]. Few other 

researchers have suggested that, the comprehensive amount 

of project budget due to requirements flaws is 25 to 40 % [9]. 

It is noteworthy that, requirements engineering is not only 

crucial, but will be disadvantageous, if the acceptable sources 

are not devoted early [10]. The purpose of this paper is to 

identify most effective and widely used requirement 

elicitation technique in the software organizations. This 

paper presents the empirical study on analyzing and 

comparing different methods for requirement gathering 

process. 

The paper is organized as follows, Section I contains the 

introduction of requirements elicitation, Section II contains 

overview of different requirement elicitation techniques, 

Section III contains the research methodology which has 

been used in this research, in Section IV we have analyzed 

and presented the results graphically, and Section VI 

concludes research work with future directions.  
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II. REQUIREMENT ELICITATION TECHNIQUES  

Requirements elicitation is a complex process involving many 
activities with a variety of available techniques, approaches 
for performing them [11]. Several researches and practices 
within requirements engineering have been largely directed 
towards improving the elicitation process through 
development of various techniques. There are hundreds of 
different techniques from a variety of sources that can and 
have been employed by requirement engineers for 
requirements elicitation. They are categorized as below: 

 Conversational Methods 

 Observational Methods 

 Analytic Methods  
 Synthetic Methods  

A. Conversational Methods of Requirement Elicitation 

The conversational methods of requirement elicitation 

provide a means of verbal communication between 

requirement engineers and client [10]. As conversation is a 

natural way to convey requirements and concepts, and ask 

and answer questions, it is efficient to build and comprehend 

the issues and to elicit generic product requirements [12]. The 

requirement elicitation methods under this category are 

Interviews, Workshops/ Focus Groups, and Brainstorming. 

B. Observational Methods of Requirement Elicitatio 

The observational method of requirement elicitation provides 

a means to develop a good understanding of the application 

domain by observing human activities [13]. Observing people 

performing their routine activity facilitates to gather 

information, which are difficult to explain in words. The 

requirement elicitation methods under this category are Social 

Analysis and Ethnographic Study, Observation, and Protocol 

Analysis. 

C. Analytic Methods of Requirement Elicitation 

Analytic methods of requirement elicitation provide ways to 

explore the existing documentation or knowledge and acquire 

requirements from a series of deductions [10]. The 

requirement elicitation methods under this category are 

Requirement reuse, Document analysis, Analysis Laddering, 

and Card Sorting. 

D. Synthetic Methods of Requirement Elicitation 

The synthetic methods incorporate various channels of 

communication, and offer models to illustrate the 

characteristics and relationship of system [13]. These 

techniques are generally integrated at other phases of the 

software development life cycle. The requirement elicitation 

methods under this category are Scenarios, Prototyping, Joint 

Application Development (JAD), and Contextual Inquiry. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This research is based on the empirical study.  This study 

was performed in Ethiopia on analyst and requirement 

engineers working in various software companies in Addis 

Ababa, staffs and senior students from University of Gondar 

who are involved in software development activities and 

bank employees who are involved in similar activities in 

their respective banks. A  questionnaire  was  prepared  

related  to  existing requirement elicitation techniques  and  

responses  were  collected. Respondents were contacted at 

their work places and were asked to select the most 

appropriate option representing their opinion. Responses for 

questionnaire were collected, tabulated and graphically 

represented for further interpretation and analysis.  

 

The main parameters that were used for the Survey are as 

follows: 

 Sample Size: The number of total respondents is an 

important factor to achieve a reliable result. A total 

of 157 responses were received from the 

requirement engineers who are working in Ethiopia. 

 Reliability: Since this survey is about Requirements 

engineering elicitation, the respondents must be 

aware of the process and should have at least basic 

knowledge about the process. So the respondents 

were chosen from the software development, 

education sector, and banks. 

 Designing of the questionnaire: The questionnaire 

was designed after a thorough study of the effective 

designing of a questionnaire. Most of the questions 

were multiple choices. 

 Conducting the survey: The professionals were 

given the printed copy of the questionnaire. They 

were given enough time to fill and return it to the 

surveyor. 
 Analysis of the results: The results collected from 

the respondents, were then tabulated. The 

percentage was then calculated based on various 

parameters. In order to provide the reader with a 

visual representation for easy understanding, the 

tabulated data was plotted in the Graph. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

A. Respondents 

A total of 157 respondents who are from software 

development organizations mostly from Addis Ababa, staffs 

and senior students from University of Gondar who are 

involved in software development activities, and bank 

employees who are involved in similar activities in their 

respective banks. Table 1 shows the number of respondents 

from different sectors of software developments: 
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Table 1. Respondents from Different Sectors of Software Development 

Organisation Type 
Number of 

Respondents 

Percentage of 

Respondents (%) 

Software Organisations 44 28.03 

Educational Software 
Development 

92 58.60 

Bank Systems 21 13.37 

Total 157 100 

 

The above tabular data is represented graphically in the figure 

1. 

 

Figure 1.  Percentage of respondents from different sectors of software 

development. 

B. Most Preferable Conversational Methods of 

Requirements Elicitation 

The respondents were asked to express their views about the 

most preferable conversational methods of requirements 

elicitation. Their response is represented graphically in figure 

2. Interviews technique turned out to be most preferable 

conversational methods of requirements elicitation with 

48.41%. 

 

Figure 2.  Conversational methods of requirements elicitation. 

C. Most Preferable Observational Methods of 

Requirements Elicitation 

In our study we found that the most preferable observational 

method of requirements elicitation is observation technique 

with 68.79%. The response from the respondents is 

graphically represented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Observational methods of requirements elicitation. 

D. Most Preferable Analytic Methods of Requirements 

Elicitation 

Document analysis with 68.15%, turned out to be most 

preferable analytic methods of requirements elicitation in our 

research. The response from the respondents is graphically 

represented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4.  Analytic methods of requirements elicitation. 

E. Most Preferable Synthetic Methods of Requirements 

Elicitation 

Prototyping is considered most preferable synthetic methods 

of requirements elicitation followed by scenarios according to 

our study. The response from the respondents is graphically 

represented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Synthetic methods of requirements elicitation. 

F. Most Preferable Technique among Popular Techniques 

of Requirements Elicitation 

In our research we wanted to the most preferable technique 

among popular techniques of requirements elicitation from 

the respondents. Interviews turned out to be most preferable 

technique with 24.20%. The response from the respondents is 

graphically represented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6.  Most preferable requirements elicitation technique. 

G. Factor most affect while choosing requirements 

elicitation technique 

In our study we asked respondents to express their views 

about the factor most affect while choosing requirements 

elicitation technique. It is found that client’s technical 

knowledge plays an important role while choosing 

requirements elicitation technique. The response from the 

respondents is graphically represented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7.  Factor most affect while choosing requirements elicitation 

technique. 

H. Selecting right technique for the requirement elicitation 

is a key to the success of the project?  

Does right technique selection for the requirement elicitation 

is a key to the success of the project. It is found that 87.90% 

respondents were agreed that selecting right technique for the 

requirement elicitation is a key to the success of the project. 

The response from the respondents is graphically represented 

in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8.  Right technique selection is a key to the success of the project. 

I. Preferable Mode of Communication with the Client, if 

Client is not available for Face to Face Discussion  

What is the most preferable mode of communication with the 

client, if client is not available for face to face discussion? 

Telephonic communication is found to be most preferable 

mode of communication with 46.49 % respondents preference 

followed by Email conversation. The response from the 

respondents is graphically represented in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9.  Preferable mode of communication with the client, if client is not 

physically present. 

J. Client’s Lack of Technical Knowledge is an Obstacle in 

Gathering Correct Requirement  

In our research, we wanted to know from respondents that do 

they believe that client’s lack of technical knowledge is an 

obstacle in gathering correct requirement. It is found that 

73.89% respondents were agreed. The response from the 

respondents is graphically represented in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10.  Client’s lack of technical knowledge is an obstacle in gathering 

correct requirement. 

K. Unclear User Requirement may lead to the Project 

Failure  

According to our research 80.25% respondents were agreed 

that unclear user requirement may lead to the project failure. 

The response from the respondents is graphically represented 

in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11.  Unclear user requirement may lead to the project failure. 

L. Client Changes Requirement When Project is in the 

Advance Phase  

In our study we found that 43.31% respondents say that client 

doesn’t change requirement after requirement elicitation is 

finished and the project is in the advance phase while 37.58 

are not agreeing with it. The response from the respondents is 

graphically represented in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12.  Client changes requirement when project is in the advance phase. 

M. Same Team of Developers should perform all the 

Software Development Activities for Clear 

Understanding of the Project  

In our study we found that 53.50% respondents didn’t agree 

that same team of developers should perform all the software 

development activities during software development. The 

response from the respondents is graphically represented in 

Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13.  Same team of developers should perform all the software 

development activities for clear understanding of the project. 

N. Most Important Software Development Activity for the 

Success of the Project  

In our study we wanted to know which software development 

activity is the most important according to our respondents. 

Requirements engineering is considered most important 

software development activity according to 36.94% 

respondents while 35.03% believes that all software 

development activities are equally important for the success 

of the project. The response from the respondents is 

graphically represented in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14.  Most important software development activity for the success of 

the project. 
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V. CONCLUSION  

Though there are various requirements elicitation techniques 

available, only some of the methods were found to be popular 

among software development community. Our study found 

that, interviews technique with 48.41%, observation technique 

with 68.79%, document analysis with 68.15%, and 

prototyping with 37.58 %, are the most preferable 

requirements elicitation techniques of conversational, 

observational, analytic, and synthetic methods respectively. 

Majority of respondents (87.90%) believe that, selecting right 

technique for the requirement elicitation is a key to the 

success of the project. It is also found that client’s lack of 

technical knowledge, changing requirements in advance 

phase, and unclear user requirements are main obstacles 

during the development phase.  

Requirement engineers believe that, requirements engineering 

is the most important software development activity and they 

prefer to use combination of different requirement elicitation 

methods. Interviews technique (24.20%) is most preferred in 

development community followed by observation (21.66%). 

A majority of development community prefer to use these 

two techniques in combination. 

The paper also opens path for further study on the topic by 

considering various other conditions and parameters that 

might affect the requirements elicitation process. 
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Abstract— Digital image processing is the usage of computer algorithms for the analysis and manipulation of images. This 

work emphasis local thresholding technique for the segmentation of characters in palm leaf manuscript images. The 

preprocessing stage comprises of filtering and image enhancement. The filtering of noise was done by decision based median 

filter and contrast local adaptive histogram equalization was applied for enhancement. For segmentation, Otsu global 

thresholding and local thresholding techniques like Niblack, Sauvola and Bernsen algorithms were evaluated. The Sauvola 

local thresholding generates more efficient results than the global thresholding and other local thresholding techniques. The 

computational complexity of Sauvola thresholding is considerably low and the performance of thresholding techniques was 

evaluated by entropy measure. The Sauvola thresholding resultant image has low entropy value when compared with other 

thresholding techniques. The algorithms were developed in Matlab 2010a and evaluated on the real-time images acquired by 

canon SX600HS camera. 

 

Keywords— Palm leaf manuscript; Decision-based median filter; CLAHE; thresholding; Shannon entropy. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The role of image processing is vital in many fields that 

include remote sensing, medical, archaeology, and military. 

The images obtained from the acquisition system are 

subjected to computer-aided algorithms for detailed 

analysis. Old manuscript documents are often subjected to 

background damages such as varying contrast, smudges, 

dirty uneven background and even ink through text. The 

image processing gains its role in archaeology for    

restoration; segmentation and pattern recognition of old 

palm leaf manuscript, documents and stone carvings 

images.  

II. RELATED WORK  

Romen Singh et.al describes a local adaptive thresholding 

technique based on integral sum image concept for 

document images [1]. The pixel level pre-processing 

technique comprising of Quadratic Integral Ratio (QIR) and 

OTSU algorithms were proposed for an Optical Character 

Recognition system for brahmi script images [2]. QIR 

algorithm is a two-stage thresholding algorithm that uses 

the histogram to find the threshold value. In QIR algorithm, 

the image is divided into 3 sub-images i.e.; foreground, 

background and a fuzzy sub-image (whose pixels may be 

part of either foreground or background) and it outperform 

Otsu thresholding result [2].  

Ntogas Nikolaos et.al proposed binarization techniques for 

six different classes of document images based on their 

quality [3]. For pre-processing, Mean, Median and Weiner 

filters in the spatial domain and Gaussian and Butterworth 

filters in the frequency domain options have been proposed 

[3]. The Binarization was done by OTSU such as local 

thresholding techniques and finally, a post-processing stage 

for the output refinement based on erosion and dilation was 

also used for discriminating the text from the background 

[3].  

Saxena developed an effective binarization method for 

removing stains from severely degraded and stained 

manuscript images, where the text is unclear [4]. The 

proposed technique divides the image into windows of size 

ranging from 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 and determines a local 

threshold value for each window by finding the mean and 
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standard deviation of gray values in the image. The window 

size is determined by a trade-off between the size of the 

image and processing time; smaller the window size, more 

will be the processing time. It is particularly suitable for 

segmentation of document images with dark and complex 

backgrounds.  

Sitti Rachmawati Yahya et.al has put forward methods to 

enhance old manuscript images with a degraded 

background as follows; binarization / thresholding method, 

a hybrid of binarization/ thresholding technique and non-

threshold based methods [5].  The hybrid method was 

found to be efficient for damaged images, and it comprises 

of pre-processing by low-pass Wiener filter, thresholding 

by Niblack algorithm, a post-processing stage to improve 

the quality of text regions and preserve the stroke 

connectivity [5]. 

Rajiv Medithi et.al proposed a segmentation technique 

based on combined binarization and normalization for 

digital photographic images of palm leaf manuscripts [6]. 

The base color of the palm script manuscripts was first 

identified and color bleaching transform was applied so that 

the background color gets washed off. The bleached image 

was then subjected to two-stage local adaptive 

normalization algorithm. After normalization, the images 

were subjected to adaptive binarization in order to extract 

useful text information from low-quality document images. 

PP Rege proposed an enhancement technique for extracting 

useful text information from the low-quality document and 

palm leaf manuscript images [8]. Ntirogiannis et al 

proposed a combination of global and local adaptive 

binarization method to efficiently detect faint characters in 

handwritten document images [9]. Youlian Zhu et.al 

discusses local and global histogram equalization 

algorithms [10]. The local histogram equalization enhances 

local details of the image and it may be further divided into 

three types: overlapping sub-block, non-overlapping sub-

block, and partially overlapping sub-block. The non-

overlapping sub-block method is very rarely used because 

of its obvious square effects; the overlapping sub-block 

method is also not used in practice because of its low 

processing speed; the partially overlapping sub-block 

method can speed up the calculation, but it is relatively 

complex. Compared to local histogram equalization 

algorithm, the global algorithm has certain advantages in 

processing speed, but the enhancement region of interest is 

poor. Kong et al performed a comparative analysis of 

histogram equalization and its variations for digital images 

[11]. The proposed research work analyses global and local 

thresholding techniques for palm leaf manuscript images. 

This work highlights the application of image processing 

for archaeological applications. The Sauvola local 

thresholding was found to yield efficient segmentation 

results for palm leaf manuscript images. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

Figure 1.Block diagram of proposed methodology 

 

Preprocessing 

The input images were preprocessed by the decision-based 

median filter. The decision based median filter alters the 

noisy pixels only, unlike the conventional median filter that 

alters both noisy and non-noisy pixels [12][13]. The partial 

differential equation based filtering approach was found to 

be efficient for image restoration [14][15]. The classical 

histogram equalization uses the same transformation 

derived from image histogram to transform pixels [16]. 

After filtering, the input images are subjected to Contrast 

Local Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE); where 

the histogram equalization is done on small regions of the 

image termed as tiles rather than applying to the entire 

image. The resultant enhanced regions are combined by 

bilinear interpolation. 

 

Segmentation Techniques for Palm Leaf Manuscript 

Images  

Thresholding is a classical algorithm deployed for 

segmentation of images. The thresholding can be 

categorized into global thresholding and local thresholding. 

The Otsu thresholding is a widely used global thresholding 

in many applications. This research work uses Otsu 

thresholding and various local thresholding techniques on 

palm leaf manuscript images. 

Global Thresholding 

In global thresholding method, a single threshold value is 

used and then each pixel is assigned to the foreground or 

the background based on the comparison between that 

pixel‘s gray level and the global threshold value. Global 

thresholding methods are very fast and give good results for 

typical scanned documents with uniform contrast 

distribution of background and foreground. However, the 

major drawback of this technique is that it cannot 

differentiate those pixels which share the same gray level 

but do not belong to the same group. It also performs 
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unsatisfactorily for poor quality images that have low 

contrast and non-uniform illumination. Hence, the global 

thresholding is inappropriate for complex documents, 

especially for degraded document images. 

Local Thresholding 

In degraded document images, where considerable 

background noise or variation in contrast and illumination 

exists.  In the case of anon-uniformly scanned page with 

marginal noise at the page borders, there exist many pixels 

that cannot be easily classified as foreground or 

background.  In local thresholding, a threshold       ) is 

calculated for each pixel based on local statistical 

characteristics. The local thresholding algorithms used in 

this work are Niblack‘s, Sauvola‘s and Bernsen‘s 

Technique. 

In the above said local thresholding methods, the threshold 

is calculated based on the parameters such as local mean 

       and standard deviation        ) within a window 

of size    . Sauvola‘s method is an improvement on the 

Niblack‘s method, especially for stained and badly 

illuminated documents. 

In Niblack‘s method, the local threshold value         at 

      is calculated within a window size of      as 

                             (1) 

Where K is the bias value (default value -0.2),           

and        is the local mean and standard deviation of the 

local window w x w. The threshold value depends on the 

local mean        and the standard deviation         

In Sauvola‘s technique, the threshold         is determined 

using the mean        and standard deviation         of 

the pixels within a window of size      as:   

                [    
      

 
   ] (2) 

Where R is the maximum value of standard deviation, K is 

a bias that takes positive values in the range [0.2, 0.5]. 

In Bernsen‘s technique, the threshold is calculated based on 

local neighborhood. The threshold at each pixel is the mean 

of lowest and highest gray level pixels in the neighborhood 

as shown below:  

         
          

 
 (3) 

The threshold is assigned based on local contrast value 

 

      

 {

          

 
                

                               
 (4) 

 

Where ‗L‘ is a contrast threshold value. This technique is 

fast; however, it does not work well with varying gray level 

intensities of the background. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The algorithms are developed in Matlab 2010a with the 

following system specifications: Intel Core i3 processor, 

64-bit operating system, 4 GB RAM. Prior to segmentation, 

the input images were preprocessed by the decision based 

median filter. After preprocessing, the adaptive histogram 

equalization is applied to the image enhancement. The 

images were acquired by Canon SX600HS digital camera 

and the flash light was turned off during the acquisition 

process since light could act as a noise and degrade the 

quality of the image. Prior to segmentation, preprocessing 

stage comprises of decision based median filter and 

CLAHE. The tuning of parameters plays a vital role in the 

execution of algorithms. 

The local thresholding techniques have two tunable 

parameters; neighborhood window dimension (W) and 

contrast threshold (K). The default value of window size is 

3×3 and can be changed based on the application. The 

computation time of algorithms for input images are plotted 

in Table 1.The T1 to T6 represents the test data and the 

computation time is measured in seconds.  
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The Sauvola algorithm has low computation time and 

thresholding result was also superior when compared with 

other techniques. From the results, it is clear that Sauvola 

local thresholding produces more efficient results than 

global thresholding and other local thresholding 

approaches. The window size was set to [20 20] and the 

constant threshold value of 0.34 is used. The results for 

other input images are also depicted below in figure 2.The 

Otsu thresholding was found to be efficient for the good 

quality palm leaf manuscript images; however, the old palm 

leaf manuscript images have to be processed by local 

thresholding algorithm for the extraction of information. 

 
TABLE 1.Computation time of thresholding algorithms  

Algorithms Used T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

Global thresholding 0.66 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.37 

Niblack  1.54 1.35 1.40 1.35 1.90 1.65 

Bernsen 0.80 0.42 1.74 0.42 0.40 0.80 

Sauvola 0.74 0.38 0.71 0.38 0.36 0.78 

 

 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

(d)  

(f)  

(g) 

Figure 2.(a) Input Image(T1) b) Decision based median filter output, (c) Adaptive histogram equalization output, (d) Global 

thresholding output, (e)Bernsen local thresholding output, (f)Niblack local thresholding output,(g)Sauvola local thresholding output 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. (a,c) Input Images(T2, T3) , (b,d) Sauvola local thresholding output 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 4.(a, c, e) Input images (T4,T5,T6), (b, d, f) Sauvola thresholding output 

The efficiency of the algorithm was also evaluated by 

entropy measure. The entropy is a measure of randomness of 

pixel information in the image. The lower value of entropy 

indicates less randomness in image information and for 

efficient segmentation, the value should be low. 

TABLE 1.Entropy measure of thresholding algorithms  

Algorithms 

Used 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

Global 

thresholding 

0.998 0.710 0.960 0.463 0.505 0.986 

Niblack  0.994 0.999 0.999 0.979 0.991 0.998 

Bernsen 0.959 0.963 0.967 0.951 0.996 0.954 

Sauvola 0.624 0.750 0.666 0.733 0.944 0.522 

The Shannon entropy measure is defined as follows 

   ∑        

 

   
 (5) 

Where ‗y‘ represents the pixel frequency and ‗i‘ represents 

the gray level intensity of pixel. The low entropy measure 

also reveals that, the Sauvola algorithm is efficient for palm 

leaf manuscript images. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

This work analyzes various thresholding techniques for the 

extraction of characters on palm leaf manuscript images. 

Prior to segmentation, filtering was performed by decision 

based median filter, efficient results were produced when 

compared with the conventional filtering approaches like 

median and Wiener filter. The decision based median filter 

alters the noisy pixels only and adaptive histogram 

equalization was applied, that enhances the image. Out of the 

local thresholding techniques, Sauvola algorithm produces 

efficient results. The computation time is low for the Sauvola 

algorithm and low value of entropy measure reveals its 

efficiency in the segmentation of palm leaf manuscript 

images. The future work will be the compression of images 

for data transfer through cloud network for easy access by 

the researchers. 
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Abstract- Prolego aims to predict results of Premier League football matches accurately by applying machine learning 

techniques to historical data. The historical data consists of rows where each row consists of several statistics for both the 

Home Team and the Away Team. The historical data is generated using web scraping libraries such as Selenium and 

BeautifulSoup. Based on the scraped data, data cleaning and feature engineering is done to generate several features of a 

football match like Shots, Shots On Target, Possession, Tackles, Corners, Ratting etc. Finally, the features are represented 

in a vector format and fed as inputs to different Machine Learning classifier algorithms like Multinomial Logistic 

Regression, SVM, Gradient Boosting Classifier and DecisionTreeClassifier. After the classification, accuracy is measured 

by calculating percentage of correct predictions and percentage of correct draw predictions. Error analysis is performed 

using techniques like Region under Curve to tune hyperparameters and identify the features which are more 

prominent/useful in accurately predicting the results. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Football is the most popular sport on the planet. Part of its 

popularity can be attributed to its highly unpredictable 

nature. Compared to other sports, a game of football can 

change in a matter of minutes and sometimes, even seconds. 

Among all football leagues around the world, the premier 

league is considered to be the most competitive and 

unpredictable league. Leicester City winning the league title 

in 2015-16 with odds of 5000 1 against them highlights the 

highly unpredictable nature of the league. In this project, we 

try to predict the results of different matches in the Premier 

League by generating historical data, performing data 

analysis, feature engineering and finally evaluating the 

performance of different machine learning models. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Many previous works have attempted to predict the results 

of premier league matches before. Ben Ulmer and Matthew 

Fernandez of Stanford University [1] used game day data 

and current team performance achieving error rates of linear 

classifier (:48), Random Forest (:50), and SVM (:50). 

Another work that we went through was by Timmaraju et al 

[2]. They were 

 
 

able to incorporate features such as corner kicks and shots 

attempted, which is why they were able to obtain an 

accuracy of 60% using a RBF-SVM. Joseph et al used 

another approach to the problem. They used Bayesian Nets 

to predict the results of matches played by Tottenham 

Hotspur during 1995 1997. Their results show huge 

variations in accuracy (38% 59%). However, their approach 

provides a different insight into feature selection. Finally, we 

took further inspiration from the famous Kaggle [4] 

competition called March Madness[4] where different 

approached like converting the dataset into feature vectors 

and then evaluation of different machine learning models are 

performed. 

 

3. Keywords 

 

 Corner - a place kick taken by the attacking side 
from a corner of the field after the ball has been 
sent over the byline by a defender.  

 Free Kick - A free kick is an action used in several 
codes of football to restart play with the kicking of 
a ball into the field of play.  

 Home team- a sports team playing at Home 
(sports), which has the home advantage 
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 Tackle - try to take the ball from (an opponent) 

by intercepting them.  
 Pass - kick to another player of one's own side.  
 Clearance - a kick that sends the ball away 

from one's goal. 
 

 Offside - of a player in some sports) occupying 

a position on the field where playing the ball or 
puck is not allowed, especially (in soccer) in the 
attacking half ahead of the ball and having 
fewer than two defenders nearer the goal line at 
the moment the ball is played. 

 

 

4. The Data Set 

 

Data forms the most integral part for any Machine 

Learning Algorithm. It is the data, that trains the 

Algorithm to make predictions. The more accurate data 

is fed, the more accurate are the results. Hence, 

collecting and preparing a data set forms a crucial part. 

For our project, we decided to build the dataset over the 

period of 2013-14 season to 2016-17 season. We wanted 

to incorporate features like possession, corners, tackles, o 

sides, clearances etc. We also wanted to take into 

account the ratings of the teams playing as usually better 

players lead to better performances. The reason for 

choosing 2013-14 season was due to the availability of 

all the statistics like shots taken, corners, possession on 

the social Premier League website for every game from 

that season onwards. Thus, having a dataset which 

consisted of features that could describe a match was the 

primary motivation of including the features that have 

been incorporated. We also introduced a feature of home 

team factor as it is usually seen that the home team has 

an advantage in the premier league. 
 

 

5. Methodology 

 
Here are the steps that we followed while collecting and 
preparing the data. 
 

 

5.1. Feature Selection 

 

In order to generate the data set, the first thing we had to 

decide upon is what features do we need for our problem 

i.e. which all features are relevant to the problem of 

accurately predicting the result of a football match. 

Statistics such as possession, corners, shots attempted, 

tackles come to the mind as these are important aspects 

of a match. For obtaining all such 

 
statistics relevant to a particular match, we decided to scrape 

the data from the official Premier League website [5] as it 

contained an authentic and detailed summary for every 

match. Also, the ability of the players is another thing which 

has a huge influence on the outcome of the match. For this, 

we decided to build a feature called team rating for each 

team. We decided to use the ratings of the popular game, 

FIFA by EA Sports. In order to calculate the team rating for 

a particular team, we fetched the ratings of each player who 

played in the particular match and then calculated the 

effective rating of the player in that match using the Minutes 

played by an individual player (Mi) Total minutes in a match 

( ) and the Player Rating ( ). We calculated the Effective 

Rating ( ) of a player as follows: 
=
 

×
   

Using the individual obtained from (1), the total 
 
Team Rating ( ) was calculated as: 

= ∑
 

 
Here, is the number of players of a team.  
For fetching the EA Sports FIFA ratings of each player, we 

used the FIFA Index website [6]. This way we could 

calculate the effective team ratings for all the teams for a 

given match. 

 

5.2. Data Collection 

 

This step involves in collecting data from various sources 

that is relevant to the problem statement. We adopted a 

method known as Scraping. Data scrapping or web 

scrapping is a method that is used to collect data from web 

pages into a readable form for e.g. in the form of a spread 

sheet or notepad etc., for further data analysis. 

 

To collect data, we started off with BeautifulSoup4, a python 

framework which is used for pulling data out of HTML or 

XML les. This gave us incomplete data as BeautifulSoup4 is 

a library that extracts data from static web pages (i.e., pages 

that are purely designed from HTML and XML), and the 

website we were sur ng was a dynamic one. Hence, the data 

that we collected was incomplete. We then used another 

framework Selenium to extract information from the 

dynamic pages. Selenium is a framework that creates a 

version of the web browser which is controlled by python. 

Thus, allowing us to extract information from dynamic 

pages. 
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Figure 1: Data obtained after Scraping 
 

5.3. Data Preprocessing 

 

Preprocessing is basically arranging the data in a format 

in which the data can be visualized. As you can see in the 

Figure 1, the data that we had obtained after scraping, 

may not be in a format that could be fed to the Machine 

Learning Algorithms. Hence, the data has to be 

organized to make it easier to work with. We proceeded 

with data processing in the following order. 

 

5.3.1. Data Formatting 

 

After scrapping, the data present with us was haphazard. 

It was not in a format that could be accepted by a 
Machine Learning Algorithm (as, all machine learning 

Algorithms accept data in a vector format). We chose to 

arrange the data, obtained, in a  
.csv le to visualize the data in a better way. Organizing 

that data in a .csv le helped us to arrange and segregate 

the data into rows and columns based on the features 

selected by us. 

 

5.3.2. Data Cleaning 

 

This is the step in which we add or remove data based on 

the problem requirement. After the data was arranged in 

a .csv le we came across several records that were 

redundant and some important records that were 

incomplete. Such situations had to be specially handled. 

In our case, as we had extracted data from one web page, 

we found that the rating of a few players was missing. To 

handle this situation, we had to plug out data from other 

web pages to t into the incomplete records. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Data arranged in a .csv format  
 
5.3.3. Sampling 

 

Sometimes, there might be situations where we have a data 

set with large number of features. Large data sets might 

sometimes slow down the performance of the algorithms to 

which the data is fed. There might be cases where the 

features selected by us are related to each other. In this case, 

it is sensible to drop some as it can improve the performance 

significantly. 

 

On analyzing the data obtained, we noticed that there were 

several features that were similar. To confirm our intuition, 

we analyzed features by comparing two at a time and 

visualizing it using plots. Comparing two features at a time 

got tedious as we had 28 features. This left us with 378 

possibilities to be compared and comparing them manually 

was next to impossible. Moreover, we ran into few errors 

while making our analysis. We had to search for other 

methods to help us draw conclusions. 

 

On further research, we found a technique to analyze 

features automatically. This could be done by the 

Correlation Matrix. This matrix finds the correlation 

between every feature pairwise. In other words, it compares 

every feature with every other feature present in a data set. 

There are many Correlation Matrices out of which we chose 

the Pearson's Correlation Matrix. 

 

The Pearson's Correlation quantifies the degree to which a 

relation can be established between two variables. The 

correlation compares all the features and gives an output 

from a scale of 1 to 1. When the output is 1, it implies that 

the increase in one variable leads to the increase in the other. 

An output of 1 indicates that, the increase in one variable 

leads to the decrease in the other. An output of 0 indicates 

that the variables are independent. 
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At first, we got several numbers in a matrix format 

ranging from 1 to 1, as shown in figure 3. It was di cult for 

us to decipher the correlation. Using Pandas, the matrix 

could be highlighted with colors. This helped us to 

visualize the high and low correlations in a better way. As 

one can see in figure 4, as the shade for a cell becomes 

darker it indicates an inverse correlation and as the cells 

become lighter, it indicates that the two variables are 

strongly correlated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3:Pearson correlation matrix for the feature set  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: Color Visualization of the matrix shown in 
Figure 3 

 

5.4. Feature Engineering 

 

This is the step in which we modify features set, of the 

raw data, to represent the data, in a better format, to the 

predicting models. At first, we chose to decompose the 

feature named as Total Rating into Midfield Rating, 

Attack Rating and defense Rating as in a football match, 

the Total Rating may not always reflect the true nature of 

how the game is played. There have been instances where 

a team with very high Defense Rating has won against 

teams which had Total Rating more than them. Thus, 

breaking the total  team rating into 3 sub categories helped 

us gain more insight into a particular match. 

 

5.5. Data Transformation 

 

The next step is important as it involves in transforming 

the dataset into feature vectors, where each team of a 

match is represented using a feature vector. The feature 

vector consists of all 28 features, having a dimension of 

1x28 suitable to be fed to the Machine Learning 

Algorithms. We also had two fields named Home Team 

and Away Team, to distinguish between the two, we 

assigned 1 to the Home Team and -1 to the Away Team. 

 

6. Results and Evaluation 

 

We implemented several machine learning algorithms 

with our data set and we got the best accuracy with the 

Random Forest Classifier and the Gradient Boosting 

Classifier. The following are the results obtained: 

 

6.1. Results with the Random Forest Classifier 

 

We predicted the matches of the 2016-17 season using 11 

different machine learning models. After evaluating and 

tuning these 11 models, we found that Gradient Boosting 

Classifier and Random Forest Classifier gave us the best 

results, with accuracy ranging between 60% - 67% for 

both of the models. The models along with their 

accuracies can be found in the figure 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5:Results of the output for various Machine 
Learning Algorithms 

 
Due to higher accuracy of GradientBoosting Classifer and 

Random-Forest Classifer, we focus on these two models 

for further evaluation. One common problem faced in 

other works was poor accuracy in predicting draws.  
Since our dataset had features which were specific to a 

particular match, we found that our accuracy in correctly 

predicting win, draw or lose was roughly  
equal. The accuracies for home Team Win, Draw and 

Away Team Win can be found in the tables below for both 
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the models. Since our dataset had features which were 

specific to a particular match, we found that our accuracy 

in correctly predicting win, draw or lose was roughly 

equal. The accuracies for home Team Win, Draw and 

Away Team win can be found in the tables below for both 

the models.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Results for the matches given by the 
GradientBoosting and RandomForest Classifier 
 
Further, we also were interested to know which features 

had the highest contribution or weightage while predicting 

the results for Random Forest Classifier, we found out that 

Shots on Target was the most important feature followed 

by Clearances, while for GradientBoosting Classifier, 

Team Rating was the most important feature followed by 

Clearances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7:Feature importance for the Random Forest 
Classifier  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Feature importance for the Gradient 
Boosting Classifier 

 
. 

 
7. Future Work 
 
Our model performs comparatively well in predicting 

draws for the time period chosen. However, it remains to 

be seen how it would perform over a longer time period. 

The accuracy obtained was for a relatively short period of 

time (4 years). Also, the accuracy of the models can be 

further improved by having more accurate data in terms of 

past statistics between the two playing teams. Other 

aspects which can be taken into account are player form 

and playing styles, which could have a significant impact 

on the accuracy of the models. 
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Abstract- Cloud computing is “a style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as a 

service to external customers using Internet technologies.”. Cloud computing is capable of enhancing business productivity and 

agility while allowing for greater efficiency and reducing costs. It is also possible to migrate big data to cloud. Increasingly, the 

focus of organizations has been on the ways that cloud will power data analytics. Cloud analytics enable organizations to move 

business intelligence, data warehouse operations and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) to cloud. Data management, 

security, integration, compliance issues, poor software architecture and design are some of the issues that motivates with cloud 

inclusion for analytics solution. This paper aims in outlining  the data analytics, cloud computing, cloud Analytics, and its 

Architecture, applications of cloud analytics and implementation challenges along with suggested solutions. 

 

Keywords: Data analytics, cloud computing, cloud analytics.  

 

I. Introduction 

The advent of disruptive technologies such as, data 

warehouses, social media, audio-video streams, blogs and 

tweets is responsible for the generation of huge volume and 

variety of data. Transforming these huge datasets into 

business intelligence by correlating, synthesizing and 

aggregating useful insights from them is the prime concern 

of analytics solutions. 

Data Analytics have been the major area of focus 

for Businesses today to help direct their strategy to 

maximize profits, minimize the tremendous guesswork 

involved in trying to understand Behaviour clients, and help 

in systematic tracking of behavioural patterns of the 

customers to best construct business tactics and operations to 

minimize uncertainty[1]. Analytics helps in determining the 

requirement of new customers, and also helps in recognizing 

existing patterns in data to help better serve existing 

customers, which is typically more cost effective than 

establishing new business. In an ever-changing business 

world subject to countless variants, analytics provides an 

edge to the organizations in recognizing changing scenario 

so that they can initiate appropriate action to stay 

competitive [2].The clouds and analytics consolidation could 

help to improve businesses store, interpret, and process their 

big data to better meet their clients’ needs. Migration of data 

and applications to cloud for convenience and cost saving 

has triggered, analytic solutions to follow the same path[3]. 

Big Data Analytics offers valuable insights that 

can spark innovations, create competitive advantage, and 

drive increased revenues .Big Data is used to handle large 

and complex type of data[4]. There is an immense 

requirement of handling this complex type of data, because 

today all the data from and internet and IOT devices are 

connected to each other in big manner. Big data describes 

the large volume of data – both structured and unstructured 

[4]. But it’s not the amount of data that’s important. It’s 

what organizations do with the data that matters. When we 

deal with Big Data we need to handle multiple and variety of 

fields like business models, visualization, interaction, model 

development, data management, architecture management, 

etc[5]. There is an immense reason to use Big data for 

handling large, voluminous amount of data which will be 

created from various part of the different organizations. 

This paper Organized as follows I.Introducation, 

II.Cloud omputing, III.Cloud Analytics, IV.Cloud Analytics 

Architecture, V.Applications of Cloud Analytics, 

VI.Implementation Challenges Of Cloud Analytics, 

VII.Conclusion 

II. Cloud Computing 
 
Many researchers have defined cloud computing differently. 

One mostly accepted definition is given by the United States 

Institute of Standards (NIST).  

 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
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configurable computing resources like  networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services, which  can be  

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction[5]. This cloud model is 

composed of five essential characteristics, five service 

models, and four deployment models”. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Cloud Computing [7] 

 

 

Fig 1: Big Data Characterstics[6] 

 

III.Cloud Analytics: 

"Cloud analytics," is referred as software that is delivered on 

a software as a service (SaaS) basis [6]. According to 

Gartner, "Analytics has emerged as a catch-all term for a 

variety of different business intelligence (BI)- and 

application-related initiatives.  'Analytics' is used to describe 

mathematical and statistical data analysis through which one 

can do clusters, segments,  predicts and scores what 

scenarios are most likely to happen." Other terms used to 

describe the same software include cloud-based BI, SaaS BI 

or SaaS analytics [8].However, "cloud analytics is also 

referred to as analysis of data related to cloud computing. 

These are usually cloud management solutions that monitor 

the performance of cloud infrastructure and applications. 

 
This article will focus primarily on the first definition of 

cloud analytics (big data analytics delivered through the 

cloud) rather than the second (analysis of cloud-related 

data). 

 

IV.Cloud Analytics Architecture 

Cloud analytics, which refers to the utilization of cloud 

services for a single or all components of an analytic 

solution, enable organizations to leverage social data, 

Internet data and third party data by using pay per use model 

. Integration of these data with the enterprise data will 

provide more insight about customer preferences and 

demands. On-premise analytics solution which is built on 

restricted storage space and compute power infrastructure 

when replaced by cloud analytics will enhance the business 

intelligence capacity of the organization. The need for new 

relational database model such as NoSQL, which efficiently 

stores and access huge volume of data from cloud evolved 

as the analytics applications utilize datasets with more reads 

than writes. The compute intensive module of the analytics 

is the primary candidates of the analytics application to be 

moved on to cloud for the advantage fast query responses 

and reduced decision making time . 

 

Four main layers of cloud analytics architecture as given in 

figure 3 are a) infrastructure layer b) data storage and 

management layer, c) analytics layer and d) visualization 

layer . A common layer is present that includes security, 

information governance and regulatory compliance. Security 

management deals with access management, user 

authentication, protection of data and application in multi-

tenant architecture. Information governance deals with the 

standard policies that are to be followed while transferring 

data in the analytics environment. Regulatory compliance is 

the compliance measures that are to be followed while 

handling data storage across the globe. Domain specific 

compliance measures such as HIPAA, PCI-DSS/ US-EU 

Safe Harbor are to be applied based on the application or 

user demand [9]. 
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   Fig 3: cloud analytics Architecture[8] 

A. Infrastructure Layer  
This layer is responsible for storing and managing data. The 

layer consists of both structured and unstructured data 

gathered from various data sources. The  social data, sensor 

data, video streaming data and third party data are available 

on pay per use basis. The infrastructure layer handles the 

activities of dynamic provisioning, monitoring and 

automatic deployments. The rapid growth of the data base 

and the requirement spikes are handled by the vertical and 

horizontal  scalability feature of cloud infrastructure. This is 

also the foundation layer for the cloud analytics architecture 

which enables organizations to leverage fast and low-risk 

infrastructure deployments . 

 

B. Data Management Layer  
Data Management layer is a data storage repository layer 

which is  also known  as “data lakes”. Huge amount of raw 

data in semi-structured , structured and unstructured  format 

is stored in flat files for analytics purposes . Until a query is 

raised the schema and data format requirements are not 

defined. Each data element of this layer is attached with a 

unique ID and is tagged using metadata tags. This layer is 

maintained using Hadoop-oriented object storage, where the 

queries are applied to retrieve intelligence [10]. It is different 

from the Enterprise Data Warehouses (EDW) as it employs 

schema-on-read processing, and has a greater  reusability 

along with low cost storage. Node failure and data 

movements between the nodes are routine operations in the 

data management using cloud setup  and maintains fault 

tolerance feature of cloud analytics using automatic 

replication of data across nodes in cloud cluster of this layer. 

 

C. Analytics Layer  
This is one of the important layers of the cloud analytics as 

it holds the business intelligence applications. It contains 

pre-analytic or filtering tools and analytics tools. A pre-

analytic tool cleanses, chooses and organizes data that were 

retrieved from the data management layer and analytics tools 

to identify the patterns and retrieve actionable insights from 

the data. Various data and text mining algorithms such as 

association rules, frequent pattern matching algorithms, 

clustering algorithm, genetic algorithm etc. are utilized in 

this layer to retrieve intelligence. Supervised machine 

learning methods such as classification and regression are 

used on the existing set of data to perform predictive 

analysis. Various analytics tools and software used by this 

layer are R, SAS, Mathematica, Mat Lab, Map Reduce, Pig, 

Hive and ETL tools, etc. 

 

D. Visualization Layer  
Visualization layer provides user interface for accepting user 

queries and displaying analytics results. One of the desired 

feature of this layer is Quick and effective response  to gain 

fast and deeper insights. This layer helps users to customize 

the data analytics visualizations . Visualization layer  

enables subject matter experts (SME) to explore the data 

without any assistance of the IT experts. This layer provides 

the flexibility to explore business query with various 

parameters and aspects, which will assist in making accurate 

decisions . The elimination of assistance to extract insights 

enhances the quality of information retrieval as the SME 

directly works on the data without the interference which 

eliminates the requirement specification degradation. 

 

V.Applications Of Cloud Analytics 
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Following are the few real time applications where one can 

apply Cloud analytics and reduce their valuable time and 

difficulties in processing. 

 

A. Social Media:  The most important use of cloud data 

analytics is interpreting social media activity. Through the 

cloud drives one can get quick results in a short period of 

time for the simultaneous examination of social media site 

data  

B.Tracking Products: companies such as Amazon.com use 

data analytics for tracking their products among their 

warehouses in different places and ship the items as per the 

needs of the customer across the globe. 

C.Tracking Preference:  

All users information is remotely stored on cloud drives. 

With the use of cloud analytics tools one can easily 

determine user preferences.[11]  

VI.Implementation Challenges of Cloud Analytics 

 
Traditional Business Intelligence applications maintain 

transaction data, enterprise data warehouse and its analytic 

solutions in the premises, which provides greater security 

and customizability but lack in handling increase in volume 

of data and computing on huge amount of datasets [12]. 

Cloud analytics offers various challenges in its 

implementation and provides effective solution for the 

traditional Business Intelligent issues. Most often 

Organizations fail to devise a collaborative plan involving 

different departments, prior to the implementation of cloud 

analytics solutions [13] . This results in a piece-meal 

approach of each department having their own analytics 

solutions which stubs the cost reduction benefit of cloud 

analytics.The challenges also arise due to geographically 

distributed storage and involves various third-parties for the 

provision of intermediate services, cross border compliance 

issues and network latency. The challenges are addressed in 

this research work in the viewpoint of organization, provider 

and governance.  
 
A. Marketing Hype 
 
This is also one of the main challenges as organizations 

often get carried away by the marketing claims. All 

companies that offer one or more components of the 

analytics solution are tagged as cloud analytics companies. 

Some companies offer complete Business Intelligent 

solutions and the others may offer either the analytic part or 

the data storage component. Lack of clear understanding of 

the scope required and the scope of the cloud analytic 

solution will result in wrong selection of the product that 

may result in performance degradation of the decision 

making process. 
 
Suggested Solution: Six elements of the analytics solutions 

and their scope of operations are to be clearly understood by 

the person responsible for the selection of the analytic 

product. Depending on the nature of data and process 

sensitivity either SaaS BI or analytics as a service has to be 

selected.[14] 

 

B. Integration 
 
Integration may be considered a benefit if handled properly 

and also pose a major challenge for the organizations that 

maintain on-premise applications and opt out Cloud 

Business Intelligence for analytic operations. The format 

compatibility of the data that are to be used between the on-

premise and cloud analytics solutions may lead to 

inconsistent decision making. Data originating from the 

cloud such as social media data or the SaaS application data 

are comparatively easier to handle than on-premise data. 

Cloud analytic solutions comprise of disparate and 

distributed data and often require extensive integration 

specifications.  
Suggested Solution: Maintaining the data in the open data 

format or the standard data format is the optimal solution for 

the integration issues. The usage of data format conversion 

module for the purpose of integration must be minimum to 

reduce the software development and maintenance cost.[14] 

 
 
C.Security 
 
Security is a prime concern for the cloud users due to the 

loss of control on data. Scalability of the analytics data will 

be affected when maintained in on-premise storage servers.  
 
Suggested Solution: Identification and segregation of 

sensitive and less sensitive data and using hybrid approach 

of on-premise and cloud storage will be a solution for this 

security challenge .If the organization’s complete data 

collection is sensitive then the analytics as a service 

component, which provide modeling and visualization tools 

as service that works on the on-premise data can be utilized. 

Possession of valid security certificate by the provider will 

increase customer trust factor. 
 
D.Lack of skill set 
 
There is a growing demand for the data scientist as more and 

more organizations are getting into the bandwagon of 

analytics. Recruiting, training and employing data scientist is 

a challenging task. As Cloud Analytics is an emerging 

discipline getting expertise from other different fields is very 

difficult. The cloud analytics solutions are provided by 

numerous companies and each product is designed to 

provide domain specific solutions. The choice of the best 

analytic tool to assist the organization in making decision is 

very essential as it is the base for generating accurate 

business predictions and suggestions. 
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Suggested Solution: Organizations must focus on 

employing people with critical and analytical thinking skills. 

With the shortage of data scientist skill set, organizations 

must develop analytics skills of their internal talent pool. 

This is an optimal solution as they are already aware of the 

business processes. [14] 
 
Deregulatory Compliance 
 
Data governance provides standards and context specific 

policies regarding its storage and processing. Data regulation 

policies vary across locations.Personal data is protected in 

EU countries where as US patriot law allows access to data. 

In spite of the regulation variation, geographical distribution 

of data is essential to maintain fault tolerance. The 

restriction on data movement will force storage at a single 

data center which will affect optimal resource utilization, fail 

over facility and cost of the resources. 

 
Suggested Solution: Product specifications are to be 

screened properly to check for the compliance certifications. 

The providers of cloud analytics services have to acquire 

compliance certificates such as HIPAA, PCI-DSS, US-EU 

Safe Harbor depending on the domain of the serving 

customers. These certificates are to be renewed periodically . 
 
F.Customization 
 
Based on their business requirements traditional BI 

applications are developed for a particular customer. SaaS 

BI on the other hand is developed for a wide range of 

customers and hence customization as per the business needs 

is not possible. Organizations are either forced to mould the 

analytics needs as per the SaaS BI specifications or have to 

tolerate presence of unwanted module. This will pose a great 

challenge for the organizations who maintain traditional BI 

along with analytics taken as service.  
Suggested Solution: According to their requirement 

choosing an appropriate SaaS BI matching will provide a 

solution to the challenge. If the organization is very 

particular about their BI needs, then the data storage can be 

done in cloud and analytic solution can be developed as on-

premise application. This will eliminate the tolerance of 

unwanted modules.[14] 
 
G. Latency 
 
Cloud inclusion brings in the latency challenge due to its 

Internet based working . This is a long standing challenge 

due to its lack of proper accountability. Data localization can 

be opted by the organization to reduce the latency but it will 

increase the cost of storage. Cloud analytic possesses 

automatic transfer of the process nearer to the data location 

in order to reduce latency issues. Organizations, who switch 

from traditional BI to cloud analytics, will also face the 

latency issues during initial data migration.  

Suggested Solution: Third-party auditing of the network 

will attempt to solve the accountability issues. Based on the 

criticality of the data a tradeoff between the time delay and 

cost has to be carried out. The initial bulk data transfer delay 

can be reduced by sending the data in storage devices 

physically.[14] 
 
VII. Conclusion 

 
Today it is widely accepted that cloud computing and big 

data technologies are two dominant technologies that may 

shape up the business world. Scalability, flexibility, fast 

delivery of analytics solution, ubiquitous access, limitless 

computing and storage are the benefits of cloud analytics 

inclusion.  Big data technologies along with cloud 

computing help in allowing businesses to make proactive, 

knowledge-driven decisions through which future trends and 

behaviors are predicted. Businesses will be able to store 

their data remotely and access data and services from 

anywhere and anytime. Adoption of cloud analytics has few 

inherent challenges that need to be addressed prior to its 

implementation for attaining deeper business insights. In 

spite of the challenges mentioned in this research work 

cloud analytics is sought after for analytics solution due to 

its ease of usage and cost reduction. This brief overview of 

Cloud Analytics may help the researchers who want to make 

further research in this field. 
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Abstract — The proffered paper is presented on the practical implementation of a Configurable Linear Feedback Shift Register using Verilog 

and assesses its various parameters with respect to its configurable aspects and physical performance. The practical implementation is 

configurable with respect to Number of Bits, Seed Value, Number of Taps and Tap Position that increases the randomness of the output thus 

creating a more pseudo-random cycle. Moreover, reversible logic is explored and analysed and the technology is comprehended in this paper 

as an emerging technology that can be used to implement the designed Configurable Linear Feedback Shift Register. Reversible logic is said 

to enhance the power efficiency of a logical circuit than the conventional models and thus eases the migration to emerging technologies of 

Quantum Computing, Portable Embedded Systems and Low Power VLSI. The chosen target for the hardware realization of the CLFSR is 

Altera Cyclone II FPGA. Furthermore, simulation and synthesis of the design is done using ModelSim-Altera for Quartus II 12.1 Web 

Edition. 

Index Terms — Configurable Linear Feedback Shift Register, Field Programmable Gate Array, Verilog, Reversible Logic, Shift Register, 

Random Number Generator. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the current generation of technological advancements 

and the development of internet-of-things, random number 

generators are surfacing as an indispensable and crucial 

feature for cryptography. With the rise of intelligent 

embedded system, we also have increased vulnerability. 

Thus, security implemented with additional features is a 

vital factor in all these systems. A Shift Register is 

implemented to generate pseudorandom numbers for 

cryptography application, CRC generator and checker 

circuit, gold code generator etc. 

Due to the requirement of additional security we design 

the Linear Feedback Shift Register with variable 

parameters in terms of input seed string, tap positions, bit 

length etc. This added feature thus makes for a configurable 

feedback shift register. The proposed system is a much 

more advanced version of simple linear feedback shift 

register system as it can adapt to any number of bit 

technology i.e. operate on strings of any bit size and also 

configurable number of taps as well as the configurable tap 

positions help in creating a more random cycle thus it can 

create a better string of pseudorandom numbers. 

One of the major limitation to the technological 

advancements from 32-bit systems to 64-bit systems is the 

incompatibility of many systems and devices from one 

technology to another. This limitation thus makes it much 

inconvenience to shift a system from one technology to 

another. Thus, the configurable nature of a Configurable 

Linear Feedback Shift Register could help overcoming this 

limitation as it can operate on strings of any number of bits. 

Thus, in this paper we propose and design a 

configurable linear feedback shift register in Verilog for 

implementation. The Verilog code is implemented on an 

Altera Cyclone II Field Programmable Gate Array due to 

its flexibility to the number of inputs as well as to check the 

on-chip input-output parameters on each implementation 

thus the best choice for a fast prototype development tool. 

 

The paper ahead is organized as follows. Section II is 

gives the overview of the related work. LFSR and its 

various types of implementation is discussed in Section III. 

Section IV discusses the Configurable implementation of 

LFSR. Section V highlights a basic reversible gate and the 

major advantages of reversible technology. The simulation 

results are discussed in Section VI. Conclusion and the 

future scope are discussed in Section VII. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A Configurable Linear Feedback Shift Register has 

been discussed before as well as realized on hardware by S 

Mishra R Tripathi and D Tripathi which focuses on the 

implementation of CLFSR in VHDL [1] and evaluates its 

performance with respect to logic, speed and memory 

requirement. 

A Low Power Reconfigurable LFSR was discussed by 

L Shaer, T Sakakini, R Kanj, A Chehab and A Kayssi deals 

with the working of LFSR and various methods to reduce 

the power losses. Which majorly dealt with four types of 
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methods that can reduce power loss in a LFSR. Those are, 

Reconfigurable LFSR, Power Gating of the XORs, 

Isolating the inputs to the XORs, Limiting the Number of 

XORs. We propose another method to reduce power 

dissipation that is, by using Reversible logic 

 

A concept of the reversible memory cell was first 

introduced and shown by Fredkin and Toffoli [2] which 

introduced the design of a JK Latch. 

 

In 2005 Thapliyal et.al. [3] introduced the master-slave 

and flip-flop configuration of all reversible latches such as 

D-Latch, T-Latch etc. Similarly, a SR-Latch with no fan-

out problem that was available in the design by Picton was 

introduced by Rice [4] in 2006 which was used to 

subsequently design other latches using this SR-Latch. In 

2008, a brief note on how reversible logic elements and 

reversible sequential circuits could be used to make a 

universal reversible computer was given by Morita [5], but 

a practical hardware design was not presented. 

 

 In this paper we have discussed the development of a 

configurable implementation of the LFSR in Verilog and 

reversible technology. 

III. LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT REGISTER 

A linear feedback shift register is the combination of a 

series of flip flops and XOR or XNOR logic gates that 

produces a pseudo random cycle output through a sequence 

of binary values after certain number of clock cycle. 

Although it has a simple structure, the LFSR are based 

on a more complex mathematical equation and find its 

applications in many fields. 

The initial value given of the Linear feedback shift 

register is called the input seed sting, and because the 

operation of the shift register is deterministic, the pseudo 

random stream of values produced by it is completely 

determined by its current (or previous) state. In a linear 

feedback shift register (LFSR), input bit is a linear function 

of its previous state. Likewise, because of these properties, 

it has a finite number of possible states after which it will 

eventually enter a repeating cycle. 

However, for a more longer non-repetitive cycle 

wherein the produced sequence string can appear more 

random, a well-chosen feedback function of exclusive-not-

OR logical gates are used. Therefore, it is a very crucial 

component in a lot of systems where, it finds applications 

in important roles such as cryptographic applications, 

checker circuit, CRC generation, gold code generator, for 

designing encoders and decoders and for generation of 

pseudorandom sequence to ensure security. 

In a conventional linear feedback shift register, the number 

of taps and the feedback function is constant and thus with 

modifications and changes in technology and string sizes 

used for applications the conventional LFSR cannot be of 

much reliability. Whereas, a configurable-LFSR can adapt 

to these variables as it has configurable and adjustable 

string size and generates a longer sequence-cycle using a 

well-defined variable feedback function relative to the size 

of bits of the string. 

A configurable linear feedback shift register can be 

implemented in two ways, i.e. Galois implementation and 

Fibonacci implementation. 

An Configurable linear feedback shift register can be 

implemented using either of two styles – Galois or in-line 

Implementation and Fibonacci or out-of-line 

implementation. In this paper we have implemented the 

Fibonacci style of implementation i.e. there are taps on the 

bits of a LFSR that decide the input string of the next stage 

as shown in Figure 1. 

In Fibonacci Implementation Style, there are taps on the 

bits of a linear feedback shift register that decide the further 

generated string in the sequence. 

 

A. Output Stream Properties of Linear Feedback Shift 

Register 

The distribution of ones and zeroes almost equals the 

statistical expectation value for a truly random sequence. 

However, the probability of finding exactly this distribution 

in a sample of a truly random sequence is rather low 

LFSR output streams are deterministic. If the present 

state and the positions of the XOR gates in the LFSR are 

known, the next state can be predicted. 

The output stream is reversible; an LFSR with mirrored 

taps will cycle through the output sequence in reverse 

order. 

The value consisting of all zeroes cannot appear. Thus, 

an LFSR of length n cannot be used to generate all 2
n
 

values. 

IV. CONFIGURABLE LFSR 

A Configurable linear feedback shift register is the 

combination of a series of flip flops and XOR or XNOR 

logic gates where the input string is a linear function 

(XNOR or XOR) of the previous state linear feedback shift 

register output and further various linear feedback shift 

register parameters are configurable. Hence, creating a 

longer and more efficient pseudo-random cycle of output 
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string whose output depends on the number of stages and 

the length of seed string of the Configurable linear 

feedback shift register. 

The Configurable linear feedback shift register plays a 

very vital role in many industries such as security and 

telecommunication system as random number generator. 

 
 

There are several configurable parameters of the 

designed CLFSR like [1]: 

1.      Number of Bits or Stages of the CLFSR and thus a 

CLFSR can also be called N-bit LFSR wherein „N‟ is a 

variable value set by the user. 

2.      Tap positions and Number of Taps in the 

Configurable linear feedback shift register. Tap is the input 

line to the XNOR Gate whose output is taken as the input 

for the next stage of the CLFSR. Thus, varying of tap 

location and number of taps helps in creating a larger cycle 

of pseudorandom numbers before the output starts 

repeating. 

3.      The initial value or the seed string of the CLFSR of 

length, „N‟ bits. 

Figure 1 is the general block diagram of the 

implemented configurable linear feedback shift register. 

The different functions of this block diagram are: 

Enable Pin- Enable Pin is a one-bit active-high control 

signal used to start or stop the machine from performing 

shift operations. Whenever the enable pin is set „1‟ the 

CLFSR operates in normal mode. As soon as the enable pin 

is set „0‟ the machine completes the current shifting cycle 

and stops operation. 

Input Seed String- This is the initial input string of „n‟ 

bits used for generation of the XNOR Bit and shifting 

purpose. This string is accepted only once and the string is 

operated on until enable is set to low. It can also be shown 

in the following format: Dn, Dn-1... D0 for „n‟ number of 

bits. 

Number of Bits (n) - The number of bits is the length of 

the input seed string that is used to detect the MSB and 

LSB of the string as well as help on selecting a well-chosen 

feedback function of exclusive-not-OR logical gates and 

finding the bits necessary for so. Thus, to create a 

configurable-LFSR this input is of vital necessity. 

Input Block- This block takes all the inputs necessary 

for operation like the input seed string, string size, enable 

signal etc. It also has a shift register that left shifts the data 

for the first stage. After this it takes the newly generated 

string (of size „n‟ bits with the past XNOR Bit) and left 

shifts it and forwards it to the Display Block. It also sends 

the „n‟ bit string to the XNOR Block with its bit-size for 

generation of a defined XNOR Bit. 

XNOR Block- This block takes the input string and 

string size from the INPUT Block and using a predefined 

well-chosen feedback function of exclusive-not-OR logical 

gates it generates an „XNOR Bit‟ that is the LSB of the new 

shifted string. This is a vital block for a more efficient 

operation and to achieve longer cycles thus creating a better 

sequence string that appears random. 

Display Block- This block takes the left shifted string 

from the Input Block and the generated XNOR Bit from the 

XNOR Block and displays the newly generated string. 

Further, its send this signal back to the Input Block for 

generation of the next string in the sequence. It is used to 

show the bits to the user. 

    Further, this block can be modified to integrate the 

CLFSR with applications using it like Checker circuit, CRC 

generation, generation of pseudorandom sequence to ensure 

security and many such applications. 

As then the new bit to be entered will always stay „0‟. 

This lock-down situation can be avoided and tackled using 

an XNOR Logic Gate implementation in a configurable 

linear feedback shift register as even if the string changes to 

“00000000” for an 8-bit linear feedback shift register the 

output from any two taps will generate a high signal bit (1) 

and thus there will be no lockdown. Thus, the repetition of 

cycles in this method is easier to perform and can be 

implemented with less errors. 
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Figure 3 is the flowchart of the process used to implement 

the Configurable linear feedback shift register. This 

flowchart is proposed as the technique to implement a N-bit 

Configurable linear feedback shift register in Verilog. 

V. BASIC REVERSIBLE GATE 

The number of inputs and outputs in a reversible logic 

circuit is the same, and there is one-to-one mapping 

between vectors of inputs and outputs; thus, the input states 

can be always reconstructed using the output states. A 

computation is reversible, if it is always possible to 

uniquely recover the input, given the output. Each gate can 

be made reversible by adding some additional input and 

output wires if necessary. 

One of the major constraints for the synthesis of 

reversible logic is that, fan-out is not allowed. Another 

thing to be kept in mind while designing reversible 

sequential circuits is that , there combinational parts have to 

be reversible to allow feedback. A gate with k inputs and k 

outputs is called a k x k gate. 

Reversible circuits have functionality outputs and 

garbage outputs that are needed only to achieve 

reversibility. 

Three gates, the wire (buffer) gate, the Not gate and the 

Swap gate are all naturally reversible. Other gates like the 

Feynman gate, the Toffoli gate and the Fredkin gate are not 

naturally reversible and hence require garbage outputs to be 

added. 

The simplest reversible gate is the 1x1 NOT gate with 

zero quantum cost. 

Figure 4: Symbol of NOT gate: 

 
The 2x2 Feynman gate is also called controlled-not 

(CNOT) or “quantum EXOR”, whose functions are realized 

as 

P = A 

Q = A ⊕ B 

Where A and B are the inputs, while P and Q are the 

outputs. Thus, when A = 0 then Q = B and when A = 1 then 

Q = ~B, this is why it is called controlled not. With B = 0 

Feynman gate is used as a fan-out gate or a copying gate (P 

= A and Q = A).  

 

Figure 5: Symbol for Feynman gate: 

 
 

The 3x3 Toffoli gate is also known as 3x3 Feynman 

gate or controlled-controlled-not. From the truth table, it 

can be seen that when A and B equal one then R = C, this is 

why this gate is called controlled-controlled-not, because it 
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has two control inputs A and B to invert the third input C. it 

can be denoted using equations as, 

P = A 

Q = B 

R = AB⊕C 

Figure 6: Symbol of Toffoli gate: 

 
 

The 3x3 Fredkin gate is also called controlled SWAP 

(CSWAP). The 3x3 Fredkin gate is a permutation gate, it 

permutes the data inputs of its two multiplexers under 

control of the control input of these multiplexers. This 

control input is also an output from the Fredkin gate. 

 

            P = A  

            Q = B⊕AB⊕AC 

            R = C⊕AB⊕AC 

 

Figure 7: Symbol of Fredkin gate: 

 
 

VI. CLFSR SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

The configurable linear feedback shift register is 

implemented using XNOR logic gates and Poly String is 

used for the number and location of taps on the seed string. 

As we can see that the output stage is a linear XNOR 

function of the previous output state. Also, the circuit 

blocks show that the configurable linear feedback shift 

register is a left shift register. 

 

 
 

Further for N=8 the system is simulated and studied using 

Quartus II and ModelSim Altera. The figures below show 

the simulation results that will be displayed after each cycle 

and the clock is set at 10ps. 

 

 

 
 

The simulation shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 is for N= 

8 and the poly is placed at bit 0 and bit 7, i.e. MSB and 

LSB. Thus, for input seed string = “00000000” and Poly= 

10000001. Also, we can see that after many cycles the done 

bit goes HIGH. This time can be even more increased with 

the right choice of poly bits by placing proper taps on 

appropriate bits. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Thus, we implemented a configurable linear feedback 

shift register on Altera Cyclone II DE-1 Board FPGA using 

Verilog language for programming it and Quartus II and 

ModelSim Altera for simulation and study purpose. Also, 

we implement a design that can be altered using a simple 

algorithm. This configurable behavior is useful to adapt the 

system/implementation to the technology in which it has to 

be integrated as well as configurable to the needs and 

requirements of the user. Thus, it is seen as a better 

implementation than the conventional linear feedback shift 
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registers in not only being adaptable to various 

requirements but also to generate a better sequence of 

pseudorandom numbers. 

We also observe the various aspects of reversible 

technology and reversible logic gates and their 

implementation for logical circuits. Thus, there is a vast 

future scope for reversible logic to be integrated with our 

design of a configurable linear feedback shift register to 

further study it and understand the profitable aspects of 

such an implementation. 
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Abstract— In order to find out the best fast DCT algorithms presented among numerous algorithms,four Fast DCT Algorithms 
which are popular and frequently used are considered in the paper. Referring their dataflow graphs 4 architectures are designed 
using Matlab Simulink. HDL coder is used to generate automated VHDL code. The block setsused in the Simulink design are 
manually modified tothe fixed point 16-bit data type. VHDL code is generated using HDL coder. The designs are synthesized 
using Xilinx ISE 14.5. A test bench program is written to test the 4 algorithms with the same set of data. Using the test bench 
program, a post route simulation up to the pin level is executed. From the timing report and synthesis report, the results are 
compared to find out the best FDCT algorithm in terms of hardware utilization and simulated timing performance.Loeffler‟s 
Algorithm is performing the best, both in terms of hardware utilization and timing requirement as found from the hardware 
synthesis report and timing report after post route simulation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a  dominant 

format for still image compression. It is the first 

international standard in the image compression. JPEG is 

most widely used form of image compression that centers 

around DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform)[2]. In JPEG 

method,[3]-[6] total image matrix is broken into the 8*8 

sub-blocks of the pixel and then working from left to right 

and right to the bottom, DCT is applied to each image 

block.Each block is compressed through quantization.In 

the beginning, upper-left hand corner of an image is 

chosen. DCT is designed to work on the pixel values 

ranging from -128 to 127, therefore the original block is 

levelled off by subtracting 128 from each entry. 

 

The n rows of an N point DCT matrix T are defined by[1]: 

1> For all i=1 to n : (t1i=√1/n) 

2> For all i=1 to n and k=2 to n : 

(tki=√2/n cos((π(2i-1)(2k-1))/2n) 

 

The 8 point DCT matrix T (n=8) is defined as 
0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 
0.4904 0.4157 0.2778 0.0975-0.0975-0.2778 –0.4157 -0.4904 

0.4619 0.1913 -0.1913 -0.4619 -0.4619 -0.1913 0.1913 0.4619 

0.4157 -0.0975 -0.4904 -0.2778 0.2778 0.4904 0.0975 -0.4157 
0.3536 -0.3536 -0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 -0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 

0.2778 -0.4904 0.0975 0.4157 -0.4157 -0.0975 0.4904 -0.2778 

0.1913 -0.4619 0.4619 -0.1913 -0.1913 0.4619 -0.4619 0.1913 
0.0975 -0.2778 0.4157 -0.4909 0.4904 -4157 0.2778 -0.0975     

 

From DCT matrix it is clear that Symmetries exist in DCT 

function and this can be used to reduce the computation 

load in DCT. The basic n point DCT requires n
2
 

Multiplication and n(n-1) additions to find the value of 

y=(T*original) where the original is the image pixel 

matrix. For 8*8 matrix, it will amount to 8*8=64 

multiplication and 8(8-1)=56 addition. There is the number 

of Fast DCT algorithms[7]-[16], which try to improve the 

computational load by using the symmetries present in the 

DCT matrix. The four of these algorithms is considered in 

this paper. They are Chen‟s, Arai‟s, Jeong‟s and 

Loeffler‟s[7]-[10]. The dataflow diagram of these 4 FDCT 

algorithms are shown in the following picture. These 

dataflow diagrams are used to implement MATLAB 

Simulink model in the later stage. 
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Figure 1. The dataflow diagrams taken from Chen‟s, 

Arai‟s, Jeong‟s and Loeffler‟s papers [7]-[10] 

 

The paper has attempted to construct the aforesaid 

FDCT algorithms using Simulink building blocks, codify 

and synthesize them, and by downloading them in 

reconfigurable FPGA board executed post route simulation 

to find which one of them is better in terms of hardware 

utilization and timing requirement. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following 

order. In section II, the related works in this scope of the 

problem is discussed. In section III, Chen‟s FDCT 

algorithm is considered and the implementation of that 

algorithm in Matlab Simulink is discussed along with the 

necessary figure and a count of library blocks used in the 

implementation. The same is done for Arai‟s, Jeong‟s and 

Loeffler‟s FDCT algorithm in Section IV, V, and VI 

respectively. In section VII, the automated VHDL code 

generation by HDL coder,synthesized by Xilinx ISE and 

post route simulation using a test bench program is 

discussed. The conclusion from the synthesis and timing 

report and the future scope is discussed in section VIII. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

Image compression in JPEG format is a combination of 

two functions,especially discrete cosine transformation 

and matrix reductionmethods [6]. A number of the fast 

cosine transformations are available [7]-[16]. Each one of 

them has claimed to offer better results than the others in 

terms of various parameters like number of 

multiplications, Time parameter, simplicity, scalability 

etc. A very few attempts have been made in order to code 

them using a hardware description language like VHDL. 

Thentest them using a single test bench program, 

synthesize them in an FPGA ISE, download and see the 

timing simulation in order to find out the most efficient 

one in terms of hardware slice consumed and timing 

delay. A veryshort and incomplete attempt was done in 

[17] as that was not the prime focus of that study. We 

have elaborated the process and found the best FDCT in 

terms of hardware and timing requirement. 

 

III. CHEN’S FDCT ALGORITHM [7] 

 First reported in 1977, it is one of the very first FDCT 

algorithm used extensively and is a fixed complexity 

algorithm. The FDCT calculations done with an 8x8 

matrix require 16 multiplications and 26 additions. Chen‟s 

FDCT algorithm can be extended to any value of N=2
m
 ≥ 

2[7]. The Signal-flow graph presented in [7] and shown in 

figure 1 has been implemented in Matlab for N=8. The 

simple dot represents “addition”, minus sign represents 

“subtraction”,   C represents “cosine function”, S 

represents “sine function”, F0to F8 represents output 

values. The Matlab implementation has been shown 

below: 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Matlab Implementation of Chen‟s Algorithm. 

 

In Fig2, 8 input blocks of 16-bit signed integer (source) are 

taken for taking input, “ADD” blocks are used for 

“addition”, “Unary minus” blocks are used for converting 

the value to negative, “Product” Blocks are used to 

multiply the values with constants, “Out” blocks of fixed 

16-bit data type is used to display the output. The 

multipliers, adders and unary minus blocks of every stage 

is manually converted to fixed 16-bit data type as HDL 
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coder could not automate the codification if the blocks are 

in floating point data type. 

 
Table 1. Number of library blocks used in implementing Chen‟s 
algorithm. 
 

I/O  Block Add Unary 

Minus 

Product Constan

t 

8 27 8 18 18 

 

 

IV. ARAI’S FDCT ALGORITHM [8] 

Introduced in 1988, this is one of the fastest algorithms as 

reported. The Signal-flow graph presented in [8] and 

shown in figure 1 has been implemented in Matlab for 

N=8. The FDCT algorithm takes 5 multiplications and 29 

additions to compute DCT on an 8x8 pixel matrix f (0) to 

f(7) represent input values (Pixel values of image block). 

The black dot represents “addition”. The straight line with 

an arrow represents “minus”. 

The square block represents “Multiplication”. F (0) to F 

(7) represent input value. C0 to C7represent co-efficient 

used.  

 

 

 
Table 2: Values of C in the data flow diagram of Arai‟s algorithm[8]. 

 

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

8 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

 

 

 

 
Table 3: values of constants[8] 

 

a1  a2 a3 a4 a5 

0.7071 0.5411 0.7071 1.3065 0.3826 

 

Matlab Implementation of this FDCT algorithm is 

shown below: 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Matlab Implementation of Arai‟s Algorithm. 

 

In Fig3, while doing the implementation the same 

procedure is followed in case of implementing the adder, 

unary minus, product, input and output blocks and the 

subsequent data type change. The required Simulink 

blocks for implementing the algorithm is shown in the 

following table.  

 
Table 4. Number of Simulink Library blocks used in Arai‟s Algorithm. 

I/O  Block Add Unary 

Minus 

Product Constan

t 

8 28 16 13 13 

 

V. JEONG’S FDCT ALGORITHM [9] 

Introduced in 1998, this is the novel FDCT with reduced 

number of multiplication and addition. Most of the 

multiplication was shifted to later stage so that propagation 

errors due to fixed point computation can be reduced.The 

FDCT required 12 multiplications and 28 additions to 

compute the DCT on an 8x8 pixel matrix. The data flow 

diagram of this FDCT presented in [9] is implemented in 

Matlab. x (0) to x(7) represent input values, which is the 

pixel value of the image, the straight line with an arrow 

represents “Addition”, Minus sign represents 

“subtraction”,C1 to C11 represent co-efficient, Constant 

values Ci) on the line represents “product”, X (0) to X (7) 

represent output values. 

 
Table5. Values of C[9] 

 

C0 1/Cos(pi/4) 

C1 1.414/4 

C2 Cos(pi/4)/2 

C3 Cos(pi/4)/Cos(pi/8) 

C4 Cos(pi/4)/(4*C(pi/8)) 

C5 Cos(pi/8)/Cos(pi/8) 

C6 1/ os(pi/8) 

 

C7 Cos((3*pi)/8)/Cos(pi/8) 

C8 Cos(pi/8)/4*Cos(pi/16) 

C9 Cos(pi/8)/4*Cos((7*pi)/16) 

C10 Cos(pi/8)/4*Cos((3*pi)/16) 

C11 Cos(pi/8)/4*Cos((5*pi)/16) 

 

Matlab implementation of Jeong‟s algorithm is shown 

below: 
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Figure 4. Implementation of Jeong‟s algorithm 

 

In Fig4, while doing the implementation the same 

procedure is followed in case of implementing the adder, 

unary minus, product, input and output blocks and the 

subsequent data type change. The required Simulink 

blocks for implementing the algorithm is shown in the 

following table. 

 
Table 6: Number of Simulink library blocks used in Jeong‟s Algorithm. 

Input/Output 

Block 

Add Unary 

Minus 

Product Constants 

8 28 12 13 13 

 

VI. LOEFFLER’S FDCT ALGORITHM [10] 

 

The algorithm was proposed on 1989. It is reported in 

many cases as one of the fastest way to compute DCT and 

IDCT computations. The algorithm requires 18 products 

and 27 additions to compute the DCT on an 8x8 pixel 

matrix. In data-flow diagram presented in [10], 0-7 

represents input values, „+‟ sign represents “addition”, „-‟ 

sign represents “minus”, C represents “cosine function”, S 

represents “sine function”. Constants written on the line 

also represent product. Matlab implementation of this 

algorithm is shown below: 

 
 

Figure 5. Implementation of Loeffler‟s algorithm. 

 

In Fig5, while doing the implementation the same 

procedure is followed in case of implementing the adder, 

unary minus, product, input and output blocks and the 

subsequent data type change. The required Simulink 

blocks for implementing the algorithm is shown in the 

following table.  

 
Table 7. Number of Simulink library blocks used in Loeffler‟s algorithm 

 

Input 

Block 

Add unary 

minus 

Product Constants 

8 15 11 14 14 

 

VII. VHDL CODE GENERATION, HARDWARE 

SYNTHESIS AND  TIMING SIMULATION 

 

HDL coder automatically generates VHDL code for the 

four architectures. The codes are manually inspected and 

modified to minimize the signal loss. Next, the code is 

synthesized in Xilinx ISE 14.5. It is found that the required 

number of IOBs needed could be supported by a Virtex 7 

series board and so that is chosen to synthesize the model. 

After synthesis, map and place and route (PAR) the 

synthesis report is available. Next, a test bench program in 

VHDL is written to test 4 FDCT architectures with that 

same set of data. We have chosen post route simulation 

among 4 available simulations (Behavioural, Translation, 

Post Map, Post Route) as it is closest to the original 

hardware timing simulation. The post route simulation 

result of the 4 FDCT algorithms is shown in the below 

figure: 
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Figure 6.  Post Route Timing Simulation Report of Chen, Arai, Jeong and 

Loeffler‟s FDCT respectively. 

 

The synthesis and timing report is taken into consideration 

from which a number of features representing Hardware 

Requirement and Timing efficiency are selected.  

 
Table 8: Comparison of 4 FDCT algorithms taken from Synthesis and 
post route timing report after post route timing simulation in Xilinx ISE 

14.5 
 

 Chen‟s Arai‟s Jeong‟s Loeffler‟s 

Number of Slice 

LUTs 

658 907 820 588 

Number of occupied 

Slices 

275 374 339 226 

Number of bonded 

IOBs 

256 256 256 256 

Number of DSP48E1s 18 13 13 11 

 Multiplier(s) 18 13 13 14 

Adder/Subtractor(s). 34 44 40 33 

Multiplexer(s) 122 128 114 98 

Maximum 

combinational path 

delay: 

17.51 21.16 18.21 14.49 

Maximum Padding 

Delay after PAR 

25.046 31.07 29.724 9.999 

 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Among 4 FDCT algorithms, we can see that the number of 

slice LUTs is lowest in Loeffler‟s and a close second is 

Chen‟s. This indicates the hardware requirement of these 

two algorithms is lowest. All the four algorithms take, 8 

numbers of 16-bit input and output, so number of required 

IOB is same in all. We can count the number of multipliers 

per algorithm as the floating point multiplication is the 

most time-consuming operations in these algorithms, in 

that respect, the lowest count came from Arai‟s and 

Jeong‟s. Moreover Jeong‟s algorithm postpones the 

multiplication at the later stage, which makes it faster as is 

visible from the maximum combinational path delay 

timing after synthesis and Maximum Padding Delay timing 

after Place and Route inbetween Arai‟s and Jeong‟s. The 

floating point multiplier is automatically implemented in 

the DSP logic block of the FPGA. Further, it was seen that 

for the first three algorithms the number of multipliers and 

number of DSP blocks are equal making this clear that all 

the multipliers were implemented in the DSP core, but in 

Loeffler‟s though the no of multipliers are one higher (14) 

than Arai‟s or Jeong‟s (13) but only 11 of them was 

implemented in DSP core making it actually the algorithm 

with the lowest numbered complex multiplier. We can see 

the superiority of the Loeffler‟s algorithm over the others 

in terms of Maximum combinational path delay time after 

synthesis and Maximum Padding Delay time after Place 

and Route, we can conclude that with respect to hardware 

utilization and maximum combinational delay Loeffler‟s is 

the best FDCT algorithm to use. The future scope of this 

paper is to further construct an improved version of a 

combined FDCT architecture as in [18] and to synthesize 

and simulate to get an accurate estimate of the efficiency 

of architecture which was absent in [18].This combined 

FDCT architecture then can be generalized for other 

transformations required in image processing as in [19] 

and obtain an accurate estimate of efficiency.   
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Abstract— Cloud computing is a shared pool of compute, storage and network resources that are elastic in nature and can 

dynamically scale to meet changing demands of an IT organization. Every IT organization has to invest in hardware, software 

resources to make the business run effectively. Cloud offers guaranteed and reliable access to these resources on pay-as-you-

use manner. Increasing demand of cloud services leads to certain challenges. One of the major issue in cloud computing is 

related to task scheduling in which the goal of service provider is to use the available resources in an efficient manner. A 

number of meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. In this paper, cloud task scheduling policy 

based on Ant colony Optimization (ACO) and Honey Bee Optimization (HBO) algorithms are combined to improve resource 

utilization. Minimizing Makespan, Flowtime and reducing cost is the major goal of proposed algorithm.  
 

 

Keywords— ACO, HBO, Hybridisation, Makespan, Flowtime, Task scheduling. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Computing is a term which is heavily used in modern era, 

which has fascinated people of all tiers of an IT organization, 

naive users etc. Due to increase of dynamic requirements of 

Individuals or communities (IT or Non IT), they want to 

move to cloud to cater to dynamic needs of services as well 

as potential customers. Realization before choosing the type 

of service from providers is so extreme importance. 

Adoption of cloud services is increasing at a rapid rate. At 

present, more than hundreds of cloud services are available 

in market. In a nutshell, cloud is elastic and shared pool of 

resources which are dynamically provisioned based on a 

service level agreement presented through negotiation 

between consumers and service providers [1]. 

 

Manual assignment of tasks to available resources which is 

called task scheduling is a difficult task [2]. Hence, a good 

task scheduling algorithm should adapt its strategy to 

changing environment and types of tasks.  Earlier, there were 

no concepts like virtualization
,
 hypervisors, shared pooling 

[3]. Research and therefore, Particle Swarm optimization 

algorithms [4], such as Ant Colony Optimization
 
 and Honey 

Bee Optimization are suitable for cloud [5][6]. ACO 

algorithm is based on the behaviour of real ant colonies in 

nature who wander randomly searching for optimal path 

between food source and their colony and returning back 

laying down pheromone trails. While HBO mimics the 

actions of honey bee colonies to seek best solution to the 

optimization problem over large distances and multiple 

directions [7]. 

 

In this paper, hybrid of ACO and HBO algorithm is used to 

overcome disadvantages of each other and to find optimal 

resource allocation for tasks minimizing overall makespan 

and flowtime and estimating cost factor [8]. This scheduling 

strategy was implemented using cloudsim toolkit
 

[9]. 

Experimental results of proposed algorithm compared with 

ACO algorithm showed that proposed algorithm 

outperformed ACO algorithm. Paper is organized as follows: 

Section I contains the introduction of task scheduling 

optimization, Section II includes information about task 

scheduling, Section III contains related work. Meta-heuristic 

algorithms are described in Section IV. Section V covers the 

proposed solution and hybrid algorithm. Execution and result 

evaluation are seen in section VI. In the end, Section VII 

concludes this paper along with future scope. 

 

 

II. TASK SCHEDULING 

 

Cloud computing is shared pool of resources provided to user 

on pay-as-per-use basis without burden of managing the 

infrastructure. Gaining maximum profit and efficient use of 

resources is the major objective of service provider [10]. 

Thus task scheduling becomes a challenging matter in cloud 
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computing. Scheduling refers to a set of policies which 

define the order of execution of processes [11]. The 

scheduling in CPU is done to keep it as busy as possible.  

From all of the available resources of a computer system that 

needs scheduling before use, the CPU is one of the most 

critical of them. Multiprogramming is one of the basic and 

important scheduling technique.  In parallel computing, 

multiple processors have to be scheduled, and it needs to 

manage the resources for all the processors. 

The scheduler distributes jobs across various clusters to 

allocate the jobs that cannot be assigned to a single cluster 

and this allocation strategy is referred to as co- 

allocation(Lee, Leu, & Chen, 2015) [12]. It can reduce 

waiting time of jobs in queue and hence maximizing the job 

throughput. So, this helps to improve system utilization and 

reduce average waiting time in a queue as the jobs that would 

otherwise wait in the queue for resources can start its 

execution earlier. However, when the co-allocated jobs 

compete for inter-cluster network bandwidth then mapping 

of jobs across the cluster boundaries may results in poor 

overall performance. Moreover, the heterogeneity of 

processing and communication resources increases the 

complexity of the scheduling problem. In recent decade, 

multi-cluster grid has become the standard execution 

condition for some large scale (logical) applications with 

differing attributes [13]. 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Hsu and Malyshkin et al [14] the techniques associated with 

the parallel computing are considered in this case. The 

parallel system involves large number of job scheduling 

algorithm. The advantages and disadvantages of each 

technique are considered in this case. The optimality 

principal is applied in order to judge best algorithm out of 

the available resources.  

 
Wang, Xing, Li, Member & Yang et al [15] a modified ant 

colony optimization approach is presented in this paper for 

the network coding resource minimization problem. It is 

featured with several attractive mechanisms specially devised 

for solving the concerned problem. During the solution 

construction phase, the optimization of ant colony can well 

exploit the local and global information of routing related 

problems. The results of simulation are represented with the 

five integrated extended mechanisms. The proposed 

algorithm outperforms the best solutions obtained and the 

computational time and provides a number of existing 

algorithms. 

 

 Karaboga, Akay et al [16] Artificial Bee Colony algorithm 

is one of the most popular swarm intelligence based 

optimization techniques inspired by the foraging behaviour 

of real honey bees. Like many, population based 

evolutionary computation approaches; Artificial Bee Colony 

algorithm is basically suitable for distributed architectures. 

Furthermore, to understand the biggest issue for parallel 

implementations is to decide which food source should be 

chosen to distribute between sub-colonies and 

communication. In this study, a new schema for increasing 

the quality of the distributed source by combining best 

solutions is proposed. The proposed model of this paper was 

adopted for ring migration topology. The effectiveness is 

compared with the ring based topology in which best food 

sources and the original sequential counterpart in each sub 

populations are distributed. Comparative results show that 

the proposed model increased the quality of solutions and 

early convergence speed while protecting the speedup gain. 

 

Khanmirzaei, Teshnehlab, & Sharifi et al. [17] proposes a 

Mamdani recurrent neurofuzzy system model (MRNFS), 

utilizing adjusted Honey Bee Optimization (HBO). In the 

essential variant of HBO, the calculation plays out a sort of 

neighbourhood pursuit joined with arbitrary hunt; thus it has 

the ability of accomplishing worldwide ideal. To enhance the 

neighbourhood look capacity of HBO and help the 

calculation to bounce out from the nearby ideal, an 

adjustment is performed by applying three sorts of hybrids to 

the first class people. To confirm the execution of the 

proposed technique, this strategy is connected to some 

distinguishing proof and expectation benchmarks and its 

execution contrasted and the essential HBO, Gradient 

plummet (GD), Differential Evolution (DE) and Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO), in preparing the MRNFS model. 

 
 Fatemeh Rastkhadiv and Kamran Zamanifar et al. [18] 

*presents a paper that discusses a new scheduler based on 

load balancing technique using Artificial Bee Colony 

Optimization. The scheduler is designed to manage the load 

across the virtual machines and minimizing makespan while 

maximizing overall throughput. The experimental results 

implemented using Cloudsim to optimize task scheduling 

and load balancing is compared with both ACO and FCFS.  

IV. META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS 

 

The Meta-heuristic algorithms generally make up an 

important solution of global optimization algorithms. Totally 

heuristic means to find and discover by error and trial. 

''Meta-heuristic'' can be applied to strategies with a higher 

level that have modified and guided heuristic methods in a 

way that can achieve solutions and innovations beyond what 

is normally accessible in local optimum search. While 

dealing with optimization problems, there are two types of 

local and global optima. The local optima are the best 

solution found in an area of solution spaces but not 

necessarily the best for the whole problem space. In contrast, 

the global optima are the best solution to the whole problem 

space. In most real-life problems finding the global optima is 

extremely difficult and therefore satisfactory and good-
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enough solutions are often accepted. To achieve these targets 

Meta-heuristic algorithms are employed. 

IV.I Ant colony Optimization 

In the natural world, ants of some species (initially) wander 

randomly to search food, and while returning back to their 

colony they lay down pheromone trails. If other ants find 

such a path, then rather than wandering randomly they are 

likely to follow the pheromone trail, returning and 

reinforcing it if they eventually find food. With time, when 

the pheromone trail starts to evaporate, it reduces its 

attractive strength. If the ants take more time to travel down 

the path and back again, the more time the pheromones have 

to evaporate. Shortest the path more frequently it will be 

marked as compared to others. This results in increase in 

density of pheromone on shorter paths than longer ones. By 

utilizing Pheromone dissipation the meeting to a locally ideal 

arrangement can be effectively accomplished. In case there 

was no evaporation at all, the paths chosen by the first ants 

would become excessively attractive to the following ones. 

In that case, the exploration of the solution space would be 

constrained. The influence of pheromone evaporation in real 

ant systems is unclear, but it is very important in artificial 

systems. 

The overall result is when one ant finds a path to get food 

then other ants also follow the same food source and positive 

feedback eventually leads to all the ants following a single 

path. The ant colony algorithm gets idea of this behaviour 

from ants that walking around the graph representing the 

problem to solve 

 

IV.II Honey Bee Optimization 

One of the advantage of honey bee optimization over ant 

colony is, in order to harvest nectar or pollen from multiple 

food sources (flower patches) a colony of honey bees can 

extend itself over long distances (over 14 km) and in 

multiple directions simultaneously. The bee colony 

constantly searches the surrounding and looking for new 

flower patches. These scout bees move around the hive 

randomly, and evaluate the food sources encountered in their 

path. When the bee starts hive, the scouts deposit the food 

harvested. The ―dance floor‖, is the area where individuals 

found a highly profitable food source in the hive and perform 

a ritual known as the waggle dance. Furthermore, during 

waggle dance a scout bee communicates the location of its 

discovery to idle onlookers, which join in the utilization of 

the flower patch. The dance performed by the scout bee has 

some characteristics. The length of the dance is proportional 

to the scout’s rating of the food source, the best rated flower 

patches are recruited with more foragers to harvest. After 

completing their dancing, the scout returns to the 

environment so that they can discover more food and collect 

them. As long as they are evaluated as profitable, when they 

return to the hive, rich food sources will be advertised by the 

scouts. Onlooker bees may perform dance as well, to 

increase the number of recruited bees for highly rewarding 

flower patches. In autocatalytic process, the colony of bees 

has an ability to quickly switch the focus of the foraging 

effort on the most profitable flower patches. 

V. PROPOSED  SOLUTION 

The existing system utilizes the application of ACO or honey 

bee individually but collaborative approach is not followed. 

The ant colony optimization is optimal algorithm for 

determining resource and energy efficiency but problem 

exists as distance increases. The honey bee algorithm is 

optimal in terms of more distance but some optimal path may 

be skipped. So ant colonies and honey bee algorithm must be 

merged together to achieve the result. The proposed 

technique combines the features of ant colony and honey bee 

algorithm in order to achieve optimality. The ant colony 

algorithm can be utilized if distance increases and features of 

honey bee can be utilized if distance increases 

 

HYBRID ALGORITHM 

 

1. Initialization  

Pheromone trial, random initial solution, number of forager 

bees, maximum iterations. 

2.Iterative loops 

    Colony of ants determine the starting loops,  

    schedule is contructed for each ant. 

3.Repeat 

    Apply transition rule for next processing job to execute,  

    complete schedule is contructed for every ant. 

4. Till complete schedule is constructed do following:  

    Honey bee search is processed for searching. 

    Pheromone trial is updated. 

    Global updation rule is processed. 

5.Termination. 

    If searching and pheromone updation is completed, 

    Then terminate the process 

    Else goto step 4 

 

Search Function 

1. Iterative loop 

    Current best solution is identified. 

    Prioritize the population 

2. Evaluation 

    Evaluate and sort the current solution based on fitness 

value. 

    Search for new nodes and select sites for neighbourhood 

    Send bees for chosen sites 

3. Condition  

     If ( 

     Value is replaced by new solution.) 

     Else 

     Repeat step 2 
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4. Statement 

    Select fittest bee 

    Current best solution is identified. 

    Current  best solution is carried to next generation. 

 

FLOW CHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Proposed work 

VI. EXECUTION AND RESULT EVALUATION. 

The main tools of experiment are Netbeans and CloudSim. It 

is clear from the configuration file that we need to configure 

the number, ID, processing power (MIPS) for virtual 

machines and in case of cloudlets we need to configure ID, 

length in cloud simulation system. Various parameters that 

directly or indirectly affect the computation of algorithm are 

{α, β, ρ, tmax, number of ants}. In the experiment values of 

various parameters are changed and result is computed for 

different numbers of tasks. In proposed algorithm we also 

computed cost parameter to estimate the budget for the 

computation of tasks. Makespan and flowtime value for 

various parameters is evaluated and performance of ACO 

and hybrid algorithm is compared.  

 

1. Makespan is the amount of time required to complete the 

whole job. It should be minimized in order to achieve the 

energy efficiency such that makespan = Submission time – 

Response time. 

Makespan = maxn ϵ tasks {Finish_timei} [19] 

2. Flowtime is the sum of response times of all jobs which 

must be minimized. 

 Flowtime = Σn ϵ tasks (Finish_timei)  [19] 

3. Cost is the amount the consumer has to pay to service 

provider for consuming services. 

 Cost  = Σn ϵ resources {Costn * Timen}  [19] 

Where Costn  is cost of utilising resource per unit time and 

Timen  depicts the time for the resource n is used. 

 

Parameter Setting of Cloudsim 

The experiments are performed with 10 datacenters having 

50 virtual machines for 100-1000 tasks with each task having 

length from 1000-4000 million instructions as shown in table 

below. 

 
Table 1: Parameter setting of cloudsim. 

Entity type Parameter Value 

Task(Cloudlets) 

 
Length of task 1000-4000 

Total number of tasks 100-1000 

Virtual Machine Total number of VMs 50 

MIPS 500-2000 

Cloudlet scheduler Time_Shared 

Number of Processing 
elements requirement 

1-2 

 Bandwidth 500 

 VM memory 1024 

 Datacenter Number of datacenter 10 

 Number of host 2 

 VM Scheduler Time_Shared 

 

Result Analysis 

 

In result graphical representation shows the strength and 

weaknesses of experiment. We can only change one value at 

a time in each experiment, where first we can fix the values 

of β and ρ and varies the parameter α (alpha) ϵ {0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 

2.50}. Similarly we can vary the value of β ϵ {0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 

2.50} and ρ ϵ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} while keeping all the 

other parameters fixed. The ACO and hybrid algorithm’s 

performance is computed for different values of parameter.   

Makespan and flowtime value is obtained for both ACO and 

hybrid algorithm for 200 and 500 tasks each. Another 

parameter that is cost parameter is also computed for hybrid 

algorithm to estimate the cost incurred to run the jobs on 

virtual machines. Comparison between existing and proposed 

approach is performed and shown in graphical manner. 

 

START 

Initialization: pheromone 
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Figure 2: Makespan for 200 tasks for different values of alpha. 

 
Figure 3: Makespan for 200 tasks for different values of beta. 

 
Figure 4: Makespan for 200 tasks for different values of decay constant. 

 

 
Figure 5: Flowtime for 200 tasks for different values of alpha 

 

 
Figure 6: Flowtime for 200 tasks for different values of beta. 

 
Figure 7: Flowtime for 200 tasks for different values of decay constant. 

 

 
Figure 8: Flowtime for 200 tasks for different values of decay constant. 

 
Table 2:  Selected parameters of proposed algorithm. 

Parameter Alpha Beta Decay 

constant 

Value 1.5 1 0.5 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The design of task scheduling algorithm should be such that 

it supports cloud infrastructure and a large number of 

applications. The basic mechanism for working of ACO is 

random search mechanism which is used for allocation of 

incoming jobs. ACO does little to improve the resource 

utilization. The combined implementation of ACO and HBO 

algorithms helped in receiving more optimal results. The 

main work of the proposed algorithm is to minimize 

Makespan, Flowtime and efficient resource utilization. 

Finally we judge that the hybrid work outperformed as 

compared to ACO algorithm proving worth of study. 
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In future ant colony and honey bee algorithm can be merged 

for further reducing makespan and flowtime assosiated with 

jobs. Furthermore we can vary the number of virtual macines 

to get better results. The algorithm can be enhanced to solve 

load balancing problem while task scheduling. Moreover this 

algorithm can be improved for multi-user environment. 
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Abstract—Visual saliency endeavors to decide the measure of consideration guided towards different locales in a picture in the 

human pictorial and intellectual systems. It is thusly a focal issue in knowledge explore, neural science, and PC vision. PC 

vision examiners spin around influencing computational models for either recreating the human visual idea to process or 

suspecting visual saliency happens as expected. Visual saliency has been consolidated in a gathering of PC vision and picture 

getting ready endeavors to improve their execution.In this paper aims to correctly popping up the complete salient object(s). 

Salient object detection aims to correctly highlight the most salient object(s) in an image.  Then we formulate saliency map 

computation as an regression problem,utilizes the supervised learning approach to map the regional feature vectors to detect the 

saliency scores. The regional feature vector includes contrast and background details. Random forest regressors with multilevel 

segmentation algorithms can be used to detect the salient object regions with improved accuracy rate. Experimental results 

provide improved clustered accuracy for real time datasets and are fit for accomplishing cutting edge execution on all open 

benchmark datasets. 

 

Index Terms— Salient object detection, Saliency map construction, Regional Feature vectors, Benchmark datasets 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Humans can distinguish prominent regions in their visual 

fields with surprising rate and precision before performing 

genuine acknowledgment. Computationally identifying such 

prominent in picture areas remains a basic target, as it 

licenses specific part of computational resources in resulting 

picture examination and amalgamation. There are various 

applications for visual thought, for example, modified picture 

trimming, advantageous picture appear on little devices, 

picture/video pressure, publicizing design, and picture 

gathering examining [1], [2]. Late examinations demonstrated 

that visual thought helps question affirmation, following, and 

acknowledgment as well. Saliency is the part of any boost 

that influences it to emerge from the group. The reason a 

specific jolt has such remarkable quality might be because of 

difference i.e. a white line on a dark foundation or because of 

enthusiastic or psychological components. Saliency is most 

usually examined in connection to the visual framework 

however it is utilized by each perceptual framework, for 

example, sound and touch. The systems by which people 

concede certain boosts more attentional concentration than 

others presumably holds root in our transformative past [3]. 

Our constrained subjective assets require an approach to 

distinguish the most significant jolts for learning or 

potentially survival. Traditionally, saliency has been 

characterized as the obsession focuses the watcher is most 

promptly attracted to. This is hard to gauge however eye GPS 

beacons can give us a general feeling of obsession focuses 

and additionally the period of time the member is attracted to 

a specific spot. The saliency spot is shown in fig 1. 

 
Fig 1. Saliency Spot 

 

The idea of saliency has been reached out to the advertising 

scene. The expression "mark saliency" is utilized to allude to 

the capacity of a brand to emerge positively against its rivals. 

The reason a brand might be notable stems from the science 

behind saliency itself. Must the brand be outwardly engaging 

as well as memory and past experience can likewise educate 

saliency [4]. In the event that you beforehand had a positive 

involvement with an item and spot it in the store. It is 

substantially more prone to "hop out at you". Innovation is as 

yet making up for lost time with the idea of saliency 

recognition and it might be a very long time before it can be 

used completely [5]. Meanwhile anyway, it is intriguing to 

consider where science may take us, and how the hypothesis 
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related with this human marvel may impact shopper's 

choices. 

 

Applications: 

With significant understanding of the visual saliency 

depth, its various amount of applications followed. Such as 

visual saliency of various video applications as used in the 

video redirection, intelligent video and video compression 

direction, such as the visual saliency for network packet loss 

damage video. It also propose a scientific categorization to 

characterize the constant applications which can profit by the 

utilization of consideration models. There are various 

applications and we attempt here to stay as thorough as 

conceivable to give a photo of the considerable number of 

uses of saliency models, yet in addition to recognize where 

future advancements may be of intrigue [4]. The applications 

are gathered into three classifications. The first uses the 

discovery of the most vital districts in a picture and contains 

applications, for example, video and sound reconnaissance, 

imperfection and pathology recognition. The second 

classification utilizes saliency maps to recognize the districts 

which are the less fascinating in a picture which includes 

applications such as surface measurements, pressure. 

watermarking and consideration based advertisement 

inclusion. At long last, a third class utilizes the most 

fascinating regions in a picture with additionally handling 

like examinations between those regions and contains 

applications, for example, picture enrollment and historic 

points, protest acknowledgment, activity direction in 

mechanical autonomy.Summarization of the paper work is 

explained as following chapters. 

II. RELATED WORK 

D. Walther, et.al,..[1] presented a model for base up 

thoughtfulness regarding notable proto-objects. We have 

given a definite portrayal of naturally conceivable executions 

of the key handling ventures in systems of straight edge units. 

Moreover, we have exhibited how this model for taking care 

of proto-items can be utilized for visual pocessing by the 

organically conceivable model of question acknowledgment. 

Gone to locales may not really have a coordinated 

correspondence to objects. Gatherings of comparable items, 

e.g., a bowl of natural products, might be portioned as one 

locale, as may protest parts that are different from whatever 

remains of the inquiry, e.g., a skin tinted hand appearing to 

end at a dull shirt sleeve. These areas are named "proto-

objects" since they can provoke the affirmation of the 

veritable inquiries in encourage iterative interchanges 

between the thought and acknowledgment frameworks for 

example, for a model that uses the vector of saccades to code 

for the spatial relations between question parts. The extra 

computational cost for locale determination is negligible in 

light of the fact that the component and conspicuity maps 

have just been figured amid the handling for saliency. Note 

that albeit eventually just the triumphant component outline 

used to portion the went to picture district, the collaboration 

of WTA and IOR working on the saliency delineate the 

instrument for successively going to a few notable areas. 

L. Itti, et.al,…[2] proposed broadly useful video 

pressure, in fact, it is accepted that a solitary compacted video 

stream will be seen by numerous spectators, at variable 

review separations, and without any eye following or client 

association. High between spectator changeability at that 

point blocks recording a solitary eye development scan path 

from a reference eyewitness and utilizing it to decide need 

areas in the video clasp of intrigue. Recording from a few 

onlookers and utilizing the association of their scan path 

mostly beats this constraint, however at a restrictive cost: An 

eye-following setup, populace of eyewitnesses, and tedious 

analyses are required for each new clasp to be packed. 

Finally, we have introduced a thoughtfully basic 

computational model for saliency-driven central visual 

consideration. The organic knowledge managing its 

engineering demonstrated productive in imitating a portion of 

the execution of primate visual frameworks. The 

effectiveness of this approach for target discovery basically 

relies upon the element writes executed. The structure of this 

model can thus be effectively custom fitted to self-assertive 

undertakings through the usage of devoted element maps. 

L. Marchesotti, et.al,… [3] comprises in the 

distinguishing proof of at least one locales of enthusiasm for 

an info picture: notable parts are totaled in frontal area areas, 

while excess and non useful pixels turn out to be a piece of 

the foundation. The scope of uses where thumbnailing can be 

utilized is wide. It incorporates customary issues like picture 

pressure, perception, synopsis and later applications like 

variable information printing, helped content creation, and so 

on. Thumbnailing and all the more for the most part visual 

saliency identification are naturally testing issues. Indeed, in 

spite of the numerous speculations as of late defined, it is as 

yet not totally clear how the human visual consideration 

forms function. In any case, all hypotheses appear to concur 

upon the way that : subjects specifically guide regard for 

objects in a scene utilizing both base up, picture based 

saliency signals and best down, undertaking subordinate 

prompts. The structure was based upon a straightforward 

thought: pictures sharing worldwide visual appearance are 

probably going to have comparative remarkable areas. 

Following this guideline, we approach thumbnailing as a 

learning by illustration issue, and we demonstrate that the 

visual similitude is profitable to recognize saliency and to 

fabricate thumbnails. At long last, we demonstrate that 

regardless of its effortlessness, our approach beats best in 

class saliency recognition strategies. 

S. Goferman, et.al,… [4] proposed a strategy for 

computerizing collection creation, which is motivated by 

masterful montage work and pastes for the most part the 

deliberate patterns. The key contrast between earlier work 

and our own is that we make a confuse like composition of 

self-assertive molded pictures as opposed to rectangular ones. 
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A client think about demonstrates this makes arrangements 

that are regularly viewed as all the more engaging. In 

addition, this enables us to produce space-effective montages, 

which are valuable for synopsis of picture informational 

collections. The fundamental commitment of this work is a 

total framework for picture montage whose key thought is to 

amass subjective molded patterns of fascinating locales. This 

requires understanding two difficulties: removal of non-

rectangular districts of-intrigue, and get together of subjective 

shapes. For the previous we recommend a calculation that 

concentrates nonrectangular areas that concur with the 

significant data protest limits and notable foundation 

highlights. Picture division is an all around examined and 

troublesome issue. Here, we don't privilege to understand it 

yet slightly we suggest a compelling answer for our particular 

application. Not at all like division, the district of-intrigue 

may incorporate a few questions and parts of the foundation 

to pass on the unique situation. In addition, a critical 

perception is that a flawlessly precise extraction isn't 

mandatory because of the accompanying three reasons. In the 

first place, notwithstanding when a few returns for money 

invested are not flawless, their general shape is normally near 

the right one and a position can be figured. Second, the 

covers between the returns for capital invested in the 

composition frequently hide the mistakes. At long last, any 

staying obvious flaws would then be able to be physically 

redressedJ. Wang, et.al,…[5] inferred generative approach for 

choosing remarkable areas and creating a rundown picture is 

epitomic examination. The encapsulation of an info picture is 

a dense adaptation of the picture that contains all constitutive 

textural and shape natives vital for remaking the picture. In 

any case, the encapsulation picture is initially intended with 

the end goal of reproduction not seeing. Semantic structures 

and questions in the information pictures can not be 

safeguarded in the exemplification picture. We contend that a 

pleasant picture montage ought to have the accompanying 

properties: 1) striking nature augmentation. A photo 

arrangement should appear the same number of unmistakable 

remarkable districts (without being overlapped by others) as 

could be allowed. 2) clear interstellar minimization. A photo 

arrangement must make the finest utilization of the canvas. 3) 

striking nature proportion adjust. Each picture in the 

arrangement has a comparative remarkable quality proportion 

(the level of obvious striking area). 4) introduction decent 

variety. The introductions of the pictures are differing. This 

property is utilized to emulate the arrangement style made by 

people. After striking districts of each picture are separated 

by a picture saliency investigation calculation, we show a 

Bayesian plan of the photo arrangement by joining the 

properties. 

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES 

The goal in salient object detection is to identify the most 

visually distinctive objects or regions in an image. Salient 

object detection methods commonly serve as the first step for 

a variety of computer vision applications including image and 

video compression, image segmentation, content-aware 

image editing, object recognition, visual tracking, non-photo-

realist rendering, photo synthesis, information discovery, 

image retrieval etc. Saliency begins from visual uniqueness, 

unusualness, inconsistency, or astonish, and is as often as 

possible credited to assortments in picture characteristics like 

shading, slant, edges, and breaking points. Visual saliency, 

being immovably related to how we see and process visual 

lifts, is investigated by different requests including subjective 

mind science, neurobiology, and PC vision. Hypotheses of 

human thought appraise that the human vision structure just 

techniques parts of a photograph in detail, while leaving 

others relatively normal. Given data pictures (top), an overall 

distinction examination is used to figure high assurance 

saliency maps (focus), which can be used to convey shroud 

(base) around territories of premium [3]. Suggest two periods 

of visual thought: fast, pre-careful, base up, data driven 

saliency extraction; and slower, errand penniless, top-down, 

objective driven saliency extraction [2]. 

2.1 Hypergraph model: 

Existing framework executed hyper diagram 

displaying into the procedure of picture saliency discovery 

out of the blue. A hyper chart is a rich, organized picture 

portrayal demonstrating pixels (or super pixels) by their 

settings as opposed to their individual esteems. This extra 

auxiliary data empowers more exact saliency estimation. The 

issue of saliency identification is normally given a role as that 

of distinguishing notable vertices and hyper edges in a hyper 

chart at different scales. Saliency identification is regularly 

acted like the issue of focus versus-encompass logical 

difference investigation. To address this issue, we propose a 

saliency identification technique in light of imbalanced 

maxmargin realizing, which is prepared to do viably finding 

the neighborhood remarkable picture locales that essentially 

vary from their encompassing picture areas. For this situation, 

the picture is partitioned into covering rectangular windows 

which are tried for saliency. The setting for every window is 

the windows that cover it [2][4]. A hyper chart is a diagram 

containing an arrangement of vertices and hyper edges. 

Rather than the pairwise edge in a standard diagram, the 

hyper edge in a hyper chart is a high-arrange edge related 

with a vertex inner circle connecting in excess of two 

vertices. Viably building such hyper edges is critical for 

encoding the inborn logical data on the vertices in the hyper 

diagram. By development, a hyper edge characterizes a 

gathering of pixels that is inside steady. Likewise, a notable 

hyper edge ought to have the accompanying two properties: 

1) it ought to be encased by solid picture edges; and 2) its 

crossing point with the picture limits should be little. In this 

way, we measure the saliency level of a scale-particular hyper 

edge e by summing up the relating slope extents of the pixels 

(inside a thin band) along the limit of the hyper edge [2]. On 

the off chance that the hyper edge touches the picture limits, 

we diminish its saliency degree by a punishment factor. 
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Fig 2: Hypergraph model 

 

The steps of saliency detection as follows: 

function y = rescale(x,a,b) 

if nargin<2 

    a = 0; 

end 

if nargin<3 

    b = 1; 

end 

m = min(x(:)); 

M = max(x(:)); 

if M-m<eps 

    y = x; 

else 

    y = (b-a) * (x-m)/(M-m) + a; 

end 

2.2 Boolean Map Saliency: 

To infer a bottom-up saliency model, we obtain the Boolean 

Map concept that was advanced in the Boolean Map 

Hypothesis of visual consideration, where an observer's 

fleeting cognizant attention to a scene can be spoken to by a 

BooleanMap . We expect that Boolean maps in BMS are 

created from arbitrarily chosen include channels, and the 

impact of a Boolean guide B on visual consideration can be 

articulated to by a Consideration Guide A(B), which features 

locales on B that pull in visual consideration.  t that point the 

salienc  is displa ed    the mean consideration 

delineate  over ar itraril  created  oolean maps   

 

     〖 ( )p( │I)d 〗 

 

where I is the input image.     can  e further post-handled to 

form a final saliency map S for some particular task. The 

existing methodologies are only analyzed in single scale 

framework and does not support multi scale architecture [3]. 

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

Human visual framework is an insightful preparing 

framework, which can choose the imperative parts referred to 

as remarkable questions in a complex visual condition while 

ignoring others. The most effective method to distinguish the 

notable questions rapidly unambiguously still is a challenging 

and key strategy. Along these lines, visual consideration 

system has become expanding interest for late years, 

somewhat because of different applications Up until this 

point, an variety of computational models for visual saliency 

location have been proposed in physiology, psychological 

science, PC vision, and different fields. From the perspective 

of data preparing, these calculations can be classified into 

three classes, in particular, base up display, top-down model 

and half and half model. Base up show rebuilds human 

instinctual visual consideration instrument, which is fast, pre-

mindful, and lift driven, and dependably picks the low-level 

highlights, for instance shading, power, surface to extract 

prominent objects that are not quite the same as their 

environment. A leading work, called Itti display, set forward 

a saliency recognition model to choose the most prominent 

areas as went to regions by joining three multi-determination 

neighborhood highlights, for example, luminance 

differentiate, chrominance difference, and outline 

differentiate. Urged by this work, acquainted a few new 

highlights with depictimage content which included sub-band 

pyramids based highlights, 3D shading histogram, horizon 

line identifier, and so forth. Then again, since top-down 

model is an objective arranged, mindful, and assignment 

subordinate way, which utilizes earlier learning to recognize 

what we require, it typically gets more exact outcomes than 

those of the base up demonstrate at the loss of calculation. It 

is significant that it can't be predict notable protests 

previously testing because of decent variety and vulnerability 

of articles, so the current research techniques primarily center 

around the base up show. In this undertaking, we propose a 

provincial highlights coordination model to recognize objects 

without turning to substance or particular earlier information 

about the objectives.Saliency identification, which is firmly 

identified with particular handling in human visual 

framework, intends to find imperative districts or protests in 

pictures. It increases much consideration as of late. Knowing 

where vital locales are comprehensively benefits applications, 

including order, recovery and question co-division, for 

ideally designating calculation. Given surface existing in 

numerous regular pictures, this issue can't be gotten away. It 

effortlessly turns separating remarkable items to finding 

jumbled sections of neighborhood points of interest, 

muddling location and making comes about not usable in, for 

instance, objects[10] acknowledgment, where associated 

locales with sensible sizes are favored. Expecting to take care 

of this famous and all inclusive issue, we propose a various 

leveled show, to examine saliency signals from different 

stages of structure, and after that incorporate them towards 

deduce the last saliency delineate. Our prototypical discovers 
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establishment since contemplates in brain research, which 

demonstrate the choice procedure in human consideration 

framework works from in excess of one levels, and the 

association between levels is more erratic than a support 

forward arrangement. With our multi-level examination and 

dynamic finding, the model can manage remarkable little 

scale structure, so striking items are named all the more 

consistently.The proposed framework steps are follows: 

4.1 Image Acquisition: 

The Saliency Guide is a geographically composed 

guide that addresses visual saliency of a relating visual 

scene.Visual distinguished quality (or visual saliency) is the 

particular subjective perceptual quality which makes a few 

things on the world emerge from their neighbors and instantly 

get our consideration. In this module, we can input the 

images from user [6]. The images may be any type and any 

size. 

4.2 Multilevel segmentation:  
In this module implement multilevel segmentation 

using graph based segmentation approach. In the graph-based 

approach, a segmentation of image S is a partition of V into 

components such that each component (or region) 

corresponds to a connected component in a graph [7][8]. In 

other words, any segmentation is induced by a subset of the 

edges in E. There are different ways to measure the quality[9] 

of segmentation but in general we want the elements in a 

component to be similar, and elements in different 

components to be dissimilar. This means that edges between 

two vertices in the same component should have relatively 

low weights, and edges between vertices in different 

components should have higher weights. This predicate is 

based on measuring the dissimilarity between elements along 

the boundary of the two components relative to a measure of 

the dissimilarity among neighboring elements within each of 

the two components. The resulting predicate compares the 

inter-component differences to the within component 

differences and is thereby adaptive with respect to the local 

characteristics of the data. 

4.3 Regional saliency computation: 

In this approach, we present three types of regional 

saliency features: regional contrast, regional property, and 

regional backgroundness. In this module , we acquire a 

Random forest regressor that directly maps the feature vector 

of each area to a saliency score in a discriminative strategy. 

Random Forest is essentially an ensemble of un-pruned 

classification trees. It gives excellent performance on a 

number of practical problems, largely because it is not 

sensitive to noise in the data set, and it is not subject to over-

fitting. It works fast, and generally exhibits a substantial 

performance improvement over many other tree-based 

algorithms. Random forests are built by combining the 

predictions of several trees, each of which is trained in 

isolation. Learning a saliency regressor can repeatedly 

integrate the features and discover the most discriminative 

ones. Additionally, in the training procedure of the random 

forest, the feature importance can be estimated 

simultaneously.  

4.4 Multilevel saliency fusion: 

In the wake of directing area saliency calculation, 

every locale has a saliency value .For each level, we 

designate the saliency value of every area to its contained 

pixels. We first learn the similarity score of each adjacent 

regions, to show the probability that the adjacent regions both 

belong to the salient region or the background. Similar 

regions will be grouped together in a hierarchical way. 

Training samples of the saliency regressor are those confident 

regions in the grouping hierarchy. Only confident regions are 

kept for training since some regions may contain pixels from 

both the salient object [10][11] and background. A region is 

thought to be certain if the quantity of pixels having a place 

with the distinguished protest or the foundation outdoes of 

the aggregate numeral of pixels in the locale.Finally saliency 

map for image is shown with accurate manner.The proposed 

framework is shown in fig 3 

 
Fig 3: Proposed Work 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed work executed continuously utilizing 

MATLAB coding in Windows OS.  Saliency map for multi-

scale framework is shown in following fig 4. 

 

 
a) Input image 
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b) Multi scale saliency map 

 

 
c) SVM map 

 

 
d) Graph Clustering 

 
e) Fused Saliency map 

 

Fig 4. Implementation Results 

 

The proposed result is shows improved accuracy rate 

in saliency detection with minimal time periods 

VI. CONCLUSION 

When dealing with objects [12] with complex 

structures, saliency detection confronts a critical problem – 

namely that detection accuracy could be adversely affected if 

salient foreground or background in an image[13] contains 

small-scale high-contrast patterns. This issue is common in 

natural images [13][14] and forms a fundamental challenge 

for prior methods. We tackle it from a scale point of view and 

propose a multi-layer approach to analyze saliency cues. 

Meaning to take care of this famous and all inclusive issue, 

we recommend a progressive model, to break down saliency 

prompts from numerous stages of structure, and afterward 

incorporate them towards deduce the last saliency delineate. 

The proposed technique uses data from various picture layers, 

increasing extraordinary advantage. We have handled a 

crucial issue that little scale structures would unfavorably 

influence remarkable identification. This issue is omnipresent 

in normal pictures because of regular surface. Keeping in 

mind the end goal to acquire a consistently high-reaction 

saliency delineate, propose a various leveled structure that 

induces significance esteems from three picture layers in 

various scales. The proposed strategy accomplishes elite and 

expands the possibility to apply saliency discovery to more 

applications taking care of various common pictures 
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Abstract— Data mining is a collection of exploration methods based on advanced analytical tools and techniques for handling 

huge amount of information.  Clustering is a useful technique for discovery of knowledge from a dataset.  Distance measure 

plays an important role in clustering.  It is used to measure the similarity or dissimilarity between two data points.  Euclidean 

distance measure is normally used in most clustering methods.  Some of the limitations of this measure are inability to handle 

noise and outlier data points, not suitable for sparse data and clusters with only elliptical shapes.  In this paper, fuzzy clustering 

is proposed using different similarity measures such as non-negative vector similarity coefficient (NVSC), Correlation and 

Cosine. The performance of the algorithm is compared with various similarity measures using five real life benchmark sets 

including Wine, Liver Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s Survival and Statlog (Heart).  Experimental results show 

that fuzzy clustering based on Cosine similarity measure achieves minimum fitness value, minimum intra-cluster distance and 

maximum inter-cluster distance on various data sets than other similarity measures.  

 

Keywords—Fuzzy Clustering, Similarity Measures,  Cluster Validity 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Data mining is the process of extracting or mining 

knowledge from large databases.  It involves the use of data 

analysis methods to find previously unknown, meaningful 

patterns and relationships in huge amount of data.  There are 

several data mining tasks or functionalities including 

classification, prediction, clustering, regression, time series 

analysis, summarization, association rules and sequence 

discovery.  The knowledge discovery in databases is iterative 

and interactive steps including understanding the application 

domain, extracting the dataset, data pre-processing, data 

mining, interpretation and discovering knowledge.  

Clustering techniques partition the objects into groups or 

clusters based on similarity metrics. 

Data clustering is a popular unsupervised classification 

technique which partitions an unlabelled data set into groups 

of similar objects.  The purpose of cluster analysis is to group 

sets of data points into classes such that same points are 

placed in the one cluster while dissimilar points are placed in 

other clusters.  Data clustering is a challenging problem 

because many factors such as distance measures, criterion 

functions and initial conditions have come into play in 

devising a good technique.  Clustering of data can be 

classified into model-based methods, density-based methods, 

grid-based methods, probabilistic methods, partitioning 

methods and hierarchical methods.  

Model-based methods assume a model for each of the 

clusters and find the best fit of the data to the given model.  

They can be either partitioning or hierarchical depending on 

the structure or model.   Density-based methods cluster 

objects based on the distance between objects.  The data sets 

can be divided into several subsets according to the density 

of the data set points. The density is defined as the number of 

objects in a particular neighbourhood of the data objects.  

Two points are said to be density-connected if one can go 

from one point to another through a list of points which have 

their local density superior to a certain threshold.  Grid-based 

methods use uniform grid mesh to partition the problem 

domain into cells. The clustering operations are done on the 

grid structure. Probabilistic methods are an attempt to 

optimize the fit between the data and the model using 

probabilistic approach.  Each cluster can be represented by 

Poisson, Gaussian or a mixture of these distributions.  

Partitioning methods partition the database into predefined 

number of clusters. Given a database of ‘n’ objects, they 

attempt to determine 'k' groups, which satisfy the following 

requirements: (1) each object must belong to exactly one 

group and (2) each group must contain at least one object.  

Hierarchical methods create a hierarchical decomposition of 

the objects. They can be either agglomerative (bottom-up) or 

divisive (top-down).  Agglomerative algorithms start with 

each object forming a separate group. They consecutively 

merge the data points that are close to one another, until all 
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the groups are merged into one or until the ending condition 

satisfies.  Divisive algorithms begin with the whole set of 

objects and proceed it into successively smaller groups until 

each object is in one cluster or a termination condition holds 

[1] [2]. 

K-means [3] is an efficient and widely used hard clustering 

algorithm.  It requires the previous knowledge about the 

number of clusters.  Each data object is from only one 

cluster.  K-means model is not suitable for real world data 

sets in which there are no definite boundaries between the 

clusters. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is one of the most important 

fuzzy clustering methods, initially proposed by Dunn [4] and 

then generalized by Bezdek [5].  This technique allows one 

piece of data object to belong to two or more clusters based 

on degree of membership.  The objective of this technique is 

the assignment of data objects into clusters with varying 

degrees of membership values.  The membership values lie 

between 0 and 1.  The membership value reflects the degree 

to which the point is more representative of one cluster than 

the other.  Most of the traditional clustering algorithms use 

Euclidean distance measure.  In this distance measure, the 

points are distributed around the sample average in a 

spherical manner.  It is not good for sparse data. In this 

paper, a new fuzzy clustering algorithm based on different 

similarity measures such as NVSC, Correlation and Cosine is 

proposed.  The fuzzy clustering based on Cosine similarity 

gives better clustering result than other similarity measures in 

terms of fitness value, intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster 

distance for five real world data sets from UCI Machine 

Learning Repository.  

This paper is organized as follows.  In section II, the 

clustering problem is described. The related work is given in 

section III.  The methodology is described in section IV.  In 

section V, the experimental results are presented.  Finally, 

section VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. CLUSTERING PROBLEM 

Given ‘n’ data objects, allocate each data object to one of ‘k’ 

clusters such that the sum of squared Euclidean distances 

between each data object and the centre of its belonging 

cluster for every such allocated data object is minimized.  

The mathematical model of data clustering problem is 

described as follows [6]: 

Minimize  
2
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where  ijw w –  association weight of data object ix with 

 cluster j 

0ijw  or 1             (4) 

c –  set of k clusters 1 2{ , ,..., }kc c c  

n – number of data objects 

k – number of clusters 

ix –  location of the i-th data object 

jc – centre of the j-th cluster 

jN – number of data objects belonging to the cluster 
jc  

III. RELATED WORKS 

Soumi Ghose and Sanjay Kumar Dubey [7] compared the K-

means algorithm with Fuzzy C-Means algorithm.  FCM 

algorithm produced close results to K-means clustering 

algorithm.  Archana Singh et al. [8] implemented the K-

means algorithm using three different distance metrics 

Euclidean, Manhattan and Minkowski.  K-means clustering 

algorithm based on Euclidean distance metric produced 

better result than other distance metrics.  Manhattan distance 

metrics gave the worst result.  Hadi Nasooti et al. [9] 

proposed K-means Clustering algorithm to evaluate the 

impact of Euclidean and Manhattan distance metrics using 

network intrusion detection data. Jasmine Irani et al. [10] 

prepared a survey on various clustering techniques and 

similarity measures. They have explained the advantages and 

limitations of the existing methods.  Ms. Kothariya Arzoo 

and Kirit Rathod [11] implemented K-means Clustering with 

different distance metrics using geographic data set.  V.P. 

Mahatme et al. [12] presented three different distance metrics 

Euclidean, Manhattan, Pearson Correlation Coefficient on 

the performance of K-means and Fuzzy C-means clustering. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Many clustering algorithms use distance metric to find the 

similarity or dissimilarity between pair of objects.   There is 

no distance metric that one can be best applied in all 

applications.  The distance measure has the following 

properties: 

i)   Distance is always positive. 

ii)  Distance from point u to itself is always zero. 

iii) Distance from u to v is always the same as v to u. 

iv) Distance from point u to point v cannot be greater than  

the sum of the distance from u to some other point w and 

distance from w to v. 

The Euclidean distance measure is generally applied in most 

clustering algorithms.  Some of its drawbacks are as follows. 

i)    sensitive to scales of variables involved 

ii)   difficult to handle noise and outlier data points  
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iii) distributed around the sample mean in a spherical manner 

iv)  not suitable for sparse data  

In the proposed method, a new fuzzy clustering method using 

different similarity measures such as Cosine, NVSC and 

Correlation is implemented.  Fuzzy clustering [4][5] permits 

one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. Given a 

data set 1 2{ , ,..., }nX x x x , the Fuzzy algorithm partitions 

a data set into c fuzzy clusters (2 )c n  with 

1 2{ , ,..., }cz z z z cluster centroids by minimizing the 

fitness value.  Fuzzy clustering algorithm is widely used in 

many real world applications. 

The cosine distance is generally used as a metric for 

measuring distance when the magnitude of the vectors does 

not matter.  It is also used to compare the documents in text 

mining.  The similarity between two objects is determined by 

finding the cosine of angle between the selected any two 

objects. 

Cosine Distance Based Fuzzy Clustering 

Step 1:Select the number of clusters c ( 2 c N  ); choose 

 fuzziness index m (m>1); initialize the fuzzy partition  

membership values 
(0)U ; iteration error  =0.00001; Fix the 

 maximum number of iterations max_it 

Step 2: Set the iteration counter t = 0 

Step 3: Calculate the cluster centers 
jz , 1,2,...j c , 

using 
1

1

n
m

ij i

i
j n
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ij
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u x
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Step 4:  Calculate the distance 
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Step 5: Calculate the value of the objective function 

mJ using 
2
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m
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                                      (7) 

Step 6:  Update the fuzzy partition membership values 
( 1)tU 

using 

( 1)
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; 1 ;1i n j c   
                   (8) 

Step 7: If 
( 1) ( )|| ||t tU U     or t = max_it then stop; 

otherwise set t = t+1 and go to step 3  

 

NVSC Distance Measure 

The NVSC distance measure is calculated by the equation (9)  

 

 
2

2 2( , ) 1 ( , )d x y x y            (9) 

where 
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Correlation Distance Measure 

The correlation distance measure is calculated by the 

equation (10) 
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This similarity measure is very useful in some applications 

include gene expression patterns, proteomics and phenotype 

analysis.  It is a good measure for capturing the similarity of 

patterns of feature changes.  It is bound on the interval [-1,1].  

The cosine based fuzzy clustering improves the result than 

the existing method with Euclidean distance. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The fuzzy clustering is implemented in Java and executed in a 

Windows 7 Professional OS environment using Core 2 Duo 

CPU, 2.27 GHs and 4 GB RAM.  The fuzziness index, 

iteration error and maximum number of iteration of fuzzy 

clustering are 2.0, 0.00001 and 100 respectively. 

Data Sets 

The performance of fuzzy clustering algorithm is evaluated 

through five real life benchmark data sets including Wine, 

Liver Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s Survival 

and Statlog (Heart). 

 

Wine Data Set is the result of a chemical analysis of wines 

grown in the same region in Italy but derived from 3 

different cultivars.  The analysis concluded the quantities of 

13 constituents found in each of the 3 types of wines (class 1: 

59 records; class 2: 71 records and class3: 48 records).  There 

are 178 records with 13 numeric attributes.  All the attributes 

are continuous. 

 

Liver Disorders Data Set is created by BUPA Medical 

Research Ltd.  The first five attributes in the data set are all 

blood tests which are considered to be sensitive to liver 

disorders that have risen from excessive alcohol 
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consumption.  Each line the data file constitutes the record of 

a single male individual.  The data set consists of 345 

instances or objects and 2 different types characterized by 6 

attributes or features.   

 

Pima Indian Diabetes Data set is allocated to recognize 

diabetic patients.  All patients are females at least 21 years 

old of Pima Indian heritage.  The data set has 768 instances, 

which are classified into 2 classes (class1: 500 instances, 

class2: 268 instances).  Each instance in this data set has 8 

attributes, all numeric-valued.  This data set does not have 

any missing value.   

 

Haberman’s Survival Data Set consists of 306 instances 

with 2 different types characterized by 3 attributes, all 

numeric-valued.  The three attributes are age of patient at the 

time of operation patient’s year of operation and number of 

positive axillary nodes detected.   This data set does not have 

any missing value.  There are 225 instances in the category 

of patients who survived 5 years or longer (class 1) and 81 

instances in the category of patients who died within 5 years 

(class 2). 

 

Statlog (Heart) Data Set is a heart disease database which 

consists of 270 instances with 2 different types characterized 

by 13 attributes.  There are two classes in the data set: class 1 

(150 instances); class 2: (120 instances).  This data set does 

not have any missing value.  

 

The data sets are normalized and the attribute data are scaled 

so as to fall within a small specified range, such as 0.0 to 1.0. 

 

Performance Measures 

The quality of clustering results is measured using the fitness 

value and cluster validity measure such as intra-cluster 

distance and inter-cluster distance [13].  Intra-cluster distance 

is the average of the sum of all the distances between the 

objects within a cluster and the centroid of the cluster.  The 

smaller intra-cluster value has the higher quality of 

clustering.  Inter-cluster distance is the sum the distance 

between all pairs of clusters.  The distance between two 

clusters is defined as the distance between their centroids.  

The higher inter-cluster value has the good quality of 

clustering. 

 

Table 1 describes some important performance measures to 

evaluate the algorithm.  The optimum result is also shown 

the table. 

 

The comparison of fitness value of fuzzy clustering 

algorithm using different similarity measures is shown in 

Table 2. The proposed algorithm with cosine similarity 

measure has the minimum fitness value of 0.361, 0.569, 

25.181, 1.699 and 5.982 for Wine, Liver Disorders, Pima 

Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s Survival and Statlog (Heart) 

respectively. Figures 1 to 5 give the fitness value of fuzzy 

clustering of different similarity measures for the data sets 

Wine, Liver Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s 

Survival and Statlog (Heart).  The intra-cluster distance and 

inter-cluster distance of different similarity measures are 

shown in table 3 and table 4 respectively.  The proposed 

algorithm with cosine similarity measure has the minimum 

intra-cluster distance of 0.0247, 0.0579, 0.0192, 0.0480 and 

0.152 for Wine, Liver Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, 

Haberman’s Survival and Statlog (Heart) respectively.  The 

algorithm has the maximum inter-cluster distance of 3.0685, 

0.3311, 0.4465, 0.4839 and 1.0277 for Wine, Liver 

Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s Survival and 

Statlog (Heart) respectively.  The fuzzy clustering based on 

Cosine similarity measure has the best optimal results in 

terms of fitness value, intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster 

distance. 

 
Table 1. Performance Measure with Optimal Result 

Performance 

Measure 
Formula Optimal Result 

Fitness Value 
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Figure 1.  Fitness Value of Wine Data Set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Fitness Value of Liver Disorders Data Set 
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Figure 3.  Fitness Value of Pima Indian Diabetes Data Set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.  Fitness Value of Haberman’s Survival Diabetes Data Set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Fitness Value of Statlog (Heart) Data Set 

 
Table 2. Fitness Value Using Different Similarity Measures 

 

Data Set 
Fitness Value 

 Euclidean NVSC Correlation Cosine 

Wine 15.754 17.120 12.216 0.361 

Liver 

Disorders 
20.050 40.992 20.239 0.569 

Pima Indian 
Diabetes 

78.300 112.621 67.220 25.181 

Haberman’s 

Survival 
18.481 67.286 27.568 1.699 

Statlog (Heart) 199.673 77.905 66.708 5.982 

 
Table 3. Intra-cluster Distance Using Different Similarity Measures 

 

Data Set 
Intra-cluster Distance 

 Euclidean NVSC Correlation Cosine 

Wine 0.2623 0.6228 0.0622 0.0247 

Liver Disorders 0.8100 0.7539 0.3989 0.0579 

Pima Indian 

Diabetes 
0.2159 0.4983 0.0349 0.0192 

Haberman’s 
Survival 

0.6336 0.8997 0.0567 0.0480 

Statlog (Heart) 1.3034 0.7468 0.5753 0.152 

 
Table 4. Inter-cluster Distance Using Different Similarity Measures 

 

Data Set 
Inter-cluster Distance 

 Euclidean NVSC Correlation Cosine 

Wine 0.8066 0.0508 2.9811 3.0685 

Liver Disorders 0.2499 0.0011 0.2525 0.3311 

Pima Indian 
Diabetes 

0.2953 0.0001 0.4448 0.4465 

Haberman’s 

Survival 
0.4746 0.1292 0.4804 0.4839 

Statlog (Heart) 0.5765 0.0001 1.0186 1.0277 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Euclidean distance measure is commonly applied in most 

clustering algorithms.  Some limitations of this distance 

measure include distributed around the average and not a 

good measure for sparse data. In this study, Fuzzy clustering 

is proposed using other similarity measures such as NVSC, 

Correlation and Cosine.  The performance of the algorithm is 

evaluated through fitness value, intra-cluster and inter-cluster 

distance using five benchmark real life data sets – Wine, 

Liver Disorders, Pima Indian Diabetes, Haberman’s 

Survival, Statlog (Heart) from UCI Machine Learning 

Repository.   The proposed algorithm is compared with 

various similarity measures. The experimental results show 

that fuzzy clustering based on Cosine similarity measure 

produces minimum fitness value, minimum intra-cluster 

distance and maximum inter-cluster distance than other 

similarity measures.  
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Abstract- The expanding number of programs and platform on which the applications are executed, Cross Browser 

Incompatibilities (XBIs) are turning into a major issue for organisations to create online programming. Cross Browser 

Incompatibilities (XBIs) became a common issue which can be watched while accessing a similar Web application in various 

programs. The expanding number of program executions and the continuous development for Web pages, leads contrasts in how 

programs act in Web applications. Each component of a Web application concern to be effectively rendered and show a similar 

content, regardless of showing same content differently.Even if a few systems and appraisers have been proposed to distinguish 

XBIs, they can't guarantee a similar execution when the application keeps running crosswise over various programs as just 

express client movement is considered, and in this manner inclined to creating both false positives and false negatives. This 

exploration has the objective of explaining an approach for naturally recognizing Visual XBIs in Web applications by 

improvising the current picture examination and DOM investigation procedures and issues identified with these strategies. 

 

Index Terms—  Browser, Cross Browser Inconsistency, Reliability, Web application 

I .    INTRODUCTION 

 

The Highly interactive web applications that offer user 

experience and responsive desktop applications are 

becoming increasingly popular these days. Applications such 

as Gmail and Google Docs now have enjoyed wide adoption 

and fulfilled all aspects of human activities. Unlike 

traditional web applications that perform the majority of 

their computation on the server, modern web applications 

have heavy client-side behavior  footprints that need to be 

interpreted and executed in the browser. Users of such 

applications might use any web browser to access them, and 

the application is expected to behave consistently across 

these different environments. Web applications are expected 

to behave consistently across all of the popular browsers and 

platforms. However, it is well known that different web 

browsers render web content somewhat differently[1]. These 

inconsistencies lead to what we call cross-browser 

incompatibilities (XBIs) -differences in the way a web page 

looks and behaves indifferent environments[2]. Because of 

the increasing importance of XBIs, a number of algorithms 

and tools have been developed to address them. There are 

over 30 tools and services for cross-browser testing currently 

in the market.  

Some of these are 

1) CrossBrowserTesting- Cross Browser Testing 

instrument supports numerous OS and Browser 

Configurations for Cross Browser Compatibility Testing. 

This is an ideal instrument for cross program web testing 

tool which underpins Ajax, JavaScript and Flash. It likewise 

supports automated screen-shot tool to see web 

composition's crosswise over various programs. 

Supported Browsers: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, 

Apple Safari, Google Chrome, Opera, Netscape and many 

more… 

2) Spoon Browser Sandbox- It supports almost all web 

browsers and mobile browsers. It also supports the 

backwards compatibility. It won’t take you to install web 

browsers on your machine, You have to only click on RUN 

to download these browsers from Microsoft and install onto 

your Spoon.net account. 

Spoon Browser Sandbox also supports the multiple plug-ins 

like IE Developer Toolbar; Firebug, ActiveX controls, Java 

applets, CSS and Javascript debugging consoles etc. 

Supported Browsers: 

 Mozilla Firefox versions: Firefox 11, Firefox 12, 

Firefox 13, Firefox 14+ 

 Internet Explorer versions: IE6, IE7, IE8+ 

 Google Chrome versions: Chrome17+ 

 Opera versions: Opera 9+. 
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3) Browsershots- Browsershots is free open-source cross 

program testing device which is utilized to test the online 

web applications. This is free program similarity testing 

instrument and enables you to take screenshots of your page 

on various program and working frameworks mix. Along 

these lines, it is most broadly utilized device. It causes 

designer to get thought of how application will look like in 

different programs. 

 

Supported Browsers: Chrome, Firefox, Navigator, 

Netscape, Opera, Safari, SeaMonkey, Avant etc. 

4)Adobe Browser Lab -Adobe Browser Lab is one of the 

best online service used for Cross- Browser testing tool. It is 

basically Preview-Compare-Display the web site content. 

Here you can compare the screen shots of web pages in 

different web browsers simultaneously. Using this tool you 

can optimize the website efficiently. 

 One drawback of using this tool it not supports the Linux 

and other web browsers. 

It allows you to choose the OS browser combination first and 

then you have to enter URL to check how it looks likes. For 

a free tool, the interface and current features are useful for 

daily use. It supports the zoom feature as well. 

Supported Browsers: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, 

Apple Safari, Google Chrome 

5)IE Tester- IE tester is one of the best compared to other 

choices which enable you to test your website page on 

various Internet Explorer versions in the same time. IE 

Tester program similarity tool is a free web application 

utilized when engineer need to simply supports just Internet 

Explorer program. This supports different versions of IE on 

various os like Windows 7, Vista and XP. 

Supported Browsers: IE10 preview, IE9, IE8, IE7 IE 6 

and IE5.5 

Supported Operating System: Windows 7, Vista and XP 

Although existing tools and techniques provided 

encouraging results, they still suffer from several drawbacks. 

Firstly, crawling technique only considers user activities, 

while ignoring other sources of non-determinism (e.g., timer 

, Ajax event) inside the browser. Therefore, it cannot assure 

the same execution when the application is crawled across 

different browser environments. For example, a click event 

may be triggered before a timing event in one browser, but 

be fired after the timing event in another browser. Secondly, 

existing works cannot isolate the impact from the server, and 

the resulting pages may have some differences when the 

same request is made multiple times from different browsers. 

For instance, submit a post request repeatedly may receive 

different responses from the server. Such limitations will 

result in extracting many problematic page data, and thus 

make existing techniques prone to generating some false 

positives or false negatives. XBIs are thus a serious concern 

for companies, which rely on such applications for business 

or for creating their public brand image. The current practice 

in industry is to identify XBIs through manual inspection of 

the web application screens across all the different browsers. 

Such testing is not only human intensive, but also error-

prone. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

 

(I) Cross-platform Inconsistencies 

 

An important problem in this domain is to identify 

inconsistencies arising due to the difference in the 

application’s behavior when it is run on two different 

platforms. In the case of web applications, these 

inconsistencies can be observed when the web application is 

accessed on different web browsers. It results in Cross-

Browser Incompatibilities (XBIs) which are discrepancies in 

a web application’s appearance, functionality, or both, when 

the application is run on two different web browser 

environments[3].  

 

According to the work, XBIs can be summarized as three 

main types: Behavior, Structure and Content 

 

 Behavior XBI:This XBI indicates the difference in 

the behavior in same element of a web page in 

different browsers 

Example for such XBI is if a button performing 

some action like submitting or proceeding to next 

page but the same button performs different action 

when run on any another browser. 

 Structure XBI: Such XBIs affect the structure, or 

layout, of individual web pages. The web page 

structure is essentially a particular arrangement of 

elements, which in case of structural XBIs is 

erroneous in a particular browser. This XBI’s refers 

to the difference in the layout of the page. For 

example, two buttons in the pages are arranged 

horizontally (left to right) in one browser, but 

vertically in another browser. 

 Content XBI:This kind of XBI is observed in the 

content of individual components on a web page. 

Such differences can occur, where the visual 

appearance of a web page element, or the textual 

value of an element, are different across two 

browsers. These can be further classified as visual-

content and text-content XBIs. It refers to the 
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difference in the content of individual components 

of the web page. It can be further classified as text-

content XBI and visual content XBI. The former 

involves the difference in the text value of an 

element, whereas the latter refers to the difference 

in the visual aspect of a single element (e.g., page 

title has shadow in Firefox and no shadow in 

Internet Explorer). 

 

The XPERT tool was designed to identify the three 

main type of inconsistencies. It takes an input then 

compare it to different browsers and identifies 

which type of inconsistencies are there. Mainly 

XPERT focuses on text content XBI to identify 

visual inconsistencies they used OpenCV toolkit. 

In this paper we will focus on visual inconsistencies 

and will learn to detect the visual inconsistencies.  

 

Example of Structured XBIs 

 

An example of such a problem is shown in Figure 1, 

which shows a section from the results page of 

DAVV website, 

http://www.dauniv.ac.in/UploadedResult.php, on 

two web browsers, i.e., Google chrome and Internet 

Explorer. 

 

 
 

a) Rendering on Google Chrome Browser 

 

 

 

 
 

 

b) Rendering on Internet Explorer Browser 

Fig.:-1 Example of Structured XBIs 

 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

A top notch website composition intends to offer an 

indistinguishable appearance to the site saw from any web 

program. Thus, a great quality website must be visible with 

its complete functionality on any web program[4]. As each 

site page is comprised of a scope of segments with its own 

particular uniqueness and it influences the execution of a  

website page in various settings. Like different parameters of 

execution evaluation the program similarity part of site is 

additionally influenced by various segments of a site page 

either specifically or in a roundabout way. Likewise, unique 

innovations deliver the similarity issue. Subsequently, for the 

time of the plan phase of the sites these must be tried 

fastidiously for its similarity at various perusing 

situations[5]. 

 

The cross browser incompatibilities arise due to various 

reasons as below–  

 Different browsers 

 Different browser versions 

 Different Screen size and resolutions                                                

 Different font size 

 Due to HTML error 

 Browser Bugs 

 CSS responsiveness 

 JavaScript support in different browser 

 

Cross-browser inconsistencies (XBIs) are a serious  

problem for web developers and accounts for a great 

amount of time consumption in testing and XBI fixes[6]. 
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Based on the literature survey, below problems can be 

inferred that are relevant to the web browser platform 

testing and maintenance – 

a. Automated identification of inconsistencies in an 

application's behavior across multiple platforms. 

b. Detecting features that are present in the application 

on one platform, but missing on another platform 

version of the same application.  

 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

Description 

To identify cross browser inconsistencies, we propose a 

model to detect visual XBI. Figure 1 depicts an overview 

of the proposed XBI detection technique that takes the 

input as URL of the home page of the web application 

under test, URL and two browsers considered for the 

testing, Browser1 and Browser2. It produces output as 

difference in two images. Our proposed model compares 

images from crawler generated graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Browser1                                               Browser2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.:-2 – Model to Detect Visual Inconsistency          

using web crawler 

1. Web Crawler - A web crawler will be an robotized 

program, or script, which methodically filters 

alternately “crawls” through web pages should 

produce an list of the information it is set with search 

for[7]. This methodology will be known as Similar 

as Web slithering or Spidering. We recommended to 

Use a web crawler An web crawler known as 

“WebSPHINX (Website-Specific Processors to html 

data extraction)” composed for java. It slither 

distinctive sites and produces chart to that. It may be 

open sourball web crawler What's more source book 

may be accessible during websphinx. Zip. 

2. Comparator - This module performs visual 

Investigation of relating components with recognize 

visual content XBIs. For identifying image-content 

XBIs, it compares screen pictures of the relating 

components on the web page. The structure of the 

page concentrated Eventually Tom's perusing the 

crawler will be broke down Toward the design 

examination part will make arrangement graphs, 

which speak to the relative arrangement of web page 

components. Correlation could be whichever match 

insightful the place two qualities starting with chart 

would compared or it might a chance to be 3 manner 

correlations the place three qualities concentrated 

starting with chart need aid compared. 

3. Report Generator - This module generates a report 

written in HTML tabulates the set of detected XBIs. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.:-3 – Crawler graph generated for DAVV site using 

WebSphinx web crawler 

 

V. EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND RESULTS 

 

It has been observed that, when a web application is 

executed on multiple browser then expected outcome of our 

URL URL 

Web Crawler 

Image 1 Image 2 

Comparator 

Report generator 

Result   

Result 
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proposed model is to identify three main types of 

inconsistencies,if exists. This proposed model also generates 

report of visual inconsistencies.The main motive of this 

model is to detect the visual inconsistencies which occur in 

the form of difference in image. This model takes two same 

images which run on two different browsers. The image is 

fetched by crawler generated graph then the tool will 

compare the images and the report will then be generated. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Because Visual inconsistencies is also a major            

concern the idea of this paper will lead the developers to 

think once about the visual inconsistencies that usually occur 

in various browsers. 

When the developers will design any update of any 

browser,they will make sure that the visual incosistencs 

should be removed from their updates. 
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Abstract— In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), many factors, for instance, mutual interference of wireless connections, 
battlefield applications and nodes presented to the   environment without top physical safety, effects in the sensor nodes being 
extra powerless in against to the attacked a compromised. For tackling the issues security, an effective appropriated trust 
model is proposed. They faces some issues, first is system was not focus on other trust metrics Trust is evaluated by the two 
ways direct and indirect trust on the basis of recommendation from third party. The third issue is offering the trust assessment 
on-neighbour nodes become very essential. Fourth, trust relationship between sensor nodes frequently modified in wireless 
sensor networks because of the dynamic topology. For solving all these issues proposed the efficient distributed trust model for 
wireless sensor networks. This system can estimate dependability of sensor nodes more accurately and prevent the security 
breaches more considerably. Also for sending the data from subject node to object there are number of paths are generated, in 
this system we used Dijkastra algorithm for finding the shortest path. Also for the existing system faces the problem of 
security against the different attacks on network. For security purpose we used  ECC algorithm. Experimental result shows that 
energy consumption for proposed system and existing system. 

 

Keyword- Trust management, Security in wireless sensor networks, direct trust, indirect trust, Shortest path calculation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Network security is a non specific name for the accumulation 

of devices intended to ensure data and to thwart 

programmers. Network security establishes to ensure 

information during their transmission. Internet security 

establishes to ensure information their transmission over an 

collection of interconnected systems. Security attack is any 

activity that bargains the security of data possessed by an 

association. Security system is a procedure that is intended to 

recognize or recover from a security attack. Security services 

are a processing or correspondence benefit that improves the 

security of the information handling frameworks and the data 

transfers of an association. Threat is a potential for security, 

which exists when there is a situation, ability, activity, or 

event that could breach security and cause harm. That is, a 

risk is a conceivable threat that may exploit helplessness. 

Attack is an danger on framework security that gets from a 

intelligent framework; that is, an intelligent demonstration 

that is a deliberate attempt to evade security benefits and 

violate the security approach of a framework.  Cryptography, 

verification, secrecy, and message integrity these  security 

technique are used to avoid avoid security problems. For 

build secure connection, have a all communicating nodes are 

trusted. It is solved in our this system to demonstrate 

Efficient Distributed Trust Demonstrate (EDTM)[1]. In the 

proposed framework while calculating the trust focus on the 

same factors like: communication behaviour, other trust 

metrices like energy level which should be calculated 

dependability of sensor nodes. For tackling the previously 

mentioned issues, we propose an effective distributed trust 

demonstrate (EDTM).The proposed system   evaluate the 

trust connection between nodes. Also introduce Dijkstra 

algorithm for finding the shortest path to send the data from 

subject node to object node. Also we are focus on the 

security of data and network by using the ECC algorithm. 

 

We discussed some concepts of trust: 

 

1) Direct trust 

 

This trust can be calculated based on direct communication. 

That shows the trust relationship between two neighbour 

nodes. 

 

2) Recommendation trust 

 

As stated above, the recommendations from 

third party not always reliable . So we want efficient 
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mechanism to filter the recommendation information. Then 

the  recommendation trust is calculated based on filtered 

reliable recommendations. 

 

3) Indirect trust 

When a subject node cannot directly observe an object 

nodes communication behaviours, indirect trust can be 

established. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

In this section discuss the literature review in detail about the 

trust calculation on wireless sensor network. 

 

In paper [1] , author proposed a Efficient Distributed Trust 

Model (EDTM) for WSNs. Firstly,  sensor node obtain 

packets according to  the numbers. That time direct trust and 

recommendation trust are observed. Then other trust are 

considered at the time of assessing direct trust. Also, trust 

reliability and shared commonality are described to upgrade 

the precision of recommendation trust. 

 

H. S. Lim et. al. [2],  proposed the proficient methods for 

estimating the reliability of data items. This method uses the 

data attribution and furthermore their qualities in processing 

trust scores, that is, quantitative measures of dependability. 

For obtain the trust score, author proposed a cyclic technique 

which was shows the interdependency reliance property: the 

trust score influence the trust score of the sensor node which 

controlled the information. The trust score of data items are 

calculated from their significance comparability and 

attribution similarity. 

 

K. Govindan et. al. [3] signifies a detail summary on distinct 

trust computing techniques which are modified towards 

MANETs. Author outlines the overview and correlation of 

different methodologies. Moreover, author analyze distinct 

work done on trust flow including trust propagation, forecast 

and aggregation algorithm, the collusion of network 

dynamics on trust flow and the effect of trust on security. 

 

G. Han et. al. [4] proposed a cross layer improved 

geographic node disjoint multipath routing algorithm, which 

is, two phase geographic greedy forwarding plus. To 

improve the framework, these algorithms are designed based 

on the multiple layer communications. There are three steps 

of the introduced system: first one is the physical layer in 

which sensor nodes are generated for searching the energy 

from environment, which is called as node rechargeable 

operation. Each node can exchange its transmission power on 

the basis of its present energy level. Second is the sleep 

scheduling layer, in which a energy controlled a sleep 

scheduling scheme, duty cycle and energy consumption on 

the basis of associated neighbourhood is associated for 

permitting sensor nodes to have the enough time for recharge 

the energy which takes nodes present energy level as the 

parameter to progressively schedule nodes to be dynamic on 

the other hand asleep. Third is the routing layer, in which a 

forwarding node selects the following next hop node based 

on 2-hop neighbour data as opposed to 1- jump. 

 

K. Nordheimer et. al. [5] proposed a technique that 

interpreted trust as probability and can calculated 

neighborhood trust values on large network using a monte 

carlo simulation techniques. The assessment depending upon 

existing techniques of trust proclamation among the two 

users. This technique is at that point stretched out to the 

SimTrust evaluations that merge both the trust and doubt 

values. 

 

Viljanen et al [6] deal with the all kinds of techniques used to 

calculate the trust after research of ten years on trust 

evaluation of network in which they are guiding for effect on 

trust evaluation of the sensor nodes in wireless sensor 

networks. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE / SYSTEM 

OVERVIEW 

A. Proposed System overview  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  System Architecture 

Techniques used to implement this system:  

 Network Generation 

Initially, network is created with fixing the position of 

vertices/nodes. These nodes are connected with the edges. 

All nodes are initializing with equal amount of energy. Also 

subject node and object is selected. 

 

 Path Generation 

After creating the subject and object node, create every 

probable paths from subject node using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
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In this step each node creates its routing table. This table 

contains all path reached to object nodes. 

 

 Get Shortest Path 

Routing tables of all sensor nodes are collected at object 

node. This object node select the path with smallest distance 

receive data. 

 

 Trust value calculation 

There are two types of trust calculated of each node. In this 

system we are calculated indirect trust for each node in the 

shortest path. 

 

 Key generation and distribution 

Using key generation algorithm, key pair is generated for all 

sensor node and allocate to them. Every node will use this 

keys for encrypting data before forwarding it to next sensor 

node or object node. 

 

 Data Encryption and data sending 

The information sensed by sensor is encrypted before 

forwarding it, to sensor node. ECC algorithm is used for 

encryption and decryption of information at subject and 

object end respectively. After encryption data is send to 

object node with the shortest path successfully. 

 

B.   Mathematical Model 

System S is represented as 

S= {N, S, R, Sp, T, D} Process: 

1) Deploy nodes 

      N = {N1, N2, . . . . . ,Nn} 

      N is set of all deployed nodes. 

2) Select Subject Node and Object Node 

      S = {U, O} 

     Where, S is set of Subject Node and Object Node and 

     U = {U1, U2,....,Un} 

     Where, U is a set of all Subject Nodes and O = {O1, 

      O2,....,On} 

     Where, O is a set of all Object Nodes. 

3) R = range between subject node and object node. 

 

4) Select Shortest Path Sp = {Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, ....,Spn} 

     Where Sp is the set of all Shortest Path. 

5) Calculate Trust T= 

 
Communication Trust Tcom 

The Tcom is calculated on the basis of successful and 

unsuccessful packets. The formula for trust communication 

is as follows: 

                                 

 
where   

                     
 

Energy Trust Tene
 

The Tene is calculated as: 

      
Where Pene calculated based on the Ray Projection 

Model[9].      
Data Trust TData 

The trust value of the data is calculated as: 

 

 
                                     inftyf(x)dx 

Where, 

                    
x is the attribute value Vd of a data item, 

 

 are mean and variance of the data. 

Direct Trust  Tn-direct 

Direct trust value is calculated as: 

 
 

Where, 

wcom= Weighted value of the communication trust 

Tcom= Communication Trust 

wene= Weighted value of energy trust 

Tene=Energy trust 

wdata= Weighted value of energy data 

Tdata=Energy data 

 

Recommendation Reality Trel 

 

 
Where,Error! Reference source not found.Error! 

Reference source not found.    

                is the recommendation value of object node 

B reported by recommender Ci. 

 

  is the average value of all recommendations. 

Recommendation Familiarity Tfam 
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Where,  is the successful communication time 

between Ci and object B. 

 is the total successful communication time of 

the recommendation 

 is the regulatory factor of the communication times. 

 

Recommendation Trust  

 
Where, n is the number of recommender. 

Indirect Trust   

                      

 
 

6) Data Sending D = {D1,D2,D3, .....Dn} 

Where, D is a set of all data transmitted. 

 

C. Algorithm Used 

 

Algorithm of the proposed strategy works as: 

 

1) Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm: 

1) Generate a network graph as Graph G(V,E) where;V         

are vertices/nodes and E are edges. 

 

2) Select subject and object node. 

 

3) Generate all paths from subject to object node. 

 

4) Compare the node 

 

5) If node are same, send the data directly 

 

6) Else 

 

7) Compute shortest path from subject to object node by 

using Dijkstra Algorithm. 

 

8) Compute indirect trust for each node in the path. 

Technique for indirect trust calculation is discussed in 

mathematical section. 

 

9) Generate public/private keys and distributes to subject and 

object node. 

 

10) Encrypt the data with the private key. 

11) Send data to object node. 

In the above algorithm explains the steps of the proposed 

system. Initially generate the graph with G(V,E) in which V 

is as a Vetices/nodes and E as a edges. After select that 

subject and object node from which data is send, compare the 

node if node is same send data directly. If the node are not 

same, compute the shortest path from subject to object node 

by using Dijkstra algorithm. Compute the indirect trust for 

each node in the path. Encrypt data using ECC algorithm and 

send data to object node. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental Setup 

 Software Requirements: 

The system is built using Java framework jDK 1.8 on 

Windows platform. The Net beans IDE 8.2 is used as a 

development tool. Jung Simulation used for network 

creation. The system doesn't require any specific hardware to 

run; any standard machine is capable of running the 

application. 

 

B. Expected Result 

 

In this section discussed the experimental result of the 

proposed system. Table I depicts the comparison of existing 

and proposed system on the basis of energy consumption. 

Proposed is more efficient than existing system. Fig. 2 

demonstrates the comparison graph of energy consumption 

of proposed system and existing system. The energy spent of 

a node that transmits l-bits packet over distance d is: 

 

Where,  

and the energy consumption of receiving this message is: 

 

TABLE I 

ENERGY COMPARISON 

Systems Energy in Jules 
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Existing System 
23000 

Proposed System 10000 

 

Figure 2. Energy Consumption Graph 

    Fig. 3 shows that the existing system takes maximum time 

to forward the data from source to destination node that the 

proposed system. Table II shows the comparison of existing 

DBF and proposed system Dijkstar’s on the basis of time to 

forwarding data. Proposed is more efficient than existing 

system. 

TABLE II 

ENERGY COMPARISON 

Systems Times in MS 

Existing System 
77 

Proposed System 58 

 

Figure 3. Time Comparison Graph 

The graph in Fig. 4 shows that the proposed system having 

minimum amount of packet drops than the existing system, 

because the proposed system uses trust score calculation of 

all nodes. Only node with the highest trust is considered for 

further data transmission. Therefore, the probability of 

packet loss at trusted node will be reduced. Table III depicts 

the comparison of existing and proposed system on the basis 

of average packet drop. Proposed is more efficient than 

existing system. 

TABLE III 

AVERAGE PACKET DROP RATIO GRAPH 

COMPARISON 

Systems Packet Drop Ratio 

Existing System 
80 

Proposed System 60 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Average packet drop ratio graph comparison 

 

 

V. Conclusion AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In wireless sensor network evaluating the trust model for 
the malicious node has become significant topic for 
researchers. To build up the trusted network can utilize in 
distinct applications such as secure routing, secure data 
aggregation, and trusted key exchange. In this paper, a 
distributed and efficient trust model named EDTM was 
proposed. During the EDTM, the calculation of direct trust, 
recommendation trust and indirect trust are discussed. Also 
for finding the shortest path for sending the data from subject 
node to object node system used Dijkstra algorithm, from 
which data can send fast and securely. For the security 
purpose system used ECC algorithm. In experimental result 
system were discussed about the comparison among the 
energy consumption for proposed system and existing system. 

In future we are tackling the issue of how to select the 
proper value of the weight and the defined threshold which is 
still a challenging problem.In this section, the author(s) 
should also briefly discuss the limitations of the research and 
Future Scope for improvement. 
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Abstract- Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is an increasing and serious disease impacting public health worldwide. The 

symptoms of CKD are often appearing too late and many patients inevitably face pain and expensive medical treatments. The 

ultimate treatment is frequent dialysis or Kidney transplant. Early detection of disease through symptoms can prevent the 

disease progression by referral to appropriate health care services. Machine Learning (ML) techniques can help in identifying 

the potential risk by discovering knowledge from medical reports of patient. Thus helps in preventing the disease progression. 

Several models for detecting the risk of CKD, proposed in the literature are based on Data Mining (DM) techniques like 

classification, clustering and regression etc. These models are demonstrated using variety of languages like Python, Java and 

tools like Weka and RapidMiner.This research aims at developing a Cloud based Predictive Model to detect the possibilities of 

CKD and its progression in patients with some health issues like hypertension and diabetes.  

Keywords: Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD), Health Care, Microsoft Azure, Logistic Regression, Machine Learning, Predictive 

Model 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) poses a serious burden of 

disease worldwide with substantially increasing number of 

patients being diagnosed. A 2010 study of 2.8 UK adults 

reported a 5.9 % prevalence of CKD [1]. In India, more than 

10 million cases per year (India) are being reported [2], as 

per reports collected from various recognized hospitals. 

Figure 1 showing the Google search results for CKD [2]. 

Also, the cost related to CKD care is too high. So early 

detection and identification of patients with increased risk of 

developing CKD on the basis of symptoms can improve care 

by preventive measures to slow disease progression and 

timely initiation of nephrology care.  

 
Figure 1: Google Search Results for CKD 

 

Despite various innovations and inventions in health care 

worldwide, efforts to improve early detection of CKD often 
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remains less futile. Several academicians and researchers in 

health care division worldwide are working on the detection 

of CKD problem and trying to develop efficient models to 

predict and classify the CKD patient, so that the necessary 

care and preventive measures can be provided to patient. 

The challenge of detecting CKD risk is handled by DM 

techniques that are actually based on mathematics and 

machine learning algorithms. Several models have been 

developed to predict CKD onset, but most have not been 

validated outside the setting in which they were developed 

[3, 4]. We can say that, most of the models only classify the 

disease as „CKD‟ and „NOT-CKD‟. So, there is always a 

need for predictive tools for early medical diagnosis. 

 

In this research work, we propose and develop a cloud based 

predictive model to detect the possibilities of CKD and its 

progression in patients with some health issues like 

hypertension and diabetes. The models are trained and tested 

on the CKD data provided on UCI repository [12] and it is 

deployed on Microsoft Azure ML platform. The model is 

built with two famous algorithms: Two class Bayes Point 

and Logistic Regression (LR). Among two, Bayes Point 

algorithm performed well. The algorithm selection is based 

on results demonstrated in most of literature that presents the 

highest accuracy achieved using Naive Bayes (NB) 

algorithm. Also, in the proposed model Bayes Point 

Algorithm achieved highest prediction accuracy. The model 

can also be used to test and predict risk on any unknown 

data. The proposed model can help physicians to recognize 

patients‟ at risk and prescribe the preventive treatments and 

lifestyle changes. 

 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

discusses ML algorithms used in this work and review of 

most relevant and recent literature. Sections 3 explain the 

methodology and proposed model which is build and 

deployed over Microsoft Azure Cloud. The experimental 

setup, performance metrics and result discussion is presented 

in Section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the research paper. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

Two Class Bayes Point Machine [5, 6] 

It is a Bayesian approach to linear classification. It 

approximates the optimal Bayesian average of linear 

classifiers by choosing one "average" classifier known as the 

Bayes Point. It has several advantages; few of them are 

listed below: 

 

1. Bayesian classification model are not prone to over-fitting 

the training data.  

2. It does not require data to be normalized.  

3. Bayes Point Machine classification models are more 

robust and easier-to-use. 

Logistic Regression [7, 8] 

Logistic regression [7, 8] is a well recognized statistical 

technique that is used for modelling several DM problems. It 

is a supervised learning method; therefore, we must have to 

provide a dataset that already contains the class (outcomes) 

to train the model. 

 

The authors [9] synthesised systematic reviews of risk 

prediction models for CKD and externally validated few 

models for a 5-year scope of disease onset. Authors worked 

on ~234 k patients‟ data of UK. Seven relevant CKD risk 

prediction models were identified. All models distinguished 

well between patients developing CKD or not, with Receiver 

Operating Characteristic curve (ROC) around 0.90. But, it is 

concluded that most of the models were poorly calibrated 

and substantially over-predicting the risk. 

 

The authors [10] predicted CKD using two classification 

techniques: Naive Bayes and Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN). The experiment is conducted using Rapidminer tool 

over dataset containing 400 instances with 25 attributes 

including class. The dataset from UCI repository [12] is 

used. The results [10] revealed that Naive Bayes produced 

more accurate results than ANN. 

 

In study [11] CKD is diagnosed with Adaboost Ensemble 

Learning (EL) method. For diagnosis Decision tree based 

classifiers is used. The classifier performance is evaluated 

using several metrics including area under curve (AUC).The 

main observation of paper [3] is that Adaboost EL method 

provides better performance than individual classification. 

The dataset from UCI repository [12] is used. 

 

The authors [13], employs the fact of dimensionality 

reduction (feature selection) that improves computation 

performance of classifiers and produces classified models 

rapidly. Feature selection makes it popular in DM and ML 

techniques. In the work, authors employed few such 

methods followed by ML techniques to classify CKD. It is 

shown that feature selection techniques enables precise 

classification in least time. 

 

ML algorithms play important role in diagnosis of CKD. On 

the basis of quantitative and qualitative findings, the authors 

[14] revealed that the Random Forest (RF) classifier 

achieves the near-optimal performances on the identification 

of CKD. The RF based model can also be utilized for 

diagnosis of similar diseases. 

 

In the work [15] classification models have been built with 

various classification algorithms along with two attribute 

evaluator methods to predict and classify the CKD and non 

CKD patients. These models have applied on dataset 

available at UCI repository [12].The models have shown 
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better classification performance on attribute reduced dataset 

than the original dataset. The Models are built using NB, 

SMO and IBK classifiers achieved classification results 

95%, 97.75% and 95.75% respectively. 

 

3. Proposed Work 

The proposed Cloud based Predictive model is shown in 

Figure 2. The model is built and tested over Microsoft Azure 

ML Workspace [16], the real cloud environment for ML 

tasks. Finally the model is deployed as web service for 

testing with unclassified data. The methodological steps that 

are followed to implement proposed work are mentioned 

here: 

1. Create New Resource within Microsoft Azure Machine 

Learning Analytics solution. 

2. Import/Upload the dataset.  

3. Pre-process the dataset. This step involves conversion of 

attributes to suitable types, i.e. nominal, binary and numeric 

etc. to apply different algorithms. The pre-process step also 

involves dealing with missing values. Here “Missing value 

Scrubber” is used. 

4. Randomly split and partition the data into training and test 

set. Here we used only 40% of data as training set to build 

the model.  

5. Apply Machine Learning Algorithm to Train the model. 

We applied two algorithms. 

6. Now Score the Model (Classifier) with standard metrics.  

7. Run the experiment. 

8. Evaluate the model using „Evaluate Model‟ module. 

9. Now build Predictive application. 

10. Deploy the project as Web Service. 

 
Figure 2: Proposed Predictive Model for Detection of 

CKD risk 

The project is finally viewed as a GUI based application as 

shown in Figure 3. To test the application, provide the 

values to appropriate boxes and click on write button to see 

the results. 

 
Figure 3: Snapshot of GUI 

 

4. Experimental Setup and Result Analysis 

 

To implement the proposed work Azure ML workspace [16] 

is used. Azure ML workspace provides ML studio, a 

graphical tool that is used to implement DM / KDD process 

from beginning to end. It includes: a set of data pre-

processing modules; a set of ML algorithms; An Azure ML 

API to access model deployed on Azure. ML Studio allows a 

user to import datasets, data pre-processing methods, ML 

algorithms and more onto its design interface.  

For experimentation purpose CKD dataset from UCI ML 

repository [12] is used. The dataset includes 400 instances 

with 24 attributes and a class attribute. The description of 

dataset is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Dataset Description 

Description Details 

Dataset 

Name 

Chronic 

Kidney 

Disease 

(CKD) 

Source 

UCI Machine 

Learning 

Repository 

No. of 

Instances 
400 

No. Of 

attributes 
24 
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Classes {Ckd, Notckd} 

Class 

Distribution 

Ckd 250 

Notckd 150 

Missing 

Values 
Yes 

 

Two algorithms that are chosen to build the model are 

discussed in section 2 of this paper. 

 

5. Result Analysis and Discussion 

 

5.1 Evaluation Parameter 

Prediction Accuracy (M): Accuracy of a Model M is 

referred as the percentage of test set instances that are 

correctly classified by the model M. 

Confusion Matrix: Given m classes, CMi, j, an entry in a 

confusion matrix, indicates of tuples in class i that are 

labelled by the classifier as class j 

 C1 C2 

C1 True Positive False Negative 

C2 False Positive True Negative 

 

Precision: It is also called positive predictive value. It 

calculates the fraction of positively classified instances that 

are relevant from among the retrieved instances. 

 

5.2 Results and Analysis 

Among both the models Bayes algorithm is performing well 

as shown in Table 2. The Bayes method is robust and does 

not over-fit the training data. Also, it scales well as it is 

available on Cloud platform. 

 

Table 2: Results: Prediction Accuracy and Precision 

Models Prediction  

Accuracy 

Precision 

Bayes Point Machine 97.1 0.947 

Logistic Regression 94.9 0.911 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

The proposed Risk Prediction model can be extended as 

clinical screening toolkit for early prediction of CKD to 

check the progression of disease for following proper 

preventive measures. Several classification and prediction 

models have been proposed to check CKD onset, but either 

they are not utilized well or performs over-prediction. Also, 

the number of issues arises while dealing with huge amount 

of data; few of them are scaling and reliable analysis of data. 

The ML algorithms do not scale well on single system, 

whereas cloud platforms provide scope to scale the 

algorithms on big data also. This work demonstrates the 

CKD risk prediction in people. The proposed work will 

definitely provide significant insight into risk prediction for 

other diseases also. The model can be further tested for more 

parameters and extended for batch prediction by supplying 

huge dataset. 
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Abstract— Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a set of wireless devices that can move around freely and cooperate with 

each other in relaying packets without the support of any fixed infrastructure or centralized administration. The absence of any 

central administration or base station in the MANET makes the routing between nodes more complex compared to wireless 

networks.  Since MANETs are useful in disaster and military operations, the need for the group communication is vital. Most 

of the routing protocols proposed for ad hoc networks assume a trusted, non-adversial environment and do not take security 

issues into account in their design. But in real time a MANET is vulnerable to attacks than a wired or infrastructure wireless 

network. This thesis investigates the security of Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR), a well known routing protocol 

in MANET by identifying the impact of malicious nodes called Gray Holes on it. Thus, a security extension to address the gray 

hole attack in OLSR routing has been proposed and the solution is achieved in a simulation environment using NS-2 simulator. 

 

Keywords—MANET, infrastructureless network,  OLSR,  gray holes 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Ad hoc networks are a new paradigm of wireless 

communication for mobile hosts. Mobile Ad hoc Network 

(MANET) compromises of a set of wireless devices that can 

move around freely and cooperate with each other in relaying 

packets without the support of any fixed infrastructure or 

centralized administration. Hence they are known as 

infrastructure less networks. The mobile nodes operate with 

the help of battery power and they communicate with each 

other through antennas (transceiver – a transmitter and 

receiver) and the radio waves acts as the medium of 

communication.  

The infrastructure less topology and dynamic reconfigurable 

nature of MANET makes it more difficult in finding the 

routes and providing security for data transmission. Here the 

routing and resource management are done in distributed 

manner in which all the nodes coordinate among them to 

enable communication. This requires each node to be more 

intelligent so that it can function both as a network host for 

transmitting and receiving data and network router routing 

packets from other nodes. Hence the mobile nodes in Ad hoc 

networks are more complex than their counterparts in 

wireless networks [1].  

II. OBJECTIVE   

The main objective is to evaluate the impact of gray holes 

present in a MANET by detecting the gray holes and 

providing a countermeasure for the data packets that are 

selectively dropped by the gray holes, using OLSR as the 

routing protocol. 

III. OPTIMIZED LINK STATE ROUTING PROTOCOL 

(OLSR) 

The Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) is a 

proactive link state routing protocol. Due to its proactive 

nature, it has an advantage of having the routes immediately 

available when needed. In pure link state protocol, all the 

links with neighbor nodes are declared and are flooded in the 

entire network. OLSR protocol is an optimization of a pure 

link state protocol for MANETS [2].  

In OLSR routing protocol, there are two types of control 

packets used: Hello packets and Topology Control packets 

(TC). Hello packets are used to build the neighborhood of a 

node and to discover the nodes that are within the environs of 

the node. And this also used to compute the multi-hop relays 

of a node. The OLSR protocol uses the periodic broadcast of 

hello packets to establish the connection [3]. 

The Hello messages are received by all one-hop neighbors, 

but the Hello messages are not forwarded to other nodes by 

the received node. This hello message broadcasting will 

happen for every fixed interval; this is known as Hello 

interval. This allows the nodes to discover its two-hop 

neighbors since the node can passively listen to the 
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transmission of its one-hop neighbor. The status of these 

links with the other nodes in its neighborhood can be 

asymmetric, symmetric or Multi Point Relay (MPR). 

The main advantage of using OLSR is it does not require that 

the link reliable for the control messages. The messages will 

be sent periodically and the delivery does not have to be 

sequential. The OLSR is easy to integrate with existing 

operating systems and it only interacts with the host routing 

table. This is more suitable for the application, which needs 

fast data transmission of the data packets with low delay [3]. 

The main process of OLSR is as follows. 

 Neighbor sensing 

 MPR (Multi Point Relay) selection 

 MPR information declaration 

 Route table calculation. 

The main drawback of OLSR is it needs more time to 

rediscover a broken link. And it also needs more processing 

power at the time alternate route discovery. With the security 

constraint, in OLSR all the control messages are needed to be 

secured and also the host and gateways should be statically 

configured in order to advertise the routes to the valid 

addresses [3]. 

IV. GRAY HOLES 

Gray holes are malicious nodes present in the network. These 

nodes are a refined version of black holes. In black hole 

attack the malicious node discards all the packets completely 

and does not forward any packet [4]. Whereas, in gray hole 

attack, the malicious node discards only selected packets and 

forwards other packets. This makes the detection of 

malicious node difficult.    Since these nodes do not drop all 

packets and forward selective packets, this attack is also 

known as selective forwarding attack [5]. 

V. DETECTION OF GRAY HOLES  

In order to demonstrate the impact of gray hole nodes, their 

presence is detected using Two Hop Acknowledgement 

(THA) method [1]. The working of THA is given below. 

 First, node A send packet to node C through node B. 

 Then node A request hop-table from node C to 

verify recently sent packet was updated or not. 

 To detect the gray hole node, the reply for the above 

request doesn’t come within the TTL (or) Time 

stamp then the node B can identified as a gray hole 

node. 

A. Algorithm for Two Hop Acknowledgement 

Notations: 

SN: Source Node 

IN: Intermediate Node 

DN: Destination Node 

NHN: Next hop Node 

THA: Two hop acknowledgement 

FRq: Further Request 

FRp: Further Replay 

DRI: Data routing information 

ID: Identity of the node 

 

1. SN broadcast RREQ 

2. SN receiver RREP 

3 if (RREP is from DN or a Reliable Node){ 

4. Route data packet (Secure Route) 

5. else { 

6. Send FRQ and ID of IN to NHN 

7. Receive FRp, NHN of current NHN, DRI 

entry 

8. for NHN’s next hop, DRI entry for current IN 

9. If (NHN is a reliable Node) 

10. Check IN for gray hole Node using THA 

11. if (IN is not a gray hole Node) 

12. data packet(secure Route) 

13. else { 

14. insecure rote 

15. IN is a gray hole node 

16. do 

17. Secure message transmission ( ) 

18. do 

19. current IN =NHN 

20. } 

21. } 

B. Algorithm Description 

If the source node broadcasts the RREQs Packet,it is passed 

on all the routes from that source node and after the 

destination node receiving the RREQs then forward the 

RREPs using the reverse route .if the RREPs comes  from the 

reliable intermediate node then send the data packets else ask 

for further Request and if the node is detected to be a gray 

hole node by the two hop acknowledgement method (i.e.if 

the data routing information is not updated) then to provide 

solution to the attack perform secure massage transmission. 

In Case of Secure message transmission, the data packets are 

transmitted with the redundancy bits and if the node behaves 

gray hole then the original packets can be relayed depending 

on the redundancy ratio(n out of m packets).if the node is not 

the gray hole node then forward the packets directly. When 

the node gets attacked the packet delivery gets decreased and 

control overhead increases. 

VI. COUNTERMEASURE FOR GRAY HOLE ATTACK 

The data packets that have been selectively dropped by the 

gray hole nodes are recovered successfully at the receiver 

side by using redundancy bit mechanism. In this mechanism, 

first the message along with the redundancy bit is sent to the 

receiver, where the redundancy bit are divided into number 

of pieces , so that even a partial reception can lead to the 

successful reconstruction of the message at the receiver. In 
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principle, the encoding (and dispersion) allows the 

reconstruction of the original message with successful 

reception of any M out of N transmitted pieces (Figure 1). 

The ratio r=N/M is termed as redundancy factor. 

 

 

Figure 1. Redundancy Bit Mechanism 

VII. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The detection of gray holes and the solution to recover the 

data loss caused by these nodes are implemented using NS-2 

simulator, a scalable simulation environment for large scale 

wireless communication networks. In this simulation, 

networks with 50 mobile nodes are taken. In order to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed solution, three 

different scenarios namely, network with gray hole attack, 

network without attack and network with solution for gray 

hole attack are taken under consideration. All the three 

scenarios namely are placed in 1000X1000 terrain. Each 

source transmits a maximum of 100 packets (512 bytes each) 

at various times during the simulation. 

 

To evaluate the performance of the network at various 

scenarios, the following metrics are used. 

A. Packet Delivery Ratio 

Packet delivery ratio is defined as the data packets delivered 

divided by the data packets expected to be delivered [1].  

B. Control Overhead 

Control overhead is defined as control packets transmitted 

divided by the data packets delivered [1]. 

C. Total Overhead 

Total overhead is defined as packets transmitted (control 

packets +data packets) divided by the data packets delivered 

[1]. 

  

Simulation Parameters are shown in the following table. 

 
Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION 

NO. OF MOBILE 

NODES 

50 Simulation node 

TYPE OF CHANNEL Wireless Channel type 

TYPE OF 

PROPAGATION 

Two Ray Ground Radio-

propagation 

model 

TYPE OF NETWORK 

INTERFACE 

Phy/WirelessPhy Network 

interface type 

 

TYPE OF 

INTERFACE QUEUE 

Queue/DropTail/Pri

Queue 

Interface queue 

TYPE OF ANTENNA Antenna/OmniAnte

nna 

Antenna model 

TYPE OF 

PROTOCOL 

OLSR Optimized Link 

State Routing 

protocol 

SIMULATION TIME 50m Maximum 

simulation time 

PACKET SIZE 512bytes Data packet size 

TERRAIN 

DIMENSIONS 

1000m 

1000m 

x- dimension of 

motion 

y- dimension of 

motion 

 

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF GRAY HOLE 

ATTACK 

A. Packet Delivery Ratio 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between Packet delivery ratio 

and number of nodes for three scenarios namely without 

attack, with attack and with solution. From the figure, it is 

clear that packet delivery ratio decreases when there is attack 

but increases when the solution is provided to the range of 

packet delivery ratio without attack. 
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Figure 2. Packet Delivery Ratio for Gray hole Attack 

B. Control Overhead 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between Control Overhead 

and number of nodes for three scenarios namely without 

attack, with attack and with solution. From the figure, it is 

clear that Control Overhead increases when there is attack 

but decreases when the solution is provided to the range of 

control overhead without attack. 

 

 
Figure 3. Control Overhead for Gray hole Attack 

C. Total Overhead 

Figure 4 shows the comparison between total Overhead and 

number of multicast group for three scenarios namely 

without attack, with attack and with solution. From the 

figure, it is clear that total overhead increases when there is 

attack but decreases when the solution is provided to the 

range of Total Overhead ratio without attack. 

 

 
Figure 4. Total Overhead for Gray hole Attack 

IX. CONCLUSION  

The performance of a Mobile Ad hoc Networks  under attack 

depends heavily on many factors such as the number of 

senders, the number of receivers, the number of attackers as 

well as their positions. Here thorough description of OSLR 

protocol and how the protocol can be made more secure by 

providing a solution on the gray hole attack is provided. The 

various scenarios during which a node may selectively drop 

packets are analyzed.  
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Abstract— Cloud Computing is taking popularity day by day in a various organization as it provides giant and scalable space 

for public and private use.  Cloud computing is now widely used by many of the organization as a service. With the increase in 

the usage of the cloud, there also increases the concerns of cloud security. Somehow many organizations are hesitating to keep 

their data in the cloud due to security concerns. This paper understands various security issues related to cloud and resolves the 

data security issues, based on our proposed framework. Proposed framework is based on securing the various types of data like 

text, image and videos by applying Encryption Algorithms which reduces the various security issues and loopholes and thus 

making it more secure. It prevents the data from unauthorized access and also maintains the CIA (Confindentiality , Integrity, 

Availability). The paper proves to be providing the security in least time. 
 

Keywords— Cloud Computing, Data Security, CSP(Cloud Service Provider), AES(Advanced Encryption Standard),Data theft, Breach level 

index,DoS,DDos,CIA(Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The term cloud refers to a large area that has the capability to 

store a lot of data, create a backup of your important files 

that helps users to manage their space locally as well as 

remotely [1,2]. Users can store and access data by using 

internet from any place via Mobiles, Tablets, Laptops, PC’s 

etc. According to a Forbes’ report published in 2015, cloud-

based security spending is expected to increase by 42%. 

Nowadays there are many organizations that are moving 

towards the cloud storage. It is gaining popularity day by day 

due to a wide range of use in today’s era of computation. 

Cloud storage also provides store huge amount of data that 

are secured, confidential and integral. Cloud provides 

Software as a service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a service 

(IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) which help individuals to 

choose amongst any of the above services according to their 

requirement.[15] Storage as a Service provides by OneDrive, 

Dropbox, Amazon S3, Google Drive etc. that allow the user 

to store their own private data in their Cloud space [3]. 

60% of IT Market Growth Is Being Driven by the Cloud. 

According to Wikibon’s report, cloud spending is growing at 

a 16% Compound annual growth (CAGR) run rate between 

2016 and 2026. According to another survey by Forbes, 

expenditure on the Cloud Computing is growing at 4.5 times 

the rate IT expenditure since 2009 and is expected to grow at 

through 2020. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) adoption is 

predicted to be the fastest-growing sector of cloud platforms 

according to KPMG, growing from 32% in 2017 to 56% 

adoption in 2020. 

 

Nowadays data is usually referred to as the money. [14]With 

the increase in the usage of the cloud, there also raises a 

major concern regarding the security of data stored on the 

cloud because there are the chances that some data may get 

leaked and privacy may get compromised. Data on the cloud 

need to be secure, reliable and available when needed.  

 

Some of the major issues of cloud security include: 

1. DoS Attack: When data is made unavailable. 

2. DDoS: Distributed Denial of Service 

3. Malicious Insiders: Employee of an organization 

make use of his/her privileged position and may get 

compromised. 

This paper overcomes the security issues of cloud data that 

helps users to feel secure while storing their private data in 

the cloud and also prevents it from unauthorized access.  

This paper comprises of 5 sections. The section 1 is 

Introduction. The section 2 includes the literature review and 

the survey we performed to know the existing solutions to 

cloud data security. The section 3 is all about our proposed 
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framework. Section 4 is the conclusion and future scope. The 

section 5 includes the references. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

M. Rajasekhar Reddy, Akilandeswari R, S. Priyadarshini, B. 

Karthikeyan, E.Ponmani et al. prevent the cloud from the 

attacks and intruders by using the combination of RSA and 

Diffie Hellman Key Exchange but in this MITM(Man In The 

Middle attack) can be performed also decryption time for the 

RSA is very long. This paper only provide the security of 

text data and assumes that data is safe from insiders [4].  

Akanksha Bansal , Arun Agrawal  et al. in their proposed 

framework do not encrypt the whole file they just encrypt 

few bits and used the ECC algorithm to provide more 

security. Their system is efficient in such a way that it uses 

less CPU power and execution time [5]. Dr. P. Raviraj, 

Angeline Lydia, Dr. M.Y. Sanavullah et al. split the data 

recursively until all pixel doesn’t get the same value if all 

pixel haven’t the same value it will split an image until 

image split in 1 pixel [6].Ajay Kulkarni, Saurabh Kulkarni, 

Ketki Haridas, Aniket More et al. the proposed approach of 

authors are too much time taking to process a video data [7]. 

Anju Bala, Dr. Aman Kumar Sharma et. al. describes the 

region splitting algorithm but there is no practical 

implementation of algorithm and encryption is also not 

used[11]. Yunchuan Sun, Junsheng Zhang, Yongplng Xlong, 

Guangyu Zhu et. al. describes the CIA (Confidentiality, 

Integrity, Availability) properties & privacy issues but they 

didn’t classify the data and treated all type of data is 

same[12]. S. Arul Oli and Dr. L. Arockiam et al. proposed a 

solution to obfuscate only the numerical data, to enhance 

security in public cloud storage. In the proposed technique, 

two keys are generated from the cloud for the confidentiality 

of numerical data and to enhance security in CS. This 

focusses only on the confidentiality of numerical data 

whereas other properties like integrity is not met.[13] 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The proposed framework consists of three section. First 

Section depicts about the identifying the various cloud 

security issues and what can be done to resolve that issue. 

The second section is all about our proposed solution to 

resolve Data Security issues and the third section is its 

implementation and finally  analysis and results that had 

been drawn from it. 

 

1. CLOUD SECURITY ISSUES AND COUNTERMEASURES 

According to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse report, data 

based on the amount of data lost, databases are the major 

source (64%) of data loss. Interest in the cloud is increasing 

day by day. IT Corporates are moving from the conventional 

method of storing data to Non-Conventional Method. 

Using the cloud as a Non-Conventional Method on the large 

scale had demanded to secure the cloud data and assessing its 

various security parameters in depth. 

 

Breach level index also reports that out of the 5.9 billion 

records that have been lost or stolen since 2013 only 4% 

consisted of encrypted data which is useless to any hacker. 

Here is a snapshot of issues and countermeasures of cloud 

data Security in figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     Figure 1: Cloud Security issues & their countermeasures 

 

 

A. DATA SECURITY ISSUES: 

Data at Rest & Data Theft are the major Data Security 

Issues and these can be resolved by our proposed 

solution given in table l. Encryption of data will be done 

using specific algorithm so in case if data is gathered, it 

is of no use to the attackers. This also ensures the 

Integrity of the data.  

 

B. CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES: 

 

We can use multilevel Authentication & Digital 

Signature for the purpose of maintaining confidentiality. 

Biometric Authentication can also be introduced. 

 

C. APPLICATION ISSUES: 

A malicious piece of code can be injected into cloud 

database by Hackers or Attackers. For avoiding this IDS 

(Intrusion Detection System) can be used. Database 

Firewall can be installed. Regular Monitoring and 

auditing of data can be done. 

 

D. PHYSICAL SECURITY ISSUES 

 

So far we are talking about the Security of the data at the      

browser end but what will happen if the Physical 

Security of Data is being compromised and someone 

physically acquires the machine, for this issue, we can 

use CCTV and Access log. 
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2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

 

 
          Figure 2: Proposed Solution for Different type of Data 

 

We are proposing an approach that store text data in the 

cloud by splitting and encrypting before storing in the cloud. 

The breaking of data prevents leakage of confidential 

information and encryption method guarantees security 

which ensures that the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) is also 

unable to access the user data. We are also proposing an 

approach for image and video data also where we split the 

image and video using the splitting algorithm and also 

encrypting, before storing it in the cloud. While splitting the 

data we are also ensuring that integrity of data will remain to 

maintain when we fetch it back from the cloud. 

 

The breaking of data (text & image) is done through the 

splitting algorithm that splits the data and the encryption is 

done [9] using the most secured algorithm called as AES 

(Advanced Encryption Standard). The text & image data can 

also be decrypted in the reverse order of both algorithms 

while we fetch it from the cloud. The image data will be split 

by the region splitting algorithm in which image is broken 

into a predefined number of horizontal regions after the 

original image being encrypted by the AES algorithm. For 

the decryption, the horizontal split images are merged and 

then decrypted in the reverse manner of the same algorithm. 

The video data is split by an API called as MP4Tool which 

split the large video clip into a number of smaller frames. 

These video frames are shuffled in a random order before  

being uploaded to the cloud storage [8]. 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.  Approaches used for Different Data 

 

Text Data 

Split the text and 

Encrypt before 

storing in the 

cloud. 

Split the text and 

encrypt it by using 

AES (Advanced 

Encryption Standard) 

and decrypt the text 

with the same 

algorithm in reverse 

order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image Data 

Encrypt& Split 

images before 

storing into the 

cloud. 

The selected image is 

encrypted by AES 

(Advanced 

Encryption Standard) 

algorithm & then 

split by region 

splitting algorithm. 

Decryption is done in 

reverse manner of 

algorithm after 

merging the split 

image. 

 

Video Data 

The video clip is 

split into a 

number of small 

video frames. 

These frames are 

then shuffled. 

The video is split into 

several small video 

frames by using 

MP4Tool application. 

These frames are then 

shuffled randomly. 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

3.1. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Level-0 DFD 
 

 

 
 

                  Figure 4.  Level-1 DFD   
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                       Figure 5.  Level-2 DFD 

3.2. SNAPSHOT OF THE DEVELOPED SOFTWARE FOR: 

I) TEXT DATA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                          

 

 
 

                      Figure 6. Software Window Before Encryption                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Figure 7.  Software Window After Encryption    
 

II) IMAGE  DATA 

            

 
                
        Figure 8.  Software Window for Image Data  
 

 
                                 Table 2. Image Before and After Encryption 

 

III)  VIDEO DATA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                          Figure 9.  Splitting & Shuffling of  Video frames 
 

 

 
 

IMAGE BEFORE  

ENCRYPTION 

IMAGE AFTER  

ENCRYPTION 
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3.3. ANALYSIS & RESULT 

            
   Table 3. Analysis between RSA and AES Algorithm  

 

Parameters RSA AES 

Encryption Slower Faster 

Decryption Slower Faster 

Power 

Consumption 

Low High 

Algorithm Symmetric Asymmetric 

Security Least Secured Excellent Secured 

Rounds 1 10/12/14 

Hardware & 

Software 

Implementation 

Not Efficient Faster 

Ciphering & 

Deciphering 

Algorithm 

Different Same 

 

It is clear that from Table 3,AES algorithm performs better 

than RSA algorithm and showing the improvement in 

Encryption, Decryption, Security, Rounds etc. The security 

of Video data is also improved by applying AES on it as 

well.  

 

                      IV.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In this paper, we identified security issues related to the data 

present in the cloud. We focused on the various techniques by 

which we can save our cloud data from attackers.We 

proposed a new approach to  secure various kinds of data like 

text, images, and videos. We use the most efficient algorithm 

i.e. AES algorithm having a large key size which is tough to 

recognize. AES takes the least time to encrypt and decrypt  

data either it is text or image, various other parameters have 

also been examined mentioned in Table 3.For the video data 

we have shuffled the video frames for its security. In future 

works we will enhance the security of Video data by applying 

AES on it as well. After this the main objective should be, to 

reduce the space occupied by the encrypted data. 
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Abstract— Handwritten document image segmentation is key step for OCR (Optical Character Recognition) System. It is an 

important step because inaccurately segmented text lines will cause errors in the recognition stage. The selection of 

segmentation algorithm being used is the essential factor in deciding the accuracy of the OCR system. Devnagari is the most 

popular script in India. Devnagari is the script for Sanskrit, Hindi, Marathi, Kashmiri, Sindhi, Bihari,  Bhili, Konkani, Bhojpuri 

and Nepali languages. It has vowels, consonants, vowel modifiers and compound characters, numerals. Optical Character 

Recognition for Devanagari is highly complex due to its rich set of conjuncts. The nature of handwriting makes the process of text 

line segmentation very challenging. Several techniques to segment handwriting text line have been proposed in the past. Our 

purpose is to provide a learning-based approach for segmentation of handwritten document images. This paper presents a 

quantitative comparison of three algorithms for page segmentation: Projection Profile, Run-length Smearing and Bounding 

Box along with some morphological operations like erosion, dilation etc. We have implemented these algorithms on our own 

dataset of handwritten documents. We have experimented and compare the accuracy and results of these methods. 

Keywords — OCR, Line and Word Segmentation, Projection Profile, Bounding Box, Run length Smearing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we compare previous work done on text line 

segmentation in handwritten documents. There are two types 

of segmentation bottom-up and top-down.  The bottom-up 

approach use the connected components based methods 

merge neighboring connected components using simple rules 

on the geometric relationship between neighboring blocks. 

Where as in the top-down algorithms projection based 

methods is used .which  is one of the most successful method 

for machine printed documents since the gap between two 

neighboring text lines in machine printed documents is 

typically significant, thus the text lines are easily separable. 

The projection based methods cannot be directly used in 

handwritten documents, unless gaps between lines are 

significant or handwritten lines are straight. 

In the segmentation is an image of handwritten document 

image is decomposed into sub images of lines, words and 

characters. It is one of the essential steps in an optical 

character recognition (OCR) system. It is an important 

step because inaccurately segmented text lines will cause 

errors in the recognition stage. It makes a major 

contribution to the error rate of the system. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

II explains the challenges in text line segmentation of 

handwritten documents. Section III describes some 

segmentation methods. Section IV provides the related work 

done in the area of handwritten document image 

segmentation.      Section V presents an extensive 

performance evaluation and quantitative comparison. Section 

VI will have the concluding remarks of the study we have 

done. 

II. CHALANES IN SEGMENTATION OF 

HANWRITTEN DOCUMENT 

 The variation in the handwriting of each person in 

handwritten documents makes the segmentation procedure 

a challenging task. There are many problems encountered 

in the segmentation procedure of handwritten documents 

due to skew angles between lines, overlapping words and 

adjacent text lines touching. The appearance of slant in the 

text line, punctuation marks and the non-uniform spacing of 

words are the major difficulties in word segmentation 

process. Freestyle and unconstrained handwriting text line 

segmentation is considered a complex and challenging task 

due to the following characteristics [1] 

Fluctuating lines or skew variability [2, 3]. Lines of text in 

general are not straight. The inter-line distance variability and 

inconsistent distance between the components may vary due 

to writer movement. It may be straight, straight by segments, 

mailto:smitabhopi@gmail.com
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or curved [1]. According to Okun [4], three types of skew 

exist in documents: 

 A Global skew: all the page blocks have the same orientation 

 multiple skew: unaligned paragraphs or slant is different in 

different blocks of the page such as the FLAUBERT's drafts 

[2] which contain several blocks of text arranged in a non 

linear way, and numerous editorial marks such as erasures 

and word insertion, and 

 non uniform text line skew or varying text line slope: slant is 

different along the same line of text, for example curvilinear 

text lines. 

 

Figure 1. a. Global Skew b. Multiple Skew                          

c. Non uniform text line Skew 

Line proximity i.e. Small gaps between neighboring text 

lines will cause touching or overlapping of ascenders or 

descenders. Text lines may be touching or overlapped, when 

upper-strokes and down-strokes of two consecutive lines are 

near or touching, or ascenders and descenders of adjacent 

lines interfere.[6] 

 

Figure. 2:a. Overlapping components separated (circle) b. touching 

component separated into two parts (rectangle) in Devnagari Script. 

Writing fragmentations ,Characters are made up of more 

than one connected component. This applies to Indian scripts 

such as Marathi , hindi, Telugu, Tamil, Bangla, and 

Malayalam and Arabic writing with massive presence of 

diacritical points. 

 

Figure 3 Writing Fragmentation 

III. Segmentation Methods 
 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into 

regions or categories, which correspond to different 

objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is 

allocated to one of a number of these categories. A good 

segmentation is typically one in which: 

 pixels in the same category have similar grayscale of 

multivariate values and form a connected region, 

 Neighboring pixels which are in different categories   

have dissimilar values. 

 

Segmentation algorithms are based on one of two basic 

proper-ties of intensity values discontinuity and similarity. 

There are three general approaches to segmentation, 

termed thresholding, edge-based methods and region-

based methods. 

 

A. In thresholding, pixels are allocated to categories 

according to the range of values in which a pixel lies. 

B. In edge-based segmentation, an edge filter is applied 

to the image, pixels are classified as edge or non-edge 

depending on the filter output, and pixels which are 

not separated by an edge are allocated to the same 

category 

C. In Region-based segmentation algorithms operate 

iteratively by grouping together pixels which are 

neighbors and have similar values and splitting groups 

of pixels which are dissimilar in value. 

 

IV. Related work 
 

Since 1960’s character segmentation and recognition 

is an active field of research. It is still an open problem in 

the field of pattern recognition and image processing. Text 

line segmentation can be roughly categorized as bottom-up 

or top-down.  

A top-down page segmentation technique known as 

the recursive X-Y cut decomposes a document image 

recursively into a set of rectangular blocks [8]. The 

connected component based methods merge neighboring 

connected components using a few simple rules on the 

geometric relationship between neighboring blocks. 

Connected component grouping [10] methods are sensitive 

to topological changes of the connected components, and it 

is not easy to derive script independent merging rules 

based on connected components.  
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Rodolfo P. dos Santos and  Gabriela S. Clemente 

propose an efficient algorithm to segment handwritten text 

lines[18]. The text line algorithm uses a morphological 

operator to obtain the features of the images. A sequence 

of histogram projection and recovery is proposed to obtain 

the line segmented region of the text. A horizontal  

histogram projection is performed which results in the text 

lines positions. A threshold is applied to divide the lines in 

different regions. To  eliminate false lines  another 

threshold is used 

Projection based methods  may be one of the most 

successful top-down algorithms for machine printed 

documents[7].The gap between two neighboring text line 

is typically significant, the projection of text lines is easily 

separable in the orthogonal direction. The gaps between 

two neighboring handwritten lines may not be equal or 

handwritten lines are not straight [14] these methods 

cannot be used directly in handwritten documents. Another 

disadvantage of the top-down approaches is that they 

cannot easily process complex non-Manhattan layouts. 

Arivazhagan, M. (2007) presented a piece-wise projection 

profile technique to segment a handwritten document into 

distinct lines of text by obtaining an initial set of candidate 

lines [7]. The lines traverse around the connected 

component by associating it to the line above or below. 

Text line extraction from unconstrained handwritten 

documents is a challenge because the text lines are often 

skewed and curved and the space between lines is not 

obvious. To solve this problem, Yin & Liu [14] has  

propose an approach based on minimum spanning tree 

(MST) clustering with new distance measures.  

Louloudis, Gatos, Pratikakis, & Halatsis proposed 

technique is based on a strategy that consists of  distinct 

steps. The first step includes preprocessing for image 

enhancement, connected component extraction and 

average character height estimation [11]. In the second 

step, a block-based Hough transform is used for the 

detection of potential text lines. 

A top-down page segmentation technique known as the 

recursive X-Y cut decomposes a document image 

recursively into a set of rectangular blocks[8] . It uses 

black pixels instead of using image pixels to achieve 

improvement in computation. 

Two novel approaches to extract text lines and words from 

handwritten document are presented by Papavassiliou, V., 

Stafylakis[12]. The Viterbi algorithm is used for  line 

segmentation which is  based on locating the optimal 

succession of text and gap areas within vertical zones 

along with  text-line separator drawing technique. The 

connected components are assigned to text lines in the end. 

A gap metric that exploits the objective function of a soft-

margin linear SVM that separates successive connected 

components is used for word segmentation.  

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUTION AND 

COMPARISION  

For experimental purpose we have created our own dataset 

of handwritten characters. We have collected 65 

handwritten marathi documents written by different 

individuals belonging to different categories in a separate 

sheet without any restrictions. It is done so to collect 

various samples of handwriting with different writing 

style, size, width etc. We have digitized the handwritten 

documents using scanner at 300 DPI in color mode and 

stored the scanned images in the jpeg format.  

Before segmentation we have to perform some 

preprocessing on every document image as follows 

 Convert to black and white 

  Remove all object containing fewer than 30 

pixels 

 Perform morphological operations like erosion 

and dilation for  normalization of image  

 

After preprocessing is over we can apply the image to 

various segmentation algorithms to verify the results as 

follows  

A projection profile is a histogram giving the number of 

ON pixels accumulated along parallel lines. By looking for 

minima in horizontal projection profile of the page, we can 

separate the lines easily [15].Horizontal projection profile 

is used for text line segmentation. This approach comprises 

of two stages - pre processing followed by morphological 

operations and text line extraction. 

 The text line algorithm uses a morphological operator to 

obtain the features of the images. Following, a sequence of 

histogram projection and recovery is proposed to obtain 

the line segmented region of the text. First, a Y histogram 

projection is performed which results in the text lines 

positions. To divide the lines in different regions a 

threshold is applied. 
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Figure 4 Horizontal and Vertical Projection Profile 

 

In Run Length Smearing method method [16], length of 

the white run is computed by finding the consecutive white 

pixels which appears in between two black pixels. We will 

fill up the white run length into black, when the length of 

white run is less than five times width of the stroke. 

Algorithm 

 

Figure 5.  Run length Smearing 

A technique based on Bounding Box[16] is used in order 

to extract individual text line. First the image is converted 

to gray scale and histogram of that image is plotted. Next 

find the row containing lesser number of white pixels and 

identify the measurements of centroids with the region 

props property. Finally with the help of measurements of 

centroids individual lines are cropped [16].  

 

 

Figure 6.  Bounding Box Technique 

Using Morphological Operators [17] Erosion and 

Dilation are the two operators whose combination or series 

of combination can be applied with different structuring 

element depending upon the size of the image. In erosion, 

the input image is eroded with the structuring element to 

obtain the processed image. The processed image obtained 

is sharper. The reverse happens in dilation. These 

operators are usually applied for detecting and removing 

header line from the word. 

Table 1. Segmentation of different handwritten samples   

Handwritt

en 

Document 

Sample 

Segmentation Methods Accuracy in percentage % 

Projecti

on 

Profile 

Projection 

Profile 

with 

Morpholo

gy 

Run 

Length 

Smeari

ng 

method 

Run 

Length 

Smearing 

method 

with 

morpholo

gy 

Boundi

ng Box 

method 

Bounding 

box with 

morpholo

gy 

Document 

1 
93 97 90 90 93 97 

Document 

2 
92 95 91 92 90 95 

Document 

3 
88 92 83 84 88 92 

Document 

4 
86 92 85 88 84 85 

Document 

5 
95 97 92 91 95 97 

Document 

6 
85 88 90 91 85 85 
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Document 

7 
95 97 91 92 95 97 

Document 

8 
87 89 88 89 87 89 

Document 

9 
93 96 91 92 93 96 

Document  

10 
91 93 88 88 91 93 

Average 90 93 89 89 90 91 

 

Table 2. Results of Segmentation Methods  

Segmentation Method  Segmentation 

Accuracy 

  Projection Profile 90 % 

Projection Profile with 
Morphology 

93 % 

Run Length Smearing 
method 

89 % 

Run Length Smearing 
method with morphology 

89 % 

Bounding Box method 90 % 

Bounding box with 
morphology 

91 % 

 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARK 

This paper has provided a comparative study of the methods 

for off-line handwriting text line segmentation previously 

proposed by researchers. Three different methods like 

Projection profiles, Run Length smearing method and 

bounding box methods are used for text line extraction of 

Handwritten Devnagari Documents. These proposed methods 

are experimented on our own dataset collected from different 

writers. We have applied all the methods on 65 handwriiten 

document samples . Among all other proposed methods 

Morphological operations with projection profile gives the 

best segmentation rate of 93% because this method works 

well for clearly separated lines . But this method cannot 

divide the touching or overlapping lines and instead it will 

merge those lines. Skewed or  slanted and intersecting lines 

are main challenges in line segmentation problem . We can 

combine these methods to get better results of line 

segmentation in handwritten documents. 
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Abstract— Our research goal is to develop an advance web portal system which is efficient in the evolution of recruitment 

system. This system is effectual for the Recruiter for Recruiting the job aspirants which are worthy for the respective job and 

the job aspirants can also apply for job position posted on the portal as well as the job aspirant can Search for the specific Job 

Position as their preferences. Thus, only the specific mail on the basis of their preferences should be sent, no other job position 

mail should be sent. This system maintains a trustworthy relation with the job aspirants and the recruiter by verifying the 

company is actually exist or not. It’s also check whether the job aspirants have all the skills mention in his resume. A survey 

conducted for measuring the problem faced by the students on existing Job Portal System and after that the idea for the 

Advance Recruitment System is enacted. 

 

Keywords— Ranking Algorithm, Recruitment System, Scalable Keyword Search Technique, Information Retrieval. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today's generation has facing a worst condition as 

unemployment. The traditional job Portal System provides 

lack knowledge and information about the job vacancies 

which may be a loss to the job opportunities. When jobs are 

available, but sometimes Job Portal System faces some 

Technical problems due to which job aspirants could not able 

to acquire the job opportunity. The Advance Recruitment 

System is the utmost effective system and has an imperative 

role on the online recruitment web Portal. This system 

provides complete data extracted from the company website 

using the tool and provide efficient services to the job 

seekers such that no loss of job seeker enacted. 

In Traditional Job Portal systems the job aspirant has to 

Contact the recruiter’s and has to retrieve a collection of job 

positions on his/her preferences and the system had to 

provide a list of job aspirants to a recruiter as per the job 

necessities, but to make the Job Recruitment System more 

Efficient and to less the stress of aspirants besides Recruiters, 

many methods and technology i.e. Ranking Algorithm, Key 

scale preference, efficient mail box integration are applied in 

the Advanced recruitment System. In Online Recruitment 

System we developed an Open Source Fetch (OSF) tool into 

a web portal that gather data from the aspirant’s profiles of 

social media and also extract aspirant’s project data and 

contribution activities from the OSS’s projects (e.g. large 

code hosting service ―GitHub‖), This Tool helps for rating 

the aspirants based on their Contributions on open Source 

Software. Because of rating Aspirants on the basis of their 

Contribution Activities, recruiting the efficient and high-

quality aspirants should be Convenient for the Recruiter. 

Scalable Keyword Search Technique is used for aspirant to 

benefit preference based mail delivery. [1]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Social Network Service (SNS) is a service where people 

interact with each other and it is most efficient medium to 

make Connection with each other. As the user of SNS are 

increasing the world is developing digitally and all the work 

are developing on Internet using data mining, as well as 

algorithms. Job Portal System used to reject the clearly 

absolute candidates who do not even have basic skillsets 

required for the job. However, when it comes to ranking 

candidates who possess those skills or experience, 

Information retrieval Technique is used and contribution 

activities data retrieves from their OSS Project. [2][7]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A specific Ranking Algorithm is also used to generate a 

ranked list of employments/applicants on the basis of Social 

media profiles (e.g. LinkedIn) and their contribution on Open 

Source Software Projects. [3]. 

Pseudocode for Ranking Candidate 

double maxvalues[5]; 
double minvalues[5]; 
// init arrays with any item 
for(i=0; i<5; i++) 
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maxvalues[i] = items[0][i]; 
minvalues[i] = items[0][i]; 
 
// find minimum and maximum values 
foreach (items as item) 
for(i=0; i<5; i++) 
if (minvalues[i] > item[i]) 
minvalues[i] = item[i]; 
if (maxvalues[i] < item[i]) 
maxvalues[i] = item[i]; 
 
// now scale them - in this case, to the 
range of 0 to 1. 
double scaledItems[sizeof(items)][5]; 
double t; 
foreach(i=0; i<5; i++) 
double delta = maxvalues[i] - minvalues[i]; 
foreach(j=sizeof(items)-1; j>=0; --j) 
scaledItems[j][i] = (items[j][i] - 
minvalues[i]) / delta; 
// linear normalization 

Data Classification of data set evaluated with Decision Tree 

and Naïve Bayes, they had been the most important and 

efficient classification algorithm. 

 

Fig 1: Representation of Naïve Bayes Algorithm. 

Fig 2: Representation of Decision Tree. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Online Recruitment System with Open Source Fetch using 

Web Portal is a web based Software to support software 

development teams to employee developers as per their 

skills. This new Online Recruitment System was developed 

with an Open Source Fetch tool using a web portal that 

gather data from the aspirant’s profiles of social media and 

also extract aspirant’s project data and contribution activities 

from the OSS’s projects, this data is used for rating the 

aspirants by using Ranking Algorithm (Information 

Retrieval) to generate a ranked list of 

employments/applicants. [4]. 

Scalable Keyword Search Technique is used for aspirant to 

benefit preference based mail delivery. The aspirant can 

apply for job position advertise on the portal as well as the 

aspirant can Search for the specific Job Position as per their 

preference and only the specific mail on the basis of their 

preferences should be delivered, no other job position mail 

should be delivered. [5]. 

Mail box system is introduced for Company recruiter as well 

as job aspirants for the no miscommunication issue. 

Verification of Company as well as job seeker is enacted 

such that the system should be reliable and this verification 

Process proceed in Admin Module. 

 

V. SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 

This portal is an advanced Recruitment system for the 

recruiters and Job Seekers. The Idea behind developing this 

Portal System was to make reliable and convenient 

Recruitment system. The job seekers need an effective portal 

which attracts the recruiter on job seekers profile and the 

portal system should be accessed on their individual platform 

for daily updates. The new portal assists as a web-based tool 

which accommodates to the needs of: students and users who 

are already employed as general users; unemployed as the 

jobseekers in the system, and organizations as the recruiters. 

The Admin is considered as a different category of user that 

performs management of portal. Controls, and views the 

entire process in the system. 

The Company Recruiter Review the Application sent by the 

Job seeker and after that the Interview Details Sent by the 

Recruiter using the Inbuilt Mailbox. 

The Candidate Module has a Dashboard from where he can 

know the progress of the application sent to the recruiter and 

can also apply for the job from this module. 
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Fig 3: The framework representation of ARS. 

 

The Main Features of the Advance Recruitment System: 

 

 Rating Candidate Profiles. 

 Efficient searching. 

 Scalable Key Skill. 

 Reliable Review. 

 Open Source Resume Tool for Extract Data. 

 Mail Integration. 

 

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

In the Implementation of Online Job Portal System, three 

major stages Consist: 

1. Creating data source from OSS raw data. 

2. Designing an interactive tool that also visualizes necessary 

data. 

3. Integrating mail System. 

 

1. Creating data source from GitHub raw data. 

 
For creating convincing developers profile through OSS 

activities, numerous data such as developer’s personal data, 

their public GitHub repositories, their used programming 

languages for making assistances is necessary. 

The relevant raw dataset of such data, which is characterized 

in JSON format, can be acquired from GitHub, for enhanced 

effectiveness, several worker threads are generated for 

directing different API requirements and recovering the 

consistent dataset concurrently. [6][9]. 

2. Designing an interactive tool that also visualizes 

necessary data. 

The Visual Studio 2017 and Android Studio are used for 

developing the interactive tool that visualizes necessary data. 

The System Consist of two Platforms: Web-Portal and 

Android Application. 

1. Candidate Module. 

2. Company Module. 

3. Admin Module. 

 

3.  Integrating mail System. 
 

Mail System Integration for the System for Verification of 

Mail Login Account and Mail Box System for 

Communication between the admin, candidate and company 

recruiter. [8]. 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Overview of Mail Box in Recruitment System. 

VII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

This System achieves a Better Environment for the recruiters 

as well as for the Job Aspirants. This Portal Improves the 

Quality of Job Portal System and make it the most reliable 

and convenient system. 

 

A. Study Area and Dataset 

 

The Ranking Algorithm is applied on the Advanced Job 

Recruitment System. This algorithm allocates a 

higher rank values to the more significant Candidate rather 

than dividing the rank value of a Candidate evenly among its 

outgoing linked Open Source software contributions 

activities. 

 

Fig 5: Overview of Ranking Algorithm Application. 

 

Recruitment Web Portal 

Admin Company Candidate 
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The fig: 5, has a user view of use of Ranking algorithm used 

for Rating the Candidate on the basis of the Performance and 

Open Source Software Related Contribution activities. 

B. Output Dataset 

The use of HTML and CSS for Designing the Web Portal 

Efficient and look reliable. User Interface has a major Impact 

of Making the System different from other Traditional 

Recruitment System. 

 
Fig 6: Homepage of Advance Recruitment System. 

 

 
Fig 7: Overview of Admin Module. 

 
Fig 8: Overview of the Dashboard for Candidate Module. 

 
Fig 9: Overview of the Dashboard for Company Module. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

The various issues to develop a system for responding some 

problems that Job aspirants and Recruiters are facing 

nowadays. There are Several Job Portal System that having 

dissimilar applications or services to solve various difficulties. 

The main objective of this Online Job Portal System is to 

develop a web portal, to support software development teams 

to employee developers as per their skills and OSS project 

based on Contribution activities. The advantages of the new 

portal are as follows: 

1. Automatic Resume Generation using Information 

retrieval. 

2. Rating Job Aspirants Profile. 

3. Scalable Key Skill and Mail Delivery System. 

4. Integrated Mail Box for Communication. 

This work had focused on improving the online job portals 

and tried to reduce some problems.  
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Abstract— Today Recommender system predicts the future preferences of the user based on the user‘s profile. A number of 

approaches have been taken to address the issue of recommendations, be it user based filtering methods, item-based filtering 

methods etc. The popular is Collaborative filtering technique used by some renowned companies like Amazon, YouTube and 

others. But the problem that still holds is the cold start problem and the amount of time and accuracy that is associated with 

these algorithms. A recent improvement suggested is the Reverse Collaborative filtering for the accuracy and pre-processing 

time. This paper implements and compares collaborative and reverse collaborative filtering solutions to address the cold start 

problem. 

 

Keywords— Personalization, Profiles, Recommendation Systems, Cold Start Problem  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The explosive growth in the internet users has created a 

potential challenge of information overload which hinders 

timely access to data of interest on the Internet. Information 

retrieval systems have partially solved this problem but 

prioritization and personalization of information were absent, 

which has increased the demand for recommender systems 

that deal with the problem of information overload by 

filtering vital information fragment according to users 

preferences and interests [1][2]. Recommender system 

predicts the future preferences of the user based on the user‘s 

profile and thus is proved to improve decision-making 

process [3].  The need to use efficient recommendation 

techniques within a system is growing so as to provide 

relevant and dependable recommendations for users. The use 

of efficient and accurate recommendation techniques such as 

content filtering, collaborative filtering, and hybrid approach 

provides a good and useful recommendation to its individual 

users.  

 

I.I CONTENT FILTERING 

 

Content-based recommender systems work with profiles of 

users that are created at the beginning.  A profile has 

information about a user and his taste. Taste is based on how 

the user rated items. Generally, when creating a profile, 

recommender systems make a survey, to get initial 

information about a user in order to avoid the new-user 

problem. In the recommendation process, the engine 

compares the items that were already positively rated by the 

user with the items he didn‘t rate and looks for similarities. 

Those items that are similar to the positively rated ones will 

be recommended to the user. Figure 1 shows an example. We 

see that there is a movie ―DABANG 2‖ similar to the movie 

―DABANG‖ that the user positively rated. The user hasn‘t 

rated ―DABANG 2‖ so it will be recommended him/her. 

 

I.II  COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 

 

The idea of collaborative filtering is in finding users in a 

community that share appreciations. If two users have same 

or almost same rated items in common and then they have 

similar tastes. Such users build a group or a so-called 

neighborhood. A user gets recommendations to those items 

that he/she hasn‘t rated before, but that was already 

positively rated by users in his/her neighborhood. 

 

Figure 2 show that all three users rate the movies positively 

and with similar marks. That means that they have similar 

taste and build a neighbourhood. The user A hasn‘t rated the 

movie ―Titanic‖, which probably means that he hasn‘t 

watched it yet. As the movie was positively rated by the 

other users, he will get this item recommended. As opposed 

to simpler recommender systems where recommendations 

based on the most rated item and the most popular item 

methods, Collaborative recommender systems care about the 

taste of the user. The taste is considered to be constant or at 

least change slowly. 
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Movies Chennai 

Express 

Golmaal Dabang Madras 

Cafe 

Ratings 9 8 10 7 

 

Figure 1 – Content filtering example 
 

Movie 

Users 

Madras 

Cafe 

Dabang Dabang 2 Rowdy 

Rathore 

Titanic 

User 1 7 10 9 8 ... 

User 2 5 10 9 7 10 

User 3 5 8 8 7 9 

Figure 2 – Collaborative filtering example 

 

Collaborative filtering can be of three types: User-based, 

Item-based and Hybrid-based approaches. 

 

USER-BASED COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM: If 

the certain majority of the customers has the same taste then 

they join into one group. Recommendations are given to user 

based on an evaluation of items by other users form the same 

group, with whom he/she shares common preferences. If the 

item was positively rated by the community, it will be 

recommended to the user. Thus in the user-based approach 

the items that were already rated by the user before play an 

important role in searching a group that shares appreciations 

with him. 

 
Figure 3 – User-based collaborative filtering example 

 

ITEM-BASED APPROACH: Taste of users remains constant or 

change very slightly similar items build neighbourhoods 

based on appreciations of users. Afterward, the system 

generates recommendations with items in the neighbourhood 

that a user would prefer. 

 
Figure 4 – Item-based collaborative filtering example 

 

HYBRID RECOMMENDATION APPROACH: For better results, 

some recommender systems combine different techniques of 

collaborative approaches and content-based approaches. 

Using hybrid approaches we can avoid some limitations and 

problems of pure recommender systems, like the cold-start 

problem. The combination of approaches can proceed in 

different ways: 

1) Separate implementation of algorithms and joining the 

results. 

2) Utilize some rules of content-based filtering in a 

collaborative approach. 

3) Utilize some rules of collaborative filtering in content-

based approach. 

4) Create a unified recommender system that brings together 

both approaches. 

 

The organization of paper is: Section II gives related work; 

Section III presents proposed work, Section IV gives results 

of the work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Table 1 shows the summary of work done in 

recommendation systems. 

 
Sr. 

No

. 

Cita- 

-tion 

Category Method Research Contribution 

1 [4]  

 

Traditional 
approach 

Collaborative 
filtering 

Commonly-used and 
successfully-deployed 

recommendation 

approaches 

2 [5] Neighborhood
-based 

Focus on finding similar 
users or items for 

recommendations. 

3 [6] User-based Predict the ratings of 

active users based on the 

ratings of similar users 
found 

Movies Genre Language Leading Actor Year 

Dabang Action Hindi Salman Khan 2011 

Dabang 2 Action Hindi Salman Khan 2012 

Rowdy 

Rathore 

Action Hindi Akshay Kumar 2012 

Robin 

Hood 

Drama English Russel Crowe 2010 

... ... ... ... ... 
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4 [7] Item-based Predict the ratings of 

active users based on the 

computed information of 
items similar to those 

chosen by the active user 

5 [6]  

 

 

Trust-based 

Ontology Runs on a server with the 

knowledge distributed 
over the network in the 

form of ontologies, and 

employs the Web of trust 
to generate the 

recommendations. 

6 [8] Collaborative 

Filtering 

The experiments on a 

large real dataset show 

that this work increases 
the coverage (number of 

ratings that are 

predictable) while not 
reducing the accuracy (the 

error of predictions). 

7 [9] Standard 

Collaborative 
Filtering 

The experimental analysis 

shows that these trust 
information can help 

increase recommendation 

accuracy.  

8 [10] probabilistic 
graphical 

model 

Experimental analysis 
shows that this method 

generates better 

recommendations than the 
traditional collaborative 

Filtering Algorithms.  

9 [11]  

Social 

Recommen
der 

Text-based 

predictor 

The experimental results 

show that incorporating 
social contextual 

information can help 

improve the accuracy of 
review quality prediction 

especially when the 

available training data is 
sparse. 

10 [12] topic 

modelling and 

social 
network 

analysis 

The proposed method can 

be applied to a wide range 

of text mining problems 
such as author-topic 

analysis, community 

discovery, and spatial text 
mining.  

 
Table 1 - Summary of work done in recommendation systems. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Calculation of similarities is the approach common to all the 

algorithms for the recommendation. There are basically two 

distinct sections in any recommendation setup: Similarity 

calculation and Prediction. 

The collaborative filtering uses the above model wherein it 

calculates the similarities of opinions of users and in turn, 

generates a recommendation to the user based on results. 

With the tremendous increase in the amount of data 

associated with a user (or item), the range of ―opinions‖ 

mentioned above has increased manifold. Therefore not only 

the data provided by the user but the data ―associated‖ to the 

user is also taken into account for calculating similarities 

using machine learning.  

The collaborative filtering technique makes use of Pearson‘s 

Coefficient method to calculate the similarity between users 

as in memory based filtering as given below [13]. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

where  x and y are two distinct users, rx,i  and ry,i are ratings 

given by x and y respectively to an item ‗i‘ that belongs in 

set of all items rated by both the users that yields a similarity 

value that lies between -1(no similarity) to +1( completely 

similar).  

Another approach is model-based filtering wherein models 

like Bayesian Networks, Neural networks, and other such 

approaches are used to predict the items to be recommended 

to a user. The collaborative filtering can also be item based, 

unlike above two methods. Here we first find the items 

similar to those rated by the user and compute the similarity 

between them, in two distinct steps, similarity and prediction. 

Implementation is carried out on movie dataset using Python, 

numpy, scipy, matplotlib, Flask (for web service), and 

SQLite. Our work is basically a recommendation system 

which uses user-to-user similarities using Pearson 

coefficient. Fist we calculate user-user similarity matrix 

based on their ratings, then for recommending movies to user 

X, we find k most similar users to X, based on their 

similarity score. Then we pick top M movies rated by each of 

this user, find normalized scores for each of those movies 

multiply with similarity score, then finally pick top n from 

these and recommend to the user.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

This section shows the results of the work implemented 

using collaborative filtering and reverse collaborative 

filtering methods. 
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Figure 5 – Collaborative Filtering: Movies rated by selected user and 
recommendations for the current user based on his preferences 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Reverse Collaborative Filtering: Movies rated by selected user 

and recommendations for the current user based on his preferences 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Recommender systems open new opportunities for retrieving 

personalized information on the Internet. It also helps to 

alleviate the problem of information overload which is a very 

common phenomenon with information retrieval systems and 

enables users to have access to products and services which 

are not readily available to users on the system. This paper 

discusses the efficient recommendation techniques such as 

content filtering, collaborative filtering and hybrid approach 

to provide useful recommendation to its individual users. It 

implements collaborative filtering that predicts the future 

preferences of the user based on the user‘s profile. To 

address the cold start problems in recommendations systems, 

it implements reverse collaborative filtering.  
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Abstract— With the emergence of Internet technology, users have started exploring, connecting and socializing themselves on 

the social media anywhere and anytime. Social networks have reformed the means we communicate. Online social networks 

are gaining importance due to the generation of large metadata that was never possible before. With this metadata from social 

networks, recommender systems gain benefit to determine rating preferences of users. Nowadays, social networks are also 

becoming useful in academics. They promote collaborative learning between students. This paper inspects the role of social 

networks in recommending projects to students. We propose a system that uses social network information of students to 

generate recommendations. We use several factors which play essential role in project recommendations. The contextual 

information from user profiles and the tags that are used by projects for reviewing, rating, tagging or contributing are 

employed. These tags are then used to extract the most relevant tags on the basis of the factors considered.  

 

Keywords—Recommender system, Social networks, Collaborative learning 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the emergence of Internet technology, users have 

started exploring, connecting and socializing themselves on 

social media anywhere and anytime. Social networks have 

reformed the means we communicate. It is easy to connect 

with anyone, share their experiences and preferences, 

organize events, and recommend items or information and 

many more. The success of delivering knowledge to the 

students is highly based on the procedure of teaching. The 

infrequent usage of social media in the field of education 

impedes the quick flow of information. Nowadays, social 

media plays a significant role in enhancing learning and 

education. In the modern age where vast amount of data is 

generated every second, it becomes difficult to select 

relevant items from the overwhelming set of choices. Many 

of the times it is difficult to reach a decision without having 

prior knowledge about the items. The result is that people 

rely on the advices or recommendations of their friends or 

some expert. Moreover, teachers are becoming responsive 

about the need of social networks and collaborative learning 

in education. Project assignment to students is an important 

task in undergraduate courses. Collaborative learning and 

involvement of social network information play a significant 

role in assigning projects to the students based on their 

interests, technical skills and eagerness in learning new 

things in specific areas. 

Collaborative learning is “a situation in which two or more 

people attempt to learn something together” [1]. 

Recommender systems have been proved helpful in 

automatic assignment of projects. Recommender systems are 

important information filtering tools in recommending 

relevant, interested and striking items to users [2]. This paper 

uses content filtering approach to design a project 

recommendation system. The proposed system considers 

congruent factors that are responsible for generating relevant 

recommendations. We also propose algorithm that harness 

contextual information and tag from social users to extract 

the tags to discover interesting projects for the corresponding 

student.  

The rest of this paper is structured in the following style. 

Section II gives the overview of recommender systems. 

Section III discusses the role of social network analysis in 

recommendation. Section IV surveys the related work of 

recommender system in education. Section V discusses about 

the proposed system for building project recommender 

system. Lastly, Section VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 

A recommender system (RS) is an information retrieval 

system that compares the user profile with profile of similar 

users or it use the past history or behaviour of the user to 

recommend items. The rating matrix is used to determine the 

preferences of a user for an item. Recommender systems play 

a vital role in handling the problem of information overload 

[2]. Collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and hybrid 

filtering are the widest used algorithms in recommendations.  

Collaborative filtering based algorithms are inspired from the 

idea that similar user have similar tastes. Content-based 

filtering algorithms use the past behaviour of users whereas 

hybrid algorithms exploit the concepts of both these 
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algorithms to build a better recommender system.  Other 

recommendation algorithms such as knowledge-based, co-

occurence based, demographic based algorithms have also 

been applied to build better RSs. But traditional RSs were 

primarily based on collaborative filtering or content filtering 

or hybrid filtering algorithms. Unfortunately, traditional 

recommender systems undergo various issues such as data 

sparsity, cold-start and trust [3, 4]. Traditional recommender 

systems use preferences of similar-minded people or use past 

activities to generate recommendations to users. 

Furthermore, anyone can build fake profile with the aim to 

give false ratings due to which users prefer trust 

relationships. Social networks come to the scene where users 

connected to others possess some level of trust between 

them. Social networks assist in eliminating the issues of 

recommender system. The social relations from the social 

networking sites improve the relevancy of recommender 

systems. The rapid advancement in social networks has 

intensified the usefulness of social recommendation. 

Recommender systems using social network information 

help in collaborative learning as trustful relations are more 

reliable than ordinary relations.  

III. SOCIAL NETWORKS 

Social networks have become a platform to organize, share, 

promote and enhance various courses, projects, books, events 

and other learning material. Generally, social networks are 

built by the users sharing similar activities, backgrounds and 

interests. When two users are connected in a social network, 

we call the connection as the link and users as the nodes. In 

the 21
st
 century, students frequently use social media to 

communicate and learn [5]. The multiple types of social 

networking data play a major job in knowledge discovery, 

information dissemination and application development. 

Community structure is an inherent feature of social 

networks. Community detection is an important task of social 

network analysis [6]. Community is a group of people 

sharing similar tastes to people inside the group and less 

similar to people outside the group. Figure 1 shows a social 

graph where users are connected. 

 
Figure 1. Social users graph  

Communities play an essential role in assigning projects to 

students with similar skills and other similar factors. Paper 

sharing through Mendeley is one of the popular examples of 

recommending papers to communities. However, such 

recommendations are context-aware. When social networks 

information is integrated in recommender system, it is known 

as social recommender system [7]. Social networks and 

recommender systems share mutual benefits. Another 

important task in social networks is link prediction which is 

closely related to recommendation. Predicting potential and 

upcoming links in social networks increases the efficiency of 

recommender system [8]. Such prediction ultimately helps in 

education recommender systems.  

IV. RELATED WORK 

Social media is recently becoming prominent in academics 

and a number of factors are responsible for the effective use 

of social media in academics [9]. Social networks improve 

collaborative learning, communication and encourage 

education in higher education [10]. Rana and Jain [11] have 

used content filtering approach to propose a book 

recommender system. Their system employs user’s 

preferences and diverse recommendations. They have also 

added temporal dimension that counts the number of times a 

book is preferred or chosen by a user. Authors in [12] 

investigated the differences between general RS and 

educational RS. Tang and McCalla [13] used collaborative 

filtering approach to propose paper recommender system. 

Their RS is based on the following parameters: overall 

performance, peer recommendation, value added, learner 

interest, background knowledge. Recker et al. [14] have 

highlighted the dual purpose of collaborative filtering 

approach in education. Collaborative filtering is proven 

helpful to educators and learners in discovering useful 

material. This approach is also effective in bringing similar-

minded people together that ultimately assist in the process 

of learning. Alwi et al. [5] have performed a survey and 

investigated the frequent use of social media by 

undergraduate students. On the other hand, authors in [15] 

have highlighted the impact of collaborative learning in 

modern education system. Recently, Shokeen and Rana [16] 

studied the benefits of incorporating trust and social 

networks into recommender systems to alleviate the issues of 

data sparsity, cold-start and fraud. They have discussed 

various factors, properties and metrics of trust for computing 

trust in social recommender systems. On the other hand, 

Sharma and Gupta [17] proposed a method to find and track 

the growing user profiles on websites. They used the web log 

record method to mine the patterns usage.  

V. PROPOSED WORK  

Most of the recommender systems are based on user’s profile 

similarity or item’s similarity to generate recommendations. 
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Our proposed system use social network information and 

temporal details to give project recommendations to the 

undergraduate students. The social network information 

gives details about the closeness and interest similarity of 

users. The temporal information further improves the quality 

of the recommender system by updating the changing 

requirements of users. Diversity is an important parameter in 

providing new and prevailing projects to the students [18]. 

Table 1 lists different factors affecting project 

recommendations and the level to which these factors 

influence in generating recommendations. The level 5 

signifies the factor influencing the most in recommendations 

and the influencing power decreases as the level decreases.  

Our proposed work harnesses these factors for 

recommending projects. However, the level to which these 

factors may influence the project recommendation to 

students is different for different students. The factors that 

are likely to affect the recommendations are given high 

weights. In the proposed system, user interest, novelty and 

resources are given more weights than other factors. These 

factors reveal the current areas of students. The curiosity and 

awareness about certain specific topics in a field or area 

depict the interest of the user. Generally, the interests of a 

user indicate the current fascination of the user for those 

areas. Technical knowledge is another factor that affects 

project recommendation significantly. Technical knowledge 

of a user is the ability and intelligence of that user for a 

particular technology. For example, a user having technical 

knowledge in deep learning and robotics are expected to 

have interests in the related areas that uses deep learning 

technique in robotics. However, in rare cases, users may 

switch to different technologies and areas. Automatic 

recommendations cover the suggested projects by automatic 

recommender systems. User profile is also a factor that 

influence in suggesting projects. However, the attributes 

retrieved from user profile such as demographic attributes, 

background and languages known influence the least in case 

of suggesting projects. Here, past interests include the past 

projects undertaken by students. In real-world scenario, 

students who have already worked out on some projects have 

knowledge regarding those areas and are most probable to 

extend their previous works. Novelty of projects is an 

important parameter in impacting recommendation of 

projects as novelty of projects represents the recent and 

significant projects playing a vital role in the development. 

Lastly, we employ resources as the principal factor. Here, 

resources imply the tags, ratings, thesaurus, contributors, 

reviews and content provided by the users.  

Table 1. Factors affecting Project Recommendations 

Factors Description Level 

Interest This includes curiosity and awareness 

of students towards some topics 

5 

Factors Description Level 

Interest This includes curiosity and awareness 

of students towards some topics 

5 

Technical knowledge 
The abilities and information related 

to technology 

4 

Automatic 

Recommendation 

The suggested projects by 

recommender systems 

3 

User profile 

It includes all primary features such as 

language, demographic and 

background 

3 

Past interest 
It includes the previous projects 

undertaken by students 

4 

Novelty 
The recent and significant projects 

playing a vital role in development 

5 

Resources 
Tags, ratings, thesaurus, contributors, 

reviews and content 

5 

 

A. Proposed System 

We describe here the overview of the proposed project 

recommendation system as follows: 

The project recommendation system is divided into five 

phases: 

1. Raw data collection 

2. Pre-processing of collected data 

3. Incorporating social network data into processed  data 

4. Interpretation of data 

5. Generating Recommendations 

 

In the first phase, the user collects the raw data from the 

websites and analyzes that data. The data collected is a set of 

different projects in different fields such as cloud computing, 

artificial intelligence and pattern recognition. The user 

registers on the website and creates its profile which contains 

personal information about the user and the projects that are 

already liked by the user. After the user logins to the system, 

the system investigates user behaviour using his or her 

navigation pattern. In the second phase, the system analyzes 

this information and uses content filtering approach to 

analyze different factors responsible for project 

recommendations. In the third phase, the system uses social 

network information to match user profiles. 
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Figure 2. Proposed System for Project Recommendation System 

In case the user is naïve to the system, the system relies on 

the information obtained from social networks. The social 

network information is used to predict user’s interests based 

on the preferences of his direct or indirect friends. In the 

fourth phase, the system exploits the factors: interest, 

technical knowledge, automatic recommendations, user 

profile, past interest, novelty and resources. The system 

interprets these factors and also uses students’ current 

interest, events followed and other recent activities to give 

recent and meaningful recommendations. In the final phase, 

the system performs revised analysis to refine the results and 

generate top-N recommendations for different types of 

projects that may interest a user.  

The system uses categorical data such as tags to measure 

preferences of social users. In the proposed system, we use 

Robust Clustering using Links (ROCK) algorithm [19] to 

measure similarity between tags. ROCK algorithm is best 

suited for categorical data and uses links for similarity 

measurement. It calculates the tags similarity using Jaccard 

coefficient as a similarity measure. It is a hierarchical 

agglomerative algorithm that clusters the categorical data. 

Moreover, ROCK algorithm can handle the outliers 

effectively. Here, outliers are the tags that are less similar to 

other tags. Therefore, such tags can be discarded from the set 

of extracted tags. Table 2 shows the steps of ROCK 

algorithm in the proposed work. 

Algorithm: ROCK  

1. Create a cluster for each tag from the set of extracted 

tags. 

2. Merge the clusters if they meet the goodness or 

similarity measure.  

3. Repeat Step 2 until the clusters remain the same in 

further iterations. 

 

 

Algorithm: Project Recommendation using Social 

networks 

Input: U = (u1, u2,......, un) set of N social network users  

P = (p1, p2,......, pm) set of M projects  

NOV = {nov1,nov2,...} set of recent, novel and useful areas 

P_UI = User interested projects 

UP = User Profile 

Output: Interested Projects to user ui 

previous=0 

for each user ui ϵ U: 

do  

Gather information from Social Users: 

UP = Collect contextual information to compose User   

Profile  

tag=0 

start: RecommendProjectsToUser(UP)  

ExtractTags(UP) 

ActivationSet=tags 

For each project pi in User's resources: 

if user ui tagged or reviewed or rated or contributed in a 

project pi then 

tags= ExtractTagsFromproject(pi)  

Add(tags,ActivationSet)  

Call ROCK 

InterestedProject = Activation Set 

Add(pi,InterestedProject)  

               if project pi ϵ novi and pi ϵ P_UI 

               Add(pi,InterestedProject)  

              Recommend(ui, pi) 

else  

end 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A voluminous research has been done in recommender items 

in different domains. It is an active research area where 

profound work is still required to advance the process of 

learning. Also, the recent growth in social networks is 

beneficial in improving the capabilities of recommender 

systems. In this paper, we have inspected the role of social 

networks in education domain. We discussed how social 

networks can help recommending projects to students by 

using the content filtering approach. We proposed a project 

recommendation system and an algorithm that employ 

information of social users and different factors that are 

responsible for recommending relevant projects. The tags 

extracted from the profile of users and the tags that are being 

used in the projects for rating, contributing or reviewing are 

used for finding interesting projects. However, the interested 

projects further depend on different factors. For the future 
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work, we would like to implement this algorithm on the real 

world dataset and measure the efficiency of this algorithm.  
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Abstract— In the present occupied world time is an imperative issue which can't be overseen by seeing every single marvel 

with our tight timetable. So now daily's Automatic frameworks are being favored over manual framework to make life less 

complex and less demanding in all angles. Increasing populace rate, has continually being reason for destruction in the 

situation of cleanliness regarding waste administration framework. The flood of waste in canisters in community territories 

produces unhygienic condition in the neighboring zones. It might bother various extreme infections for the close-by 

individuals. This will mortify the evaluation of the influenced territory. For disposing of or moderating the refuse's and look 

after cleanness, there is requiring of 'Keen waste checking and gathering framework'. This paper proposes IOT based junk 

gathering framework which checks the waste level in the junk containers by utilizing Sensor frameworks. At the point when 

the junk container is full as SMS will be produced from the framework which will then send to a specialist observing it as a 

notice status. This framework utilizes Microcontroller for legitimate information procurement, preparing and its transmission. 

For runtime monitorization and joining website page is produced to gain wanted data identified with levels of waste in the 

dustbin at various areas. This followed the greenish in nature and support swachh bharat for cleanness.  
 

Keywords—Internet of Things; Big Data, Ultrasonic, ATmega8 microcontroller, Wi-Fi, L.E.D. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The idea of "smart city ","Digital India" and "swachha 

Bharat" in India has gotten a considerable measure of 

consideration in a couple of years when our present head 

administrator gave building 100 smart urban areas all 

through India. Presently, with the forthcoming extensive 

number of savvy urban communities, expansive quantities of 

obligations are additionally required to be satisfied. The 

prime need of a shrewd way of life starts with neatness and 

tidiness starts with junk container. A general public will get 

its waste dispatched appropriately just if the junk containers 

are put well and gathered well. The principle issue in the 

present waste administration framework in a large portion of 

the Indian urban communities is the undesirable status of 

junk container, absence of coordination and handling waste. 

Presently the waste social affair is ordinary which procure a 

considerable measure of works and is time overpowering 

procedure [1]. In this paper we have endeavored to redesign 

minor and in addition fundamental segment of the urban 

waste administration framework, i.e. dustbin [2].  

In metropolitan city zones, squander administration is one of 

the testing errands. Majority of the nation everywhere 

throughout the world face the same. There is need of an 

efficient waste Management framework to keep condition 

green and clean. There are numerous current mastery 

systems accessible for taking care of and in addition 

overseeing waste. Be that as it may, they are deficient in 

proficient accumulation of data, which is a noteworthy 

testing undertaking. This wasteful correspondence influences 

quick national development rate in thick rural zone, which is 

interest in urban biological assurance.  

Up till now numerous Garbage checking framework are 

composed utilizing GSM however this paper proposed 

Garbage observing framework utilizing IOT. Web is a well 

known medium to speak with anybody all through the world. 

We can send any sort of information from the customer 

gadgets like tablet, pc, advanced mobile phones and so forth 

and it goes to local server and it processes the information 

further. So one can state the things in charge of transmission 

of anything over Internet that is „Internet of Things‟. Internet 

gave us the chance to interface in ways we would never have 

longed for. The IOT will take us past association IOT alludes 

to the interestingly recognized things and their virtual 

portrayal in Internet like structure.IOT is a mix of sensors, 
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network and gadget [3]. Big Data is utilized for gathering 

colossal measures of information and distinctive instruments 

of Data Analytics are utilized for removing the specific data 

of a specific client and sending to the next stage[4]. 

The essential objective is to keep up the level of neatness in 

the city and shape a circumstance which is smarter to live. 

By using this structure we can simply check the level of the 

deny in the garbage holders which are placed in various parts 

of the city. If, particular garbage compartment has 

accomplished the best level then the specialists can be 

instructed and they can speedily take certain exercises to 

release it at the most punctual opportunity. The specialists 

can check the status of these compartments at whatever point 

on their mobile phones. This can end up being an 

uncommonly supportive system if used appropriately. The 

system can be used as a benchmark by the overall public that 

will influence one walk to empower for extending the 

neatness in their respected regions. An ultrasonic sensor is 

being used as a piece of this system to check the level of 

waste in the garbage holders yet in future various types of 

sensors can be used with the ultrasonic sensor to get more 

correct yield and to take this structure to another level. By 

and by this structure can be used as a piece of particular 

zones however when it shows its credibility it can be used as 

a piece of all the immense regions.  

 

 

1.1  IOT-BASED GARBAGE MANAGEMENT MODEL 

 
This paper proposes a brilliant ready framework to junk 
leeway by giving an alarm flag to the metropolitan web server 
for moment cleaning of dustbin with appropriate confirmation 
in view of level of trash filling [5]. This area depicts the 
gathering of refuse metadata related with their statuses and 
areas. We assess our display with genuine huge information 
so as approving  its  yield  result.  

 Information securing : 

Remembering the ultimate objective to acquire data of 
garbage canister, we use a self-educator database, which has a 
considerable measure of land territory and status of waste. For 
exploratory reason, we put the various dustbin at various 
areas like one at the greatest city in katol road, INDIA named 
Nagpur. Figure 1. outlines the dispersion of waste canister in 
various shadings as indicated by level of rubbish of junk 
container in Nagpur city. 

 

Figure 1. Location of Junk Container displayed on Google map 

For data analysis, five essential fields from this metadata are presented in the 
Table-1. 

Table -1: The Junk Container  Status. 
 

Container Status 

Field  Description 
 

Junk Container Number  The ID of Junk 

Container  

 

Location   Address of Junk 

Container 

 

Internal Capacity  The amount of 

Waste in Junk 

Container  

 

Clean up time  The time at which 
Junk Container 

 

 
 

1.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

An ultrasonic sensor is use to recognize the level of trash in 

junk container. The ultrasonic sensor has two pins: Trigger 

and Echo, which are utilized for calculating the separation of 

the protest by creating sound waves and in this way 

computing the time length of the resound that is produced [6]. 

Entire information is gathered with help of microcontroller 

Atmega 8 (refer Figure 2.). It sends with the assistance of Wi-

Fi module which is associated with switch to pc, versatile and 

so forth. This date will be shown on website page. At the 

point when the trash levels are over the edge esteem that is 

80% then an ultrasonic sensor will detect it notices is send. 

Driven are use for  affirmation.  
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Figure 2. Block Diagram 

 

The review of usefulness: In the proposed framework, the 

level of waste in the junk canisters is identified with the 

assistance of Ultrasonic sensor. When the deliberate 

estimation of sensors surpasses a specific limit esteem i.e. 

80% then red drove moves toward becoming ON (i.e.it 

shows junk canister is full, refer Figure 3.). 

 

 
Figure 3. Red LED is on when bin is filled 

 

If the deliberate esteem is half at that point yellow drove 

progresses toward becoming ON (i.e.it demonstrates waste 

receptacle is half filled, refer Figure 4.). 

 

 
Figure 4. Yellow LED is on when bin is filled 

 

Else green drove moves toward becoming ON (i.e. junk 

receptacles level is underneath 20%, refer Figure 5.). 

 

 
Figure 5. Green LED is on when bin is filled 

 

Not long after every single gathering, refuse accumulation 

points of interest and stock subtle elements are refreshed to 

the primary work area application. 

 

This gathered information is sent over the Internet to the 

server where it is put away and prepared. At here, it is 

utilized for checking and foreseeing the status of each waste 

canister consequently. The expectation status of each 

container can be broke down in view of the given preparing 

information before it happens.   

The found junk container is conveyed to site page through 

Wi-Fi module. Website page will identify, in which region 

dustbin is situated, by looking at directions and updates the 

area and educate the individual vehicle to gather the waste. 

Microcontroller is utilized to interface the sensor framework 

with Wi-Fi Module. This will help in dealing with the junk 

gathering effectively. Figure 6. demonstrate a status of 

specific junk canister at specific location. It shows the level 

of rubbish in rate esteem and in various levels. Figure 7. 

Describe it‟s working. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Junk Container storage status 
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Figure 7. Dustbin  Status  Algorithm  

 

Every container has Wi-Fi module append to 

Microcontroller. Each module has novel MAC address which 

give particular to the receptacle from which the overseer of 

the civil region can identify the measure of waste produced 

from the specific canister. This alleviates squander 

administration costs and encouraged shrewd rubbish 

gathering framework. Squander administration chairmen can 

allot each MAC a client ID squander tag to detract from 

receptacle and this is absolutely watchword secured which 

guarantee information security. 

 

1.3  USAGE 

 
The structure is realized with the help of different modules 

which are cleared up in this fragment. 

 

A. Client: 

 

Client opens the URL connect in any web program. Just a 

single part will be enlisted to site page. He has to login 

utilizing his Username and secret word. In the Login page, if 

the entered information matches with the put away 

information in the database then Login his effective. In the 

event that the entered information does not coordinate then 

the Login comes up short and the control comes back to the 

login page (refer Figure 8 and 9.).  

 

 

Figure 8.  Login Screen 

 
Figure 9. Login Page Algorithm 

 

B. Wi-Fi Module : 

 

The Wi-Fi module can be utilized as Wi-Fi modem. The Wi-

Fi module depends on AT mega 8(datasheet) with an 

ESP8266 Wi-Fi module incorporated. It has 23 

programmable I/O lines, a 16 MIPS throughput at 16 MHz, a 

power jack and a Reset button. The ESP8266 Wi-Fi module 

is an independent SoC with incorporated TCP/IP convention 

that can offer access to the Wi-Fi organize.  
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C. Ultrasonic Sensors: 

 

An ultrasonic sensor emits ultrasound of 40 KHz into the air 

and identifies reflected waves from a question. It has two 

openings. One is transmitter and another is recipient. 

Transmitter transmits the wave and beneficiary gets it. The 

speed of sound is around 340 meters for each second in air 

[7]. The ultrasonic sensors utilize this data and figure the 

time distinction amongst transmission and gathering of the 

pulses and decide the separation of a protest. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION 

The key motivation is in achieving profitability in misuse 

organization zone on the national level. Numerous regular 

folks purge their over-burden dustbins in open spaces. This 

increments natural contamination. We got enlivened from 

"Swachh Bharat Abhiyan" which is a national battle by the 

Government of India, to clean the avenues, streets and 

foundation of the nation [8]. The Prime Minister of India 

pushed the Swachh Bharat Mission on October, 2014. The 

Mission Coordinator for SBM is Secretary, Ministry of 

Drinking Water and Sanitation (MDWS) with two Sub-

Missions, the Swachh Bharat Mission (Gramin) and the 

Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban). Together, they intend to 

achieve Swachh Bharat by 2019, as a fitting tribute to 

Mahatma Gandhi on his 150th Birth Anniversary. This 

would mean improving the levels of tidiness through Solid a 

Liquid Waste Management practices in which common 

endeavor saw to be inefficient. 

A B.tech first year understudy from a Ghaziabad building 

school has proposed gadgets for dustbins that will illuminate 

specialists about the strong waste gathered once it is filled to 

a specific level. The gadget comprises a mix of GSM 

framework, smaller scale controller and an infra-red sensor. 

The sensor is introduced at a specific level inside the 

container. Once the receptacle gets topped off to that level, 

the sensors will be initiated and an SMS will be sent to 

particular versatile numbers. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this undertaking, we have utilized Wi-Fi Module, 

ultrasonic sensors, Atmega8 microcontroller and stack cell. 

At the point when the dustbin is 80 percent filled, the notice 

message is sent to have approved individual with the 

assistance Wi-Fi Module. The approved individual would 

then have the status of the considerable number of dustbins 

situated at better places around there. Presently the approved 

individual can make the important move to purge the 

canister. 

Each receptacle comprises detecting unit which distinguish 

the level of rubbish with the assistance of ultrasonic sensor 

associated with GPIO of microcontroller. Information from 

the sensor is synthesised in microcontroller and additionally 

send to Wife Module. There are different such receptacles 

.Each container has Wi-Fi Module with novel MAC ID. So 

Decimal ID is appended to it. Static relocation is doled outs 

to every module to evade cost of GPS sensor. Module 

exchange information to Connected switch with the 

assistance of TCP convention. Data from various Routers is 

synchronised on separate. When information is transferred 

different calculation are connected. Information with 

legitimate examination and status of waste are shown on 

webpage [9]. On intersection limit of 80% refuse level notice 

is sent to specialist through SMS. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On the Live Google Map the rundown see demonstrates all 

the garbage holder set at various areas with their regarded 

waste levels as rate. Likewise the garbage compartment 

numbers, there tidy up time and waste truck numbers are 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10.  List view of smart junk container system 

It should include important findings discussed briefly. 

Wherever necessary, elaborate on the tables and figures 

without repeating their contents. Interpret the findings in 

view of the results obtained in this and in past studies on this 

topic. State the conclusions in a few sentences at the end of 

the paper. However, valid colored photographs can also be 

published. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper An ultrasonic sensor is being utilized as a part of 

this framework to check the level of waste in the junk 

containers yet in future different kinds of sensors can be 

utilized with the ultrasonic sensor to get more exact yield and 

to take this framework to another level. As this framework 

likewise diminishes manual work certain progressions should 

be possible in the framework to take it to another level and 

make it more valuable for the representatives and individuals 

who are utilizing it. In future, a group can be made which will 

be in control for dealing with and keeping up this framework 

and furthermore to deal with its systems for upkeeps. 
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VI. FUTURE SCOPE  

The novel cloud-based framework to squander accumulation 

in savvy urban areas. Coordination with present day IOT 

systems. Development of utilizations for city organizations, 

civil staff. Reusing industrial facilities and different partners 

are wanted to be done in future. IOT is the following 

enormous pattern for IT industry. The future extent of IOT 

based waste gathering framework is the entryway of trash bin 

will be consequently opening and closing utilizing the sensor. 

The tracks can be executed so the rubbish will exhaust 

effectively from junk container in the truck without the 

human endeavours likewise the time will be save. Android 

application will be utilized as a part of the place of website 

page to cutting edge the framework. 
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Abstract— Cognitive radio network (CRN) is the wide and most popular emerging technology for a smart wireless 

communication environment rapidly in the recent years. Cognitive radio (CR) is an intelligent technology which provides 

eminent solution to the problem of spectrum scarcity and to allow the competent distribution of the available radio spectrum 

without affecting any destructive interference to the primary user (PU) in wireless networks. The utility of the spectrum sensing 

is to recognizing the offered and organizing through other users for spectrum access, increasing the channel utility, sinking 

collision rates, and growing detecting overhead are the primary aspects in cognitive radio medium access control protocols.  

The smart usage of radio spectrum widely depends on precise sensing of spectrum, mobility of spectrum and spectrum 

decisions.  Therefore, the CR technology can considerably provide a smart solution to solve the spectrum scarcity problem by 

exploiting idle radio spectrum by licensed users. Though, several technical problems still essential to be solved for the suitable 

functioning of CRNs. The MAC protocols for CRNs should provide a comprehensive description of common control channels 

(CCC), sensing of spectrum, and harmful interference to PUs, the spectrum availability in distinction rates, the infrastructure 

support, required time  management, and the quantity of radio transceivers. In this paper we studied the distinction MAC 

technology used for channel allocation and presented the literature survey on MAC protocols with their different usages and 

also highlight and explore some essential research issues and challenges that might drive further research in this field.   

 

Keywords—CR,  MAC, CCC, DSA 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the recent years, the wireless communication system is an 

emerging novel technology; due to its rapid development of 

spectrum application it meets a spectrum scarcity problem. 

The CR is a novel technology which provides a smart 

solution to spectrum scarcity problem [1]. Obviously CRN 

consists of primary network (PN) and secondary network 

(SN). The PN consists of PUs (licensed users) and primary 

base station (PBS). The SN contains SUs (unlicensed users 

or cognitive users) and secondary base station (SBS) [2]. The 

SUs are permit to use idle channels opportunistically to avoid 

any interference or collision with the PUs. The CR plays an 

important role that to control and coordinate the 

communication over the channels.  The SUs continuously 

monitors the communication and detects the available idle 

channels. In the heterogeneous CRN MAC protocol provides 

a well coordination among SUs. This is a very difficult task; 

the MAC layer plays an essential role that is how the SUs 

regulate when and which channels they can use to transmit or 

receive SU packets without affecting communication among 

the PUs. The multiple channels used in CRN have hidden 

terminal problem with PU and this problem can able to solve 

by MAC protocol [3]. The most of researchers used CCC in 

CR-MAC to discover the path among the SUs by sending the 

signals in CRN and continue the communication process of 

SUs without any interference. The CCC has congestion 

attacks by malicious users. In this paper we present a 

comprehensive study of MAC protocol and different 

implementation techniques are used to improve the effective 

channel allocation in heterogeneous CRN. 

A MAC protocol doesn’t have any central entity in 

distributed cognitive radio network (DCRN), like base 

station. Due to this reason DCRN-MAC protocol subdivided 

into MAC protocols based on time division multiple access 

technique (TDMA-MAC) and contention technique based 

MAC (C-MAC) protocols. In DCRN, there is no any local 

organizer, TDMA-MAC have no sufficient effective system 

so that it can required C-MAC protocols [23]. The CCC 

techniques also have important problems due to vulnerability 

caused by movement of PUs in the network. Some MAC 

protocols offered with the technique of CCC and without 

CCC technique. Only dedicated CCC can promise worldwide 
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time synchronization [24]. Certain MAC protocols operate 

with channel hopping (CH) technique which is based on 

CCC.  When we can offered MAC protocols used single 

transceiver in multiple CRN it has meet the multichannel 

hidden terminal and it might be miss control signal when 

they should busy. When we proposed hardware constrained 

MAC protocol with single transceiver MAC, and it suffers 

with the problem of spectrum wastage [24].  

The proactive spectrum handoff system has proposed for 

resource allocation in CRN [25]. They proposed fair MAC 

(FMAC) protocol that to ensure fair and efficient coefficient 

of CRN. The FMAC protocol is designed for centralized 

CRN and it couldn’t provide any details on monitoring of 

PUs presence during the data transmission [26].  

  Numerous MAC protocols have already been proposed for 

CRN, then research indications are doesn’t efficiently in a 

dynamic environment. In this paper, we have present 

research challenges prevalent in current MAC designs and 

future research direction. 

In the rest of section, brief description of MAC layer in 

section II, the related work in section III, the comprehensive 

study in section IV and conclusion in section V.  

II. MAC LAYER  

In CRN SUs wants to communication with each other, they 

can exchange control information and spectrum information 

by CCC.  This CCC must be recognized and accessible to all 

CR nodes for succeeding transmission to take place.  The SU 

can access the available white space with the help of MAC 

protocol through CCC without interfering with the PUs. The 

primary goal of MAC protocol is that providing an efficient 

communication in terms of channel sensing and to determine 

its occupancy and sharing the available spectrum channels 

among the SUs in CRN without any interference to PUs [16]. 

The MAC protocol includes the functions of CR such as 

channel sensing, spectrum sharing, resource allocation and 

spectrum mobility. 

In the recent years, the MAC protocol includes the principles 

of opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) system which is 

significantly growing the spectrum utilization. In CRN, the 

SUs include the functionality that to search and utilize 

dynamically the available idle spectrum of PUs with distinct 

factors like time and frequency. The efficient OSA-MAC 

protocol should include the functions like spectrum sensing, 

spectrum allocation, spectrum access, spectrum sharing, and 

spectrum mobility [17] (figure 1). 

A. Spectrum Sensing 

Its primary function is to find available idle channels and 

avoid interference with the PUs. The spectrum sensing 

technology used to improve the spectrum utilization 

effectively [18]. 

B. Spectrum Sharing 

In CRNs, the spectrum sharing process should be take place 

between PUs and SUs can be defined as the real time 

management of the spectrum that permits SUs to access a 

spectrum of PUs with little or no interference to the PUs [18] 

C. Spectrum Mobility 

Spectrum mobility allows the CR user to modify its operating 

frequency. CR networks are trying to use the spectrum 

dynamically allowing radio terminals to functioning in the 

best existing frequency band, to keep transparent 

communication necessity during the transition to an improved 

frequency [18]. 

 

Figure 1.  OSA MAC Protocol functionality [7] 

III. RELATED WORK  

In [19] the authors should have been considered underlay 

CRN for reducing the interface temperature at SBS, so that 

they should offered opportunistic p-persistent sense multiple 

access structures for CRN which could be transmits the data 

to the SUs and also they should improve quality of service 

(QoS) for communication between SUs and PUs, so that they 

offered another technique like an adaptive interference-level 

control algorithm, which controls the interference level at 

PUs in PN.  The proposed algorithm achieved near optimal 

throughput at SN while they are backward-compatible to the 

conventional p-persistent CSMA scheme. 

In [20] they should improve efficient spectrum assignment 

(SA) at SU based on multi-channel selection scheme. During 

this communication SUs are utilize multiple channel at same 

time to improve throughput. In this condition SUs used more 

idle channels and other SUs are left with no idle channels 

therefore the blocking probability will be increased and 

fairness will be decreased. So that they offered fair 

multichannel assignment system (FMCA) for scattered CRN. 

Further they should introduced new MAC structure for 

sensing and accessing the channels. The proposed FMCA 
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structures achieved good tradeoff between fairness and 

throughput. 

In [2], usually SUs exchange the control information through 

common control channel (CCC), the most of MAC protocol 

designed with existing CCC and further they assumed that 

CCC was available for all SUs, thus the primary 

disadvantage of using static CCC is it is susceptible to PUs 

activities since the channel should be used by PUs at any 

time. So that they offered dynamic control channel 

assignment MAC protocol called DYN-MAC which supports 

to minimize the collision and it can be tolerate the activities 

of PUs. 

In CRN, the CR technology empowers the SU to utilize the 

unused licensed spectrum of PU. The MAC protocol plays an 

important role in utilization of spectrum, interference 

management of PUs and coordination of SUs. Thus they 

offered a new MAC protocol and the transceiver is attached 

with the sensor which improves the spectrum sensing 

accuracy and prevents the PUs from interference. The 

proposed system improved the throughput in presence of 

sensing error [3].  

The design of an efficient MAC protocol is serious for proper 

functioning of a scattered CRN and better utilization of the  

unused  idle channels when PUs are idle. Thus, they should 

designed a contention based distributed medium access 

control (MAC) protocol for the secondary users’ channel 

access. The suggested MAC protocol agrees collision-free 

access to the presented data channels and effectively utilized 

by SUs. Under optimal conditions, the offered scheme 

permits the SN utilize all available channels [8].  

The cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) have 

recently proposed in CR technology for effective utilization 

of the idle channels by SUs when the PUs is idle. The design 

of MAC protocol has a vital problem is that addresses the 

decentralized control and local observation for spectrum 

management. Therefore, they offered propose a cognitive 

MAC protocol with mobility support (CM-MAC) based on 

carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance 

(CSMA/CA) technique. The offered protocol should respond 

to the locality state of CR nodes. The proposed protocol 

achieved outperforms the throughput in the given network 

[10].  

In [21] quiet protocol (QP) scheduling technology is used to 

identify transmission opportunities for 802.11 SN. The QP-

CSMA-CA is a 802.11 based CRN MAC protocol which can 

be used to utilize the idle channel by SU based on QP-DIFS 

scheduling system that achieved significant performance of 

the entire networks. 

They have proposed opportunistic Spectrum access With 

backup Channel (SWITCH) which is specially designed for 

multichannel access in the network and this protocol is used 

unlicensed channel as backup channel to adapt with sudden 

presence of the PUs in data communication channel [27].  

IV. COMPERHENSIVE STUDY  

Table 1. Comprehensive Study 

Years of 

Publication 
Algorithm Used Results 

2014[1] 

They offered a time 

slotted spectrum sharing 
protocol named Channel 

Usage and Collision Based 

MAC protocol (CUCBMAC). 

Achieved significant 

improvement of  
entire networks 

2014[2] 

They offered MAC protocol 

for CRN with dynamic control 

channel assignment (DYN-

MAC) 

This method control 

channels are 

dynamically 

assigned to SUs 

based on channel 

availability  

2012[3] 

They offered a new MAC 

protocol for dynamic resource 

allocation. 

It avoids collision 

between SU and PU 

and also among 
SUs. 

Improved 

throughput of the 
given network 

2011[4] 

They offered a MAC protocol 

for CRN. 

Parameters: 

 Spectrum-sensing 

performance 

 Normalization of 

throughput 

They achieved 

significant 

performance gain. 

2010[5] 

They offered cognitive radio 

multichannel medium access 

control protocol based on 

TDMA for channel allocation 
to SU. 

ECR-MAC 

successfully exploits 

multiple channels to 

improve network 
throughput and the 

end-to-end delay. 

2014[6] 

They offered a semi-
distributed cooperative 

spectrum sensing (SDCSS) 

and channel access framework 
for multi-channel cognitive 

radio networks (CRNs) 

Achieved significant 
network 

performance gain, 

throughput 
performance 

 

2015 [7] 

They offered multi-constrained 

QoS aware MAC protocol for 
cluster based CRSNs. 

Achieved better 

performance than 
existing MAC 

protocol for CRSN 

 

2014 [8] 

They offered a contention 

based distributed medium 

access control (MAC) protocol 
for the secondary users’ 

channel access. 

Achieved 

outperformance of 

the given network 

2013 [9] 

They offered Distributed 
Consensus Algorithm to 

address the problem of 

distributed CCC 
Allocation for cognitive radio 

ad hoc  networks 

Achieved significant 
improvement of 

network capacity 

and efficiency of 
spectrum. 

2014 [10] 

They offered cognitive MAC 

protocol with mobility support 
(CM-MAC) based on carrier 

sense multiple access/collision 

avoidance (CSMA/CA) 

Achieved outstrips 

performance of the 
network throughput. 
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technique for channel 

allocation. 

2016 [11] 

They offered a novel cross-

layer mobility-aware medium 
access control (MAC) protocol 

for CRSN. 
And also offered efficient 

spectrum-aware cluster 

formation and maintenance. 

Achieved significant 

network 
performance like 

packet delivery 
ratio, energy 

consumption, and 

delay 

2015 [12] 

They offered common control 
channel based MAC protocol 

to avoid hidden terminal drop. 

And also offered an 
Interference-aware hybrid 

CCC cognitive MAC protocol 

with directional RTS/CTS and 
data transmission. 

Adaptive power control 

algorithm also offered  

Achieved the greater 
throughput gain and 

reduced the 

cognitive control 
overhead. 

2018 [13] 

They offered a novel frame 

structure of request to send and 

clear to send approach which 
includes of cognitive radio ad 

hoc network. And also offered 

fairness based MAC protocol. 

Achieved better 

performance of both 

terms like time and 
fairness 

2018 [14] 

They offered a hybrid 
technology like the integration 

of rendezvous and medium 

access control protocol called 
as novel cognitive radio 

rendezvous protocol 

Achieved better 
performance of the 

given network based 

on throughput, delay 
and packet 

dropping.  

2018 [14] 

They offered a hybrid 
technology like the integration 

of rendezvous and medium 

access control protocol called 
as novel cognitive radio 

rendezvous protocol 

Achieved better 
performance of the 

given network based 

on throughput, delay 
and packet 

dropping.  

2018 [15] 

They offered a self-organizing 
CR-MAC protocol for 

allocating available channels 

to the SUs  

 They achieved 99% 
of effective channel 

allocation of SU in 

less than 5% of idle 
slots from PN  

 

V. CONCLUSION  

The primary objective of this literature survey is to provide the different 

technoloy of CR-MAC protocol. Most of protocols are offered for 

dynamic CRN which doesn’t cover  main issuess of dynamic spectrum 

allocation in CRN. some proposals of research can be suggested in the 

framework of MAC protocol entity. In future more research is required 

for precise channel sensing system. In CRN, the spectrum sensing is 

critical problem due to hardware restrictions of CR users. So that we 

need to design some efficient and robust alternatives like CCC design. 

The MAC protocol design mainly focusing on energy improvement 

system is introduces in new challenge of the efficient MAC protocol 

design. The QoS system of SUs in wireless communication system is 

not possible without the significant support from the MAC protocol. 

Consequently we required further research of QoS for SUs in the 

context of dynamic spectrum availability.  

The network coordination, reconfiguration and network reliabilty are 

the another main problem in CRN. In recent years, the majority of the 

researchers are focused on improving the throughput in entire CRN. 

Now, we can addressed some necessary design required for distributed 

CR-MAC protocol design. Like time synchronization and network 

coordination for SUs are need to improve without dedicated CCC. We 

can improve the probability of detection of PU presences during data 

communication in CRN. We trust that  further modifications is required 

to improve the efficient MAC protocol. We have identified some 

modification is required to improve the design of the MAC protocol for 

effective utilization of the  idle channel by SUs. 
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Abstract— This paper deals with analysis implementation of open loop and closed loop speed control for a Brushless dc 

(BLDC) motor drive using Hysteresis and MRAC. Mostly BLDC drives are used for electrical vehicle applications. Generally 

control algorithms which are developed for the motor drive might show good simulation results during steady state and 

transient conditions. Model reference adaptive system is a control strategy to drive electrical machine. Conventional cascade PI 

controllers are often used to control speed, torque and current. Adaptive PI controller for speed and current of a low inertia 

machine, change in speed set point should be slowly applied in order avoid stability problem. Hysteresis current control is used 

to eliminate voltage stability problem. In order to improve the performance compare to hysteresis current control the new 

model reference adaptive system used in speed control block. So, here initially open loop and closed loop system of BLDC 

drive using hysteresis current control is simulated and results are verified, after that MRAC is introduced to analysis 

improvement and dynamic behaviour of system and performance are analysed using MATLAB/ SIMULINK software. 

Hardware implementation of open loop BLDC drive system performance is validated by using DSP processor. In this project 

detailed procedure of effectively controlled the BLDC drive real time is presented. 

 

Keywords— BLDC motors, PI controller, Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC)  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

An electric motor or an electric generator’s performance 

efficiency is generally determined by their speed of rotation. 

The machine’s speed can be easily controlled by applying 

voltage and frequency of the source current. By 

implementing the concept of drive in electric motor or 

generator the motor’s speed can be controlled more 

accurately. The main advantage is motion control is 

optimized easily. These types of motors are generally used in 

robots, fans, mills, pumps, industries etc. These drives are 

also used as prime movers for diesel or petrol engines, gas 

turbines and hydraulic motors. These motors are used for 

vehicle and hybrid electric vehicles to improve energy 

efficiency [1] [2].  

 Generally Brushless DC motor requires a DC source 

which is in available form of AC. When an AC supply is 

given to motor, the supplied AC supply gets converted into 

rectified DC and it is provided to BLDC drive. The diode 

bridge rectifier carries the process of rectification. To obtain 

position of a rotor and speed, hall sensors are used. The 

usage of DC link capacitor is to provide DC supply to the 

electronic commutation of brushless DC motor and also to 

maintain constant DC voltage. This is to be fed to inverter 

input circuit. BLDC motor has the advantage of high starting 

torque, high efficiency and high density compared to other 

motors. BLDC motor is a open loop system where the 

current is not controlled. Hysteresis current controller is also 

used for utility applications like low and medium voltage. 

This project mainly involves in implementing control 

strategy for speed control in BLDC motor drive. Comparing 

with other techniques hysteresis current control has 

advantage of eliminating voltage stability problem[3] [4] [5].   

 In this paper, we have discussed about the single 

phase half bridge rectifier harmonic content through some 

analytical expressions which employs either fixed or variable 

hysteresis current control and organised as follows Section I 

contains the introduction of BLDC motor and its control 

strategy, Section II contains Closed loop control of BLDC 

motor by harmonic output of fixed band hysteresis current 

control is derived, Section III contains BLDC drive using 

MRAC and hysteresis controller by harmonic output 

derivations of variable band hysteresis band, Section IV 

contains simulation models are developed by MATLAB 

Simulink and the results are taken, section V concludes 

research work.  
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II. CLOSED LOOP CONTROL OF BLDC DRIVE 

Usually, BLDC motor drive requires control 

strategy to operate a motor at different speeds. Hence a 

closed loop system is proposed. The proposed system 

ensures BLDC motor drive runs at variable speed. Also here 

reference speed gets changed at any time which operates at 

desired speed. In a closed loop system, the motor speed is 

given to the input side. Then it gets compared with reference 

speed to produce an error signal. The produced error signal is 

fed to PI controller. Here the PI controller controls the speed 

of BLDC motor drive using the gain value of PI. The error 

occurred in present and past are nullified by PI controller. 

This proportional and integral controller also provides value 

for reference torque. The general structure of BLDC motor 

with AC supply is shown in Fig 1[7]. 

 
Fig 1. BLDC motor with AC supply 

 

 An input filter has used in a closed loop system to 

avoid noise produced by input switching elements. This input 

filter crosses 50/60 Hz and attenuates high noise and 

frequency. Reactive elements such as capacitors and 

inductors play a major role in suppressing frequency. 

Capacitors are connected in series and act as a high pass 

filters which DC is blocking. To avoid spikes at high voltage 

in electric power, voltage dependent resistor is included in 

filter circuit. Fig 2 shows inverter control diagram of input 

filter. 

 
Fig 2. Closed loop control of BLDC motor 

The working of voltage source converter is to 

convert AC supply into DC. To improve the efficiency of 

VSC, power factor correction is needed. Here single stage 

PFC is used. Rectifiers are used by implementing 

semiconductor devices like diode, SCR or TRIAC. These 

semiconductor devices get turned on when gate signal is 

triggered. Commutation is done either by natural or forced. 

Here capacitor is incorporated so that the energy is stored 

between input and output power. The three phase star 

connected BLDC motor can be described as the following 

four eqautions: 

                   (1)      

                   (2) 

                       (3) 

                                                              (4) 

In a three phase supply, phase voltages, phase 

currents and phase back emf are denoted by v, I and e. the 

electrical torque is represented as Te and load torque as TL. 

Inductance L and Resistance R are used as per the phase 

required. Here rotor inertia is denoted as J and friction 

constant constant as Kf. The rotor speed is represented as wm. 

By using the above parameters, the back emf and torque are 

expressed by following mathematical expressions[8] 

                                                     (5) 

 

                                                       (6) 

                   (7)     

PI controller with zero initial condition is given by 

                                                         (8) 

In integral error compensation, the actuating signal 

depends on the integral of the error. Proportional-integral 

controller is a special type of PID controller. Here the error 

derivative (D) is not used. Integral error compensation is to 

eliminate steady state error but the system become sluggish 

due to increase in order. 

III. BLDC DRIVE USING MRAC AND HYSTERESIS 

CONTROLLER 

A.MRAC 

The proposed system with MRAC (Model 

Reference Adaptive Control) consists of controller with 

closed loop where the parameters are desinged such that it 

can change the response of the system at any desired time. 

The system output gets compared with reference model of 

the desired response. The control parameters of a closed loop 

controller gets updated based on the error produced. 
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Fig.3 Control flow diagram of MRAC 

 

The control flow diagram of  MRAC is shown in fig 

3. Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is a direct 

adaptive control method that has controller parameters and 

mechanisms which are adjustable. By comparing the PID 

controllers and adaptive controllers, these adaptive 

controllers are much efficient and also they are easy to 

handle changes in environment and unknown parameters.   

This type of adaptive controller has two loops named as inner 

and outer loop. This paper mainly deals with  adaptive 

controller. Control system is a process that regulates 

dynamics in system. Adaptive controller is a one of the 

control strategy method that are popularly used. Generally, 

BLDC motor with three phase supply operates in two phase 

that produces high torque when the third phase is in off state. 

The position of rotor are always dependent on the energized 

two phases. In MRAC position sensors are used where the 

signals are produced for every 60º of rotation. The rotor and 

stator field lines are 120º apart every interval time and gets 

end when the rotor and stator field lines are 60º. When the 

stator and rotor field lines are in perpendicular, maximum 

torque is achieved. The P-Controller is more complicated 

than ON-OFF control process rather simple than PID 

controller which are used in automobile control[9]. 

B.Hysteresis Current Controller 

      Hysteresis current controller is mainly used in low and 

medium voltage applications. Here the inverter line current 

tracks sinusoidal reference voltage with error margin. Line 

harmonics from inverter depends upon switching pattern. 

These switching patters are generated from line harmonics 

feedback. Hysteresis current controller classified as follows: 

 a) Fixed band hysteresis control 

 b) Variable ban hysteresis control 

Fixed band hysteresis control produces error current using 

frequency modulated triangular wave. These results with 

time varying characteristics that are computed from system. 

Fig 4 shows as the control flow of hysteresis current 

controller. 

 
Fig 4. Control flow of hysteresis current controller 

 

 The harmonic performance analysis of  hysteresis 

inverter of both AC and DC system are analysed. These 

harmonics which is present in AC and DC voltages will 

affect the frequency of inverter.              

Using the demodulation technique of the inverter, the 

hysteresis current controller passes harmonic AC supply to 

the DC side of inverter. The switching fuction is not 

desingned inverter in hysteresis current controller  so that 

harmonic currents are desinged by balancing DC input and 

AC output power equations[10],[11]. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It should MATLAB Simulink models are designed 

and implemented for BLDC drive which operates without 

current control and also for BLDC drives at fixed and 

variable speed in a closed loop.    

 

A.BLDC Motor without Current Control 

The initial model designed is BLDC motor drive 

without current control. The Simulink model design is a open 

loop system where the simulation results of BLDC drive 

stator current and back EMF is shown in figure 5. At the 

output side of motor, trapezoidal back EMF can be taken. 

Figure 6 shows speed of BLDC motor drive without current 

control in open loop system and figure 7 gives its toque 

waveform. 
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Fig 5. Simulation of stator current with out current control 

 
Fig 6. Simulation response of speed without current control 

 
Fig 7. Simulation of torque response with out current control 

 

B.Closed Loop BLDC Motor With Fixed Speed 

This Simulink is designed for brushless DC motor 

with closed loop system that runs in constant speed is shown 

in figure 8. In figure 9, BLDC motor drive with current 

control is shown. The BLDC motor drive stator current and 

EMF is shown in figure 10. 

 
Fig 8. BLDC motor with current control 

 
Fig 9. BLDC motor drive with fixed speed  

 
    Fig 10. Torque response at step time 3.5 sec 

 

C. Open Loop BLDC Motor with Variable Speed 

This Simulink is designed for brushless DC motor 

with closed loop system that runs in variable speed is shown 

in figure 11. This model is designed as BLDC motor drive 

with current control. The BLDC motor drive stator current 

and EMF is shown in figure 12. At the output side of motor, 

trapezoidal back EMF can be taken. The corresponding 

torque waveform was shown in figure 13. 

 

 
Fig 11. The Stator Current of BLDC motor drive 

 

 

 
Fig 12. The speed of the open loop control for BLDC motor 

 

 
Fig 13. Torque response at step time 0.6 sec 

 

D. Closed Loop Control Of BLDC Motor Using MRAC 

The model of BLDC motor drive with closed loop 

control using MRAC is designed and terminal voltage of 

BLDC motor drive is shown in figure 14. The simulation 

results of closed loop system rectifier current and back EMF 

of BLDC motor is shown in figure 15.  

 

 
Fig 14. Terminal voltage of BLDC motor using MRAC 
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Fig 15. Rectifier current of BLDC motor using MRAC 

 

 
Fig 16. Inverter voltage of BLDC motor using MRAC 

V. CONCLUSION  

This works evaluate the different controlling strategies in 

the BLDC motor to obtain better simulation results by using 

PI controllers. This helps in obtaining the controlled speed, 

torque and current with better improvements. Here initially 

open and closed loop system of BLDC drive using hysteresis 

current controller helps in improving the simulation result and 

with addition MRAC increase its performance. With the 

overall concern DSP processor associated with hardware 

components provides improved speed, torque and then the 

current with the help of MATLAB. 
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Abstract: Cloud computing is allowing business to focus on core businesses in spite of pay additional amount. Cloud 

environment has been considered as a model that is enabling access to a shared pool of configurable remote resources on 

demand. In this research the multi layer security for the cloud servers have been provided. It has been found that cloud services 

are offering flexible & scalable services. But there is always issue of security during information transmission from centrally 

located server storage to another location. Thus there is need to enhance the security of traditional cloud systems. Here in this 

paper need of cloud computing has been discussed along with its limitations. Focus of research is to provide security to cloud 

server, Security issue with existing system, cloud Server Model and programming module to perform encryption decryption 

and IP verification has been discussed.  

 

Keyword: - Cloud Computing, Transferred, Storage 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing[1] is internet based computing that is 

providing shared computer processing resources & devices 

on demand[2] & information to personal computer. It is 

considered as a model to enable access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources on demand.
 
It could be 

released in smallest management system power. It has been 

some storage solutions are particular users & business within 

different storage capabilities & process in sequence in either 

owned in private or some party information centers which 

might be situated distant from user ranging distant from 

across a city to across world.  It is depending on resources in 

order to received compatibility of scale, which is c 

comparable to usefulness over power network [3]. Promote 

proclaim that cloud computing permits more group to ignore 

up-front infrastructural price. This allows business to 

concentrate on core businesses in spite of spending money & 

time on personal computer infrastructure.  

 
Fig 1 Cloud Computing 

Need of Cloud computing 

 

Cloud computing is required [4] due to following reasons: 

 

1. It provides high availability. 

2. It saves cost of hardware resources. 

3. It saves cost of application software. 

4. It reduces the maintenance cost at client end. 

5. 24 hour online cloud allows multiple cloudlets to 

perform complex tasks. 

6. Cloud environment provide high availability. 

 

Limitation of Cloud computing 

 

However cloud environment is providing lot of benefits but 

it has still several limitations. Some of them are stated 

below: 

1. Cloud computing is dependent of Internet. 

2. Cloud setup requires highly qualified[5] manpower. 

3. The cost of cloud hardware is also limitation of 

cloud computing. 

4. The threat of data loss is one of the major 

limitations. 

5. The security threats at different layer also act as 

hurdle in frequent use of cloud. 

 

II.  SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
 

There is lot of security [6] threat to the cloud environment. 

The cloud environment is based on network. Existing 
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researches are unable to tackle the problem of security issues 

in cloud computing [7]. There are several threats at different 

layers. 

 

1. Physical Layer attack [8] suggests physical 

action such as disrupting source of power 

source, modification of interface pins, or the 

cable cutting. Tampering with fuse box could 

cause a interruption of service. 

2. Data Layer attack [9] suggests the 

modification of ARP cache by Attackers so 

that computers associate the wrong MAC 

Address with the IP. 

3. Network layer attack suggests attacker would 

use the proxy server as it would make tracking 

harder. Routers that are running old software 

versions could be relatively easy to attack. 

4. Transport layer attack suggests attacker to 

perform port scanning of network in order to 

attack. NMAP is commonly used port scanner. 

5. Session layer attack suggests TCP session 

hijacking, when a hacker takes over a TCP 

session among two machines. 

6. Presentation layer attack considers Unicode 

Vulnerability. Originally Unicode has been 

designed to be universal, unique as well as 

uniform.  

7. Application layer attack: The application 

layer[10] is hardest to defend. Vulnerabilities 

encountered here often rely on complex user 

input scenarios that are hard to define within an 

intrusion detection signature. Application layer 

is must be easy to use over Port 80 or Port 443. 

The application layer in OSI model is closest to 

end user. It means both OSI application layer 

and user interact directly within software 

application. Transmission Control Protocol or 

internet protocol specifications described a lot 

of applications that were at top of protocol 

stack.  

 

DATA SECURITY ON CLOUD 

 

Third party provides information & infrastructure 

management in cloud computing so security of cloud is 

biggest concern [11]. There is a risk in providing sensitive 

information to cloud service provider. Any security breach 

could result in customer or business loss so venders provide 

protection to accounts. Customer cannot switch from one 

cloud service provider to another quickly so he is dependent 

on cloud service provider for service. 

 

 
 

Fig 2Data Security on cloud 

 

Customer management interface is usually accessible on 

network in case of various public cloud service providers. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Here we discuss client server based model, Socket 

programming and enhanced AES encryption mechanism. 

Socket programming methodology consists of port and IP 

address.  

 

Client Server based Model 

Proposed work is based on client server model [15] where 

server implements first & waits to receive information client 

implements second & then sends first network data packet to 

server. Server authenticate user & user authenticate server 

generating a very strong session key using their shared 

password over an insecure channel by using symmetric 

cipher. 

 
Fig 3 OSI Model 
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IP ADDRESS: The transmission of data would be 

performed on authorized IP addresses. 

PORT: User defined ports would be used to establish the 

connection. This would reduce the probability of port 

scanning attack at transport layer. The transmission [16] 

would be made only when both client and server port are 

open. This would reduce the chances of session hijacking.  

ENCRYPTION: Cryptography [16] of data would provide 

data security to the cloud. 

Proposed model would create a separate layer for 

information transmission & hacker [15] would not be 

capable to access information on wireless network without 

application layer required on client. 

 

 

Fig 4 Proposed Model 

 

Due to limitation of existing security mechanisms there was 

need to develop a new security system. The chance for 

decryption without authentication should get reduced. We 

need to implement IP filter based security in order to 

prevent attacker from different network. Here we would 

also reduce size of packet during transmission using 

replacement policy. We would enhance Advanced 

Encryption standard by introducing multilayer security. 

The proposed model offers following benefits as compare 

to traditional work. 

 

1. Proposed work considers the existing threats and 

opts to eliminate them. 

2. User defined port mechanism would reduce the 

probability of port scanning attack.  

3. Proposed work reduces the chances of session 

hijacking.  

4. Proposed work would make use for more secure 

cryptography mechanisms in order to secure the 

information sharing over cloud 

5. Information could be shared on authorized IP 

addresses. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Triple Layer Security 

 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

1. At first stage IP address and Machine address 

is confirmed to reject unauthenticated 

transmission of packets from server to 

client.  

2. In second level the port address of sender and 

receiver is confirmed to allow transmission. 

3. The session is confirmed if session is invalid 

then data cannot be transmitted 

4. If packet arrives at this stage then user is 

authenticated. 

5. If packet is eligible for transfer then enhanced 

AES ENCRYPTION module works. 

 

i. TAKE PLAIN TEXT (256 bits) 

ii. APPLY ROUND KEY and set counter=1 

iii. if counter is less then 9 

a) Process sub byte. 

SECURITY LAYER 1 

IP ADDRESS 
VERIFICATION 

MACHINE 
VERFICATION 

SECURITY LAYER 2 

PORT 
VERIFICATION 

Session 
verfication 

SECURITY LAYER 3 

USER VALIDATION ENCRYPTION 
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b)  Perform Shift row 

c)  Mix columns 

d)  counter=counter+1; 

iv. other wise 

a) process subbytes 

b) shift the rows 

c) Apply round key 

v. Cipher text would be generated (256 bits) 

6. Perform the data Transmission 

7.  At receiving end the ip address and machine 

address is confirmed. 

8. The port address and session is checked. 

9. The user is authenticated here. 

10. Perform the decryption of data at receiver 

end. 

i. TAKE CIPHER TEXT (256 bits) 

ii. APPLY ROUND KEY and set counter=1 

iii. if counter is less then 9 

a)Process Inverse shift row. 

 b)Perform inverse sub byte 

 c)Inverse Mix columns 

 d)counter=counter+1; 

iv. other wise 

a)Inverse shift rows 

b)Inverse sub byte 

c)Apply round key 

v. Plain text would be generated (256 bits) 

 

 

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1 MULTILAYER SECURITY OF DATA ON CLOUD 

SERVER 
There are lot of resources such as remote personal computer, 

cloud server & cloud storage connected to our systems. 

There is requirement of multiple layer security. So that user 

could not transfer information on unauthentic 

system.Following window represents  systems connected to 

cloud server such as remote  personal computer s & remote 

cloud storage. 

 

 
Fig 5 cloud server 

 

Code for Base64 
import java.io.*; 

public class Base64 

{ 

    public static String enc(byte[] dt1) 

    { 

        char[] aaaaa = { 

 

           'A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','J','K','L','M','N','O','P',’Q'

W','X','Y','Z','a','b','c','d','e','f','g','h','i','j','k','l','m','n','o','p','q','r',

's','t','u','v','w','x','y','z','0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','+','/' }; 

 

        StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder(); 

        int xpad = 0; 

        for (int i = 0; i < dt1.length; i =i+ 3) { 

 int b = ((dt1[i] & 0xFF) << 16) & 0xFFFFFF; 

            if (i + 1 < dt1.length) { 

                b |= (dt1[i+1] & 0xFF) << 8; 

            } else { 

               xpad++; 

            } 

            if (i + 2 < dt1.length) { 

                b |= (data[i+2] & 0xFF); 

            } else { 

                xpad++; 

            } 

 

            for (int j = 0; j < 4 - xpad; j++) { 

                int c = (b & 0xFC0000) >> 18; 

                buffer.append(aaaaa[c]); 

                b <<= 6; 

            } 

        } 

        for (int j = 0; j < xpad; j++) { 

            buffer.append("="); 

        } 

 

        return buffer.toString(); 

    } 

 

    Code to encrypt information using AES 

 

Aes encryption 

 

public class AES 

{ 

     

            k1 = shsh.digest(k1); 

            k1 = Arrays.copyOf(k1, 16);             

 

            secretKey = new SecretKeySpec(k1, "AES"); 

             

                   } catch (Exception e) { 

                   }  

    } 
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IP BASED AUTHENTICATION  
Every system has unique IP address that could be checked 

using ping command. 

 

 
Fig 6 has unique IP 

 

Generally user can set IP address of system manually or 

dynamically. 

 

 
 

Fig 7 IP TABLE 

 

Here we have given a IP TABLE that would authenticate IP 

address of client. This table assures list of valid IP address of 

client who are eligible to decrypt data. 

 

 
 

Following Code would authenticated IP Address 
 

In this code it is checked from database whether IP address 

is valid or not 

static int  isvalidip(String dd) 

{ 

int flag=0; 

try 

            { 

            Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver"); 

Connection 

cn=DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:edu","",""); 

            Statement st=cn.createStatement(); 

          ResultSet rs=st.executeQuery("select count(*) from 

iptable where ip like '" + dd + "' &   status =1" ); 

                       while(rs.next()) 

            { 

            flag= 

Integer.parseInt(rs.getString(1));                   }         } 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Proposed work has considered the existing threats and tried 

to eliminate them. The user defined port which has been 

used above 1024. This is because 0 to 1023 ports are 

reserved. This mechanism would reduce the probability of 

port scanning attack. In proposed work chances of session 

hijacking has been reduced. There was security of data at 

application layer only in case of traditional work. Present 

work has been provided security to the packet. Chance for 

decryption without authentication should get reduced. There 

is need to implement IP filter based security in order to 

prevent attacker from different network would enhance 

Advanced Encryption standard by introducing multilayer 

security. This work has made use of more secure 

cryptography mechanisms thus it is providing better security 

approach. IP validation has also played significant role in 

enhancing the security of cloud network. 
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Abstract— Suggestion system plays vital role in WWW world and used in many applications. It has created the collection of 

many application, created global village and growth for numerous information. This paper represents the overview of 

Approaches and techniques generated in Suggestion system. Suggestion system is divided into three main types Collaborative 

Filtering, Content based and hybrid-based Method. The work in our categories collaborative filtering as Memory based type 

and Model based type. The paper discusses in detail the methods, their pros and cons. The paper proves to be a milestone in the 

research field of suggestion system. 

 

Keywords—Suggestion, Collaborative filtering, Model based, Memory based, Content based, Hybrid.

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Suggestion System is part of Daily life where people rely on 

knowledge for making decision of their personal interest. 

Suggestion system is method that helps in data sorting and 

arranging to forecast preferences for the end user. This field 

is new still lot of research is going on in this area as 

specialization. Thus, it is used in many applications, where 

selective Suggestion is required. This leads to desire of many 

methods like memory based and model-based techniques [1]. 

Suggestion placing system still requires more enhancement 

in future. 

Suggestion system is a system that tells the choice of the user 

for example selection of grocery while online shopping or 

selection of a brand among the list of products of same 

category or like movies in Netflix, music by Djdhol. In this 

paper various techniques along with their benefits and 

limitations are discussed intensively and some results are 

compare the limitation of each technique in proper way for 

future suggestions [2]. 

 

In this paper, Section two is the background and related work 

done on this topic previously, whereas section three gives the 

details about collaborative filtering system, section four 

contains explanation about content-based approach and 

section five gives information about hybrid systems. 

II. BACKGROUND  

Various methods and techniques of recommendation and 

suggestion systems are discussed like collaborative filtering, 

content based and mixed hybrid approach. Dissimilar 

Algorithm and tactics provide best suggestion that use public 

rating or content data; however collaborative filtering and 

content-based method grieve from same restrictions [3]. A 

lot of researchers and scientists have tried to daze these 

limitations by combining both collaborative filtering and 

content-based method as a hybrid approach that combined 

ratings as well as content information. Suggestion system 

will always remain active search area for researchers [5]. 

A. Approaches of Suggestion System 

Suggestion system is usually classified on rating estimation 

1. Collaborative Filtering system 

2. Content based system 

3. Hybrid system 

In content-based approach, similar items to the ones the user 

preferred in past will be recommended to the user while in 

collaborative filtering, items that similar group people with 

similar tastes and preferences like will be recommended. In 

order to overcome the limitations of both approach hybrid 

systems are proposed that combines both approaches in some 

manner [15]. 

III. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING SYSTEM 

Collaborative filtering systems works on the fundamental of 

collecting user outputs in the form of ratings and take 

advantage of likenesses in rating and suggesting the item to 

be used [6]. Collaborative filtering systems recommend an 

item to a user based on opinions of other users. Like, in a Tv 

Series Suggestion software, Collaborative filtering system 
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find the users with similar interests and then recommends the 

genre which is generally viewed by them. Mostly such type 

of collaborative filtering techniques gets possibly be divided 

into two major group types [8, 9]: 

A. Memory Based approaches 

Memory-based methods keep a track on each user or the 

transaction to calculate Suggestions and can be divided in 

three main types: CF techniques, Content-Based (CB) 

techniques and hybrid techniques [10]. CF methods 

recommend data items that were used by same kind of 

logged in users in the past; their Suggestions depends on 

public views, social, community-driven data (e.g., customer 

feedback, etc).  

 

CB techniques recommend data items which are same which 

is most likely selected in the past; only individual selection 

information is used and other suggestions are de-selected 

while making suggestion. The last type is Hybrid techniques 

which is a combination of both techniques to provide more 

accurate Suggestions. A hybrid RS is a mixture of CF (or 

public-based) techniques with CB (or data-based) techniques. 

If no good data is present to find CF techniques, it would 

select CB technique [17].  

 

B. Model Based approaches 

In model-based CF procedures, decisions take place based on 

theory model for user rating behaviour. We use an 

unprocessed rating data directly in making forecasts and the 

parameters of the model are estimated from the available 

rating data and the model helps inn making predictions [11].  

 

Model-based CF algorithms have proved to be a good 

research field in last years. For example, discusses two 

probabilistic models, namely, clustering and Bayesian 

networks. In partitioning-based clustering algorithms 

predictions are made and lead to better scalability and 

accuracy in comparison to simple partitioning [7]. 

IV. CONTENT BASED APPROACH 

Any software or application that use a content-based 

Suggestion approach analyze some documents and/or 

descriptions of data item previously rated by a user and build 

a model or profile of user selected items based on the 

features of the objects which are considered useful or 

important by that user.  

The Suggestion procedure essentially contains matching up 

the characteristics of the user with properties of a content 

object. As a result, user’s level of interest is calculated in that 

object. If a profile correctly imitates user favorites, it is of 

very good benefit for the information access process [15].  

V . HYBRID APPROACH 

Traditional recommender system techniques such as 
collaborative filtering (CF), content-based, and knowledge-
based filtering, each have unique strengths and limitations. 
For example, CF suffers from sparsity and cold start 
problems, while content-based approaches suffer from 
narrowness and require descriptions. However, a hybrid 
approach can use one approach to make predictions where the 
other fails, resulting in a more robust recommender System 
[1] [13]. 

A. Weighted Hybrid. 

In this approach, a score for each recommended item is 

simply the weighted sum of the Suggestion scores for each 

source. Weights for each context source are user-

configurable through interactive sliders. Automatically 

optimizing the set of weights for each context source is 

desirable, but not trivial. Empirical bootstrapping can be used 

to calculate an optimal weighting scheme; however, 

historical data is needed for this approach [13]. 

B. Mixed Hybrid.  

In this approach, Suggestions for each source are ranked, and 

then the top-n are picked from each source, one Suggestion 

at a time by alternating the sources. This approach only 

considers relative position in a ranked list and does not 

include individual Suggestion scores. In cases where a 

Suggestion is produced by multiple context sources (i.e. was 

previously picked from another source) the algorithm simply 

selects the next Suggestion from the ranked list for that 

source [13]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Several Suggestion systems have been anticipated are based 
on collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and hybrid 
Suggestion methods and so far, most of them have been able 
to resolve the problems while providing improved 
Suggestions. However, due to information explosion, it is 
required to work on this research area to explore and provide 
new methods that can provide Suggestion in a wide range of 
applications while considering the quality and privacy 
aspects. In this paper, hybrid approach, overcomes the cons of 
both the content based approach and collaborative approach. 
Thus, the current Suggestion system needs enhancement for 
present and future requirements of better Suggestion qualities. 
Further work is required to understand why Item-based 
performed this way.  
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Abstract— The central tenets of modern cryptography are data confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, and non-

repudiation. There are a number of algorithms being used for confidential transmission of messages from one end to the other. 

The PlayFair Cipher is a substitution cipher. The classic PlayFair cipher uses 5 * 5 matrix to encrypt pairs of letters   

(diagrams).The frequency analysis is harder than simple substitution ciphers as there are 25 * 25 = 625 diagrams. But with 

increase in computing power, classical ciphers have become easy to break. The classical substitution ciphers can be broken by 

cipher text-only attacks. This paper presents a modified version of the classical PlayFair Cipher. The improvement is done to 

the original 5 * 5 cipher to modify it to 10 * 9 matrix. The matrix uses uppercase and lowercase English characters, numbers, 

punctuation marks and some special characters. The security aspect is enhanced by the use of Chaotic Genetic Algorithm to 

encrypt the cipher text again using Genetic crossover and mutation operations with a Chaotic Pseudo Random Sequence. 

 

Keywords—Component,  Chaos Theory, Cryptography, Genetic Algorithm, PlayFair Algorithm, Pseudo Random Sequence 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 Cryptography is a basic building block of Computer Security. 
It involves the secure transmission of information over 
insecure communication channels by means of encryption of 
data. The study and practice of various techniques to hide and 
protect information from adversaries is the basis of 
Cryptography. Cryptography involves the encryption and 
decryption of data  

A scheme used for encryption constitutes a cryptographic 
system or cipher [1]. Techniques used for decrypting a 
message without any knowledge of the encrypting details fall 
into the area of cryptanalysis [1]. This paper describes a 
technique for modifying the classical PlayFair Cipher for 
enhancing its security using Chaos Theory and Genetic 
Algorithms. 

II. PLAYFAIR CIPHER 

The classical PlayFair Cipher uses a 5*5 matrix consisting of 
uppercase English alphabets with I/J being considered as 1 
element. The matrix is formed by putting the letters of the 
keyword from left to right and top to bottom in the matrix, 
without considering duplicates. The rest of the matrix is filled 
by the remaining letters of the uppercase English alphabet. 
For the encryption of a plaintext, we form digrams (i.e. 2 
symbol pairs) of the plaintext. If there are duplicate letters in 
the diagram(for e.g. 'll' or  'oo' in 'balloons'), another filler 
letter X is taken instead. For a standalone symbol left in the 
end, which does not form a diagram, the filler letter (for e.g. 
X) can be taken. 

 

M A T C H 

E R B D F 

G I/J K L N 

O P Q S U 

V W X Y Z 
 

Figure 1. Classical Playfair Matrix 

   e.g. 

   Keyword -        M A T C H E R 

   Plaintext -        C A B B A G E S 

   Digrams -         CA BX BA GE SX 

   CipherText -     HT KT RT OG QY 

A.    The working of the Algorithm 

Encryption Rules 

 

For each of the digrams of the plaintext encode as follows 

1 If the symbols of the digram are in the same row of 

the PlayFair matrix, then replace the letter of the 

plaintext with the letter to its right in the matrix, the 

first element of the row will follow the last 

circularly. 

2 If the symbols of the digram are in the same column 

of the PlayFair matrix, then replace the letter of the 

plaintext with the letter below it in the matrix, the 

top element of the column will follow the bottom-

most element circularly. 
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3 For other digrams, that do not have letters in the 

same row or column, encode as follows. Each 

plaintext letter is replaced by the letter that is in its 

own row and the column of the other letter in the 

digram. 

 

 

Decryption Rules 

 For each of the digrams of the ciphertext, decode as follows 

 

1. If the symbols of the digrams are in the same row of 

the PlayFair matrix, then replace the letter of the 

ciphertext with the letter to its left in the matrix, the 

last element of the matrix will follow the first 

element circularly 

2. If the symbols of the digrams are in the same 

column of the PlayFair matrix, then replace the 

letters of the ciphertext with the letter to the top of it 

in the matrix, the bottom-most element will follow 

the top-most element circularly. 

3. For other digrams, that do not have letters in the 

same row or column, decode as follows. Each 

ciphertext letter is replaced by the letter that is in its 

own row and the column of the other letter in the 

digram. 

 

Advantages of Playfair Cipher is that in the monoalphabetic 

cipher there are only 26 letters, in PlayFair there are 26 * 26 

= 676 digrams. It is more difficult to identify digrams that 

individual letters. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

There have been many variants of the Playfair Cipher. It has 
been extended to 8 * 8 matrix [2] capable of encrypting both 
the uppercase as well as lowercase alphabets and numeric 
digits. I and J are considered different alphabets. This cipher 
is difficult to break as the length of keyword becomes large. 
This algorithm uses “@”character for adding to a standalone 
character and for a duplicate character digram it uses “&”. 

The characteristic of the Playfair cipher is that if the order of 
the plaintext in a digram is reversed then the ciphertext is also 
reversed. E.g. if KO is encrypted to DM then OK will encrypt 
to MD. So this feature can be exploited for cryptanalysis. 

There have been several enhancements to the security of the 
PlayFair Cipher. “A Novel Approach to Security using 
Extended Playfair Cipher” by Shiv Shakti Srivastava, Nitin 
Gupta [3] uses a Linear Feedback Shift Register to apply to 
the ciphertext generated by PlayFair to get a permuted 
sequence of bits. The limitation of this approach is that LFSR 
being a linear system is easy for cryptanalysts. The  
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm can be used to construct an 
LFSR if we can recover a stretch of LFSR output stream. This 
constructed LFSR can be used for recovering the plaintext. 

Genetic Algorithms can be used to reduce the problem of 

LFSR-based ciphers. They introduce non-linearity. 
 

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic Algorithms GAs are adaptive methods which may be 
used to solve search and optimisation problems. They are 
based on the genetic processes of biological organism .Over 
many generations natural populations evolve according to the 
principles of natural selection and survival of the fittest. By 
mimicking this process genetic algorithms are able to evolve 
solutions to real world problems if they have been suitably 
encoded. For example GAs can be used to design bridge 
structures for maximum strength weight ratio or to determine 
the least wasteful layout for cutting shapes from cloth. 

The basic principles of GAs were first laid down rigorously 
by Holland [5]. 

In nature individuals in a population compete with each other 
for resources such as food water and shelter. Those 
individuals which are most successful in surviving and 
attracting mates will have relatively larger numbers of 
offspring. 

This means that the genes from "fit" individuals will spread to 
an increasing number of individuals in each successive 
generation. The combination of good characteristics from 
different ancestors can sometimes produce "superfit" 
offspring whose fitness is greater than that of either parent. In 
this way species evolve to become more and more well suited 
to their environment. 

GAs work with a population of "individuals" .The individual 
represents a solution to the problem. Each individual is 
assigned a fitness score according to how good a solution to 
the problem it is . For example the fitness score might be the 
strength/weight ratio for a given bridge design. The highly fit 
individuals are given opportunities to reproduce by cross 
breeding with other individuals in the population. This 
produces new individuals as offspring which share some 
features taken from each "parent". A whole new population of 
possible solutions is thus produced by selecting the best 
individuals from the current generation and mating them to 
produce a new set of individuals. This new generation 
contains a higher proportion of the characteristics possessed 
by the good members of the previous generation. By 
favouring the mating of the more fit individuals the most 
promising areas of the search space are explored. If the GA 
has been designed well the population will converge to an 
optimal solution to the problem. 

A. Basic Principles of Genetic Algorithms 

Before a GA can be run, a suitable coding (or representation) 
for the problem must be devised. We also require a fitness 
function which assigns a figure of merit to each coded 
solution. During the run parents must be selected for 
reproduction and recombined to generate offspring. 
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Coding 

A potential solution to a problem is represented as a set of 

parameters (genes) which are joined   together to form a 

string of values (chromosomes). 

 

 

Fitness Function 

A fitness function is devised for each problem. Given a 

particular chromosome the fitness function returns a single 

numerical fitness or figure of merit which is supposed to be 

proportional to the utility or ability of the individual which 

that chromosome represents. 

 

Reproduction 

During the reproductive phase of the GA individuals are 

selected from the population and recombined, producing 

offspring which will comprise the next generation. Having 

selected two parent their chromosomes are recombined 

typically using the mechanisms of crossover and mutation. 

 

Crossover takes two individuals and cuts their chromosome 

strings at some randomly chosen position to produce two 

head segments and two tail segments. The tail segments are 

then swapped over to produce two new full length 

chromosomes. The two offspring each inherit some genes 

from each parent. This is known as single point crossover. 

 

Mutation is applied to each child individually after crossover. 

It randomly alters each gene with a small probability 

(typically 0.001). 

 

V. CHAOS THEORY 

Chaos is an inter-disciplinary theory which states that in the 

seeming randomness of chaotic complex systems, there are 

patterns, constant feedback loops, self-similarity, repetition, 

fractals, self-organization, and sensitive dependence on 

initial conditions [6]. The butterfly effect (BE) describes how 

a small change in one state of a deterministic non-linear 

system can result in large differences in a later state, that 

means a butterfly flapping its wings in Italy can cause a 

hurricane in Texas [7]. 

 

A relationship exists between Chaos and Cryptography [8] 

1. Ergodicity and Confusion 

2. Sensitivity towards Initial Condition 

3. Diffusion 

4. Deterministic dynamics and Pseudo-randomness 

5. Structure Complexity and Algorithm Complexity 

 

Due to ergodicity property of chaos it is made certain that 

chaotic variables will visit all state non-repeatedly within a 

certain range according to its own laws [9]. So, the ergodicity 

property is used as an optimization mechanism preventing 

fall into local minimum solution. The sensitiveness to the 

initial state, makes certain there are not two identical new 

populations even if the two best fit solutions obtained by 

sequential evolving procedures are very close [10]. 

Therefore, population thus obtained not only preserve the 

best fit chromosome, but the populations are varied. 

By using these properties of Logistic Maps and Tent Chaotic 

Maps we produce chaotic sequences. A great number of such 

sequences can be obtained by differing the initial condition. 

The different chaotic mappings are as follows: [11] 

 

1.Logistic Maps - This map is a 2-degree polynomial: 

Xn+1 = µ Xn (1-Xn )  Xn ϵ(0,1) (1) 

 

When µ is between 0 and 4 

Where X ϵ (0, 1) and 3.57< µ ≤ 4, the system has proven to 

be chaotic state 

 

2.Tent Maps is also a well-known Chaotic System  

It is a discrete-time dynamical system, with equation:  

 

Xn+1 = µ Xn   if Xn  < ½  (2) 

µ (1-Xn) if Xn >= ½ 

   

Where µ is a control parameter when 1 < µ < 2 the system 

displays chaotic behavior. 

 

  

VI.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY                                                            

In this paper, the approach proposed combines the Playfair 

algorithm encryption and the optimised chaotic genetic 

algorithm. The string encrypted once with the Playfair cipher 

is again subjected to encryption using the Genetic Algorithm 

with a Pseudo-random number generated by 1-D chaotic 

map. This method proposes using a Playfair Cipher with 10 * 

9 matrix. The matrix uses English letters (both lowercase as 

well as uppercase letters), numbers, punctuation marks, and 

several special characters [12]. 

  

M o n a r c h y b d 

E f g i j k l m p q 

S t u v w x z A B C 

D E F G H I J K L N 

O P Q R S T U V W X 

Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9  , . / ; ‘ [ ] 

< > ? : { } - = ! @ 

# $ % ~ & * ( ) _ + 
 

  Figure 2 – Modified Playfair Matrix 10 * 9 

 

The secret keyword is 'Monarchy'. The lowercase, uppercase 

letters of the English Alphabet as well as numbers and 
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punctuation marks are able to be encrypted. A white space 

character is also introduced, therefore the white space can 

also be included in the plain text. The padding character to be 

used is '~'. The duplicate characters in the digrams as well as 

odd number of characters are padded with '~'. 

 

We use a Pseudo-random number generated which is used as 

a crossover point, or the Chaotic Crossover operator on 

Genetic Algorithms that improves the randomness and 

diversity of the Genetic Algorithm encrypted strings. 

 

The following are the steps for encrypting a binary sequence. 

[13] 

 

1. The pseudo-random binary sequence is generated 

using the 1-Dimensional Chaotic map. 

2. The pseudo-random binary sequence is converted 

into a decimal pseudo-random sequence from 0 to 7 

as Zn 

3. The string to be encrypted is modified for creating 

confusion by using byte substitution method 

4. Loop 

5. Take the two binary sequences to be encrypted Ai 

and Ai+1 

6. Do the crossover operation using Zn on the two 

binary sequences and generate the two new 

sequences Bi and Bi+1 

7. Now the two newly generated sequences are 

encrypted as Ci and Ci+1 

               Xi = Zi  (Zi <<4) 

               Xi+1 = Zi+1  (Zi+1 << 4) 

               C1 = B1  Xi 

               C2 = B2   Xi+1 

8. Perform the byte substitution on the encrypted 

string again for creating confusion 

 

The following is the process for decrypting a binary 

sequence 

 

The decryption process will follow the opposite series of 

steps of the encryption. A pseudo-random sequence 

generated using chaos for encryption is shared and is used for 

decryption using the reverse steps. 

                 

A. Illustration of the cipher 

                     

 Let us take the plaintext - This cipher is strong.       

 

Using the 10 * 9 matrix above, and breaking up the text into 

digrams, the following digrams and ciphertext are obtained. 

 

Th  - Uc 

 is   -  ev 

 <space>c - /n 

 ip - jq 

 he - Ml 

 r<space> - n. 

 is– ev 

 <space>s - 8u 

 tr  - wo    

 on  - na 

 g~ - i% 

  Applying the genetic algorithm with Chaos Uc is the first 

digram 

U – ASCII value - 085 – 0101 0101   

c – ASCII value – 099 – 0110 0011 

Encryption using Chaotic PseudoRandom Sequence 

1. If  μ = 3.57 and x0 = 0.7, threshold value t = 0.5 , the 

pseudo-random binary sequence using 1-D  chaotic 

map is 

                            0 1 0 0 1 1 …. 

2. The random sequence converted to decimal value 

using general chaotic models 

               Zn = 2, 3, 1, 5 

3.  Zi= 2 and Zi+1 = 3 

Using pseudo-random sequence Zi value, perform 

crossover operations on the digram binary strings 

A1 – U – 0101 0101 

A2 – c – 0110 0011 

After the crossover operation 

B1 – 0101 0111 

B2 – 0110 0001 

Xi = Zi << 4 – 00100000 

Xi+1 = Zi+1 <<4 – 00110000 

C1 = B1  Xi 

C1 = 01110111 

 

C2 = B2   Xi+1 

C2 = 01010001 

C1 – 119 – w 

C2 – 81 – Q 

 

So the encrypted digram string is for Uv is wQ 

Correspondingly the entire PlayFair encrypted 

string is encrypted again using Genetic Algorithm 

with Chaos 

 

The decryption process can be illustrated as follows. 

The decryption process follows the reverse 

sequence of steps. 
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1. First the ciphertext is converted to its ASCII binary 

equivalent.                                                  C1 = w – 

01110111                                                  C2 = Q – 

01010001 

 

2. The pseudo-random sequence  which was generated 

using the 1-D chaotic operator was shared and can 

be used for decryption 

Zi = 2                                    Zi+1 = 3 

Xi = 00100000 

Xi+1 = 00110000 

I1 = C1  Xi 

I2 = C2   Xi+1 

I1 = 01010111    

I2 = 01100001   

3. Performing the crossover on the on the intermediate 

strings I1 and I2 to retrieve the decrypted digram 

D1 = 01010101 – 85 – U 

D2 = 01100011 – 99 – c 

 

Now decipher using the modified Playfair matrix 

with 10 * 9 Characters to get Th. 

Similarly, the whole string is decrypted to get back 

the original string, This cipher is strong. 

 

B. Encryption Process 

The encryption algorithm is shown in the figure below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 – Proposed Encryption Process 

 

C. Decryption Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – Proposed Decryption Process 
 

D.   Block Diagram of the Cryptographic Process using 1-

D Chaotic Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5–Block Diagram of the Proposed Cryptographic Process 

 

 

 

VII. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

1. Ciphertext only Attack - The length of our ciphertext is 

22. 

22 * 7 = 154 bits 

1. Read Plaintext and keyword 

 

2.Generate the 10 * 9 PlayFair matrix using 

the input 

3. Encrypt the plaintext using the PlayFair 

matrix with the key 

4. Convert the ciphertext into 7 bit binary 

ASCII values 

 
5.Perform Genetic Algorithm based 

encryption (CrossOver and Mutation) using 

the Chaotic PseudoRandom Number 

 

6. Final cipherText is obtained 

 

1. Read the ciphertext and keyword 

2. Convert the ciphertext to 7-bit binary 

ASCII 

 

3. The chaotic Pseudo-random number is 

used for crossover and mutation on the 

ciphertext 

4. Perform decryption on the intermediate 

ciphertext using the PlayFair Matrix 

5. Obtain the final plaintext 

Plaintext 

 

Peform Encryption 

using Genetic 

Algorithm 

 

Generate Pseudo-random Sequence 

using 1-D Chaotic Map 

Ciphertext 

Original 

Plaintext  

Perform 
Decryption using 

Genetic Algorithm 
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The size of the plaintext to be searched is 2 ^ 154 bits which 

is quiet a large number. Hence ciphertext only attack 

becomes difficult. 

 

2. Known PlainText - For the known plaintext attack , not 

only is the original plaintext encrypted with PlayFair 

algorithm with a 10 * 9 matrix , but also encrypted 

again using Genetic algorithm with Chaotic 

Pseudorandom number. Thus it is difficult to establish 

any relationship between the plaintext and the final 

ciphertext. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have analysed the various approaches for the 

PlayFair Cipher and proposed a variant that uses Chaotic 

Genetic Algorithm [14 and 15]. The proposed approach uses 

10 * 9 matrices instead of the classical 5 * 5 matrix. It 

includes the 26 uppercase letters, 26 lowercase letters, 0-9 

numerals and a number of special characters including white 

space. The modified PlayFair is doubly encrypted with 

Genetic Algorithm with chaotic pseudorandom operator to 

improve its security. Thus this proposed algorithm is more 

robust and secure than the original PlayFair algorithm. 
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Abstract— Apriori algorithm is an influential algorithm for mining frequent item sets for Boolean association rules. It uses a 

bottom up approach where frequent subset is extended one item at a time. It starts with an analysis of e‐ commerce data and 

the driving forces behind the success of data mining in e-commerce. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining is a field of computer science that is concerned 

with extracting useful information from varied sources. In an 

era where information has become the inherent necessity of 

human beings, its increased relevance and usefulness has 

taken focus as need of the hour. Data mining is a kind of 

process for decision support [1]. It gets the potential and 

useful information and acknowledges from practical 

application data which is large, incomplete, noisy, 

ambiguous and random. Data mining relates to extracting a 

large of data from database, transforming, analyzing and 

modelling handling these data, and withdrawing the critical 

data to aid decision making. The most important part of this 

association rule mining is the mining of item sets that are 

frequent. Apriori algorithm is a widely used technique in 

order to find those frequent combinations of item sets. 

Mining association rules is an important issue in data mining 

[2]. 

 However, when any of these frequent item sets increase in 

length, the algorithm needs to pass through many iterations  

and as a result, the performance drastically decreases.  

In this paper, we propose a modification to the apriori 

algorithm by using a hash function which divides the 

frequent item sets into buckets. Further, we propose a novel 

technique to be used in conjunction with the apriori 

algorithm by eliminating infrequent item sets from the 

candidate set. In this top down approach, it finds the frequent 

item sets without going through several iterations, thus 

saving time and space. By discovering a large maximal 

frequent item set very early in the algorithm, all its subsets 

are also frequent hence we no longer need to scan them. 

Clearly, the proposed technique has an advantage over the 

existing Apriori algorithm when the most frequent item set's 

length is long. 

The research paper is written at Pranveer Singh Institute of 

Technology.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Our research paper aims at improving recommendation in E-

Commerce websites. For that there will be User Interface 

development which acts as a kind of input module to the 

project. The existing E-Commerce websites aims at 

providing recommendation based on the transaction history 

of the user and sometimes they recommend latest products 

and also highly rated products. In our project we aim at 

recommending products to the user based on the transaction 

history of other users who has same characteristics as this 

user. So this requires the data mining techniques like 

clustering 

III. APRIORI ALGORITHM 

 Apriori algorithm is the classic algorithm of association 

rules, which enumerate all of the frequent item sets [3]. 

When this algorithm encountered dense data due to the large 

number of long patterns emerge, this algorithm's 

performance declined dramatically.The frequent item sets 

determined by Apriori can be used to determine association 

rules which highlight general trends in the database: this has 

applications in domains such as market basket analysis. 

 

Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing 

transactions (for example, collections of items bought by 

customers, or details of a website frequentation) 

[4].Following are the steps used in its implementation:- 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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 Text preprocessing  

 Mining of frequent itemsets  

 Partitioning the text documents based on frequent 

item sets  

 Clustering of text documents within the partition. 

 Other algorithms are designed for finding association rules 

in data having no transactions, or having no timestamps 

(DNA sequencing). Each transaction is seen as a set of items. 

Given a threshold  C, the Apriori algorithm identifies the 

item sets which are subsets of at least C transactions in the 

database. 

 

Apriori uses a "bottom up" approach, where frequent subsets 

are extended one item at a time, and groups of candidates are 

tested against the data. The algorithm terminates when no 

further successful extensions are found. 

 

Apriori algorithm is the algorithm used to find association 

among the items which come together in a transaction [5]. It 

takes the transaction database as input and gives frequent 

item set which occur together as output. 

 

Apriori uses breadth-first search and a Hash tree structure to 

count candidate item sets efficiently. It generates candidate 

item sets of length K from item sets of length K-1. Then it 

prunes the candidates which have an infrequent sub pattern. 

According to the downward closure lemma, the candidate set 

contains all frequent k-length item sets. After that, it scans 

the transaction database to determine frequent item sets 

among the candidates. 

The pseudo code for the algorithm is given below for a 

transaction database , and a support threshold of T. Usual set 

theoretic notation is implied; though note that T is a multiset. 

Ck is the candidate set for level k. At each step, the algorithm 

is assumed to generate the candidate sets from the large item 

sets of the preceding level, heeding the downward closure 

lemma.Count[c] accesses a field of the data structure that 

represents candidate set c, which is initially assumed to be 

zero. Many details are omitted below, usually the most 

important part of the implementation is the data structure 

used for storing the candidate sets, and counting their 

frequencies. 

 

IV. PSEUDO CODE 

Apriori(T, ) 

{large 1 – item sets} 

K  2 

While  

 { a {b} | a ϵ  Λ b ∉a } –                      

         { c | { s| s  c Λ |s| = k-1 }  ⊈   } 

For transactions t T 

 { c| c  Λ c  t} 

For candidates c  

count[c]  count[c]+1 

{ c |c  Λ count[c]   } 

k k + 1 

return  

 

V. EXAMPLE 

Assume that a large supermarket tracks sales data by stock-

keeping unit (SKU) for each item: each item, such as "butter" 

or "bread", is identified by a numerical SKU. The 

supermarket has a database of transactions where each 

transaction is a set of SKUs that were bought together.        

Let the database of transactions consist of following item 

sets: 

Item sets 

{1,2,3,4} 

{1,2,4} 

{1,2} 

{2,3,4} 

{2,3} 

{3,4} 

{2,4} 

We will use Apriori to determine the frequent item sets of 

this database. To do this, we will say that an item set is 

frequent if it appears in at least 3 transactions of the 

database: the value 3 is the support threshold. 

The first step of Apriori is to count up the number of 

occurrences, called the support, of each member item 

separately. By scanning the database for the first time, we 

obtain the following result 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock-keeping_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock-keeping_unit
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Item Support 

{1} 3 

{2} 6 

{3} 4 

{4} 5 

All the item sets of size 1 have a support of at least 3, so they 

are all frequent. 

The next step is to generate a list of all pairs of the frequent 

items. 

For example, regarding the pair {1,2}: the first table of 

Example 2 shows items 1 and 2 appearing together in three 

of the item sets; therefore, we say item {1,2} has support of 

three. 

Item Support 

{1,2} 3 

{1,3} 1 

{1,4} 2 

{2,3} 3 

{2,4} 4 

{3,4} 3 

The pairs {1,2}, {2,3}, {2,4}, and {3,4} all meet or exceed 

the minimum support of 3, so they are frequent. The pairs 

{1,3} and {1,4} are not. Now, because {1,3} and {1,4} are 

not frequent, any larger set which contains {1,3} or {1,4} 

cannot be frequent. In this way, we can prune sets: we will 

now look for frequent triples in the database, but we can 

already exclude all the triples that contain one of these two 

pairs: 

Item Support 

{2,3,4} 2 

in the example, there are no frequent triplets. {2,3,4} is 

below the minimal threshold, and the other triplets were 

excluded because they were super sets of pairs that were 

already below the threshold. 

We have thus determined the frequent sets of items in the 

database, and illustrated how some items were not counted 

because one of their subsets was already known to be below 

the threshold. 

VI .   Methods to Improve Apriori’s Efficiency 

There are several methods to improve the efficiency of 

Apriori algorithm[6] : 

 • Hash-based itemset counting: A k-itemset whose 

corresponding hashing bucket count is below the threshold 

cannot be frequent. 

 • Transaction reduction: A transaction that does not contain 

any frequent k-itemset is useless in subsequent scans. 

 • Partitioning: Any itemset that is potentially frequent in DB 

must be frequent in at least one of the partitions of DB.  

• Sampling: mining on a subset of given data, lower support 

threshold + a method to determine the completeness. 

 • Dynamic itemset counting: add new candidate itemsets 

only when all of their subsets are estimated to be frequent. 

 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

Apriori algorithm is a classical Data Mining Algorithm 

which has varied advantages. Firstly, it is the only algorithm 

that operates on databases with a lot of transactions. 

Secondly, it uses large item set property thereby avoiding 

inconsistencies and redundancies. Thirdly, apriori algorithm 

can be easily paralyzed. Lastly, it is very easy to implement 

and use.      

APRIORI-IMPROVE algorithm presents optimizations on 2-

items generation, transactions compression and uses hash 

structure to generate L2, uses an efficient 
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VIII. LIMITATIONS 

Apriori algorithm, suffers from a number of inefficiencies 

and trade-offs, which have spawned other algorithms. 

Apriori algorithm requires many database scans which makes 

it very tedious and time consuming. Moreover it assumes that 

the transaction database is memory resident and is at times 

very slow. Large numbers of in-frequent itemsets are 

generated and thus increase the space complexity [7]. More 

search space is required and I/O cost will be increased.  An 

Improved Apriori Algorithm called APRIORI-IMPROVE is 

proposed based on the limitations of Apriori algorithm [8].  

 

IX. CONCULSION 

In this paper, an improved Apriori is proposed through 

reducing the time consumed in transactions scanning for 

candidate item sets. Whenever the k of k-item set increases, 

the gap between our improved Apriori and the original 

Apriori increases from view of time consumed, and 

whenever the value of minimum support increases, the gap 

between our improved Apriori and the original Apriori 

decreases from view of time consumed. The time consumed 

to generate candidate support count in our improved Apriori 

is less than the time consumed in the original Apriori 

algorithm. 
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Abstract— Opinion Mining is a process of automatic extraction of knowledge by means of opinion of others about some 

particular product, topic or problem. The idea of Opinion mining and Sentiment Analysis tool is to process a set of search 

results for a given item based on the quality and features. Opinion Mining is a useful tool for gathering information about 

customers’ opinions about products, brands or companies. Opinion mining is a type of natural language processing which could 

track the mood of the people about any particular product by review. Opinion mining is also called sentiment analysis due to 

large volume of opinion which is rich in web resources available online. Analyzing customer review is most important, by 

doing that we tend to rate the product and provide opinions for it which is been a challenging problem today. Most of the 

people watch the user reviews before buying the product. So in that aspect, here analyze and categorize the all the user review 

i.e opinion, in three types(positive, negative, or neutral). All the positive, negative and neutral comments are categorized in 

percentage with the pie-chart representation, from the total comments received. This paper focus on the opinion mining 

applications, challenges, tools and techniques for a particular product, from the customer review. 

 

Keywords— opinion mining, statement analysis, text mining, web content mining. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The evolution of automated systems and digital 

information in every field of life is evolving rapidly which 

tends to generate data. As a result huge volumes of data are 

produced in field of science, engineering, medical, 

marketing, finance, demographic etc. Automated systems are 

meant to automate analysis, summarization and classification 

of data and number of efficient ways is available to store 

huge volumes of data. Data Mining is defined as extracting 

information from huge sets of data. Data mining is the 

procedure of mining knowledge from data.   

Text mining is an interdisciplinary method used in 

different fields like machine learning, information retrieval, 

statistics, and computational linguistics [1]. Web mining is 

the process of using data mining techniques and algorithms 

to extract information directly from the Web by extracting it 

from Web documents and services, Web content, hyperlinks 

and server logs. The goal of Web mining is to look for 

patterns in Web data by collecting and analyzing information 

in order to gain insight into trends, the industry and users in 

general. Web mining is a branch of data mining 

concentrating on the World Wide Web as the primary data 

source, including all of its components from Web content, 

server logs to everything in between. The contents of data 

mined from the Web may be a collection of facts that Web 

pages are meant to contain, and these may consist of text, 

structured data such as lists and tables, and even images, 

video and audio.  

 

Web content mining: This is the process of mining useful 

information from the contents of Web pages and Web 

documents, which are mostly text, images and audio/video 

files. Techniques used in this discipline have been heavily 

drawn from natural language processing (NLP) and 

information retrieval.  

 

Web structure mining: This is the process of analyzing 

the nodes and connection structure of a website through the 

use of graph theory.   

 

Web Usage Mining: Web Usage Mining is the 

application of data mining techniques to discover 

interesting usage patterns from Web data in order to 

understand and better serve the needs of Web-based 

applications.  
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Figure 1a. Opinion Mining Taxonomy 

 

Figure 1a Opinion Mining Taxonomy Explains proper 

Structure of the Data Mining, text mining, classifications in 

text mining is Web Structure mining, Web content mining 

and Web Usage mining, Opinion Mining. Opinion mining is 

a topic in Text mining, Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

[16], and Web mining discipline[2]. The goal of Opinion 

Mining is to make computer able to recognize and express 

emotions. A thought, view, or attitude based on emotion 

instead of reason is called sentiment. [3]Sentiment Analysis 

or Opinion Mining is the study of people’s opinion, attitude 

or emotion towards an event or product. It is a process of 

finding user opinion about particular topic or product. Topic 

can be anything, like, news, event , movie, etc.[5]   

 

II. DATA SOURCE 

 

People and companies across good trainings exploit the 

high and unique sources of data for various purposes. User 

Opinion is an important criterion for the progress of the 

quality services. Blogs, review sites, Data set and micro-

blogs furnish a good understanding for the deliverable view 

of the products and services provided to the customers / 

viewers [6]. 

A. BLOGS  

With an growing usage of the Internet, Blog pages and 

blogging are mostly used [3]. The names connected to 

universe of all blog sites are called blogsphere [6]. Blog 

pages are used to express one's personal opinions about any 

product or topic. People like to share their opinions, ideas or 

suggestions with others on a blog. Blogging is an occurrence 

thing because of its simplicity of creating blog posts and 

reviews, its free form and unedited nature. Blogs are used as 

a source of opinion in many of the studies linked with 

sentiment analysis. 

 

B. REVIEW SITES 

For any user in deciding a purchasing decision, others 

opinion is an important factor. The user generated reviews 

and suggestions are largely available on the Internet. The 

reviews for products or services are available as opinions in 

unstructured format. The reviewers data are used in 

Sentiment classification studies are collected from the 

ecommerce websites like www.yelp.com (restaurant 

reviews), www.amazon.com (product reviews), 

www.flipkart.com (product reviews), which hosts millions of 

product reviewed by customers[2]. 

 

C. DATA SET  

Many works in the field uses movie reviews data for 

classification. The Multi-Domain Sentiment (MDS) contains 

different types of product reviews taken from Amazon.com, 

Flipkart.com including Books, dresses, Kitchen appliances 

and Electronics things, with many positive and negative 

suggestions / reviews for each territory. 

 

D. MICRO-BLOGGING 

Micro-blogging is the well-known communication tool for 

internet users. A large number of messages appear daily in 

web-sites for micro-blogging such as Twitter, Tumblr and 

Facebook. Twitter is very popular micro-blogging service 

where users express messages called “tweets”. These Tweets 

are used to express their own opinions/suggestions about 

different topics. Sometimes these Twitter messages are also 

used as data source for Sentiment Classification. 

 

III. OPINION MINING CHALLENGES 

 

Since opinion mining is a relatively new filed, thus there 

are several challenges to be faced. According to opinion 

mining techniques are just primitive for opinions and 

comparisons identification and extraction. Mainly these 

challenges are related to the authenticity of the extracted data 

and the methods used in it. A summary of challenges of 

opinion mining[8] is as follows: 

 

1. Product reviews, comments and feedback could be in 

different languages (English, Urdu, Arabic, french etc), 

therefore to tackle each language according to its orientation 

is a challenging task. 

 2. As noun words are considered as feature words but 

Verbs and adjectives can also be used as feature words which 

are difficult to identify.  

Data Mining 

Text Mining 

Web Structure 

Mining 

Web Content 

Mining 

Web Usage 

Mining 

Opinion Mining 
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3. If a customer-One comments on mobile phone, “the 

voice quality is excellent” and customer-Two comments, 

“sound quality of phone is very good”. Both are talking 

about same feature but with different wording. To group the 

synonym words is also a challenging task. 

4. Orientation of opinion words could be different 

according to situation. For example “Camera size of mobile 

phone is small”. Here adjective small used in positive sense 

but if customer parallel said that “the battery time is also 

small”. Here small represent negative orientation to battery 

of phone. To identify the polarity of same adjective words in 

different situation is also a challenging task. 

5. As the customer comment in free format, she can use 

abbreviation, short words, and roman language in reviews. 

For example u for you, cam for camera, pic for picture, f9 for 

fine,b4, before, gud for good etc. To deal with such type of 

language need a lot of work to mine opinion. 

6. Different people have different writing styles, same 

sentence may contain positive as well as negative opinion, so 

it is difficult to parse sentence as positive or negative in case 

of sentence level opinion mining . 

7. In Bing Liu approach opinion always classified only in 

two categories positive and negative but Neutral opinion also 

expressed sometimes. Liu considers only adjective as opinion 

words but opinion can also expressed as adverb, adjectives 

and verb. For example “like” is a verb but also an opinion 

word. His approach finds the implicit features because it 

extracts the sentences contain at least one feature word. So 

the features commented by customer indirectly are ignored 

[7]. 

8. Lexicon based methods use for opinion mining has not 

an effective method to deal with context dependent words. 

For example the word “small” can express the either positive 

or negative opinion on the product features. For a mobile 

phone if customer comments that “size of mobile phone is 

small” this sentence does not show either size is positively 

opinioned or negatively.  

9. To finding of spam and fake reviews, mainly through 

the identification of duplicates. 

10. The comparison of qualitative with summary reviews 

and the detection of outliers, and the reputation of the 

reviewer.  

11. The combination of opinion with behavior to validate 

data and provide further analysis into the data ahead of 

opinion expressed.  

12. The continuous need for better usability and user-

friendliness of the mining systems. 

 

IV. OPINION MINING TOOLS 

 

A variety of open-source text-analytics tools used for natural-

language processing such as information extraction and 

classification can also be applied for opinion mining. Tools 

are listed below:  

1. Red Opal : It is a tool that makes able the users to 

find products based on attributes / features. It assigns 

the points / ranks to each product based on their 

features, which are extracted from the customer 

generated reviews. The extracted features are 

displayed in graph format. The extracted features / 

attributed are assigned rank by Naive Bayes 

Classifier as positive and negative review. The results 

are displayed in the form of attributes and its score. 

2. Web Fountain: It is used to create a simple web 

interface. It uses the beginning definite Base Noun 

Phrase (bBNP) heuristic method to extract the 

features of the product. 

3.  Review Seer Tool: It is used to automate the work 

performed by aggregation sites. The Naive Bayes 

Classifier method is used to collect positive and 

negative opinions from customer reviews for 

assigning a rank to the extracted features [9]. 

4. Opinion Observer: This Opinion Mining system is 

used for analyzing and comparing customer 

generated opinions on the Internet. This system 

displays the results of a product feature by feature in 

a graph format. 

5. NTLK: The natural language toolkit is a tool for text 

processing, classification, tokenization, stemming, 

tagging, parsing etc. It provides easy-to-use interfaces 

to over 50 corpora and lexical resources such as 

Word Net, along with a suite of http://www.nltk.org/ 

6. GATE: Useful in developing a pipeline. Language 

analysis modules for various languages are 

contributed by developers. They are available to be 

used plugged in the pipeline. 

7. OpenNLP: perform the most common NLP tasks, 

such as POS tagging, named entity extraction, 

chunking and co-reference resolution. 

http://opennlp.apache.org/.StanfordCoreNLP. 

8. Ling Pipe: Ling Pipe is used for linguistic processing 

of text including, clustering classification and entity 

extraction etc. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/ 

9. Orange : Orange is an open source data visualization 

and analysis tool, where data mining is done through 

visual programming or Python scripting. The tool has 

components for machine learning, add-ons for 

bioinformatics and text mining and it is packed with 

features for data analytics. 

https://blog.biolab.si/tag/sentiment-analysis/ 

10. KNIME : Knime is a java open-source, cross-

platform application which name means "Konstanz 

Information Miner". It is actually used extensively for 

data mining, data analysis and optimization. It can be 

downloaded as the core application itself (Knime 

http://www.nltk.org/
http://opennlp.apache.org/.StanfordCoreNLP
http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
https://blog.biolab.si/tag/sentiment-analysis/
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Desktop), or the whole SDK which is based on 

Eclipse Helios. https://www.knime.com/ 

 

 

V. DIFFERENT LEVELS OF OPINION MINING 

 

A. DOCUMENT LEVEL OPINION MINING 

The basic data unit is a one document of opinionated text 

[11] where in document level classification deals with 

classifying to a single or one review for that entire document. 

One of the situation where document level opinion mining 

doesn’t give good results is in forums blogs etc where there 

is a comparison made between two different topics in such a 

case document level mining can classify to wrong single 

review. Therefore classification depending on subjective and 

objective becomes very important[15]. 

 

B. SENTENCE LEVEL OPINION MINING 

In sentence level Opinion Mining, each sentence is parsed 

and the polarity is been derived. The same methods of 

document level classification can be applied to the sentence 

level classification as well but subjective and objective 

sentences [12] must be identified. The objective sentences 

contain the facts of the product or topics such as price 

specifications and so on where as in subjective sentences it 

will have user opinions which can determine the sentiments. 

Then the subjective sentences are classified to positive or 

negative classes. 

 

C. PHRASE LEVEL OPINION MINING 

The phrase level sentiment classification is a more 

sophisticated approach to opinion mining. The phrases are 

scanned for the opinion words and then the phrase level 

opinion mining is applied to them. This method also does not 

work well in all the cases where the negation words and 

sentences are far apart it can identify only when negation 

words occur locally [13]. 

 

VI. OPINION MINING TECHNIQUES 

Study the evolution of sentiment analysis research can be 

done by the analytical tokens, or building blocks and the 

implicit information associated with those tokens. We can 

group the existing approaches into four main types they are 

keyword spotting approach, lexical affinity method, 

statistical methods, and concept-based techniques.[10]. 

A. KEYWORD SPOTTING 

This approach makes use of unambiguous affect words 

such as happy, sad, afraid, and bored to classify the text into 

different categories. “Today was a great day” as being 

affectively positive, it is likely to assign the same 

classification taking an example of sentence like “Today 

wasn’t a great day at all.” Keyword spotting also relies on the 

presence of actual effect of words and not for a sentence.  

Sometimes, a sentence conveys through their meaning 

rather than affect adjective words. For example the following 

sentence “My husband just wants to take custody of my 

children away from me” states strong emotions, but uses no 

affect keywords, and therefore is ineffective. Lexical affinity 

is slightly more sophisticated than keyword spotting. 

 

B. LEXICAL AFFINITY 

This approach not just detects obvious affect words, but 

also assigns arbitrary words a probable “affinity” to 

particular emotions. For example, lexical affinity might 

assign the word ”accident” a 75-percent probability of 

indicating a negative effect, as in ”car accident” or ”hurt by 

accident.” This approach usually trains probability from 

linguistic corpora. Although it often outperforms pure 

keyword spotting, there are two main problems with this 

approach. First, negated sentences (I avoided an accident) 

and sentences with other meanings (I met my friend by 

accident) trick lexical affinity, because they operate solely on 

the word level. Second, lexical affinity is often biased 

towards a category, directed by the linguistic corpora’s 

source. Due to which it becomes difficult to build and reuse 

the model for different systems. 

 

C. STATISTICAL METHODS 

This approach is popular for affect text classification. 

Researchers use statistical methods on projects, by using a 

machine-learning algorithm for a large training corpus of 

affectively annotated texts, the system will learn combination 

of things as in keyword spotting and lexical affinity. 

Generally, statistical methods are semantically weak, which 

means that individually with the exception of obvious affect 

keywords a statistical model’s other lexical or co occurrence 

Elements have little predictive value. Due to which 

statistical text classifiers give accurate results only when they 

are given sufficiently large amount of data as input. So, these 

methods will affectively classify the reviews or opinion text 

on large for ex page or paragraph level, they don’t fare well 

when it comes to smaller texts such as clauses or sentences. 

 

 

D. CONCEPT-BASED APPROACHES  

To accomplish semantic text analysis methods such as 

semantic networks and web ontology are used. This helps the 

approach to identify the affective and conceptual data related 

to natural language opinions. In this approach instead of 

blindly using the matches of keywords and counts of word 

co-occurrence by using the large semantic knowledge 

dictionaries, and rather depend on the actual meaning 

associated with natural language contexts. Concept- based 

approaches can identify minute expressed sentiments when 

compared to purely syntactical techniques. Concept-based 

approaches can analyse multi-word expressions that don’t 

explicitly convey emotion. The concept-based approach 

https://www.knime.com/
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relies heavily on the depth and breadth of the knowledge 

bases it uses. Without a comprehensive resource that 

encompasses human knowledge, an opinion mining system 

will have difficulty grasping the semantics of natural 

language text. 

 

VII. OPINION MINING APPLICATIONS 

 

Web Mining has become very popular in commercial 

applications and is very much in demand in specific areas 

like e-commerce and e-business. The e-commerce and e-

business also runs efficiently with the applications like text 

mining and data mining but web mining is considered to be 

best among them [14]. Few applications of web mining are 

given below[2]:  

 

1. E-Commerce: Web Mining generates individual user’s 

profile to understand the needs of users. It checks for fraud. 

Helps in internet advertising and also provides retrieval of 

similar images.  

 

2. Information Retrieval: Search engines on the web use 

this application of web mining to generate topic hierarchies. 

Also, it is used to extract schemas for XML documents.  

 

3. Digital Libraries: Web Mining provides us the privilege 

to get access to all the different books in different parts of the 

world at one place without being physically present there.  

 

4. Network Management: Network Management helps to 

deliver the content to users reliably in a short duration of 

time. This is done by traffic management and fault 

management. 

 

5. Voting Advise Applications: This application help voters 

to compare various political parties. It helps to understand 

which political party (or other voters) have closer positions 

to theirs.  

 

6. Automated content analysis: This application helps in 

processing large amount of qualitative data. Today, we have 

many tools available in the market that combine statistical 

algorithm with semantics and ontology. It also combines 

machine learning with human supervision. These solutions 

are helpful in identification of relevant comments and 

assignment of positive or negative connotations/sentiments to 

it. 

 

7. Buying a Commodity or Service: Opinion mining helps 

the people to interpret and understand other people’s 

experience or review about any product or service. It helps 

them in taking the right decision from a variety of options. 

From a large amount of data available on the internet, 

Opinion mining takes into consideration user reviews and 

opinions, interprets it and displays it to the users in a 

presentable and easily understandable form. 

 

8. Market Analysis: The current trends of market can also 

be analysed by using opinion mining as one of the 

techniques. We can find out the products which are liked and 

disliked by the end users. This is not just restricted to 

products. People’s feeling, reaction, sentiments and 

suggestions regarding any new government policy, rules or 

regulations can also be analysed with the help of opinion 

mining. Suggestion Systems analysis people’s reviews and 

categorize them into positive and negatice opinions. It can 

help the users to decide what is recommended and what is 

not recommended. 

 

9. Improve Products or Service: Opinion mining is very 

beneficial to manufacturers. They can use opinion mining to 

get feedback (both, positive as well as negative) from the 

customers regarding their products or services. Based on this 

feedback, they can make the necessary changes that help 

improve the lacking areas and increase their business. 

 

10. Business Interlligence: Opinion mining is well-suited 

for Business intelligence (BI) which is utmost importance 

now days. For example, consider the following scenario, a 

car manufacturer who is worried about the unexpected low 

sales, tries to answer the following question: “Why aren’t 

consumers buying our cars?” Although important 

specifications such as the car’s weight or the price of the 

competitor’s model are quite relevant, the manufacturer 

needs to focus more on consumer reviews of such objective 

as well as subjective characteristics to answer this question. 

 

11. Governance Opinion mining:  applications are the basic 

infrastructure of large scale collaborative policymaking. 

They help in the detection of early warning system possible 

disruption in a timely manner, by collecting and detecting 

early feedback from the people. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

Opinion mining is an emerging field of data mining used to 

extract the pearl knowledge from huge volume of customer 

comments, feedback and reviews on any product or topic etc. 

A lot of work has been conducted to mine opinions in form 

of document, sentence and feature level sentiment analysis It 

is examined that now opinion mining trend is moving to the 

sentimental reviews of twitter data, comments used in 

Facebook on pictures, videos or Facebook status.  

 

 Various applications are using opinion mining in 

various aspects. Opinion mining applications has been used 

in various sectors like digital libraries, voting Advise 

Applications, Buying a Commodity or Service, Market 
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Analysis, Improve Product or Service, Business Intelligence. 

These type of applications are used mainly for improving 

knowledge about the field, and making money through 

Business Intelligence. 

 

In future, Opinion Mining can be carried out on a 

set of reviews and set of discovered feature expressions 

extracted from reviews. The state-of-art for current methods, 

useful for producing better summary based on feature based 

opinions as positive, negative or neutral is in the classifying 

in three different levels of opinion mining(Document level 

opinion Mining, Sentence level opinion mining, phrase level 

opinion mining).  
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Abstract— India has a wide network of roads and transportation playing a key role in the economic development of the nation. 

Traditional manual collection of tax at the toll plazas doesn’t provide an efficient and effective method for management of 

traffic on the highways leading to heavy congestions resulting in wastage of time and resources. Therefore in the paper a 

system is proposed which automatic toll collection, anti- theft system along with document verification of the vehicle. A 

system uses radio frequency identification (RFID), Arduino Uno microcontroller, GSM SIM 800, EM 18 reader and a 

computer host. Passive RFIDs are widely popular for its applications in the field of transportation and they are extensively used 

in motor vehicles for automated toll collection. They are easy to install and work for a lifetime based on getting its power 

supply from a reader module. In toll plaza collection it checks for blacklisted vehicles in the centralized database and verifies 

the documents, to ensure whether they are up to date or expired in terms of validity. This is a step towards digital India, where 

all the transaction are executed in an instant ensuring smoother flow of traffic and reducing the time spent in the ques of major 

toll plazas across the country. The system contributes to the existing methodology by ensuring the safety of the vehicle with 

anti-theft feature and keeping a check on the crime rate by maintaining a stolen vehicle directory. With document verification it 

manages all the documents and maintains a soft copy in the database along with an archive of modified records. It ensures that 

all the vehicles commuting on the roads have valid papers and rules & regulation are not violated and catching hold of people 

driving without proper documents at the toll booth.  The proposed system increases efficiency in collecting taxes, reducing 

traffic congestion at the toll booths and resulting in lower fuel consumption. 

 

Keywords—RFID, Arduino Uno Microcontroller, GSM SIM800, EM 18 Reader 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

India has the second largest road network of the world 

comprising national highways, state highways, district, rural 

and village roads. India is a fast growing country with second 

largest in terms of population. In this vibrant country the 

growth of population has influenced the growth of number of 

vehicles giving rise to terrible road congestions.  Transport is 

an important sector of the economy and inadequate 

transportation can hold back economic development of the 

country. Roads and highways are means of transporting 

people and goods and current revenue collection procedure at 

toll plaza requires a driver to halt the vehicle, pay the specific 

amount of tax in cash and then proceed with the journey. 

With the increase in the usage of major toll plazas, they serve 

as a choc-o-block during peak hours and with increase in the 

number of vehicles, the toll plaza sees lakhs of commute 

from the toll post. Vehicles need to wait in queues that 

stretch over a kilometre to pay the toll especially in the 

morning and evening. Commuters call the ordeal a nightmare 

that they need to face every day.  Some commuter say that 

the long wait not only eat into their time, but also fuel and 

money, thus increasing the pollution level. Along with these 

drawbacks tollbooths with manual tax collection need more 

labour as a workforce for its operation and results in wastage 

of resources and time. ETC system is an effective method to 

abolish this problem and provide an alternative to current tax 

collection system. 

Electronic Toll collection is an automated system that 

collects the tax in a digital format. Automation system uses 

passive RFID (Radio-Frequency IDentification) technology 

to scan the tag with a RFID reader and deduct the amount 

from a prepaid account. Passive RFID tag is located on the 

windshield of a vehicle and when it comes under the radar of 

a reader it is automatically detected. The system maintains a 
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database of registered vehicles and keeps a track of stolen 

vehicles by blacklisting them in centralized database. It 

provides security and safety by identifying stolen vehicles at 

the tollbooth and reducing the crime rate involved in vehicle 

theft. It offers an additional feature of document verification 

by maintaining a centralized database of papers related the 

vehicle. In the process of toll collection, it checks whether 

the documents are up to date or not and maintains a soft copy 

of all the papers. This is a step towards digital India where a 

person need not carry physical proof of all the documents as 

they are time to time updated in the system and account of all 

the documents is maintained. 

The system offers various advantages over the traditional 

approach as it eliminates congestion at toll plazas and 

controls the traffic flow in a more systematic and centralized 

manner along with collection of data maintaining the history 

of the transaction of every vehicle along with the 

conservation of fuel, time and reducing emissions by 

eliminating deceleration. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

In the automatic toll collection system RFID reader with 125 

KHz frequency is used for the detection of passive tags 

installed on the vehicle of the commuter. There are two 

modes of operation in this system, transaction mode and 

recharge mode.  When the vehicle arrives on the toll booth, 

the tag gets detected by the reader. 

The reader will serially communicate the information with 

the microcontroller (ATMega8) and the specified amount 

gets deducted from the user’s account. The message about 

the transaction and amount deduction is displayed on the 

LCD screen and motor driver lifts the barricade, to allow the 

vehicle to pass through. A message is delivered to the user 

via an SMS by using GSM modules that are interfaced with 

the microcontroller. If the account holder has an insufficient 

balance, he/she can recharge the card with a specific amount 

not exceeding the card limit of INR 250 and a message is 

sent informing the user about the new balance using GSM 

modem. [1] 

 

In this, the author has simulated automatic toll collection 

using RFID system, balance reduction system in host 

computer and control of toll gate. The RFID system uses 

13.56 MHz passive RFID reader. Deduction of balance is 

executed by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 (for 

developing computer programs) and Microsoft SQL Server 

as IDE (Integrated Development Environment) as software 

for maintaining a relational database to store and retrieve 

data when requested by other software applications, be it on 

the same computer or another across a network. PIC 

18F4550 microcontroller is used for controlling the stepper 

motor and LCD displays the output of the balance deducted 

or a message on the screen. 

When a vehicle arrives on the booth, the reader containing an 

RF module receives a radio frequency signal along with the 

data from a passive tag. An authorized person checks the ID 

number, vehicle number and balance amount in a database on 

PC that contains GUI (Graphical User Interface) along with 

database of all the users. The ID number is matched with the 

recorded database and specific amount as per the toll tax is 

deducted. Microcontroller displays the amount on the LCD 

and gates are opened. IR sensor, a motion detection device, is 

designed for 38 KHz frequency along with 555 timer 

integrated circuit. This sensor detects the motion of the 

vehicle and closes the gates automatically. 

If the user is not registered in the database, he/she can 

register into it and deposit the amount in the account as a 

prepaid balance that is maintained in the repository. [2] 

In this system, automatic toll collection, vehicle theft 

detection, signal breaking avoidance and tracking of over 

speeding vehicle is implemented. It promotes cashless 

transaction for the digital India and saving time and 

resources in the process. In Sept. 2012 Karnataka 

Government reported loss of about 600 crores worth of toll 

value due to human error. 

When a vehicle is bought first, it is registered at the RTO 

office. Number plate is linked with the RFID tag at the 

registration and an account is created for smart card with a 

unique ID. Software stores all the information in the 

Centralized database server. The antennas at the toll booth 

are continuously sending radio frequency pulses that return 

only when it hits an electronic transponder (tag) fixed in the 

vehicle. Reflected pulses contain all the information about 

the driver number, account, balance etc. After deduction of 

toll tax, gates are opened and vehicle can pass through. In 

case the tag is removed, the cameras that are installed at the 

toll plaza will capture the front and back number plate’s 

image and since number plate is also linked with the account, 

specific amount will be deducted from it. In case of stolen 

vehicle, RFID is blacklisted in the database and when it finds 

a match, it can be identified at the toll booth only. RFID 

readers can be installed on signals to keep a check on drivers 

who ignore the traffic signal and notify the traffic police 

about the offenders. [3] 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our Proposed system is designed to overcome the 

shortcomings of the existing manual methodology of 

collecting taxes and generated revenues are directly 

transferred to the government’s account which will reduce 

the fraud & corruption. This system performs an electronic 

tax collection, stolen vehicle identification and document 

verification. To achieve these functionalities passive RFID 

tag is used. A passive tag is an RFID tag that does not 

contain a battery; the power is supplied by the reader 

module. When radio waves from the reader are encountered 

by a passive RFID tag, the coiled antenna within the tag 

forms a magnetic field. The tag draws power from it, 
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energizing the circuits in the tag. The tag then sends the 

information encoded in the tag's memory. This tag has its 

own identification and this tag number is stored in the 

database to keep an archive of all the tags that have been 

issued by the RTO office. This tag can be placed on the 

windshield of the vehicle or anywhere on the vehicle where it 

can get scan by reader module. 

When the reader detects the tag, it deducts a specified 

amount from the account and the gates are opened after 

the completion of the transaction. Stolen vehicle’s RFID 

is blacklisted in the database. When the vehicle arrives on 

the toll booth, RFID matches with the blacklisted RFID 

from the databases and higher authorities are alerted 

about the stolen vehicle and gates remain closed 

throughout the process. 

This system also checks for document verification. 

Documents such as PUC (pollution under control) and 

insurance must be up to date and failure results in 

violation of rules and regulations under the Motor 

Vehicles Act. If the documents are not up to date, 

commuters are alerted about it with an SMS. If 

documents are not updated in the stipulated time, 

commuters are charged with a fine and penalties 

according to the law. 

 

A. Automatic toll collection 

In India most of the toll collection is done manually. 

Majority of the population might not be able to avail the 

automatic services and keeping this fact in mind, there are 

separate toll booths for automatic toll collection and manual 

one. EM-18 RFID reader module radiates 125 KHz through 

its coils and when a vehicle with 125 KHz passive RFID tag 

is brought into the field, it gets energized from this field, a 

vehicle module receives a message. Then the vehicle module 

replies with the data that includes details about the 

registration number, identification data and other information 

that is mounted on the tag. Here the details are matched with 

the one present in the database of the system. 

 
Figure 1.  Shows how RFID reader reads a passive RFID Tag 

 

The base that is processing the information receives this data 

and it sends an authentication message to the vehicle module. 

Arduino Uno microcontroller board which is based on the 

ATmega328 having 14 digital input/output pins, 6 analog 

inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a 

power jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. Arduino Uno 

is interfaced with computer host to collect all the data 

through serial communication process. 

 
  Figure 2. Working Principle of Toll Plaza Module with Arduino Uno 

Microcontroller  
All the details of the vehicle get displaced on the screen such 

as vehicle number, ID etc. The balance is checked and 

according to the tax implied by the government, specific 

amount is deducted from the prepaid account of the user and 

the balance is updated along with a message that is sent to 

the vehicle owner by using GSM Sim800 modem. If the 

commuter doesn’t have enough balance, they can recharge 

the account with a maximum amount of INR 2000 and 

minimum amount of INR 200 and then pay the taxable 

amount. Once the transaction is completed, vehicle will all to 

pass through. The transactions history is reflected from local 

to the centralized database system and archive of all the 

transaction is maintained. If the details of the vehicle are 

absent in the centralized database, they can be manually 

added in the system and next time when the vehicle arrives 

on the tollbooth, it will undergo similar steps to complete the 

transaction of automatic toll collection. 

B. Stolen vehicle identification 

If a vehicle is stolen, the owner reports it to the police and 

that registration number and RFID tag is black listed in the 

centralized database which is reflected in the local database. 

When the vehicle crosses the toll booth, the credentials are 

matched with the stolen vehicle in the database at the toll 

booth and buzzer will be alarmed to alert the authorities. An 

SMS about the whereabouts of the vehicle are sent to the 

nearby police station with GSM SIM800 module. SIM800 is 

a complete Quad-band GSM/GPRS solution in a SMT 

module which can be embedded in the customer applications. 

SIM800 supports Quad-band 850/900/1800/1900MHz, it can 

transmit voice, SMS and data information with low power 

consumption. With its tiny size, it can fit into slim and 

compact demands of our design. It also features Bluetooth 

and Embedded AT and allows total cost savings. A message 

is also delivered to the owner of the vehicle on the number 

linked with the registration number. The gates remain closed 

throughout the process to prevent the thief from escaping the 
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premises. This system provides security to the vehicle and 

helps in tracking a stolen vehicle in an efficient method. 

 
Figure 3. GSM SIM800 Module 

 

 

C. Document verification 

This is an additional feature to the system to keep a check on 

documents of the vehicle in possession of an owner. The 

documents such as PUC, insurance need round the clock 

updating and if the owner doesn’t comply with the rules, it’s 

a violation of law. All the documents are stored in the 

database along with their date of issue and expiry date. When 

the expiry date is crossed, a linked number with the vehicle is 

notified about updating the documents and given a period of 

15 days to comply with the request. An SMS is sent to the 

user periodically to remind him/her about updating the 

documents, until the task is performed. In case of failure, 

next time when the vehicle arrives on the booth, along with 

the road tax, an extra amount would be deducted from the 

user’s account for not having proper documents of the 

vehicle. 

According to the law in India, driving a vehicle without 

motor insurance shall result in suspension of the driving 

license of the driver. In addition, vehicle’s registration 

number shall be suspended as well and a penalty for driving 

without insurance would be charging a fine of INR 2000, 

and/or be imprisoned for 3 months. The owner is given 

another 15 days to get the documents renewed. A vehicle 

without RC book (Registration Certificate) would be charged 

with a fine of INR 2000 according to the Indian Motor 

Vehicle Act. For not carrying the documents such as 

Pollution Under Control, fine of INR 100 and driving 

without carrying a valid Driving License results in a penalty 

of INR 5000 and/or imprisonment for up to 3 months. In case 

of not carrying the required documents as specified in Motor 

Vehicle Act while driving, a penalty of INR 500 is fined. All 

of these original documents are necessary for the driver to 

have. 

The database is designed in such a format that failure of 

possession of any of the documents results in deduction of 

the specified amount from the account of the commuter. 

Again after the constant reminders about updating the 

documents of the vehicle, the commuter fails to comply with 

the rules and regulations, the vehicle will get blacklisted in 

the system and police is notified about the vehicle to 

necessary actions to prevent the person from violating the 

law. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Proposed System Block Diagram of Automated Toll Collection 
 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM 

 One of the primary concerns in today world is 

conservation of resources. With automatic toll 

collection the wastage of fuel is reduced up to a 

great extent. 

 Traffic jams can be avoided and it facilitates 

smooth full of vehicles and the travel time is 

reduced with faster and efficient service along 

with air pollution reduction. 

 RFID can installed anywhere inside the vehicle 

and still get detected. The passive tag used in 

the system don’t require any additionally 

source of power and works for a lifetime until it 

is physically destroyed.  

 Usage of SMS services as opposed to the 

traditional receipts that are handed  

V. CONCLUSION  

RFID system offers various advantages over the traditional 

approach of collecting toll. It tackles one of the primary 

concerns associated with tax collection i.e. corruption. The 

funds are collected in a digital format and directly transferred 
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to the government, cutting down the middle man and 

laundering of money. This is highly reliable tax collection 

system working in all conditions. Along with automatic toll 

collection it also helps in tracking of stolen vehicle and 

maintaining a database of all the documents of the vehicle. 

With the additional feature of document verification, this 

system provides a platform to keep a check on the papers 

related to the vehicle and maintain a database of their 

renewed and expiry dates. This helps in tracking the vehicles 

easily that violate the law and don’t abide by the rules and 

regulation. 

This system inspires automation and ease in maintenance of 

millions of records of data. It improves management and cuts 

down the operational costs. It also helps in creating revenues 

and directly transferring the funds to the government without 

any human interference. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Instead of a prepaid account, we can have a post-paid 

mechanism where the user doesn’t have to stop at the toll 

booth to deduce the balance from the account, instead an 

amount is added into the account and a bill is generated at the 

end of the month. With online application using internet 

facilities, person can directly pay the bill. In case of violation 

of rules, they can be charged a fine accordingly for not 

paying the taxable amount. This prevents the vehicle from 

stopping at the toll booth and helps in reduction of 

congestion at the toll plaza. This will ensure a faster flow of 

traffic and conserve a lot of time and fuel wasted while 

waiting in a que at the toll plazas. 
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Abstract- Our project is an approach towards Smart Home automation using Internet of things (IOT). In this era of increasing 

technology our day to day life becomes simpler and much easier in all aspects. Today’s generation preferred automated system 

over manual system, and IOT is latest and emerging technology. In our project we control our home appliances using computer 

or mobile devices through internet from anywhere around the world. Our project is meant to save the electric power and human 

energy. Use of Android application software in home appliances renders. Our project is controllable and monitor able from 

remote places. Our project is suitable for physically challenged people and it is also helpful for those who are sick and on bed 

rest. In this paper we are going to present various scenario of controlling home appliance over Internet   

 Keyword: Home Automation System, Android Phone, Arduino, ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module, Relay.

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The AIM of our project is to implement an advanced home 

automation system using server and Wi-Fi technology. The 

device can switched ON/OFF using Personal Computer or 

phone through Wi-Fi. Homes of the upcoming generation 

become more and more self-controlled and automated due 

to the comfort it provides, especially when employed in a 

private home. Various kind of electrical appliances are 

controlled in home automation system. .Many existing, well 

established home automation systems are based on wired 

communication which is a big problem because we can 

control from limited range. And the cost of installation is 

also very high for existing buildings. While our project is 

wireless and the increasing internet technology such as Wi-

Fi, cloud network, wireless system can be used from 

everywhere and anytime the controlling devices for the 

home automation in our project is an Arduino UNO.  

Sending the data using mobile app or laptop over Wi-Fi will 

be received by Wi-Fi module connected to Arduino UNO. 

Then, it reads the data and decides the output of electrical 

devices connected to it through Relays by ON or OFF 

action. 

The Section I contains the introduction of IOT based Home 

Automation, Section II contain the related work of Home 

Automation using IOT, Section III contain the methodology 

of our project IOT based home automation, Section IV 

contain the architecture and essential steps of Controlling 

Home appliances through internet via IOT, section V 

contains the conclusion and future scope of our project IOT 

based home automation. 

II.   RELATED WORKS 

Many engineers designed home automation system by using 

different technologies.GSM based automation consumes 

more time to respond the message .In addition the system 

becomes complex Bluetooth home automation can 

controlled all the home appliances but range is the main 

demerit. 

.Review of related literature: When people think about 

home automation, most of them may imagine living in a 

smart home: One remote controller for every household 

Appliance, cooking the rice automatically, starting air 

conditioner automatically, heating water for bath 

automatically and shading the windows automatically at 

night. To some extent home automation equals to smart 

home. They both bring out smart living condition and make 

our life more convenient and fast. 

III.   METHODOLOGY 

 

 We can control our home appliances from laptop or mobile 

application using blynk app. Home appliances such as TV 

system, light, washing machine, refrigerator etc can be 

controlled with the aid of this application ware, from 
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anywhere remotely or locally. With just single click we can 

ON or OFF our home appliances.  

 

     
CONTROLLING HOME APPLIANCES THROUGH 

BLYNK APP  

 

ARDUINO UNO BOARD:- The Arduino UNO based on 

the ATmega328P  it is an open-source microcontroller 

board developed by Arduino.cc. The board consists of 14 

digital pins and 6 analog pins, , a reset switch, a 16 MHz 

quartz crystal, a power jack, and ICSP header and it is 

programmed with Arduino IDE (integrated development 

environment) via a type B USB cable.  

The version of arduino we used in our project is version 1.0, 

we can connect arduino  by using USB cable or AC to DC 

adapter . 

 

 

WHY ARDUINO?   

 It is open source ideal platform. 

 To interface with other software  or for developing 

inputs we use this language 

 Supported in all OS 

 Less expensive 

 Its runs comfortably 

 Programming is easy 

 Easily available 

 

 

 

ARDUINO VS RASBERRY PI 

 

 ANDROID:-Android is an open source mobile operating 

system based on a modified version of Linux initiated by 

Google. Google released its code under the Apache license. 

Android mobile application development is based on java 

language codes (codes allow to control mobile devices via 

Google-enabled java libraries.) it provides a flexible 

environment for Android Mobile Application Development 

as the developers can not only make use of Android Java 

Libraries but it is also possible to use normal Java IDEs. 

ANDROID APP:-Our app is a Platform with iOS and 

Android apps to control Arduino, Raspberry Pi and the 

likes over the Internet. It's a digital dashboard where you 

can build a graphic interface for your project by simply 

dragging and dropping widgets.  

                       

 
 

CREATING BUTTON ON BLYNK APP 

 

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOTs):-We can control (or 

connect) our daily used objects with the help of internet of 

things (IOTs) like Smart phones, internet TV’s, sensors and 

actuators via internet. Collecting our big data from world 

with the help of internet all the objects connect together and 

communicate smartly .And gives the expected output as 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ATmega328P
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduino
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decided by the user sitting anywhere. Thus, it can connect 

the different appliances of home or offices via internet using 

mobile application   II 

             
IOT representation                                  Applications of 

iot                                                                                  

     

ESP8266 WI-FI MODULE:- For networking purpose we 

used ESP8266 node MCU Wi-Fi module. This open source 

platform prefers facilities of such kind. It includes firmware 

which runs on the ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC from Espressif 

Systems, and which is based on hardware. The term 

"NodeMCU" by default refers to the firmware .it is used in 

different open source projects based on internet 

                

    FEATURES: 

 Open-source, Interactive  

 Programmable  

 Low cost  

 Simple  

 Smart  

 WI-FI enabled  

 IV.  Results & Discussion 

Our system is classified into two parts- Hardware and 

Software. The hardware system consists of arduino uno 

board, arduino Wi-Fi shield, and LCD, relay. The software 

system consists of a java based android application also 

arduino language is used to configure the arduino uno board 

to display. These hardware components are used to control 

the home appliances. Arduino uno board will help to 

develop an interface between the hardware and the software 

application and to display on LCD. This system also 

consists of a software application which is developed using 

android. The ESP8266 Wi-Fi module will help us in 

transmitting and receiving the input given by the end user 

the main aim of our project is that we can control our home 

appliances or office appliances using laptop or android 

phone application (we use BLYNK app) from anywhere 

around the world. After successful completion of 

programming, we can implement our project for 

commercial or office use on daily basis. In our project we 

use Android application (BLYNK app),  Arduino, Relay, 

LCD, Wi-Fi module etc. 

 

CONTROLLING APPLIANCES THROUGH MOBILE 

APPLICATION     

V.   CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

our project is an architecture for low cost and flexible home 

automation system using android based smart phone via 

internet (via IOT technology).The technique we are using is  

our project is that it automates our home appliances such as 

TV, fan etc. After reading and understanding various 

literature surveys and existing works, we proposed our 

mode that will provide better. The wireless technology 

helps the users to fulfill their needs. Wi-Fi technologies 

enable us to control our home appliances remotely, it also 

provides security and it is easy to implement as it is low 

cost and flexible. Finally we can say that our proposed 

system is easy to implement and one can easily use it on a 

daily basis and it has a great future work. 

 In future we can modify our system by adding Gas sensor 

to detect gas leakage, temperature and humidity sensor to 

monitor temperature and humidity of our home, water level 

indicator, and  also Intruder detection system so that if no 

one is in the home and someone try to enter in our home we 

get message and also the alarm starts. 
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ABSTRACT- We classify data quality problems that are directed by data cleaning and provide an overview of 

the principal Solution approaches.Data cleansing is particularly needed when integrating heterogeneous data sources 

and Should be directed together with schema-related data transformations. We also discuss current tool support for 

data cleanup. Data profiling is a specific form of data analysis customer data to detect and characterize important features of 

data sets. Data Analysis offers a delineation of data structure, content, rules and relationships by using statistical methodologies 

to deliver a lot of standard characteristics about data -data types, field lengths and cardinality of columns, granularity, value 

sets, format patterns, content patterns, implied rules, and cross-column and cross-file data relationships and cardinality of those 

relationships. Data deduplication has been advocated as a promising and effective technique to save the digital space by 

removing the duplicated data from the data centres or clouds. Data deduplication is a process of identifying the redundancy in 

data and then removing it. The resulting unique data/Consolidate data into single format using data cleansing and Data 

standardization. Use scorecards to measure data quality progress and shared URL link to the stakeholder. 

 

Keywords:  Data Analysis, Data Profiling, Data Cleansing, Data Standardization, Data Score Cards.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data profiling is a specific form of data analysis customer 

data to detect and characterize important features of data 

sets. Data analysis provides a delineation of data structure, 

content, rules and relationships by using statistical 

methodologies to deliver a lot of standard characteristics 

about data -data types, field lengths and cardinality of 

columns, granularity, value sets, format patterns, content 

patterns, implied rules, and cross-column and cross-file data 

relationships and cardinality of those relationships [2]. It 

deals with detecting and removing errors and 

inconsistencies of data in order to ameliorate the quality 

of information.. Data Investigation or Data Profiling using 

multiple information sources need to be mixed data, e.g., in 

data warehouses, global web-based information systems, the 

need for data cleaning increases  To provide an accurate and 

consistent of the customer data, consolidation of different 

data representations and elimination of duplicate data. [3].  

Data Investigation/Analysis results can be compared with 

documented expectations, or they can provide a foundation 

on which to build knowledge about the data. It is used for 

purposes of data discovery and in order to prepare data for 

storage and use, data profiling can take place at any point in 

a data asset's lifecycle. It will discuss periodic data analysis 

and cleansing of the data environment as one of the three 

assessment scenarios supported by the Data Quality 

Assessment Framework (DQAF). It measure data quality 

and verify that changes to the data meet, an effect of data 

profiling content through column profile. Data deduplication 

has been advocated as a promising and effective technique 

to save the digital space by removing the duplicated data 

from the data centres or clouds. Data deduplication is a 

process of identifying the redundancy in data and then 

removing data [2]. The resulting unique data/Consolidate 

data into single format using data cleansing and Data 

standardization. A scorecard is the graphical representation 

of the valid values for a column or output of a rule in profile 

results. Use scorecards to measure data quality progress and 

shared URL link to the stakeholder. 

In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss the data analysis and 

profiling in Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

system. We present Statement of problem-Hypotheses-

Customer data validation using Data cleaning and Data 

Standardization in Section 3. We present Effectiveness of 

DQ Scorecards can be easily shared with Stakeholders via a 

URL and measure data quality progress in Section 4. Section 

5 we present several considerations in the conclusion. 

II Data Profiling 

 

Data profiling is a specific form of data analysis customer 

data to detect and characterize important features of data 
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sets. Its content different data rules by using statistical 

methodologies to deliver a lot of standard characteristics 

from the customer data, data types, field lengths and issue of 

Data quality[2]. A profile is a set of metadata that describes 

the content and structure of a dataset. We can run a profile 

to evaluate the structure of data and verify that data columns 

are populated with the types of information we expect. 

It measure data quality and to verify that changes to the 

customer data i.e.Firstname, last name, Email validation, 

Phone number validation, country code validation. We can 

run a column profile on a transformation in a mapping to 

indicate the effect that the transformation will have on data 

profiling also includes inspection of data content through a 

column profile or percentage distribution of values. 

Understanding the percentages is useful, particularly for 

high-cardinality value sets and for data sets with a large 

number of records.  

 
Figure 2.1.1: Data profiling data issue. 

 

Data Investigation/Analysis results can be compared with 

documented expectations, or they can provide a foundation 

on which to build knowledge about the data.  

 

2.1 Column Profile 

The number of unique and null values in each column, 

expressed as a number and a percent. The patterns of data in 

each column and the frequencies with which these values 

occur. Statistics about the column values, such as the 

maximum and minimum lengths of values and the first and 

last values in each column. We can add a rule to the profile 

to cleanse, change, or validate data. Create scorecards to 

periodically review data quality.  

 

2.2 Join Profile /Join Analysis 

The Join analysis describes the degree of potential joins 

between two data columns. It use joins between multiple 

data sources [2]. A join profile displays results as a Venn 

diagram and as numerical and percentage values. By using a 

profile model to perform a join analysis on a pair of 

columns. We can analyse join conditions on columns from 

one or more data objects, and we can define more than one 

join analysis in a profile. A join analysis uses Venn 

diagrams to show the relationships between columns[2]. 

 
Figure 2.2: Result of Join Analysis Profiling 

 

2.3 Rule Based Profiling 

A Rule is a constraint written against data that is used to 

identify possible inconsistencies in the data. Rule creation 

and editing (Expression based). Leveraging OOTB Rules / 

Developer created rules. Apply rules within profiles and 

analyze results in-line with original source data [2].  

 

2.3.1 Value Frequency Rules 

Select the value frequency results to include in the Rule, 

right click and choose Add Rule, choose to create a Value 

Frequency Rule. The expression is written based on business 

data rules, it can be reusable. After running the profile click 

on the new frequency rule created 

 

2.4 Mid-Stream Profiling 

Mid-stream Data profiling at any point within a mapping, 

targets cannot be profiled. 

2.5 Profile Results 

We can view the profile results after we run a profile based 

on Business Rule/Data Rules. We can view a summary, 

values, patterns, and statistics for columns and rules in the 

profile. We can view properties for the columns and rules in 

the profile. We can preview profile data [2].  
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Figure 2.5:  Profile Results 

 

III. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM-HYPOTHESES-

CUSTOMER DATA VALIDATION 

In this section, data quality problems that are addressed by 

data cleaning and data standardization provide an overview 

of the main solution approaches. Data cleaning is especially 

required when integrating heterogeneous data sources and 

should be addressed together with schema-related data 

transformations in data warehouses, data cleaning is a major 

element of the ETL process. We also discuss current tool 

support for Data cleansing, support for data cleanup. 

Standardization addresses the data quality issues identified 

through data profiling to transform and parse data from 

single multi-token fields to multiple fields to correct 

completeness, conformity, and consistency problems and to 

standardize the field through data rule, data tokenization 

process,  Regular expression. 

3.1 Data cleaning 

Data cleaning, also called data cleansing or scrubbing, deals 

with detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from 

data in order to improve the quality of data. A data cleaning 

should find and remove all major faults and inconsistencies 

both in individual data sources. Data cleaning should not be 

done in isolation, but together with schema-related data 

transformations based on comprehensive metadata. The 

major data quality problems to be puzzled out by data 

cleaning and information translation [9, 10].  

3.2 Data Standardization 

The Data Standardizer is standardizes characters and strings 

in data. It can be used to remove noise from a field.  It is a 

passive transformation an input strings and creates 

standardized versions of those strings.. Standardization 

addresses the data quality issues identified through data 

profiling [9]. The key objectives in data standardization are. 

 To transform and parse data from single multi-

token fields to multiple fields. 

 To correct completeness, conformity, and 

consistency problems. 

 To standardize field formats and extract important 

data from free text fields [9]. 

The customer Data standardized to examine a column 

of address information that contains the Strings Street, 

St., and STR. Each strategy can contain multiple 

standardization operations. The Standardizer 

transformation creates columns that contain 

standardized versions of input strings. The 

transformation can replace or remove strings in the 

input data when creating these columns. The verify the  

a column of address data that contains the strings Street, 

St., and STR. AVE. or AVE or AVNUE to AVENUE 

etc., [10] The labeler transformation is a passive 

transformation that examines input fields and creates 

labels that describe the type of characters or strings in 

each field. 

 Ex: # $ %^ & as symbol or S 

 (or) 17242 as 9999 

 

3.2.1 Standardization Strategies / Properties 

Use standardization strategies to create columns with 

standardized versions of input strings. When you 

configure a standardization strategy, you add one or 

more operations. Each operation implements a specific 

standardization task. We can add the following types of 

operations to a standardization strategy [10]. 

To configure properties for standardization strategies 

and operations, select the Strategies view in the 

Standardizer transformation.  

Strategy Properties 

Strategy properties apply to all the operations within a 

strategy. You can configure the following strategy 

properties 

 

Figure 3.2.1: Output of Standardizer 
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3.2.2 Probilistic Modelling Technique using Tokens and 

Parser 

 

3.2.2.1 Character Labelling 

The character labelling is an identified each character in the 

customer input data, for example the Labeller transformation 

can label the ZIP Code 517299 as "nnnnnn," where "n" 

stands for a numeric character. It describes the character 

structure of the input string, including punctuation and 

spaces. The transformation writes a single label for each row 

in a column. We can use a labeller transformation to 

understand the types of information that a port contains. By 

using a Labeller transformation when we do not know the 

types of information on a port, or when we want to identify 

records that do not contain the expected types of information 

on a port. A label is a string one or more characters that 

describes an input string [11]. We configure the labeller 

transformation to assign labels to input strings based on the 

data that each string contain. 

 

3.2.3. Probabilistic Models 

It identifies tokens by the types of information they contain 

and by their positions in an input string. We can use 

probabilistic models with the labeller and Parser 

transformations. A probabilistic model using to label or 

parse values on an input port into separate output ports. [11] 

A probabilistic model uses a structured set of tokens as a 

reference data set and labelling or parsing operation. An 

input column that represents the data on the input port. We 

populate the column with sample information from the input 

port. We can add the pillars to the data model and we assign 

labels to the data tokenized process in each string. By using 

the label columns to indicate the correct position of the 

tokens in the string. 

When we configure a token labelling operation with a 

probabilistic model, the labeller’s transformation writes the 

column name from the probabilistic model to an output port 

on the transformation. For example, the labeller can use a 

probabilistic model to label the string "Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt" as "FIRSTNAME MIDDLENAME 

LASTNAME."  

When we configure a token parsing operation with a 

probabilistic model, each column we add to the model 

becomes an output port on the Parser transformation. The 

transformation writes each token to an output port based on 

its position in the model [11].  

The probabilistic model does not need to list every token. 

We update the fuzzy logic rules when we compile the 

probabilistic model.  

 

3.3.4. Token Parsing Operations 

We can add the following types of operations to a token 

parsing strategy:  

Parse using Token Set  

Use predefined or user-defined token sets to parse input 

data. Token set operations can use custom regular 

expressions that write to one or more outputs.  

Tokenized Output Ports  

Passes input strings that correspond to each label in the 

output. Select this port if we will add a Parser 

transformation downstream of the labeller transformation in 

a mapplets or mapping, and we will configure the Parser 

transformation to run in pattern-based parsing mode. The 

Parser transformation associates the token labelling output 

with the data on the tokenized output ports [12].  

Score Output Ports  

The score values generated by probabilistic matching 

techniques in a token labelling operation. We can run a 

token labelling operation that uses a probabilistic model, the 

operation generates a numerical score for each labelled 

string. [2] The score represents the degree of similarity 

between the input string and the patterns defined in the 

probabilistic model. 

 

3.3.5. Parser Transformation Modes 

A Parser transformation, select either token parsing mode or 

pattern-based parsing mode. This mode is used to parse 

input values that equal values in reference data objects such 

as token sets, regular expressions, probabilistic models, and 

reference tables. We can use multiple token parsing 

strategies in a transformation [12]. 

Pattern-based parsing mode. Use this mode to parse input 

values that match values in pattern sets. Use the Parser 

transformation when the data fields in a column contain 

more than one type of information and we want to move the 

field values to new columns. The Parser transformation is to 

create new column for each type of information in a data set, 

we can create a data structure that parses name data from a 

single column into multiple columns. For example, first 

names, middle names, and surnames.  

We can configure the transformation with a probabilistic 

model that represents the structures of the person names on 

the input port.  

Configure the transformation with reference tables that 

contain recognizable address elements, such as ZIP Codes, 

state names, and city names. Create a token parsing strategy 

that writes each address element to a new port. We cannot 

use a reference table to parse street address data from an 

input string, because street name and number data is too 

general to be captured in a reference table. However, we can 

use the overflow port to capture this data. We can have 

parsed all city, state, and ZIP data from an address, the 

remaining data contains street information. For example, use 

a token parsing strategy to split the following address into 

address elements:  

 

123 MAIN ST NW STE 12 ANYTOWN NY 12345 

The parsing strategy can write the address elements to the 

following columns 
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Table 3.3.5: The parsing strategy with probabilistic 

matching 

 

Create product data columns  

We can create a data structure that parses a single column of 

product data into multiple columns that describe the product 

inventory details. Configure the transformation with token 

sets that contain inventory elements, such as dimension, 

color, and weight. Create a token parsing strategy that writes 

each inventory element to a new port. For example, use a 

token parsing strategy to split the following paint description 

into separate inventory elements.  

 

500ML Red Matt Exterior 

The parsing strategy can write the address elements to the 

following columns. 

Table 3.3.5: The parsing strategy with Product elements 

 
3.3.6 Token Parsing Ports 

A Parser transformation in token parsing mode has the 

following port types.  

 

Input Ports: 

It contains data that we pass to the parser transformation. 

The transformation merges all input ports into a combined 

data string using the input join character specified on the 

strategies tab. If we do not specify an input join character, 

the transformation uses a space character by default.  

 

Parsed Output Ports  

User-defined output port(s) that contains successfully parsed 

strings. In cases where multiple parsing strategies use the 

same output, the transformation merges the output into a 

combined data string using the Output Join Character 

specified on the Strategies tab. If we do not specify an 

output join character, the transformation uses a space 

character by default.  

 

Overflow  

Contains successfully parsed strings that do not fit into the 

number of outputs defined in the transformation. For 

example, if the transformation only has two "WORD" 

outputs, the string "John James Smith" results in an 

overflow output of "Smith." The Parser transformation 

creates an overflow port for each strategy that we add, select 

the Detailed Overflow option, the transformation creates an 

overflow port for each label in the model [12]. Unparsed 

Contains strings that the transformation cannot parse 

successfully. The Parser transformation creates an unparsed 

port for each strategy field. 

IV Data Quality Scorecards 

It is the graphical representation of the valid values for a 

pillar or output of a rule in profile results. Use scorecards to 

measure data quality progress. We can create a scorecard 

from a profile and monitor the progress of data quality over 

time.  A scorecard is the graphical representation of valid 

values for a column in a profile [13]. 

Score card is the graphical representation of valid values for 

a column in a profile, it can be easily shared with 

stakeholders via a URL. Scorecards to measure data quality 

progress, scores based on value frequencies. single 

scorecard supports scores from multiple data objects [13]. 

It has multiple parts, such as metrics, metric groups, and 

doorways. After we run a profile, add source columns as 

metrics to a scorecard and configure the valid values for the 

prosody.  A threshold identifies the range, in percentage, of 

bad data that is acceptable for columns in a data. We can set 

thresholds for good, acceptable, or unacceptable ranges of 

data [10].  

 
Figure 4.1: Result of scorecard for valid customer data 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Data Investigation results can be compared with 

documented expectations, or they can provide a basis on 

which to establish knowledge around the data. It is used for 

purposes of data discovery and in order to prepare data for 

storage and use, data profiling can take place at any point in 

a data asset's lifecycle. It will discuss periodic data analysis 

and cleansing of the data environment as one of the three 

assessment scenarios supported by the Data Quality 

Assessment Framework (DQAF). Data deduplication has 

been advocated as a promising and effective technique to 

save the digital space by removing the duplicated data from 

the data centers or clouds. Data deduplication is a process of 
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identifying the redundancy in data and then removing 

customer data. A set of processes that measure and improve 

the quality of important data on an ongoing basis, ensures 

that data dependent business processes and applications 

deliver expected results. Data Standardization is the 

problems with the data have been identified, to cleanse the 

data through standardization process, enrichment and 

validate the good data. The Address standardization is the 

data quality issues identified through data profiling to 

transform and parse data from single fields to multiple 

fields. Finally data quality is to correct completeness, 

conformity, and consistency problems, to standardize field 

through data rule, data tokenization process, Regular 

expression. 
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Abstract— The aim of this research work is to develop a best optimal procedure to send the emails and get the high open rate. 

This research work is focused on email address verification whether it is email sender address or receiver address. The success 

of an email campaign depends on two major factors, Email sender address, and Email subject line. The importance of subject 

line is less over email sender address as it is essential to send an email to user inbox folder to start the subject line role to play. 

And if we get fail in pushing the email into inbox folder then subject line would not have any significance even after it is made 

best. Study of email sender address could be an effective area to dig out the impact of email sender address over successful 

email campaign. We tried to analyze the effects of email addresses over email sending by sending live emails to the users. In 

the email sender verification, we analyze the impact of domain, SPF, DKIM, and came up with some useful results. In email 

receiver verification process we developed a code to filter the email addresses of the receiver where we checked the email 

address for MX, disposable, duplicate, role email, and domain. After this email cleaning process, we found an extra increment 

in the email open and deliver rate whereas email bounce rate got decreased.  

 

Keywords— email marketing, email cleaning, spam, and bounce, SPF, DKIM, email template, email campaign.

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Email marketing has been proved a great medium in order 

to get either a lead or profit. Out of 100 emails if we are 

possible to convert it into to one sale then also it would be a 

profitable business. In today time when email marketing is 

touching its peak users are still facing some huge problems 

like spam, bounce, SMTP suspension, and etc. So where the 

actual problem is either ESP services are not good or users 

do not to proper use of ESP for sending the email 

campaign. Nowadays most of the ESP are using a complex 

email filter which can’t we assured for sending our email in 

the users inbox. User can also delete an email coming from 

someone which is not in his contact list [9]. So rather 

choosing the best ESP we should always focus to follow a 

procedure to get a best email campaign. Generally users 

who use the ESP for sending the emails to their customers 

are not tech familiar So when they start using any ESP it is 

very less chance that they configure their account properly 

and also validate their email specially domain with addition 

of SPF and DKIM record. It does not mean that it is a fault 

at their end instead it is un-awareness of the users with 

these all kinds of procedures and configuration before 

sending the email campaign. So to attain a successful email 

campaign the user should understand this procedure to 

verify the sender identity at 

 
Their end and once they are authenticated then they should 
focus to their email list. Most of the users use third party or 
purchased list to promoting their product or services so it is 
very important to clean their email list before sending the 
email campaign. And this cleaning should be from a reputed 
email cleaning services or specific email cleaning service. 
After passing through this email quality checkups you 
should move your focus to the email template in the area of 
email subject line, email header, email footer, email content, 
email images, email attachment, email font letters, you aim 
should be to remove or avoid all such stuff from your email 
template which could make it a spam email. And those users 
who do not follow this basic and simple procedure are 
landed with unsatisfactory experiences with their ESP and 
then they start looking for new ESP again and again. Even 
your category of IP address impacts your email campaign. 
To overcome all these email marketing problem we build an 
email cleaning code with some optimization in the filtering 
technique in order to improvise the result and reduce the 
time of cleaning. We also researched on the other two 
important factor like email sender verification and email 
template verification and tried to break all the false believe 
which have been coming with the email marketing practice 
for a 
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Long time and showed impact of them over email delivery 
rate. Overall we tried to focus on improving the email 

sending practice with our optimised email cleaning process. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Response Goodarz  have discussed about E-mail marketing 

and its advantages, some authors describe that as a permitted 

Relationship between marketers and customers to provide 

wealth communication (Jackson and DeCormier 1999) or 

other researcher define as a “internet’s killer application” in 

that specific email can be modified, targeted and even track 

by the marketers (Wreden 1999) ..[1]. Ms. Rekha has 

explained that Spam filter software is used to identify and 

stop all un-ethical and unwanted emails targeted to the user 

inbox folder [4]. Manish Kumar stated that email spoofing 

has emerged as a biggest security challenge for all the web 

users or email marketers. One can never identify either 

legitimate or forged email until they check for the email 

authentication, verification, and traceability.  The three main 

policy provided by the system to stop email spoofing are 

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) , Sender ID, Domain Keys 

(DKIM) [2]. As per Experian study ISPs are expected to 

take a better step to stop spamming prior to the spammers, 

thus they regularly review their policy and laws. Spam 

filters monitor the email not to contain unauthenticated 

contents or non-standard content. Email template can be 

checked with either available ways before final distribution 

[10]. As per the Deborah Fallows, email users are not 

entirely clear on just what is spam, an issue that is an 

absolute stopper for writing effective, enforceable 

legislation against spam.  [12]. As per Yingjie Zhou for 

various email related studies archived email datasets are 

considered as an important data resource. These datasets 

could be used for the studies of spam detection, email 

classification, social network analysis (SNA) and text 

mining. But as we know that raw data of any forms is a 

mixture and not cleaned so before it used in any analysis 

study it should be cleaned well [13]. As per R.Miller email 

was first introduced in the year of 1971 and became a 

popular and effective medium of communication.  Their 

number has been increased from countable to 2672 million 

as of 2016 and further increasing on day by day. This rapid 

growth of emails emerged with a new form of marketing 

called email marketing. The revenue has touched the figure 

of $ 19,353 million. An email is only be considered a worth 

or success if it is opened or read by the customers or users. 

Email sender address and email subject line are the most 

responsible factors for opening and leaving the email by 

users [17]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Successful email campaign plays around the subject lines 

and email sender identity. This is to analyse the impact of 

sender identity over email campaign.  

 

We also made the use one of the reputed ESP for analysing 

the verification at different phase as shown in Fig2 by 

sending the email though it. We divided whole process into 

three different verification strategies which are listed in 

Fig1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a). EMAIL-SENDER_VERIFICATION 

 

This is a very important verification at our end; if we are 

sender of this email then we should make sure to verify our 

email and domain in a proper way to avoid any kind of 

problems while sending the email campaign. To see the 

effect of email sender on email campaign we went with 

multiple test cases or experiments. First we try sending few 

email campaign with the help of public email address as 

with our Gmail address with a un-cleaned email list where 

we observed that the no. bounce emails were more with few 

open email. Our public emails are fine in terms of 

authentication but only problem with theses emails are the 

daily quota where you can not send more emails to your 

recipients. Second problem could be the problem of 

branding as it is never good to use public email for 

promoting our product or services. So after this experiment 

we came to a conclusion that we should use public email for 

our personal and official conversations though should not 

use for marketing strategy. In our second test case we create 

a disposable email address for sending our email campaign. 

This email address was not verified with SPF and DKIM 

configuration. Once we start sending email campaign we 

found some amazing results. We got negligible spam and 

bounce as we sent this campaign to the cleaned email list but 

we hardly could get one or two email open out of all.  

 

This means most of the emails sent were landed in the spam 

folder of the recipients. SO here list cleaning play a very 

important role to reduce the spam and bounce and this also 

protect us from the SMTP suspension which could create a 

bigger problem to us.  

 

 

 

 
EMAIL SENDER VERIFICATION 

EMAIL RECEIVER VERIFICATION 

EMAIL TEMPLATE VERIFICATION 

Fig 1:  Methodology Process Flow 
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Once you clean your list and send the email campaign to the 

same list then you should also configure the HTTP end point 

for tracking the spam and bounce emails and stop them in 

the next time email sending. In case you are using third 

party SMTP you would need to set these end point 

separately whereas in all in one ESP it is automatically 

configured to catch and spam and bounce records though 

you can still check the setting for the same. In our third case 

we purchased a domain and configure it properly like we 

configure its MX record, SPF records, DKIM records, and 

DMARK records. 

 

MX: It stands for mail exchange record, If any SMTP asks 

for this value to add into your domain hosting site then you 

can add it though it is already set in most of the case.  

 

SPF: it stands for sender policy framework; SPF record 

provides a confirmation to the recipient server that the email 

sending server is authorize to send the email on your behalf. 

 

DKIM: It stands for domain key identified mail, it is used to 

check the authenticity of your email message. Here a digital 

signature is added with the sending message along with a 

public key and then it is decrypted at the recipient  server 

with the same public key to confirm whether same message 

came as deliver from the sending server.  

 

Now the question arise is this that how we implement these 

SPF and DKIM records for our SMTP server and where do 

we get these records from and where do we need to put in? 

It is not a very complicated  

 
Process and does not require any technical stuff. When you 

decide to send the email with the help of any ESP then that 

ESP provides you the SPF and DKIM records for your 

domain and you just need to put these records in your 

domain hosting site where have you purchased your 

domain from. You can generally find the area inside the 

DNS manager or DNS management.  

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Process Flow Chart  

 

Figure 1: Process Flow Chart 
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You get a place to add the text records inside the DNS 

management in your C-Panel. But there could be one more 

case when your ESP and SMTP server are different then 

you will get the SPF and DKIM records from your SMTP 

server and will need to add at the same place as described 

above, but you should be very clear that the SPF and 

DKIM records are given from your SMTP server. Once we 

configure our domain properly with these setting then we 

sent few more email campaign and we find that the email 

start going into the users inbox folder as we start getting 

open, unsubscribe and abuse status from the user end , this 

assures us that the emails are reaching into the users inbox 

folder. In the similar fashion we tried this to the different-2 

email list and found the positive outcome. But after all 

these experiment we were unable to find expected result 

from our email sent. So, now we stop to sent the email 

campaign to the full contact list instead we sent it to the 

most engaging contacts in our list, and found some 

amazing results with this experiment. We succeed to get 

the more open rate or an average open rate in case of email 

newsletter and we could also reduce the bounce and spam 

email below the benchmark. As per Douglas engage 

contacts are those contacts that have opened our emails 

before or still opening our emails, once you are success to 

make as such huge list of engaged contacts then you will 

surely get the best outcome from your email campaign as 

per your expectation Primary responsibility of “DKIM” is 

to add an identifier in your email that can be trusted by 

receiver end, specifically a domain name that can be 

unrelated to any other identifier in the message. That 

domain name is used for associating the reputation of the 

domain owner with the message [8]. 

 

b).EMAIL-RECEIVER-VERIFICATION 

 

Email receiver verification is the verification process of 

the receiver email address whether it is single email or a 

list of email address. To verify the impact of list first we 

sent an email campaign to an un-cleaned email list and 

what we found is that we landed with more than 50% 

bounce rate which more than sufficient to get our SMTP 

account suspension from any ESP provider. We again sent 

an email campaign to the un-cleaned list and this time we 

are landed with 80% bounce email, form these results one 

thing is very clear that list cleaning is very necessary 

before sending our email campaign whether it is our own 

subscriber list or third-party and purchased list. Because 

this will really stop most of your bounce and spam email 

and will save your SMTP account from suspension.  So the 

process of email cleaning reduces 50% of your headache 

of email being bounce or spam.  And once you take this 

list with reference to the proposed methodology then you 

get a fine list or also called engaged list where your 

customer open your email and read your email regularly. 

So after building a best engaged contact list it is very less 

chance to get any kind of problems like spam or bounce 

during your email campaigning sending however  you can 

expect to get better and  better result with the moving time.  

 

In our next email campaign we clean our email list with 

our build code and now this time we got 7% bounce rate 

which is quite less and acceptable by most of the ESP as  

 

they allow a bounce rate less than 8%. And furthermore 

with the experiment we were able to get a bounce less than 

5% which is safe zone for any user sending email 

campaign and is acceptable to almost all the ESP. With 

these checks we were able to get a clean list which is 

sufficient to reduce the bounce rate, which could create a 

reason for our SMTP account Suspension at first 

encounter. 

 

c).EMAIL-TEMPLATE-VERIFICATION 

 

We can’t be assured even after email sender and email 

receiver verification because these will not just sufficient 

to make our email open though they can land our email in 

the user mailbox but is not a guarantee that email will land 

in the inbox folder. So this email template design and 

configuration plays a very important role in landing our 

email in the inbox folder. So to check the impact of the 

template design we again made some experiment by 

sending the variation in the email template or email 

template body, email template subject line. When we sent 

the email campaign with more and more image inside it 

then it got landed in the spam folder of the receiver.  As 

per study of “Enron Corpus”, Numeric Data in email 

includes such features as the message size, number of 

recipients and counts of particular characters. So far, every 

test has found that these features can contribute little 

towards email classification [6]. Frequently, marketers are 

sending out email marketing campaigns that priorities 

speed and convenience at the expense of relevance and 

targeted content. Product news and service information 

remains the biggest focus of email marketing content 

(56%) [11]. These Email template creation makes a worth 

to all the ESP as they allow us to create attractive and 

amazing email template with ease in very quick time and 

these beautiful templates helps in drawing the user 

attention towards our email . This facility of creating 

templates is not provided in our public email providers like 

Gmail and Yahoo. Templates are the great help when it 

comes to design the marketing email for our product or 

service [15]. 

 

When we use any special symbols either in our email 

subject line or in email content then also it increase the 

chance of email to be landed in the spam folder. When we 

use any un-ethical language in our email campaign then it 

reached to the spam folder of user. So if we really want to 

send our email directly to the user inbox folder then we 

should avoid all these activity while designing the email 
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template. But the most crucial phase of this procedure start 

here when our email is in the inbox folder and user don’t 

open the email, because this would be the most unlucky 

moment with the email who has come by passing a long 

journey of verification. So here the most important role is 

of subject line along with the email sending timing which  

 

 

Convenes user to open the email and it makes a worth to 

send the email cost and effort. 

When we sent the template with whole subject line in 

upper case then it just reach to spam folder. When we sent 

a very lengthy email template then it reached to the spam 

folder. When we introduce more and more link to our 

email template then it reached to the spam folder. Subject 

line should be very specific and attractive as well, if you 

choose a better subject line then it will make worth to your 

email. As there have been several rule proposed to make a 

best subject line but here in our experiment we used to 

choose very specific subject related to the content of our 

email. Though our research was not over a targeting 

audience so we sent a variety of subject along with email 

campaigns and we observed that the subject line related to 

SMTP, Money making , ESP, Email sending, Domain got 

the higher open rate in comparison to the other subject 

line. But my personal opinion is that the subject line will 

do best always if it used against a targeting audience 

however the best subject line can do better 1-2 times for  

audience but they will not work further with the same 

intensity. 

 

Email sending time: It is not considered an important 

factor while sending the email campaign but this could 

also add an extra value in your email open rate. As you 

would have also probably observed this phenomenon that 

when we check our email inbox then we pay an extra 

attention to the first 5-10 emails and then we randomly see 

for the important emails which either we are engaged with 

or we are familiar with. So the landing of your email in 

first 10 places can add an extra advantage to your email 

and this would probably increase the chance of its opening. 

But this time vary from country to country even could also 

be different areas in the same country.  

 

Email sending Frequency: Sending too frequent email to 

the same customer or list may cause spam or unsubscribe 

marking for your email, so we should avoid sending email 

frequently. 

 

Below are few important points which we came up with 

after researching our proposed methodology on an 

experimental ground of email sending. 

 

1. Purchase a suitable domain related to your service 

or product with dedicated IP address. 

2. Setup an email account using this domain which 

will help to verify the email address for your 

domain. 

3. Now choose a best ESP as per your budget. 

4. Verify your Email and Domain address. 

5. You can verify your email just by click the 

verification link in your email inbox. 

 

 

 

6. You can verify your domain by just placing SPF 

and DKIM records from your SMTP providers to 

your domain hosting site where have you 

purchased domain from. 

7. In case you are using third party SMTP to send 

your email then make sure you configure your 

https end point to receive the details of spam and 

bounce emails. 

8. Clean your email list with the help of one of 

reputed email cleaning service in case your ESP 

does not provide the facility to clean the email 

list. 

9. Upload your contacts to your account. 

10. Now create an email template for sending the 

email. Choose the best precise subject line for 

your email template. 

11. Your email should not be too lengthy. 

12. Make sure your email does not contain more no. 

of images. 

13. Image size in your template should not be too 

large. 

14. Do not have more links to your email template. 

15. Avoid the use of uppercase letters in your email 

template. 

16. Use standard font size in your email template. 

17. Make sure color of email template background 

and email template should not be same. 

18. Avoid use of un-social, un-ethical words in your 

email template. 

19. Try to send your email campaign to the targeted 

audience. 

20. Try to avoid the use of third party or purchased 

email list and use your own subscriber list to send 

your email campaign. 

21.  Try to send the email at the best timing as per the 

country timing. Either scheduled it for early 

morning or late evening. Though you can also 

draw your own pattern to get the best timing to 
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send the emails by analyzing your email 

campaigns. 

22. Avoid attachment to your email campaign if 

possible as it could convert it into a spam email 

easily. 

23. Always prefer sending emails to your own 

subscribers who has opted or authorize to send 

the emails. 

24. If you will collect your subscribers with double 

opt-in process then this would give you best result 

for your email campaigning. 

25. You should always have a website with your 

domain which you are using to send your email 

campaign. 

26. Never send too frequent emails as sometime users 

get irritated with this frequent reception of emails. 

 

 

27. In case of shared IP address just check the 

blacklist for your sender email. 
 

 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Fig3 you can see the graph of email open which is quite 

less in the starting but once after cleaning the list and 

verifying the SPF and DKIM records of the sending emails 

we start getting good results as shown the graph. For 

analysing the impact of our methodology we perform a live 

experiment over 110000 emails of approx 1400 users by 

sending them with different-2 test parameters. We got the 

positive result and tried to understand the strategy with 

sending the different-2 email campaigns. So this is a great 

success in order to have a slight Increasing graph of engaged 

contacts with time though this was not our targeting 

Audience still we were able to make an engaged user list 

with the help of our sending strategy. you can clearly see the 

reduced bounce email in Fig4 where in the beginning the 

bounce emails were more but with the cleaning process they 

start reducing with a large amount in number. Having 

knowledge of your reader behaviour along with their 

bonding and position is of great use As you would be able to 

Write appropriate tone in your email and that will be the 

worth for email for which it was designed [7].  

 

We sent all these campaigns with the help of one of the 

reputed ESP (Elastic Email) however we did not pay even a 

single penny for this as we used their free sending limit 

successfully.  

 

So with this research work we also came up with a 

procedure to use the ESP free sending limit without 

suspending our account or any other problem. Even at some 

point of time our sending reputation reached near to 100% 

which is very good to get high deliver rate and open  

rate for our email campaigns, it also reduce the chance of 

our SMTP suspension to minimum level. On average we 

were able to get an average open of 14% which is a good 

open rate for a Newsletters though we sent random 

newsletters to the random audience. An email often has an 

attachment with malicious Codes that can be installed 

automatically upon opening without the victims realizing it 

[5] Though we could not analyse impact of attachment in the 

email campaign due to our account limitation but as per data 

Mining in this area we came to a conclusion that we should 

always avoid to have attachment in our promotional or 

marketing emails. Server blacklisting can cause prevention 

to most of the legitimate sender even they  

 

Fig 3: No. Of Email Open  
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did not send anything wrong. If any single user sends bulk 

spam and cause his mail server blacklisted then all other 

users using that mail server will find their emails to be 

blocked.  [14]. As a result we did not include this check in 

our list cleaning procedure. We calculate our open rate with 

the below given formula.  

 

Open Email Percentage = (Total no. of open email / Total 

no. of deliver email)*100 

 

As per Smart Insight report of 2018 the standard no. of 

email open rate for unknown or random emails is 14.48% , 

and as per Constant contact the average email open rate for 

the category of marketing ,management, advertisement  

consultant and training are 13.10 and  10.77 

respectively[3][16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Email Sending Results 

Submit 

Email 

Deliver 

Email 

Open 

Email 

Open 

Email 

(%) 

Bounce 

Email 

Bounce 

Email 

(%) 

Unsubscribe 

Email 

77 73 6 8.22 4 5.19 1 

86 79 8 10.12 7 8.14 1 

84 83 5 6.02 1 1.19 1 

84 83 9 10.84 1 1.19 0 

85 80 17 21.25 5 5.88 1 

86 85 22 25.58 0 0 2 

87 83 22 26.50 4 4.60 2 

84 80 20 25 4 4.76 0 

 

 

Total Email Open (%) = 16.69% 

Total Bounce (%) = 3.87% 

 

In this research paper we were able to achieve an average of 

16.69% for the email campaign submitted to our filtered 

engaged contact list. We also got a bounce of 3.87% which is 

quite less and is acceptable by all the ESP or SMTP running 

today as at the best SMTP you are allowed to have a bounce 

percentage of 5 or less as shown in table2. With this outcome  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

we can assume that the procedure we develop works well in 

enhancing the email marketing strategy. However we 

performed this experiment in a limited boundary with 

maximum risk include like suspension of our SMTP account 

while sending the un-social emails for testing purpose. 

 

 If this procedure is followed with the real promotional or 

marketing email then this could generate even better results 

for email open rate.  

 

 

 
Business Type Open-Rate  

(Total %) 

Bounce Rate 

(%) 

Unsubscribe Rate 

(%) 

Marketing, 

Advertising, 
Public 

relation[16] 

13.10 10.30 0.01 

Unknown 

Sender[22] 

14.48 8.17 0.02 

Proposed 
Algorithm 

Result 

16.69 3.87 1.22 

 

 

Fig 4: Email Submitted vs. Email Bounce  

 

Table 2: Comparative Analysis 
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With the help of above extensive experiment we came up 

with an optimal procedure or algorithm which would help 

you to increase your email open rate to a different height.  

 

In Table1 you can see the experimental stats for email 

campaign sent and in table2 we analyse the comparative 

study over results and match with the industry standard. Fig5 

shows a graph representing the result analysis.  

 

We have came up with few point which if been followed 

before sending the email campaign can definitely increase 

email open rate. You can find those points in below page. 

 

      

 
 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this research paper we have researched on all possible 

problems coming to the customers or email marketing users. 

And with our experiment analysis we proposed a lined 

procedure which if been followed step by step before sending 

the email campaign can provide better results up to your 

expectation. We analyze the impact of subject line and saw 

the effect of it over email campaign. We also researched the 

spam filter impact over emails. With all these researches we 

developed a new email cleaning code and got 16.67% email 

open which is better than standard industry open rate in the 

same category that we sent. In our research work there is a 

huge scope for future work. One can work with the existing 

code for targeted audience or own subscribers with specific 

email. They can also try the same procedures with dedicated 

IP address and can see the impact of it over email campaigns. 
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Abstract— Fractal Robots is a developing new administration that guarantees to alter each part of human innovation. This innovation has the 

potential to enter each field of human work like development, medication, research, and others. Fractal robots can empower structures to be worked 

inside a day, help perform touchy therapeutic operations and can aid research centre trials. Fractal Robots have worked in self-repair which implies 

they can proceed without human intercession. In this paper, I have shown a research article about an attractive technology called as fractal robot, this 

new technology has enough amazing features which can attracts many researchers and scientists for continuing their research work in this area. 

 

Keywords— Fractals, Fractal Robot, Digital Matter Control, Real Life Fractal, Man-made Fractal 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fractals Concept 

Fractals are probably the most delightful and most peculiar 

geometric shapes. They appear to be identical at different diverse 

scales – you can take a little concentrate of the shape and it looks the 

same as the whole shape. This inquisitive property is called Self-

closeness or Self-similarity. To make a fractal, you can begin with a 

basic example and rehash it at littler scales, over and over, until the 

end of time. All things considered, obviously, it is difficult to draw 

fractals with "unendingly little" examples. Be that as it may we can 

draw shapes which look simply like fractals. Utilizing arithmetic, we 

can consider the properties a genuine fractal would have – and these 

are exceptionally astonishing. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 1: Real Life Fractals- (a) Broccoli and (c) Lightening, Snow, 

Romanesco, Leaves and Rivers, Man-made Fractals- (b) 

Graphical Design 1 and (d) Graphical Design 2. 
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In Fig. 1, real life fractals are shown in (a) and (c), man-made 

fractals are shown in (b) and (d). These figures give us an idea 

to understand regarding diversities in formation of fractals. 

Fractal Robot Concept 

The introduction of each innovation is the aftereffect of the 

journey for computerization of some type of human work. This 

has prompted numerous developments that have made life less 

demanding for us. Fractal Robot is a science that guarantees to 

upset innovation in a way that has never been seen. 

 
(a) 

 
 

(b) 

Fig. 2: Fractal Robots designs- (a) Cube shaped and (b) 

Imaginary shaped. 

 

 

In Fig. 2, the designs are shown with respect to Fractal 

Robots, the formation idea for Cube shaped fractal robot is given by 

Attar et al. [1], Chaudhari et al. [3] and also by some other researchers 

or scientists, and the other designs or imaginary shaped for fractal 

robot is under construction.  

In this paper, I have shown a different and productive 

technology which has ability to make an effective change in the robot 

technologies. Section II includes the concept regarding mechanism of 

this technology. This technology has many applications which has 

been shown in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper. 

 

II. CONCEPT OF MECHANISM 

 

The guideline behind Fractal Robots is extremely basic. You take 

some cubic blocks made of metals and plastics, mechanize them, put 

some gadgets inside them and control them with a PC and you get 

machines that can change shape starting with one protest then onto the 

next. Very quickly, you can now assemble a home in a matter of 

minutes on the off chance that you had enough blocks and train the 

blocks to rearrange around and make a house! It is precisely similar to 

children playing with Lego blocks and making a toy hose or a toy 

span by snapping together 

Lego blocks aside from now we are utilizing PC and all the 

work is done under aggregate PC control. No manual intercession is 

required. Fractal Robots are what might as well be called PC 

programming. 

Fractal robots are items produced using cubic blocks that 

can be controlled by a PC to change shape and reconfigure 

themselves into objects of various shapes. These cubic mechanized 

blocks can be customized to move and rearrange themselves to 

change shape to make objects like a house possibly in almost no time.  

This innovation can possibly infiltrate each field of human 

work like development, medication, examination and others. Fractal 

robots can empower structures to be worked inside a day, perform 

touchy restorative operations and can help with research facility tests. 

This innovation is called Digital Matter Control and is executed here 

with a machine called mechanical 3D shapes and the whole 

innovation is called Fractal Robot Technology. Additionally, Fractal 

Robots have built-in self-repair which implies they can proceed 

without human intercession.  

Impressive exertion has been spent in making the 

automated 3D square as straightforward as would be prudent after the 

innovation had been imagined. The configuration is such that it has 

the least conceivable moving parts with the goal that they can be 

mass delivered. Materials necessities have  

been made as adaptable as could reasonably be expected 

with the goal that they can be worked from metals and plastics which 

are efficiently accessible in modern countries additionally from 

earthenware production and muds which are ecologically friendlier 

and all the more promptly accessible in creating countries. 

This machine requires tooling and programming to 

perform helpful work. With more propelled adaptations of such 

machines, it will be conceivable to manufacture a scaffold in a day, a 

lodging domain in a week, a space ship in hours etc. This innovation 

is called Digital Matter Control and it is executed here with machines 

called Fractal Robots. This machine can have extra electromechanical 

apparatuses fitted such that practically anything can be carried on top 

of T-shaped transporter braces including glass boards, moved sheet 

material, tooling merry go round, work parts and pipes. Work parts 

are sent to the get together point and afterward robot arms or custom 

devices incorporated with fractal robots perform the last gathering 

operation. Sheets of moved up sheets of materials can be wrapped 

around overhang measured structures to make dividers what's more, 

rooftop. Funnels systems can be laid by the shapes. The T-section can 

be tooled to convey channels which are then rearranged into the get 

together point where further robots join the funnel to a connector or 

to more pipes with 100% mechanization. Joints for funnels and 

welding devices are conveyed inside shapes as fractal apparatuses. 

Such machines will have the capacity to set down channels 

or disassemble them in complex atomic reactor offices where access 

is incomprehensibly troublesome. The fractally littler machines 

venture into alcoves and crevices with littler shapes, instruments and 

work pieces. Utilizing such fractal machines and tooling, 100% 

gathering and/or repair frameworks is feasible for complex funnel 

framework. Utilizes incorporate the oil business, compound industry, 

atomic, and development. After channels, the following and most 

troublesome operation is the laying of links, wires and hoses. Fractal 

robots with a couple of fingers for every size of 3D square can get 

and explain wires through complex shapes and interface them up with 

specific ending instruments with 100% robotization. Littler fractal 

robots and fractal fingers handle littler links until all cabling 

operations is finished. The fractal finger instrument finishes the 

rundown of get together machines expected to assemble any man 
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made machine or structure with 100% mechanization. Everything 

from building space stations to overseeing atomic mishaps with 100% 

computerization can be actualized with this innovation. All 

beforehand recalcitrant mechanical issues in apply autonomy have 

now been explained with this new branch of apply autonomy. 

 

III. APPLICATIONS 

 

Fractal Robots is a rising new administration that 

guarantees to change each part of human innovation. Fractal robots 

can empower structures to work inside a day, perform touchy 

therapeutic operations and can help with research centre 

examinations. Likewise, Fractal Robots have built-in self-repair which 

implies they keep on working without human mediation. Likewise, 

this innovation cuts down the assembling cost down dramatically. A 

Fractal Robot looks like itself, i.e. wherever you take a gander at, any 

piece of its body will be like the entire item.  Utilizations of fractal 

robots are: 

 

1. Span building 

 

2. Putting out fires 

 

3. Resistance Technology 

 

4. Tremor Application 

 

5. Restorative Application 

 

6. Space Application 

 

Parts of our lives, like the field of development, the 

restorative field, the military field and the exploration field, can utilize 

Fractal robots successfully. These robots can abbreviate the time 

expected to manufacture a house, they can be utilized to lead 

hazardous surgeries, they can test the impact of prescriptions on 

infectious ailments and they can likewise be utilized to test the new 

protection innovation. All these capacities should be possible with 

least human mediation. Likewise, these robots can repair themselves 

and in this way can proceed with the modified work without ceasing. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, I showed the concept, mechanism and its 

applications of robot technology. After reading this research article, 

the researcher can easily understand the necessity of the 

implementation of this technology in our living world. Utilizing 

Fractal Robots will help as a part of sparing economy; time and so 

forth and they can be utilized notwithstanding for the most delicate 

errands. Additionally, the crude materials required are modest, 

making it moderate for creating countries moreover. This guarantees 

to change innovation in a way that has never been seen some time 

recently. 
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Abstract— Internet of Things (IoT) has provided enormous opportunities to make prevailing smart environment by influencing 

the increasing ubiquity of Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID), wireless network, and sensor devices. Recently, a 

large number of industrial IoT applications have embarked their presence. Rapid technological growth introduces tremendous 

information on the network. Big Data is an idea to assemble huge amount of data from IoT enabled devices like sensors, 

actuators in IoT smart environment to help monitor specific conditions, procedures, and system performance. In this new 

generation, it becomes more challenging to extract most relevant information quickly and efficiently. To solve this problem, a 

data mining technique widely known as automatic text summarization may also prove to be fruitful. Text summarization 

creates summarized information from a large text corpus. Various latest techniques used for text summarization viz.  

Classification, Particle Swarm Optimization, Genetic Algorithms, clustering, neural network and various hybridized 

approaches are presented in this paper. The latest and relevant algorithms may be customized in the context of IoT applications. 

This paper is aimed at reviewing these techniques and also discusses the challenges as well as other related research issues. 

 

Keywords— Data mining in IoT, challenges, Multilingual text summarization, clustering, particle swarm optimization 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A number of smart applications and smart environments are 

now evolving with the Internet of Things (IoT). Presently, it 

is not so easy to quickly and efficiently forecast or thwart 

urgent health conditions in real-time. This is because, 

physician analyse the obtained health data offline. Due to 

huge demand of health data in smart environment the sensors 

are likely to be congested [1]. Nowadays, the data available 

on the network has extended such a huge size that it has 

turned out to be unfeasible to efficiently extract valuable 

information manually. The enormous amount of data in IoT 

enabled smart environment is thought of high business value. 

In order to extract information from this big data associated 

with IoT, efficient and optimised data mining approaches are 

required [2].  

Text summarization gives a solution to this problem that 

automatically creates a relevant summarized information of 

multiple text documents [3]. “Automatic Text 

Summarization” technology is maturing day by day by 

providing solutions for information overloaded problems. 

Finding most relevant information in form of summary from 

a large volume of text is really a challenging task. So, in this 

fast and technologically advanced world, it becomes 

necessary to provide document summarization automatically. 

Automatic document summarization gives compress form of 

big data as a summary so to provide crux of the whole data to 

the users. 

“Multi Document Summarization”, on the other hand, is 

another similar technology in which summarization of 

multiple documents (set of documents), all together is 

performed. A similar approach of extractive text 

summarisation is presented in [4], which uses sentence based 

extraction. 

Further, it is assumed that summarization is subjected to a 

similarity measure and optimized function. In Automatic 

summarization, multiple tasks are carried out and which 

directly affects the ability to generate high-quality 

summaries. If automatic summarization does not depend on 

particular language then it is called “language independent” 

and can be used for multilingual summarization [5]. Text 

summarization is said to be successful if results preserve the 

overall meaning of the entire data. 

Data summarization techniques are also effectively applied 

to digital forensics by using indexing algorithms for 

searching digital evidences at the physical level to discover 

particular text strings [6]. A number of text summarization 

techniques are available these days like classification, 

clustering, association rule, latent semantics, probabilistic 

latent semantics, latent Dirichlet allocation and various soft 

computing approaches for example Particle Swarm 
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Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Artificial 

Neural Networks (ANN), and etc. This paper presents 

numerous existing text summarization techniques along with 

their advantages and limitations.  

A new data mining approach is edge computing that works 

on wireless, battery-powered, low power, smart sensing 

devices that sit at the edge points of the IoT. Edge 

computing/ edge mining can minimize the number of packets 

transfer in order to reduce data and energy requirements. 

Also, edge computing reduces the privacy risks by 

embedding information requests at the sensing point, 

controlling incorrect use. Authors in [7] presented a data-

driven edge mining technique, called G-SIP in which data is 

transformed to a sparse form resulting in, reduction of packet 

transmissions, energy, and storage requirements. Due to huge 

sensitive and private data on the internet, data mining 

techniques are facing serious challenges. A new branch of 

data mining, Privacy-Preserving Data Mining (PPDM), 

comes into existence. PPDM, by protecting private and 

sensitive data performs data mining without the permission 

of data owners or providers [8]. 

Big data in IoT offers novel prospective to deliver analytical 

services to the citizens. However, ever increasing data on the 

internet has still a gap in uniting the present state-of-the-art 

in an integrated framework that would assist in the reduction 

of costs and facilitating new service types [9]. A number of 

approaches and models are available that deal with this huge 

data involved in smart IoT applications.  

Organization of rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 

covers classification of text summarization techniques. In 

Section 3, various latest text summarization techniques and 

related work carried out over years by different researchers 

along with their main technologies and advantages. Section 4 

focus on data mining models specific to IoT based smart 

applications. Various challenges to deal with huge IoT data 

are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF TEXT SUMMARIZATION 

TECHNIQUES 

Text summarization techniques can be characterized into 2 

types, the first one is extractive summarization (Extraction) 

and the second is abstractive summarization (Abstraction), 

these are: 

A. Extractive Summarization 

In extractive summarization techniques, key sentences and 

paragraphs are carefully chosen from the documents and then 

data summarization is performed by concatenating these 

extracted parts. Statistical and linguistic methods are used to 

categorize important sentences. Authors in [5] introduced a 

multilingual extractive text summarization method by using a 

genetic algorithm. The proposed approach works on linear 

optimization of a number of sentence ranking measures. This 

proposed approach is named as MUSE. The main challenge 

of extraction techniques in text summarization is to select key 

representative sentences and some of the proposed selection 

techniques include “feature-base”, “cluster-base”, and “graph-

base” methods. An improved hybrid “feature-base” and 

“cluster-based” approach that gives competent single-

document summary is proposed by the authors in [10], by 

using Jaccard similarity measure (Jaccard coefficient). This 

approach makes use of simple real-to-integer values 

modulator to solve the discrete optimization problems and 

differential evolution algorithm for training and testing. Using 

fuzzy logic for extractive summarization has better results 

[11]. For the optimization of criteria functions, a discrete 

differential evolution algorithm is proposed and for sentence 

clustering, new criteria functions are also introduced [12]. 

B. Abstractive Summarization 

On the other hand, abstractive summarization techniques use 

linguistic methods to interpret the meaning of original text 

and then describes it by generating shorter important 

information [13]. This approach comprises novel sentences, 

unseen in the original sources [12].One such approach is 

presented by the authors in [14], which makes a summary of 

an input text. The name given to this approach is conditional 

"Recurrent Neural Network" (RNN). A novel convolutional 

attention-based encoder is used for the conditioning which 

makes sure that at each and every step, the decoder focus on 

the suitable input words. The proposed model relies only on 

the learned parameters and can be trained with ease on large 

datasets. Several techniques are used for text summarization 

like, clustering, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic 

Algorithm [15], hybridized approaches and, etc. The 

automatic text summarization must generate a good summary 

with minimal redundant data in a short period of time [13]. 

III. TEXT SUMMARIZATION TECHNIQUES 

Numerous text summarization techniques are available these 

days like classification, clustering, association rule, latent 

semantics, probabilistic latent semantics, latent dirichlet 

allocation and various soft computing approaches such as 

PSO, ANN, GA and etc.  

A. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

PSO is a latest heuristic search approach which is inspired 
from the swarming behavior of living inhabitants [15]. It is a 
population-based searching which moves from population to 
population in a single iteration with probable enhancement. 
This approach makes use of combined deterministic and 
probabilistic rules. Authors in [15] presented a PSO technique 
by applying statistical analysis. This proficient approach 
makes use of formal hypothesis testing and is as efficient as 
GA with significantly better computational efficiency. A 
similar study in [16] reveals that conventional algorithms 
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have some limitations like slow convergence and sensitivity 
in initializing values. On the other hand PSO gives better 
results in complex and multi-peak problems and has 
outstanding performance in high-dimensional data clustering 
and also proves to be efficient in linearly non-separable 
datasets. PSO does not need any prior knowledge about 
number of clusters to be formed. Enhanced PSO by 
hybridizing other algorithms like K-means, KFC, Genetic 
Algorithms, Ant Colony Optimization, dimensionality 
reduction and feature selection can be effectively applied for 
clustering high-dimensional data [16]. 

B. Clustering 

One most popular data mining technique is data clustering 

where an unlabeled dataset is partitioned into groups called 

clusters having similar objects with respect to some 

similarity measure. A sentence clustering algorithm working 

on a graph model by utilizing statistic similarities and 

linguistic treatment is proposed [3]. It is a “multi-document 

summarization” technique, to extract important information 

from documents by avoiding information redundancy and 

diversity. A similar improved extractive summarization 

approach is proposed by the authors in [4] by applying a 

continuous sentence clustering. It is a two-step process in 

which, first sentence clustering is performed, and then in the 

second step on individual cluster, representative sentences 

are defined. A discrete differential evolution algorithm that 

optimizes the objective function is proposed. It is proved, 

that similarity measures have great impact on the results 

obtained in summarization. A similar study in [17] proposed 

a non-specific summarization approach for multi-documents. 

Proposed approach relies on sentence clustering by 

introducing 5 methods of clustering to optimize several 

characteristics of “intra cluster similarity”, “inter cluster 

dissimilarity”, and their combinations. A modified discrete 

PSO is proposed for clustering problem. 

C. Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

A genetic algorithm is a “population-based” technique and is 

intuitive, easily implementable, and able to efficiently solve 

complex (extremely non-linear mixed integer optimization) 

problems.  The main limitation of GA is its computational 

cost, it is very expensive as compared to others [15]. Authors 

in [5] introduced a multilingual extractive text summarization 

method by using a genetic algorithm which relies on linear 

optimization of numerous measures to rank sentences. This 

proposed approach is named as MUSE. 

D. Neural Network 

Neural network needs training in order to learn some specific 

characteristics. In text summarization, neural networks are 

trained to summarize text corpus through learning sentence 

characteristics. Modification of neural network is performed 

so as to simplify and combine the substantial characteristics 

which are obvious in summary. Lastly, the modified neural 

network filter the text corpus to summarize news articles. 

The proposed approach makes use of training by individual 

readers according to their style and selected features can be 

reformed to as per reader’s necessities and choice [18]. 

E. Suffix Stripping 

Removing suffixes/ suffix stripping is proposed as an 
implementation in BCPL. It efficiently works by 
automatically stripping texts and consider complex suffixes as 
compounds which are made up of simple suffixes. It 
progresses by eliminating simple suffixes in several steps 
depending upon the type of the leftover stem, which typically 
includes a measure such as its syllable length [19]. 

F. Integer Linear Programming Problem 

Generating summarized data using unsupervised sentence 

extraction approach is proposed in [20].  It can be used for 

both, single document summarization and multiple document 

summarization. The proposed approach modeled text 

summarization as an integer linear programming problem. 

Key sentences are retrieved directly by covering main 

contents of the original documents. Three properties are 

optimized in this model on which it focusses, these are 

extraction of relevant information, irredundant information 

retrieval and bounded length summary.   

A number of text summarization techniques are available 

these days. Table 1 enlists major techniques used in recent 

works along with their advantages and limitations. These 

limitations can be taken as a future research area.  

 

Table 1. Important Publications and techniques used in their approach 

Pub. 

Year 

Title of Paper Authors Techniques Used Advantages 

2017 "Topic and user based refinement for 

competitive perspective identification” 
[21]  

J. Lin, W. Mao and D. 

Zeng 

Supervised Refined Perception 

Classifiers with document-topic 
distributions mined from texts. 

User-based bootstrapping method, 

semi-supervised in nature. 

It helps to select good quality 

classified texts from an unlabeled 
online corpus. 

2017 “Accelerating Topic Exploration of 
Multi-Dimensional Documents” [22] 

H. Wen-Jing, L. You and 
L. Z. Qi 

Indexes are created then for 
documents subsets topic models 

are pre-computed. 

Gives better and improved solution 
to identify correct sets of documents. 

Can be parallelized and pre-

computing is possible. 
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2016 “Abstractive Sentence Summarization 

with Attentive Recurrent Neural 

Networks” [12] 

S. Chopra, M. Auli and A. 

M. Rush 

Conditioning using encoder  Simple and effective automatic 

summaries can be generated. 

2016 “Topic discovery and future trend 

forecasting for texts” [23] 

J. L. Hurtado, A. Agarwal, 

and X. Zhu 

Association rule mining and 

Ensemble topic forecasting 

Has better performance 

2016 “Knowledge Based Summarization and 

Document Generation using 
Bayesian Network” [24] 

S. Malviya and U. S. 

Tiwary 

Bayesian Network 50% of relevance of the summary 

with the source. 

2016 “Forecasting Emerging Trends from 

Scientific Literature based on Keyword 
Extraction and Prediction” [25] 

K. Asooja, G. Bordea, G. 

Vulcu and P. Buitelaar 

Regression models, Spearman 

Rank Correlation, Average Root 
Mean Square 

Future Forecasting is done. 

2015 “Summarizing large text collection 

using topic modeling and clustering 

based on MapReduce framework” [26] 

N. K. Nagwani 

 

K-Means clustering and  Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation 

Faster and powerful for analysing 

Big Text Data. 

2014 “Text Summarization Using Neural 

Networks “ [16] 

K. Kaikhah  Neural network Customized based as per 

requirements.  

2014 “A multi-document summarization 

system based on statistics and linguistic 

treatment”[3] 

R. Ferreira, L. D. S. 

Cabral, F. Freitas, R. D. 

Lins, G. D. F. Silva, S. J. 

Simske and L. Favaro 

Sentence Clustering which is 

based on graph model using 

statistic similarities and linguistic 

treatment. 

Briefly extracts key parts from large 

text corpus from multiple documents 

by avoiding information redundancy 

and diversity. 

2013 “Integrating document clustering and 
topic modeling” [27] 

P. Xie and E. P. Xing Clustering Able to differentiate topics into 
group specific ones and group-

independent ones. 

2013 “Evaluation of text document clustering 

approach based on particle swarm 
optimization” [28] 

S. Karol and V. Mangat Hybrid of K-Means and PSO 

algorithm (KPSO) and Hybrid of 
FCM and PSO algorithm (FCPSO) 

Better performance  

2012 “Temporal Corpus Summarization 

Using Submodular Word 
Coverage”[29] 

R. Sipos, A. 

Swaminathan, P. 
Shivaswamy and T. 

Joachims 

K-neighbor, Greedy submodular  Offer monotone sub-modular goals 

for generating useful summaries of 
temporal documents over time. 

2011 “A frequent keyword-set based 
algorithm for topic modeling and 

clustering of research papers” [30] 

K. Shubhanker, A. P. 
Singh and V. Pudi 

Hierarchical clustering, Modified 
Page rank Algorithm 

Fast, effective and scalable 

2011 “A Time-Dependent Topic Model for 

Multiple Text Streams”[31] 

L. Hong, B. Dom, S. 

Gurumurthy and K. 
Tsioutsiouliklis 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Gibbs 

sampling 

Can be applied to unseen multiple 

temporal data to get coherent topics. 

2010 “A new Approach to Improving 

Multilingual Summarization using a 
Genetic Algorithm”[5] 

M. Litvak, M. Last and M. 

Friedman 

Genetic Algorithm and Sentence 

classification measures. 

A single model can be used for more 

than one language. 

2008 “Automatic Text Summarization” [32] M. A. Fattah and F. Ren Genetic algorithm (GA) and 

mathematical regression (MR) 

Used feature extraction criteria for 

several features based on the used 

language and the text type. 

2006 “Probabilistic topic decomposition of 

an eighteenth-century American 

newspaper” [33] 

D. J. Newman and S. 

Block 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic 

Approaches (pLSA) 

Able to find arbitrary levels detail, 

and topic hierarchy for historian’s 

specific interests. 

2005 “Discovering Evolutionary theme 
patterns from text: An exploration of 

temporal text mining” [34] 

Q. Ma and C. X. Zha Clustering, SVM Classification 
and Kullback- Leibler Divergence 

probabilistic approach 

Handle all types of text stream data 
including a temporal stream. 

2003 “Mining Topic-Specific concepts and 
definitions on the web” [35] 

B. Liu, C. W. Chin and  
H. T. Ng 

Agglomerative clustering and 
PERL Language 

Help web users to learn an 
unfamiliar topic systematically and 

in-depth.  

 

IV. DATA MINING IN IOT 

Big Data collects, process and analyse huge relevant data 

from internet enabled devices like sensors attached to 

monitor specific conditions, usage and system performance. 

Now a days, a number of data mining applications come into 

existence. This section covers data mining approaches in IoT. 

By deploying IoT all the way through the water supply set-up 

along with usage details of different consumers, a schematic 

IoT application for big data collection is proposed. The 

proposed approach uses "Wireless Sensor Network" 

technologies for downstream and upstream data collection. 

Downstream data intend to deliver information about water 

usage details along with its performance to the clients' on the 

other hand upstream data is for "Automated Meter Reading" 

systems. Finally, converging to big-data collection and here 

data mining works by identifying: "local and system 

performances including pressure and flow", "non-revenue 

and illegitimate water consumption" and "locations and 

quantity of water breaks and water losses".  This new 

approach allows both consumers along with utilities to 

proactively manage their water usage [36]. A similar 

approach for smart agriculture proposed a multidisciplinary 
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model called, AgroCloud. In this model farmers, vendors and 

agencies are required to be registered to AgroCloud module. 

For this, it provides a MobileApp module. It stores huge 

agriculture data all about farmers, vendors, agencies, 

government schemes, environment updates and properties of 

periodic soil. Through IoT, sensors are attached so as to 

monitor the properties and conditions of soil and 

environment, which are sent to AgroCloud.  To find best 

suitable fertilizers requirements, water requirements, total 

production, market requirements and etc. big data analysis is 

done [37].  

A six-layer architecture for data mining in IoT applications 

works for devices, raw data, service, security, privacy, and 

standards [2].  

A Parallel programming model by designing a dynamic 

multisource data mining model is proposed by the authors in 

[38] which deal with dynamic and stream data. A similar 

approach in [39] gives parallel association rule mining 

approach by using a k-means algorithm.  

To find correlation among multi-faced data, a new approach 

can simultaneously deal with this data by transforming multi-

faced data which is of high dimension into a data of low 

dimension. The mining is done by finding the structure/ 

correlation within the data that exists [40]. 

Constrained IoT environment has laid down various 

challenges for the successful implementation of big data 

mining concepts.  

V. CHALLENGES IN IOT AND BIG DATA ERA 

In big-data era, rapid growth of smart applications posed 

numerous challenges. After deep analysis of various existing 

text summarization techniques, it is found that the most 

important challenge in Internet of Things and big-data era is 

extracting useful information from huge text corpus by 

protecting data and providing privacy and security to the 

secret and private data.  

Key challenges in IoT are as follows: 

1) Fast and effective data mining approaches for huge data 

corpus to read and write. 

2) Integration of heterogeneous, noisy, uncertain, 

incomplete, fuzzy, structured and semi-structured and 

unstructured data sources and data types. 

3) Communication via diverse device types and systems 

and furthermore need to mine webpage data. 

4) Need to extract complex knowledge after analyzing 

properties of the data and finding association among 

them.  

5) Need to develop efficient and well-defined data mining 

framework which considers data security, data privacy, 

big data, and data sharing of prime importance. 

6) Need of enhanced parallel programming model by 

designing a dynamic multisource data mining model. 

Most of the present data mining algorithms are not adapted to 

parallel platform and requires attention of researchers in this 

area.  

VI. CONCLUSION and Future Scope  

To assess, process and extract important valuable information 

from huge corpus in IoT enabled smart environment a new 

concept, edge mining, is used. This new emerging area of IoT 

has not been realized so far since technological collaborations 

and smart environment is still developing and is in infancy 

stage. Big data mining of heterogeneous networks is a 

growing area. However, there are some challenges associated 

with big data mining like varied, unrelated, overlapping 

information and summarizing multi-documents.  

Consequently, it becomes more important to shrink the 

redundant information present in the data and which also 

reflects in the summaries too. Thereafter, extracting common 

sentences from it and refining final results. In recent years, 

numerous supervised and unsupervised approaches have been 

proposed which are based on syntactic or statistical features. 

The need for quick and efficient data mining in IoT dealing 

with fuzzy heterogeneous data and communicating over 

different types of devices is a main challenge in IoT and big 

data.  
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Abstract-A software system design was said to be succeeded only when it satisfies the purpose for which it was intended. 

Requirement Engineering (RE) is the progression of determining that purpose, by recognizing stakeholders and their desires 

and recording these in a form that is adaptable to analysis, communication and implementation.  Agent–oriented perceptions 

are growing very popular in software engineering as demonstrating frameworks for RE. On the other hand, Data Warehouse 

(DW) is a field of computer science that is used to capture the historical information to provide decisions to be taken by the 

management. In this paper, we used a blend of these technologies with Agent-Goal-Decision-Information (AGDI) model for 

the RE of DW. Based on the proposed AGDI model, a new RE approach has been proposed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data Warehouse (DW) is intended to provide historical 

information for decision making to management. In the 

development of DW, RE phase is of much importance. Most 

of the RE approaches for DW does not differentiate the 

primary and secondary phase, contrasting current methods 

for the traditional information system. Also in these 

approaches information requirements are gathered, not the 

decision requirements, though the DW is for decision 

support. Decision requirements must capture information to 

provide decisions to be taken by the management. This 

motivated us to use an Agent-Goal-Decision-Information 

(AGDI) model for the RE of DW. Based on the proposed 

AGDI model, a new RE approach has been proposed in this 

paper. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section I contains 

the introduction of Requirement Engineering and data 

warehouse, Section II contains the  work of AGDI model, 

Section III contains the proposed Data Warehouse SDLC, 

Section IV explains the methodology of proposed RE 

approach for Data Warehouse design , section V concludes 

research work with future directions.  

II. AGDI MODEL 

 

The GDI model starts off evolved with the 

dedication of the dreams of the employer with the support of 

choice makers primarily based on the postulation that 

handiest the choice makers are the agents liable for selection 

making sports within the organization [8, 11]. Nevertheless, 

the other agents and their cravings for accomplishing the 

desires of the enterprise also are crucial to be modelled. 

Since of this postulation, the GDI version [8, 11] absences 

the capability to model agents and dependencies among 

them for achieving desires of the enterprise. To address this 

problem, this paper suggested announcing the perception of 

agent to the traditional GDI version [8, 11] to signify the 

agents of the business enterprise. Within the paper, the 

prolonged GDI model is known as an AGDI model, as 

shown inside the scattered line frame is determined 2.1. In 

AGDI model, agents are categorized to version various 

agents within the employer. Further, agents' dependencies 

had been modelled over agent enslavements in the suggested 

AGDI version.  
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III. PROPOSED DATA WAREHOUSE 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE 

A new SDLC model for data warehouse has been 

provided. It includes 5 ranges primary RE section, past RE 

phase, conceptual format segment, logical format segment 

and physical layout phase as shown in table 3.1. The primary 

phase identifies numerous agents, their desires and the 

choices to gain the respective desires. The past RE section is 

used to elicit the preferred facts to help the diverse decisions 

as diagnosed in primary RE phase. The yield of primary RE 

phase is characterized as agency version and choice version, 

whereas the output of secondary RE section is signified as 

records model. The conceptual format section ambitions to 

obtain the multidimensional (MD) model. The primary and 

past RE fashions are utilized in conceptual layout phase to 

determine the information, magnitudes and measures. These   

facts, dimensions and measures are organized inside the 

form of a multidimensional theoretical schema. The primary 

and secondary RE fashions are based totally mostly on 

AGDI version, while the enterprise demonstrating, decision 

demonstrating and facts modelling are finished to 

apprehension DW requirements. 

Phase Output 

Primary RE 

phase 

Organization model, refined 

organization model and decision 

model showing agents, their goals 

and dependencies among agents to 

achieve the goals 

Secondary 

RE phase 

Information model showing 

dependencies among agents to get 

the required information 

Conceptual 

design 

Data warehouse multidimensional 

conceptual schema to be derived 

from primary and secondary RE 

models 

Logical 

design 

Data warehouse logical schema 

from multidimensional conceptual 

schema 

Physical 

design 

Data warehouse physical model 

from logical model 

 

Table 3.1 Proposed SDLC for Data warehouse 

IV. PROPOSED REQUIREMENT 

ENGINNERING APPROACH FOR DATA 

WAREHOUSE DESIGN 

In latest beyond, RE phase for classic information 

systems had been divided into sections specifically, primary 

RE segment and secondary RE segment [5, 6]. In step with 

Yu, the primary RE section targets to model and observe 

agents pursuits and the way they might be addressed, or 

compromised with the aid of diverse tool and environment 

options. The accentuation in essential RE section is on data 

the 'whys' that underlies machine requirements [5] i.e. to 

seize essential requirements and consciousness of past due 

RE area is on the perfect and determination of 'what' the 

gadget need to do, i.e. to seize past due requirements. Be that 

as it may, most extreme of the RE methodologies [2, 3, 4, 9, 

10, 12] for DW don't recognize the essential and auxiliary 

requirements building fragment. In the ones methodologies, 

the essential insight is on determining 'what' the DW 

framework should do, i.e. caught certainties to be kept up 

inside the DW. Just a couple of objective and model driven 

strategies [1, 7] for DW have been concentrating on 'whys' 

that underlies DW measurements requirements (i.e. to catch 

reason for measurements to be kept up inside the DW). 

Notwithstanding, none of those methods catch decision 

requirements [8], i.e. picks aren't found to relate with the 

objectives and information to be kept up inside the DW. In 

their system [8], decision requirements are caught without 

demonstrating merchants and their conditions, i.e. essential 

requirements aren't demonstrated expressly. This stimulated 

to signify a unique RE method within the paper to capture 

every primary and overdue (preference) requirements after 

which proceed in the direction of conceptual design phase of 

DW.  

Prakash D. [13] told that initially, data warehouse 

requirements engineering was highly influenced by 

software/information systems. However, in recent years, 

new concepts and models specific to data warehouse 

requirements engineering have been proposed. They 

discussed the new models and concepts for data warehouse 

requirements engineering. 

The proposed RE approach is exact out inside the 

subsequent section. Previous to describe the proposed RE 

method, its legends are proven graphically inside the figure 

4.1. All the legends with the exception of fact, size and 

quantity are based on proposed AGDI model. The suggested 

RE method for DW layout includes three levels: (i) primary 

RE, (ii) secondary RE and (iii) conceptual design, 

schematically shown in figure 4.2. All through primary RE 

section, kinds of modelling activities specifically, 

corporation demonstrating and decision demonstrating are 

finished to seize 'whys' that motivates selection 

requirements. At some point of past RE phase, statistics 

modelling activities is done. In facts modelling, marketers 

pick out necessary data to guide various decisions for 

attaining their desires. Eventually, all through conceptual 
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layout phase, information dimensions and measures are 

identified from primary (organisation model, decisionmodel) 

and past requirement version (information version). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.  Primary Requirement Engineering (RE) Section 

The organization modelling and decision modelling 

sports of primary RE phase are designated out as follows:  

1) Organizational Modelling: The business enterprise 

modelling looks on the administrative background and 

recognizes the agents and their related goals. It includes 

sections: (a) agent analysis and (b) aim analysis, which can 

be provided beneath.  

a) Agent Analysis:Here operators and their wants are 

analysed for the business undertaking. Likewise, the reason 

oppressions between specialists are perceived. The 

specialists and their motivation subjugations are approved as 

association rendition. The perceived operator might be a 

basic/confused specialist or inward/outside operator. The 

muddled specialist is what's more delicate into 

entangled/straightforward advertisers in this way producing 

a chain of importance of merchants. This specialist 

assessment is rehashed until the point when the greater part 

of the muddled merchants is inconspicuous into smooth 

venders. The recognized objectives of simple venders can 

likewise be straightforward/complex objective. The 

perplexing dreams are refined inside the objective 

investigation, offered inside the accompanying.  

b) Goal Analysis:Here the rationale refining operator may 

moreover refine the intricate reason into complex/simple 

objectives and pass on a progression of objectives. That is 

rehashed till the greater part of the entangled wants is 

unobtrusive into smooth wants. Additionally, the advertisers 

may besides designate those simple wants to various 

retailers for moreover development. Appropriate here, the 

business association adaptation delivered all through 

operator examination is comparatively inconspicuous. The 

unobtrusive organization display demonstrates the chain of 

command of dreams and the objective conditions among 

merchants. From that point inside the determination 

displaying interest, the retailers may also advocate 

imperative decisions to pick up their straightforward 

objectives as noted inside the consequent sub stage.  

2)  Decision Modelling: The yield of enterprise 

demonstrating drives decision displaying segment. It 

involves (i) choices recognizable proof wherein specialist 

indicates assorted significant picks to profit their wants and 

(ii) inclination assessment wherein muddled decisions are 

diffused into simple determinations. This determination 

displaying leisure activity is preceded till every smooth 

objective of touchy enterprise variant are depleted. The yield 

is created as determination demonstrates. The organization 

form, diffused office model and choice model, as a final 

product created, develop to be purpose behind displaying 

data to be kept up in the DW, i.e. catch `whys' that underlies 

decision requirements as sure in the accompanying. 

B)Secondary Requirement Engineering (RE) Section: The 

output of choice modelling drives this phase. The goal of 

overdue RE section is to pay attention on 'what' the DW 

should do for the agency (i.e. to capture secondary 

requirements). Here, the DW wants to provide applicable 

statistics to assist numerous decisions for achieving desires 

of the company. As a consequence, in statistics modelling 

interest, sellers explore critical information to manual the 

choices below interest. The records modelling pastime is 

certain out inside the subsequent sub phase.  

1)  Information Modelling:It includes two levels, (i) statistics 

identity, wherein agent, itself, may perceive the appropriate 

data to help specified decisions or can also hang on 
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supplementary agent for achieving goals within the 

enterprise. ii) Facts resource identity -agents are find out to 

present the facts. 

C) Conceptual Design Section:This section is used to 

find out the statistics, dimensions and measures for the 

implementation of the information warehouse. Primary and 

overdue requirement fashions are used to identify those and 

to create MD conceptual schema.  

1)  Fact Identification: The subtle organization 

version is used to discover the statistics of a data warehouse. 

Fact is a crucial detail for facts warehouse schema.  Statistics 

are diagnosed from dreams. Complex desires provide the 

facts that encompass sub facts. All the goals are used to 

discover all the records.  

2) Dimensional Identification:The choice model is 

utilized for distinguishing proof of measurements for 

examining a reality. Estimation character additionally takes 

after zenith down strategy that begins from the mind 

boggling want and developments toward straightforward 

decisions. The progressive system of choice model may also 

in addition cause measure pecking order. The measurement 

ID is proceeded until all the supported decisions are mulled 

over. The refined hierarchical rendition and the 

determination show each are eluded, while investigating a 

dating among the perceived records and measurements.  

3) Measure Identification:A confirmation is a trait of a 

reality that is required to be respected in various settings for 

helping the picks. The ones settings will likewise be utilized 

as measurements and could expand the measurements as of 

now analysed in past sub-stage. The measures and their 

setting of assessment, i.e. measurements are analysed from 

the records show.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this paper is to capture decision requirements of 

DW to support decision making activities in the organization 

that involves various stakeholders.  

The paper proposed that the requirements engineering phase 

of DW must be divided into early RE phase and late RE 

phase. Early RE phase captured 'why' that underlies decision 

requirements and late RE phase captured 'what' the DW 

should do, information related to the decisions. A new RE 

approach based on AGDI model has been proposed. In the 

proposed approach, three kinds of modelling activities 

namely: early RE, late RE and conceptual modelling are 

described. The early phase identifies various agents, their 

goals and the decisions to achieve the respective goals. The 

late RE phase is used to elicit the required information to 

support the various decisions as identified in early RE phase. 

The output of early RE phase is represented as organization 

model and decision model, whereas the output of late RE 

phase is represented as information model. The conceptual 

design phase aims to obtain the multidimensional (MD) 

model. Future efforts can be made for transition from the 

conceptual model to logical model of data warehouse. 
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Abstract Data mining is the area of research, which means that useful information or knowledge is extracted from previous 

data. Data mining defines large amounts of data as a process of finding information such as super market data for various 

technologies used for data mining, such as science, research, medicine, media, web, entertainment and many other areas, which 

is implemented with various goods, data mining model data warehouses and online analytical resources. Data mining has made 

a immense advancement in recent year but the problem of lost data has remained a big challenge for data mining algorithms. 

This paper analyzed the predictive and descriptive techniques such as classification, regression time series analysis ,predication 

and clustering, summarization, association rules, sequence discovery techniques on the basis of algorithms which is used to 

predict previously unidentified class of objects.  

 

Keywords: Data mining, Data mining techniques: Predictive and Descriptive DM techniques. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Data mining is exploring hidden information from huge data 

sets [1]. In this, needs to mainly focus on washing out the 

data so as to build it feasible for additional processing. [4].  
 In various domains, data mining is widely used such as 

insurance, banking, retail, research, astronomy, medicine, 

forecast of rainfall and Government security [2] Text Data 

Mining (Chakraborty, 2000) is a research area that includes 

many research areas, such as natural language processing, 

machine learning, information retrieval (Salton, 1989) and 

data mining [3]. with the large range of Data Mining 

technique, information or forms of data presentation it is 

essential to describe the restrictions of the relevance of  

certain methods according to the  achieved objectives or 

provided data. It is also important to  understand how the 

problem must be solved with the Data Mining such as 

clustering, classification, regression and so on[7]. The 

development of information communication technology has 

generate a huge quantity of data from dissimilar sources, 

that is stored in dissimilar geological locations. Every 

database may possibly have its individual structure to store 

data.  multiple mining data sources dispersed at different 

geological location to determine helpful patterns are 

significant important for decision making. Data is irrelevant 

to each other from different Sources. Information that 

generate from dissimilar sources is integrated, fresh and 

helpful facts may appear [8]. 

 

This paper primarily focus on  the predictive and descriptive 

techniques such as  classification, regression, time series 

analysis ,predication and clustering, summarization, 

association rules, sequence discovery techniques on the 

basis of algorithms which is used to predict previously 

unidentified class of objects. Section I contains brief 

introduction to Data mining. Section II contains Data mining 

techniques and in section III Applications and comparative 

analysis of descriptive and predictive techniques. 

 
II. DATA MINING TECHNIQUES 

The data mining process converts information from large 

data sets and transforms it into some sensible form for 

additional uses. So it helps in achieving specific objectives. 

The goal of a data mining effort is usually to create a 

descriptive model or predictive model.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 
   

 Fig 1: Data mining Techniques 
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Predictive and Descriptive DM techniques: 

Data mining is classified as primarily descriptive and 

predictive techniques, as shown in Figures 1, so that in order 

to fit a model for data, its various functions can be achieved. 

A predictive model predicts future values using different and 

historical data. The prediction models include classification, 

regression, time series analysis and forecast. A descriptive 

model recognizes hidden patterns or relationships in data. It 

explores the properties of the data being examined. 

Descriptive models include clustering, abbreviations, union 

rules, and series discovery [5]. 

 
Types of predictive techniques:- 

 
 Classification: This is the main data mining 

technique used, to develop a model that maintains a 

set of pre-classified examples that can categorize 

the population of large records. It only used 

decision tree or neural network based classification 

algorithms. The general characteristics of 

classification work are classified as surveillance, 

providing new data to one of the categories 

dependent variables and well-defined classes. 

Classification techniques are used in customer 

segmentation, modeling business, credit analysis 

and many other applications. For example, classify 

countries classified by population, or classify bikes 

based on mileage. 
 Regression: Regression another estimator data-

mining model is also known as supervised learning 

technology. This technique analyzes the 
dependency of certain attribute values, which 

depends on the values of other characteristics, 

which are present in the same item. The purpose 

value of regression technique is known. For 

example, you can estimate child's behavior based 

on family history. 

 Time Series data analysis: The time-series 

database uses the sequence of values or events 

received from the repeated capacity of the time. 

Prices are generally calculated at the same time 

interval as per hourly, daily, weekly. A series 

database is a chain of events in any database, 

sometimes the actual thoughts of time. For 

example, web page crossing sequences and 

customer purchase transactions are sequence data, 

but they can not be time series data. 

 

 Prediction: This technique reveals the relationship 

between independent variable and relationships 

between dependent and independent variables. 

Predicting is to predict the future situation, rather 

than getting a notification for natural disasters 

(floods, hurricanes, ice storms, etc.), pandemics, 

stock crashes etc in its applications. As another 

example, the amount of sales of computer 

accessories can be estimated based on the number 

of computers sold in the last few months [1]. 

            

Types of Descriptive techniques:- 

 Clustering: Clustering is a collection of identical 

data objects. Different object is another cluster; it 

is searching similarities between the data 

according to their features. Clustering can be 

measured as identifying objects of the same 

classes. Using grouping techniques, we can 

identify solid and rare areas in the object space and 

take into account the general distribution pattern 

and the correlations in the data attribute. The 

classification approach can also be used for 

efficient groups of categories of unique groups or 

objects, but this method is expensive so the use of 

clustering can be done in the form of pre-

processing approach to the specialty subset 

selection and classification. For example, image 

processing, pattern recognition, city planning 

astronomy - the collection of stars, galaxies, or 

super galaxies. 
 Summarization: Summary is referred to as the 

intangible or generalization of data. Summarized 

technique map data in subset with simple 

description. The summarized data set gives an 

overview of all the objectives of the data with the 

collected information. Normal methods apply to 

normal and general deviation to analyze statistics, 

automated report generation and data 

visualization. For pre; Length can be measured as 

meter, centimeter or millimeter. 

 Association: Association technology is used to 

remove the relations between properties and 

objects. In this technique, the occurrence of another 

model from the occurrence of a model means i.e. 

the object is due to the other and related causes-

and-effect. It is common for establishing a form of 

mathematical relationships between various 

mutually dependent variables of data mining; 

Association rules are useful for analyzing and 

estimating client performance. They also play an 

important role in the data analysis of the shopping 

cart, the grouping of products and the design of the 

catalog and the design of the store. Federation rules 

being created by the programming system can be 

used to enable the machine to learn. 

 Sequence Discovery: Highlight the relationship 

between data. It is a set of everything related to its 

individual timeline of events, for example, analysis 

of scientific experimentation, natural disaster and 

DNA sequence [1] 
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III. APPLICATION OF DATA MIING[6] 

Medicare and health care:-  Using technical data mining, 

facilitating the relation between the disease, the treatment 

efficiency, the ordering of new drugs, the market activity in 

the drug distribution services etc. 

Aid to marketing or retailing: It helps the marketers 

directly by providing a valuable and accurate trend on the 

purchasing activities of their customers and also helps them 

to predict what products their customers may be interested 

in. 

Market basket analysis (MBA):Actually, it helps to 

understand the data mining technique that according to the 

rules of the goods, what are the possibilities of buying 

together, mainly for the purpose of identifying cross-selling 

opportunities. Sometimes it is also known as product affinity 

analysis. 

Intrusion detection: This is a passive approach to security 

because it monitors the information system and detects 

security violations when the alarm raises. To ascertain the 

signals of security procedures, this process inspects and 

analyzes events that occur in the computer system. 

DNA Analysis: Normalized pattern patterns of each class 

compare the comparison between parallel search and DNA 

sequences (eg, sick and healthy) identify the patterns of the 

gene chain that play a role in various diseases Association 

Analysis: Cooperative DNA sequences recognise. 

E-commerce: This is also the future domain for data 

mining. This is ideal because many materials needed for 

successful data mining are easily available: Data accounts 

are in abundance, electronic collection provides reliable 

data, insights can easily change into action, and return on 

investment can be measured. 

 
Techniques Predictive 

 
Descriptive 

1 A predictive model 
predicts future values 
using different and 
historical data. 

A descriptive 
model recognizes 
hidden patterns or 
relationships in 
data. 

2 The main motive behind 
the predicted data mining 
is to prepare the model, 
which is to work for 
example assessment and 
classification. 

The main purpose 
of descriptive data 
mining is to get an 
understanding of 
the analysis 
system by 
highlighting 
relationships and 
patterns in large 
data sets. 

3 Based on data and 
analysis, the forecast 
record builds the model 
for record, and predicts 
the movement and 
properties of unknown 

Set the model or 
work important 
data in small, 
summary, 
educative 
differential forms. 

data. 

4 For example, optimizing 
customer relationship 
management systems 
using predicted analytics. 

For example, the 
plan checks 
historical power 
handling data to 
help power, and 
electric 
companies allow 
descriptive 
analytics to 
determine the best 
possible price. 

5 The prediction models 
include classification, 
regression, time series 
analysis and forecast. 

Descriptive 
models include 
clustering, 
abbreviations, 
association rules 
and series 
discovery 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 The most challenging task in the field of data mining is 

extraction of useful information from large amount of data 

and mining of data from multiple sources. This research 

work mainly focus on the analysis and comparison of data 

mining techniques. With the continuous development of data 

mining technology, research in multiple data sources mining 

is becoming important task. It has a large range of 

applications in the fields such as robotics, automation and 

intelligent system design.  
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Abstract— In an enterprise service centre, the biggest problem is to provide accurate information to customers and solve their 

queries. In this case ,financial as well as human resources are consumed to a greater extent. In order to reduce this problem, 

there should be an efficient solution. There are some existing technologies which are used by modern enterprise centres. In an 

enterprise service centre, when the customer places his query, the frequently asked questions are displayed first. If the customer 

is not satisfied with the solution or if the required content is not available, then the call will be transferred to the enterprise 

service centre. As the call is placed, the human interaction between the customer and the enterprise service centre will be 

substantially increased. In this paper, we propose a system which reduces human interaction and provides automation for 

resolving queries. For this purpose we use the concept of enterprise mobility. Mobility provides exciting opportunities to 

interact with your customers, partners and suppliers, empower your employees and connect things to your business. 

 

Keywords— Knowledge management service, semantic web, data mining. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Undertaking organization centers and IT directing organizations are 

a creating business in the present fast paced promote put. They give 

a fundamental way to deal with dares to between act with their 

customers. Organization centers get a broad number of organization 

requests from customers and accessories.IT guiding organizations 

are moreover well known as organizations are under strain to keep 

up a particular good position in the present hypercompetitive 

market. Exact and ideal transport of related information to help 

profit rejourney neutralizing activity and assurance is essential for 

giving the most hoisted measures of organization to customers. This 

information can be updated as a curated realizing vault what's more, 

can be used to pervade the organization request with data on the 

most capable strategy to unwind the issue. Additionally, the data 

can be coded into business concludes that can be used as a piece of 

the sort of mechanized event getting ready to proactively settle or 

even expect issues in other customer systems with comparable 

devices/programming pictures, in this way keeping up a vital 

separation from advantage requests all together.[1] Data mining is 

the figuring strategy of discovering outlines in broad instructive 

files including techniques at the intersection purpose of machine 

learning, bits of knowledge, and database systems. It is a 

fundamental methodology where astute procedures are  

associated with remove data outlines.The general goal of the data 

mining process is to remove information from an enlightening 

gathering and change it into a sensible structure for furthermore use. 

Information recuperation (IR) is the activity of getting information 

resources related to an information require from a social event of 

information resources. Interests can be established on full-content 

or other substance based requesting.In an enterprise service centre 

,the biggest problem is to provide accurate information to customers 

and solve their queries. This ultimately leads to more consumption 

of human and financial resources. The proposed system overcomes 

all these problems and finds a feasible solution against the 

problems. In an enterprise service centre when the customer places 

his query ,the frequently asked questions are displayed first. If the 

list of faq’s does not contain the query placed by the customer then  

the customer can search similar faq’s related to that query will be 

displayed  from the database. The system contributes in satisfying 

customers queries by providing faqs, online search and service 

centre locator. Earlier only limited number of faqs were provided 

but the proposed system resolves any type of query within limited 

time and also provides service centre locator. The organization of 

the paper is as follows, Section I contains the introduction of 

automated customer query resolver in an enterprise service centre , 

Section II contains the related work of enterprise service centres, 

Section III contain some measures of KMP algorithm, also the 

architecture and essential steps of the system, section IV explain the 

results, Section V describes conclusion, Section VI describes 
acknowledgment and last section contains references. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Nowadays present organization centers have been working around 

upgrading viability by building information base courses of action. 

Data organization distinctly lessens the necessity for increasing 

speed inside and past an organization center. As often as possible an 

organization request being asked to an organization center, has 

ordinarily been asked some time as of late, and most likely will be 

asked yet again. Thusly, most organization centers endeavor to 

get answers to as of now acted requests and fabricate 
composed data from this experience. In the wake of tolerating an 

organization ask, the structure will arrange the organization request 
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with practically identical cases which have been settled some time 

as of late. This kind of learning contributed by talented architects 

and in light of certifiable experience, can be presented as a learning 

store or instilled into the authentic organization request speedier 

access and to energize capable organization ask response. To 

address the already said issues, we propose an internet picking up 

mining system, which can enable customers to locate the most 

forward and appropriate information identified with advantage sales 

or customer engagement, paying little heed to whether the 

customers' sales are new to the structure. To get leap forward 

information related to particular focuses, we swing to the wealthiest 

sources on the planet– the Internet and the wander's intranet. We 

complete a semantics expanded web crawler, which can look for 

information in light of the semantics rather than sentence structure. 

To oust the gigantic measure of uproar return from the web look 

device and shape the information into a proficient depiction, we 

propose and complete a semantics-enhanced multi-level plan 

instrument. The proposed classifier can mastermind information to 

a composed arrangement that can be easily fathomed and ingested 

by advantage center engineers or customers. The sorted out 

information is called Intellectual Capital, or IC for short. IC can be 

used as a piece of the kind of business concludes that can be used 

by a creation oversee structure to support enlistment what's more, 

reuse. The proposed IC mining demonstrate offers better request of 

organization request assurance data close by pushed ahead specific 

and planning frameworks. The proposed work joins rich semantics, 

pushed look with data mining and machine learning advancements. 

The goal of this work is to comprehend a usable, astute, and 

effective structure for IC mining. In particular, the responsibilities 

of this paper are illustrated as takes after: is to comprehend a usable, 

canny, and fruitful structure for IC mining.[4] In particular, the 

duties of this paper are delineated as takes after. There is an online 

pursuit and order model to mine IC. This approach defeats the 

current issues of information disclosure in benefit focuses, in 

particular frosty begin, i.e., unfit to unravel the never-seen issues, 

and hard to incorporate forward new data. Calculations to use the 

endeavor’s philosophy to manage inquiry and information 
examination prompting better execution. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 
 

Figure 1.  System architecture using KMP 

 
 KMP(Knuth-Morris-Pratt) is used for string matching. It 

is widely used Data mining domain. Given a content txt[0..n-1] and 

an example pat[0..m-1], compose a capacity search(char pat[], burn 

txt[]) that prints all events of pat[] in txt[]. You may accept that n > 

m. Example seeking is a critical issue in software engineering. 

When we do scan for a string in scratch pad/word document or 

program or database, design seeking calculations are utilized to 

demonstrate the indexed lists. Page 3 We have talked about Naive 

example looking calculation in the past post. The most pessimistic 

scenario many-sided quality of Naive calculation is O(m(n-m+1)). 

Time intricacy of KMP calculation is O(n) in most pessimistic 

scenario.  

 

3.1 KMP Pattern Searching:  

The Naive example seeking calculation doesn't function admirably 

in situations where we see numerous coordinating characters took 

after by a crisscrossing character. Following are a few cases. Not at 

all like Naive calculation, where we slide the example by one and 

think about all characters at each move, we utilize an incentive from 

lps[] to choose the following characters to be coordinated. The 

thought is to not coordinate character that we know will in any case 

coordinate. How to utilize lps[] to choose next positions (or to know 

number of characters to be skipped)? we begin examination of pat[j] 

with j = 0 with characters of current window of content. We 

continue coordinating characters txt[i] and pat[j] and continue 

augmenting I and j while pat[j] and txt[i] continue coordinating. 

When we see a jumble We realize that characters pat[0..j-1] 

coordinate with txt[i-j+1… I-1] (Note that j begins with 0 and 

addition it just when there is a match). We likewise know (from 

above definition) that lps[j-1] is tally of characters of pat[0… j1] 

that are both legitimate prefix and addition.[5][6]  

 

3.2 KMP Algorithm: 

algorithm kmp_search:  

Input:  

An array of characters, S (the text to be searched)  

An array of characters, W (the word sought)  

 

Output:  

An array of integers, P (positions in S at which W is found)  

An integer, nP (number of positions)  

 

Define variables:  

An integer, j ← 0 (the position of the current character in S) An 

integer, k ← 0 (the position of the current character in W) An array 

of integers, T (the table, computed elsewhere)  

 

let nP ← 0  

while j < length(S) do  

if W[k] = S[j] then  

let j ← j + 1  

let k ← k + 1  

f k = length(W) then  

(occurrence found, if only first occurrence is needed, m may 

be returned here)  

let P[nP] ← j - k, nP ← nP + 1 let k ← T[k] (T[length(W)] 

can't be -1)  

else  

let k ← T[k]  

if k < 0 then  

let j ← j + 1  

let k ← k + 1  
 

3.3 Efficiency of Algorithm:  
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In preprocessing phase it is O(m). In searching phase it would be 

O(n + m) (since it is independent from the alphabet size).  

 

Worst- case Time : O(nm)  

Best running time : O(n)  

 

3.4 Mathematical Evaluation: 

 In pattern recognition, information retrieval and binary 

classification, precision (also called positive predictive value) is the 

fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instances, while 

recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances 

that have been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances. 

Both precision and recall are therefore based on an understanding 

and measure of relevance.  

 

Recall = |Relevant Entities | ∩ |Retrieved Entities | | 

                                Relevant Entities | 

 

 

Precision = |Relevant Entities | ∩ |Retrieved Entities |     

                                |Retrieved Entities | 

                               

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The technique provides automation for resolving queries and 

increases efficiency significantly. The proposed system overcomes 

all these problems and finds a feasible solution against the 

problems. In an enterprise service centre when the customer places 

his query, the frequently asked questions are displayed first. If the 

list of faqs does not contain the query placed by the customer then  

the customer can search similar faqs related to that query will be 

displayed  from the database. If the customer is not satisfied with 

the solution or if the required content is not available, then the 

customer  can fetch any type of query in the search  bar which will 

display results from the web. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

To save time and to reduce human efforts a system has been 

proposed which will take the users query as input and provide 

useful outputs as a solution to the users query. The FAQ’s for all the 

products of organization are also provided. Customer can find his 

solution in the FAQ’s if his/her query has been asked previously. 

Information about service centres according to user’s location have 

also been given in this project. In future, the automated customer 

query resolver can be integrated and expanded in terms of service 

engineer. The service engineer can be located and mapped easily 

like we map our products while buying them online. Also, queries 

of the customers could be solved using audios and videos, by 

providing their links or displaying them directly. 
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Abstract- Cloud computing provides resources or services both in terms of hardware and software using network (typically 

internet).  Physical machines thus can perform operations beyond their capabilities. Cloud provides services including IaaS, 

PaaS and SaaS. Everything user needs is physically close to them hence extensive use of cloud is on the prospect. As users 

increases so does security threats. Cloud resources could be the target through application of attacks. Several techniques being 

suggested and research over to avoid critical consequence of threats. This paper provides comprehensive study of techniques 

used to enhance security within cloud computing environment. Comparative study also list best possible techniques which can 

work upon in the future.  

Keywords- Cloud, Services, Attacks, Threats 

1. INTRODUCTION 

[1]Cloud computing becomes need of the hour since 

unlimited resources are up for grabs at absolutely low cost. 

Cost is encounters on the basis of pay per use. Due to 

benefits associated with cloud, large number of users 

interacted with cloud to use resources provided by cloud 

computing. Intention of users is uncertain and some users 

may be malicious causing threats to cloud resources. 

Security threats in cloud significantly reduce performance of 

system. [2]Data loss and increased cost due to security 

threats potentially reduce benefits provided through cloud. 

To improve significance of cloud computing, security 

mechanism must be enforced within cloud computing. 

Before discussing security threats and attacks, cloud services 

are discussed as under 

1.1 IaaS 

[3]Cloud provides virtualised computing resources over the 

internet through the use of IaaS(Infrastructure as a Service). 

It can be scaled up or down depending upon requirement of 

users. IaaS is extremely useful in continues changing 

environment. Characteristics of IaaS are listed as under 

 Virtualised computing resources provided by IaaS. 

 IaaS service size is dynamic indicating that it can 

be scaled up or down depending upon 

requirements. 

 Policy based services critically associated with 

IaaS. 

 Automated administrative tasks being used in IaaS. 

 Pay per use eliminate capital expenses from Iaas. 

 

1.2 PaaS 

[4]Platform as a service is also crucial service generated 

through cloud computing. User does not have to worry about 

the infrastructure through PaaS. Platform provided through 

cloud, utilized by users as if platform including operating 

system is loaded within user’s machine. PaaS is also known 

as application platform service. Following features  

accompanied with PaaS 

 Application execution platform is provided through 

the use of PaaS. 

 Support for higher level programming without 

additional cost and overhead. 

 Application maintenance and enhancement is easy. 

 Useful in multi user environment where multiple 

developers are operating on single development 

project. 

1.3 SaaS 

[5]Software as a service is another asset associated with 

cloud owing to its success.  Software plus services is another 

designated name assigned to SaaS. Licensed software are 

centralised hosted within cloud are accessed by users on pay 
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per use basis. Features associated with SaaS are described as 

under 

 Multitenant architecture is followed within SaaS. 

 It is possible to use software meant for specific 

business industry known as vertical SaaS. 

 It is possible to use software meant for general 

business industry known as horizontal SaaS. 

 Open integration protocol is used within SaaS for 

customization. 

The security and authentication mechanisms are required to 

be enforced at each level of service provided with the help 

of cloud. Various security concerns and mechanisms used to 

tackle the issue is discussed in next section 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Cloud computing as per now is heart and soul of new era. 

Internet based computing is supported through the services 

provided by cloud computing. Interactive services including 

infrastructure, network access, provisioning and platform is 

provided through distributed or cloud computing. As 

services grows so does the users. Users can be malicious in 

nature and may lead to attack. This situation is required to 

be prevented. Security of cloud hence becomes critical. 

Security technique suggested by [6] includes one to many 

probabilistic order preserving encryption. Differential 

attacks are explored over the OPE(order preserving 

encryption). Background information of outsources 

document can lead to accurately predicting attacking nodes 

and preserving cipher text. Another security mechanism 

suggested by [7]. You et al. uses channel estimation error as 

base criteria for security breech detection. Channel 

estimation errors as increases security breech becomes more 

common. Outage and intercept probability is used to 

minimize the error in channel estimation to reduce attack 

probability. Data access control mechanism proposed by [8] 

is considered for analysis in which private or secret keys are 

used at sender and receiver end. These keys can be used to 

easily encrypt and decrypt the information. These security 

strategies become critical as more and more users interact 

with the cloud. [9]proposed bidirectional authentication 

mechanism, statistical analysis and load balancing strategy 

was also suggested through analysed approach. Primarily 

storage security was considered. [10]proposed techniques 

and challenges associated with cloud computing. 

Comparison of techniques used for security purposes were 

mentioned and described through this literature. Because of 

security issues enterprises prefer to keep less sensitive data 

within cloud. [11] proposed memory replication mechanism 

to enhance security concern within LTE cloud. Replication 

procedure includes copying of sensitive information at 

multiple places. In case of failure sensitive information can 

be recovered from other replicated images. Storage space 

was heavily used in this approach.   [12]proposed credit 

based scheduling using deadline mechanism for enhancing 

security and allowing the task to finish well within 

suggested time period. [13]proposed block level encryption 

within cloud. Block level encryption mechanism allows 

reduces redundancy along with encryption for security. 

Primarily public key encryption mechanism was used in 

block level encryption. [14]proposed analysis of various 

cloud computing security techniques along with issues 

associated with security concerns. Techniques described in 

tabular manner and parameters associated with cloud 

security techniques were mentioned comprehensively.  

This paper presents concise but all round analysis of security 

concerns associated with cloud computing. Finally this 

paper present future security work leading to protection of 

cloud data.  

3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS 

SECURITY MEASURES WITHIN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

Comparison of security concern technique is presented in 

this section.  Parameters described in this comparison table 

can be optimised further.  
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Table 1: Comparison of Techniques used within cloud 

computing 

Transfer of data from source to destination is of prime 

concern in case of advanced computing. Virtual 

machines in terms of nodes exist in advance 

computing. Users of advance computing could be fair 

or malicious in nature. In case of malicious nodes 

some defence mechanism is needed. This defence 

mechanism is provided in terms of encryption. In 

advance computing, cost is encounter on the basis of 

pay per use. So, security along with space conservation 

is issues to tackle in case of advance computing. Both 

of these issues are tackled by the use of data 

deduplication. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Security techniques are critically accompanied 

requirement within cloud system. Cloud system comes 

into exposure to wide variety of users. Some users out 

of millions at exposure to cloud may able to distort the 

working of cloud system hence forth many of the 

enterprise do not prefer sensitive data storage within 

cloud system. In order to resolve the problem access 

control, roles and other distinct mechanisms were 

defined within cloud system to enhance security. In 

future, key based mechanism for enhancing security 

within cloud system can be used. This may lead to 

enhance trust of users within cloud for storing sensitive 

data. 
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Abstract- As the interest for mobile cloud computing keeps on expanding, cloud specialist organizations confront the 

overwhelming test to meet the arranged SLA agreements, as far as dependability and convenient .execution, while 

accomplishing cost and energy efficiency. This paper proposes Shadow Replication, a novel fault-tolerance mechanism for 

Mobile cloud computing, which flawlessly address fault at scale, while limiting energy utilization and lessening its effect on 

cost. Energy conservation is achieved by creating dynamic cores rather than static cores. Cores are created by the application of 

cloudlets. In other words proportionate cores are created. Core failure metrics are considered to be memory capacity, energy 

and power consumption. In case any of the parameter exceeded threshold value, core is supposed to be faulted and progress is 

maintained within shadow which is maintained 1 per host. Progress of deteriorated Core is shifted to next core within other 

VM. In case all the core within VM deteriorated, VM migration is performed. Comparative study of techniques used to 

establish reliability within MCC is presented for future enhancements in terms of latency, downtime and migration time.   

Keywords: Mobile cloud computing, shadow Replication; fault tolerance; Energy Conservation 

I. Introduction 

Mobile cloud Computing has developed as an attraction 

stage for progressively various process and information 

escalated applications, as it considers low-passage costs, 

on demand  asset provisioning and distribution and 

diminished cost of keeping up interior IT framework 

[1[1]].Mobile cloud computing will proceed to develop 

and pull in consideration from business and open market 

portions. Late reviews anticipate yearly development rate 

of 17.7 percent by 2016, making cloud computing the 

quickest developing portion in the product business [2][2].  

In its essential shape, a Mobile cloud computing 

framework is a vast group of interconnected back-end 

servers facilitated in a datacenter and provisioned to 

convey on-request, "pay-as-you-go" administrations and 

computing assets to clients through a front-end interface 

[3][3]. As the interest for Mobile cloud computing 

quickens, cloud specialist organizations (CSPs) will be 

confronted with the need to extend their basic framework 

to guarantee the normal levels of execution, unwavering 

quality and cost-viability, bringing about a multifold 

increment in the quantity of computing, stockpiling and 

correspondence segments in their datacenters.  

The immediate ramifications of vast data center  is 

expanded administration many-sided quality of the 

computing framework, abnormal amounts of energy 

utilization and inclination to disappointment. The 

advantages of green Mobile cloud computing are clear. As 

server farms are quick turning into a noteworthy 

wellspring of worldwide energy utilization, the potential 

investment funds identified with energy utilize, CO2 

discharges and e-waste are certain. Accomplishing these 

reserve funds, be that as it may, calls for new calculation 

models intended to diminish energy and power utilization 

and advance ecologically neighborly Mobile cloud 

computing execution situations.  

Another test for Mobile cloud computing, at scale, 

originates from its affinity to disappointment. While the 

probability of a server disappointment is little, the sheer 

number of computing, stockpiling and correspondence 

parts that can bomb, be that as it may, is overwhelming. At 

such an extensive scale, disappointment turns into the 

standard as opposed to a special case [4][4].  

As the quantity of clients designating their computing 

assignments to CSPs expands, Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs) turn into a basic perspective for a supportable 

Mobile cloud computing plan of action. In its essential 
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frame, a SLA is an agreement between the CSPs and 

shoppers that indicates the terms and conditions under 

which the administration is to be given, including expected 

reaction time and unwavering quality. Inability to convey 

the administration as determined in the SLA subjects the 

CSP to pay a punishment, bringing about lost income.  

Notwithstanding punishments coming about because of 

inability to meet the SLA necessity, CSPs confront rising 

energy expenses of their extensive scale datacenters. It is 

accounted for that energy costs alone could represent 

23%–50% of the costs and this bill mounts up to $30 

billion overall [5]. This brings up the issue of how fault 

tolerance may affect control utilization and at last effect 

the earth.  

Current fault tolerance approaches depend upon either time 

or equipment excess so as to endure disappointments. The 

main approach, which utilizes time repetition, requires the 

re-execution of the fizzled assignment after the 

disappointment is identified [6]. Despite the fact that this 

can further be advanced by the utilization of checkpointing 

and move back recuperation, such an approach can bring 

about a huge postpone increment subjecting CSPs to 

punishments, when SLA terms are disregarded, and high 

energy costs because of re-execution of fizzling 

assignments.  

The second approach abuses equipment excess and 

executes numerous occasions of a similar assignment in 

parallel to beat disappointment and assurance that no less 

than one errand achieves finishing. This approach, which 

has been utilized widely to manage disappointment in 

basic applications, is as of now utilized as a part of cloud-

computing to give fault tolerance while concealing the 

postponement of re-execution [7]. This arrangement, 

nonetheless, expands the energy utilization for a given 

administration, which thusly may exceed the benefit 

picked up by giving the administration. The exchange off 

amongst benefit and fault-tolerance calls for new systems 

to take both SLA necessities and energy awareness in 

managing disappointments. 

II. Related work 

[8] display a measured usage model of the PSTR plot that 

can be consolidated into most business continuous working 

frameworks. This secluded usage model is amiable to a 

thorough examination of the recuperation time limits, a 

measure of awesome significance in complex frameworks. 

[9] is a mix of the PSTR conspire and a network 

surveillance (NS) plot. This expansion brings about a 

critical change in the blame scope and recuperation time 

bound accomplished. The NS plot embraced is an as of late 

created conspire successful in an extensive variety of 

indicate point systems and it is known as the supervisor 

based NS (SNS) scheme. 

[10] research about how much a dynamic load adjusting 

plate booking calculation in conjunction with tied 

declustering , a contrasting option to the traditional 

measuring plan , can react powerfully to varieties in a 

workload and circle disappointments. 

[11]creates CMP memory frameworks for server 

combination where most sharing happens inside Virtual 

Machines (VMs). Our memory frameworks amplify shared 

memory gets to adjusted inside a VM, limit obstruction 

among particular VMs, encourage dynamic reassignment 

of VMs to processors and memory, and bolster content-

based page sharing among VMs. We start with a tiled 

design where each of 64 tiles contains a processor, private 

L1 reserves, and a L2 bank. 

[12]have demonstrated that the servers in the information 

escalated register bunches are under-used and, 

consequently, openings exist for better solidification of the 

workload on the Hot Zone. Examination of the hints of a 

Yahoo! Hadoop group indicated significant heterogeneity 

in the information's get to examples which can be utilized 

to guide vitality mindful information position 

arrangements.  

[2] introduce a re-enactment domain for vitality mindful 

distributed computing server farms. Alongside the 

workload dispersion, the test system is intended to catch 

subtle elements of the vitality devoured by server farm 

parts (servers, switches, and interfaces) and additionally 

parcel level correspondence designs in sensible setups. 

[13] underlines the part of correspondence texture in server 

farm vitality utilization and presents a planning 

methodology that joins vitality efficiency and system 

mindfulness, named DENS. The DENS procedure adjusts 

the vitality utilization of a server farm, singular occupation 

execution, and trafficdemands. 

[14]we propose an Energy-Efficient Adaptive File 

Replication System (EAFR), which joins three parts. It is 

versatile to time-changing file popularities to accomplish a 
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decent tradeoff between information accessibility and 

efficiency. Higher fame of a file prompts more 

reproductions and the other way around. 

[15]we give an outline of the asset provisioning and usage 

designs in server farms and propose a full scale asset 

administration layer to arrange among digital and-physical 

assets. We audit some current work and arrangements in 

the field and clarify their constraints. 

[16] address both versatility and power together, this is as 

opposed to a significant part of the contended work which 

does as such freely. Utilizing a systematic model that 

records for both power utilization and disappointments, we 

concentrate the execution of checkpoint and replication-

construct methods in light of present and future 

frameworks and utilize control estimations from current 

frameworks to approve our findings 

[17]demonstrates the famous impression is inaccurate; 

information systems are gently used contrasted with the 

phone organize. Indeed, even the spines of the Internet are 

keep running at lower portions (10% to 15%) of their 

ability than the exchanged voice arrange (which works at 

more than 30% of limit all things considered). Private line 

systems are used far less seriously (at 3% to 5%). Further, 

this circumstance is probably going to hold on. 

[18]we concentrate the relative execution of three high 

accessibility information replication procedures, tied 

declustering, reflected plates, and interleaved declustering, 

in a common nothing database machine condition. Among 

the issues that we have inspected are (1) the relative 

execution of various procedures when no disappointments 

have happened, (2) the impact of a solitary hub 

disappointment on framework throughput and reaction 

time, (3) the execution effect of changing the CPU speed 

and additionally circle page estimate on the diverse 

replication systems, and (4) the tradeoff between the 

benefit of intra inquiry parallelism and the overhead of 

initiating and planning additional administrator procedures. 

[11]we concentrate the connection between vitality 

administration, stack adjusting, and replication 

methodologies for information escalated bunch figuring. 

Specifically, we demonstrate that Chained Declustering – a 

replication technique proposed over 20 years back – can 

bolster extremely flexible vitality administration plans. 

[19]we propose a versatile and power-mindful calculation, 

alluded to as Lazy Shadowing, as an efficient and 

adaptable way to deal with accomplish large amounts of 

strength, through forward advance, in extraordinary scale, 

failureprone registering conditions. Lethargic Shadowing 

partners with each procedure a "shadow" (process) that 

executes at a diminished rate, and artfully moves forward 

each shadow to make up for lost time with its driving 

procedure amid disappointment recuperation. 

[20] propose two critical elements: (1) setting mindful 

transmission approach which controls how to transmit 

information efficiently as indicated by information need, 

battery level and system information rate; (2) an 

engineering that backings the model of portable intuitive 

applications in which customers and servers can cooperate 

with each other in an autonomic way. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

In the existing approach, shadow replication doesn’t  exist 

because whatever the work is done by the existing  vm, if 

the faults occur, then the performance which is done by the 

existing vm will lost and if the new  vm starts its working, 

then it will start work from the beginning  and the entire 

work progress will be lost. In this, energy efficiency 

decreases. Energy conservation indicates utilizing more 

resources with minimum possible energy consumption. 

Energy conservation is not quite the same as proficient 

energy utilize, which alludes to utilizing less energy for a 

consistent administration. And here the need of Shadow 

Replication arises. By Shadow Replication, very efficiently 

all the work progress of the last vm , noticed and saved. So 

that if the fault occur, then the new vm will start 

performing from the progress of the last vm. So here 

energy efficiency and time consumption also takes place. 

New vm don’t need to start work from the very beginning 

that means all the energy and time which is used by the last 

vm in order to perform work doesn’t waste. Because new 

vm will start work from the last vm progress. And here 

obviously utilization of time and energy consumption 

sustains. 

1. The Fault tolerance capabilities are limited. 

2. Energy-efficiency is limited in nature. 

3. Time-consumption in executing cloudlets is 

higher. 

4. Static cores of existing system cause higher 

energy consumption along with decreamented 

fault-tolerance capabilities. 
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IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 

TECHNIQUES USED FOR 

ENHANCMENT OF PARAMETERS 

The parameter enhancement to ensure reliability within 

mobile cloud computing is presented through comparative 

table in this section. 

Title and 

Author 

Techniqu

e 

Parame

ters 

Merits Demerit

s 

Mobile 

cloud 

computing 

for 

computati

on 

offloading: 

Issues and 

challenges 

[21] 

MCC 

offloadin

g 

mechanis

m 

Not 

Specifi

ed 

All the 

technique

s 

correspon

ding to 

offloadin

g is 

specified. 

Quantita

tive 

analysis 

of 

techniqu

es and 

paramet

ers not 

given 

Fault 

tolerance 

and QoS 

scheduling 

using 

CAN in 

mobile 

social 

cloud 

computing

[22] 

Schedulin

g 

approach 

correspon

ding to 

mobile 

users in 

content 

addressab

le 

network 

Executi

on time 

Reliabil

ity 

Finish 

time 

Error 

rate 

Techniqu

e 

specified 

reduces 

execution 

time, 

finish 

time and 

error rate. 

Reliabili

ty can 

further 

be 

improve

d 

consider

ing 

mean 

time 

between 

failure. 

Adaptive 

and Secure 

Applicatio

n 

Partitionin

g for 

Offloading 

in Mobile 

Cloud 

Computin

g[23] 

Secure 

and 

adaptive 

offloadin

g 

mechanis

m for 

load 

balancing 

is 

considere

d 

Executi

on time 

Error 

rate 

Execution 

time is 

reduced 

and 

energy 

consumpt

ion is 

minimise

d  

Reliabili

ty 

metric is 

not 

consider

ed 

Mobile 

Cloud 

Computin

g Model 

and Big 

Data 

Analysis 

for 

Healthcare 

Applicatio

Big data 

analysis 

using the 

applicatio

n of 

mobile 

cloud 

computin

g with R 

tool 

Executi

on time 

Execution 

time for 

big data 

analysis 

is reduced 

Reliabili

ty 

metric is 

not 

consider

ed 

ns 

Lo’ai[24] 

Energy 

Efficient 

Mobile 

Cloud 

Computin

g 

Powered 

by 

Wireless 

Energy 

Transfer[2

5] 

Wirelessl

y 

powered 

mobile 

cloud 

computin

g 

Energy 

Executi

on time 

Energy 

efficiency 

is 

achieved  

Reliabili

ty 

metrics 

are not 

consider

ed 

REPLISO

M : 

Discipline

d Tiny 

Memory 

Replicatio

n for 

Massive 

IoT 

Devices in 

LTE Edge 

Cloud 

Memory 

replicatio

n 

mechanis

m in LTE 

cloud 

Executi

on time 

Reducing 

execution 

time is 

primary 

objective  

Reliabili

ty 

metric is 

not 

consider

ed 

Failure-

aware 

resource 

provisioni

ng for 

hybrid 

Cloud 

infrastruct

ure 

Bahman[2

6] 

Resource 

provisioni

ng in 

hybrid 

cloud 

Executi

on time 

Fault 

rate 

Fault rate 

is 

minimise

d with 

execution 

time 

Reliabili

ty 

metric 

like 

mean 

time 

between 

failure is 

not 

consider

ed.  

Burstiness

-Aware 

Resource 

Reservatio

n for 

Server 

Consolidat

ion in 

Computin

g Clouds 

[27] 

Resource 

reservatio

n for 

cloud 

computin

g 

Makesp

an and 

Flowti

me 

Makespan 

and 

Flowtime 

is reduced 

considera

bly 

Reliabili

ty 

metric is 

missing 

Private 

cloud for 

collaborati

on and e-

Learning 

services: 

from IaaS 

Private 

cloud 

migration 

strategy 

from IaaS 

to PaaS 

Numbe

r of 

process

or 

Memor

y 

utilizati

Utilizatio

n of 

resources 

is 

enhanced 

Reliabili

ty 

metric is 

missing 
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to 

SaaS[28] 

on 

Table 1: Present comparative analysis of various MCC strategies 

for Utilization, migration and reliability enhancement 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Static cores associated with VMs consume more energy 

along with cost. The cost is enhanced since core failure 

shift the load on another core within same VM hence 

enhancing overall load on the machine and hence cost 

associated with cloudlet execution. The problem is 

resolved by the use of dynamic core in which cores are 

created on the basis of cloudlet size. Energy efficiency is 

also achieved since extra core remain in sleep mode until 

load is not allocated on them. Fault tolerance rate is also 

enhanced due to the application of dynamic cores. 

In future, Mean time between failure along with resource 

allocation in Mobile cloud can be used for improving 

energy efficiency and reliability. 
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Abstract: Cloud Computing is one of the major emerging IT technologies and is highly promising in terms of resources 

provisioning, unlimited data storage, remote access to applications, easy data backup amenity etc. One of its emerging 

platforms is AWS S3. It provides storage for the web. It serves developers/users with easy web-scale computing platform. This 

platform is reliable, scalable, inexpensive and efficient and provides persistent cloud storage. Amazon S3 and amazon.com 

share common scalable storage root in terms of their infrastructure. The data here is stored in fundamental containers called 

buckets. A bucket has the capacity to store limitless data. Infinite objects can be stored in a bucket, with each object being able 

to store a maximum of 5 TB of data. These objects require a unique developer-assigned key to be stored and retrieved by the 

developers. The data stored this way can be downloaded any instant of time by any user. Permissions to upload or download 

data to one’s own bucket can be granted or denied. The web service always keeps the data secure from unauthorized access 

using its invulnerable authentication mechanism. Various operations can be executed through the API such as Read an object, 

delete an object, list keys etc. Amazon S3 associates REST and SOAP API interfaces.                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Keywords—Cloud Computing, Cloud Storage, Amazon Web Services, Bucket, Folder, File, Hierarchy, Flat File System.

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Amazon Simple Storage Service commonly known as 

Amazon S3, is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solution 

which is provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS). 

Amazon S3 has amplified the IT industry/development 

activities as it facilitates highly secured and low-latency data 

storage from the cloud. 

 

The Amazon S3’ highly private and scalable interface 

provides its users the flexibility of data storage or retrieval 

from any location at any instant of time. It serves the needs 

of a diverse group of people whether it be IT sector or any 

other business process, whether it is an individual or a group 

of folks. It deals with a variety of services that cover the 

entire range of computing stack, whether it is hardware or the 

application level. The clients can send requests to create 

buckets, store and retrieve data in the form of objects, access 

resources by managing permissions on resources. [1, 2] 

 

The section I in the paper gives the introduction about the 

Amazon S3 and its services. The second section elaborates 

the storage infrastructure of Amazon S3 that includes 

Buckets, Objects, Keys, Regions, Consistency model etc.  

This section further explains the pros and cons of AWS S3 

model. The section three studies the related work done by  

 

 

 

various authors in the AWS domain. The next section, the 

section four extends the Storage Infrastructure to explain 

Amazon EC2 modeling, its scalability, security and 

flexibility. The section five describes the proposed 

methodology based upon the research done in the AWS 

domain; how one of disadvantages can be overcome to 

provide the solution with the Amazon S3 flat file system. 

The section six concludes the research work by providing the 

conclusion and how the proposed solution will work out. The 

final section which is the reference section addresses by 

providing the reference of Journals and authors whose work 

has been studied in doing the research in the desired domain. 

 

II. STORAGE INFRASTRUCTURE 

This infrastructure is built on the core roots of buckets and 

objects and Amazon S3 API is used to work with these 

resources. Following include the key feature set of Amazon 

S3 resources: 

 

Buckets - These are global containers for objects stored on 

Amazon S3 cloud storage and serve as the organizational 

structure because they organize the Amazon S3 namespace at 

the highest level. Each and every object has to be contained 

in a bucket. 

 

Objects - These are the building block entities of Amazon S3 

that have object data and Meta data. The data is stored in the  

 

form of key-value pairs. Hence Key and Version ID are the 

unique identifications of any object.  
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Keys - Keys uniquely identify any object inside a bucket. 

Each object is solely associated to only one key. Hence any 

object inside Amazon S3 can be mapped or addressed 

through the combination of a key, bucket name and a version 

ID (optional). 

 

Regions - It refers to the geographical region where the 

Amazon S3 buckets that users create, have to be stored. 

Currently, 14 regions are supported. Objects once stored 

inside a. particular region remain inside that region only until 

explicitly transferred to any other region.  

 

Consistency Model - The consistency here refers to read-

after-write consistency of data for PUTS of objects in a 

bucket in any region. Success of PUT request ensures the 

safety of the data stored. Update operations to a key are 

atomic. If a put operation is performed on any key followed 

by a read operation, it might return either the old or the 

updated data but it will never allow write operation that may 

result in corrupted data. [1, 3, 4] 

 

There are numerous benefits of Amazon Simple Storage 

Service, few of which are listed below: 

Cost Efficiency - It cuts off the costs in IT industry by 

eliminating the need of various resources such as hardware, 

storage and floor space etc. and other operational and 

maintenance costs thus optimizing the performance as well 

as capital. Moreover it offers free usage tier to get the users 

started without any set up cost. This free usage however 

limits to 5GB. After 5GB, one needs to pay only for the 

storage which is actually used. 

Easy Integration with Third Party - The data stored on 

Amazon S3 can easily be connected with third party  

applications via restful APIs and SDK. The application 

program interface allows the data to be stored in S3 

organized uniquely identified buckets. S3 can unite with 

mobile and web applications both and provide consistently 

great performance regardless of the application that is in use.  

Storage and Distribution- It can easily serve as the basis for 

CDN (Content Distribution Network) when paired with 

Amazon Cloud Front. It can then be configured to distribute 

various virtual instances of data across n number of Amazon 

Data centres. Hence it is efficient enough in automatic 

synchronization of high level of data without any point of 

failures, thus providing primary storage to critical data. 

Security - Amazon provides fine-grained access control to 

the resources stored on S3 bucket. Encryption is supported to 

ensure the authorized access to data. It uses both client and 

server-side encryption while downloading and uploading of 

data respectively. Access logging can also be enabled to 

track requests for access to bucket. 

Static Website Hosting - Developing static websites using 

HTML / CSS / JavaScript etc makes it affordable and easily 

configurable with S3. S3 will run it efficiently and faster. It 

can also be extended to include data driven solution that 

utilizes Content Management System like Word press/Drupal 

etc. 

 

Scalability/Elasticity - Amazon S3 ensures high level of 

Scalability when it comes to storing large amount of 

data/files in a directory. Its bucket supported structure can 

store virtually unlimited number of bytes in one bucket 

which is then automatically managed / organized by Amazon 

S3 by scaling the redundant data to different servers. 

Backup and Recovery-S3 continually implements version 

controlled backup within buckets. One can maintain 

scheduled backup, manual backups on internal servers, 

archive data with enterprise-level archiving tools. It also 

provides disaster recovery using Cross Region Replication 

which replicates S3 data across other AWS data centres. 

Hence S3 has extensive capability to provide data backup 

and recovery using its super efficient tools, which is the most 

useful cog across all Amazon S3’s benefits. [5] 

Performance - Amazon S3 infrastructure is designed in a 

way to avoid server side latency when clients use multiple 

applications subsequently/simultaneously. It can provide 

adequate throughput without any network issues.  

Object Tagging - S3 has a smart tagging feature which uses a 

tagging model across data files and web pages to describe the 

data in detail which in turn adds meaning to the meta data. 

This feature can be fully accessed using Amazon APIs. [6] 

The cloud computing though being a boon to the society 

and IT industry, it has downsides too.  Some of its 

disadvantages are listed below:  

 

Security and Confidentiality: The infrastructure and storage 

of data in cloud is managed by third party called cloud 

service providers, so the data is very much vulnerable to 

security risks. The users are always afraid of storing sensitive 

data and information on cloud. Though the secured 

passwords and protected accounts ensure the users are 

authenticated and authorized before accessing the 

information leading to protection of data but any signs of 

hacking or security breach may result in loss of business. 

Hackers can analyze the critical task and hack the accounts to 

attack the confidential information. 

 

Dependency: The management of the infrastructure in cloud 

is done by Cloud Service Providers and it becomes very 

difficult for the It is very difficult for the clients to switch 

from one Cloud Service Provider to another resulting into 

dependency on a particular Cloud Service Provider. 

Centralized System Failure: Rather than storing data in 

different physical locations, user’s data is stored virtually in 
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data centres with cloud computing technology that involves 

the risk of failure of centralized isolated mechanism resulting 

in the loss of client’s data or business. [3] 

 

Breaching of Data: The data stored on cloud can become an 

attractive target of security/data breach. The breaching of 

data associated with health information, organization’s 

private information and other intellectual property can be 

shattering. The impact of damage due to this depends on the 

sensitivity or level of privacy of the data. The organization 

may have to suffer fines or other legal actions whenever a 

security breach occurs because organizations are held 

responsible for protecting their environments and their own 

data. 

 

Data Hijacking: Attackers can falsify the credentials and 

hijack personal data and information through hijacked 

credentials that can result in actual user not able to get access 

to its own data. This can be a devastating threat to user’s 

data. The hijackers can remotely access the sensitive 

information stored on the cloud. The attackers use various 

techniques such as scripting bugs and guessed/reused 

passwords, stealing credentials to gain access to the data. 

 

Compromised identifications and broken authentication: The 

data stored on cloud is vulnerable to breaching and hijacking 

because of the poor credentials that people use while storing 

their data. Organizations many times forget to deactivate the 

accounts of employees when they have left the organization. 

Also, people are not concerned about these security threats 

when the organizations allocate permissions to the 

employees. Though, strong authentication techniques involve 

phone-based authentication, One-time password, 

Unrecognizable strong passwords but people rarely think 

about these security concerns. 

 

Denial of Service Outbreak: Due to this, the resources and 

services of a host connected to internet are interrupted or 

suspended so that the services are many times not available 

to its intended users. It also takes the security appliances 

down. Thus cloud providers are better poised. 

 

The data storage infrastructure of AWS has one of the 

limitations, the way files / folders are stored as flat file 

system. The users can not store their files and folders in 

directory structure on cloud via AWS. The proposed 

methodology hence targets this limitation.  

III. RELATED WORK 

Several works related to the paper being proposed that 

present the security of data in cloud computing is as follow:  

 

In 2017, Yibin Li, Keke Gai, Longfei Qiu, Meikang Qiu, Hui 

Zhao proposed a novel methodology that focused on the 

problem of the cloud data storage and provided an excellent 

approach to avoid the cloud operators reach the user’s 

sensitive data and their approach was. named as Security-

Aware Efficient Distributed Storage (SA-EDS) model. 

 

In 2016, Omer Y. Adam, Young Choon Lee, and Albert Y. 

Zomaya proposed one of the major concerns in Cloud where 

multiple resources are to be located via Performance 

Predictability. The optimization model in the paper 

correlated performance variability that occurred across 

various instances in cloud. [7] 

 

In 2015, S. Narula described how AWS proves out to be a 

robust, secure and an excellent model when it comes to the 

security and storage of data on cloud. AWS being the most 

trusted provider of cloud computing not only provides the 

excellent performance and security but is also enriched with 

many other core operations and services. [8] 

 

In 2014, Monjur Ahmed and Mohammad Ashraf Hossain 

presented a review on in-depth concepts of cloud computing 

and cloud data security issues that are inherent within cloud  

 

Infrastructure and cloud computing context. He took into 

consideration the technical and philosophical factors while 

dealing with cloud data security issues. The influence of 

cloud computing includes both, the technical as well as social 

effects. [9] 

 

In 2012, V. Michael Vrable, S. Stefan and Geoffrey M. 

Voelker analyzed and prospected solution to network backed 

file systems on cloud that how LAN based workstations are 

transparently served by cloud based services and how these 

continue to provide good performance for enterprise 

workloads. The paper has proposed the optimization 

techniques that help in achieving low-cost and good 

performance along with secured log-structured design. [3] 

 

In 2011, S. Carlin founded that sharing of resources is one 

the biggest security concern associated with cloud 

computing. This caters the need to develop and adopt new 

cloud technologies or techniques that are compatible with 

cloud architecture and these should replace the older ones.  

[6] 

 

In 2010, Jesús Hernández Martin, Ioan Raicu focused on 

IaaS cloud platform after studying the raw performance in 

terms of I/O. The platform is reliable and easy to use with the 

increasing number of public cloud platforms and the growth 

in terms of computing capacity. They have described the 

tools that can be used for benchmarking which is actually the 

description of the file storage systems and solutions. [10] 

 
In 2007, Simson L. Garfinkel analyzed the security model of 

Amazon and based upon which presented the user-report of 

Amazon of Amazon’s computing EC2 and S3 services and 

concluded that EC2 delivers and continue to provide virtual 

machines at low cost.  This paper deals with the details of 
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grid computing services between November 2006 and May 

2007, which also includes a detailed analysis of the overall 

system’s application program interface. [4] 
 

Cloud storage is driven by the availability of commodity 

services from Amazon’s S3 and other service providers. The 

flexible feature of cloud storage and services is reminiscent 

of the motivation for the Plan 9 write-once file systems [11, 

12]. 

IV. AWS STORAGE METHODOLOGY 

 

Cloud computing extends the storage and scalability of data 

on a very large scale which is a boon especially to IT 

enterprise when compared to traditional solutions where IT 

services are subjected to physical and logical controls. [13] 

 

Cloud computing basically has two major components ―the 

front end and the back end. The front end refers to the client, 

the devices and the applications whereas the back end refers 

to the cloud itself which is the data warehouse. The whole 

cloud monitors the client demands. [13] 

 

The paper focuses entirely on cloud data storage which is 

backed up by Amazon Web Services. Amazon EFS which 

stands for Amazon Elastic File System is a scalable, easy to 

use and simple file storage system to be used with Amazon 

EC2 instances on AWS cloud. It provides a simple and user 

friendly interface for the users to create and configure file 

systems.[14] Moreover, the storage capacity that it provides 

is elastic; can grow or shrunk automatically depending upon 

the user’s storage requirements, users can add or remove files 

depending upon the storage needs. 

 

The Amazon EFS file system when mounted on Amazon 

EC2 instances provides a file system interface and access 

semantics that allow its users to easily integrate EFS with 

existing tools and applications. Many instances of Amazon 

EC2 can simultaneously access EFS file system and hence 

provides a common data source for users’ applications to run 

on multiple EC2 instances. [10] 

 
Amazon backed up file system is highly available, durable 

and provides excellent performance to serve a wide variety 

of users that includes ERP, content management systems, 

web applications, database backups and servers, big data and 

analytics and other developer tools.[9,15] 

V. PROPOSED PRINCIPLES AND METHODOLOGIES 

The paper proposes an efficient and resourceful technique to 

eradicate the storage structure limitation of AWS. This 

flexible distributed scheme provides explicit dynamic 

sustenance to ensure the data is stored in a directory structure 

on cloud instead of flat file system. 

 

The proposed paper deals with storage of user’s data on 

cloud in a flexible way such that the files and the folders can 

be stored in a hierarchical manner and this hierarchy can 

extend to a great level and user can move to any node or any 

folder in the hierarchy by clicking the desired node in the 

structure. 

 

Each user is first authenticated before he/she can access the 

data stored on the cloud to ensure the security of data. [1, 3, 

10, 11, 12]. There would be one common storage 

environment for all users. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The paper hence reviews various cloud storage tools and 

algorithms. The data stored on the cloud via AWS has to be 

secured, readily available and durable. Hence the promise of 

AWS to ensure that the cloud storage and computation will 

be seamlessly outsourced from individual to massive data 

centres distributed on the world. The limitation of AWS of 

storing files as flat file system has also been addressed and 

storage of this data on cloud in the form of directory 

structure can be the solution to eradicate the problem so that 

users can make the maximum benefits of AWS storage. 
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Abstract — Since the beginning of time the human brain has been the ultimate source for new information and ideas, that 

needs to be archived which is lost with time. With the advancements in sciences we are able to conduct this by the technology 

of Blue Brain to convert real mind data into virtual supercomputer memory. In this paper I discuss on the Blue Brain Project 

and its strategies, requirements, advantages and limitations. Also, further we discuss its future applications in which the 

technology can be used after further development of this technology. 

Keywords-Blue Brain, Supercomputer, Artificial Intelligence,Neurocomputing, Blue Brain Project, Blue Gene Supercomputer. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Undoubtedly the human brain and its functioning is the 
most complex systems in the universe with nearly 85.5 
billion neurons which communicate through the releasing 
and detecting of chemicals known as neuro-transmitters. 
The Blue Brain Project as the name suggest is a project to 
blueprint an actual functioning Human Brain. In simple 
words, it is an attempt to establish and integrate a 
connection between a real human brain and a virtual super 
computer brain and further its storage. This project was 
founded in 2005 at École Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland to study the working and 
simulation of a human brain. Further this technology is 
supported by IBM’s Blue Gene Supercomputer which help 
in computing the working of an actual brain. 

Brain supercomputing and simulation is undoubtedly a 
vast subject spreading its applications and research in inter-
disciplinary fields like Brain Imaging, Neuroscience, 
Computer Science, Nanotechnology, Artificial Intelligence, 
Biotechnology, Mechatronics, Psychology, Philosophy and 
many more. It has further many future applications like 
mind uploading, scanning and transferring and also 
analytics and decision making sytems that are self-evolving 
and independent. 

For example, IBM’s Deep Blue Computer was the first 
prototype on the Blue Brain tecnology to defeat (eventually 
beat) Garry Kasparov at chess which was not just the work 
of a simple algorithm-based program but with the memory 
of past games to evolve the computer into a tougher 
competition. 

The outline of the paper ahead is Building of a Blue 
Brain in Section II. In Section III, we discuss its 
Advantages and Limitations. Further, the future 
applications of this technology are explained in Section IV. 

Section V concludes the paper and all the necessary 
references for this paper are explained in Section VI.  

II. BUILDING A BLUE BRAIN 

The steps for building a working prototype or creating a 

simulation of a virtual synthetic brain can be majorly 

divided into 4 main sections, i.e. 

A.  Data Collection 

This step involves taking an actual brain portion under a 
microscope to understand and reverse engineer its working 
by studying the shape and electrical behavior of different 
neurons and cataloguing them. Neurons can be catalogued 
by their shape, electrical and physiological activities, its 
location inside the cerebral cortex and its population 
density in the brain portion under study. 

All This Data is then translated into its equivalent 
algorithms which describe the process, function and 
position methods of the neurons on the basis of its type. 
This data is then further converted into virtual neurons that 
are ready for simulation. 

 

 

B. Data Simulation 

The 3 main aspects of the simulation of this data string 
of neurons are: 

 Simulation Speed: Currently the simulation of 1 
cortical column (about 100-500 neurons) runs 
about 100 to 150 times slower than a real time 
human brain. That is, it takes the simulation about 
3 minutes to complete a task a human brain could 
have done in 1 second. Thus, to advance and fasten 
the simulation speed we are researching the 
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biologically significant factors of the brain 
processing so as to remove the rest of the part from 
the simulation making it faster in performance. 

 Simulation Technique: The simulation technique in 
practice is firstly, building of skeleton from the 
different kinds of synthesized neurons found. After 
this, these skeletons are joined as per the 
experimental rules and test aim. Finally, these 
neurons are given its respective functionalities and 
properties thus making the simulation active. Later, 
these resultant blueprints are viewed and 
experimented on through a visualization software 
and the algorithms for a blue brain can be tested on 
this software. 

 BBP-SDK: BBP-SDK stands for Blue Brain 
Project – Software Development Kit. It is a 
development software in C++ library SDK packed 
inside Java and Python which uses C, C++ and 
FORTRAN and is freely available on the internet 
using a primary software NEURON. This SDK 
allows researchers to audit and test different 
simulations and prototypes of a Blue Brain. 

C. Visualization of the Results 

RT Neuron is an available application for visualizations 
of neural simulation results. It is an ad-hoc software written 
specially for neural simulations, coded using C++ and 
OpenGL. It is one of the best software available as it allows 
researchers to not only visualize but pause, stop, restart, 
zoom and interact with the transmitted 3D model and is 
multi-scaled i.e. it can be used to study 1 neuron or even 1 
cortical column. 

D. Hardware 

 Till 2009, IBM’s Blue Gene/L Supercomputer was 
used. 

 Till 2011, IBM’ s Blue Gene/P Supercomputer 

was used. This supercomputer had more than 4000 
PowerPC Quad nodes of 4.5 or 8.5 Ghz. It had a 

disk space of 1 PetaByte and more than 6*〖10〗
^13 flops that total to a 15TB memory and runs on 
Linux SuSE SLES 10 operating system. 

 Currently IBM’s Blue Gene/Q Supercomputer is 
used which was upgraded in 2012 and is ranked 8th 
in the world in terms pf speed. 

 

III. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS 

A. Advantages of Blue Brain Technology 

 It acts as a supercomputer improving its processing 
speed and memory allocation. 

 It can be helpful in storing, accessing and even 
deleting particular data memory from and to a real 
human brain. 

 It can make its own decisions and thus evolve its 
interface as per specific user’s requirements and 
also decrease the machine factor in a decision-
making process. 

 With advancements it may be used for faster 
decision making in critical situations. 

 

B. Limitations of Blue Brain Technology 

 The dependency on the human brain decreases and 
will increase our dependency on machines. 

 After a machine is made self-learning, the 
reliability on such systems is still a question. 

 Since it can store and edit a real human brain, the 
risk of mind hacking is possible which means there 
can be algorithms made for affecting a real human 
through this technology. 

 Even the slightest of calculation error or technical 
error in a supercomputer can cause an adverse 
effect in the real world. 

IV. FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

After the release of such technology there can be 
advancements in many other fields where this technology’s 
growth can be a catalyst. 

A. Artificial Intelligence 

With development in Blue Brain technology we can 
easily relate the advancements in Artificial Intelligence as 
we would no more have to derive and code complex 
algorithms for a machine to make decisions instead we will 
have a machine which can make more intelligent decisions 
once it starts thinking like a human being which can find its 
applications in many sectors of technology like Man-less 
vehicle navigation, Automatic defense systems and 
different types of researches and analytics. 

B. Psychology 

With the ability to access a real human’s brain and the 
access to edit and read it we can further help treat many 
psychological problems by simple replacing, erasing of 
memories and also it will be easier for doctors to 
understand and calculate the amount of trauma an event 
might have caused. 

C. Inter-Species Communication 

With developments in this technology there can be 

applications in conversion of brain data into binary bits 
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inside a computer memory. This process can not only help 

us understand the thoughts of an individual human being 

but also understand the thoughts and access different parts 

of brain memory of different organisms helping us establish 

an inter-species communication. 

D. Treatments of some permanent disabilities 

Some natural disabilities like the ability to listen sounds 
or vision can be repaired as we can replace an electronic 
system which capture images or sound from the 
surrounding and converts it into a format more suitable for 
the human brain thus bypassing the original error cause by 
the natural neurons in that particular location. 

E. Security and Military 

This technology can be widely used a decision maker for 

military purposes thus decreasing the on-field death 

casualties caused. Also, it can be used as a technology for a 

lot of unmanned technologies like drones and missiles as it 

can accept data and process it in a much-advanced order. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presented the working, functioning and 
architectural properties of an experimental technology i.e. 
Blue Brain Project started in 2005. Also, further we 
understand its advantages, limitations and future 
applications with the current status of IBM’s 
supercomputers used to compute such prototypes and 
simulations. Also, we understand the current software in 
use for practice of this technology. Thus, the Blue Brain 
Technology is surely a big advancement in science as it 
helps us create a system with consciousness that is self-
learning and evolving with every string of instruction 
processed and further will have the capability to think like a 

real human brain and communicate with one to access and 
edit real time brain data inside a human being’s brain. 
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Abstract - Data science is the science of studying scientific data, business data and it’s an integration of Artificial Intelligence, 

statistics, computing technology. Data science is a field that relates to data cleansing, preparation and analysis.  Data science 

algorithms are used in many industries like Internet searches, Digital Advertisements, Travelling, Healthcare, Gaming, 

Financial services etc. Data science can solve the problems like classification, identifying anomalies, to quantify, finding way 

of organization, decision making issues etc. In this paper, we have shown how python is useful and acts as a key to solve such 

problems. In addition to python, there are also some other platforms which are used to solve a task completely based on data 

science. Here we have focused on python and it’s packages that are highly useful for data science based problems. We have 

shown how python can be used for data analysis and data visualization. 

 

Keywords: Data Science, Python, Data analysis, Data Visualization 

______________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction 

Data science is highly attractive field due to the reason that 

it can solve decision making problems through the data 

itself. In fact, it’s much more than this. Usually it solves 

the problems as: 

 Classification based problems like to identify the 

outcome among some fixed values. 

 To detect anomalies or outliers 

 Regression based problems like how much 

temperature will be on Monday? 

 Clustering based problems to understand structure 

of data. e.g. to identify the viewers who like same 

movie. 

 What should I do next? i.e. decision making 

problems. 

All the above problems are industrial based and is 

impressively helpful for any organization to look forward 

and build their organization in a strong position. Data 

science answers sharp questions. If an organization is 

interested in identifying the stock’s sale price for the next 

week, it can solved by using data science. Data science 

may not help in answering  

 

vague questions. Questions should be sharp enough that is 

answerable with data.  

The complete Data science is not relevant to a single 

person only. It’s a team that involves statisticians, 

computer scientists, AI scientists and experts in other 

relevant fields. Data science by definition is 

interdisciplinary and requires not just method disciplines 

but also requires the domain science [1]. Data science 

comprises many areas like Machine Learning and 

optimization, Mathematics, Statistics, Information theory, 

Information technology. Data involved in the process may 

vary according to the disciplines. Scientific data is used in 

bioinformatics, social informatics etc. On the other hand if 

business data is there, then companies like Amazon, eBay, 

Google, facebook etc. use the data to build or predict new  

business strategy. Amazon uses collaborative filtering to 

recommend high quality product to the customers and 

facebook use people you may know feature to recommend 

friend connections .   

In this paper, we will discuss how python can be used for 

the solution of all mentioned problems of data science. 

There are many tools and technologies that are used for 

mailto:gauravsingla31@gmail.com
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data science. One of the highly or effectively used 

programming language for data science is python. It acts 

as a key for data science. There are many features because 

of which python is highly useful for data science. We will 

discuss the interesting features and packages such as 

pandas, numpy, matplotlib etc. that make python very 

useful and effective for data science. We will also discuss 

the features that are involved from basic to advanced level 

of python and is useful for data science.  

2. Steps in Data science 

The following are the steps involved in a data science 

process: 

 Acquire data 

 Preparation of data 

 Analysis of data 

 Preparation of report 

 Apply results or Act on results 

 

Fig. 1: Steps involved in data science process 

Acquire data: It means identifying data sets and retrieve 

data that is required for the problem. Data should be real to 

get fine results. Data collection can be done by different 

ways e.g data may be available online, or it may be 

collected from outside world. But it should be relevant to 

the problem which we try to solve. (Identify data sets, 

Retrieve data, Query data) 

Prepare data: Once the data is acquired, then data is 

prepared for analysis. This is most important step to be 

performed. As much time we spend on this part, we get as 

better result. In preparation of data, we explore the data by 

doing preliminary analysis and then understanding nature 

of data. Then we preprocess the data by cleaning and 

integrating. The received data may not be perfect as there 

may be missing values, redundancy, unusable features so 

preprocessing involves solving all such problems e.g. 

missing values may be filled according to the feature. It 

may be average of all values available, or it may be mode 

of the feature or something else. So, this step of data 

science is important from results point of view. To get 

better result, better preprocessing is required. Pandas 

library provides fast and flexible data structure that can be 

used to work with relational and labeled datasets in an easy 

way [2]. As preprocessing of the data set takes 70% of the 

time to make data set useful and according to as per 

requirement of algorithms. The goal of data preprocessing 

is to choose cardinal features then remove irrelevant 

information and finally transform raw data into sessions 

[3] .  

Analyze data: (Select analytical techniques, Build 

models): Now, once the data is prepared then some 

analytical technique is applied on the data to build a 

model. A model is built so that data may be visualized in 

graphical form and most importantly it can be analyzed. 

Analysis involves looking for the result on the basis of 

certain features.  

Preparation of report: Once result is analyzed, a report is 

prepared on the basis of features that the relevant to the 

problem. Using this analytical report, some actions or 

decisions can be made for the future point of view.  

Act: As soon as report is prepared, action takes place. If 

the result found is decisive, then decision making is done 

as per the relevant problem. Result may be in the form of 

classification, clustering, reinforcement etc. so that future 

decision can be made on the basis of analysis. The 

complete process is an iterative process.  

3. Use of Python 

Python programming language is highly useful for data 

science. As data analysis, data visualization are key parts 

of data science and these tasks can be effectively solved by 

using python. There are many libraries in python that can 

be used to solve such tasks. In fact, from data preparation 
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to data visualization, python programming language can be 

used. Here we will discuss about some of the libraries and 

their uses.  

As data science revolves around data analysis and data 

visualization. Python has wonderful libraries for these 

tasks. There is NumPy library that can be used to analyze 

the data using various numerical data analysis techniques . 

Another library is SciPy that can be used for statistical 

tests. Similarly Matplotlib library can be used to produce 

graphs for the analysis done . As we know data preparation 

is very important for producing an effective model. Python 

is used for the data preparation also. As we saw earlier that 

cleansing, integration etc. are the parts of preparation so 

such tasks can be easily done by python. So now we have 

seen from data preparation to data visualization, all tasks 

can be performed using python programming language. 

Scripts in Python programming language have more 

advantages than models in the software like ModelBuilder. 

Basic program structures like loop (for, while), decision 

making statement (if, else) can be utilized. Moreover, there 

is high probability to avoid errors during a program run 

[5]. 

There is one more library pandas that is available with 

python. This is the library of rich data structures and tools 

for working with structured data sets common to statistics, 

finance, social sciences, and many other fields. Apart from 

these useful libraries,feature selection and extraction are 

the important concerns [6]. 

 

Fig. 2: Python Libraries with other skills required for 

data science 

MongoDB database can be used to store the dataset that 

will be used for applying data science processes. So the 

above discussed libraries are as follows : 

 Pandas (for data manipulation and analysis) 

 NumPy (for analysis) 

 SciPy (for statistical tests) 

 Matplotlib (for graphical presentation) 

These libraries have many of the methods that are used to 

solve some specific tasks. So these libraries are very useful 

and powerful for doing data science in python. Python also 

has other types of libraries that can be used for some 

computing purpose e.g the Python library multiprocessing 

is a package that supports spawning subprocesses to 

leverage multicore shared-memory resources [4]. 

4. Skills Required for Data Science 

We have seen the importance of python for data science. It 

can be used for preprocessing, analysis, statistical tests, 

visualization etc. In addition to command on python, there 

are some more skills which a data science should have. A 

data scientist should know how to work with unstructured 

data. Normally a developer can easily work with structured 

data using SQL database but to work with unstructured 

data, Hadoop platform can be used. A data scientist 

requires mathematical skills, analytical skills etc. Other 

than these, a data scientist should also know SAS and R . 

However,  a data science is not done by a single person in 

any organization. There is a specific team for that but the 

mentioned skills are required for being a data scientist. If 

we analyze the things then we can see that it’s like 

artificial intelligence where we can get prediction on the 

basis of data. Human-Level Artificial Intelligence is the 

intelligence of a (hypothetical) machine that could 

successfully perform any intellectual task that a human 

being can [7]. 

5. Conclusion 

We have seen the data science process which involves raw 

data collection, data preparation, data analysis, 

communicate result and act on the result. So from data 

collection to data visualization, python programming 

language is highly powerful and useful. We have discussed 

different libraries of python for different kinds of tasks 

such as Pandas for data manipulation and analysis, Numpy 

for analyasis, Scipy for statistical tests, Matplotlib for 

graphical presentation of result. Apart from these libraries, 

there are many more libraries available in python that are 

effective for data science. There are some other languages 

and tools also available that are used for different purpose. 
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Like we discussed earlier, SAS and R are also used in data 

science. R language can be used for data preprocessing but 

the same can be done by using python also. So we have 

seen that many of the tasks related to data science can be 

performed using python programming language. In this 

way, we can say that python acts as a key programming 

language for data science. We can conclude that the 

Python is flexible language and provide suitable tools to 

perform data sciences techniques and running a [8] . 
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ABSTRACT -In this era of digital security, protection and illegal redistribution of digital media has become a major issue. The 

digital watermarking has been utilized to shield digital data from illicit redistribution and changes. In digital water denoting the 

image has been upgraded by installing commotion tolerant flag into transporter flag. Encryption procedures used to encode 

critical information has been inclined to assaults or attacks. Assist examination in encryption yields image encryption 

instrument as contrasting option to content encryption. The investigation of different system of digital watermarking as image 

encryption has been done in this paper to examine techniques which are better and can be used in future for enhancement; 

likewise the commitment of watermarking methods for security purposes has been broke down. The proposed literature 

provides comparative studies of techniques used in watermarking along with attributes considered including PSNR and MSE 

for enhancement. 

 

Keywords: Digital Security, Watermarking, Encryption, PSNR MSE 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image encryption provides essential characteristics to classified transmission of information over web.  Image contains vast 

amount of information that requires significant testing for approval. Image encryption is generally accomplished in frequency, 

spatial and hybrid domain. The frequency domain security mechanisms include stegnography. [1]The stegnography is a 

successor of cryptography. Cryptography provides encryption of data which is being transmitted from source to destination.[2] 

The cryptography mechanism does not provide conceal to encrypted data hence chances of attack increases. The prime 

objective of stegnography is to conceal the features hence viability of attack decreases. Capacity of data which can be hidden 

within image using stegnography is vast along with robustness of stegnography provides unprecedented advantage over 

cryptography.  Spatial domain considered pixel intensity values while encryption. Space is conserved hence bandwidth 

required in order to transfer the data from source to destination is reduced considerably. [3]Image stegnography included 

within spatial domain includes MSB stegnography. Most significant bits considered for encryption of text within image. 

Information is concealed and features are not visible that leads to high end security. Hybrid domain on the other hand provides 

mechanism using features of both spatial and frequency domains. Hybrid domain also uses application of watermarking to 

provide security against malicious attacks. Contrast and intensity values are altered to merge multiple images together. Key is 

generated for receiver to decode the text enclosed within the image. High end security is a result for watermarking.[4]The 

watermarking mechanism can be improved to provide low MSE(Mean square error) and high peak to signal ratio(PSNR). The 

capacity of information that can be transmitted through watermarking technique is vast. Chances of attack are maximized as 

the feature is exposed against the malicious users. The parameters that can be evaluated using watermarking techniques is as 

under: 

 

1.1 MSE 

[5]Mean square error(MSE) is evaluated in order to determine worth of technique. This parameter must be minimized. The 

equation used for evaluation of MSE is given as under 

 

    √(    )
  (    )
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1.2 PSNR 
[6]Peak signal to noise ratio parameter must be high and technique satisfying this condition is considered for future work. 

Equation used for PSNR is given as under 

 

     
      

     
 

 

 

The classification of information security techniques is given as under 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Classification of various security systems along with applications. 

The paper is further is organized as under: Section II provides the literature review. Section III includes surveys on digital 

watermarking and contains comparison table of various techniques Section IV Research Gap Section V Conclusion. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Related work in the field of Image security is done to determine optimal techniques used to provide high capacity image 

transmission mechanism. The techniques are as discussed below 

 

2.1 DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORMATION(DCT)  

ENCRYPTION MECHANISMS 

Cryptography Text Encapsulation for security 

WATERMARKING STEGNOGRAPHY 

ROBUST FRAGILE LSB MSB 

IMAGES, FINGERPRINTS AND 

TEXTUAL INFORMATION 

VIDEO, AUDIO AND TEXT 
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[7]DCT is an effective mechanism that provides image encryption. DCT is used to convert image from spatial domain to 

frequency domain. DCT is applied at source end from where information is to be transferred. Inverse DCT is applied at 

destination end to decode the transmitted information. The equation used for encryption at source end is given as  

 (   )  
 

 
  ( ) ( )∑∑ (   )  

   (     )
  

   (     )

  
 

 

Where c indicates cariears used to transfer the signals f is a function indicating frequency domain, u and v indicates range of 

values that are required to be transmitted.  

 

At the receiver end inverse DCT is applied as under 

 (   )  
 

 
  ( ) ( )∑∑ (   )  

   (     )
  

   (     )

  
 

 

2.2 STEGNOGRAPHY METHODS 

[3], [8]Stegnography uses images to store the text to be transmitted. The transmitted image is decoded at the receiver end using 

a key. The extra image space is used to store text information to be transmitted. The technique of extra space preservation is 

associated with digital images. In LSB stegnography, the image encryption is performed at the bit levels. The pixel intensity 

values are altered during encryption. In case of distortion, tradeoff exists between payload and distortion. Payload vary as 

distortion appear within the image. This distortion is a part of attack. Filtering mechanism accompanied with stegnography. 

Filtering mechanisms enhances the peak signal to noise ratio and eliminate distortion if any present within the image. LSB 

stegnography is shown as under 

 
                                                         Figure 2: LSB Stegnography 

 

An Image to be hidden b Carrier Image c First level of stegnography d Second level of stegnography e third level of 

stegnography f forth level of stegnography [9], [10]Stegnography in general involves replacement of nosy component within 

image with the random secret message. In stegnography most common noisy components are least significant bits (LSBs). 

These LSBs are imperceptible and hence can be replaced by secret messages.  

 

Most significant bits also contains some noisy components and hence they can also be used to encode secret messages. The 

perpotion of image encryption is limited as compared to LSB stegnography. The MSB stegnography can replace LSB 

stegnography in case data to be transmitted is limited in quantity.   

 

2.3 WATERMARKING 

 

[11], [12]Watermarking is another mechanism used to provide image encryption. Contrast levels are varied within 

watermarking techniques to encode information within the image. There exist a primary image also known a carrier image and 

other image that contains information to be transmitted known as secondary image or logo. The contrast levels of primary 

image is reduced to certain degree and secondary image is merged using pixel encoding mechanism. the image so obtained is 

known as watermarked image. The watermarked image is then transmitted from source towards destination.  
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A      B 

Figure 3: A Before watermarking B After Watermarking 

 

Watermarking mechanism conceal the information features hence there are less chances of attack. Malicious activity is 

forbidden by the use of watermarking mechanism.  

 

2.4 PCA 

[13], [14]Principal Component analysis is simpler as compared to watermarking and stegnography. The principal component 

analysis is used to divide the image into viable and non viable components. The viable components features are extracted and 

analyzed. The viable components are formed through the matrix. The critical information is lost during this transformation. The 

size of image is reduced significantly. PCA approach alone however may not give optimal results. The matrix representation 

associated with the image encryption is as under 

 

     |
       
        

|  ]
        
        

]  [
        

         
] 

 

The critical components when extracted information is lost. The intensity values of pixel is significantly reduced. This affect is 

represented through the following image segments 

 

 
Figure 4: Before applying PCA 
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Figure 5: After Applying PCA 

 

Features are extracted and critical information is lost. The size is reduced considerably and can be used in an area where 

bandwidth is limited. 

 

 

2.5 COMPARISON OF TECHNQIUES USED FOR IMAGE SECURITY 

 
Author  Title Dataset/Image 

Type 
Journal/Conference Technique Parameters Merits Demerits 

M. Sajid et. 

Al 

[15]Image Encryption 

using Different 

Techniques for High 
Security Transmission 

over a Network 

JPEG images are 

used for 

Encryption 

IEEE Hexadecimal 

Encryption 

Key size 

Time 

consumption 

More secure since 

sixteen distinct 

keys are used for 
encryption  

It takes more time 

for encryption and 

transmission 

T. Zhang 
et.Al 

[16] A New 
Combined Chaotic 

System for Image 

Encryption 

JPEG image set is 
used for chaotic 

encryption  

IEEE Chaotic 
Encryption 

Entropy 
Key size 

 

Chaotic Maps 
provide more 

security as 

compare to 
cryptography 

Time consumption 
and entropy can be 

further optimized 

A. Elsayed 

et.Al 

[17] Highly Secure 

Image Steganography 
Algorithm using 

Curvelet Transform 

and DCT Encryption 

JPEG image with 

640x480 as cover 
and 250x250 

image as logo 

image 

IEEE Stegnography 

using DCT 

Image Size 

MSE 

Mean Square 

error is reduced 
and image size is 

also reduced 

More text cannot be 

encrypted within the 
image 

Y. Zhou et. 
Al 

[18] Image Encryption 
Using Binary Key-

images 

BMP file are used 
for encryption 

IEEE Binary image 
key 

Key Size 
Image size 

Complex key 
ensure security of 

data 

Time consumption 
in image encryption 

is high 

A. U. Islam 
et.Al 

[10] An Improved 
Image Steganography 

Technique based on 

MSB using Bit 

Differencing 

JPEG images for 
cover and logo 

images 

INTECH MSB 
stegnography 

with Bit 

differencing 

PSNR 
Payload 

Peak signal to 
noise ratio is 

increased and 

payload is 

reduced 

Complexity and 
time consumption is 

high. MSE is not 

considered which is 

also high in this 

case. 

xiaolin wu 

et. Al 

[19] A novel color 

image encryption 
scheme using 

rectangular transform-

enhanced chaotic tent 
maps 

JPEG image set  IEEE Chaotic tent 

Map 

Image Key 

size 
 

Image key size is 

large and hence 
security is 

improved 

Time complexity is 

enhanced 

A. Belazi 

et. Al 

[20] A novel image 

encryption scheme 
based on substitution-

permutation network 

and chaos 

JPEG images  used 

for encryption 

IEEE Substitution 

Cipher 

Key size 

Security 
Speed 

High Security, 

Speed and key 
size is 

accomplished  

It can be 

implemented using 
network protocols 

only 

M. [21] Spatial Domain JPEG imageset IEEE Spatial domain MSE MSE is reduced Capacity of text 
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Sandilya 

et. Al 

Image Steganography 

based on Security and 

Randomization 

used for 

encryption  

Stegnography PSNR 

Capcaity 

PSNR is 

improved 

information that can 

be encrypted need 

improvement 

Z. Beiji et. 
Al. 

[22] Information 
Security Technique in 

Frequency Domain 

JPEG and PNG 
images can be used 

for encryption 

IEEE DCT MSE 
 

MSE is reduced PSNR can be further 
improved 

M. 
Mofarreh-

bonab et. 

Al. 

[23] Image Encryption 
by PCA 

JPEG image 
encryption 

IEEE PCA Contrast 
improvement 

Contrast 
improvement is 

achieved 

MSE and PSNR 
needs to be 

optimised 

                                 Table 1: Comparison of techniques used for image encryption 

 

3. RESEARCH GAP 

The image security concerns are an issue required to be tackled in the future endeavour. The exiting techniques focus on image 

encryption which is exceeding oriented towards key.  The image encryption in which image is encoded within another image to 

enhance PSNR and MSE in future work. The PSNR and MSE in existing mechanism not optimized. The image decomposition 

mechanism can be enforced in future work to reduce complexity of image.  

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Information transferred through web is always at stakes due to high degree of malicious activities present. In order to overcome 

the problem security mechanism are devised. Cryptography is preferred for performing encryption and making secure 

communication among source and destination. Information conceal is required so that features are not disclosed to prevent 

attack. Unfortunately this information conceal to hide feature is poor in case of cryptography. In order to resolve the problem, 

image encryption is used. Image encryption through watermarking provide scope since MSE and PSNR are optimized by the 

use of this encryption mechanism. 

In future, watermarking with DCT can be explored for encryption to enhance PSNR and reduce MSE. 
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Abstract- Cloud computing is becoming need of the hour for providing resources at pay per use to users. Data migration is the 

mechanism of transferring data to cloud where it is stored in virtual environment. It is key consideration behind the active data 

migration process where users storage is preserved. Up gradation or consolidation is accomplished within cloud using the 

application of data migration.  During migration process, parameters are required to be validated. These parameters involve 

downtime and migration time. As the migration is finished, organization validates the transfer process statistically.  The 

accuracy of data migration process is also questioned by the organization. in case accuracy is low migration is rejected. Data 

and pre-processing and cleaning facilities improve data quality via removal of unnecessary or repeated data. This paper 

presents the distinct data migration techniques within cloud used to transfer Users data to data centers for effectively storing 

and servicing the user. Techniques presented are compared comprehensively for future enhancements.  

Keywords-Data migration, techniques, downtime, migration time, accuracy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing in modern era provides way of using 

resources without their physical presence at source. The 

service provided by the cloud is at the front end of 

computing and internet is at back end. In other words 

internet is heart and soul of cloud computing. [1]Cloud 

computing provide mechanism for the users to perform 

operations that required heavy resources not possessed by 

them at pay per use basis. With the rapid development of 

hardware and software cloud computing brings the 

revolution in the business industry. It provides resources like 

computational power, storage, computation platform ad 

applications to user on demand through internet. Some of the 

cloud providers are Amazon, IBM, Google, Sales force, 

Microsoft etc. [2]Cloud computing features included 

resource sharing, multi-tenancy, remote data storage etc. but 

it challenges the security system to secure, protect and 

process the data which is the property of the individual, 

enterprises and governments. Even though, there is no 

requirement of knowledge or expertise to control the 

infrastructure of clouds; it is abstract to the user. It is a 

service of an Internet with high scalability, quality of service, 

higher throughput and high computing power. [3]Cloud 

computing providers deploy common online business 

applications which are accessed from servers through web 

browser. Data security is the biggest issue in cloud 

computing and it is not easy to resolve it. In our review paper 

we will review the different ways to manage the 

confidentiality of the data. Before discussing migration 

mechanisms we discuss services provided by cloud along 

with types of cloud.  

1.1 Cloud Services  

[4] There exist legion of services associated with cloud. 

These services are as described below 

 IaaS 

[5]Infrastructure as services is critical services provided 

through cloud. virtualised computing resources are provided 

by the application of IaaS. Internet is key element with 

which IaaS is accessed. Cast is encountered on the basis of 

usage.  

 PaaS 

[6]Platform as a service is another cloud service that enhance 

the organizational applications. Large number of applications 

exits that are supposed to execute over the distinct machines. 

All the applications has distinct requirements in terms of 

platform. This platform requirement is accomplished using 

cloud computing. Cost is encountered on the basis of time 

period for which platform is online. 

 SaaS 

[7]Software as a service is another critical service supported 

through cloud. cloud computing host software which can be 

accessed by users having access to cloud. in other words 
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machines having limited resources can use SaaS to access 

software’s that they don’t possess. 

Cloud services are accessed according to user requirements. 

User can use all the three services simultaneously depending 

upon requirements. Cost is encountered through pay per use 

basis. In all the levels of service provider, data migration is 

required. Data migration techniques are devised depending 

upon time consumption and reliability.   

 The techniques associated with data migration is described 

under the literature survey as under 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Data migration in cloud indicates transforming data, 

application and business elements from organization onsite 

computers to cloud. Sometimes data and other applications 

are also migrated from one cloud environment to other cloud 

environment. Techniques associated with cloud migration 

are listed as under 

2.1 FAULT TOLERANCE AND DATA MIGRATION 

[1] Fault tolerance is critical since users heavily depending 

upon the cloud for operation. In case of failures data and 

other resources stored over the cloud could be lost. in order 

to overcome this problem, fault tolerance strategies become 

critical. In fault tolerant data migration strategies, migration 

of resources starts once prediction of failures initiated. 

[8]The migration to the fittest machine takes place. The 

fittest machine is selected on the basis of parameters. These 

parameters includes downtime, migration time and overall 

execution time. Overall migration enhance the performance 

since resources and data is already migrated to fittest 

physical machine. The rest of the task will initiate at the 

physical machine. Efficient fault tolerance techniques are 

divided into following two categories 

2.1.1 Proactive fault tolerance 

2.1.2 Reactive Fault tolerance 

2.1.1 Proactive Scheduling 

[9]Proactive fault tolerance techniques are the mechanism in 

which action is taken before the failure of virtual machines. 

The entire process is based on the prediction. The proactive 

fault tolerance techniques include 

Software rejuvenation 

[10], [11]Periodic reboots are performed under this 

approach. Every time system reboots, it starts from new 

state. 

Self Healing 

[12]It is the mechanism of controlling the failure of instance 

of process running on multiple virtual machine. The process 

once recovered is required to be restarted.  

Preemptive scheduling 

[12], [13]In this scheduling, resources are prompted from the 

process as the process goes in the state of failure. These 

resources are assigned to some other optimal process. The 

time consumption in execution of process is considerably 

removed. Determining optimal process is critical. 

2.1.2 Reactive Scheduling 

Reactive fault tolerance is the mechanism in which failure 

impact is reduced. In other words this techniques is implied 

only through the application of failure. Techniques under 

reactive fault tolerance is listed as under 

Checkpointing 

[14], [15]This is the mechanism in which progress is saved 

up to the established point. Once the progress reaches that 

point,  it is automatically saved. The progress saved is 

known as savepoint. This mechanism is implemented as the 

reactive approach and it consume time in order to perform 

recovery.  

Replication 

[16]Task is replicated which is executed on virtual machine. 

This task is executed on several machines and in case of 

failure progress is recovered from the earliest finishing job. 

Replication however is space ineffective mechanism.  

2.2 Load Balancing Migration Strategies 

[17]This strategy improves the scalability of the server. The 

servers are analysed for load. The load is presented in terms 

of data and resources. In case load on the machines 

increases, load is shifted to the other server having least load. 

Load balancing strategy for migration is effective enough for 

tackling issues of downtime and migration time for data 

migration.  

2.3 Energy Efficient Migration Technique 

When Data between VM is to be migrated three factors must 

be considered. 1) Physical Memory image associated with 

virtual machine 2) network connection and virtual device 

state 3) Serial cum serial interface(SCSI). In order to 

optimize migration time, critical point of choosing technique 

to migrate required being decided. VM migration strategies 

are considered to be many and one of them is Pre-copy 

approach[18], [19], [20], [21]. It provides significant 

improvement in terms of down time. but this approach is not 

optimal in every situation. E.g. in case of memory intensive 
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job, downtime and migration time increases drastically. Pre-

copy approach also may not work properly in case of low 

bandwidth WAN environment. To resolve the issue, energy 

efficient strategy to maintain energy efficiency for fault 

tolerance in data migration across distinct host[22], [23]. 

 All the above listed strategies are efficient enough but still 

modification for improvement could be desired and 

migration time can be further optimised using energy 

efficient mechanism. 

2.4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DATA 

MIGRATION TECHNQIUES 

The comparative analysis of data migration strategies within 

cloud presents a way for future enhancements for reducing 

downtime and migration time during migration process. 

Sr 

No. 

Authors 

name, 

year 

Technique Description Benefits Drawbacks 

 
1

. 

Jin et 
al.  

2009 

adaptive 
compressio

n of 
migrated 

data. 

Data being 
transferred 

in each 
round at 

source node 

is 
compressed 

by their 

algorithm 
and 

decompress

ed when 
arrived at 

target. 

Migratio
n time is 

reduced 

overhead 
increased 

due to 
compressio

n algorithm 

 

2. 

Liu et 

al.  
2010 

Propose 

Hierarchica
l copy 

algorithm 

determines 

number of 
updated 

page, 

threshold 
and total 

write 

interrupt, 
if write 

interrupt < 

threshold 
than only 

updated 

page will be 
sent to 

destination 
.Dirty pages 

are sent in 

last 
iteration. 

Migratio

n time is 
reduced 

as 

number 
of 

iterations 

are 
reduced 

Extended 

monitoring 
of memory 

image is 

required. 

 

3. 

Ma et 

al. 

presente
d 

2010 

improved 

pre-copy 

strategy 

The pages 

which are 

updated 
frequently 

are 

transferred 
in last 

round of 

iteration 
process 

only once. 

Reduces 

total 

migration 
time by 

32.5% 

and 34% 
of total 

data 

transferre
d. 

The 

downtime is 

increased as 
duplicate 

pages  

placed in 
the last 

round of the 

transmissio
n. 

 
4. 

zhang 
et al.  

2010 

Migration 
with Data 

Duplication 

(MDD) 

similar 
memory 

pages 

identified 
by using 

hash based 

finger 

56.60% 
decrease 

in total 

data 
transferre

d. 

Indexing by 
hash 

fingerprints 

may cause 
data 

inconsistenc

y. 

prints. For 

further 
reducing 

data 

transfer rate 
it uses RLE 

(Run 

Length 
Encoding) 

algorithm. 

       

     5. 

Ma et 

al. 2012 

memory 

exploration 
and 

encoding 

(ME2) 
technique 

Useful 

pages are 
identified 

then apply 

compressio
n using run 

length 

encoding 
(RLE) 

algorithm.  

Reduces 

total 
migration 

time and 

downtim
e. 

Overhead  

increased 
due to 

compressio

n algorithm 

         
    6.   

6. 

hu et al. 
2011, 

Johnson 

et al.x  
2013 

time series 
prediction 

technique 

Used  
historical 

statistic of 

dirty pages 
it identify 

the high 

dirty page 
in iteration 

and do not 

send them 
repeatedly 

Migratio
n time 

reduced 

 Only high 
dirty pages 

are 

considered 

        

      7. 
7. 

 Jung et 

al.  
2013 

VM 

migration 
using 

checkpointi

ng 

When a 

running 
instance 

occurs the 

out-of-bid 
situation 

(failure),V

M is 
migrated 

and it starts 

execution 
from saved 

checkpoint. 

 

rollback 

time, task 
waiting 

time is 

reduced. 
Fault 

tolerance 

applied 
by check 

points. 

Cost 

encounter is 
high which 

can be 

further 
reduced. 

Memory 

utilization 
is high.  

 

 8. 

Bangjie 

Jiang, 

2013 

Priority-

Based Live 

Migration 
strategy 

Priority is 

assigned to 

the 
application. 

Dirty pages 

generated 
by high 

priority vm 

are 
transferred 

Downtim

e is 

reduced 
by 57% 

Total 

migration 

time is not 
considered 
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to the target 

vm after a 

certain 

threshold 
value host 

vm is 

suspended 
and target 

vm is 

resumed. 
Dirty pages 

of Low 

priority 
applications 

are 

transferred 
using stop 

and copy 

approach. 

       

      9. 

Kim , 

2015 

Parallel 

migration 

approach-
breaking 

chain 

migration 

Vm list is 

partitioned 

and parallel 
migration is 

performed. 

Breakup 
VMs are 

selected 

recursively 
from all the 

split 

migration 
chains until 

the total 

migration 
time can no 

longer be 

reduced. 

VM 

relocatio

n time 
decreased  

by 21.9–

62.0%  

1.6 – 5.8% 

spare PMs 

required to 
parallelize 

the chained 

migrations 

 Table 1: Comparison of various data migration techniques 

used within cloud system. 

III. RESEARCH GAP 

Virtual machine utilization across data centers grabs 

significant attention in recent era[25], [26]. In case of faults 

or deteriorating machine detection, Live VM migration 

allows workload to be shifted across other optimal VM in 

some other host hence execution of work originated from 

source do not suffer. VM migration becomes key mechanism 

in cluster management including fault tolerance, power 

management, load balancing and online 

maintenance[27],[28], [29]. The data migration strategies 

considered above can be further optimising by identifying the 

critical and non critical data. In case of data migration, 

migration and downtime can be further reduced by 

identifying similar data  which is being migrated from source 

to destination again and again. Also fittest virtual machine is 

required to be identified for migration. faster and reliable VM 

once identified, data can be migrated to that machine and 

parameter optimization can be achieved.  

IV. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

The existing literatures uses data migration strategies in 

which size of migrating data is not considered. By 

transforming such data towards the server machines causes 

problems since migration time considerably increased by the 

use of such transformation. Also energy efficiency is 

considerably be a problem. As size of data being migrated is 

not monitored hence cost associated with migration is also a 

problem. Redundancy handling mechanism included with 

migration process could be a solution to such problem. In 

general problems associated with existing literature is listed 

as under 

4.1 Migration time can be reduced by avoiding similar 

data migration 

4.2 Load balancing strategy can be implemented to 

enhance degree of fault tolerance. 

4.3 Following live migration enhances utilization of 

resources and reduces downtime. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The comparative analysis of various techniques associated 

with data migration is presented in this paper. Technique 

used is used to increase the performance of migration. the 

optimality can be achieved further by identifying maximum 

power VMs along with critical data. Reliability will be 

greatly enhanced by identifying critical data. In case of 

prediction of failure, data migrated to other machines can be 

accessed using remote machines. Redundancy handling 

mechanism can be incorporated within data migration to 

optimize the parameters such as downtime and migration 

time.  
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Abstract: Data mining is a process of extraction of useful information and patterns from huge data. It is also called as 

knowledge discovery process, knowledge mining from data, knowledge extraction or data pattern analysis.  We present a 

improved approach to support nearest neighbor queries from mobile hosts by leveraging the sharing capabilities of wireless ad-

hoc networks. We illustrate how previous query results cached in the local storage of neighboring mobile peers can be 

leveraged to either fully or partially compute and verify spatial queries at a local host. The feasibility and appeal of our 

technique is illustrated through extensive simulation results that indicate a considerable reduction of the query load on the 

remote database. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Various algorithms and techniques like Classification, 

Clustering, Regression, Artificial Intelligence, Neural 

Networks, Association Rules, Decision Trees, Genetic 

Algorithm, Nearest Neighbor method etc., are used for 

knowledge discovery from databases. But here we are 

going to discuss Association rules mining. So, having 

information about our data business and data mining 

techniques we can decide what we will use. Or we can try 

them all (if we have enough time, money and data) and 

find out which one is the best in our case. Decision tree is 

one of the important analysis methods in classification. It 

builds its optimal tree model by selecting important 

association features. While selection of test attribute and 

partition of sample sets are two crucial parts in building 

trees. Different decision tree methods will adopt different 

technologies to settle these problems. Traditional 

algorithms include C4.5, ID3, CART, SPRINT, SLIQ etc. 

ID3 is the representation of decision tree method. It is easy 

to understand and has fast classified speed which is 

applicable to large datasets. Many decision tree algorithms 

are improved based on it, like CART, C45. But these 

algorithms more or less have some problems in selection 

of test features, type of samples, memory utilization of 

data and the pruning of trees etc. Presently, researchers 

have present many improvements. 

As we look at Data Mining tools, we see that there are 

different algorithms used for creating a decision making 

(or predictive analysis) system. There are algorithms for 

creating decision trees such as C4.5 and CART along with 

algorithms for determining known nearest neighbor (KNN) 

or clustering when working on classification. The goal of 

this research is to look at one particular decision tree 

algorithm called enhanced algorithm and how it can be 

used with data mining for mobile service. The purpose is 

to manipulate vast amounts of data and transform it into 

information that can be used to make a decision. 

In this work, I propose a technology based on data mining 

algorithms for the induction of decision trees. It is well 

suited in our context for various reasons.  

1. To enhanced decision tree algorithm which will 

work on large scale high dimensional dataset- 

there is a problem of data mining in the 

classification of large datasets. There is no such 

algorithm stated that performs well in this 

problem. An algorithm can be made with certain 

split selection methods involved from the 

literature which includes algorithms like C4.5 and 

CART.  

2. To enhance the efficiency with a new classifier 

that combines the k-Nearest Neighbor (CART) 

distance based algorithm with the classification 

tree paradigm based on the C4.5 algorithm.  
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3. To reducingpresentsum of square error- the 

proposed algorithm gives reduced sum of square 

error as compare to the CART and C4.5 

classification algorithm which means that the 

new algorithm gives more accuracy. 

4. To enhancement in the efficiency of decision tree 

construction- various pruning techniques are 

proposed which can help in the improvement of 

decision tree construction.  

C4.5 

C4.5 algorithm is enhancement to ID3.C4.5 can 

handle continuous input attribute.. It follows three 

steps during tree growth [3]: 

1. Splitting of categorical attribute is same to ID3 

algorithm. Continuous attributes always generate 

binary splits. 

2. Attribute with highest gain ratio is selected. 

3. Iteratively apply these steps to new tree branches 

and stop growing tree after checking of stop 

criterion. Information gain bias the attribute with 

more number of values. C4.5 used a new 

selection criterion which is Gain ratio which is 

less biased. 

The Gain ratio measure is a selection criterion which is 

used less biased towards selecting attributes with more 

number of values [3]. 

 

GR(X, S) 
        

       
 

 

SI(X, S)= ∑
    

   

 

   
   

    

   
 

CART 

The CART distance based algorithm with the classification 

tree paradigm based on the ID3 algorithm. The CART 

algorithm is used as a preprocessing algorithm in order to 

obtain a modified training database for the posterior 

learning of the classification tree structure. Then the 

incorrectly classified instances are duplicated with the 

previous data set and finally ID3 is applied to complete the 

classification procedure of biomedical data. In this 

approach a boosting technique is incorporated in such way 

that the incorrectly classified instances in the training set 

are identified using the k –NN algorithm. The performance 

of the proposed method is compared with the related 

algorithms. Experimental results show that the newly 

proposed approach performs better than the other existing 

techniques. 

 

EDTA- Proposed Algorithm  

create a node N; if samples are all of the same class, C 

then return N as a leaf node labeled with the class C; if 

attribute-list is empty then return N as a leaf node labeled 

with the most common class in samples; select test-

attribute, the attribute among attribute-list with the highest 

information gain;  label node N with test-attribute; for each 

known value ai of test-attribute; grow a branch from node 

N for the condition test-attribute = ai;  

let si be the set of samples in samples for which test-

attribute = ai; // a partition if si is empty then attach a leaf 

labeled with the most common class in samples; else attach 

the node returned by Generate_decision_tree (si, attribute-

list- test-attribute);  

The basic strategy is as follows :  
The tree starts as a single node representing the training 

samples (step 1).  

If the samples are all of the same class, then the node 

becomes a leaf and is labeled with that class (steps 2 and 

3).  

Otherwise, the algorithm uses an entropy-based measure 

known as information gain as a heuristic for selecting the 

attribute that will best separate the samples into individual 

classes (step 6).  

This attribute becomes the ―test‖ or ―decision‖ attribute at 

the node (step 7). (All of the attributes are categorical or 

discrete value. Continues-valued attribute must be 

discretized.)  

A branch is created for each known value of the test 

attribute, and the samples are partitioned accordingly 

(steps 8-10).  

The algorithm uses the same process recursively to form a 

decision tree for the samples at each partition. Once an 

attribute has occurred at a node, it need not be considered 

in any of the node’s descendents (step 13).  

The recursive partitioning stops only when any one of the 

following conditions is true:  

All the samples for a given node belong to the same class 

(steps 2 and 3), or  

There are no remaining attributes on which the samples 

may be further partitioned (step 4). In this case, majority 

voting is employed (step 5). This involves converting the 

given node into a leaf and labeling it with the class in 

majority among samples. Alternatively, the class 

distribution of the node samples may be stored.  

There are no samples for the branch test-attribute = ai (step 

11).  

In this case, a leaf is created with the majority class in 

samples (step 12). 

 

II. Implementation and Analysis 

 

  EDTA 

Baye

sNet C45 CART 

PERCENTAGE OF 

CORRECTLY 

CLASSIFIED 

INSTANCES 88.08 82.24 80.28 56.77 

PERCENTAGE 

OFINCORRECT 

CLASSIFIED 

INSTANCES 11.91 17.75 19.71 43.22 

ERROR RATE 62.38 75.02 80.12 99.99 
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a. 

 

 
b. 

 

 
c. 

 

 
d. 

Fig.1: a,b,c,d 

III. Conclusion 

In this Research, I wanted to highlight the approaches for 

creating a decision tree. They are mainly available into 

academic tools from the machine learning community. I 

note that they are an alternative quite credible to decision 

trees and predictive association rules, both in terms of 

accuracy than in terms of error rate. After analysis Order 

C45, CART and Improved algorithm is more suitable to 

find accurate with minimum error rate.  so enhanced 

algorithm  is a best algorithm for mining a data on mobile 

services data set. 
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Abstract—Networked data contain interconnected entities for which inferences are to be made. For example, web pages are 

interconnected by hyperlinks, research papers are associated by references, phone accounts are linked by calls, conceivable 

terrorists are linked by communications. Networks have turned out to be ubiquitous. Correspondence networks, financial 

transaction networks, networks portraying physical systems, and social networks are all ending up noticeably progressively 

important in our everyday life. Regularly, we are interested in models of how nodes in the system influence each other (for 

example, who taints whom in an epidemiological system), models for predicting an attribute of intrigue in light of observed 

attributes of objects in the system. The technique of SVM is applied which will classify the data into malicious and non-

malicious. To increase the accuracy of classification technique Knn classier is applied which increase accuracy, execution time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Networked data contain interconnected entities for which 

inferences are to be made. For example, web pages are 

interconnected by hyperlinks, research papers are associated 

by references, phone accounts are linked by calls, 

conceivable terrorists are linked by communications. 

Networks have turned out to be ubiquitous. Correspondence 

networks, financial transaction networks, networks 

portraying physical systems, and social networks are all 

ending up noticeably progressively important in our 

everyday life. Regularly, we are interested in models of how 

nodes in the system influence each other (for example, who 

taints whom in an epidemiological system), models for 

predicting an attribute of intrigue in light of observed 

attributes of objects in the system (for example, predicting 

political affiliations in view of online buys and interactions), 

or we may be interested in recognizing important nodes in 

the system (for example, basic nodes in correspondence 

networks). In the vast majority of these situations, an 

important stride in accomplishing our final goal is 

characterizing, or labelling, the nodes in the system.  

Collective classification alludes to the consolidated 

classification of an arrangement of interlinked objects 

utilizing every one of the three sorts of information depicted 

above. Take note of that, occasionally the expression 

relational classification is utilized to denote an approach that 

focuses on arranging system data by utilizing just the initial 

two sorts of correlations recorded above. Be that as it may, in 

numerous applications that produces data with correlations 

between labels of interconnected objects (a marvel once in a 

while referred to as relational autocorrelation labels of the 

objects in the neighbourhood are regularly unknown also. In 

such cases, it ends up noticeably important to all the while 

gather the labels for every one of the objects in the system. 

Inside the machine learning community, classification is 

typically done on each protest independently, without 

considering any hidden system that associates the objects. 

Collective classification does not fit well into this setting. For 

example, in the webpage classification problem where web 

pages are interconnected with hyperlinks and the task is to 

assign every webpage with a label that best indicates its 

topic, it is normal to assume that the labels on interconnected 

web pages are correlated. Such interconnections happen 

naturally in data from a variety of applications, for example, 

bibliographic data, email networks and social networks [2].  

Traditional classification procedures would ignore the 

correlations represented by these interconnections and would 

be unable to deliver the classification accuracies conceivable 

utilizing a collective classification approach. Despite the fact 

that traditional exact inference algorithms, for example, 

factor disposal and the intersection tree calculation harbour 

the possibility to perform collective classification, they are 

practical just when the graph structure of the system fulfill 

certain conditions. By and large, exact inference is known to 

be a NP-difficult problem and there is no guarantee that true 

system data fulfill the conditions that make exact inference 

tractable for collective classification. As an outcome, the 
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greater part of the research in collective classification has 

been devoted to the improvement of approximate inference 

algorithms. There are four well known approximate inference 

algorithms utilized for collective classification, iterative 

classification, Gibbs testing, loopy conviction proliferation 

and mean-field relaxation labeling.  

Complex networks assemble ideas from insights, dynamical 

systems, and graph hypothesis. Fundamentally, they are 

large-scale graphs with nontrivial connection patterns. In 

addition, the capacity to capture special, functional, and 

topological relations is one of their salient characteristics. 

These days, complex networks appear in numerous 

situations, for example, social networks, organic networks, 

Internet and World Wide Web, electric energy networks, and 

classification and pattern acknowledgment. Subsequently, 

distinct fields of sciences, for example, physics, arithmetic, 

science, software engineering, and engineering have 

contributed to the large advances in complex system think 

about. 

Data classification is an important task in machine learning. 

It is identified with develop computer programs ready to gain 

from labeled data sets and, in this way, to predict unlabeled 

instances. Because of the vast number of applications, 

numerous data classification systems have been developed. A 

portion of the well-known ones are decision trees, instance-

based learning, e.g., the K-nearest neighbors algorithm 

(KNN), artificial neural networks, Naive-Bayes, and support 

vector machines (SVM). All things considered, the greater 

part of them are highly dependent of appropriate parameter 

tunning. Examples include the confidence factor and the 

minimum number of cases to partition a set in C4.5 decision 

tree; the K value in KNN; the stop criterion, the number of 

neurons, the number of hidden layers, and others in artificial 

neural networks; and the soft margin, the piece function, the 

bit parameters, the stopping criterion, and others in SVM. 

Complex networks have made extensive contributions to 

machine learning study. Be that as it may, the majority of the 

researches identified with complex networks are connected 

to data clustering, dimensionality lessening and semi-

directed learning [11].  

 

Classification according to the kinds of databases mined 

Different types of databases that are to be mined can help in 

classifying the data mining systems. As per the various 

criteria, the classification of each database systems is also 

done. A different data mining technique is to be utilized for 

each different database system. Thus, the classification also 

depends on all such factors. When data models are to be 

classified for instance, they are done within the categories 

namely relational, transactional, object-oriented, object 

relational, or data warehousing mining applications. As per 

the various types of data handled, the classification can be 

done within spatial, time-series, text as well as multimedia 

data mining systems or WWW mining systems. There are 

also the heterogeneous data mining systems as well as the 

legacy data mining systems involved within these 

classification types.  

 Classification according to the kinds of knowledge mined 

As per the knowledge that is mined, the systems are 

classified within the data mining. The criteria might be on 

the basis of functionalities like characterization, 

discrimination, association, classification, clustering, etc. All 

such characteristics help in determining the different 

categories. There are multiple as well as integrated data 

mining functionalities present within the comprehensive data 

mining system.  

 Classification according to the kinds of techniques utilized 

As per the employed data mining techniques, the data mining 

systems can also be classified. As per the involvement of 

degree of user interaction various techniques are to be 

described within the data mining. Also there are various 

methods employed within the analysis of data mining which 

include the visualization, pattern recognition, neural 

networks, machine learning, etc. An integration of techniques 

that help in combination of advantages of specific 

approaches is done with the help of variety of data mining 

techniques in a sophisticated data mining system.  

Anomalies of Social networks have turned into a 

communication platform where distinctive users with a 

personalized user profile interact and impart information to 

each other. At present, practically every domain is linked in 

one frame or the other with the social networks. Be it 

excitement, education, exchanging, business, communication 

and so on., OSN has made an influence on each of them. For 

instance, for the most part companies have begun advancing 

their brands and products on social networking sites to 

expand the popularity of their products which thus enhances 

their sales. Opposite, to the positive side of social networking 

sites, its expanding popularity and open and free utilize have 

likewise led to their extensive misuse. Malicious users are 

utilizing it diversely by carrying on and obeying patterns 

uniquely in contrast to their peers. For instance, a normal 

user regularly send messages to set of users which as a rule 

have association among themselves however an anomalous 

user picks its audience at random which are probably not 

going to have a relation in the middle of them . 

 

In the base paper, we designed a model using data mining 

technique to detect anomalies in network traffic data. We 

assembled new rules from the automatic learning thought 

data mining and them translated and reprogrammed the 

IDS/IPS to assess the efficiency of the mode. we have to 

extend analysis to the implementation of an algorithm that is 

able to predict future attack on this data network. Select the 

algorithm to improve the security and increase the accuracy 

of classification technique Knn classier is applied which 

increase accuracy, execution time. 
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After the introduction in Section I the rest of this dissertation 

is organized as follows: Section II contains the related work, 

section III explains the methodology with flow chart, Section 

IV describes results and discussion, Section V concludes 

research work with future directions. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Pedro Amaral, et.al, “Machine Learning in Software Defined 

Networks: Data Collection and Traffic Classification”, 2016 

 

Software Defined Networks (SDNs) gives a separation 

between the control plane and the forwarding plane of 

networks. The software implementation of the control plane 

and the inherent data collection mechanisms of the 

OpenFlow protocol are the excellent tools for implementing 

the Machine Learning (ML) network control applications. An 

initial phase toward that path is to comprehend the sort of 

data that can be gathered in SDNs and how information can 

be learned from that data. In this work we portray a 

straightforward architecture sent in an enterprise network 

that gathers traffic data utilizing the OpenFlow protocol [11]. 

We display the data-sets that can be acquired and indicate 

how a few ML methods can be applied to it for traffic 

classification. The results indicate that high accuracy 

classification can be acquired with the data-sets utilizing 

supervised learning.. As future work the study of 

unsupervised methods or semi-supervised methods can be 

explored for Traffic classification. The study of different 

types of valuable information that can be learned from the 

gathered data like, client usage profiles, network  utilize 

profiles or traffic predictions is likewise a next stride. 

 

Zhizhong Kang, et.al, “A Bayesian-Network-Based 

Classification Method Integrating Airborne LiDAR Data 

With Optical Images”, 2016 

Point cloud classification is of incredible importance to 

applications of airborne Light Detection And Ranging 

(LiDAR) data. Lately, airborne LiDAR has been 

incorporated with different sensors, e.g., optical imaging 

sensors, and thus, the fusion of multiple data types for scene 

classification has turned into a hot point. Experiments 

demonstrate that the BN classifier can effectively recognize 

four types of fundamental ground objects, including ground, 

vegetation, trees, and buildings, with a high accuracy of more 

than 90%. In addition, compared with different classifiers, 

the proposed BN classifier can accomplish the highest 

overall accuracies, and specifically, the classifier 

demonstrates its advantage in the classification of ground and 

low vegetation points.  

Nikola K. Kasabov, et.al, “Mapping, Learning, Visualization, 

Classification, and Understanding of fMRI Data in the 

NeuCube Evolving Spatiotemporal Data Machine of Spiking 

Neural Networks”, 2016 

This paper introduces another methodology for dynamic 

learning, visualization, and classification of functional 

attractive reverberation imaging (fMRI) as spatiotemporal 

brain data. The method is based on an evolving 

spatiotemporal data machine of evolving spiking neural 

networks (SNNs) exemplified by the NeuCube architecture 

[13]. The method consists of a few steps: mapping spatial 

coordinates of fMRI data into a 3-D SNN 3D shape (SNNc) 

that represents a brain template; input data transformation 

into trains of spikes; profound, unsupervised learning in the 

3-D SNNc of spatiotemporal patterns from data; supervised 

learning in an evolving SNN classifier; parameter 

improvement; and 3-D visualization and model 

interpretation. Two benchmark case study problems and data 

are utilized to illustrate the proposed methodology—fMRI 

data gathered from subjects when reading affirmative or 

negative sentences and another—on reading a sentence or 

seeing a picture.  

 

Sahan L. Maldeniya, et.al, “Network Data Classification 

Using Graph Partition”, 2013 

Utilization of network classification can be seen in numerous 

domains. These changes are from safeguarding the quality of 

network to breaking down personal characteristics of 

network users. However present methods applied for network 

data classification does not meet the expectations. This is on 

account of networks are dynamic which are prone to rapid 

changes, while methods utilized for the classification has 

been either trained utilizing examples or defined utilizing 

heuristics. World Wide Web itself is a big graph which is 

made out of number of URLS connecting each other by 

means of hyper-connections [14]. Henceforth in this work we 

have utilized this graph nature of WWW and applied graph 

theories to partition the network to classify network data. We 

have utilized results acquired by classifying the network 

traffic utilizing k-implies algorithm to evaluate the 

performance and usability of proposed method.  

 

  

III. METHODOLOGY 

This work is based on the network traffic classification to 

classify the traffic into malicious, non-malicious. The 

network traffic analysis is the technique which is applied to 

predict the malicious activities of the users which are active 

on the network. To classify the network traffic three steps 

has been followed in the methodology, in the first step 

technique of k-mean clustering is been applied in which 

similar and dissimilar type of data will clustered. The dataset 

which is taken as input will be refined by removing 

redundancy and missing values. In the second step, technique 

of k-mean clustering is applied in which arithmetic mean of 

the whole dataset is calculated which will be the central point 

of the dataset. The Euclidian distance from the central point 

is calculated which define the similarity and dissimilarity of 
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the points. The points which are similar will be clustered in 

one cluster and other in the second cluster. In the last step of 

classification technique , SVM classifier will be applied 

which classify the data into two classes. To improve the 

performance of the existing system technique of Knn 

classifier will be applied which will cluster the uncluttered 

points and increase accuracy of classification .  The Knn 

classifier the nearest neighbor classifier in which Euclidian 

distance is calculated and points which have similar distance 

will be clustered in one class and other in the second class 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

                           

                               Fig 3.1: Default Interface  

       As shown in the figure 1, the interface is designed in   

which buttons are provided for the SVM classifier. These 

classifiers are compared in terms of accuracy for network 

traffic classification  

 
           Fig3. 2: Clustered Data 

As shown in the figure 2, the first step of network data 

classification is clustering of the data. The technique of k-

mean clustering is applied which will similar and dissimilar 

type of data is clustered together   

 

  Fig 3.3: Classification of Data 

START 

Input the tanning and trained 

dataset for the face spoof 

detection  

Apply technique of DCT 

transformation to analyze  

Features 

Classified  

Initialize the analyzed the 

features of the image for 

the classification  

Features of the input training 

image get classified  

Normalize the input points 

for the classification and 

classify the data   

Show the output of the 

most matched image to 

detect spoofed face  

STOP 
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As shown in figure 3, the network traffic is clustered which 

has similar and dissimilar type of   data. The network traffic 

which belongs to which cluster is shown in the above figure . 

 

 

                       Fig 3.4: SVM classification result  

As shown in the figure 4, the technique of k-mean clustering 

is applied which will cluster similar and dissimilar type data. 

In the last step technique of SVM classifier is applied which 

will classify the data into two class 

 

Table1. : Performance comparison between different 

algorithms 
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 Fig.3.5  Graph showing the accuracy and error rate of 

different algorithms 

              V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Data classification is an important task in machine learning. 

It is identified with develop computer programs ready to gain 

from labeled data sets and, in this way, to predict unlabeled 

instances. Because of the vast number of applications, 

numerous data classification systems have been developed. A 

portion of the well-known ones are decision trees, instance-

based learning, e.g., the K-nearest neighbors algorithm 

(KNN), artificial neural networks, Naive-Bayes, and support 

vector machines (SVM). All things considered, the greater 

part of them are highly dependent of appropriate parameter 

tunning. Examples include the confidence factor and the 

minimum number of cases to partition a set in C4.5 decision 

tree; the K value in KNN; the stop criterion, the number of 

neurons, the number of hidden layers, and others in artificial 

neural networks; and the soft margin, the piece function, the 

bit parameters, the stopping criterion, and others in SVM. 

The technique of knn is applied in the improved work for the 

network traffic classification. the technique can be further 

improve for better security. The Knn classifier will classify 

the traffic which remained un classified . The classification 

which increasing security accuracy and execution time  

Performance. The proposed algorithm can be further 

compared with the other classifiers to check reliability of 

proposed work. 
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Abstract— Every Indian Family issued ration card based on which given subsidized food grains are distributed. For distribution 

and storing of food grains, an effective smart approach is proposed in this paper. Due to manual distribution sometimes the user 

does not get actually measured food grains as it gets replaced with a poor quality of food grains. The main purpose of designing 

the system is to provide security for grains which are received from the government by the interfacing officer locking system. The 

proposed design provides ease of use to the customers. The presented system is offline as a database of user and officer is stored in 

memory according to the particular areas. The authentication is provided for the officer who loads the grains in a container and for 

the customer to receive the grains. Interchanging of food grains is prohibited after proper verification of identification number. 

 

Keywords— Ration card, security,offline, verification. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A government-sponsored chain of shops entrusted with work 

of distributing basic food and non-food commodities to the 

needy sections of the society at very cheap prices is called 

public distribution system. India’s Public Distribution 

System has improved steadily during last 10 years. The 

system used to be most ineffective and corruption-ridden, 

with leakages of around 50 percent at a national level, going 

up to 80 or 90 percent in some status. The PDS covers at 

least 75 percent of rural households at the national level, 

rising to 80-90 percent in the poorest states. It has more than 

4.8 lakhs shops, the largest retailer shops all over the world. 

It mainly targets 40 crore people with the monthly supply of 

subsidized food grains. It provides a supply of rice, wheat, 

kerosene but manually which has some of its drawbacks such 

as materials are robbed and are sold at high prices, also fake 

entries can be made. Due to this the processing speed is slow 

and the government is unable to meet needy people’s 

requirements. 

To overcome some of its discussed problems complete 

automation is done in public distribution system both at 

receiving end and at distributing end. Interfacing of memory 

and Arduino with its subunits is called user locking system. 

In this there will be two tanks of rice and wheat and locking 

system is designed at the lid of the tanks called as officer 

locking system. The presented system is offline and the of 

the user data is stored in the memory. Due to the inclusion of 

officer locking system will make it more protected and 

secured in terms of malpractices and theft as the access to the 

grains container loading is done by only one authorized 

officer.  

The Smart Ration Distribution system with officer locking 

system will make it more efficient, reliable and cost-

effective. Rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section I 

contains the introduction of traditional ration distribution 

systems and the briefing of the smart grain dispenser system 

with officer locking system, Section II contains the survey of 

related work, Section III contains the methodology for 

system, Section IV gives the results and discussion with flow 

chart, and the further   Sections concludes research work with 

future directions 

II. RELATED WORK  

Smart grain dispenser with officer locking system substitutes 

the manual approach by providing protection to loaded grains 

and distributing the grain automatically. The database which 

is given by Government of a customer is stored in SD card 

according to particular areas. 

 

―Automated ration distribution system using RFID and 

GSM‖ [2016]: The concept which is proposed in this 

research paper is based on RFID and GSM. The ration 

distribution system proposed is replacing the conventional 
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ration card method to RFID. As RFID has the unique 

identification number which is allotted to the user [1]. In 

addition, the efficient technique is used by providing 

authorized identification number i.e. password to the 

customer. If the password entered by a user is correct then 

the appropriate amount of grains start dispensing. In this, the 

GSM module is used for a transaction between user and 

Government. As the system proposed is offline it does not 

require GSM module to authorize with Government. In 

addition, the data of the customer is already stored in a 

memory card according to particular areas by the 

government. Noor Adiba, Piyus, Akash Kr. Singh.  

 

―Auto rationing system‖ [2016]: The idea presented in a 

research paper in which the conventional card is replaced by 

user's thumb.  The user database already stored in systems 

which include adhar number and other information. The 

thumb module is interfaced with the microcontroller 

AT89C52 and PC via MAX232. The government should 

have control over all transaction happen at ration shop, to 

involve government in the process we connected the system 

which is at ration shop to the government database via GSM 

module and MAX232[2]. In extension to this, the simple 

passkey is provided to the user to access the account more 

efficiently, it only requires elementary software resources. As 

thumb module can make mistakes with the dryness or dirty 

of the finger’s skin, as well as with the age (is not appropriate 

with children, because the size of their fingerprint changes 

quickly). Prof. A. V. Kalaskar, Ms. Ashwini Mahalle, Ms. 

Radha Mahalle, Ms. Sonal Gase, Ms. Suvidha Dhoke, Ms. 

Sweety Bramhankar  

  

―Automatic Rationing system using embedded system 

technology [2013]: The distribution system is automated by 

using PLC, which is similar to ATM. Replace conventional 

ration card system by the smart card. Fingerprint detector is 

placed in the machine to check correct user access. Proposed 

ration shop system is connected to government database via 

GSM module which sends updated information to 

government and costumer for efficient operation and 

economic constraints of system, power supply unit are fully 

made alternate to solar power [4]. In a proposed system in 

this paper is cost-effective. S.Sukhumar1, K.Gopinathan, 

S.Kalpanadevi, Naveenkumar, N.Suthanthira Vanitha. 

 

―Ration vending machine using fingerprint recognition‖ 

[2017]: ―The objective is to provide security to ration holder 

due to fingerprint recognition. Provide the proper amount of 

ration item with help of digital load sensor [3]. In this 

biometrics is used for security purpose. As this system is 

completely online which may create problems in rural areas 

as in some areas there may be a problem of network failure. 

Prof Jadish Patel, Mr.Deepak Mantala, Mr. Akshay Jain, 

Mr.Wabale Rushikesh.       

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this project, we are using Arduino as main memory which 

is interfaced with its subunits in officer locking system and 

user locking system. In officer, the locking system is 

interfaced with servo motor, keypad, and LCD. In this 

keypad is acting as input which is used to enter a password 

by the officer in this four of the pins are connected to analog 

pins are another four are connected to digital pins. LCD is 

acting as output in which enable pin, reset pin and data pins 

are all connected to digital pins. Servo motor is for opening 

and closing of the flap in which PWM pin is connected to 

Arduino. In user locking system LCD, servo motor and 

keypad interfacing units are similar to that of officer locking 

system. In addition to that, a memory card reader is used to 

store data of users in which chip select, serial clock, MOSI, 

MISO pins are connected to digital pins of Arduino. Load 

Cell is interfaced with Arduino through HX711 data pin and 

serial clock pin of HX711 are connected to analog pins of 

Arduino. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Fig. (1) Officer locking system 
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Fig (2) User Interfacing 

Performance Analysis:  
The system has performance based on the various results 

displayed on the LCD. 

1. System to be begin: 

 
 

In this the system is being initialized and name of the project 

is displayed on the LCD. 

 

2. Displaying the name of the system: 

 
As there are two systems one is user locking system and 

other one is officer locking system. We have consider one 

system to display the appropriate message on the LCD i.e. 

Officer Locking System. 

 

3. Entering the password: 
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In this system password is entered by the user whose 

database is already stored in the SD card. 

 

4. Excepting the password: 

 
When the password matches the password stored in database 

a particular message is displayed on the user screen. 

 

     5. Opening the container for loading grains: 

 
When password is accepted by the system the container is 

open to load food grains.  

 

    6. Quantity Loaded: 

 
When servo motor is displayed by 180 degrees phase shift, a 

message is displayed on LCD to load grains. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

The proposed methodology is more reliable and efficient. 

This system is more secured and will curb various problems 

related to black marketing. Also, the entire system is offline 

thus it can be easily incorporated in rural as well as in urban 

areas. Due to the inclusion of officer locking system the 

adulteration of food grains is prevented. The customer will be 

able to get good food quality issued by the government. This 

system is completely automated and provides ease to solution 

for those problems which are faced by the traditional Public 

Distribution System. It reduces man power and increases the 

accuracy.  

In addition to smart grain dispenser with officer locking 

system, for the future direction many features can be added. 

On Future enhancement the whole proposed system can be 

incorporated on an automobile vehicle in which grains can be 

distributed after visiting the user home by providing door to 

door service on monthly basis. Which will provide ease to 

customers who will receive their monthly ration at the their 

door. Distribution can only be done after user verification. 

This system will curb all sorts of drawbacks and fraud which 

are caused in public distribution system.   
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Abstract:  Speech of human beings is the reflection of the state of mind. Proper evaluation of these speech signals into stress 

types is necessary in order to ensure that the person is in a healthy state of mind. More than a decade has passed since research 

on stress types in speech identification has become a new field of research in line with its „big brothers‟ speech and speaker 

recognition. This article attempts to provide a short overview on where we are today, how we got there and what this can reveal 

us on where to go next and how we could arrive there. In this work we propose a Recurrent Neural Network classifier for 

speech stress classification algorithm, with sophisticated feature extraction techniques as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC). The algorithm assists the system to learn the speech patterns in real time and self-train itself in order to improve the 

classification accuracy of the overall system. The proposed system is suitable for real time speech and is language and word 

independent. 

 

Index Terms: RNN, MFCC, Stress Classification, Feature Selection. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Stress Identification is remarkably gained high 

attention in various fields from two decades. The fields are 

Medical, Forensics, Smart Environments, Teaching Learning 

Education, Human  computer interactions, Emergency 

services and of course Real Time situations which is utmost 

crucial. From many years different speech recognition 

software‟s [1] has been developed to speed up the accuracy 

using various classifiers on several databases [2]. We have 

also revised the literature review of numerous researchers for 

the same work [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. We have used for this work the 

Berlin database [8,9] and Humane database [10,11,12,13] as 

Benchmark Datasets. Again we have recorded our speech 

samples using Audacity software with different frequencies. 

Speech signal recorded was of people having male, female 

voices including children above eight years and elder‟s up to 

age of 58. Recent studies demonstrate the potential for 

reliable stress classification via nonlinear, articulatory and 

speech production features. Once a period of speech under 

stress has been identified, an identification system 

incorporating a compensation procedures specific to that 

form of stress could be used. 

 

This paper proposes Recurrent Neural Network 

Algorithm to detect and classify the human speech into 

different stress classes, and thereby provide a preliminary 

analysis of the type of stress which the person might be 

undergoing. Doing this can help the person to analyze the 

stress and obtain remedies for the same.  The whole 

Algorithm is developed in MATLAB Software. 

 

II. BERLIN DATABASE 

 

The article describes a database of emotional speech. 

Ten actors (5 Female and 5 Male) simulated the emotions, 

producing 10 German utterances (5 short and 5 longer 

sentences) which could be used in everyday communication 

and are interpretable in all applied emotions [8]. The 

recordings were taken in an anechoic chamber with high-

quality recording equipment. In addition to the sound electro-

glottograms were recorded. The speech material comprises 

about 800 sentences (seven emotions * ten actors * ten 

sentences + some second versions). The complete database 

was evaluated in a perception test regarding the 

recognisability of emotions and their naturalness [9]. 

Utterances recognised better than 80% and judged as natural 

by more than 60% of the listeners were phonetically labelled 

in a narrow transcription with special markers for voice-

quality, phonatory and articulatory settings and articulatory 

features.  

 

III. HUMAINE DATABASE 

 

The database proper is a selected subset of the data 

with systematic labelling, mounted on the ANVIL platform 

[10,11,12,13,14]. It is designed to provide a concrete 

illustration of key principles rather than to be used as it stands 
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in machine learning. Stage 1 (available via the HUMAINE 

portal at www.emotion-research.net) contains 50 „clips‟ from 

naturalistic and induced data, showing a range of modalities 

and emotions, and covering a balanced sample of emotional 

behaviour in a range of contexts. Emotional content is 

described by a structured set of labels attached to the clips 

both at a global level, and frame-by-frame, showing change 

over time. Labels for a range of signs of emotion have also 

been developed and applied to a subset of the clips: these 

include core signs in speech and language, and descriptors for 

gestures and facial features that draw on standard descriptive 

schemes. 

 

IV. AUDACITY SOFTWARE 

 

Audacity is a free and Open Source Software, 

it‟s an easy-to-use audio editor and recorder for Windows, 

Mac OS X, GNU/Linux, and other operating systems. 

Audacity is free software, developed by a group of volunteers 

and distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) 

[15]. We can use Audacity to Record live audio, Convert 

tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs Edit Ogg 

Vorbis, MP3, and WAV sound files to Cut, copy, splice, and 

mix sounds together to Change the speed or pitch of a 

recording. Audacity can record live audio through a 

microphone or mixer, or digitize recordings from cassette 

tapes, vinyl records, or minidiscs. In this research work we 

have recorded the speech using audacity with different 

frequencies 8 kHz, 16 kHz and 44.1 kHz. 

 
Table no.1: Elements of Database 

Databases Marathi, Hindi, Berlin, Humaine  

Features MFCC 

Classifier Recurrent Neural Network 

Output .mat files 

Results Images of MATLAB Software 

 

 

Table no. 1 shows the elements of databases. Output 

of Recurrent Neural Network Algorithm is saved in .mat files 

so that we can separately process various processes easily. 

Results of these are taken when we run the codes and get the 

images in MATLAB windows. 

 

V. FLOWCHART OF RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK  

ALGORITHM 

 
Figure no. 1: Flowchart of Recurrent Neural Network Algorithm 

 

 

A. Recurrent Neural Network- 

Recurrent FNNs have an important drawback: only a 

fixed number of previous words can be taken into account to 

predict the next word [16]. This limitation is inherent to the 

structure of FNNs, since they lack any form of „memory‟: 

only the words that are presented via the fixed number of 

input neurons can be used to predict the next word and all 

words that were presented during earlier iterations are 

„forgotten‟, although these words can be essential to 

determine the context and thus to determine a suitable next 

word. Ingenious solutions were proposed to introduce some 

memory in the FNN architecture to overcome the limited 

context length. Noteworthy variants of the original FNN are 

the Jordan (1986) and Elman (1990) networks where extra 

neurons are incorporated that are connected to the hidden 

layer like the other input neurons. These extra neurons are 

called context neurons and hold the contents of one of the 

layers as it existed when the previous pattern was trained. 

This model allows a sort of short term memory. Training can 

still be done in the same way as for FNNs. Fig. 2 shows the 

network output fed back into the context unit, which in turn 
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sends it to the hidden layer in the next iteration [17]. In an 

Elman network a context neuron is fed by a hidden layer.  

 

The context length was extended to indefinite; one 

could even say infinite, size by using a recurrent version of 

neural networks, conveniently called recurrent neural 

networks (RNN), which can handle arbitrary context lengths. 

Initial enthusiasm about RNN as statistical language 

modellers, mainly driven by their abilities to learn vector 

representations for words(assign FNN) and to handle 

arbitrarily long contexts, in addition to the fact that they are 

universal approximates (Schafer and Zimmerman, 2007), was 

quickly tempered by their extremely slow learning and by the 

observation that W. De Mulder et al. Computer Speech and 

Language 30 (2015) 61–98 65 the theoretical incorporation of 

arbitrarily long context lengths does not manifest itself in 

practice. Consequently, many variations on the original RNN 

have been developed to cope with these limitations and, at the 

same time, to specialize their structure towards SLM 

(Kombrink et al., 2011). This survey presents the main RNN 

architectures that resulted from the attempts to turn the 

original, theoretically well founded RNN with its limited 

practical usefulness into more practically oriented structures, 

where researchers were willing to exchange the theoretical 

soundness with heuristic reasoning (at least to some degree), 

but without giving up the aforementioned strengths, each 

R.N.N. architecture is compared to the original structure, and 

empirical evaluations, as done by researchers in the field, are 

presented [19]. 

 
Figure 2 A Generalized Recurrent Neural Networks 

 

B. Features (MFCC)- 

Mel frequency Cepstral Co-efficients is mostly used 

features for any speech recognition system. We are using 

MFCC for stress speech feature extraction [19]. Feature 

extraction undergoes raw speech transformation into useful 

parameters without changing speech information. It consists 

of Pre-emphasis, Framing, windowing, spectral estimation, 

Mel Filtering DCT etc. as procedures for this features 

extraction. In stress speech extraction we convert into useful 

data to classify and train the neural network. 

C. Classifier training and testing-  

  The performance of most speech-recognition systems, 

whose designs are predicated on assumptions about the 

ambient conditions, such as low noise background noise 

background, degrades rapidly in the presence of noise and 

distortion. Recurrent neural network classifier is trained using 

neural network for stress speech identification using MFCC.  

These feature vectors are provided to test the stress types and 

classify using delay needed. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

We tested our stress detection systems under 5 

different categories, namely, 

 Stress Type 1 

 Stress Type 2 

 Stress Type 3 

 Stress Type 4 

 No Stress 

 

Stress type 1 arises from problems like workload 

and anxiety. Stress Type 2 induces from noise and speech 

quality. Stress type 3 corresponds to effects causing due to 

medicines, illness and narcotics. Stress Type 4 refers to 

problem arises from vibration and acceleration. Finally No 

stress means persons is in normal condition. 

 

Figure 3 is a Matlab screenshot for training recurrent 

neural Network. The algorithm is trained through Scaled 

Conjugate Gradient. It can train any network as long as its 

weight, net input, and transfer functions have derivative 

functions. Back propagation is used to calculate derivatives 

of performance with respect to the weight and bias 

variables .The scaled conjugate gradient algorithm is based 

on conjugate directions, as in traincgp, traincgf, and traincgb, 

but this algorithm does not perform a line search at each 

iteration. 

  

Recurrent neural network suggests that it has 

classified a speech wave file as Stress Type 4. The same 

Procedure is repeated with Berlin Database and Humaine 

Database. The Speech file extension is .wav file.  The Speech 

undertaken is from Real Datasets which we have created. 

From Fig 3 we can see the performance of Recurrent Neural 

Network taking six iteration to complete the training 

consisting of 40 hidden neurons. 
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Figure no. 3 MATLAB training for Recurrent Neural Network Classifier 

 

 
 

Figure no. 4 The Original Speech with its MFCC Features. 

 

Above figure notifies the Matlab window original 

speech and its MFCC feature where on x-axis is Frequency 

and Y-axis is its Amplitude. 

Figure no. 5 describes the Delay needed for 

Recurrent Neural Network classifier for a particular Wave 

file and classified as Stress Type 4. Delay arises due to echo 

and reverberations in speech. 

 

 
 

Figure no. 5. Delay and Classifier screenshot in MATLAB 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have contributed the stress classification using 

RNN. It almost gives best classification of speech. From the 

above results we are having the screenshots for Real-time 

Database for this research work. Recurrent Network works as 

good Identifier in speech Identification. The similar 

procedures are operated onto the two standard databases 

which are BERLIN and HUMAINE Datasets. Recurrent 

Neural Network is chosen to recognize the speech into stress 

types. Recurrent Neural Network is approach based on 

Neural Network using MFCC. 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

In the future we are going to find the percentage of 

efficiency for Recurrent Neural Network and compare it 

again different neural networks to get best classifier used for 

Stress Speech Identification. 
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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) can be defined as a network of physical objects, devices that contain embedded technology 

(like intelligent sensors, controllers etc.) which can communicate, sense, or interact with internal and external systems. In other 

words, when objects can sense and communicate, it changes how and where decisions are made, and who makes them and 

accordingly operations can be carried out. A latest and very fast emerging shift in networking and communications is the 

Internet of Things. This technology provides an easier way of communication of devices with the minimal interaction of 

human. IoT takes a leap because of advancement in network interconnections and computing ability to propose fresh 

techniques. With computation, connectivity, and data storage becoming more advanced there has been an expansion of IoT 

based application solutions in diversified domains right from health care to public safety, agriculture, from assembly line 

scheduling to manufacturing and various other technological domains. Different IoT based applications have been explored and 

possible approach for enhancing the use of this technology have been depicted in this paper. Future directions and suggestions 

for effectively and efficiently improving the IoT based application areas have been shown. This paper will provide a better 

insight to carry out research in the field of IoT. 

 

Keywords: Embedded technology, Interconnectedness, Networking, and Computation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of an economy depends on the level to 

which people interact and how they are interconnected with 

their peer groups This interconnectedness is one of the main 

factors responsible for the economic activities, which in turn 

fuels further interconnectedness. The advent of the internet 

led to the amplification of interconnectedness among people 

beyond geographical boundaries. This further strengthened 

the level of economic activities, which increased the volume 

of production, transactions, income and wealth. However, it 

is not only people that are getting more interconnected as a 

result of the internet; products are also being exchanged and 

things are also getting more interconnected as a result of the 

internet. This interconnectedness of things is popularly came 

to be known as internet of things (IoT). IoT simply can be 

defined as the interconnectedness of physical objects as a 

result of their ability to sense and communicate by sending 

and receiving messages among themselves[1]. There are 

many merits augmented to the IoT. It is focused to facilitate 

wealth creation and drive economics of resources to 

minimize waste and promote efficiency, the same way 

interconnectedness among people fuels economic activities, 

increases the volume of transactions and increases wealth.  

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the next generation of 

Internet which will contain trillions of nodes representing 

various objects from small ubiquitous sensor devices and 

handhelds to large web servers and supercomputer clusters. 

The large scale implementation of Internet of Things devices 

promises to change aspects of the way we live. For 

consumers, new Internet of Things products like Internet 

enabled appliances, home automation components, and 

energy management devices are moving us a towards a 

vision of the ―smart home‖, offering more security and 

energy efficiency.  

Other personal Internet of Things devices like wearable 

fitness, health monitoring devices and network enabled 

medical devices are transforming the way health care 

services are delivered[3]. This technology promises to be 

beneficial for people with disabilities and the elderly, 

enabling improved levels of independence and quality of life 

at a reasonable cost.  

Internet of Things connects any items with Internet, 

implements information exchange and communicates 

through information sensing equipment such as the sensor, 

mailto:praveena_ts@cbit.ac.in
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radio frequency identification (RFID) and global positioning 

system. Internet of Things needs be designed to identify, 

supervise and monitor items so as that it can provide various 

types of information services for users innovatively. The 

Internet of Things has very complex data types, including 

sensor data, radio frequency identification data, two 

dimensional code, video data and image data.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Business Applications: 

A digital network is emerging to support the upcoming 

digital business and its underlying technology platforms and 

IT practices. It focuses on people and the Internet of Things 

(IoT) endpoints. The digital business evolution is exploiting 

new digital models to align more closely to the physical and 

digital world for employees, partners and customers. 

Technology is rooted in everything. Digital technologies 

such as mobile, social media, smartphones, big data, 

predictive analytics, and cloud etc are different than the 

preceding IT-based technologies. Newer technologies touch 

the customers directly and that interaction creates a source of 

digital difference that matters to value and revenue[4]. The 

companies are searching for ways to cut costs while at the 

same time grow capabilities that are core to their future 

growth. Traditionally, Technology strategy was viewed as a 

cost center, however now organizations formulate 

technology strategy as it acts as enabler of future business 

success. Technology helps organizations expedite business 

outcomes with best-in-class cost structures.  

 

Artificial Intelligence & Advanced Machine Learning 
Applied AI and machine learning are composed of many 

technologies and techniques (ex: deep learning, neural 

networks and natural-language processing [NLP]). These 

technologies, which are different from traditional algorithms 

and programs, make the machines intelligent. Gartner 

predicts that the applied AI advanced machine learning will 

inspire applications like robots, autonomous vehicles, 

consumer electronics, virtual personal assistants, and smart 

advisors. The smart machines are context & event driven. 

They will be able to deal with complexities, understand, 

learn, predict, adapt and act anonymously. 

 

Intelligent Apps 
Organizations are applying AI and machine-learning 

techniques to create new apps. Intelligent applications like 

personal assistants are making our lives easier. Gartner 

expects that future assistants will be more specialized and 

equipped with potential to transform the workplaces and 

homes. Virtual Personal Assistants (VPAs) make tasks easier 

and users effective by highlighting important information 

and interactions, virtual customer assistants (VCAs) help in 

specialized areas like sales and customer service. Packaged 

app and service providers are increasingly using AI and 

machine-learning techniques to deliver more robust systems. 

Over the course of next 10 years, every application, and 

service will make use of some kind of AI. Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning is used in intelligent 

sensors, smart appliances, operational & security 

applications, smart enterprise apps etc. 

 

Intelligent Things 
Intelligent things are the machines that use applied machine 

learning to interact with the surroundings and people more 

naturally. Gartner expects that intelligent things like drones, 

autonomous vehicles and smart appliances will work 

together in an intelligent and collaborative environment. The 

autonomous vehicles is used in controlled settings like 

farming, mining and warehousing etc. Autonomous drones 

and robots will undergo significant technical evolution 

powered by new AI and machine-learning models and 

algorithms. They will be used in defined scenarios and 

controlled environments. AI and machine learning will 

increasingly be embedded into everyday things, such as 

appliances, speakers and hospital equipment etc. 

 

Digital Technology Platforms 
They act as a basic building block for a digital business. 

Gartner has specified 5 major focal points that enable new 

capabilities and model businesses. These points are 

Information system platform — Supports the back office, 

operations such as ERP, core systems, and associated 

middleware and development capabilities to deliver 

solutions[5]. 

Customer experience platform — Contains the main 

customer-facing elements, such as customer and citizen 

portals, multichannel commerce, and customer apps. 

Analytics and intelligence platform — Contains information 

management and analytical capabilities. Data management 

programs and analytical applications fuel data-driven 

decision making, and algorithms automate discovery and 

action. 

IoT platform — Connects physical assets for monitoring, 

optimization, control and monetization. Capabilities include 

connectivity, analytics, and integration with core and 

operational technology systems. 

Business ecosystem platform — Supports the creation of, 

and connection to, external ecosystems, marketplaces and 

communities. API management, control and security are the 

main elements. 

Gartner says that every organization must have a mix of 

these five factors. 

Still, back to the mobile apps. Generally, the most popular 

ones are the following: 

1. educational apps 

2. healthcare apps 

3. smart apps 

4. event apps 

5. hotel apps 

6. taxi apps 

7. restaurant apps 

8. travel apps 
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9. betting apps 

Let’s consider them one by one. 

 

Educational apps 
The features of educational apps depend on the type of the 

very app. Today, the new trend of educational apps is using 

the AR or VR technology to enrich the experience. Among 

the main features of educational apps are: 

 Integration with social networks 

 planning and scheduling the process of education 

 Videos and live streams lessons record 

 Surveys and tests 

 · Leaderboards availability 

 · Multilingual courses 

 · Progress tracking and achievements availability 

 

Healthcare apps 
There are some new ways of treatment, education and 

training in this sphere with help of virtual reality. Virtual 

reality is rapidly entering our lives. Virtual reality is 

constantly expanding to various medical disciplines. Among 

others, these are psychotherapy, rehabilitation, practice, 

surgery, dentistry. Numerous applications become more and 

more available (iPhone and iWatch) which render the doctors 

possibility of diagnostic the level of sugar in the blood, 

respiration rate, exercise heart rates and the level of 

dehydration[6]. 

Surgeons can use medical assistance applications to practice 

operations on 3-dimensional, virtual-reality visual 

simulations and soft-tissue models that recreate the textures 

of human tissues. In case of an error no one will die and it 

will give you the possibility to analyze the fail and try again. 

This technique of education and training is especially great in 

cardiac surgery. 

 

Smart apps 
Mobile apps recently become very popular and even in great 

need. Especially smart home apps. People want to control 

every little thing of their life. And they like everything to be 

automated: washer, vacuum cleaner, oven, light, heating, 

door lock, etc. They want to have control upon house 

security cameras, door and window sensors, smoke detectors 

and what not. Thus, having remote home control is pretty 

normal thing. For example, security control may really save 

you from robbers. 

Another interesting thing is smartwatch. Imagine that your 

watch not only indicates the time and date but has a wide 

range of different functionalities. Just during the past year, 

Google added more than 5000 new wear apps to the Play 

Market to make your life easier. As the number of apps is 

rather great we grouped then basing on their functionalities. 

 

Event Apps 

There are mobile apps for creating social events, work 

events, business meetings, event management and event 

planning process. And the mobile event app market is 

already full of hundreds of products of all imaginable kinds. 

Mobile apps for events help to distribute various tasks: 

scheduling, registration, booking, notification, 

recommendation, invitation and even social media. 

 

Transport/ Hotel Apps 

Usage of hotel apps is becoming a common thing to most of 

the tourists. Some key points are: 

 Hotel booking via application rise with over 33% 

for year-to-year growth. 

 65% tourists reserve a hotel room for the same 

day via booking apps. 

 30% of bookings are made via mobile devices. 

         The benefits of hotel apps 

 guest gets quick and easy information about hotel 

services, its surroundings and any relevant thing 

he want to know. 

 users stay in touch with any special offers, 

discounts and promotions of selected hotels. 

 the app provides information about any event 

that can take place in the hotels. 

 comfortable booking may help reserve a room 

for spontaneous trips. 

 integrated payment system allows users to pay 

for their actions directly via applications. 

 

Taxi apps and various taxi mobile solutions are disrupting 

markets in many countries. Conventional taxi services are 

gradually retreating making way to more comfortable mobile 

services. One of the most popular app is Uber. These are 

enormous profits considering 40 million people use Uber 

monthly. Among the merits of Taxi apps are real time 

location tracking, great booking interface and comfortable 

payment system[7]. 

It is believed all of us at least once had a situation when you 

came home too tired to cook. So you just ordered some tasty 

pizza and soda or some Chinese  food and started watching 

the next film about the adventures of Harry Potter and his 

true brave friends. 

Now it is understood why restaurant apps are so popular. So 

the advantages of these are the following: 

 better interaction with your clients 

 enhanced experience for customers 

 more feedback 

 an easier way to collect statistics overall 

 further automatization = cutting loses 

Travel apps provide comprehensive services for your client. 

With the help of such apps you may easily plan you trip, buy 

tickets, book a hotel room, monitor weather forecast and 

other map things, check local transport service, and so on. 

III.   IMPENDING SCOPE OF IOT 

1. Artificial Intelligence Will Be Widely Adopted 

https://thinkmobiles.com/how-make-educational-app/
https://thinkmobiles.com/blog/virtual-reality-applications-medicine/
https://thinkmobiles.com/blog/best-smart-home-apps/
https://thinkmobiles.com/blog/best-android-wear-apps/
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 Artificial Intelligence (AI) makes a business 

stand out of the competition and attracts a great 

deal of attention. 

 Businesses, including tech giants, understand 

that AI is a game-changing technology that can 

considerably advance a company. According to 

a survey conducted by Narrative Science, 80% 

of the polled business and tech leaders believe 

that AI improves their employees’ 

performance. 

 

2. Value & Usage-Based Pricing is Gaining More 

Popularity 

 Customers truly appreciate pricing that is 

determined by the value they get from your 

SaaS solution. The more they use a product, the 

more they can understand and appreciate its 

value and are willing to pay. 

 Pricing based on value and usage also provides 

a number of benefits - here you can have a look 

at it 7 SaaS Trends That Will Change the Way 

You Run Your SaaS Company in 2017. 
 

3. Everything will be a click away 

2017 will be a unique year and all things will be a click away 

only. Like Uber and Ola which have taken traveling by 

storm, 2017 will see the evolution of many such ideas and 

concepts that will revolutionize your world. 
 

4. Smart homes 

Your homes will become smart in coming years and the 

beginning has already been made. Apps are already 

controlling your home appliances and 2017 will see further 

evolution in this trend. 
 

5. Physical and Digital interactions 

Technology is being added to our lives daily through mobile 

devices. Every person now has access to smart phone and 

this generates information on the daily basis for its users. 

Users can already make purchases through online mode and 

this year is likely to see new innovations in this category 

with many new types of services being added to the fold. 

Technology is an evolution mode and 2017 will bring new 

opportunities and challenges for those connected to the 

technology industry. Make the best of it and enjoy your 

journey in the digital world. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

There will be an improved lifestyle, smart home appliances 

and devices for consumer use in coming years. IOT in 

consumer sector will be holding a tendency in offering more 

personalized experience to customers in retail and shopping 

segment. Comprehensive home security, smart healthcare 

devices, smart wearables and applications for tracking 

devices and people will steer the adoption of IOT in 

consumer as well as industrial sector. 

Definitely in industrial and consumer IOT space, security 

will remain the foremost concern for start-ups developing 

IOT applications and devices. Various risks are attached to 

the security as IOT enabled devices will be saving our 

personalized data.  
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Abstract— In Natural Language Processing research, Named entity recognition acts as an important tool. To improve the 

quality of search results, while searching through the internet , the automatic Named entity recognition(NER) and classification 

in the text plays very important role. Many natural language processing applications like question answering, document 

clustering, document summarization uses the output of Named Entity Recognition. Even today, the highly accurate Named 

Entity Recognition (NER) is a challenge, In this paper, a novel approach using unsupervised learning is proposed to 

automatically create gazette for Named entity recognition and Named entity extraction. The main purpose of approach is to 

automate the named entity recognition task, as manually recognizing named entities is cumbersome. Manually labeling so huge 

number of entities is effort intensive and can lead to wrong classification of entities. 

 

Keywords— Named Entity Recognition, Named Entity Extraction, Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, Information Retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION  

     The named entities are units of the text that carry a well-

defined semantics. The structured information referred as 

named entities are extracted from the unstructured text. Thus 

Named entity recognition and classification tasks are referred 

as information extraction subtask. Overall, the named entities 

are classified as Generic named entities and domain specific 

named entities[6] .The generic named entities are the names 

of persons, locations, organizations, PAN numbers, phone 

numbers ,dates etc. while for biological domain ,the  domain-

specific named entities are names of organisms, proteins, 

enzymes, genes, cells etc. Similarly  for computing domain, 

the  domain-specific named entities are technology , 

application domains, tools, build tools, operating systems and 

many more.  

     The effective NER systems use large amount of common-

sense knowledge. With the rapid technological advancements 

at every instance there is some new technology, new tool, 

new operating system. A number of factors make automating 

NER with high accuracy  a challenging task. The challenges 

are: Open nature of vocabulary, Clues such as capitalization, 

Overlap between NE Types, Indirect occurrences of NE, 

Different ways of referring to same entity. Because of 

complex interrelations among various parts of sentence and 

the variety of languages (e.g. Hindi or Marathi does not have 

capitalization clues), building NER systems that performs 

exactly as that of human is a challenge.           

      Descriptors or characteristic attributes of words designed 

for algorithmic consumption are referred as features. Named 

entity recognition task can use following  features  

 Word form and POS tags (if available) 

 Orthographic features: Like capitalization, decimal, 

digits 

 Word type patterns: Conjunction of types like 

capitalized, quote, functional etc. 

 Bag of words: Word forms, irrespective of position 

 Trigger words: Like New York City 

 Affixes Like Hyderabad, Nagpur, Mehdipatnam, 

Tiruchirapally 

 Gazetteer features: class in the gazetteer 

 Left and right context 

 Token length: Number of letters in a word 

 Previous history: Classes of preceding Named 

Entities    

 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section II 

contains the related work on different approaches used for 

Named Entity Recognition, section III explains the 

methodology with considerations and  main steps of the 

proposed algorithm, Section IV describes results and 

discussion , and Section V concludes research work with 

future directions 
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II. RELATED WORK  

NER is treated as a classification problem with labelled 

training dataset as input used by the classification algorithm 

for the discovery of set of rules .Various supervised 

approaches to NER Classification Algorithm uses machine 

learning, pattern recognition and statistical literature. The 

models used are Hidden Markov Model i.e.HMM (Bikel et al 

1999), (Seymore et al 1999), (Collier et al 2000), (Miller et 

al 1998), (Klein et al 2003). HMM approach has also been 

used for NER in languages other than English and as well for 

Domain Specific Named Entity recognition; e.g., biomedical 

domain (Shen et al 2003), (Zhang et al 2002), (Zhao 2004); 

Liu et al 2005 used HMM for identifying NE such as product 

names. The other models used are Maximum entropy model, 

Support Vector Machines, decision trees and conditional 

random fields[7]. 

In the unsupervised work Watanabe et al 2003 uses CRF to 

create gazetteers from Wikipedia. Jimeno et al 2008 

compares various NER methods for automatically creating a 

gazetteer as well as an annotated NER corpus for disease 

names in medicine. Given a seed list of NE type examples, 

(Talukdar et al 2006) learns a pattern (as an automaton) from 

their contexts (k words before and after)[17]. The contexts 

are pruned using the IDF measure and then an automaton is 

induced from the context using a grammatical induction 

algorithm[7].  

Some of the well known rule based NER systems are Univ. 

of Sheffield’s LaSIEII (Humphreys et al 1998), ISOQuest’s 

NetOwl (Krupka and Hausman 1998), Facile (Black et al 

1998), SRA (Aone et al 1998) and Univ. of Edinburgh’s 

LTG system (Mikheev et al 1999) and FASTUS (Appelt 

1998) for English NER[7]. Recently lot of work has been 

done using deep learning for cross lingual named entity 

recognition [1,2] 

Aim of the proposed work in the paper is to correctly classify 

the named entity instances for Indian resume. It maximizes 

the accuracy of classification by using non-seed based 

entities and generating a feature pattern. The feature patters 

are ranked and the feature pattern filtering is done based on 

feature pattern score computed [14]  

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Considerations: 

 Keeping Indian resume as template , the important 

28 named entity classes are considered out of 

which 8 are seed based entities that are dependent 

on seed values and others are independent entities 

that do not need any seed values 

  The corpus containing large number of English 

language resume is taken as input  

  In any new resume coming as input , unknown 

entity instances can be there 

  Contextual features are used. 

 

B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 

The proposed work consists of following main steps. 

1. Pre-processing of text documents 

2. Sentence boundary detection algorithm used to detect 

sentence boundaries  

3. Configuration of  Named entities and providing Seed 

values and  forming  clusters of named entities 

4. Feature pattern Generation Algorithm 

5. Feature pattern ranking using feature score and 

filtering  

6. Feature pattern based gazette Creation Algorithm 

7. Gazette post processing 

8. Scalable implementation of Named Entity 

Recognition task 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dataset containing nearly 5000 English language resume is 

created and  given as input to the algorithm along-with few 

(four to ten) seed values for seed based entities.  The separate 

gazette for all 28 types of named entities that are typically 

found in Indian Resume, are created. On the basis of 

obtained result, the Table 1 shows count of  retrieved entries 

against relevant entries of 'Technology'' gazette. The 

precision for all the significant named entities is computed 

and is found to be satisfactory as per the  plot shown in 

Figure 1 . The total time required for creating the separate 

gazette of all named entities using parallel implementation 

vs. sequential implementation is plotted in Figure 2 and the 

plot is showing the reduction in time in case of gazette 

creation using parallel threads. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

As different persons write resume differently the correct 

named entity recognition was a challenge, but in future, the 

approach can be extended for any Indian language document 

input. Choice of accurate seed values act as the limitations of 

the research as the overall accuracy of algorithm is dependent 

on seed based named entities.  

Table 1. Precision : Technology  Gazette 

Documents 
 Technology  

Retrieved Relevant Percentage (%) 

100 31 31 100 

200 72 70 97.22 

400 145 141 97.24 

600 187 180 96.25 

800 217 210 96.77 

1000 241 226 93.77 

2000 462 443 95.88 

3000 653 615 94.18 

4000 826 770 93.22 

5000 992 950 95.76 
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Figure 1.Precision for all significant Named Entities 

 

Figure 2.  Parallel Implementation Vs.Sequential Implementation 
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Abstract- Text Summarization is the process of creating a condensed form of text document which maintains significant 

information and general meaning of source text. Automatic text summarization becomes an important way of finding relevant 

information, precisely in large text, in a short span of time. In this paper, the proposed method uses sentence ranking of a topic-

specific document to generate automatic summary. The method is based on the concept of extractive summary, in which the 

summary of a document is obtained by scoring, ranking and selecting the highest ranked sentences of the document. Initially, 

the text is pre-processed by tagging the document and selecting adjectives, nouns and verbs, and then the text is analysed and 

sentences most similar to all is ranked and selected for generation of summary. Experiments on these methods were conducted 

to compare the results on sentence ranking. The algorithm proposed was tested on different documents and has given accuracy 

of about 80% when compared to summarization tools available online. 

Keywords: Text Summarization, data mining, extraction-based summarization, sentence ranking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the amount of information available is increasing 

rapidly day by day in different formats such as text, video, 

images, etc. it becomes difficult for an individual to find 

relevant information related to a topic. To find appropriate 

information, a user needs to search through all the documents 

available, which leads to information overload and wastage of 

time and efforts.To deal with this problem, automatic text 

summarization plays a vital role. Automatic summarization 

condenses a source document into meaningful content 

without altering information, helping user to grab the gist of 

the document within a short time span (which reflects the gist 

of the document). If the user gets an effective summary, it 

helps to understand document at a glance without checking it 

entirely. 

Summarization is mainly of two types: Abstractive summary 

and Extractive summary. Abstractive summarization 

generates a generalized summary by constructing new 

sentences which are short & concise, and the summary may 

contain new phrases and sentences that are not available in 

the source text. For generating abstractive summary, language 

generation and compression techniques are 

necessary[5].Extractive summarization method selects 

informative sentences from the document as they exactly 

appear in the source document, based on particular criteria 

and features, to form a summary. The main challenge before 

extractive summarization is to decide which sentences from 

the input document are significant and to be included in the 

summary. The extractive summarization process uses the 

meaning of the sentences for scoring and is usually doneby 

the traditional concept of lexical chaining. Fig1depicts a 

common method used for text extraction[4]. 

 

Fig 1: Approach for text extraction 
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In this paper, an extractive summarization methodology based 

on sentence ranking is proposed for generating automatic 

summary of a topic-specific document. Section I contains the 

introduction of summarization and its types, Section II 

contains the related work on extractive summarization 

techniques and ranking methods, Section III explains the 

methodology of the proposed algorithm with flow chart. The 

proposed method is broken down into the following steps: 

extraction of nouns, words and adjectives and stemming of 

the words, scoring and ranking of sentences by using 

similarity matrix, selection of the highest ranked sentence and 

generation of the summary. The results obtained from 

analyzing the proposed method on different documents and 

comparing it against standard available tools are discussed in 

the results section. Section IV describes results obtained when 

the algorithm was compared with available extractive 

summarization tools and discuses reasons for the inaccuracies 

found. Finally Section V concludes research work with future 

directions. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A general procedure for extractive methods that are usually 

performed in three steps is discussed below [2]: 

Step 1: Some pre-processing such as tokenization, stop word 

removal, noise removal, stemming, sentence splitting, 

frequency computation etc. is applied. 

Step 2: In this step, sentence scoring is performed. There are 

two major solutions to measure the importance of sentences 

in sentence ranking.[3] One is supervised-based, which uses 

annotated text to train a model to predict the weight of each 

sentence. The features can be TF-IDF value or sentence 

position etc. Another is unsupervised-based, which does not 

need any training text. Unsupervised uses heuristic 

information like sentence position, cue phrases etc.  

Step 3: In this step, sentences are selected based on the score 

for summary. Sentence ranking[3] is an important research 

issue in text analysis. Summarization using sentence ranking 

majorly includes extracting keywords from each sentence 

finding similarity in sentences, ranking sentences on the basis 

of the similarity and then picking up most significant 

sentences from the document. 

1. EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION METHODS 

Extractive summarizers find out the most relevant sentences 

in the document. These also remove the redundant data. 

Extractive summarization is easier than abstractive 

summarization to bring out the summary. The common 

methods for extractive are TF/IDF method, cluster based 

method, graph based approach[6], machine learning 

approach, LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) method[10], text 

summarization with neural networks[7], automatic text 

summarization based on fuzzy logic[9], query based 

extractive text summarization[8], concept-obtained text 

summarization, text summarization using regression for 

estimating feature weights, multilingual extractive text 

summarization, Hidden Markov SVM (HMSVM) and 

rhetorical structure of summarization[11], topic-driven 

summarization MMR (Maximal Marginal Relevance)[10] and 

centroid-based summarization, etc. [1] 

2. RANKING METHODS 

An iterative graph based ranking algorithm is   designed on 

heterogeneous graph to rank sentences. J. Tian, M.Cao [3], 

designed three variants of the ranking algorithms which uses 

different combination of available structural information for 

ranking sentences. The results indicate that sentence 

information is more effective than paragraph information [3] 

and section information, and these can help improve the 

performance. These also compared the proposed algorithms 

with three other models: a TF-IDF based model, a graph-

based model which uses sentences as vertices, and a graph-

based model which uses word as vertices. All the results 

indicate that the structural information can improve the 

precision of sentence ranking. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed method first splits the document into 

sentences and then assigns indexes to each sentence. A 

file is created that contain nouns and a stemmed verb of 

every sentence. From the tagged sentences, nouns and 

verbs are picked and the verbs are stemmed. Each word 

of a sentence is tagged using POS Tagger. The algorithm 

then creates an intermediate representation of the original 

sentences that contains a list of extracted nouns and verbs 

from the original sentence. This intermediate 

representation of a sentence is called as a processed 

sentence. The similarity of the processed sentences Si 

with every processed sentence Sj is calculated and a 

matrix of similarity values is created which is then used 

for further ranking. After ranking, we get top-k processed 

sentences and use the indexes of the processed sentences 

to map it back to the original sentence in the document 

and generate the summary. 

A. Assumptions: 

This method works best on the documents with a strong 

central idea and theme, and not on documents dealing 

with abstract topic, as the proposed method focuses on 

ranking by comparing the common words in the 

sentences and not on the contextual meaning of the 

sentences.  

 

B. Extraction of nouns, words and adjectives and 

stemming of the words 
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Before ranking the sentences, extraction of important 

words in summary, i.e. verbs, nouns and adjective, is done to 

later rank sentences based on these words. For extracting 

important words from the document, POS Tagger is used. A 

Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger) is a piece of software 

that reads some text in a language and assigns parts of speech 

to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. For the 

proposed method, Stanford POS Tagger and english-

left3words-distim tagger model is used as it is faster and is 

recommended for general use. The tagger takes a sentence as 

input and returns tagged sentence. We pick words tagged as 

verbs, nouns and adjectives as these are the main parts of the 

speech. After extracting verbs and nouns from the main text, 

we stem the extracted words, i.e. process of removing 

prefixes and suffixes from the words. This is done to later 

compare these root words and rank the sentences. As the 

algorithm uses POS tagger to extract the keywords or the 

words which gives sense to the sentence, it automatically 

removes all the stop 

 

Fig 2: Flowchart for the proposed algorithm 

words. So, words which have most weightage are 

selected rather than removing words that do not 

contribute to the sentence. Stop-words are necessary for 

constructing a syntactically and semantically correct 

sentence, but don‟t provide additional meaning to the 

sentences and hence, removed from the sentences before 

further processing.   

 

C. Scoring of sentences and ranking of sentences 
 

After extracting the words out of the sentences, sentences 

are ranked. Ranking of the sentences is done by assigning 

a „score‟ to each sentence and the higher the score, higher 

the rank. The sentences are scored by comparing the 

„similarity‟ between all the sentences. This similarity is 

based on the no of same words between the sentences.  

The similarity is calculated by the formula:  

 

S(i, j) = 2*(no of common words between i and j)/ 

(no of words in i + no of words in j).(1) 

where i, j are the sentences between which the similarity 

is to be calculated. 

 
Fig3:Representation of association of one sentence-to-all 

sentences 

 
Fig4:Representation of association of all sentences-to-all 

sentences 

Split into Sentence 

Tag each sentence 

Extract Noun, Verb, Adjectives from tagged 
sentences 

Calculate Similarity Matrix 

 

Calculate rank of each 
sentence 

Rank>threshold Discard the 
sentence 

Pick highest ranked sentence 

Subtract similarity of chosen sentences from 
remaining sentences 

Re-rank sentences 

Input text 

No 

Yes 
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Similarity of all the processed sentences is stored in a matrix, 

called „similarity matrix‟, and each row element and column 

element represents one sentence. A sentence here is the list of 

extracted nouns and stemmed verbs in the original sentence. 

After calculating the similarity matrix, the ranking factor of 

each sentence is calculated and used to rank of each sentence. 

This is done by summing up the elements of the row, and 

each sum represents the ranking factor of that sentence. 

Sentences are rearranged in an ascending manner based on 

the ranking factor of the sentences and grouped to select the 

best possible sentence for the summary. 

 

D. Selection of the highest ranked sentence 

For grouping the sentences, ranking factor is used, with the 

assumption that closer the ranking factor values, more similar 

the sentences are in meaning. Rather than going for 

traditional methods of grouping, sentences are rearranged 

with some changes after one of the sentences is picked. So, 

when the highest ranked sentence is picked, we punish the 

rest of the sentences, i.e. subtract the similarity (between the 

selected sentence and all the remaining sentences) from the 

ranking factor and re-rank the sentences to pick up the highest 

ranked sentence. This method is based on the logic that since 

the most important sentence is already picked; it might cause 

redundancy if a sentence similar to already selected sentence 

is picked. Re-ranking and rearrangement of sentences is done 

to pick up the highest ranked sentence. The sentences that 

have fallen below the threshold are discarded. 

 

E. Generation of summary 

The sentences selected are added into the summary till we 

reach a minimum word limit or all the sentences have fallen 

below the threshold and no more sentences are left to 

consider. 

 

IV. RESULTS& DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed algorithm was tested on various documents 

and compared with the results of three online summarization 

tools i.e. Auto-summarizer, Summarizing.biz and Text 

Compactor. Table 1 shows percentage of matched sentences, 

between the proposed algorithm and the tools. It was found 

that proposed algorithm produced closest results with the 

tool summarizing.biz, with 87.6%.The algorithm has 

generated good results with each of the tools. All the major 

sentences were found to be picked by the proposed 

algorithm, as were picked by the online tools. Some 

sentences that were picked by our algorithm were missing 

from the summary generated by standard tools. Although, 

when it comes to topics which have a central theme, the 

algorithm was found to generate a very wholesome 

summary, but it generates weak results for documents which 

have very few similar sentences, or are not bound by a 

common theme. Further work could be done on identifying 

synonyms and merging them together in summary to 

generate a more accurate summary. This algorithm can be 

extended to find correlation between words and the crux of 

the document, or analyse and compare sentences as well as 

paragraphs, and to give proportionate scores to words 

according to its semantic correlation with the topic. 

TABLE 1: COMPARISONOF PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH OTHER 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIZATION TOOLS 

 Comparison result of proposed algorithm 

(% matched sentences) 

 Auto – 

summarize

r 

Summarizing.bi

z 

Text 

Compacto

r 

Common 

sentence

s 

75.55% 87.6% 81.1% 

Common 

keyword

s 

74.66 90.44% 80% 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONAND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In this paper, we explore the way to use the structural 

information to rank sentences based on graph ranking models. 

The structural information includes the word co-occurrence 

relation, the sentence-paragraph relation and the paragraph-

section relation. By modeling those relationships into an 

iterative process over the relationship matrices, we can 

simultaneously obtain the rank of the words, sentences, 

paragraphs and sections. Proposed algorithm focuses on 

similarities between the sentences and how the sentences are 

ranked in the model. In order to have a better understanding 

of proposed model, we designed tasks to explore its 

characteristics and also compared proposed model with 

existing tools. Further work can be done on connecting 

words, recognizing semantic relationship network between 

words; as well as extend it to include outside sources such as 

Wikipedia and other literatures. 
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Abstract— Bunch investigation is utilized to order comparative protests under same gathering. It is a standout amongst the 

most critical data mining techniques. In any case, it neglects to perform well for big data because of enormous time many-sided 

quality. For such situations parallelization is a superior approach. MapReduce is a prevalent programming model which 

empowers parallel handling in an appropriated domain. Be that as it may, a large portion of the clustering calculations are not 

"normally parallelizable" for example Genetic Algorithms. This is thus, because of the successive idea of Genetic Algorithms. 

This paper acquaints a system with parallelize GA based clustering by expanding hadoop MapReduce. An examination of 

proposed way to deal with assess execution picks up regarding a consecutive calculation is displayed. The investigation 

depends on a genuine huge data set. 

 

Keywords— Big Data, Clustering, Davies-Bouldin Index, Distributed processing, Hadoop MapReduce , Heuristics, Parallel 

Genetic Algorithm. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Clustering is a famous method utilized for ordering data set 

into gatherings. Data focuses under specific gathering share 

comparative highlights. It is broadly utilized for design 

acknowledgment, data mining and so forth. Numerous 

systems have been formulated for group examination, for 

example, K-implies, fluffy c implies and so forth. However 

the vast majority of the traditional strategies either bargains 

speed of execution for clustering precision or create poor 

outcomes. For example, some clustering calculations stuck at 

nearby optima. To accomplish internationally ideal 

arrangement, it requires repeating over all conceivable 

clustering. As the quantity of cycles is exponential in data 

measure, for huge data sets the vast majority of such 

strategies would come up short. To handle this we make a 

move to the heuristics. Heuristics utilizes reasonable 

approach to acquire close ideal arrangements. Under 

heuristics we bargain the exactness to accomplish impressive 

speed ups. Rather than accomplishing an exact outcome 

heuristic goes for accomplishing an attractive close ideal 

answer for accelerate the procedure. Genetic calculation, is 

one such procedure. It emulates the Darwinian's foremost of 

"Survival of the fittest" to locate the ideal arrangement in 

seek space. Be that as it may, Genetic Algorithms neglect to 

stay aware of big-data because of colossal time intricacy. Big 

data is a term used to address data sets of substantial sizes. 

Such data sets are past the likelihood to oversee and process 

inside middle of the road passed time. For such a situation 

parallelization is a superior approach.  

Hadoop MapReduce is a parallel programming method 

expand on the systems of Google application motor 

MapReduce. It is utilized for preparing expansive data in a 

conveyed domain. It is very adaptable and can be fabricate 

utilizing ware equipment. Hadoop MapReduce parts the 

information data into specific measured pieces and 

procedures these lumps all the while over the group. It in this 

manner lessens the time unpredictability for tackling the 

issue by circulating the handling among the bunch hubs. In 

this paper we propose a strategy to actualize clustering 

utilizing genetic calculation in a parallel form utilizing 

hadoop MapReduce. To do as such we broaden the coarse 

grained parallel model of genetic calculations and play out a 

two stage clustering on the data-set. This two stage clustering 

approach is acknowledged by misusing the hadoop 

MapReduce engineering. Whatever remains of the paper is 

composed as follows in area 2 we give a review of genetic 

calculations. Area 3 clarifies the MapReduce show and talks 

about the hadoop MapReduce. Segment 4 exhibits the 

procedure we formulated to parallelize genetic calculation 

based clustering by expanding hadoop MapReduce. Area 5 

and 6 portray the criteria we utilized for conveying 

parallelized GA on hadoop MapReduce and also the 

consequences of experimentation. 
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II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic Algorithm is a nature motivated heuristic approach 

utilized for taking care of hunt based and improvement 

issues. It has a place with a class of transformative 

calculations. In GAs we develop a populace of competitor 

arrangements towards an ideal arrangement. GA mimics 

nature based procedures of hybrid, change, choice and legacy 

to get to an ideal arrangement. Under GA we actualize the 

law of survival of the fittest to streamline the hopeful 

arrangements. The system of GA advances in the 

accompanying way:  

Step 1:- Initial populace of competitor arrangements is made  

Step 2:- Each individual from the populace is appointed a 

wellness esteem utilizing suitable wellness work  

Step 3:- Parents are chosen by assessing the wellness  

Step 4:- Offspring are made utilizing generation admini- 

strators i.e. hybrid, change and choice on guardians  

Step 5:- New populace is made by choosing posterity in light 

of wellness assessment  

Step 6:- Steps 3,4,5 are rehashed until the point that an end 

condition is met 

III. MAPREDUCE PARADIGM 

MapReduce programming worldview includes disseminated 

preparing of huge data over the bunch. Under this worldview 

the information data is spitted as indicated by the square size. 

The data split is performed by the info organize. These parts 

are doled out a particular key by the record peruser and in 

this way a key, esteem combine is created. Key, esteem sets 

are then subjected to a two stage preparing. This two stage 

preparing includes a map stage and a diminish stage. The 

engineering of an essential MapReduce worldview is 

portrayed in figure 1. The map stage is made out of a mapper 

or a map routine (). Map stage is executed in the mapper of 

every hub. The diminish stage is made out of a reducer or a 

decrease routine (). After getting the mapped comes about 

reducer plays out the rundown activities to produce last 

outcome.  

Map Phase:  

 The mapper gets the key-esteem sets created by the 

record peruser  

 The mapper plays out the disseminated calculation 

to process the key-esteem combines and produces 

the mapping brings about type of middle of the road 

key-esteem sets  

 The middle of the road key-esteem sets are then 

passed on to the reducer  

Diminish Phase:  

 The mapped consequences of the mapper are 

rearranged  

 The rearranged comes about are at that point passed 

on to the fitting reducer for additionally preparing  

 Combined yield of the considerable number of 

reducers fills in as the last outcome 

 

Figure 1: MapReduce paradigm 

A. HADOOP MAPREDUCE  

Hadoop MapReduce is a programming model which utilizes 

the MapReduce worldview for handling. It is enlivened by 

the Google application motor MapReduce. It takes into 

account enormous adaptability by utilizing product 

equipment. MapReduce utilizes HDFS (hadoop appropriated 

document framework) which is another part of hadoop 

system for putting away and recovery of data. The preparing 

time is lessened by part the data set into squares relying on 

the piece estimate. The square size is normally 64mb or 

128mb. This split data is then prepared parallely finished the 

group hubs. MapReduce in this way gives a conveyed way to 

deal with unravel complex and long issues. 

IV. PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

In the accompanying segments we examine a few systems 

ordinarily utilized for parallelizing GA ,. At that point, we 

propose a tweaked way to deal with execute Clustering 

construct parallel GA in light of hadoop MapReduce.  
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i. Parallel executions  

Parallel execution of GA is acknowledged utilizing two 

normally utilized models as:  

 Coarse-grained parallel GA  

 Fine-grained parallel GA  

Under first model every hub is given a populace split to 

process. The people are then moved to other hub after map 

stage. Relocation is utilized to synchronize the arrangement 

set. In the second model every individual is given to a 

different hub as a rule for wellness assessment. Neighboring 

hubs speak with each other for choice and remaining tasks. 

A.  CUSTOMIZED PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION FOR 

CLUSTERING USING HADOOP MAPREDUCE  

In this sub area we propose the organization of GA we 

utilized for clustering based issues. Alongside this we talk 

about our altered way to deal with abuse Coarse-grained 

parallel GA display. This approach effectively actualizes GA 

construct clustering in light of hadoop MapReduce. Core of 

this approach lies in playing out a two staged clustering in 

mapper and after that, in the reducer.To start, the info data 

set is part as indicated by the square size by the information 

arrange. Each split is given to a mapper to play out the First 

stage clustering. The main stage mapping consequences of 

every mapper are passed on to a solitary reducer to play out 

the Second stage mapper. We in this manner, are utilizing 

various mappers and a solitary reducer to actualize our 

clustering based parallel GA. The engineering of proposed 

demonstrate is delineated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Parallel Implementation For Clustering Using 

Hadoop MapReduce  

a) FIRST PHASE CLUSTERING:  

 Population instatement:  

Subsequent to accepting the information split every mapper 

frames the underlying populace of people. Every individual 

is a chromosome of size. Each fragment of the chromosome 

is a centroid. Centroids are arbitrarily chosen data focuses 

from the got data split. For each datum point in every 

chromosome clustering is performed. For this data point in 

the got data set doled out to the bunch of the nearest centroid.  

 Fitness assessment  

 For assessing wellness we are registering the 

Davies-Bouldin list of every person. Davies-

Bouldin file is the proportion of bury bunch 

dissipate to the intra group partition.  

The bury group diffuse of a bunch 𝐶𝑖 is figured as  

   
 

  
∑ ‖     ‖ 

  

   
 (1) 

Here, Ai is the centroid point,  𝑗 is the bunch point,  𝑖 is the 

group measure, p is 2 as we are computing the Euclidian 

separation.  

The intra bunch partition of two centroids  𝑖 and  𝑗 is 

figured as  

     ((∑ |         |
  

   
)

 
 
) 

(2) 

Here, k is the quantity of measurement of the data point and 

estimation of p is 2. Presently the Davies-Bouldin file is  

   
 

 
∑   

 

   
 (3) 

Where Di:  

 𝑖  
   

𝑗 𝑖  𝑗 {
     

    
} (4) 

 Mating and Selection:  

For mating we are utilizing traverse and transformation 

methods. For traverse we are utilizing number juggling 

traverse with 0.7% likelihood. This produces one posterity 

from two guardians. The centroid of the posterity is the 

number juggling normal of the relating centroid of guardians. 

For transformation swap change is connected with 0.02%. 
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Under swap change we take 9's compliment of the data 

focuses. The posterity from more established populace are 

chosen to populate another populace. For choice we are 

utilizing Tournament choice strategy. Under competition 

determination the individual is chosen by playing out a 

competition in view of wellness assessment among a few 

people picked indiscriminately from the populace.  

 Termination:  

Another populace as created replaces the more seasoned 

populace. This populace would again frame a more up to 

date populace utilizing mating and determination strategy. 

This entire strategy would be rehashed and again until the 

point that the end condition is met. Under the proposed 

approach this is accomplished by finishing the predefined 

number of emphasess. The fittest individual of the last 

populace of every mapper is passed on as the outcome to the 

reducer. The reducer at that point performs Second stage 

clustering on the mapping consequences of all mapper.  

b) SECOND PHASE CLUSTERING:  

 Reducer frames another chromosome by joining the 

chromosomes got from every mapper  

 This recently made chromosome is investigated. 

Those centroids for which intra group partition is 

not as much as the edge, their separate bunches are 

combined. For two groups the edge is figured as 

entirety of 20% the intra bunch partition and most 

extreme of the biggest separation of a bunch point 

from centroid among the two groups. Centroid of 

this recently made group is the math mean of 

centroids of unique bunches.  

The edge calculation:  

  (     𝑖 𝑗)       𝑖  𝑗  

Here T is the edge,  𝑖,j is the intra bunch partition of the 

groups 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗 ,  𝑖  𝑛𝑑  𝑗 are the separation of farthestest 

purposes of the bunches 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗 from their particular 

centroids  

 Above expressed process is rehashed until the point 

that all centroids of the chromosome have a bury 

bunch division more prominent than limit esteem.  

 The last chromosome contains area of centroid of 

ideal groups. 

 

 

 

 

V. EVALUATION CRITERIA & RESULTS  

We looked at the execution of the proposed calculation with a 

successive calculation. Both the calculations were executed 

for a sum of 500 emphases with traverse likelihood of 6% and 

transformation likelihood of 0.25%. The proposed calculation 

was executed on a multi-hub group with a sum of 5 hubs each 

running hadoop v1.2.1 on a Ubuntu 13.0 under vmware 

virtual machine with an allocated RAM of 2 GB, hard circle 

of 250 GB and two assigned handling centers. Equipment 

arrangement of the bunch is appeared in Table 1. The 

consecutive calculation was executed on a solitary hub with 

design appeared in table 2. To assess execution we quantified 

the exactness accomplished and add up to execution time. 

Execution time was estimated utilizing framework clock. The 

data set utilized for this analysis speaks to the differential 

directions of Europe map. It comprises of 169308 examples 

and 2 measurements. 

Table 1: Hardware Configurations 

Nodes CPU RAM Hard 

Disk 

Node 1 Intel core i3-370m 4GB DDR 3 640 GB 

Node 2 Intel core i3-370m 4GB DDR 3 640 GB 

Node 3 Intel core i7-

2630qm 

6GB DDR 3 640 GB 

Node 4 Intel core i5-

3230m 

4GB DDR 3 1 TB 

Node 5 Intel core i5-4200u 4GB DDR 3 1 TB 

 

Table 2: Hardware Specifications 

CPU Intel core i3-370m 

RAM 4GB DDR 3 

Hard Disk 640 GB 

 

Figure 3 and 4 shows the result on total execution time and 

accuracy achieved for the proposed algorithm and a 

sequential algorithm. The total execution time is highly 

reduced by using parallel genetic algorithm. A speed up of 

80% was observed for PGA with a clustering accuracy of 

92%. This shows that proposed algorithm considerably 

speeds up the clustering process for big datasets. 

 

Figure 3: Execution Time 
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Figure 4: Accuracy 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This Paper Introduces a Novel Technique to Parallelize GA 

based clustering. For this, we have Customized Hadoop 

MapReduce by Implementing a Dual Phase Clustering. The 

accelerate in view of evaluation are introduced. In Future, we 

hope to improve upon the Accuracy and Enhance the Speed 

Gains 
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Abstract— Automated Library data tracking system by smartphone is the android based application containing the facility for 

the student and the staff of the library to track and transact the book and library system. These application has the functionality 

to register the student on the library database according the branch and enrolment number. In this system the student can make 

the book issue and return easily by using the QR code. Each and every student has the unique QR code instead of paper ID 

card. The book also has the QR code by scanning these QR codes the librarian can issue or return the book. Application also 

has the facility for student to search for the book availability and college department information with teacher information. The 

staff can also use the application to track the book data and make the entry for new books to the library. And can also make the 

entry for the college department staff. All the information about the staff, student and book transaction is stored and managed 

by the centralized database over the internet. All the system is fully online. The website middle ware is also designed to handle 

and manage all request by the staff, student and book by the admin. 

 

Keywords—QR Code,  Centralised Database, Android Application, Library Automation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The source of knowledge in an Institution is Library. Library 

provides resources like books, journals, CDs etc. to support 

learning of student. There are different actions done by the 

Librarian such as adding new student, book data, date of 

issuing books, entering details of all relevant information 

about books, etc. For this the student has to wait for his/her 

turn as Librarian enters data student by student. It is very 

time consuming process. It is worthwhile to take advantage 

of the technology to support so as to improve Library 

services. As information changes according to time, it 

becomes difficult task for the Librarian to go hand in hand 

with the dynamic data. The basic objective of Library data 

tracking system is to manage the entire transactions of the 

Library. The software keeps the track of all the information 

about the books in library, their cost, their complete details 

and total number of books available in Library and as well as 

keeps the complete details of the registered members [6].  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Library systems are implemented manually which is very 

costly, time consuming and tedious. Academic libraries in 

engineering institutions are prominent information 

organizations and play a crucial role in fulfilling the needs of 

the pedagogy. A college strength its educational level 

through the advancement of its library. Teachers, laboratories 

and libraries are important components in imparting effective 

engineering education to them. The aim of an engineering 

college library is to facilitate the engineering professionals in 

enhancing and updating their knowledge and skills, and to 

provide them information regarding new innovations, views, 

theories, engineering education, and research. This will in 

turn enhance the quality of teaching and up gradation of 

student’s results. The primary role of engineering college 

library is to collect and organize recorded information in 

engineering and allied subjects to meet the needs of users. 

Information and Communication Technologies are 

increasingly used to collect, store, retrieve and promulgate a 

great amount of information to help engineering 

professionals. Information Technology has a profound 
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impact on library operations, Information resources, services, 

staff skills development requirements and users’. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 Basic structure of librarian & student where librarian is 

directly connected to database server student have their 

android phone an which library application is installed 

through which they interact with book database without 

going into library to find book in book shell it avoid time 

wastage of student for searching of book in librarian, 

minimize work load of librarian.  

 Library Automation system allow student as well as 

college staff to access library activity via android 

application. 

 This system is automation, it minimize work load of 

librarian, and it assigns books to student without 

involvement of librarian.  

 Student need not to wait for his / her turn for issuing 

books. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

Module Description: 

Android Application: 

The Mobile software application developed for use on 

devices powered by Google's Android platform. Android 

apps are available in the Google Play Store (formerly known 

as the Android Market), in the Amazon Appstore and on 

various Android App-focused sites, and the apps can run on 

Android Smartphone’s, tablets, TV and other devices. 

Android apps are written in the Java programming language 

and use Java core libraries. They are first compiled to Dalvik 

executable to run on the Dalvik virtual machine, which is a 

virtual machine specially designed for mobile devices. 

Developers may download the Android software 

development kit (SDK) from the Android website. The SDK 

includes tools, sample code and relevant documents for 

creating Android apps [5]. 

 

Librarian Module: 

Librarian registered all student and staff and confirm login 

status. Main activity of librarian is to keep the database up to 

date. Like if any news available in library, librarian should 

notify all students about this so that student can able to issue 

it. Beside registration of students and college staff, librarian 

also registers about book [6]. 

 

Student Module: 

Student register can request for librarian. Student will be able 

to login through their android mobile phones. Student can 

send a request for issuing book. Each student can request / 

issue two books at a time. Student also view the college and 

staff information then also view book information and find 

the particular book information [6]. 

 

Central Server Module: 

The Library Database contains all the necessary information 

about student, book, and college staff. Application retrieves 

information stored in the library database through the library 

server. All the registered student / staff information should be 

present in database. Registered student are given login status 

via which they can login through android application to view 

database. Book database contain information such as its book 

id, title of the book, author, category, publisher, year of 

publication, availability of book in library, etc. Just like book 

database. Student database include student registered ID, 

name of student, department, current class year ,semester 

,gender, email ID, mobile number, date of birth, address, etc.  

If new book is available in library, then librarian send the 

notification message to all the student and staff. Each student 

gets the notification about their last date of book return [6]. 

V. TECHNOLOGY USED 

1. Volley 

Volley is an HTTP library developed by Google to ease 

networking tasks in Android Applications. Volley supersedes 
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Java’s java.net.HttpURLConnection class and Apache’s 

org.apache.http.client in handling network requests. Volley 

can handle almost each and everything you will need to do 

over the network, it handles HTTP request and also manages 

the async tasks that you need to use while working with 

canonical networking classes [4]. 

 

Features of Android Volley Library:- 

 Volley manages network request automatically and 

without you using any AsyncTask. It offers multiple 

concurrent network connections, resulting in faster and 

efficient network operations. 

 Volley caches all network requests, utilizing the previous 

results in the case of change in activity configuration. 

However due to the same reason, it is only good for small 

Volley and not suitable for large download or streaming 

operations. 

 It has a powerful cancellation API. You can fully control 

the request cancellation, or you can set blocks or scopes 

of requests to cancel. 

 Volley allows you to control and order the network 

requests making it easy to populate UI elements in an 

orderly manner, useful in case of social networking apps 

like facebook, twitter. It also provides support for request 

prioritization. 

 Volley has built in debugging and tracing tools which 

allow user to get to the root of the error. 

 

2. QR Code 

QR Codes technology is easily accessible: 

 What makes QR Codes especially attractive for 

marketing is their low cost and universal applicability. 

Targeted to mobile users, QR Codes help to reach your 

audience at any time and place. Apart from a 

smartphone, no special equipment is required, and 

there are no intermediaries between you and the user 

[3]. 

QR Codes are there to stay 

 Today the world counts about 1.76 billion smartphone 

users with an incredible 2.73 billion to be expected by 

2018. This massive distribution of mobile devices (and 

thus potential QR Code readers) requires a stronger 

consideration of the mobile channel. If you have been 

ignoring mobile marketing until now, there has never 

been a better time to start benefiting from the mobile 

channels’ wide range and advantages [3]. 

 

 

Versatile areas of application 

 Since QR Codes provide a direct link in the online 

world, this produces countless possibilities to engage 

users in a positive way. From simple information, such 

as contact details, event dates and product descriptions, 

to special promotions, such as sweepstakes, coupons 

and voting - you can offer your customers virtually 

anything you can display in a Web browser. All of this 

with a single scans [3]. 

VI. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

Requirement analysis bridges the gap between system 

engineering and software analysis design. Software 

requirement analysis involves requirement collection, 

classification, structuring, prioritizing and validation. 

Requirement analysis consists of user requirements Analysis 

is concerned with understanding and modelling the 

application and domain within which it operates. The initial 

input to the analysis phase is problem statement, which 

describes the problem to be solved, and provides a conceptual 

view of the proposed system. 

 

Functional Requirements:- 

Functional requirements for the system describe the 

functionality or services that should be provided by system 

functions in detail, its input and output expectation. 

 

Normal Requirements:- 

N1. Student Registration 

N2. Book Registration 

N3. Calculate fine 

N4. Check the availability of books 

 

Expected Requirements:- 

Exp1. College information of Student 

Exp2. Details the Book 

Exp3. Days wise calculation 

Exp4. All the students must be registered. 

 

Exciting Requirements 

Ex1. If date will goes above 7 days, an message will   

automatically sent to student. 

Ex2. In case of network failure the system can switch to 

offline mode. After connection recovery, the data is send 

to server. 
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Non-Functional Requirements:- 

This section describes constraints on the system under 

development such as Usability, Portability etc. In our project 

following is considered. 

 

VII. EXPECTED RESULT 

The main aim of this project is to design an application and 

interface which will work as a User’s accessible to all. 

 In the future, a facility of teacher’s login where 

teachers can add lectures notes and also give necessary 

suggestion to library and also add info about 

workshops or events happening in our college or 

nearby college in the online notice board. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This library system aims to reduce the complexity of library 

staff as well as students and faculty members. It makes entire 

process online where student can search books, staff can 

generate book QR code and do book transaction it also has a 

facility for student where student can see status of books issue 

as well request for book or give some suggestions. This is the 

unique and simple approach to maintain each and every 

transaction properly. By which feedback module, students 

and faculty members can give important suggestions to 

librarian. This system provides security in all approaches. 

Only registered students and faculty members can access this 

system. The most important part of this system is it will show 

the availability of books by the book name or author name. 

The librarian will manage the complete system through 

website. This application provides an android version of 

library system which will benefit the students as well as the 

staff of the library. 
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Abstract— In light of the touchy development of data that we are choking in, while we are starving for learning, mining data 

and data from generous databases has been seen as a key research point. In this way, Due to the gigantic size of data that exists 

in the databases and distribution centers and in light of the fact that these data are big, dynamic and change as often as possible 

it is troublesome and costly to do mining for visit examples and association rule starting with no outside help. In light of such 

an intrigue, this paper proposes a Dynamic Algorithm for Association Rules Mining in Big Data that is equipped for finding 

successive thing sets progressively and creating association rules from the thing sets by utilizing gathered learning put away in 

a database table, this table will be adjusted as often as possible when the framework runs each time and the new estimation of 

the table will be the aftereffect of preparing new embedded data added to the consequences of beforehand handled data. The 

proposed arrangement is executed utilizing C#.net and SQL server. The outcomes contrasted and the Apriori calculation. It was 

presume that Apriori calculation indicated preferable outcomes over the proposed calculation in the underlying runs, then again 

the proposed dynamic calculation gave comes about close to Apriori calculation on visit runs that utilization modest number of 

exchanges yet the proposed dynamic calculation took less handling time than Apriori calculation by 63.95% on the regular runs 

that utilization big number of exchanges. 

 

Keywords— Big data, Apriori algorithm, Association rules, Data mining 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Data estimate has extended obviously through the earlier 

years, it has brought nine times up in the past five years and 

it will keep on doubling at regular intervals later on as the 

International Data Corporation (IDC) appeared in their 

presented report in 2012. Due to the data volume, 

changeability, speed, and ambiguity we can't use it direct. So 

we should make it valuable by examining and preparing it to 

separate and find the obscure helpful data, which is known 

with Big Data mining. 

The goal of the examination is to answer the two principle 

questions:  

 

- What is the best approach to do mining over 

powerful big data?  

- How to execute the arrangement on genuine with 

genuine data?  

 

The most vital restrictions experienced can be condensed as 

takes after:  

 

- Process Big data needs to intense server, which 

required certain data stockpiling and data 

exchanging speed.  

- Generating all blends in big data is a confused high 

cost process that needs a considerable measure of 

time.  

This paper comprises of eight areas. The primary area is a 

presentation. The second Section examines the Big Data. The 

third segment clarifies the Data mining. The fourth area 

introduces the issue proclamation of the paper. The fifth area 

examines the proposed calculation. The 6th clarifies the 

usage procedure. While the seventh area displays the 

outcomes and the eighth is the conclusion and the future 

work. 

II. BIG DATA 

Big data approach was first presented by META aggregate in 

2001 and it was characterized as an expansive arrangement 

of data with a size that isn't anything but difficult to deal with 

and be utilized by customary administration frameworks, 

these data typically can be gathered and put away from 

sensors, cell phones, deals exchanges and programming logs 

Etc.  
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Big data have three primary attributes to center around and 

examine; those qualities are known with the 3 V's and they 

are Volume, speed and Variety).When we discuss data 

volume we are really discussing the colossal size of data that 

is created each day and gathered from various sources and 

how to deal with this data and do tasks over it to get valuable 

outcomes, and when we discuss data speed it resembles 

looking at drinking water from a waterfall and how to do that 

effectively, that is the thing that really happens when 

managing stream or continuous data we have to figure out 

how to process data quick and simultaneous to abstain from 

losing it or its benefit , the last V is data assortment which 

shows that data are not all having a similar frame or shape , 

data could be organized or unstructured and on account of 

that we have to figure out how to deal with the diverse kinds 

of data , .  

At long last we should realize that when looking at mining 

big data there are successive strides to take after, for 

example, doing data sorting out then data coordination after 

that data investigation lastly basic leadership, and these 

means are appeared in figure 1 underneath . 

 

Fig 1: Big data processing cycle 

III. DATA MINING 

Data mining is the way toward removing intriguing certain 

and perhaps significant examples or information from 

colossal measure of data, otherwise called learning revelation 

from database (KDD). Data mining is so critical for business 

since it assumes a big part in choice help by giving responses 

to numerous inquiries regarding customer conduct, how 

upgrade the gave administration and how to grow business 

income .  

Data mining process comprises of numerous means we 

should take after to get the correct outcomes, these means 

begin by data cleaning which is utilized to repair mistakes 

and defilements in data, take care of missing data issue, and 

uniform all data organizes, the second step is data choice that 

expects to choose required data from the past advance and 

putting away it in data distribution center to be utilized as a 

part of the accompanying advances , after that we begin 

finding the intriguing connections by doing numerical and 

factual investigation, after this turns into the turn of example 

assessment to watch that the aftereffects of the past work is 

valuable and the right required one , if the consequences of 

this progression acknowledged then the last advance will 

display them as examples and diagrams that is anything but 

difficult to use in choice help these means are appeared in 

figure 2. 

 

Fig 2: Information Detection Stages 

There are a ton of prerequisites and difficulties in data 

mining that ought to be taken in thought before utilizing data 

mining calculations, the main thing to examine that the 

calculation can deal with various kinds of data , the second is 

that the calculation can extricate helpful data from a colossal 

measure of data effectively, the third is to check how much 

the data found by the calculation is significant and valuable 

and the following is to check whether the calculation can do 

mining over various wellsprings of data , the exact opposite 

thing is the security of client data and if the calculation gives 

protection.  

As of late another approach brought up in data mining called 

dynamic data mining which expects to discover new 

information utilizing already discovered learning with new 

data updates to keep up the present circumstance without 

doing every one of the figurings from the scratch which 

spares cost, this approach can be executed by utilizing 

rundown table of past outcomes joined with the new 

outcomes and used to recover the information that mirrors 

the present circumstance. 
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IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Data mining is so critical in business to both foresee and find 

patterns, and organizations can improve and more successful 

business choices, for example, promoting and publicizing 

choices that will help these organizations to develop and 

extend their income.  

Because of the enormous size of data that exists in databases 

and distribution centers and in light of the fact that these data 

are big, dynamic and change much of the time it is hard and 

expensive to do mining for visit examples and association 

rules starting with no outside help each time, for example, 

the Apriori calculation works; any report on data will 

implement Apriori to do the full procedure and checking 

examines sans preparation more to bring the present state.  

Taking care of and mining big data is a key issue however 

what is more essential to manage dynamic big data, two vital 

inquiries ascends here ; the first is what is the best approach 

to do mining over unique big data and the second is the 

manner by which to execute the arrangement on certifiable 

with genuine data. 

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

As talked about before the earnest requirement for dynamic 
calculation to do mining over big data that is changed every 
now and again and how data mining influences the basic 
leadership process and to contribute even with a halfway 
arrangement, so the goal of this exploration paper is to 
propose:  

- An calculation to create visit thing sets progressively 
without the need to do the Apriori calculation sans 
preparation.  

- An calculation to create visit association rules in 
unique way.  

In this area the creators will talk about in points of interest the 
proposed calculation that produces visit thing sets and 
association rules from dynamic big data  

The proposed calculation comprises of three sub calculations 
which are Initial state building calculation (ISB), Frequent 
Used Algorithm (FU), and Rule age calculation (RG) as 
appeared in figure 3 and talked about beneath: 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Flow Chart of the Proposed Algorithm 

A. Initial State Building Algorithm (ISB):  

This calculation is in charge of building the underlying 
state when utilizing the framework out of the blue and it 
functions as illuminated underneath:  

 Read all things in data base and show them to the 
client  

 Read the client characterized gatherings  

 For each gathering in characterized gatherings:  

 Generate every conceivable blend of thing sets  

 For every thing set in produced thing sets:  

- Insert  item-set  in  Stable  as 
(item-set, summation =0, size of thing set).  

Stable: is the summation table, it comprises of three 
segments which are: thing, summation, and size, 
where:  

 Item is all the hopeful thing sets that can be created 
of market things.  

 Summation is the check of this thing set, as it were is 
the help of this thing set.  

 Size: is the quantity of things in the thing set.  

B. Frequent Used Algorithm (FU):  

This calculation is dependable of building refreshed state 
when utilizing the framework as often as possible and it fills 
in as elucidated beneath:  

 For everything set in Stable  

- If thing set size == 1  

 Count all lines where thing esteem is >=1 
and banner = f in Ttable.  
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 Update summation of thing in Stable 
summation += check  

- Else 

 Count every one of the lines where the 
estimation of all things of the thing set > =1 
and signal = f in Ttable  

 update summation of thing set in Stable 
summation + = tally  

 Set signal for every one of the columns of Ttable = t  

Ttable: is a flat portrayal of genuine bin advertise 
exchanges, that contains every one of the things of the market 
and banner as segments and the exchanges as lines; 0 speaks 
to that this thing isn't found in this exchange, and any number 
more prominent than or levels with 1 speaks to that this thing 
is found in this exchange. On the off chance that banner is f 
then the exchange was not tallied else it is as of now checked 
and there is no compelling reason to peruse once more. 

C. Rule Generation Algorithm (RG):  

After the successive thing sets have been found, it is basic 
and clear to produce association rules from them as elucidated 
beneath:  

 Clear Rtable  

 For every thing set (I) in Stable have summation > = 
least helpI is visit  

 For each continuous thing set (I) with estimate > 2 

o Generate all the sub sets (S) of the thing set (I)  

o For every S  

 If bolster (I)/bolster (S) >= least certainty 
and least help  

 Insert in Rtable (left, right, bolster, 
certainty) values (S, I-S, bolster (I), bolster 
(I)/bolster (S))  

Rtable: is the association rules table, it comprises of four 
segments which are: left, right, support and certainty, where:  

 Left: is thing set that is on the left hand side of the 
rule.  

 Right: is thing set that is on the correct hand side of 
the rule.  

 Support: is the tally of this thing set of left U right.  

 Confidence: is the division aftereffect of help over 

help the left hand side. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

The framework was tried and the outcomes are clarified with 
diagrams as following:  

Figure 7 speaks to connection between number of created sets 
and devoured time in seconds, it gives the idea that the ISB 
calculation just required 21.12 seconds to produce 12339 
thing sets, and on the off chance that we need to produce 
twofold number of the past thing sets it will require a period 
close to the twofold of past. 

 

Fig 7: Relationship between number of sets and time 

In the accompanying figure 8 that speaks to connection 
between number of exchanges and devoured time in seconds, 
it creates the impression that the FU calculation isn't 
exceedingly influenced by the quantity of and time in FU  

 

Fig 8: Relationship between number of transactions and time 
in FU 

Figure 9 demonstrates that expanding in number of sets 
created by ISB will influence emphatically the time expended 
in FU.  
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Fig 9: Relationship between number of sets and time in FU 

In the wake of concentrate the effect of least help and least 
certainty on the outcomes created by RG calculation it was 
discovered each time we increment the edge the outcomes 
will turn out to be less and the expended time will be less 
excessively.  

Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of number of itemsets on 
the RG calculation, and it prompts say that there is a positive 
connection between both of time devoured and number of 
thing sets, this implies in RG  

 

Fig 10: Relationship between number of sets and time in RG 

Table 1 comprises of 5 segments the condition of the 
calculation when time was recorded and the quantity of new 
exchanges and number of the aggregate exchanges in the 
database and the time recorded in the proposed calculation 
and Apriori calculation in seconds.  

At the point when an examination is made between the 
proposed calculation and the Apriori calculation as indicated 
by the time devoured in unique runs it was discovered that the 

proposed calculation spare cost in visit runs since it do less 
activities than Apriori Algorithm while the Apriori Algorithm 
continues utilizing more opportunity for each new included 
exchanges. Then again Apriori Algorithm performed better in 
the underlying run and continuous keeps running with modest 
number of information sources. 

As per the outcomes appeared in figure 7 that speaks to the 
connection between number of created sets and time in the 
ISB calculation it can be inferred that there is a solid Positive 
connection between the two variables and each time the client 
produce more sets the calculation will take longer time.  

Looking to the outcomes appeared in figure 8 that speaks to 
the connection between the quantities of embedded exchanges 
and time in the FU calculation one might say that there is no 
solid connection between the two elements.  

Looking to the outcomes appeared in figure 9 that speaks to 
the connection between number of thing sets and time in the 
FU calculation there is a solid Positive connection between 
the two variables. Additionally According to the outcomes 
that appeared in figure 10 between number of thing sets and 
time in the RG calculation there is a solid Positive connection 
between the two components.  

 

Table1: Results of Proposed algorithm Vs Apriori Algorithm  

In the event that an examination between the proposed 
calculation and Apriori calculation is made, it will be 
discovered that the proposed calculation is better particularly 
in the continuous runs and big data since it utilizes collected 
information instead of working without any preparation each 
time. As the outcomes in table 1 demonstrates that the normal 
execution of regular run is better that Apriori by 63.95%  

In the underlying usage of Apriori calculation, it appears to be 
great on account of producing applicants from just successive 
examples however for dynamic uses it comes up short on the 
grounds that each time it will create thing sets and tables 
which cost a considerable measure of exertion, time, and 
capacity. Then again the proposed calculation creates the 
whole conceivable competitors once in the underlying stage.  
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At last the proposed calculation comprises of inherent rule 
age strategy that is perfect with the tables that are made from 
the underlying stage, while the Apriori calculation is just to 
generate visit sets which needs outer technique for association 
rule age, which might be inconsistent with the tables that are 
made from the underlying stages. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposed a Dynamic Algorithm for Association 

Rules Mining in Big Data which expects to discover helpful 

connections between obscure or elusive things from a big 

database in effective path without the need to rehash every 

one of the means starting with no outside help like what the 

great calculations do.  

 

in the wake of looking at between the proposed calculation 

and the Apriori calculation it was found and demonstrated 

that the proposed calculation is better particularly in the 

successive runs and refreshed data since it utilizes aggregated 

information instead of working without any preparation each 

time like Apriori calculation that falls flat in light of the fact 

that each time it will create thing sets and tables which costs 

a ton of exertion, time, and capacity.  

 

The proposed dynamic calculation was superior to anything 

Apriori calculation in visit keeps running on vast number of 

exchanges by 63.95%while Apriori performed better in 

introductory run. It can be presume that this paper is a seed 

in the field of data mining and can be improved to perform 

better and all the more productively by utilizing at least one 

of the accompanying thoughts:  

 

- Using grouping for parallel thing set age procedures 

to diminish execution time.  

- Implementing arranging calculations and ordering 

strategies to improve seeking and tallying 

techniques. 
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Abstract—With the consistent and exponential increment of the quantity of clients and the span of their information, 

information deduplication turns out to be increasingly a need for distributed storage suppliers. By putting away a one of a kind 

duplicate of copy information, cloud suppliers significantly diminish their capacity and information exchange costs. These 

immense volumes of information require some down to earth stages for the capacity, handling and accessibility and cloud 

innovation offers every one of the possibilities to satisfy these necessities. Information deduplication is alluded to as a 

procedure offered to distributed storage suppliers (CSPs) to dispense with the copy information and keep just a solitary one of a 

kind duplicate of it for storage room sparing reason.In this paper, we display a plan that allows an all the more fine-grained 

exchange off. The instinct is that outsourced information may require distinctive levels of assurance, contingent upon how 

mainstream it is: content shared by numerous clients.We show an originalfelt that isolates data according to their reputation. In 

light of this thought, we outline an encryption arrange for that ensures semantic security for obnoxious information and gives 

weaker security and better putting away and transmission restrict benefits for eminent information. Subsequently, information 

de-duplication can be able for standard information, while semantically secure encryptionguarantees unsavory substance. We 

can use the backup recover system at the time of blocking and also analyze frequent login access system. 

 

Index Terms—Cloud storage, Chunks, Similarity matching, Data security, Backup Recovery 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is a processing worldview, where an 

expansive pool of frameworks are associated in private or 

open systems, to give powerfully adaptable foundation to 

application, information and record stockpiling. With the 

approach of this innovation, the cost of calculation, 

application facilitating, content stockpiling and conveyance is 

decreased altogether [3]. It is a down to earth way to deal 

with encounter coordinate money saving advantages and it 

can possibly change a server farm from a capital-concentrated 

set up to a variable valued condition. Cloud processing 

depends on an exceptionally central principles of reusability 

of IT abilities. The distinction that distributed computing 

brings contrasted with customary ideas of "grid computing", 

"distributed computing", "utility  computing", or "autonomic 

computing" is to widen skylines crosswise over hierarchical 

limits. Forrester [1] characterizes distributed computing as: 

―A pool of abstracted, highly scalable, and managed compute 

infrastructure capable of hosting end customer applications 

and billed by consumption‖. It is a technology that uses the 

internet and central remote servers to maintain data and 

applications and allows consumers and businesses to use 

applications without installation and access their personal 

files at any computer with internet access. This technology 

allows for much more efficient computing by centralizing 

data storage, processing and bandwidth. Cloud computing 

examples are Yahoo email, Gmail, or Hotmail. Data 

deduplication is a technique for reducing the amount of 

storage space an organization needs to save its data. In most 

organizations, the storage systems contain duplicate copies of 

many pieces of data. For example, the same file may be saved 

in several different places by different users, or two or more 

files that aren't identical may still include much of the same 

data.Alongsidelow proprietorship costs and flexibility, 

customers require the confirmation of their data and 

protection guarantees through encryption[1]. To make data 

organization flexible deduplication we are use Encryption for 

secure deduplication organizations. Unfortunately, 

deduplication and encryption are two conflicting advances. 

While the motivation behind deduplication is to distinguish 

vague data parts and store them just once, the inevitable 

result of encryption is to make two unclear data partitions in 

discernable in the wake of being mixed. This suggests if data 

are mixed by customers standardly as like shared authority, 

the appropriated stockpiling provider can't have any kind of 

effect deduplication since two vague data sections will be 
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assorted after encryption. On the other hand, if data are not 

mixed by customers, mystery by can't be guaranteed and data 

are not secured against curious appropriated stockpiling 

providers.There are two kinds of deduplication as far as the 

size: (I) record level deduplication, which finds redundancies 

between various documents and evacuates these redundancies 

to diminish limit requests, and (ii) blockleveldeduplication, 

which finds and expels redundancies between information 

pieces. The document can be partitioned into littler settled 

size or variable-estimate pieces. Utilizing fixedsize squares 

improves the calculations of piece limits, while utilizing 

variable-estimate squares [2].A methodology which has been 

proposed to meet these two conflicting requirements is Label 

age and AES Plan whereby the encryption key is by and large 

the result of the hash of the data area. In spite of the way that 

encryption is all in all a not too bad plausibility to achieve 

security and deduplication meanwhile, it shockingly 

encounters distinctive without a doubt comprehended 

weaknesses. The mystery issue can be managed by encoding 

tricky data previously outsourcing to remote servers. Nearby 

low ownership costs and versatility, customers require the 

confirmation of their data and characterization guarantees 

through encryption[4].In this paper, we address the a for said 

security issue to propose a common expert to the files which 

Deduplictedbased security protecting confirmation for the 

cloud information stockpiling, which acknowledges 

verification and approval without bargaining a client's private 

data.The basic data chunk similarity is shown in fig 1. 

 
Fig 1: Data deduplication 

II. RELATED WORK 

X. Zhang, et.al,..[1]propose a novel way to deal with 

effectively accomplish security safeguarding over dispersed 

and incremental informational collections on cloud. To 

proficiently refresh anonymized informational collections 

within the sight of new information, ordering structure of 

semi identifiers is set up on anonymized informational 

collections. Semi identifiers, which speak to the gatherings of 

anonymized information, are filed for productivity. Besides, 

comparable information records are set on similar hubs to 

decrease correspondence cost crosswise over information 

stockpiling hubs when anonymized informational indexes are 

summed up or concentrated to accomplish obscurity 

prerequisites and high information utility. An ordinarily 

utilized protection display k-namelessness is utilized to gauge 

security in our examination, i.e., security prerequisites are 

meant by a limit k. Further, sub-tree speculation plot is used 

to achieve information anonymization. A calculation is 

intended to satisfy our approach in like manner. Trial 

assessment on certifiable informational indexes shows that 

with our approach, the proficiency of security conservation 

over incremental informational indexes can be enhanced 

altogether finished existing methodologies. 

T. Yang, et.al,…[2]executed an exceptionally 

versatile two-stage TDS approach for information 

anonymization in view of MapReduce on cloud. To make 

utilization of the parallel capacity of MapReduce on cloud, 

characterization required in an anonymization procedure is 

part into two stages. In the first, unique datasets are parceled 

into a gathering of little datasets, and those datasets are 

anonymized in parallel, making transitionally comes about. In 

the second one, the middle of the road comes about are 

collected into one, and further anonymized to accomplish 

steady k-unknown informational collections. It use 

MapReduce to achieve the solid calculation in the two stages. 

A gathering of MapReducejobs are intentionally outlined and 

facilitated to perform specializations on informational 

collections cooperatively. It assesses the approach by 

directing trials on true informational indexes. Trial comes 

about demonstrate that with the approach, the adaptability 

and proficiency of TDS can be progressed. It assess the 

approach by leading analyses on certifiable informational 

indexes. Trial comes about show that with the approach, the 

adaptability and effectiveness of TDS can be enhanced 

fundamentally finished existing methodologies. The 

significant commitments of the examination are triple. 

Initially, it inventively apply MapReduce on cloud to TDS for 

information anonymization and purposely outline a gathering 

of imaginative MapReduce occupations to solidly achieve the 

specializations in a very adaptable manner. Besides, it 

propose a two-stage TDS way to deal with increase high 

adaptability by means of enabling specializations to be 

directed on various information segments in parallel amid the 

main stage. 

N. Laptev, et.al,…[3] analyzedEarly Precise 

Outcome Library structure (Lord) has been composed and 

created to give this truly necessary usefulness in this way 

crossing over any barrier between the mushrooming 

information sizes and the reaction time prerequisites. To 

accomplish this, we investigate and apply intense techniques 

and models created in insights to appraise comes about and 

the precision got from examined information. We propose a 

strategy and a framework that upgrade the work process 

calculation on enormous informational collections to 

accomplish the coveted exactness while limiting the time and 

the assets required. In this exhibit we will introduce the Lord 

prototype1 and its instinctive GUI interface which helps the 

client through the progressive periods of 'enormous 
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information' examination. This model speaks to likewise the 

beginning stage for a formal investigation of the apparatus 

ease of use we are wanting to lead. The early guess strategies 

introduced are additionally imperative for adaptation to 

internal failure, where just a segment of the information is 

accessible and the mistake estimation is required to decide 

whether hub recuperation is important. Delta support 

strategies reuse the outcomes crosswise over examples of 

various sizes, while the coordination with the mainstream 

MapReduce system takes into consideration misusing the 

intrinsic parallelism of bootstrapping. Besides Duke's basic 

Programming interface takes into consideration simple 

particular of mining calculations that take full favorable 

position of system. 

T. Condie, et.al,…[4] executed The democratization 

of information has filled the gathering of (much more!) 

monstrous informational collections. Stages for expansive 

scale investigation are being worked for separating 

experiences that upgrade benefits and advance tasks. Be that 

as it may, the present suite of stages can just catch a little part 

of machine learning calculations at scale. Those that drop out 

of extension incite arrangements that mishandle the expected 

programming model or propel the execution of a different 

framework. This prompts creation pipelines worked out of 

safeguarding wire and paste code for moving information all 

through various subsystems. The issue is additionally 

confounded by the presumption that every framework expect 

responsibility for whole machine, or, best case scenario the 

VM, constraining directors to partition the bunch into 

machine subsets; doling out a solitary framework to each. 

Asset moderators like YARN and Mesos are being worked to 

address this issue with a thin virtualization layer that 

multiplexes larger amount frameworks on a solitary brought 

together machine bunch. However, the information researcher 

is still left with the issue of finding the correct framework and 

programming model for their information examination 

errand, expecting one even exists, and arranging their answer 

underway. 

A. Aboulnaga, et.al,…[5] provide the framework for 

Parallel database frameworks and MapReduce frameworks 

(most quite Hadoop) are basic parts of the present foundation 

for Enormous Information examination. These frameworks 

procedure different simultaneous workloads comprising of 

complex client demands, where each demand is related with 

an (unequivocal or verifiable) benefit level target. For 

instance, the workload of a specific client or application may 

have a higher need than different workloads. Or then again, a 

specific workload may have strict due dates for the 

culmination of its solicitations. The exploration zone of 

Workload Administration centers around guaranteeing that 

the framework meets the administration level targets of 

different solicitations while in the meantime limiting the 

assets required to accomplish this objective. 

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES 

Numerous frameworks have been produced to give secure 

capacity however customary encryption systems are not 

reasonable for pressure purposes. Deterministic encryption, 

specifically concurrent encryption, is a decent contender to 

accomplish both classification and pressure yet it experiences 

surely understood shortcomings which don't guarantee 

security of unsurprising records against word reference 

assaults. And furthermore existing framework makes 

utilization of intermediary re-encryption, has been proposed 

yet data on execution and overhead were not 

given.Unfortunately, compression loses its viability in 

conjunction with end-to-end encryption [1],[2]. End-to-end 

encryption in a capacity framework is the procedure by which 

information is scrambled at its source before entrance into the 

capacity framework. It is turning into an undeniably 

noticeable necessity because of both the quantity of security 

episodes connected to spillage of decoded information and 

the fixing of part particular laws and controls. Unmistakably, 

if semantically secure encryption is utilized, record pressure 

is inconceivable, as nobody separated from the proprietor of 

the unscrambling key can choose whether two figure writings 

relate to the same plaintext. Paltry arrangements, for 

example, compelling clients to share encryption keys or 

utilizing deterministic encryption, miss the mark regarding 

giving adequate levels of security. As an outcome, 

stockpiling frameworks are relied upon to experience major 

rebuilding to keep up the present plate/client proportion 

within the sight of end-to-end encryption [5]. The plan of 

capacity productivity works by and large and of pressure 

works specifically that don't lose their viability in nearness of 

end-to-end security is accordingly still an open issue.The 

existing methodologies contain: 

 

3.1 File-level de-duplication 
It is ordinarily known as single-illustration storing, record 

level data de-duplication ponders a report that must be 

chronicled or support that has recently been secured by 

checking each one of its attributes against the document. The 

record is revived and put just if the record is surprising, if not 

than only a pointer to the present report that is secured 

references. Simply the single case of archive is saved in the 

result and appropriate copies are supplanted by "stub" which 

centers to the main record [6][8]. 

3.2 Traditional Encryption algorithm:  

In spite of the fact that it is realized that information 

deduplication gives more advantages, security and protection 

concerns emerge in light of the fact that the client's touchy 

information is helpless to both the outcast and insider 

assaults. Along these lines, while considering the standard 

encryption methods to secure the customers tricky data there 

are various issues are connected. Customary encryption gives 

data characterization yet it isn't great with Deduplication 

[7],[9]. As in standard encryption unmistakable customers 

scramble their data with their own keys. Hence, the undefined 
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data of the assorted customers will incite distinctive 

ciphertext which is making the information deduplication 

relatively unthinkable in this customary approach [10]. The 

fundamental advance of the calculation as shows:  

 

KeyGenSE: k is the key age calculation that produces κ 

utilizing security parameter I  

 

EncSE (k, M): C is the symmetric encryption calculation that 

takes the mystery κ and message M and after that yields the 

ciphertext C; 

DecSE (k, C): M is the symmetric decoding calculation that 

takes the mystery κ and ciphertext C and afterward yields the 

first message M. 

 

3.3 Limitations: 

 Compression check only with file name and not file 

content 

 Could not achieve secure access control under a 

dynamic ownership changing environment 

 Security degradation of the cloud service 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES 

Capacity proficiency capacities, for example, compression 

and compression manage the cost of capacity suppliers better 

usage of their stockpiling back finishes and the capacity to 

serve more clients with a similar foundation. Information 

compression is the procedure by which a capacity supplier 

just stores a solitary duplicate of a record claimed by a few of 

its clients. There are four diverse compression systems, 

contingent upon whether compression occurs by the customer 

part (i.e. formerly the transfer) or then again at the server 

side, and whether compression occurs on a piece 

stageotherwiseon a record stage. Compression is most 

remunerating when it is activated at the customer side, as it 

likewise spares transfer data transmission [25]. Consequently, 

compression is a basic empowering agent for various famous 

and fruitful stockpiling administrations that offer shoddy, 

remote stockpiling to the expansive open by performing 

customer side compression, along these lines sparing both the 

system data transmission and capacity costs.The objective of 

the framework is to ensure information privacy without 

losing the benefit of pressure. Privacy must be ensured for all 

documents, including the anticipated ones. The security of the 

entire framework ought not depend on the security of a 

solitary segment (single purpose of disappointment), and the 

security level ought not crumple when a solitary segment is 

traded off. We think about the server as a put stock in 

segment regarding client confirmation, get to control and 

extra encryption [26]. The server isn't trusted as for the 

privacy of information put away at the distributed storage 

supplier. Subsequently, the server can't perform disconnected 

word reference assaults. Any individual who approaches the 

capacity is considered as a potential assailant, including 

representatives at the distributed storage supplier and the 

distributed storage supplier itself. In our risk demonstrate, the 

distributed storage supplier is straightforward however 

inquisitive, implying that it completes its errands yet may 

endeavor to decode information put away by clients.And also 

implement back up recover scheme to recover data at the time 

of infrequent access. Admin can be sent alert to every 3 days, 

one week, two weeks and three weeks. If the users not login 

to the system means, automatically recover the data and 

forward to alternate storage with mobile intimation. 

 

4.1 Block encryption algorithm 

In cryptography, a piece figure is a deterministic 

count taking a shot at settled length social occasions of bits, 

called blocks, with an unvarying change that is demonstrated 

by a symmetric key. Square figures fill in as basic essential 

parts in the planof various cryptographic traditions, and are 

for the most part used to execute encryption of mass data. 

Iterated thing figures finish encryption in different rounds, 

each one of which uses a substitute subkey got from the 

primary key. One sweeping execution of such figures, named 

a Feistel arrange after Horst Feistel, is prominently actualized 

in the DES figure. Numerous different acknowledge of 

square figures, for example, the AES, are named substitution-

change systems. The production of the DES figure by the 

Unified States National Agency of Benchmarks (along these 

lines the U.S. National Establishment of Models and 

Innovation, NIST) in 1977 was principal in the overall 

population appreciation of present day piece figure layout. It 

in like manner influenced the educational progression of 

cryptanalytic attacks. Both differential and straight 

cryptanalysis rose out of focuses on the DES plot. Beginning 

at 2016 there is a palette of strike frameworks against which a 

square figure must be secure, despite being overwhelming 

against creature control attacks. To be sure, even a protected 

piece figure is sensible only for the encryption of a singular 

square under a settled key. A colossal number of techniques 

for assignment have been proposed to allow their reiterated 

utilize secury, as a rule to achieve the security goals of 

protection and legitimacy. In any case, square figures may 

likewise include as building-obstructs in other cryptographic 

traditions, for instance, far reaching hash limits and pseudo-

subjective number generators. 

One essential kind of iterated square figure 

identified as a substitution-change arrange (SPN) takes a 

piece of the plaintext and the key as data sources, and smears 

a few rotating rings comprising of a substitution organize 

took after by a step organize—to create each piece of figure 

content yield.The non-straight substitution organize mixes the 

key bits with those of the plaintext, making Shannon's 

perplexity. The direct change organize then disseminates 
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redundancies, making dispersion. A substitution box (S-box) 

substitutes somewhat square of data bits with another bit of 

yield bits. This substitution must be facilitated, to ensure 

invertibility (accordingly unscrambling). An ensured S-box 

will have the property that changing one data bit will change 

about bit of the yield bits by and large, showing what is 

known as the heavy slide affect—i.e. it has the property that 

each yield bit will depend upon every information bit. 

4.1.2 Pseudo code for Block Cipher algorithm: 

Step 1: Fractioning of the text into 64-bit (8 octet) blocks; 

Step 2: Initial permutation of blocks; 

Step 3: Breakdown of the blocks into two parts: left and right, 

named L and R; 

Step 4: Permutation and substitution steps repeated 16 times 

(called rounds); 

Step 5: Re-joining of the left and right parts then inverse 

initial permutation. 

 

4.2 Block level data chunk similarity 

Block compression requires more handling power 

than the document pressure, since the quantity of identifiers 

that should be prepared increments enormously. 

Correspondingly, its file for following the individual cycles 

gets likewise substantially bigger. Utilizing of variable length 

pieces is much more source-escalated. Also, some of the time 

a similar hash number might be produced for two unique 

information parts, which is called hash impacts. In the event 

that that happens, the framework won't spare the new 

information as it sees that the hash number as of now exists in 

the file.he algorithm steps as follows 

BlockTag(FileBlock) - It figures hash of the Record hinder as 

document piece Tag;  

 

DupCheckReq(Token) - It asks for the Breaking point Server 

for Copy Check of the record square.  

 

FileUploadReq(FileBlockID, FileBlock, Token) – It trades 

the Record Information As far as possible Server if the file 

piece is Imperative and resuscitates the report square Token 

set away.  

 

FileBlock Encrypt(Fileblock) - It scrambles the document 

destroy with Joined Encryption, where the mixed key is from 

similitude checking of the record piece; 

TokenGen(File Square, UserID) – the strategy stacks the 

related advantage keys of the customer and make token.  

 

FileBlockStore(FileBlockID, FileBlock, Token) - It stores the 

FileBlock on Plate and updates the Mapping.  

 

4.2.2 Psuedo code for secure information pressure:  

 

Step 1: Client profiling: Customer enlistment and sign in  

 

Step 2: Session secret word: Token age and check  

 

Step 3: Customer starts document exchange 

(transfer/download).  

 

Step 4: Document transfer: check for copy  

 

Step 5: If copy at any of document name and record content, 

make document pointer and store in CSP  

 

Step 6: If no copy discovered, store scrambled document in 

CSP.  

 

Step 7: Record download: Information proprietor to 

unscramble and download document.  

 

Step 8: Server match up with customer and finishes document 

transfer/download process 

Step 9: Check Login time of user after 3 days, 1 week, 2 

week and 3 Weeks 

Step 10:  If no login means, send mobile intimation to user 

Step 11: Recover the files and forward to alternative mail 

The proposed architecture is shown in fig 2. 

 
Fig 2: Proposed framework 

 

4.3 ADVANTAGES: 

 Dynamic updation can be implemented in cloud 

storage. File and file content analyzed 

 Security is high and to provide data integrity to all 

data owners 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm is analyzed in terms of storage 

preserving and implemented in real time environments. We 

can illustrate the results using PHP framework as front end 

and SQL SERVER as Back end. 
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Fig 3: Cloud Framework 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Duplication checking 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Notification system 

 
 

Fig 6: Login details 

From the above figure 6 provide alert about user login status 

using Time to live properties. The proposed system preserves 

the storage with security and also recovered the backup. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The thought of approved information de-duplication method 

is particular information pressure strategy which dispenses 

with excess information and also enhances stockpiling and 

data transfer capacity usage. Symmetric encryption strategy is 

proposed to uphold secrecy amidde-duplication, which 

encode data before outsourcing. Security examination shows 

that the plans are secure in regards to insider and untouchable 

strikes. To better ensure the information reinforcement, we 

display session time examination of client alongside TTL 

property, to address issue of information blockages 

progressively cloud conditions. 
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Abstract— High average-utility itemsets mining (HAUIM) is a key data mining task, which aims at discovering high average-

utility itemsets (HAUIs) by taking itemset length into account in transactional databases. Most of these algorithms only 

consider a single minimum utility threshold for identifying the HAUIs. In this paper, we address this issue by introducing two 

phase algorithm with pruning strategy in which the task of mining HAUIs is done with multiple minimum average utility 

thresholds , where the user may assign a distinct minimum average-utility threshold to each item or itemset. 

 

Keywords—Frequent itemsets ,minimum supports, utility mining,high utility mining

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The main purpose of knowledge discovery in database 

(KDD) is to discover implicit and useful information in a 

collection of data. Association-rule mining(ARM) or 

frequent itemset mining (FIM) plays an important topic in 

KDD, which has been extensively studied [1,2]. A major 

limitation of traditional ARM and FIM is that they focus on 

mining association rules or frequent itemsets in binary 

databases, and treat all items as having the same importance 

without considering factors. To address this limitation, the 

problem of high utility itemset mining (HUIM) [3,8,16,17] 

was introduced. An important limitation of traditional HUIM 

is that the utility of an itemset is generally smaller than the 

utility of its supersets. Hence, traditional HUIM tends to be 

biased toward finding itemsets of greater length (containing 

many items), as these latter are more likely to be high utility 

itemsets. The utility measure used in traditional HUIM thus 

does not provide a fair measurement of the utility of itemsets. 

To alleviate the influence of an itemset’s length on its utility, 

and find more useful high utility itemset for 

recommendation, Hong et al. [5] proposed the average utility 

measure, and the problem of high average utility itemset 

mining (HAUIM). The average utility of an itemset is 

defined as the total utility of its items in transactions where 

the itemset appears, divided by the number of items in the 

itemset. Numerous algorithms have been designed to more 

efficiently mine high average-utility itemsets (HAUIs) 

[9,11,12,14] but most of them rely on a single minimum 

average-utility threshold to mine HAUIs. In real-life 

situations, each item or itemset may be more or less 

important to the user. It is thus unfair to measure the utility 

of all items in a database using the same minimum utility 

threshold. 

To address this issue, this paper proposes a novel framework 

for high average-utility itemset mining with multiple 

minimum average-utility thresholds (HAUIM-MMS). Based 

on the proposed framework, a two-phase algorithm named 

HAUI-MMS is proposed to discover HAUIs. To improve the 

performance of the proposed algorithm,a efficient pruning 

strategy is designed to prune unpromising itemsets early, 

thus reducing the search space and speeding up the discovery 

of HAUIs. Extensive experiments were conducted on both 

real-life and synthetic datasets to show that the proposed 

algorithm can efficiently mine the complete and correct set 

of HAUIs in databases, while considering multiple minimum 

average-utility thresholds to assess the utility of itemsets. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

In recent years, HUIM [3,8,16,17] has become a key research 

topic in the field of data mining. Chan et al. [3] presented a 

framework to mine the top-k closed utility patterns based on 

business objectives. Yao et al. [15,1] defined the problem of 

utility mining while considering both purchase quantities of 

items in transactions (internal utility) and their unit profits 

(external utility). Liu et al. [9] introduced the transaction-

weighted utility (TWU) model and the transaction weighted 

downward closure (TWDC) property. Lin et al. [8] adopted 

the TWU model to design the high-utility pattern (HUP)-tree 

for mining HUIs using a condensed tree structure called 

HUP-tree. Liu and Qu [13] proposed the HUI-Miner 

algorithm to discover HUIs without generating candidates 

using a designed utility-list structure. Fournier-Viger et al. 

[4] then presented the FHM algorithm and the Estimated 

Utility Co-occurrence Structure (EUCS) to mine HUIs.Hong 
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et al. [5] first proposed the average utility measure, and the 

stated the problem of HAUIM. The average-utility of an 

itemset is the sum of the utilities of its items, in transaction 

where it appears, divided by its length (number of items).The 

average-utility model provides an alternative measure to 

assess the utility of itemsets. Because the average utility 

measure considers the length of itemsets, it is more suitable 

and applicable in real-life situations, than the traditional 

measure.Lin et al. [9] then developed a high average-utility 

pattern (HAUP)-tree structure to mine HAUIs more 

efficiently. Lan et al. [11] developed a projection based 

average-utility (PBAU) mining algorithm to mine HAUIs. 

Lan et al. [12] then also extended the PBAU algorithm and 

designed a PAI approach using an improved strategy for 

mining the HAUIs. Lu et al. [14] then developed a HAUI-

tree structure to mine HAUIs without candidate generation. 

In the past, the MSApriori [7] was first proposed to mine FIs 

under multiple minimum support thresholds. The CFPgrowth 

algorithm [6] was then designed to build the MIS-tree and 

perform a recursive depth-first search to output the FIs. The 

MHU-Growth algorithm [15] extends CFP-Growth, to mine 

high utility frequent itemsets with multiple minimum support 

thresholds. Lin et al. [9] then developed the HUIM-MMU 

model for discovering HUIs with multiple minimum utility 

thresholds.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , ir} be a finite set of r distinct items 

occurring in a database D, and D = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} be a set 

of transactions, where for each transaction Tq ∈ D, Tq is a 

subset of I and has a unique identifier q, called its TID 

(transaction identifier). For each item ij and transaction Tq, a 

positive number q(ij, Tq) represents the purchase quantity of 

ij in transaction Tq. Moreover, a profit table ptable = {p(i1), 

p(i2), . . . , p(ir)} is defined, where p(im) is a positive integer 

representing the unit profit of item im (1 ≤ m ≤ r). A set of k 

distinct items X = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} such that X ⊆ I is said to be 

a k-itemset, where k is the length or level of the itemset. An 

itemset X is said to be contained in a transaction Tq if X ⊆ 

Tq. An example quantitative database is shown in Table 1. It 

consists of five transactions and six items, represented using 

letters from (a) to (f ). The profit of each item in Table 2 

 

Table 1. A quantitative database. 

 

TID Items 

1 b:7, c:2, d:3, e:1 

2 b:4, c:3, d:3 

3 a:2, d:1 

4 a:1, c:6 , f :4 

5 b:2, c:3, d:1, f :2 

 

Table 2. A profit table. 

 

Item Profit 

a 5 

b 2 

c 1 

d 2 

e 4 

f 1 

 

Definition 1. The minimum average-utility threshold to be 

used for an item ij in a database D is a positive integer 

denoted as mau(ij ). A MMAU-table is used to store the 

minimum average-utility thresholds of all items in D, and is 

defined as: 

MMAU − table = {mau(i1),mau(i2), . . . , mau(ir)} 

 

In the following, it will be assumed that the minimum 

average-utility thresholds of all items for the running 

example are defined as: {mau(a):8, mau(b):8,mau(c):13, 

mau(d):14, mau(e):20, mau(f):9} 

 

Definition 2. For a k-itemset X, the minimum average-utility 

threshold of X is denoted as mau(X), and is defined as: 

mau(X)  =  ∑ mau(ij)   =  ∑ mau(ij) 

   ij∈X                        ij∈X 

        |X|                 k 

 

Definition 3. The average-utility of an item ij in a transaction 

Tq is denoted as au(ij, Tq), and is defined as: 

au(ij, Tq) = q(ij, Tq) × p(ij) 

1  

where q(ij, Tq) is the purchase quantity of item ij in Tq, and 

p(ij) is the unit profit of item ij . 

 

Definition 4. The average-utility of a k-itemset X in a 

transaction Tq is denoted as au(X, Tq), and defined as: 

 

au(X, Tq)  = ∑  q(ij, Tq) × p(ij)    =    ∑ q(ij, Tq) × p(ij) 
    ij∈X∧X⊆Tq  ij∈X∧X⊆Tq 

  |X|   k 

where k is the number of items in X. 

 

Definition 5. The average-utility of an itemset X in a 

database D is denoted as au(X), and is defined as: 

 

au(X) = ∑ au(X, Tq) 
        X⊆Tq∧Tq∈D 
 

Definition 6. The average-utility upper bound of an itemset 

X is defined as the sum of the maximum utilities of 

transactions where X appears: 

auub(X)    =    ∑ mu(Tq) 
                     X⊆Tq∧Tq∈D 

 

where mu(Tq) is the maximum utility of transaction Tq, 

defined as mu(Tq) =max(q(ij, Tq) × p(ij))∀ij ∈ I. 
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Definition 7. An itemset X is a high average-utility upper-

bound itemset (HAUUBI) if its auub is no less than its 

minimum average-utility threshold. 

The set of all HAUUBIs is thus defined as: 

HAUUBI ← {X|auub(X) ≥ mau(X)}  

 

Definition 8 (Least Minimum Average-Utility, LMAU). 

The least minimum average-utility (LMAU) in the MMAU-

table is defined as: 

LMAU = min{mau(i1),mau(i2), . . . , mau(ir)} 

where r is the total number of items. 

The LMAU in the running example is calculated as LMAU = 

min{mau(a),mau(b), mau(f), mau(c), mau(d), mau(e)} = 

min{8, 8, 9, 13, 14, 20}(= 8). 

 

Theorem 1 (Transaction- Maximum-Utility Downward 

Closure Property,TMUDC Property). Without loss of 

generality, assume that items in itemsets are sorted in 

ascending order of mau values. Let X
k 
be a k-itemset (k ≥ 2) , 

and X
k−1

 be a subset of Xk of length k−1. If Xk is a HAUUBI, 

then X
k−1

 is also a HAUUBI. 

 

Theorem 2 (HAUIs ⊆ HAUUBIs). Let be an itemset X
k−1 

of 

length k – 1 and X
k
 be one of its supersets. If X

k−1 
has an 

auub value lower than the LMAU,X
k−1 

is not a HAUUBI nor 

a HAUI, as well as all its supersets. Hence, X
k−1

 and its 

supersets can be discarded. 

   

Problem Statement: The purpose of HAUIM-MMS is to 

efficiently discover the set of all high average-utility 

itemsets, where an itemset X is said to be a HAUI if its 

average utility is no less than its minimum average-utility 

threshold mau(X) as: 

 

HAUI ← {X|au(X) ≥ mau(X)} 

 

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The designed baseline HAUI-MMS algorithm consists of 

two phases. In the first phase, the designed HAUI-MMS 

algorithm performs a breadth-first search to mine the 

HAUUBIs. In the second phase, an additional database scan 

is performed to identify the actual high average-utility 

itemsets from the set of HAUUBIs 

 

Algorithm 1. HAUI-MMS 
Input: D, a quantitative transactional databases; ptable, a 

profit table; MMAU-table, the user predefined multiple 

minimum average utility threshold table. 

Output: The set of complete high average-utility itemsets 

(HAUIs). 

1 find the LMAU in the MMAU-table; 

2 scan D to find auub(ij ); 

3 for each item ij do 

if auub(ij) ≥ LMAU then 

HAUUBI1 ← HAUUBI1 ∪  ij ; 

4 sort items in HAUUBI1 in ascending order of their 

mau  values; 

5 set k ← 2; 

6 while HAUUBI
k−1 

≠ null do 

Ck = generate candidate(HAUUBI
k−1

); 

for each k-itemset X ∈  Ck do 

scan D to calculate auub(X); 

if auub(X) ≥ mau(X) then 

HAUUBI
k
 ← HAUUBI

k
 ∪  X; 

7 set k ← k + 1; 

8 HAUUBIs ← ∪  HAUUBI
k
; 

9 Set m←1; 

10 for each itemset X and k in HAUUBIs do 

for each  m < k   do 

X
a 
= FindSubset (X

k
, 0, m); 

X
b
 = FindSubset (X

k
,m, k); 

If(X
a
 ∪  X

b = 
X  & X

a
 ∩ X

b 
= ᴓ) 

If (X
a 
Ȼ HAUI & X

b 
Ȼ HAUI) 

set k ← k + 1; 

Go to 10 else 

   scan D to calculate au(X); 

if au(X) ≥ mau(X) then 

HAUIs ← HAUIs∪  X; 

return HAUIs; 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

Table 3  Experimental databases 

Database  #Trans #Items 

FoodMart 21,556 1,559 

chess 3,196 75 

 

#|D| Transaction count 

#|I| Number of distinct items 

 

The method proposed in [7] for assigning the multiple 

thresholds to items was adapted to automatically set the mau 

value of each item in the proposed HAUIM-MMS 

framework. The following equation is thus used to set the 

mau value of each item ij : 

mau(ij) = max{β × p(ij),GLMAU} 

 

where β is a constant used to set the mau values of an item as 

a function of its unit profit. To ensure randomness and 

diversity in the experiments, β was respectively set in 

different interval for varied datasets. The constant GLMAU is 

user-specified and represents the global least average-utility 

value. Lastly, p(ij) represents the external utility (unit profit) 

of the item ij. If β is set to zero, a single minimum average-

utility threshold GLMAU is used for all items. In that case, 

the task of HAUI-MMS would become the same as 

traditional HAUIM. 
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Table 4 The execution time and memory usage of two 

algorithms along with fixed value of GLMAU and 

varied β 

 

Database Value of 

Β  

Execution time 

(in sec) 
Memory Usage 

(in MB) 
Before 

Pruning 

After 

Pruning 

Before 

Pruning 

After 

Pruning 

foodmart
(GLMAU

=1k) 

[1-10] 700 10 90 100 
[10-20] 200 0.5 90 92 
[20-30] 80 0.5 90 87 
[30-40] 70 0.5 90 82 
[40-50] 40 0.5 90 78 

Chess(GL

MAU=168

k) 

[1-200] 120 60 120 110 
[200-

400] 
120 58 120 102 

[400-

600] 
120 55 120 95 

[600-

800] 
85 35 120 90 

[200-

1000] 
65 20 120 84 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the high average-utility itemset mining with 

multiple minimum average-utility thresholds (HAUIM-

MMS) framework was designed to mine high average-utility 

itemsets (HAUIs) with multiple minimum average-utility 

thresholds. The baseline HAUI-MMS algorithm is a two 

phases algorithm, which relies on several designed theorems 

to find the HAUIs. An extensive experimental study was 

conducted on both synthetic and real datasets to evaluate the 

performance of the algorithms in terms of runtime, number 

of candidates, and memory usage. Results show that the 

designed algorithms can efficiently discover the HAUIs and 

can effectively reduce the search time after applying pruning 

strategy in second phase 
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Abstract— The key predicament in the present circumstances is how to categorize the mathematically related keywords from a 

given text file and store them in one math text file. As the math text file contains only the keywords which are related to 

mathematics. The math dataset is a collection of huge amount of tested documents and stored in math text file. The dataset is 

trained with giant amount of text files and the size of dataset increases, training with various text samples. Finally the dataset 

contains only math-related keywords. The proposed approaches evaluated on the text containing individual formulas and 

repeated formulas. The two approaches proposed are one is Sequence matcher and another one is Levenshtein Distance, both 

are used for checking string similarity. The performance of the repossession is premeditated based on dataset of repetitive 

formulas and formulas appearing once and the time taken for reclamation is also measured. 

 

Keywords—Levenshtein distance,Sequence matcher

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The significance in mining of time series has been 

augmented in the recent years as it is very complex. Time 

series is very complex as there is high dimensionality, high 

affiliation between data. Majority of the technical papers are 

in print with mathematical formulas with time series. The 

search for related mathematical expression by the researchers 

is operational in technological discipline and cannot be done 

in effect with text based search engine except appropriate 

text keywords are known. The competence of reachable text 

search engine to search mathematical expression subjugated 

with a math-aware search engine [1, 2, 3]. 
 
The search for mathematical formulas is important and tricky 

as they restrain both constitutional and interpretation 

information. In general the theoretical basis of the knowledge 

in numerous technical documents is generally represented 

with mathematical formulas. The established search engines 

Google and Yahoo works competently for text based 

information. But they are besieged in searching data with 

mathematical formulas.  

Let us consider an example Tanx+eSecx, this formula 

contains three symbols e, tan and sec signifies exponential 

and trigonometric functions. In this equation the tan and sec 

terms contains some semantic meaning and tan and sec terms 

are structurally associated to exponential. 

 

As already quite a few methods were projected for the 

extraction of mathematical formulas, in this paper we 

planned two new methods for retrieving repetitive and non 

repetitive formulas materialized in the given text.  

 

The later part of this paper is designed as follows. Section II 

reviews the related methods like Sequence Matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance used for the retrieval mathematical 

formulas. Section III deals with the function point. Section 

IV encompasses the comparative study of the proposed 

methods. As a final point, the conclusion is accessible in 

Section V. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

A. Extracting Math formulas  

Generally, Math formulae are written using MathML and 

Latex. The text file with Math Keywords is Loaded in our 

program in append mode. Then the math keywords from 

loaded text Document identified in Reading Mode. Pre-

processing allows us to read the file and store every string in 
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the list and remove the stop words from the file. The next 

step is to load the math keyword document into the program 

and make a list which contains all the keywords related to 

math. Compare the math keyword list with the keywords in 

the text file to mine math keywords [4, 5, 6]. 

B. Sequence Matcher 

Sequence Matcher is a flexible class for match up pairs of 

successions of any type, so long as the sequence elements are 

comparable. The Sequence matcher algorithm is little better 

than, an algorithm in print by Ratcliff and Obershelp under 

the name "gestalt pattern matching "in the late 1980's.  The 

fundamental idea is to find the best ever contiguous matching 

subsequence that contains no useless elements. The same 

idea is then recursively applied to the portions of the 

sequences to the right and to the left of the matching 

subsequence. This does not capitulate insignificant edit 

sequences but does be inclined to capitulate matches that 

"look right" to people.  

 

Sequence Matcher compares two strings and gives the ratio 

in between 0 to 1.When the comparison ratio between two 

strings is greater than 0.7 or 0.9 then it will be considered as 

keyword and keyword will be stored in the data set. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Levenshtein Distance 

The Levenshtein Distance is used to assess the resemblance 

between source string and objective string. The fundamental 

ideas of Levenshtein Distance are extensively used in areas 

like Computer Science, Computational Linguistics, 

Bioinformatics, Molecular Biology, DNA analysis. It can 

also be used in measuring the similarity of melodies or 

rhythms in music. The Levenshtein distance has widely 

pervaded in our day to day life. Levenshtein distance or edit 

distance is used for spell checking and error correction in a 

program or an application. Another possible use of the 

Levenshtein distance is in speech recognition and Plagiarism 

detection. 

The amalgamation of Levenshtein distance or edit distance 

with Trie index locates related words faster. In order to 

transform one word into another word Levenshtein distance 

refers to the number of single character operations such as 

insertion, replacement or deletion. The edit distance between 

“pen” and “hen” is one, since substituting the character „p‟ 

by „h‟ the word “pen” can be converted to “hen”. The 

threshold for edit distance is determined based on the length 

of the all similar words within the threshold distance. 

B. Function Point 

The math keyword identified from the file will be stored in 

keywords dataset, if the identified key word is not available 

in the data set. The latest dataset is formed with the newly 

appended keywords identified. The new data set is used to 

test any other file. We trained around more than 20 

documents to our program and different keywords identified 

from it are stored in the dataset. For every document, the 

newly formed keywords are appended to the dataset. At last, 

we have huge dataset contain all math related keyword from 

the testing of various samples. In proposed approaches the 

time between the document loading and attaining appropriate 

results is calculated. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Comparative study 

The performance of Sequence Matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance are measured in this section. Initially there is only 

one dataset file that is used for string comparison, after 

preprocessing and executing with sequence matcher a new 

dataset will be obtained. The size of the data set will increase 

after successive string comparisons. The second method 

called Levenshtein Distance for string comparison is base on 

single character operations. The better the Levenshtein 

distance, the more dissimilar the strings are. In order to find 

out the efficiency of proposed models around 20 different 

samples of documents were used. The proposed approaches 

identify math related keywords along with some unwanted 

words. If any math related keyword is present in the tested 

document it is dynamically inserted into our math dataset if it 

does not exist before, next time while loading file the newly 

updated dataset is used for string matching. The efficiency of 

proposed approaches is measured in terms of time analysis. 

String comparison with sequence matcher is completed with 

less time than Levenshtein distance. But rarely in some 

cases, does Levenshtein distance gives accurate results when 

compared to sequence matcher. 

B. Time Analysis of two proposed approaches 

 
Table 1: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number plus symbol with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

40 3.042 3.28 

 
Table 2: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Algebraic symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.046 2.91 
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Table 3: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Arithmetic symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.23 3.34 

 
Table 4: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Cube symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 7.23 3.35 

 

 

Table 5: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Differentiation formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.70 6.76 

 

Table 6: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Exponential formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 
Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.61 2.84 

 

Table 7: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 
number of Integral formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.74 17.32 

 
Table 8: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Limit formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.75 15.42 

 
Table 9: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Logarithmic formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

40 5.59 2.62 

 
Table 10: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Pi formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.09 3.22 

 
Table 11: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Square Root formulae with sequence matcher and 
Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.03 2.97 

 
Table 12: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 
more number of Sigma formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.74 3.84 

 

 

 
Table 13: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Square formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 15.2 2.80 

 
Table 14: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Subtraction formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.82 2.93 

 
Table 15: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Trigonometric formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.80 17.3 

Table 16: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 
more number of Combination formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.21 3.24 

 
Table 17: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Factorial formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance  

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 4.23 3.39 
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Table 18: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Permutation formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 4.62 2.95 
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Fig 1: Comparison between Sequence Matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance in terms of Time analysis. 

 

V. CONCLUSION and Future Scope  

In this paper we projected two approaches which retrieve 

repeated and non repeated mathematical formulas. The 

recitation of the planned methods measured in terms of time 

analysis. The sequence matcher technique does not retrieve all 

the strings. But Levenshtein Distance retrieves some 

unwanted strings along with the matched strings. The 

Sequence matcher matches the string in less time than 

Levenshtein Distance. Presently experiments are being 

performed on much enormous set of training documents. 

Currently we are working with a method called fuzzy-wuzzy 

by using this we can get accurate results when compared to 

Sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance. 

. 
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Abstract— Electronic Trade is the method of cooperating through PC frameworks. For extending the use of online business in 

making countries, the B2B electronic business is completed for upgrading access to overall markets for firms in making 

countries. For making country progress in the field of electronic business is fundamental. On opposite, E-business was at first 

inherent 1990's for RDBMS databases, as the innovation got overhauled, NoSQL databases become possibly the most 

important factor. However, here Web application is being planned in that way where no slacking of capacity and speed 

happens. In this manner, arrangement of NoSQL databases gives the high precision in getting comes about and looking at 

information. Additionally, Business retailers who need to offer their items over the web, use to give money to E-Trade 

providers. Because of this, their fluctuated items are being shown to the clients. 

 

Keywords—  web based business, internet business, e-commerce business

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Web-based business is the movement of purchasing or 

offering of items and administrations on the web or over the 

web. Electronic business draws on advances, for example, 

portable trade, electronic assets exchange, production 

network administration, Internet advertising, online exchange 

preparing, electronic information exchange (EDI), stock 

administration frameworks, and mechanized information 

accumulation frameworks. Web-based business markets are 

developing at perceptible rates. The online market is relied 

upon to develop by 56% out of 2015– 2020. Customary 

markets are just expected 2% development amid a similar 

time. Physical retailers are battling a result of online retailer's 

capacity to offer lower costs and higher productivity.  

 
  Fig. 1:: E-commerce Logo       Fig. 2:: E-commerce  

 

The purpose of this paper is to review the impact of e-

commerce on Indian Commerce that has been published in 

top business and management journals, with the aim of 

knowing what are the most influential papers, what are the 

issues that have received the most attention, which are the 

main findings or what more needs to be done in terms of 

research. Also, what source of researchers and solutions are 

to be implemented as a solution. [1] 

Organization of the paper is  as follows, Section I contains 

the introduction of e-commerce , Section II contains the 

Related work, Section III contains the Methodology that 

includes Bootstrap Theme and CodeIgniter theme, Section 

IV contain the Database and Security that include MongoDB 

and MD5 algorithm, Section V contains the Results and 

Discussions, Section VI describes Conclusion of paper, 

Section VII contains the Acknowledgement and Section VIII 

concludes References. 

  

II. RELATED WORK  

On a Database note, initially, most of the websites were 

based on RDBMS that stores data in following sizes like 

kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, terabytes and so on. Further 

note, processing speed and accuracy is getting pathetic and 

computation of output is slow.[2] 

Further, When the estimated record is analyzed, websites 

with RDBMS database, that stores data in Terabytes while 

the websites with NoSQL database, that stores data in the 

form of Petabytes. The time will come when the amount of 

data exceeds the limit, as a result, website (RDBMS) will 

compute the false output or garbage value, resulting in 
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slower processing. Whereas in websites( NoSQL) database 

will give the proper output as it stores data in petabytes, 

resulting in the high processing of data. Due to this, websites 

with NoSQL databases are used, that is the advantage over 

RDBMS websites. 

Objectives :: 

● The project focuses on storing a large number of 

files in a database. 

○ As the excess of storage happens, the 

database performs the auto-sharding 

technique that replicates the data 

horizontally. 

● Also, aims to be used as the highest web application 

for buying and selling the products.  

● Protected and secure instalment alternatives and 

instrument for producing trust among clients and 

working up their certainty for the specific site. 

● Boundless changes without utilitarian challenges for 

tending to regularly change business necessities. 

● Also, in such an application various schemes have 

been implemented i.e. Encryption in the password, 

Number of Attempts in logging the account. 

● Also, the Web Application is multi-lingual i.e. more 

than one language, with the number of themes. 

● Safe and secure payment options, a mechanism for 

generating trust among customers and building up 

their confidence for the particular application 

website while using it. 

● Highly-Qualified made a design with value-added 

features and Technologies for gaining, retaining and 

entertaining customers on the site.[3] 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

Various methodology is being used to showcase the E- 

commerce Web Application project :: 

 

Bootstrap Theme ::  

Bootstrap is a free and open-source front-end library for 

planning sites and web applications. It contains HTML and 

CSS-based outline formats for typography, frames, catches, 

route and other interface segments, and also discretionary 

JavaScript augmentations. Dissimilar to numerous web 

structures, it frets about front-end improvement as it were. 

[4] 

Bootstrap is modular and consists of a series of Fewer 

stylesheets that implement the various components of the 

toolkit. These stylesheets are generally compiled into a 

bundle and included in web pages, but individual 

components can be included or removed. Bootstrap provides 

a number of configuration variables that control things such 

as color and padding of various components. [5] 

 

Fig. displays the Admin Bootstrap Template 

CodeIgniter Theme ::  

CodeIgniter is an open-source programming fast 

improvement web structure, for use in building dynamic 

sites with PHP. 

CodeIgniter is in exactly in light of the prominent model– 

view–controller (MVC) advancement design. While 

controller classes are an important piece of improvement 

under CodeIgniter, models and perspectives are optional. 

 Codeigniter can be additionally altered to utilize 

Progressive Model View Controller (HMVC) which 

enables designers to keep up secluded gathering of 

Controller, Models and View masterminded in a sub-

index arrange. [6]  

CodeIgniter is regularly noted for its speed when 

contrasted with other PHP frameworks. In a basic 

interpretation of PHP structures, by and large, taking note 

of that he preferred CodeIgniter "on the grounds that it is 

quicker, lighter and the minimum like a framework."  [7] 

 

 

Fig. displays the Admin Dashboard Template 
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IV. DATABASE AND SECURITY 

There are various database here we have choose mongodb 

for our application 

Mongodb:: 

MongoDB is a NoSQL database that can store a large 

amount of data and able to process it fast. MongoDB can 

store data in the form of key value. It can handle an 

unstructured data. [8] 

Security:: 

For providing a security to our database we choose the Md5 

algorithm. Md5 is the one-way hashing function The 

objective of any message process work is to create digests 

that seem, by all accounts, to be arbitrary. To be considered 

cryptographically secure, the hash capacity should meet two 

necessities: to start with, that it is incomprehensible for an 

assailant to produce a message coordinating a particular hash 

esteem; and second, that it is unimaginable for an aggressor 

to make two messages that create a similar hash esteem. [9] 

 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

E-commerce shows the various functionalities that stands 

apart from other web applications:: 

➢ Encryption Scheme  

○ i.e. password of particular user is being 

encrypted at the backend. 

➢ Number of password attempts while login the page. 

➢ Multilingual property 

○  i.e. it has more than one language 

property, that provides the versatility. 

➢ Also provides more than one themes that work on 

the same basis. 

➢ Though the Business retailers, those who want to 

sell their own products pay the levied amount to the 

retailers that take a permit from the admin, that may 

further be shown or displayed to the customers. 

 

➢ Provision of products is being done by sellers that 

promotes the required discount based on the product 

being not sold at higher amount. 

On coming to a result point of view, E-commerce Web 

Application consists of Entities ::  

● Admin 

● Seller 

● Customer 

 

Admin :: 

● Permits the seller to add the products and apply 

discounts on the same. 

● View the number of products. 

● View the number of Sellers. 

● View the number of Customers.  

● Also, the number of customers accessing the 

number of products can be plotted through the graph 

in admin module. 

● Though, Admin can also view the number of 

products add/remove by the sellers plotted through 

the graph. 

● Sellers has to take permission from the admin for 

adding/removing their products so that the products 

can be verified and the customer can get a valid 

product. 

 

 

Fig. displays Admin dashboard template 

 

Vendor :: 

● Seller has a right to add/remove the number of 

products. 

● It has a right to provide the levied discounts on 

various products. 

● Also, it can read the number of reviews/feedback 

for many products. 
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● Encryption scheme is being followed in this module 

also. 

● Seller has to take a permission from the admin for 

adding/removing the categories/products. 

● Many sellers sell their different products with 

different varieties. 

 

 

Fig. displays the vendor’s dashboard template 

 

Customer :: 

❖ Customer can view/buy/order the number of 

products anytime/anywhere. 

❖ It has a right to give reviews/feedback for the 

products they buy. 

❖ Also, encryption scheme is being implemented in 

this module too. 

❖ Return policy is being implemented. 

 

Fig. displays the customer’s dashboard template 

 

VI.        CONCLUSION 

● A well built E-commerce web application is being 

done that incorporates various functionalities that 

has a high storage with other modules following the 

same. 

● Also, it contains the modules and pages that acts as 

a medium of its working. 

● Future scope states that as we know that data is 

being replicated at a higher rate, due to which 

complexity increases. 

● On an update, a high built database is to be used that 

performs the replication theory concept on the basis 

of:: 

○ Velocity 

○ Volume 

○ Variety 

○ Velocity 

○ Veracity 

On a Database note, initially, most of the websites were 

based on RDBMS that stores data in following storage like 

kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, terabytes and so on. Further 

note, processing speed and accuracy is getting pathetic and 

computation of output is slow. 

 

Further, When the estimated record is analyzed, websites 

with RDBMS database, that stores data in Terabytes while 

the websites with NoSQL database, that stores data in the 

form of 

Petabytes. 

The time will come when the amount of data exceeds the 

limit, as a result, website (RDBMS) will compute the false 

output or garbage value, resulting in slower processing. 

 

Whereas in websites( noSQL) will give the proper output as 

it stores data in petabytes, resulting in the high processing of 

data. Due to this, websites with NoSQL databases are used, 

that is the advantage over RDBMS websites. 
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Abstract— Many people can save sensitive data on remote servers, provide data access from the admin to data users. As the 

stored information can hold important information, before uploading the data to the cloud, the information must be encrypted. 

If any cloud user wants to retrieve any file then they no need to check every file in the cloud. Data user can utilize keyword-

based document retrieval. This paper suggests a technique to retrieve the encrypted information from the data store through 

multiple keywords. This technique instantaneously maintains active update operations like deleting as well as inserting records. 

Particularly, TFIDF is preferable for building index as well as generating query. Here we establish a tree-based file index to 

offer multi keyword ranked search. For encrypting and decrypting the files, AES algorithm is used and simultaneously offer the 

exact relevance score frequency among encrypted indexed files. In this technique, decryption can be performed before 

downloading the file from the database. General tests are directed to show the productivity of the proposed scheme. 

 

Keywords—Multi-Keyword Search, Security, TF-IDF, Indexing, Search Query. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The cloud computing gives calculating usefulness and hires 

out the computing as well as storing capabilities to users in 

such a structure, user can distantly store information on the 

data store. Cloud computing defines a various types of 

computing theories that contain a huge number of computers 

associated through a communication network. Broader idea 

of converged substructure as well as shared facilities layered 

the establishment of cloud computing. The word cloud 

remains not simply the alternative word for Internet. Cloud is 

the place we go to utilize innovation when we require it until 

we need it and no need to install cloud on our system. 

Additionally we no need to pay for cloud when we are not 

utilizing it. Cloud can be both software and infrastructure. 

Security is one of the most often-cited objections to cloud 

computing. By this attractive option, each people as well as 

organizations triggered to save their information to the cloud. 

Data service providers can provide the security for the data 

owner’s information. To secure the information, data must be 

encrypted before saving into the cloud. But, it costs high in 

terms of data usage. The previous procedures on key phrase 

based data extraction; those are basically performed on 

unencrypted data and cannot be openly used on the encrypted 

information. Decryption will performed on after 

downloading the information is totally impractical. So as to 

address the above issue, we have planned some broadly 

useful solutions by AES technique. More viable solutions, 

like searchable encryption (SE) schemes have particularly 

granted efficiency, functionality and security. Searchable 

encryption techniques enable users for saving the encrypted 

information into the cloud by performing keyword search for 

text file which is encrypted.  Various searching schemes are 

proposed to achieve different search results, such as single 

keyword search, multi-keyword Boolean search, ranked 

search, multi-keyword ranked search, etc. In these 

techniques, multi-keyword ranked search is much better to 

obtain effective results. Few dynamic techniques were 

performed recently for supporting inserting/deleting actions 

on collection of different documents. This project initiates a 

secured multi keyword ranked search plot over the cipher 

text data, thereby helping multi-key phrase ranked search and 

dynamic operation on the collection of text documents and 

decrypt the files before downloading the file. Particularly, TF 

× IDF model (Relevance frequency model) is utilized for 

building an index and generating query for multi-keyword 

ranked search.  

This paper is organised in the following manner. Section I 

starts with the importance of keyword searching techniques 

for retrieving documents, Section II contains the related work 

on various keyword searching techniques. Proceeding ahead, 

Section III discussed the problem statements and existing 

approaches.  Section IV provides details to the baseline 

approaches and continues developing methodology of 

revised versions of multi-keyword searching technique. 
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Section V describes the Experiments performed and 

discusses results achieved by the proposed model. Finally, 

Section VI concludes research work with future directions. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Searchable Encryption design can be used for storing the 

encrypted information into data store and perform keyword 

searching over cipher text information by a client. Storing 

and securing the data can be proposed by authors in 

[1],[2],[3],[4]. In the view of various cryptographic methods, 

searchable encryption schemes could be developed using 

public key cryptography [5],[6] or symmetric key based 

cryptography [7], [8], [9], [10].  

Wang et al. in [9] [8] proposed the importance of ranked 

keyword searching over encrypted information. The work 

initiated 2 methods for single keyword search over encrypted 

text data. Their method was an extends [10] and they add the 

security to it. The client produces a deterministic trapdoor 

which means the same trapdoor is created at the time of 

searching a specific keyword. The advanced technique offers 

secure dynamic inverted index and saves the RF encrypted. 

But, in [11] it was proposed a effective differential attack on 

the aforementioned scheme. 

Kamara et al. in [12] explained a dynamic searchable 

symmetric encryption scheme extends [10]. The method 

encourages inserting, deleting or updating a file. Despite the 

fact that it could be named as a development in the field of 

SE, but it depends on a deterministic trapdoor which means 

same trapdoor is produced a similar term without fail.  

Wang et al. in [13] introduced a range search scheme on 

encrypted text data.This design is in fact momentous as it is 

not reliant upon a specific geometric shape and backings 

Axis-parallel Rectangles, Circles, Non-axis parallel 

Rectangles and triangles. Be that as it may, their plan doesn’t 

give ranking causing in further network traffic. 

Tang in [14] initiated a symmetric searchable multiparty 

encryption plot (MPSE) which is an augmentation of [15], 

Presents a Follow calculation that dispenses a token to admin 

for disseminating among the client of index table. This token 

approves the user to execute the search on index table. The 

plan encourages the dynamic clients yet doesn’t permit 

dynamic databases. Meanwhile, trapdoor is deterministic, 

therefore, the plan is vulnerable for deterministic assaults. 

Their plan utilizes forward index that is an index for each 

document due to which the ranking is impossible. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND EXISTING 

APPROACHES 

DATA RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUE: 

Data Retrieval involves retrieving the required information 

from database. Documents and queries are the data to be 

retrieved. Based on the query the user can easily retrieve the 

data as per their concern. Further the Database system, 

software can browse the required file in the database. The 

extracted data may be downloaded by using various 

searchable techniques.  

 

SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION: 

Searchable encryption techniques are very important to make 

the cloud server efficient for the users the encryption. But the 

old techniques are not provide efficient results to make the 

system actual efficient for practical execution. So to make 

the cloud server effective for practical execution we have 

proposed another searchable technique for efficient 

information retrieval alongside keeping up the privacy of 

groups or an individual user. In this technique there are two 

kinds of entities one is data owner and another is data clients. 

The data owners have the right to upload documents, and all 

the access rights related to the documents. Data user will 

search the files through the database by using queries and can 

download files. But the main problem in all this is the 

security which is primarily maintained by authenticating the 

data owner as well as data clients to maintain validity of the 

data.  

 

Figure. 1. Framework for representing the search over encrypted data. 

 

RANKED KEYWORD SEARCHING: 

Ranked search technique allows retrieval of the matching 

files in a ranked order based on certain relevance model (e.g., 

keyword relevance frequency), thus stepping forward for 

practical execution of privacy information in the Cloud 

Computing. This technique proposes the ranked searchable 

symmetric encryption scheme to accomplish our design goal 

on both usability and security of the system. 

 

 
Figure. 2. Framework for representing the Ranked Keyword search over 

encrypted data. 
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MULTI-KEYWORD RANKED SEARCHING: 

Multi-keyword ranked search scheme perform more 

effectively than other search techniques. In this technique 

data user retrieve the data files by placing different multiple 

keywords in the search query. Newly, few dynamic plans 

were implemented for uploading as well as deleting activities 

over documents gathered. These effectively perform as it is 

profoundly conceivable such that data owners have to refresh 

their data over cloud server.  

 
 

Figure. 3. Framework for representing the Multi-Keyword Ranked search 

over encrypted data. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

The existing methods of keyword based search retrieves only 

the plain text instead of retrieving the encrypted text. Also 

these include the procedure of decrypting the file only once it 

is downloaded. These existing multi keyword search methods 

retrieve data files depending on the keywords, that won’t 

give worthy outcome ranking functionality. 

 

 CONTRIBUTION: 
1. We prefer multi keyword ranked search scheme to search 

a particular file in the search index by using multiple 

keywords. 

2.  We inspect further enhancements for the multi ranked 

search method to retain additional search results and dynamic 

data process.  

3.  We identify the issue in multi keyword ranked searching 

over encrypted text and prefer some privacy methods for a 

secure data operation system.  

4. Thorough examination on security and Efficiency 

affirmation of the proposed plans is determined, and testing 

on real-world data set additionally demonstrates the proposed 

methods unquestionably acquire low overhead on calculation 

and communication. In this paper we propose a strategy 

where it includes saving decrypted document specifically 

into the client's system. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

“Multi Keyword Search With in an Encrypted Text using 

TF-IDF based Trapdoor Function” In this paper we build up 

a special tree-based index structure along with greedy Depth-

first Search algorithm to gives a proficient multi-key phrase 

ranked search. The developed plan can accomplish sub-linear 

search time and manage the deleting/inserting of documents 

effortlessly.  

 Plenty of works proposed different threat models to 

achieve various search functionalities. 

 Encryption and keywords generation are performed 

by TF_IDF model. 

 Users easily searching the required file by placing 

multiple keywords in the query. 

 Proposes the process of automatically decrypting 

the file before downloading the file itself. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

Data owner used to store their data in public servers 

because of large size of data, Large size of data can cause the 

huge cost. But privacy is the key issue for storing of data 

then plain text data is in text format which can be easily 

edited or hacked so most of the data is stored in covered 

format so retrieving the data which is in secured format is 

main challenge and need to get the relevant data meanwhile 

the large number of documents are stored in cloud it is 

necessary to search the data by using the keyword technique 

so multi keyword technique is one of the most important 

factor and challenging and also need to retrieve the relevant 

document with the relevance keyword. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECUTRE: 

 

 

Figure. 4. Architecture of the Retrieving encrypted cloud data. 
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ADMIN: Admin have the rights to manage both data owner 

and data user. Admin is a main authority of this application; 

he maintains all user’s data means data users and data owners 

information. He creates the data owner profiles and he accept 

or reject the user registration details. 

 

DATA OWNER/USER: That can be an organization or an 

individual originally possessing Sensitive data to be store in 

the cloud. In proposed system data owner is industry owner. 
Here the user may Data Owner and Data User, User after his 

authenticating he can search cloud the based search, and the 

keywords Thas input, this generates a corresponding 

trapdoor. Data owner builds a searchable index I which is 

encrypted by the symmetric key SK and then outsourced to 

the cloud server. After the construction of index table, the 

collection of documents can be encrypted and outsourced 

independently. The keywords placed suggested by Trapdoor. 

 

MULTI-KEYWORD SEARCH : Data outsourcing is the 

major threat in the distributed computing where the 

information is stored in the secured format of encryption and 

after that recovering the information from the cloud storage 

with the relevant data is a main task since it requires the 

accurate information recovery system so we propose another 

approach of closest neighbourhood query retrieval process 

with the keyword searching method on secured cloud 

information so we utilize the process of the key 

administration where the client and owner have the full trust 

and the information is more secured transposed with the 

authorization of security with the key to encrypt and decrypt 

the information so we execute a scheme for effective 

information retrieval using AES algorithm. 

Trapdoor: Trapdoor mainly designed for generating 

keywords and symmetric key. When data owner upload a file 

data store then multiple keywords and symmetric key can be 

generated by trapdoor and when user send the request to find 

a file by using multiple keywords then the symmetric key can 

be forwarded by the trapdoor. Admin need not bother about 

the data in the server and searching requirements for both 

Owner and User.  

 

Relevance Frequency: Relevance Frequency used for 

identifying frequently occurring words in files to generate the 

keywords. This function assigns a relevance score for every 

matching result to a specified search query. 

TF×IDF model can be used for index construction and query 

generation to provide multi-keyword ranked search. 

 

TF(w) = (No. of times words w appears in a record) / (Total 

no. of words in the  record). 

IDF(w) = log_e(Total no. of records / No.of files with word 

w in it). 

Relevance Frequency = TF*IDF 

 

ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION ALGORITHM: 

 

For greater flexibility, data owners outsource their data from 

local systems to remote servers. Security issues are to be 

considered if sensitive data is outsourced into the open 

source. For securing data, they are encrypted before 

uploading. Search on plain text is an easy task. But it is 

complicated in cipher text files. Several searchable 

symmetric encryption methods are there for cipher text 

search. Be that as it may, they do not think about the 

relevance of record and allow only single keyword in a 

search query. For a large information management 

environment, various rank based searches are important. 

Existing plans that supports ranked search have low 

efficiency and security. So to have security in data recovery, 

an encryption method called AES Encryption is being 

utilized. 

 AES Algorithm can be utilized for both encryption and 

decryption process. 

 

Greedy Depth First Search:  
Greedy Depth First Search can be used for searching the 

relevant document from the huge number of document 

collection in data store. This algorithm can search the file 

based on shortest path first concept. 

 

MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

 Multi keyword search within an encrypted text will 

be performed by these following steps. Those are 

Module 1: Initially Data owner and data user must be 

authenticated by Admin. Admin have the rights to accept or 

decline the authentication of data owner and data user. 

Module 2: When data owner wants to save his/her data into 

data store, they must be request to trapdoor for generating the 

keywords for the particular record. If data owner upload any 

document to the store then they send requests to trapdoor. 

Module 3: When admin receives a request from data owner 

to the trapdoor, admin can execute that request then calculate 

Tf/Idf values and perform encryption analysis on that 

particular record. Then generates symmetric_key and 

frequently repeated keywords. 

Module 4: If any authenticated user can request a particular 

file by placing multiple keywords into the search query then 

the application displays the relevant documents in a ranked 

order. Users select the required document and send the key-

request to trapdoor. Trapdoor can check the key-request and 

send to user in a secured manner. 

User copies that s_k and downloads the file. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Security Analysis: 

Index confidentiality is maintained in the proposed 

method for the admin it is not possible to gather the 

information about data vector and multi-keyword query 
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vector. Moreover TF-IDF values, patterns of query and 

search cannot be deducted by the admin. Relevant scoring of 

files based on multi-keyword query is performed in the cloud 

application but index confidentiality is maintained as index is 

symmetrically encrypted. The user query I is symmetrically 

encrypted. In this proposed scheme for same search query, 

the trapdoor generates different keywords. Maintains 

keyword privacy in traditional SSE plan it is possible for the 

trusted outsider to think about the querying keyword by 

investigating the access pattern, search pattern and term 

frequency.  Also, they bolsters just single keyword query. Be 

that as it may, the proposed system supports multi-keyword 

query and hide the term distribution details. Consequently 

preserves keyword privacy. 

 

Performance Analysis: 

Index Building When a data owner uploads a file into 

server; trapdoor generates the keywords and encrypted using 

AES encryption method. The queried keywords are 

encrypted and plotted to the data vector. Length of that 

wordlist (secure index for each document) and the number of 

documents in the files determines the data vectors 

dimensionality. On the other hand dimensionality of the data 

vector directly determines cost for mapping. That is as 

number of documents increases the file size increases, as 

document size increases the length of secure index increases. 

Figure below shows time cost for building secure index for 

various documents with different number of keywords. 

 

Figure 5 : Index Building 

 

From the above graph it can be inferred that the proposed 

scheme requires less time than traditional SSE scheme to 

build a secure index. 
 

Query Vector Generation The time to build a query vector 

depends on the length of secure index for every file. Thus the 

total of keywords in the user query has less influence on 

vector generation. 

 

Figure 6: Query Vector Generation 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, a secure, efficient and dynamic search 

scheme was proposed for supporting accurate multi-keyword 

ranked search as well as dynamic deleting/inserting the 

documents. We create index using relevance frequency. AES 

algorithm is used for encrypting and decrypting the files. 

Experimental results determine the efficiency of our 

proposed system. This work can be extended towards 

developing content based searching over the encrypted 

images and video files. These solutions are under process in 

collaboration with varies encoding/decoding techniques. 
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Abstract— The cordiality business is one of the data-rich enterprises that gets tremendous Volumes of data gushing at high 

Velocity with extensively Variety, Veracity, and Variability. These properties make the data examination in the cordiality 

business a big data issue. Meeting the clients' desires is a key factor in the neighborliness business to get a handle on the clients' 

dependability. To accomplish this objective, advertising experts in this industry effectively search for approaches to use their 

data in the most ideal way and propel their data scientific arrangements, for example, distinguishing an extraordinary market 

division clustering and building up a proposal framework. In this paper, we introduce an exhaustive writing audit of existing 

big data clustering calculations and their favorable circumstances and disservices for different utilize cases. We execute the 

current big data clustering calculations and give a quantitative correlation of the execution of various clustering calculations for 

various situations. We additionally display our experiences and proposals with respect to the appropriateness of various big 

data clustering calculations for various utilize cases. These suggestions will be useful for hoteliers in choosing the proper 

market division clustering calculation for various clustering datasets to enhance the client encounter and boost the lodging 

income. 

 

Keywords— Hospitality, Market Segmentation, Density based Clustering, Neighborhood, Embedded Cluster, Nested Adjacent 

Cluster 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

As of late, the neighborliness business has developed as a 

standout amongst the most gainful and dynamic 

organizations around the globe. The accommodation Industry 

is seen as the primary wellspring of income for some nations 

around the world today. Numerous articles have 

demonstrated that the development of this industry will 

increment progressively. As the world strides into the 

Internet period with across the board usage of Internet-

associated machines, the friendliness business has changed 

into a limitlessly data-rich industry. Be that as it may, an 

organized method for using accessible client data for giving 

focused on suggestions to clients is as yet absent. There are a 

few different organizations like internet business sites and 

online stores that give item suggestions to target potential 

clients. This pattern of giving proposals, for example, redid 

offers and advancements, to clients by means of different 

mediums, for example, sites, online web-based social 

networking, TV, and PDAs, is expanding step by step. Be 

that as it may, it is infeasible to decipher proposals existing 

suggestion frameworks to the accommodation business as a 

result of the immense size of the neighborliness organize 

(i.e., clients, merchants, and proprietors) and its strict 

reliance on worldwide monetary patterns. Besides, the 

neighborliness business requires a robotized and dynamic 

suggestion framework that renders a large number of the 

current strategies concentrating on disconnected proposal 

frameworks inadequate.  

So as to build up a compelling client suggestion answer for 

the neighborliness business, it is important to appropriately 

use the monstrous volumes of data accumulated from clients. 

A successful suggestion framework can help hoteliers to 

better meet client inclinations accordingly bringing about 

expanded consumer loyalty and additionally general 

increment in lodging income. Recommend that recognizing 

market division could be the key rule to driving the 

accommodation business forward in such manner. As 

advances, for example, online web-based social networking, 

sites, cell phone, and so forth., turn out to be progressively 

common, it is basic that the neighborliness business likewise 

use these stages for giving suggestions, redid offers, and 

advancements to their clients. Market examiners have 

distinguished numerous viewpoints, objectives, and 

procedures associated with advertise division for client 

proposal. One of these procedures is data clustering which 
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makes advertise division practical for showcase experts. 

Market division for vast data volumes can be completed 

utilizing big data clustering calculations. Data clustering is 

where comparable sorts of focuses or protests of a dataset are 

assembled to stay in a similar class. Subsequently, the 

focuses in the dataset are grouped by their vicinity to each 

other in view of parameters given to the clustering 

calculation. Albeit a few clustering calculations have been 

proposed in the writing, there is almost no data accessible 

with regards to the appropriateness of one calculation over 

another concerning big data clustering in the cordiality 

business. As friendliness datasets are essentially substantial 

included, an authentic survey is an absolute necessity for 

settling on an educated decision on the suitable clustering 

calculation. There exist different kinds of clustering 

calculations, in particular: (I) centroid-based clustering, (ii) 

progressive clustering, (iii) appropriation based clustering, 

(iv) thickness based clustering, and (v) framework based 

clustering.  

Specifically, a few papers have examined effective density 

based calculations, for example, DBSCAN, OPTICS, 

EnDBSCN, and couple of other variety of these calculations, 

in any case, every one of the calculation has its impediments 

and shortcomings. We limit our investigation to thickness 

based calculations since showcase division utilizing these 

calculations should be possible proficiently. Besides, 

thickness based calculations join different noteworthy 

variables of clusterization, for example, the quantity of 

genuine commotion focuses, number of real bunches, and so 

on in the datasets. When all is said in done, the proficiency of 

a big data clustering calculation is dependent upon what 

number of information parameters the calculation relies upon 

and its clustering execution in various situations, for 

example, differing densities, inserted groups, and settled 

adjoining bunches.  

DBSCAN is known as the main bona fide thickness based 

clustering calculation. Be that as it may, DBSCAN does not 

give exact outcomes to distinguish bunches of differing 

densities and additionally inserted or adjoining groups. On 

account of expanded requesting of data-focuses, OPTICS 

requires the overhead of computation, and it additionally 

faces a few issues in distinguishing installed or settled 

groups. Both DBSCAN and OPTICS require proficient info 

parameter setup for getting the coveted clustering from the 

given datasets. Essentially, EnDBSCAN has two issues: the 

first is rehashed investigation of data focuses in limit lines 

inside a bunch and the second one is wasteful clustering for 

settled adjoining groups. Two late research approaches 

attempt to beat the constraints of DBSCAN, OPTICS, and 

EnDBSCAN. The first figures ascendingly arranged k-

remove diagram of first request subordinate which causes 

extra figurings, and the second one requires three starting 

parameters, which straightforwardly shows that this approach 

will be reliant on those parameters.  

Our principle commitments in this paper are:  

 We have exhibited an itemized survey of different 

clustering calculations and ordered them in view of 

their value for advertise division in the friendliness 

business for different utilize cases.  

 We have described the impediments, execution, 

multifaceted nature, and handiness of different 

clustering calculations for various utilize cases.  

 We have actualized different thickness based 

clustering calculations, for example, DBSCAN, 

OPTICS, and EnDBSCAN, and have given a near 

execution examination of these clustering 

calculations for various data sets.  

 Based on our investigation and usage, we have 

portrayed necessities of creating future clustering 

calculations for advertise division in friendliness 

industry.  

Whatever is left of this paper is composed as takes after: 

Section II talks about the inspiration for this work. Area III 

shows the foundation consider. The writing audit is exhibited 

in Section IV. Area V presents recreation results and 

execution analayis. At last, Section VI finishes up the work 

and distinguishes future research headings. 

II. MOTIVATION  

The accommodation business is vigorously needy upon the 

Internet and electronic exchanges (e.g., online appointments, 

purpose of-offer exchanges, and so on.). A report distributed 

a couple of years prior noticed that 52.3% of all inns and 

different appointments identified with the cordiality business 

had been made online in 2010. This pattern is as yet going 

upward. For producing a successful suggestion for the client, 

a compelling clustering calculation is expected to address the 

difficulties examined above in Section I. Albeit numerous 

clustering calculations (e.g., calculations in view of the 

thickness of point) exist, a large portion of these calculations 

have an issue in recognizing groups of changing densities 

and inserted bunches. Figure. 1 demonstrates an inserted 

bunch and Figure. 2 demonstrates a group of shifting 

thickness.  

The client data in accommodation industry is probably going 

to contain installed bunches and groups of fluctuating 

densities. For instance of differing thickness highlight, 

consider a cordiality dataset showing that a larger part of the 

U.S. natives in all age ranges visit an ocean shoreline at any 

rate once per year. In particular, U.S. young people visit 

shorelines more every now and again than individuals in 
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other age ranges. On the off chance that we have a dataset of 

guests in light of age and number of visits, we can apply 

clustering calculation over that dataset. From the dataset, we 

may watch that the area having a place with young person 

natives is denser than alternate locales in view of the quantity 

of datapoints or times of visits to the shoreline. This variety 

of thick areas speaks to the fluctuating thickness property of 

groups.  

For instance of a settled installed group, consider a 

friendliness dataset identified with U.S. nationals' visits to 

Europe. The data demonstrates that a lion's share of the U.S. 

residents visit Europe. In particular, individuals living in the 

East Coast visit British Isles recurrence, and the general 

population living in the West Coast visit Spain much of the 

time. Moreover, the U.S. resident with age run in the middle 

of fifty to seventy years and living in East Coast more often 

than not visit chronicled British ruler's places. In the event 

that hoteliers gather and bunch the dataset of U.S. nationals 

in light of the natives' place of living arrangement and age, 

the U.S. nationals of more established age and living in the 

East Coast ought to be in the center bunch of an inserted 

group as a potential guest to London. The general population 

who live in the East Coast however are not old are probably 

going to be potential guests of the British Isles and their 

bunch will be the external group including the center group 

of London guests. The peripheral bunch will comprise of all 

U.S. natives who visit Europe.  

Subsequently, with a specific end goal to assess clustering 

calculations used in accommodation industry, criteria, for 

example, changing thickness, settled inserted bunch, and so 

forth, should be considered.  

 

Figure. 1. Embedded Cluster 

 

Figure. 2. Varying Density Cluster 

There exist some examination focusing on clustering 

calculations, be that as it may, the majority of these 

calculations have constraints. Greater part of these 

calculations are endlessly reliant on client characterized 

parameters, and if those parameters are not legitimately 

chosen, noteworthy changes in results can happen. Moreover, 

the many-sided quality of these calculations is additionally a 

matter of enormous concern on the grounds that in the event 

that it isn't tended to legitimately, dynamic market division 

would not be conceivable, which could affect the friendliness 

business. Dynamic market division is a robotized procedure 

to create proposals for the clients at runtime utilizing 

clustering. To address the constraints of existing clustering 

calculations, a definite investigation of these clustering 

calculations is basic. 

III. BACKGROUND 

In this segment, we have exhibited essential definitions and 

thoughts identified with thickness based clustering 

calculations.  

 

Figure. 3. Illustration of Three Clusters (C1, C2, C3) with 

Noise and Border-Point 

Definition 1:- Density-based clustering works by separating 

the thickness of focuses in a particular region. For instance, 

the thickness of one zone could be higher than the thickness 
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of another region in view of the quantity of focuses introduce 

in the predetermined or given zone. Let p is the point in the 

dataset D, the thickness of a predetermined point p is 

estimated by the quantity of data-focuses         display in 

p's neighborhood µ. |N| indicates the quantity of focuses or 

protests in the area of a particular point or question. 

Definition 2:- Neighborhood µ of a point p is viewed as a 

round zone created by a given parameter span r as an 

information esteem, focusing at the point p. On the off 

chance that any point q from the dataset D is in the 

roundabout territory of p and their most brief separation is 

dist(p,q)≤r, one might say that q is in the area of p or as it 

were point q is point p's neighbor. In this way, neighborhood 

of p can be characterized as    {               } 

Definition 3:- The quantity of focuses that must be available 

in the area of a guide p toward influence it as a center to 

point to frame a group is alluded as MinPts. The number, 

measure and in addition state of a bunch is vigorously reliant 

upon this client given parameter. Moreover, aside from the 

outskirt point, an area of a specific point inside a higher 

thickness bunch has a bigger number of data-focuses than 

MinPts, yet the focuses inside lower thickness group may 

have in any event the equivalent number of focuses as 

MinPts. As MinPts must be a characteristic number, along 

these lines MinPts ∈ ℕ where ℕ means the arrangement of 

normal numbers.  

Definition 4:- Core-point or center question p of a bunch Ck 

(where k =1, 2, 3,…,n) are those data-focuses in the group Ck 

which have equivalent or more prominent number of focuses 

as (MinPts) in its neighborhood µ. Center protest   

{     |     |        }  where θ alludes to the 

arrangement of all center focuses.  

Definition 5:- Border-point or fringe protest s of a group Ck 

(where k =1, 2, 3,… ,n) is that data-point in the bunch Ck 

which don't have an adequate number of focuses as (MinPts) 

in its neighborhood µ, yet at the same time those are the 

individual from that group. Fringe point 

  {     |     |        }  where λ  alludes to the 

arrangement of all Border point.  

Definition 6:- Noise focuses are that data-focuses which are 

not the individual from any bunch. The territory contains 

commotion focuses has a low thickness of focuses than 

alternate zones that contain bunches. In another way, if any 

point with the exception of the fringe point in the dataset 

doesn't have an equivalent number of focuses as MinPts in its 

neighborhood, this point can be alluded as commotion. Let 

the dataset D has n number of groups spoke to by the bunch 

set Zc = {C1, C2… Ck… Cn} where k, n∈ ℕ Zc}, where ω 

alludes to the arrangement of all clamor focuses. Figure. 3 

speaks to three bunches named C1, C2 and C3 and also clamor 

with outskirt point.  

Definition 7:- Core-remove ɤ of a point p is the base 

separation of neighborhood of the point which contains an 

equivalent number of focuses as (MinPts) inside its 

neighborhood. Center separation (ɤ) {|ɤ|≤rμ,|Nμɤ(p)|= MinPts}. 

Here rµ is the given sweep of the area, μɤ(p) is the area 

covering p's center separation and |Nμɤ(p)| is the quantity of 

purpose of that area.  

Definition 8:- Let p is a center point or question, and q is 

another point or protest in the dataset. Reachability-separate 

ɸ of the protest q is the most brief separation from p if q is 

reachable from p. Reachability separate ɸ(q,p)→{q∈|Nμ(p)|, 

|rμ(p)|≥ ɸq ≥ ɤp}. 

Reachability-remove ɸ can't be littler than the coredistance ɤ. 

Figure. 4 outlines center point p, a point q in the area of p, 

center separation ɤp of p, and reachability remove ɸ(q,p) of q 

from the direct p toward q.  

Definition 9:- A point q can be said directly density 

reachable from a point p if q is located inside the p’s 

neighborhood µ(p) and point p has in any event number of 

focuses equivalent to MinPts.  

Definition 10:- A point q can be alluded as density reachable 

from a point p if those are associated by means of 

specifically thickness reachable focuses. Let a chain of 

focuses is p1, p2, p3 … pn and any point pj+1 of this chain is 

straightforwardly reachable from pj where j ∈ {1, 2, …,n-1}. 

If p1=p and pn=q, q is density-reachable from p. 

 

Figure. 4. Illustration of Core-Object p, Core-Distance ɤp, 

and Reachability-Distance ɸ(q,p)  
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Definition 11:- A point q can be called thickness associated 

with a point p if both p and q are thickness reachable from 

another point o.  

Figure. 5 shows the graphical portrayal of straightforwardly 

density reachability, thickness reachability, and thickness 

network. In this Figure, the two focuses q and r are 

straightforwardly thickness reachable from the point p while 

q and r are thickness reachable by means of point p. The 

focuses t and s are thickness associated through the density 

reachable focuses p, q, and r. 

 

Figure. 5. Illustration of Directly Density Reachable, Density 

Reachable and Density Connected Points 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. DBSCAN:  

DBSCAN is one of the critical early methodologies in 

thickness based strategies to bunch purposes of a dataset. It 

works by crossing every one of the purposes of a dataset, and 

picks a point self-assertively. On the off chance that p is a 

discretionary point chose from a dataset, this calculation can 

get to every one of the focuses inside the fact of the matter 

p's neighborhood µ. In the event that p is a center question, it 

can get to all area focuses and can give the procedure a 

chance to rehash for its neighbor focuses to extend a bunch, 

yet this isn't valid for the fringe point. While any outskirt 

point is picked self-assertively to get to its neighborhood, this 

calculation avoids that point since it won't fulfill the 

condition to get to the neighbor indicates due less number of 

focuses than MinPts of its neighborhood. The present bunch 

id is doled out at that outskirt point and begins getting to next 

subjective point. In the event that the picked point is a 

commotion, it won't fulfill thickness availability highlight of 

this calculation. DBSCAN faces a few troubles to distinguish 

a shifting thickness space since it utilizes worldwide 

neighborhood sweep rµ and MinPts. That is the reason it 

can't perform well to recognize shifting thickness bunch and 

installed group. On the off chance that the two groups are in 

nearness or are contiguous each other, the procedure may 

identify those as a solitary bunch. A similar thing may 

happen if bunches of differing thickness are found one inside 

another, for example, a settled implanted group. On account 

of identifying settled implanted group, results go past the 

execution of this approach. In the event that two nearby 

bunches don't have more separation than given neighborhood 

range rµ, it isn't conceivable to make any refinement 

between two arrangements of focuses to distinguish those as 

two separate groups.  

Algorithmic Analysis:  

The runtime many-sided quality of DBSCAN calculation for 

each point is the runtime required for the inquiry to process 

all the neighbor points in the area µ. As this procedure would 

be performed for each question of the datasets, the ideal 

runtime for DBSCAN calculation is O(n logk n) where n is 

the quantity of protest in the datasets and k is the quantity of 

the center protest. The ideal runtime multifaceted nature is 

just material if tree based spatial list is utilized generally the 

many-sided quality could be O(n
2
).  

B. OPTICS:  

OPTICS is another clustering calculation in view of 

thickness examination which orders indicates by looking at 

point's reachability distance the nearest center point that is 

specifically density reachable from those focuses to 

distinguish group. Nonetheless, this calculation does not 

straightforwardly distinguish bunch from the dataset in light 

of the fact that in the wake of requesting of the articles, any 

thickness based clustering methodology, for example, 

DBSCAN rests of the assignment of clustering. As per the 

strategy of OPTICS calculation in the wake of making an 

expanded requesting of bunch focuses, this approach can be 

utilized with some other thickness based methodologies, for 

example, DBSCAN. The requesting stores center separation 

and appropriate reachability remove for each point. In the 

wake of figuring reachability plot, an ideal neighborhood 

span ropt may be chosen to create the correct aftereffect of 

clustering.  

Algorithmic Analysis:  

OPTICS is advanced to experience the constraint of 

DBSCAN, for example, to recognize the changing thickness 

of bunch objects. It gives a helpful answer for meet the issues 

of worldwide thickness parameter issue and fluctuating 

thickness productively. As DBSCAN was endlessly reliant 

upon input parameters like neighborhood span rµ and 

MinPts, requesting of items has limited the reliance for those 

parameters in OPTICS. Despite the fact that this calculation 

extravagantly talks about visual procedures of group 

requesting, reachability plots, and so on to counter the 

reliance of information parameter, really visual system 
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likewise require some parameter setting, for example, the 

edge estimation of neighborhood or ideal neighborhood 

range ropt to distinguish bunches. A short time later, the way 

toward choosing limit esteem can be urgent to recognize 

group. On the off chance that an unseemly edge esteem is 

chosen, a few groups are probably going to be undetected, 

and the calculation won't have the capacity to recognize 

installed bunches. Besides, this procedure tested utilizing the 

particular datasets to get extend values, yet whether these 

qualities are doable or not for all datasets like friendliness 

datasets, isn't particularly specified in this approach.  

As OPTICS requires requesting of focuses as an additional 

count, its intricacy is higher than other thickness based 

calculation. In the event that it utilizes any tree based spatial 

record, its runtime would be O(n log n) else it would be 

O(n
2
). Just if the calculation has guide access to the area µ or 

composed in a matrix, the runtime requires to group from the 

ordered dataset is O(n). Along these lines, the general 

runtime multifaceted nature of OPTICS for separating the 

groups from the datasets is in any event O(n log n) + O(n).  

C. EnDBSCAN:  

The fundamental thought of EnDBSCAN calculation is that 

if the distinction of the center separation between two 

focuses is in the scope of a pre-characterized change factor, 

both the focuses are distinguished to be in a similar bunch. 

EnDBSCAN additionally begins clustering by choosing a 

discretionary point from a dataset and figures its center 

separation considering the given parameters MinPts and 

neighborhood range rµ. In the event that the point's center 

separation is more noteworthy than given neighborhood 

sweep rµ, it is considered as commotion point. At the point 

when center separation is littler or equivalent to the given 

neighborhood span rµ, the fact is considered as a center 

point. At that point the center point is permitted to grow the 

group through its neighborhood focuses inside the scope of 

its center separation. Subsequent to relegating another group 

id profoundly point or protest, all the center neighbors of this 

point are allocated a similar bunch id. The way toward 

growing and clustering rehashes until all the dataset's focuses 

have been surveyed. To stay in a similar group, the contrast 

between the center separation of an at first chose 

discretionary point and the center separations of center 

neighbor purposes of that subjective point can't be in excess 

of a predefined parameter β. On the off chance that the 

distinction does not fulfill this condition, it shows a thickness 

variety amongst focuses and the focuses must be in various 

bunches. Be that as it may, this circumstance happens just in 

the limit district of two unique groups, and requires 

redundancy of this procedure for outskirt focuses situated in 

the fringe locale of two diverse thick territory.  

Algorithmic Analysis:  

On the off chance that a spatial record tree is utilized, the 

runtime multifaceted nature of EnDBSCAN will be O(n log 

n) like DBSCAN. On the off chance that there are numerous 

bunches in a dataset, for example, those in accommodation 

datasets, handling runtime multifaceted nature of redundant 

fringe guides require toward be mulled over. Be that as it 

may, if there are just a couple of number of bunches inside a 

dataset, the runtime many-sided quality of process reiteration 

for fringe focuses can be dismissed.  

D. A variation of DBSCAN Algorithm to Find Embedded 

and Nested Adjacent Cluster:  

A variation of DBSCAN calculation has been proposed in to 

counter the impediment of beforehand displayed thickness 

based calculations. To assess the estimation of neighborhood 

sweep rµ as an info parameter, it utilizes the idea of k-

remove plot and first-arrange subordinate as opposed to 

choosing them by datasets perception. This approach enables 

the client to include the estimation of MinPts. To extend the 

bunch, initially a subjective point must be checked to 

confirm the likelihood of being a center point. On the off 

chance that the chose point is a center point, at exactly that 

point the development procedure of clustering can be 

performed. Besides, this approach presents another term 

named neighborhood-contrast. The term neighborhood-

distinction is characterized as the contrast between the 

quantities of neighborhood purposes of those two focuses. 

For instance, one point has a place with a group as a 

corepoint and another point is in the previous' neighborhood 

with deference MinPts and neighborhood span rµ, to decide 

those focuses are in a similar bunch or not, the estimation of 

neighborhood difference of those focuses must be inside the 

scope of resilience factor α. The resilience factor α is an 

esteem given as an information parameter by the client. On 

the off chance that the area contrast of that two focuses is 

more prominent than the resilience factor α, those focuses 

won't not be in a similar bunch. Rather than growing bunch 

through neighborhood µ extension like DBSCAN, this 

approach extends through center neighborhood µ of a group 

by fulfilling the resistance factor α issue as examined before. 

At that point an arranged k-separate diagram is detailed in a 

plot to get the successful estimation of neighborhood span 

µr. In this plot, an aggregate number of focuses in the 

datasets take the autonomous (X) pivot, and relating 

separations from each point to its k
th

-closest neighbor take 

the reliant (Y) hub. Subsequent to arranging and finishing the 

k-remove vector and the principal arrange determination 

separately, we can get the compelling estimation of 

neighborhood sweep µr. On the off chance that we see 

immense difference in slant or sudden variety in the arranged 

k-remove diagram, we can identify detachment of bunch 
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focuses from the clamor focuses. In this way, we can 

likewise distinguish commotion focuses by investigating the 

limit point from arranged k-remove chart. While arranging, if 

in excess of one data-focuses have break even with k
th

 closest 

separation, it is additionally conceivable that an area can 

contain more than k+1 data-focuses.  

Algorithmic Analysis:  

The composition where this approach has been exhibited 

does not unmistakably say runtime multifaceted nature of 

this calculation. Since the calculation requires to actualize a 

k-separate chart, the runtime multifaceted nature of this 

procedure will be O(n). The diagram vector should be 

arranged, and the intricacy of this procedure will be at any 

rate O(n log n) if a proficient arranging calculation has been 

connected. Moreover, ideal runtime many-sided quality 

considering the development of group will be O(n log n) if 

spatial file tree utilized else it will be O(n
2
). So the aggregate 

ideal multifaceted nature of this approach is O(n) + O(n log 

n) + O(n log n). 

E. Effective Density-based Approach to detect Complex 

Data Clusters:  

Nagaraju et al. have proposed a thickness based way to deal 

with recognize bunches of changing densities and settled 

nearby groups. This approach perceives that variety in the 

area data-point is valuable to recognize group instead of 

bunch thickness variety. To address their investigation this 

approach characterized another term named resistance factor 

δ which is an info esteem given by the client. As indicated by 

this approach, contrast in the quantity of center neighbors of 

a particular center point and the quantity of center neighbors 

of that center point's center neighbors may be less or 

equivalent to resistance Figure δ to stay same class. On the 

off chance that the distinction is more than the resilience 

factor, this calculation may distinguish it as clamor point or 

question.  

Algorithmic Analysis:  

In spite of the fact that this approach is displayed to limit the 

reliance of worldwide thickness parameter for clustering, this 

calculation likewise requires productive parameter setting, 

for example, the area sweep rµ and resilience factor δ. This 

calculation additionally requires ceaseless modification of 

resilience factor δ to distinguish bunch's fringe focuses 

legitimately. The huge issue with this approach is that it 

might recognize numerous irrelevant bunches. As this 

calculation ascertains neighborhood-distinction and no 

predefined number of MinPts is said that may comprise in a 

given neighborhood µ, it may misleadingly distinguish an 

excessive number of groups in the datasets. At whatever 

point it finds the distinction of neighborhood focuses, it 

might recognize another group.  

As this approach hasn't particularly said any utilization of 

spatial file tree, the runtime multifaceted nature of this 

calculation will be O(n
2
). 

V. COMPARISON OF EXISTING CLUSTERING 

ALGORITHMS PERFORMANCE  

Data identified with human conduct and web based business 
is fluctuated and complex. Subsequently giving proposals by 
sectioning complex datasets, for example, cordiality industry 
datasets, requires effective clustering calculations which can 
recognize fluctuated thickness groups and settled inserted 
bunch. In addition, clustering calculations ought not be 
tedious in the event that they are to be utilized for robotized 
proposal frameworks. The mechanized proposal framework is 
a sort of framework which can create a suggestion for the 
client powerfully.  

Subsequently, client association with the framework is 
likewise investigated progressively by the framework to give 
assist successful suggestions. In this manner, runtime 
unpredictability is another paradigm for estimating the 
execution of clustering calculations.  

As cordiality industry datasets are not reasonable like 
restorative imaging, creature hereditary data datasets, and not 
unsurprising like web based business showcase datasets, 
bunch investigation of these sorts of datasets is unique. 
Situations, for example, fluctuating thickness, settled 
contiguousness, and settled installed highlights of the bunch 
are extremely normal in this current industry's datasets. To 
address these situations appropriately in our investigation, we 
have utilized manufactured data. This approach produces 
critical aftereffects of clustering that assistance to assess the 
exhibitions of calculations specified in Section IV for 
neighbourliness big data.  

In this area, we have first introduced manufactured data 
pertinent to the situation said above and after that explored 
different avenues regarding clustering calculations over those 
datasets. We have performed algorithmic investigation of 
different thickness based calculations. Table 1 compresses the 
runtime multifaceted nature of the executed thickness based 
calculations. 

Table I: Optimal Runtime Complexity of Discussed Density-
Based Clustering Algorithm 
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Figure. 6 exhibits the near consequences of clustering for the 
calculations specified above utilizing diverse engineered 
datasets. We have gathered these manufactured datasets from, 
which are pertinent in the friendliness business setting. We 
have additionally utilized R compiler to refine and create new 
datasets. Figure. 6(a) speaks to a bland dataset without 
changing thickness group property. Figure. 6(e) speaks to a 
shifting thickness and settled group include dataset, and 
Figure.6(i) speaks to a settled installed bunch.  

 

 

 

Figure. 6. Execution aftereffect of various thickness based 

clustering calculations utilizing manufactured datasets 

pertinent to the datasets of neighbourliness Big Data 

Right off the bat, Figure.6(b), Figure.6(c), Figure.6(d) 
demonstrate the consequences of DBSCAN, OPTICS, and 
EnDBSCAN, individually for the dataset appeared in 
Figure.6(a). Here, all the three thickness based calculations 
(i.e., DBSCAN, OPTICS, and EnDBSCAN) perform well to 
recognize those bunches. Also, Figure.6(f), Figure.6(g), 
Figure.6(h) demonstrate the consequences of DBSCAN, 
OPTICS, and EnDBSCAN, separately, for the dataset 
appeared in Figure.6(e). For this dataset the two OPTICS and 
EnDBSCAN perform well to distinguish those groups though 
DBSCAN neglects to recognize a few bunches on account of 
changing thickness of focuses in the dataset. At long last, 
Figure.6(j), Figure.6(k), Figure.6(l) demonstrate the 
aftereffects of DBSCAN, OPTICS, and EnDBSCAN, 
separately, for the dataset appeared in Figure.6(i). For this 
dataset, just EnDBSCAN performs well to recognize the 
settled installed groups. Then again, DBSCAN and OPTICS 
both neglect to recognize installed group. OPTICS identifies 
numerous inconsequential groups as opposed to 
distinguishing these as a solitary bunch, and DBSCAN can't 
recognize that this dataset comprise of various groups. 
Clustering execution of another thickness based calculation, a 
variation of DBSCAN calculation, might be superior to the 
first DBSCAN calculation in light of the fact that the 
variation identifies neighbourhood range and limit purpose of 
clamor from first request subsidiary of the k-separate chart. 
Be that as it may, equivalent clustering execution can likewise 
be accomplished by utilizing the OPTICS calculation if an 
ideal neighbourhood range ropt is chosen from the reachability 

plot. The density based approach said in Section IV may 
recognize numerous irrelevant bunches as opposed to 
distinguishing the right group. Besides, the approach likewise 
has some reliance on its information parameter, for example, 
resilience factor δ.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In spite of the fact that cordiality industry is one of the main 
business on the planet and furthermore expanding its 
economy consistently, not very many research works have 
been directed with respect to the best possible usage of 
tremendous volume of accessible client data. This paper gives 
bits of knowledge into data clustering highlights of 
neighbourliness big data by examining existing thickness 
based clustering calculations. We have actualized well known 
density based calculations, for example, DBSCAN, OPTICS, 
EnDBSCAN, and a couple of different variations of thickness 
based calculations, and have given a near execution 
investigation of these calculations. Results uncover that 
EnDBSCAN performs prevalent than DBSCAN and OPTICS 
as far as recognizing settled and inserted groups. Also, 
OPTICS perform superior to anything DBSCAN in 
recognizing nearby settled group for various datasets. Be that 
as it may, the greater part of the contemporary clustering 
calculations have their impediments in recognizing groups 
from datasets due to their reliance on input parameters.  

We can infer that further research is expected to counter the 
impediments of existing clustering calculations. Moreover, 
novel clustering calculations should be created for 
empowering computerized proposal frameworks for the 
friendliness business to enhance the two clients experience 
and income of the cordiality business. 
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Abstract— Most of the studies based on tracking individuals, crowd counting, finding the region of motion and crowd 

detection. Crowd detection and density estimation from crowded images have a wide range of application such as crime 

detection, congestion, public safety, crowd abnormalities, visual surveillance and urban planning. The purpose of crowd 

density analysis is to calculate the concentration of the crowd in the videos of observers. Pattern recognition technique helps to 

estimate the crowd detection count and density by using face and detection. The job of detecting a face in the crowd is 

complicated due to its variability present in human faces including color, pose, expression, position, orientation, and 

illumination. The counting performance has been steadily improved because of Deep Convolutional Neural Network..  

Keywords—Pattern Recognition, Computer Vision, Crowd Density Estimation, Detection, CNN 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, the human population is growing in extreme 
rate hence the growth has indirectly increased the incidence of 
the crowd. The motive of assembly has major result in wide-
range assets and crowded behavior. There is a lot of interest 
in much scientific research in public service, security, safety 
and computer vision for the analysis of mobility and behavior 
of the crowd[1]. The job of detecting a face in the crowd is 
complicated because of showing variance human faces 
including color, pose, expression, position, orientation, and 
illumination. 

Due to a crowded crisis, there are large crowds of confusion, 
consequence in pushing, mass-panic, stampede or crowd 
crushes and causing control loss[8]. Some examples of crowd 
tragedies, crushes, stampede, like Heavy rains killed 22 
people and injured hundreds of others in the afternoon 
between Mumbai, Parel and Elphinstone Road 2017, 27 
pedestrians died due to a stampede on the banks of Godavari 
river 2015 in southern Indian state of Andhra Pradesh as 
shown in Fig. 1, 32 people died and 26 others injured after the 
Stampede held on the occasion of Diwali at Gandhi Maidan 
2014. 

To prevent these fatalities, automatically detection of critical 
and unusual situations in the dense crowd is necessary. As a 
result, definitely will help, to make emergency controls and 
appropriate decisions for security and safety[1]. Crowd 
detection is one of the most challenging tasks in visual 
surveillance systems. This system can be used for detection 
and count people, crowd level and also alarms as the presence 
of the dense crowd. 

 

Figure 1. A Crowd Image Example - Bank of Godavari,  
Datia District  

[source-https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/random-
harvest/stampedes-as-indian-as-taj-mahal/] 

The purpose of a crowded counting is to count the number of 

people in the crowded places[2]. There are some applications 

of crowd detection, such as (1) Safety Control - Video 

surveillance cameras for safety purpose in places such as 

sports stadium, shopping malls and airports have validated 

monitoring of crowd for behaviour analysis, congestion 

analysis, and anomaly detection. (2) Disaster Management - 

Crowd gathering such as music concerts and political rallies 

face the risk of disasters such as stampede. Need to use for 

early overcrowding detection. (3) Public Areas - There are 

many of public locations where crowd level may be high such 

as malls, stations, terminals and some others which may be 

affected by human health. (4) Visual Surveillance - Public 
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places such as playground and huge arena are very crowded 

hence this type of system may fail to detect an individual in 

the crowd. Visual Surveillance system helps to reduce the 

failure percentage by anomaly detection and alarming.   

Crowd counting systems consist of various approaches such 

as detection and regression-based estimation. Detection based 

approach involves to segment and recognize each individual 

crowd scenes followed by counting with some classifiers[9]. 

Recently, Regression based approach used Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN). Challenges - There are many 

challenges in crowd analysis such as occlusions, high clutter, 

contrast variations, non-uniform distribution of people, non-

uniform illumination, low resolution, intra-scene and 

inter-scene variations[2]. 

Zhan et al.[10] and Junior et al.[11] studied and reviewed 

existing practices for general crowd analysis. Li et al.[12] 

surveyed different methods for such crowd scene analysis 

such as crowd motion pattern learning, crowd behaviour, 

activity analysis and anomaly detection in crowds. Loy et 

al.[13] provided a detailed description and comparison of 

crowd count based on video images. While comparing with 

other approaches CNN-based approaches have managed to 

extremely reduce error rates. 

Paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes Approaches 

to Crowd Detection System approaches. Section 3 surveyed 

on CNN based methods. Section 4 discussed CNN layers. 

Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 

 

II. APPROACHES TO CROWD DETECTION SYSTEM 

Crowd Detection System consists of Input Data, Approaches, 
Features and Conclusion as shown in Fig. 2. There are various 
approaches have been taken to handle the problem which can 
be broadly divided into detection based approaches, 
regression based approaches, density based approaches. 

A. Detection based approaches 

Detection model tries to determine the number of people by 
identifying a single person and their places at the same time. 
Jones and Snow et al.[14] described as a Scanning window 
pedestrian detector using spatiotemporal information[15]. 
Haar-like filters, absolute difference Haar filter and shifted 
difference filter are three types of filters which used for 
capturing moving objects. Adaboost learning algorithm is 
using to trained eight different pedestrian detectors for eight 
motions[16]. Besides, this algorithm is utilized to exploit both 
movement and appearance data to make and try to arrange the 
moving individual. Leibe et al. [17] presented an algorithm 
for pedestrian detection in crowded scenes uses an algorithm 
to combine local and global features in a potential top-down 
segmentation. Their experiments indicated that they are 
dependent on the system and pedestrians can be severely 
localized, even after severe overlapping. 

 

Figure 2. General Structure of Crowd Detection System 

Lin et al. [18] proposed a detection technique for the crowded 
estimates through wavelet templates and vision-based 
technologies. The Haar Wavelet Transform (HWT) work was 
carried out to extract the feature's specification of head shape. 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was carried out for a 
featured area so that it can be categorized as the presence and 
absence of head. This method was limited during complex 
situations when the head was not clear and proved heavy 
computational load on real-time applications [19]. Zhao and 
Nevatia [20] presented a 3D human shape model to recognize 
and look for crowded individuals. Their proposed technique 
depends on the head top detection by separating the 
foreground blobs. Likewise, a Maximum A Posteriori 
problem was formulated for identification and tracking 
problem of people. There is an occlusion problem to prevent 
the joint likelihood of different people based on the approach 
of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).   

Rabaud and Belongie [21] proposed a technique of dividing 

movements to be generated by numerous examples of a 

person in a crowd. Implemented a Kanade Lucas Tomasi 

(KLT) tracker[22] which is highly parallelized which used to 

extract an expensive arrangement of low-level features to 

identify the object which is in moving the state from the 

scene. In addition, KLT tracker is to distinguish the number 

of objects moving in a single scenario, the trajectory set is 

integrated with the temporal and spatial filter through the 

clustering method. Sidla et al. [23] presented a movement 

detection and tracking device to measure individual in very 

crowded situations. They developed an algorithm which 

recognizes human head-shoulder regions (Ω-like shape) and 

masked by region of interest (ROI) filter to recognize human 

in the crowd. The Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) tracking 

point and Kalman filter are used to calculating the co-

occurrence matrix feature vector for active size model to 

analyzed pedestrian movement. Detection based approach 

successful in the low-density crowd and affected in the high-
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density crowd. Detection based approach successful in a low-

density crowd and affected by a high-density crowd. 

B. Regression  based approaches 

Regression based approach works on local image patches 
which extract mapping between features for counting 
purpose. There are various features to encode low-level 
information such as foreground features, edge features texture 
and gradient features. These methods capture local and global 
properties of the scene such as Local Binary Pattern (LBP), 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Gray Level Co-
occurrence Matrices (GLCM) to improve results. After 
extracting local and global features, different regression 
techniques are applied such as linear regression, ridge 
regression, the neural network to learn to map for crowd 
counting purpose[2]. Idrees et al. [24] identified not a single 
feature and detection method is enough reliable to provide 
sufficient information to accurately calculate the presence of 
the high-density problem hence they proposed Fourier 
analysis along with head detection and SIFT interest point or 
some different methods to extract features. 

C. Density  based approaches 

Density based approach tries to learn the linear mapping 
between local path features and corresponding object density 
maps. But, observing that it is difficult to learn linear 
mapping. Pham et al. [25] proposed to learn a non-linear 
mapping between local patch features and density maps. 
Random Forest Regression from multiple image patches is 
used to vote for densities of multiple target options.  

III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWROK BASED 

METHODS 

Convolutional Neural Network based methods consist of 

deep learning approaches for crowd detection and density 

analysis. CNN uses for learning non-linear functions from 

crowd images to counts. Various methods have been 

proposed in the literature as follows. CNN performs two 

types of methodology such as patch based which training 

based on patches of images of different sizes and whole 

image based which works on the whole image.  

CNN was firstly applied by Wang et al. [7] and Fu et 

al. [26] were among the first who applied CNNs for the 

task of crowd density estimation. Wang et al.[7] applied end-

to-end deep CNN regression model for counting people from 

high dense crowded images. He developed AlexNet network 

which replaced fully connected layer of 4096 neurons with 

single neuron for predicting crowd. His approach comes in 

patch-based inference process. Fu et al.[26] Classified the 

image into five classes: very high, high, medium, low and 

very low density instead estimating density maps. His 

approach comes in patch-based inference process. C. Zhang 

et al.[27] proposes to learn a map of pictures for crowding 

calculations and adapt this mapping to new target scenes for 

cross-scene counting. Initially, studied their network by 

training two objectives: The estimated objectives of 

predicting the density and density of the crowd. His approach 

comes in patch-based inference process.  

Y. Zhang et al. [3] proposed Multi-Column Convolutional 

Neural Network (MCCNN) architecture allows the image to 

be arbitrary size or resolution. To model the density maps 

corresponding to heads of different scales it uses filters for 

each column of different sizes. His approach comes in whole 

image based inference process. Rather than the above 

techniques that use patch based inference process. Shang et 

al.[28] using CNN proposed an end-to-end count estimation 

technique. Rather than cropping the image into patches, their 

method uses the whole image as input and gives output the 

final crowd count. Zeng et al. [4] proposed a novel Multi-

Scale Convolutional Neural Network (MSCNN) for single 

image crowd counting. It used extracting scale relevant 

features from crowd images using a single column network 

based on the multi-scale blob. Kang et al. [5] proposed CNN-

pixel and FCNN-skip architecture. CNN-pixel is pixel-wise 

prediction using CNN.  FCNNskip is Fully Convolutional 

Neural Network with skip branches. Produced the highest 

quality density map for localization tasks, with slight 

degradation for the counting task. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF CNN LAYERS 

Convolutional Neural Network consists of a sequence of 
layers. There are mainly 3 types of layers to build architecture 
such as the Convolutional layer, Pooling layer, and Fully-
connected layer. Architecture consist of Input - Convolution - 
ReLU - Pooling - Fully Connected. 

A. Input layer 

The 32 x 32 x3 will hold the raw pixel estimations of the 
image of width 32, height 32, and 3 colour channels consist of 
Red, Green, Blue. 

B. Covolutional layer 

This will figure the output of neurons which are associated 
with the local area in the input, each computing a dot product 
of their weight and an input volume. This may bring about 
volume, for example, 32 * 32 * 12 for 12 filters. It convolves 
input frame with linear sliding filters to create response maps. 

    ∑  

 

   

      

where, Xi is the feature map of input, wi = 
[Wi1, Wi2,......, Wik] indicates filter, xi = input filter, bi 
indicates bias. 

C. Rectified Linear Units layer 

ReLU is the acronym of Rectified Linear Units. This layer 
applies the non-saturating activation function. The ReLU 
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function is f(x) = max(0; x). This layer leaves the size of the 
volume unchanged 32 x 32 x 12. 

D. Pooling layer 

Pooling executes a down sampling operation along with 
width and height, resulting in volume such as 16 x 16 x 12. In 
next layer of pooling layer, it combines the outputs of neuron 
clusters at one layer into a single neuron. Max pooling uses 
the maximum value from each of a cluster of neurons at the 
prior layer. Average pooling uses the average value from each 
of a cluster of neurons at the prior layer. 

E. Fully-Connected layer 

The fully Connected layer will compute the class scores. 
High-level reasoning in the neural network is done by fully 
connected layers. Layer requires a fixed number of inputs and 
outputs to convert response maps as close to the ground 
truth[7]. 

V. DATASETS 

INRIA dataset: INRIA dataset is available on 
http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/ The dataset is divided 
into two forms such as, the original image with the 
corresponding annotation file, and the positive images of 
64x128 pixel format with negative images. 

Mall dataset: Mall dataset is available on 
http://personal.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/∼ccloy/downloads_mall_datase
t.html. It consists of over 60,000 individuals on road were 
labelled in 2000 video images. 

Caltech pedestrian dataset: Caltech dataset is 
available on http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Data 
sets/CaltechPedestrians/. It consist of 64x128 pixel format of 
images shows human. 

PETA dataset: PETA dataset is available on 
http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/PETA.html. It consists 
of 19000 images, with the resolution of 17x39 to 169x365 
pixels. Those 19000 images include 8705 humans, each 
annotated with 61 binary and 4 multi-class attributes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Crowd detection and density estimations are one of the 
challenging problems of computer vision and machine 
learning. There are three approaches such as Detection-based 
approach, Regression-based approach, Density-based 
approach. The deep learning model is very efficient for crowd 
counting and analysis where we discussed on some methods 
of Convolutional Neural Network which is our basic 
framework to learn efficient features for counting. It is an 
end-to-end training method which performs a whole image 
based inference. To get better performance of crowd 
counting, it requires large labelled dataset. 
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Abstract- Most of the recent research has explored the possibility of predicting & analyzing epileptic seizures by using 

different techniques & methods. Epilepsy is the second most common neurological disorder which affects people of all ages 

i.e. about 1-2% of the world’s population affected by this major chronic disorder. The Electroencephalogram (EEG) signal is 

used as a useful tool for the early detection of epileptic seizures in several applications of epilepsy diagnosis. Many techniques 

have been developed for differentiate the features of seizures present in EEGs. This article reviews the seizure detection 

techniques & methods reported in last decade/years. 

  However, there are various techniques like Empirical mode decomposition (EMD), wavelet transform, tensors, 

entropy, chaos theory, and dynamic analysis which are used in the area of epilepsy diagnosis. For better treatment of the 

patients it is important that the seizures are detected correctly in time. Although efforts have been made for better prediction of 

the seizures, the translation of current analysis & results to clinical applications is still not possible. We have reviewed a 

framework of reliable algorithmic seizure prediction studies, discussing each component of the whole block diagram. We have 

also explored all the processes, from signal acquisition to adequate performance evaluation that should be opted in the 

designing of an efficient seizure advisory/intervention system. The present review has established that there is a potential for 

improvement and optimization in the seizure prediction framework. 

 

Keywords - Epilepsy; Seizure detection algorithm; Signal processing; Feature Extraction; Classification; Performance 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Epilepsy is most common chronic neurological disorder of 

the human brain that impacts on approx 60 million people of 

all age groups in every country in the world. As per WHO, 

epilepsy is distinguished by the release of excessive 

electrical charge in a group of brain cells which leads to 

sudden recurrent and transient disturbances in the brain [1]. 

During the seizure, the patient is unknown of their physical 

as well as mental condition and hence physical injury may 

occur. In case of monitoring epilepsy, we often encountered 

two types of seizure, namely behavioral and electrographic. 

A seizure which is sensed by the patient, seen by an 

observer, or recorded on video is termed as behavioral 

seizure. An electrographic seizure is defined as an abnormal 

sudden recurrence in EEG pattern. In many cases, there is 

dissociation between the both i.e. behavior and EEG signals 

[2]. The occurrence of seizure is unpredictable and the 

process is very random in nature, so it is very difficult to 

predict the seizure proactively.  

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a tool which is used to 

measure and record the electrical activity of the brain leads 

to detection and analysis of epileptic seizures [3]. Some 

examples are discussed here for better understanding of the 

seizure detection problem. A 4 channels scalp EEG, with the 

pre-ictal, ictal and post-ictal states figures 1(a) and (b) with 

100- second records. In Fig. 1(a), these three states are easy 

to distinguish by visual inspection whereas in Fig. 1(b), the 

epileptic seizure can go unnoticed in a first or quick 

examination by a neurologist. Thus there is a need to find 

some important features such as amplitude, duration, and 

frequency that help to distinguish an epileptic seizure. 

However Visual analysis of EEG is, however, very time 

consuming process, so the automated detection of epileptic 

seizure is very useful as it helps the specialist to analyze the 
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EEG to make a better decision & prediction about epilepsy 

and the type of epilepsy. This can also helpful in drug 

delivery system of epilepsy [4].  

Recent research has been mainly focused only to predict the 

epileptic seizure well in advance. There are various 

interesting reviews of seizure prediction have been 

published, but rarely someone describes the framework that 

classify the epileptic signal. We start by presenting basic 

model/framework for reliable and efficient seizure 

prediction. There are various methods/models used by 

researchers but we are paying special attention to 

algorithmic framework because this model is accepted in 

seizure advisory/intervention implantable devices. The 

basics, history, and advancements in algorithmic studies are 

detailed in a block-by-block fashion. This paper outlines the 

processing techniques and classifiers used for epilepsy 

detection. We have discussed various methods involving in 

signal processing, several acquisition modalities and feature 

extraction approaches linear and nonlinear with both 

univariate and multivariate methods [5]. Important feature 

selection techniques, classifiers as well as regularization 

functions are compared. We review algorithm-based studies 

in a methodological manner, discussing each component of 

the whole block diagram. 

   Signal 

 

 

 

 

 

Time(s)   

Figure 1(a) 

Signal 

 

 

 

 

 

Time(s) 

Figure1 (b) 

Figure 1[13] :Examples of two epileptic seizures from CHB-MIT Scalp 

EEG database [92]. Four channels of EEG record of epileptic seizure of 

Patient. In 1(a), preictal, ictal, and postictal states are easy to distinguish by 

visual inspection, whereas in 1(b), visual differences between these three 

states are difficult to discern. Black lines indicate the time boundaries of a 

seizure annotated by an expert 

In this review paper, we explored all the processes, from 

signal acquisition to adequate performance evaluation that 

should be opted in the designing of an efficient seizure 

advisory/intervention system. This paper explores the 

functions & working of any seizure detection system in 

three sections. 

Section 2.1 presents the techniques & methods for signal 

acquisition and after that preprocessing the acquired signal. 

In section 2.2, we review various processing & feature 

extraction techniques/models. 

Section 2.3 presents the methods for feature selection & 

classification. 

In section 2.4, we conclude the review paper by explaining 

the regularization methods & comparing the performance of 

various seizure detection system proposed by other authors. 

 

2. DETECTION SYSTEM 

The Seizure detection Algorithm based study broadly 

categorized into three stages namely: Signal Acquisition and 

preprocessing, processing and feature extraction, and 

Decision making with help of classification. It can be better 

understand by following block diagram: 

 

 

Figure 2[5]: Seizure Detection System 

This algorithm based study can determine pre-ictal state 

based on EEG recordings, starting by enhancing the quality 

of signal by preprocessing EEG signal, extracting various 

features present in the signal and selecting the most distinct 

feature as input to the classifier. Most of the algorithm based 

seizure detection system has a regularization function as a 

post processing step to smooth classifier output. Then 

performance of the seizure detection system is evaluated. 

2.1. SIGNAL ACQUASITION 

 & PREPROCESSING 
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This section is broadly categorized into two parts: i) Signal 

Acquisition ii) Signal Preprocessing 

2.1.1 Signal Acquisition: The review study in this category 

can be done in the dimension of types of recordings. There 

are two types of recordings namely iEEG and scalp EEG 

considered in seizure prediction studies. Scalp EEG captures 

brain activity with equally-spaced surface electrodes glued 

to the skin while iEEG involves intracranial electrodes 

positioned in areas of suspected epileptogenicity identified 

from available clinical, structural and functional data 

collected prior to implantation [6]. Several studies have 

explored the utility of scalp recordings for seizure 

prediction. Teixeira et al. [7] gives the comparison between 

iEEG & scalp EEG based on the two parameters sensitivity 

and false pre-diction rate (FPR). As a result values of scalp 

EEG were slightly better than iEEG. If we are comparing 

the statistical significance of result with the Kruskal-Wallis 

(K-W) test (p = 0.01), these differences have no significant 

in the calculations. There are some other studies also from 

which we can say that the performance of seizure prediction 

algorithms on scalp EEG is good as compare to iEEG. 

However, it must be remembered, that practically iEEG 

recordings are more suitable for chronic intervention 

devices. We summarize the performance evaluation of 

recent seizure-prediction studies comparing scalp and iEEG 

performances in table 1.  

 

Table 1: comparison of iEEG & scalp EEG 

Authors Recordin

g type 

No.of 

patients 

Sensiti

vity 

(%) 

FPR 

(h−1) 

Statist

ical 

testing 

Bandarabad

i et al [10] 

Scalp 

iEEG 

16 

8 

73.98 

78.36 

.06 

.15 

None 

None 

Teixeira et 

al.[7] 

Scalp 

iEEG 

227 

42 

73.5± 

24.83 

67.66 

± 

21.83 

0.28 ± 

0.28 

0.39 ± 

0.37 

K-W 

K-W 

Rasekhi et 

al.[11] 

Scalp 

iEEG 

8 

2 

76.67 

68.7 

.08 

.33 

None 

None 

 

2.1.2 Signal Preprocessing: In biomedical signal 

processing, it is very important that the raw signal should be 

analyzed with the presence of noise and artifacts leading to 

minimized effect in feature extraction [8]. 

This step is usually employed in any EEG analysis and 

attempts to remove artifacts, increase signal-to-noise ratio 

and prepare signals for adequate feature extraction. The 

preprocessing of acquired signal can be done in following 

step: 

 

a) Denoising and filtering: Most of the signal preprocessing 

approaches are using conventional filtering of recorded 

signals [8]. This conventional filtering use band pass filter to 

filter on the basis of frequency range of their interest as well 

as extracting artifacts from the EEG signal identified by 

visual inspection [9].      

Some techniques, such as independent component 

analysis, are specifically designed to remove the artifact 

present in the EEG signal. It identifies the sources of 

artifacts based on blind source separation. Further it 

separates them on the basis of their statistical independence 

from the EEG. For artifact cancellation a technique named 

as adaptive filtering is used. In this technique, the transfer 

function is self adjusted according to an optimization 

algorithm driven by an error signal by a filter. The 

correctness of the method has been assessed using simulated 

data [10]. The method has been used to discard the ocular 

artifacts from EEG [11].  

There is another approach to remove artifacts from 

EEG signal in which EEG data decomposes into space-time-

frequency components, is known as multi-way analysis. 

Multi-channel EEG data has been constructed as a third-

order tensor, an epilepsy feature tensor, with modes: time 

samples×frequency×electrodes [12]. This allows the 

spectral, spatial, and temporal signatures of an artifact to be 

found to define it using parallel factor (PARAFAC) 

analysis. Then artifact such as eye movements are removed 

through multilinear subspace analysis, so that the rest data 

does not accommodate any activity correlated with the 

artifact [13].  

 

b) Data segmentation: Before feature extraction, Data should 

be segmented into smaller windows having data of similar 

characteristics meaningful to EEG analysis. In case of 

epilepsy the duration of these windows varied from 5 to 60 

seconds. Park et al. [13] and some authors adopted moving 

window analysis which has a size of 20 seconds with half 

overlap. Others decided on a 5-s window with no overlap 

[15–16, 21]. Such a relatively short window is considered to 

be a compromise between the ability to capture specific 

patterns and stationary assumptions.  
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c) Preictal time choice: In early investigations, no standard 

or optimal preictal time slot has yet been defined. The 

American Epilepsy Society’s seizure prediction challenge 

adopted a preictal time of 1 h prior to seizures, with a fixed 

intervention time of 5 min. Some studies have chosen fixed 

preictal times, such as 2 min, 20 min, 30 min, and 90 min, 

while others have considered several different preictal times. 

In an extensive study, Teixeira et al. [7] tested 4 different 

pre-ictal times (10, 20, 30, and 40 min)and observed no 

significant differences in terms of sensitivity, but longer pre-

ictal time was found to significantly reduce FPR. These 

authors concluded that preictal time of 30.47 min was the 

most appropriate average value, leading to a patient-specific 

best predictor.  

Considering that each study uses a different 

algorithmic strategy, performance comparison is not reliable 

at this stage. However, it is clear that no preictal time can be 

considered optimal or standard. 

 

d) Intervention time choice. The study suggests that the 

longer intervention time gives the optimistic results with 

higher sensitivity. In contrast, using an Ngram-derived 

seizure prediction method Eftekhar et al. [15] found that 

shorter Intervention Time (10 min) resulted in increased 

sensitivity when analyzed three Intervention times (10, 20, 

and 30 min) with a seizure occurrence period of 10 min. 

Schelter et al. [16] reported sensitivity as function of IT.  To 

use a uniform set of parameters across all patients of the 

same group [17], adopted a fixed IT of 2 min and achieved 

an average sensitivities of 82% and 89% using the dynamic 

similarity index and the mean phase coherence, respectively. 

Similarly, recent seizure prediction studies adopting a fixed 

intervention time of 5 min have reported promising 

performances [18]. Such classification strategies would 

allow more intervention time with chronic implantable 

devices. 

 

2.2. PROCESSING & FEATURE EXTRACTION 

In an automated seizure detection system, we have to find 

out the distinctiveness of the pre-ictal, ictal and post-ictal 

EEG signals and then evaluated. There are various features 

which have been identified for better description of the 

seizures. The features that are used for the identification of 

the seizure can better explained by the static behavior of the 

signals itself such as chaoticity and non-linearity [9]. 

 The terms processing technique and feature 

extraction can be used for same purpose due to their close 

behavior for example, wavelet features make reference to 

the wavelet transform of the signal. Since the EEG signals 

are very random in nature, we require segmented EEG 

signals for applying linear processing techniques. The 

windowing technique is always used for this type of signal 

because we have to detect the transitions between non-

seizure, pre-seizure, and seizure states [19].  

The performance of algorithm based automatic 

seizure detection is based on the process of selecting 

features which explain the behavior of EEG signals. There 

are many types of features extraction and processing 

techniques, in which some are based on frequency-domain 

[20,21,22,23,24,25]  time-domain [26,27] or time-frequency 

analysis [19], chaotic features such us entropy [28,29], 

energy distribution in the time-frequency plane [30,31], and 

wavelet features [21,22,32 ]. Another technique is multi-way 

analysis, which uses feature tensors to recognize seizures. 

Most detectors use a combination of two or more techniques 

and test a given set of features using more than one classifier 

[33-35]. 

 

2.2.1 Time Domain Analysis: The analyses in which EEG 

signals are estimated by time function are called time 

domain analysis. There are certain other features also which 

are often used such as amplitude, regularity, and 

synchronicity, which increase during epileptic events. 

Instantaneous energy of a signal refers to amplitude. Signal 

power, which is the square of amplitude, focuses on 

variations more than energy but is thus more affected by 

noise [36]. Figure 2 demonstrate a case of EEG signal 

instantaneous energy. Notice that the exceptional increment 

of energy during the epileptic seizure (bounded by black 

lines). 

Regularity is the measure of similarity of a signal 

with itself which is acquired by an auto-correlation function 

while Synchronicity gives a thought of how comparative 

signs are to each other or what events happened at the same 

time [37].  

 
1000 Time (s)     2500 

Figure 2[13]: Signal instantaneous energy, showing an increase during a 

seizure. Black lines indicate the time boundaries of a seizure annotated by 
an expert. 
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Usually, in most of the seizure detection algorithm, various 

time features are used like relative average duration, relative 

average amplitude, and the coefficient of variation of 

amplitude. Such        features are implemented in the 

commercial seizure detection algorithm Monitor [38, 39] but 

its detection accuracy is under 80%. Acharya et al. proposed 

higher order spectra  features (specifically cumulants) from 

normal, inter-ictal, and epileptic EEG segments for time 

series analysis, obtaining a high detection accuracy of 98.5% 

[28]. Other researchers reported achieving 93.11% 

classification accuracy with HOS-based features [41, 42]. 

Other works combined HOS with principal component 

analysis, achieving detection accuracies of over 95% [31]. 

 

2.2.2 Frequency Domain Analysis: The change in 

frequency component of EEG signals during epileptic 

seizure needs to quantify for useful information as shown in 

Fig.1 (a). Fourier transform method is used to extract the 

frequency features from the EEG signal described in terms 

of frequency component. Frequency features can be used to 

separate the human brain activity at different frequencies. In 

general, power spectral density is deliberated and then 

pertinent features are extracted [19]. There are some other 

common spectral features like central, mean, and peak 

frequencies [45], average band frequency, dominant 

frequency [25] and maximum power [44]. However, for 

more accurate detection due to the complexity of detecting 

seizures, new methods combine frequency analysis with 

time and other features. 

 

2.2.3 Time-frequency Analysis: Time domain and 

frequency domain analysis have well known disadvantage 

while applied to EEG signal. By the Time-domain analysis, 

we can trace the exact location of events but it cannot 

determine which frequencies are involved in seizure. While 

in frequency-domain analysis we can determine the different 

frequencies present in a signal but not the time moment of 

their occurrence. So time frequency analysis technique is 

widely used because of these limitations. A classical 

method, such as spectrography, was used by Gabor et al. 

[30] and Gabor [46] to implement their commercial detector 

CNet. Other approaches include Wigner-Ville distribution 

[47], wavelet analysis, and Empirical mode decomposition 

which are the most widely used for EEG. 

 

(a) Wigner-Ville distribution: The Wigner-Ville distribution 

is one of the most studied and best understood time-

frequency distributions [47].  Its importance can be judged 

in both the areas i.e. time and frequency domains, having 

support for time and frequency properties [18]. Tzallas et al. 

[31] applied the WVD to selected segments of EEG signals 

and extracted several features for each segment that 

represent the energy distribution in the time-frequency 

plane.  

 

(b) Wavelet transform: The Wavelet transform is a multi 

resolution decomposition of a signal into sub-band signals 

containing activity at different time scales achieved by 

passing the signal through an iterated filter bank structure 

[47]. The wavelet transform is a versatile signal processing 

tool and helps in capturing transient features which are 

localized in time and frequency domain. The preprocessed 

signal is analyzed post decomposition process (coarse 

approximation and detailed information) at different 

frequency bands with varying resolutions [48-50].  

The commercial seizure detection algorithm Saab is 

based on the computation of the relative amplitude and the 

coefficient of variation of wavelet coefficients and a pure 

probabilistic classification with Bayesian formulation [51].  

 

(c) Empirical mode decomposition: Epileptic seizure can be 

detected by empirical mode decomposition. EMD [52] is an 

adaptive method used to analyze non-linear and non-

stationary signals. It divides the signal into fast and slow 

oscillations, which is local and fully data-driven. The main 

purpose of the EMD is to crumble the signal into a sum of 

intrinsic mode functions. An IMF is a function which 

satisfies following two conditions: (1) There should be 

equality or at most unit difference between the number of 

zero crossing and the extrema  in  the entire signal (2) at any 

point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local 

maxima and local minima must be zero (or close to zero). 

 

2.2.4 Chaos and dynamic analysis: EEG signals are very 

random in nature, so they can be considered as chaotic. Thus 

to characterize these signals, we require a tool that evaluate 

the state of chaos of a dynamic system. Entropies and 

Lyapunov exponents are effective tools for such evaluation.  

 

(a) Entropy: In general, entropies are measures of 

uncertainty in the system. From the information theory 

perspective, entropy is the amount of information stored in a 

general probability distribution. Higher entropy means 

higher uncertainty in the system and thus a more chaotic 

system. Recently, various entropy estimators have been 

applied to quantify the complexity of signals [53]. Shannon 
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spectral entropy, Renyi’s entropy, Kolmogorov-Sinai 

entropy, and approximate entropy (ApEn) [54] are the most 

commonly used entropies. 

 

(b) Lyapunov exponents: Opposite to concept of entropy, 

Lyapunov exponents mathematically describe the 

deterministic structure of a system. These exponents are 

statistics that quantify how much a system is deterministic 

when a small disturbance is introduced. Smaller Lyapunov 

exponents indicate a more deterministic system. 

A chaos analysis based on the wavelet decomposition of 

EEG signals of healthy patient during a seizure-free interval 

and epileptic patient during a seizure, is conducted by Adeli 

et al. [55]. The randomness of EEG signal is measured in 

terms of the largest Lyapunov exponent and correlation 

dimension, of the different sub-bands of the EEGs for the 

detection of epileptic seizures. The effectiveness of these 

parameters was examined based on statistical importance of 

their differences between the EEG sub-bands. It was found 

that the LLE differentiates between the three groups in the 

lower frequency alpha sub-band [55]. Moreover, for the 

detection of seizures and epilepsy, Adeli et al.[35] presented 

a wavelet-chaos methodology for analysis of EEGs and EEG 

sub-bands. The wavelet-chaos method consists of three 

stages: I) wavelet analysis, II) preliminary chaos analysis 

and III) final chaos analysis. They use, as before, the 

estimators of CD and LLE. They also evaluated 4 types of 

classifier. The method was applied to EEG signals from (a) 

healthy or normal patients, (b) Affected or epileptic patients 

during a seizure-free interval (interictal EEG), and (c) 

epileptic subjects during a seizure (ictal EEG). The 

classification accuracy was higher than 95% [35]. 

 

2.3. FEATURE SELECTION & 

CLASSIFICATION 

2.3.1 Feature Selection: Generally, Feature selection is the 

important & critical part for algorithm based seizure 

prediction system since transition from the interictal to the 

ictal state consists of complex mechanisms, so the prediction 

algorithms usually combine several features in an attempt to 

cover brain dynamics.  It affects the classifier performance 

for example, if correlated features are selected; they 

represent redundant information leading to confuse the 

classifier. Several feature selection methods have been used 

in seizure prediction studies, such as ReliefF [56], minimum 

normalized difference of percentiles [57], mDAD [57], 

forward selection, minimum redundancy maximum 

relevance (mRMR) [58], and genetic algorithm (GA) [59]. 

We will discuss the latter 2 methods in this review because 

of their extensive citation.  

In mRMR algorithm, we rank the features on the 

basis of maximum relevance and minimum redundancy, 

defined in terms of cost function. While mutual information 

is one of the most common cost functions [58], several 

metrics have been proposed, all having the same principle 

and relying on criteria of similarity. In [59], F-testing which 

is measure of relevance and Pearson’s correlation as a 

measure of redundancy, is used as a basis for cost function 

in the mRMR and used to reduce feature dimensions from 

4410 to the first 132 ranked features. Bandarabadi et al. [10] 

employed the mRMR method based on a mutual information 

criterion to decrease feature dimensions from 435 to an 

average of 9.1 features. 

The genetic algorithm is a method which is used 

for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization 

problem. These problems are solved using the method of 

natural selection, the process that drives biological 

evolution. Starting from an initial, random population, the 

powerful reproduction to survive and adapt to their external 

environment. Inspired by natural evolution, GAs generate 

solutions to optimization problems based on mutation, 

crossover, inheritance and selection. There are several types 

of GA based on selection method, genetic structure, and 

fitness function, which have been tested in seizure-

prediction studies. In [59], genetic structure is a binary 

string that includes features as well as classifier hyper-

parameters. An Elitist Non-dominated Sorting-based GA 

was included for the selection stage. Ataee et al. [60] 

proposed a GA-based method that optimizes selection of the 

best feature vector as well as its optimal window length. GA 

fitness function was based on Fisher Discriminant Ratio. 

These authors stated that window length and feature vector 

should be chosen simultaneously. However, it is not clear if 

out-of-sample testing was performed in this study. In [21], 

genetic structure was a binary string in which each feature 

was a binary number. The fitness function was classification 

loss according to a K-Nearest-Neighbor classifier. It is 

important to mention that since GA is an iterative procedure 

that aims to find an optimal combination of features, the size 

of the selected subset is not fixed and may vary.  

 

2.3.2 Classification Algorithms: A prediction mechanism 

should be implemented based on the features selection 

which can detect the pre-ictal state. Two main approaches 

one is threshold based and other one is machine learning 

technique have been proposed to detect the pre-ictal state 
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and they form the core of algorithmic seizure prediction 

studies [61].  

The decision boundary between classes is drawn 

based on classification and is tagged using measured 

features. The classifier can be as simple as fixing a threshold 

for features or more sophisticated, such as machine learning 

algorithms. The obtained decision boundary is transformed 

into hyper planes in multidimensional feature space having 

maximum distance from all classes. The techniques which 

had played significant role in detecting epileptic seizures are 

ANNs, LDA, Hidden, Markov modeling, K-means 

clustering, fuzzy logic, and SVMs. 

Various clustering and classification techniques 

have been developed, out of which association rules, ANNs, 

LDA, hidden Markov modeling (HMM), k-means 

clustering, fuzzy logic, and SVMs have mainly been used to 

detect epileptic seizure. Some of the important classifiers are 

explained below. 

2.3.2.1. Support vector machines:  The most popular 

approach in supervised machine-learning which have been 

adopted in a large number of seizure-prediction methods is 

the support vector machine (SVM) [10,23]. SVMs have 

been used to find the hyper plane for multidimensional data. 

The basic idea behind the SVM is to find a hyper plane in a 

feature space that optimally separates two classes. In other 

words a SVM is a margin classifier that implements a 

separating hyper-plane that maximizes distance between the 

nearest training points. This separation can be done by a 

decision boundary: cost and cost factor. Optimal pairing of 

these parameters can be achieved with cross validation [13] 

or grid search [7, 10, 46]. The most facing problem with the 

SVM is the imbalance between the number of samples of 

preictal and ictal state of the seizure. The accuracy of 

classifier depends on the dominating type of signals in the 

samples. Thereby, in most of the cases results in prediction 

of non-preictal samples[62].Several approaches like re-

sampling have been taken to address this issue resulting in a 

balanced number of samples between the 2 classes [7,10]. 

Park et al. [13] deployed cost-sensitive support vector 

machines which are implemented by setting higher 

misclassification penalties on preictal data than on non-

preictal data to handle imbalances in sample numbers. This 

type of SVM has proved to outperform comparison to other 

types of classifiers in terms of sensitivity and specificity. In 

Teixeira et al. [7] , a study of 278 patients from the 

European Epilepsy Database, compared the performance of 

3 classifier types: an SVM, an artificial neural network with 

a multilayer perceptron structure and an ANN with a RBF 

structure. Interestingly, considering different processing 

possibilities, this comparison included 224,928 different 

classifier structures. The performance of the prediction 

algorithm significantly depended on classifier type (K-W 

test, p < 0.01) with better SVM performance in terms of 

FPR. Assi et al. [21] find out performance superiority with a 

SVM compared to an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 

System in terms of sensitivity and specificity but without 

any statistical testing or validation because of the small 

population size [7,10,13]. 

2.3.2.2. Artificial neural network : Artificial neural 

networks are a mathematical analogy of the low-level 

functions of biological neurons. ANNs is able to produce 

nonlinear decision boundaries while assembling several 

artificial neurons. The general structure consists of an input 

layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. In this, knowledge 

about the problem is distributed in each functional unit 

(neuron) and connection weights of links between neurons.  

The neural network is trained taking feature vectors 

as inputs to produce the desired mapping. The relationship is 

established between the input pattern and output by 

adjusting variables parameters, weights and biases. Costa et 

al.[63] compared the performance of 6 different ANN 

architectures for predicting epileptic seizures: RBF, Feed-

Forward Back Propagation, Layer-Recurrent, Feed-Forward 

Input Time-Delay Back Propagation, Elman, and Distributed 

Time Delay. While they reported optimistic results, the lack 

of statistical validation and adequate performance evaluation 

limited the significance and reproducibility of their findings.  

 

2.3.2.3. Logistic regression: Logistic regression is a linear 

classifier having two parameters weights and biases. This 

classifier has been successful in seizure prediction as it 

separates two classes by linear decision boundary. We have 

to find the adequate weights optimized by minimizing a 

predefined loss function while training the classifier. In a 

recent study that investigated the feasibility of seizure 

forecasting in canine epilepsy, Howbert et al. [24] used this 

classifier on 3 dogs to detect the preictal state based on 

spectral power features and found that this predictor were 

able to beat a random predictor with acceptable FPR and 

sensitivities. Mirowski et al. [64] evaluated the performance 

of bivariate synchronization features with 3 different 

classifiers: SVM, Logistic Regression, CNNs. 

2.4. REGULARIZATION & PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 
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2.4.1 Regularization: To reduce the number of false alarm, 

a regularization function should be added after 

classification. The method temporal signal dynamics, such 

as Kalman filtering [65] or the firing power technique [61], 

have been employed for the regularization. The main goal of 

regularization is to improve the correctness of the classifier 

in alarm generation. Firing power is a measure that 

quantifies the number of predictions classified as preictal 

during the SOP. An alarm is generated if this measure 

exceeds a normalized threshold. The firing power technique 

gives good result while used by several studies [15,16]. 

Teixeira et al.[7] and Bandarabadi et al. [10] adopted a fixed 

threshold of 0.5.C. Teixeira et al. [66] showed that low 

threshold value gives lower FPR while comparing different 

thresholds (0.10, 0.15,. . .,0.85). Chisci et al. [65] were used 

the Kalman filtering approach as a regularization method to 

smooth SVM classifier out-put. This statistical paradigm 

that produces estimates tending close to true measurements. 

These authors compared the performance of the proposed 

method with that of a non-regularized classifier on iEEG in 

9 patients from the University of Freiburg database. There 

was a significant improvement in performance but there is 

no statistical testing was done.  

 

2.4.2. Performance Evaluation: Various methods and 

algorithms have been proposed to automatically detect 

epileptic seizures. However, there is no framework to assess 

the performance of seizure detection algorithms. It should be 

compared using the same dataset. The metrics employed to 

compare seizure detection systems vary from publication to 

publication, with different terms sometimes used to name a 

given measure. The performance descriptors are generally 

not sufficient alone but it should be validated statistically 

due to the complexity and proof of principle status of the 

seizure prediction field. Performance descriptors evaluate 

the performance of prediction algorithms, in which 

sensitivity and specificity are being analyzed. Testing the 

system performance on data used for training has previously 

led to overoptimistic results, as discussed in [67]. Several 

other measures have been adopted to evaluate system 

performance in terms of specificity, such as FPR and Time 

under False Warning. FPR is the number of false predictions 

per hour means an alarm is raised during any period other 

than preictal. FPR has been adopted as a measure of 

specificity in a large number of seizure prediction studies 

[7,10,13,57,68,69,70,71]. However, no minimum FPR value 

has been adopted as standard. 

     

2.4.3. Comparison of Seizure detector      

 performance: As mentioned previously, it is very 

difficult to compare seizure detection algorithms. To 

compare published algorithms, works using the same dataset 

are grouped and their performance in terms of accuracy 

(ACC), average detection rate (ADR), false detection rate 

(FDR), sensitivity (SEN), selectivity (SEL), and specificity 

(SPE) are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 based on the two 

validated EEG databases most used by researchers are 

briefly given below. 

 

Table 2: Performance of detectors that use FSPEEG database 

Reference 
Number of 

patients Metrics 

Schad et al. 

(2008) 

FSPEEG-IEEG (6 

patients) 

SEN = range 
between 

38% and 77% with 

FDRmax 

Aarabi et al. 

(2009) 
FSPEEG-IEEG 

SEN = 68.9% 
SPE = 97.8% 

SEL = 58.9% 
ADR = 82.8% 

Raghunathan 
et al. (2011) 

FSPEEG-IEEG (5 
patients) 

SEN = 87.5% 
SPE = 99.82% 
ADR = 93.66% 

Orosco et al. 
(2011) 

FSPEEG-IEEG 

SEN = 41.4% 
SPE = 79.3% 
SEN = 69.4% 
SPE = 69.2% 

 

Table 3: Performance of detectors that use Andrzejak database 
Reference Database Metrics 
Güler and Ü beyli 

(2005) 
Andrzejak- 

IEEG/SEEG ACC = 98.68% 
Kannathal et al. 

(2005) 
Andrzejak- 

IEEG/SEEG ACC = 90% 

Adeli (2007) Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG 

Not comparable 
with others 

Polat and Günes 
(2007) 

Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG ACC = 98.72% 

Subasi (2007) Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG ACC = 95% 

Tzallas et al. 
(2007) 

Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG ACC = 100% 

Chua et al. (2008) 
Andrzejak- 

IEEG/SEEG 
ACC = 88.78% 

Guo et al. (2010) 
Andrzejak- 

IEEG/SEEG 
ACC = 99.6% 

Ü beyli (2009) 
Andrzejak- 

IEEG/SEEG 

ACCRNN =98.15% 
ACCMLPNN= 

92.9% 

Yuan et al. (2011) 
 

Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG 

ACC = 96.5 % 

Oweis and 
Abdulhay (2011) 

Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG 

ACCEMD = 94% 
ACCMEMD = 

80% 

Orhan et al. (2011) Andrzejak- 
IEEG/SEEG ACC = 96.67% 
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3. Conclusion: The Technology has improved the 

automated detection of epileptic seizures from EEG. There 

is a potential for improvement and optimization in the 

framework of seizure prediction. Each block can be used for 

future scope of seizure prediction algorithms for the 

improvement of the outcome of proposed methodologies.  

Wavelet Transformation and entropy is most used 

methods by researchers. The WT can be combined with other 

techniques, such as chaos, which decompose the signal in 

different scales according to the sampling rate of the signal, 

and the objective is to differentiate the normal EEG rhythms 

from epileptic ones. Entropy is used to quantify the level of 

order/disorder of EEG signal during the seizure. 

Furthermore the acceptance of EMD method has been 

increasing as an alternative to classical time-frequency 

techniques.  

 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifiers are 

used to predict the seizure on the basis of patterns described 

by extracted features. They are expected to learn about EEG 

seizures in order to differentiate normal EEG from the 

affected one. A similar method named Support vector 

machine (SVM) which has been demonstrated to be faster 

and easier to implement than ANN with comparable 

performance results. Thus SVM is slowly replacing ANNs 

in detection. 

There must be some standards in the field of 

epileptic seizure detection. First, same metrics should be 

used for evaluating the seizure detector performance so that 

we can able for homogeneous comparisons.  Second, there 

should be some rules & guidelines for the determination of 

EEG record type (scalp or intracranial) and as well as the 

duration of these records However, a good epilepsy detector 

should have at least 80% sensitivity and specificity but in 

the case of drug delivery systems, the performance must be 

100%, whereas for alarm systems, it could be lower. 

Therefore, the standardization of the evaluation 

metrics used for detectors is important. Some researchers 

have begun to establish guidelines and to look for consensus 

in the scientific community to achieve these objectives. 
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Abstract— Deep learning technique is an emerging field of machine learning. In recent years, it has been successfully used in 

different fields, such as image classification, natural language processing, computer vision, speech reorganization, etc. When 

compared to the machine learning, deep learning has a high learning ability to extract features of large datasets. Deep learning 

came into existence in 1971 when Ivakhnenka used group method of data handling algorithm (GMDH) to train 8-layered 

neural network [1]. This paper focuses on the artificial neural network, learning techniques and optimization methods of deep 

learning like stochastic gradient descent, batch gradient descent, mini-batch gradient descent and ADAM. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Machine learning is a technique that enables the computer to 

learn from datasets. The datasets can be labeled or unlabeled. 

The machine is trained with the dataset to do work like a 

human being does. The Deep learning is a advanced field of 

machine learning that efficiently solves the problem of image 

classification. Image classification is a technique that 

classifies images into predefined categories. It is used in 

many fields like face recognition [7], brain tumor 

classification [8] etc. The accuracy of classifier is depends 

upon the training and testing algorithm used. 

In image classification, different classifiers are used like 

arificial neural network (ANN) [19] and support vector 

machine (SVM) [20] and decisions tree algorithms etc. This 

paper discusses artificial neural network and different deep 

learning optimization algorithms for the image classification. 

The paper is organized into six sections as follows: Section 1 

discusses about the  image classification, Section 2 shows  

the working of artificial neural network, Section 3 introduce 

deep learning, its learning techniques and models, Section 4 

describe deep learning optimization methods, and Section 5 

shows  deep learning frameworks and section 6 is about  

applications of deep learning. 

 

II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN) 

The artificial neural network is a computational model. The 

concept of artificial neural network is inspired from the 

human nervous system. The ‗neuron‘ of artificial neural 

network is works like a ‗neuron‘ of human nervous system. In 

biological neuron, dendrites take inputs from another neuron, 

nucleus performs computation on that input and axon 

transmits the result to the next neuron. Similarly, in ANN 

input passes through the activation function. The activation 

function performs computation on it and sends output to the 

other neuron. 

 

Fig 1: A model of biological neuron [31] 

In artificial neural network the first layer neurons are connect 

with the second layer neurons; the neurons of the second layer 

are connected to the next layer and so on. The structure of 

neural network forms a multilayer structure. The artificial 

neural network mainly has three types of layers, i.e. input 

layer, an output layer and one or more hidden layer. Each 

layer consist number of neurons to perform computations. 

Input layer neurons takes set of inputs that produces outputs, 

using activation function on a weighted sum of inputs. 
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In figure 2  x1, x2…xn are the input values and w1, w2, 

w3…, wn are the weight values associated with them. The 

activation function performs computation on weights and 

inputs values, and generates output. Examples of activation 

functions are sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, ReLU. Activation 

function is associated with each neuron of the layers [16]. 

The artificial neural network is used in a different variety of 

problems like face recognition, object detection, 

classification, etc. The ANN has been used efficiently in 

different areas like voice recognition, image recognition, 

robotics etc. 

 

Fig 2: A model of simple artificial neuron 

 A network is called a fully connected network if its final 

layer neurons are fully connected. The last layer neurons 

indicates that model can distinguish or classifies that 

particular number of image classes in image classification 

problem, that‘s why this layer is called classification layer. 

 

Walaa Hussein et al. [8] proposed a neural network to classify 

MRI brain images. It used the adaptive–dynamic back 

propagation technique to classify the images. His experiment 

achieved 96.33 % accuracy for image classification. 

 

III. DEEP LEARNING 

Deep learning is a machine learning technique that trains the 

computer with the help of datasets. In another word, we teach 

a computer with examples like humans learn through 

examples or experiences. On the basis of the learning 

process, machine learning algorithm can be classified into 

following categories [6]. 

 Supervised Learning 

 Unsupervised Learning 

 Reinforcement Learning  

 (i) In Supervised learning all data is labeled data. It uses an 

algorithm that maps input values to corresponding output. In 

supervised learning a supervisor is present for supervising 

the learning process [6]. Types of supervised Learning are 

Classification and Regression. 

(ii) In Unsupervised learning, data is unlabeled. In this type 

of learning process supervisor is absent. In unsupervised 

learning corresponding output values are not known [6]. 

Types of unsupervised learning are Clustering and 

Association. 

(iii) In Reinforcement Learning works on mixture of data, 

some is labeled data and some are unlabeled data. In this type 

of learning, supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms 

are used [6]. 

 

Fig 3: Different types of machine learning techniques. 

 Deep learning works on a neural network having an input 

layer, one or more number of hidden layers and an output 

layer. Input layer neurons take inputs and perform 

computations on it and passes results to output layer [10]. 

3.1 Different types of Deep Learning models 

A. Deep Belief Network (DBN) 

B. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

C. Auto encoder (AE) 

D. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

A. Deep Belief Network (DBN) 

The Deep Belief Network is a deep learning model. The 

Deep Belief Network is a network of the restricted 

Boltzmann machine (RBM). The restricted Boltzmann 

machine was developed for Boltzmann Machine. RBM 

consist of two layers, one is a visual layer and another is the 

hidden layer. The neurons of the visual layer are connected 

to neurons of the hidden layer. There is no connection 

between neurons of the same layer.  If RBM having more 
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number of hidden layers than this machine is called Deep 

Boltzmann Machine. In this network at a time, only one layer 

is trained and output of the lower layer is used as input of 

higher layer. Back Propagation Algorithm is used for 

updating the network weights. 

S. Kim et al. [9] presented a fingerprint liveness detection 

system that scanned the fingerprints and examines what it is 

live or fake. This model uses the deep belief network to 

identify the fingerprints. In this model, the last layer of deep 

belief network consists of only two output nodes to identify 

that fingerprint is live or fake. The authors concluded that 

this model efficiently detects the fingerprints and it helps to 

identify fake fingerprints. 

Gang Liu et al. [10] performed image classification using the 

deep belief network. This paper proposed a new gradient 

descent algorithm to classify the images of MNIST dataset. 

This paper compared the performance of different classifiers 

and concluded that EGD-based software classifier gave 

higher classification accuracy. 

B. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

The Convolutional Neural Network is a model of deep 

learning. CNN is using to process two dimensional data like 

images, audio, text, etc. CNN used to perform feature 

extraction in image classification. 

 

Fig 4: A generic example of a CNN model [6] 

CNN model is trained using feed forward, back propagation 

algorithm with a large data set. Training with large dataset 

gives higher accurate results. The CNN network gives 

excellent performance in computer vision application.CNN 

has demonstrated good performance in face detection [17] 

and handwritten digit classification [11]. 

CNN has two types of layers, i.e., convolution layers and 

pooling layers. The convolution layer detects the co-

occurrence of features from their previous layers. The 

pooling layer semantically merges all similar features into 

one [3]. 

Yann.Lecun et al.[11] proposed a CNN model for 

handwritten digits and alphabets classification. This work 

used gradient descent algorithm to optimize the result of 

classification. An MNIST dataset and ASCII dataset are used 

to train a network. This paper also compared stochastic 

gradient descent and batch gradient descent optimization 

algorithms. 

Williams et al.[12] proposed a method to perform image 

classification on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. The 

classification was performed with the help of wavelets and 

CNN model. This research work applies ADAM and 

stochastic optimization algorithm for training of MNIST 

dataset. In the training of the CIFAR-10 dataset, a stochastic 

gradient descent was used to train a network. The result 

showed more accuracy in classification than spatial CNN and 

SDA. 

Abroyan et al.[13]  proposed a model to classify real time 

data. A CNN model and LSTM model was used to classify 

real time data. 

C. Auto encoders (AE) 

An autoencoder (AE) is a deep learning model. 

Autoencoders is used to process high dimensional data. The 

main aim is to perform dimensionality reduction in data. This 

means that it changes the dimensions of input data and solves 

a classification problem efficiently. An improved structure of 

AE consists are: 

 Denoising Auto encoder  

 Sparse Autoencoder.  

Denoising Auto encoder: Auto encoder takes original data 

without removing random noise to train a network is called 

denoising auto encoder. It gives efficient results in feature 

extraction. 

Stacked autoencoder (SAE): SAE is a neural network 

having multiple layers of sparse auto-encoders. In this 

network, the output of the previous layer is the input of 

successive layer. It is used to solve classification problems. 

 

Fig5: Deep Auto-encoder [6] 

Xiong et al.[21] proposed an autoencoder network to 

recognize  anomalies in geochemical samples. Author used 

three steps to train a network, pre-training, unrolling, and 

fine-tuning using back propagation technique. 
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D. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

Recurrent Neural Network is a deep learning model. It is a 

feed-forward neural network with direct cycles between 

layers. These directed cycles circulate the information within 

the network. In RNN model output of the network is getting 

changed as information is updated periodically by directing 

cycles. The final output of the network is not depending upon 

the initial input. RNN is not effective for long-term memory 

tasks. For long-term memory tasks, an improved version of 

RNN is used e.i, Long–Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) 

 

Shi et al.[22]proposed a model to predict a  character after 

some character. This model used the standard RNN and 

LSTM model to estimate the next character. This paper 

compared the performance of standard RNN and LSTM 

model. 

Taro et al.[23] proposed a model to determine the behavior 

of the person in the Tor network. A deep recurrent neural 

network (DRNN) identified the behavior of the network. 

This model was used to provide security to the system from 

unauthorized users. 

IV. OPTIMIZATION METHODS 

 

Deep learning has different models to solve different kind of 

problems. Deep learning works on a neural network, having 

the number of hidden layers to perform computations.  Deep 

Learning works with large datasets. Training a network with 

large dataset takes more time to process. To increase the 

speed of the training process, optimization methods are used. 

Optimization Algorithm increases the efficiency of the neural 

network by updating the internal parameters of the network. 

In this paper, we discuss following optimization methods- 

 Gradient Descent and its variants 

 ADAM 

 

 

4.1Gradient Descent  

Gradient Descent is most commonly used optimization 

algorithm. It is used to find out the minimum value of the 

error function. It speeds up the training process of the deep 

neural network. 

Gradient descent algorithm uses the concept of predictions. It 

makes a prediction on training data and the error function. It 

minimizes the error function by updating the values of 

internal parameters of the network. The cost function of 

Gradient algorithm is given by J (w, b). 

 

 
Where  

J (w, b) = Cost function 

w = weight value 

b = bias value 

L = loss value 

a = activation function 

y= output value 

m = number of training set 

 

w = w – alpha * dw                    (2) 

b = b – alpha * db                      (3) 

 

Where alpha = learning rate and dw is error. 

The main goal of the algorithm is to find out the model‘s 

parameter like-model coefficients and weights that help to 

minimize the error on the training sets. On the basis of a 

number of training patterns used to find out the error and 

update the models, there are three variations of Gradient 

Descent. 

 
Fig: 6 Variants of Gradient Descent 

 

Types of Gradient Descent- 

 Batch Gradient Descent  

 Stochastic Gradient Descent 

 Mini-Batch Gradient Descent 

4.1.1 Batch Gradient Descent 

Batch Gradient Descent is one of the variations of the 

gradient descent algorithm. The batch gradient descent 

algorithm calculates the error for each example in the 

training data sets. After evaluating all the training examples 

it updates the neural model. 

To implement batch gradient descent entire training set must 

be in memory, because the model is updated after completion 

of the training process. This algorithm becomes slow for 

large datasets. 

 

4.1.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent 

Stochastic Gradient Descent is another variation of gradient 

descent. The stochastic gradient descent algorithm examines 

all the examples of training datasets and calculates the error 

for each example. After calculating error it updates the model 

for each example of training data sets. Stochastic gradient 

descent updates weights using single learning rate, i.e. alpha 
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learning. The learning rate is not changed in the learning 

process of the network. 

The frequent updates of the model to improve performance 

on one hand, but on the other hand, results in a noisy gradient 

signal. This noisy learning process creates a problem in 

minimization of an error function. 

 

4.1.3 Mini–Batch Gradient Descent 

Mini-Batch Gradient Descent is another variation of gradient 

descent. In this algorithm, the complete training dataset is 

divided into small baby sets called mini-batch training set. 

The error is calculated for each mini-batch training sets and 

model coefficient according to the requirements. 

Mini-Batch gradient descent uses the robustness of stochastic 

gradient descent and efficiency of batch gradient descent. It 

combines the advantages of both algorithms. 

 

4.2 ADAM 

ADAM stands for Adaptive Moment Estimation. It is 

improved version of Stochastic Gradient Descent. ADAM 

used adaptive learning rate to iteratively update the weights 

in the network.  ADAM includes the benefits of AdaGrad 

and RMS prop. 

 

Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (AdaGrad): AdaGrad 

algorithm is used to solve problems in natural language 

processing and computer vision having the sparse gradient. 

This algorithm is based on per-parameter learning rate to 

optimize the performance. 

 

Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp): RMSProp 

algorithm also operates on per-parameter learning rate, but it 

is different from the AdaGrad algorithm. The algorithm uses 

the moving average of the squared gradient. A rooted value 

is used to change the updated weights and the bias value, 

which helps to change the processing speed in the horizontal 

direction and vertical direction for getting gradient value. 

RMSProp works well with non-stationary settings. Here are 

the equations according to RMSProp. 

 
According to ADAM algorithm the value of w and b are as 

following: 

 

β1 -This is used for decaying the running average of the 

gradient (default = 0.9). 

β2 -This is used for decaying the running average of the 

square of gradient (default = 0.999) 

α –learning rate 

 € -It is to prevent the division from zero error. 

 Vdw – Corrected value of dw. 

 Vdb – Corrected value of db. 

 

Dabrowski et al.[23] proposed a model that  used ADAM 

and Stochastic Gradient Descent optimization algorithm to 

optimize the results of image classification. This mode 

compared the performance of ADAM and Stochastic 

Gradient Descent optimization algorithm. 

 

V. APPLICATION OF DEEP LEARNING 

 

Deep Learning technique is used to successfully solve the 

problem in different fields such as computer vision, image 

classification, object detection, speech reorganization, natural 

language processing. This section discusses different paper‘s 

research work in image classification field. 

Dabrowski et al.[23] proposed a model for image 

classification using deep learning. The CNN model with 

transfer learning technique is used to classify real-life images 

with higher accuracy. 

Ibrahim et al.[8]present a model of a neural network to 

classify images of MRI images. This model plays important 

role in medical science. 

Wang et al.[ 25] present a model for classification of X-Ray 

scattering images. This work is obtained with the help of 

convolutional neural network (CNN) and convolutional 

autoencoder model. 

Mohman et al [26] reviewed different methods used for 

classification of satellite images. This paper discussed 

artificial neural network using back prorogation and K-

means algorithm for classification of satellite images. 

Jyothi et al [27] proposed a model to recognize the paper 

currency. An artificial neural network model was used to 

reorganization the paper currency with minimal power 

consumption. 

 

VI. DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK 

 

Deep learning frameworks are a platform to implement 

models for different applications like image classification, 

natural language processing, computer vision, etc. Following 

are the most commonly used frameworks: Tensor Flow, 

Torch and Theano Caffe etc. These frameworks consist 

libraries, methods, tools that help to develop models to 

trained a network     

Tensor Flow [28] is a machine learning platform having 

different algorithm to perform different machine learning 
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tasks. It describes computations in dataflow-like diagrams. It 

supports single-device, multi-device,and distribution 

execution. It is a python based platform. It is used for both 

R&D and development purpose. 

 Torch [29] is a platform that includes most popular 

algorithms and models to perform machine learning. It can 

be embedded into iOS, Android, etc. Following are the 

famous algorithms that are supported by Torch – Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Bayes Classifiers, AdaBoost, CNN, 

Hidden Markov Models etc. It is an R &D framework for 

deep learning applications.  

Theano [30] supports all three types of learning methods, i.e., 

supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning 

methods and approaches, but in comparing to others its 

processing speed is slow. It is a python based framework and 

used only for R&D purpose.  

 

 

 

Author and Publication Models Used Task Reference 

 

Xuedam, Conference Paper, 2016 

Review paper Overview of 

deep learning methods and 

application 

Discuss different papers and review 

them. 

 

[2] 

 

 Gang Liu, IEEE 2017. 

 

 

Deep belief Neural 

Networks.(MNIST dataset) 

Used improved gradient descent for 

image classification 

 

[10] 

 

Henrik Petersson, IEEE 2016. 

 

 

 Review Deep Learning 

Models 

A review on Hyper spectral 

Image analysis   

 

[5] 

 

Adrian Carrio, Hindawi Journal of 

Sensors 2017. 

 

Review paper 

Review learning method and 

applications for aerial vehicles 

 

[6] 

 

Walaa Hussein,ICCEEE, 2013. 

 

Neural network 

MRI image classification  

[8] 

 

S.Kim, Pattern Recog. Let., 2016. 

 

Deep belief network 

Finger print detection  

[9] 

 

Y. Lecun, IEEE, 1998. 

 

Gradient descent 

optimization-algorithm  

 

Document Reorganization  

[11] 

 

Travis Williams, IEEE 2016. 

 

CNN (MNIST and CIFAR 

dataset) 

Image classification  

[12] 

 

Narek Abroyan , INTECH 2017. 

 

CNN and Recurrent Neural 

Network  

Real time data classification  

[13] 

 

Marek Dabrowski,FedCSIS 2016. 

 

CNN 

 Image Classification on real life photo  

[16] 

 

 Zejian Shi, IEEE , 2017 

 

Recurrent Neural Network 

and LSTM 

Character Reorganization  

[22] 

 

Taro Ishitakl, Conference paper, 2017. 

 

Deep Recurrent Neural 

Network 

 

Security purpose. (Identify the user 

behavior in network) 

 

[23] 

 

R.Jyothi, ICEEOT, 2016.  

 

ANN 

 

 

Paper Currency Reorganization 

 

[27] 

 

B. Wang, IEEE, 2017. 

 

CNN and Autoencoder 

 

X- Ray images Classification 

 

[25] 

 

TABLE1: A short summary of research in deep learning and image classification. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In recent years, machine learning technique is widely used 

for the image processing. Deep learning is a subfield of 

machine learning that contains different algorithms for 

computations. This paper discussed different deep learning 

models and optimization methods to improve the 

performance of network. Gradient descent, mini-batch 

gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent and ADAM, 

RMSProp etc optimization methods are explained in this 

research work. The paper also maintains various frameworks 

like theano, tensorflow etc and applications of deep learning 

in image processing. 

 

 Future research in the field of optimization algorithm can 

increase the efficiency and speed of the training process of 

the neural network. The review done in this paper on 

optimization algorithms will help us in implementing the 

same in future research work. The research work will use 

these algorithms for comparing the accuracy of different 

datasets, as applied to image classification using deep 

learning. 
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Abstract- Speech of human beings is the reflection of the state of mind. Proper evaluation of these speech signals into stress 

types is necessary in order to ensure that the person is in a healthy state of mind. In this work we propose a RBF classifier for 

speech stress classification algorithm, with sophisticated feature extraction techniques as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC). The RBF algorithm assists the system to learn the speech patterns in real time and self-train itself in order to improve 

the classification accuracy of the overall system. The proposed system is suitable for real time speech and is language and word 

independent.  The human behaviour considers six basic emotions which are happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise & disgust. 

It becomes important to detect emotional state of a person which will be induced by workload, background noise, physical 

environmental factors (e.g. G-force) & fatigue. Broadly, stress identification becomes a scientific challenge to analyze a human 

being interaction with environment 

 

Index Terms: RBF, MFCC, Stress Classification, Feature Selection. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Stress Identification is remarkably gained high 

attention in various fields from two decades. The fields are 

Medical, Forensics, Smart Environments, Teaching Learning 

Education, Human  computer interactions, Emergency 

services and of course Real Time situations which is utmost 

crucial. From many years different speech recognition 

software‟s [1] has been developed to speed up the accuracy 

using various classifiers on several databases [2]. We have 

also revised the literature review of numerous researchers 

for the same work [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. We have used for this 

work the Berlin database [8,9] and Humane database 

[10,11,12,13] as Benchmark Datasets. Again we have 

recorded our speech samples using Audacity software with 

different frequencies. Speech signal recorded was of people 

having male, female voices including children above eight 

years and elder‟s up to age of 58. Stress is the output to 

physical or mental challenges. The emotional state can affect 

the speech characteristics. The speech signal is an interesting 

source for stress analysis, since it can be seen from literature 

review that various researchers have worked on stress 

analysis in different ways. A speech monitoring system is 

that system which is able to quantify a speaker‟s degree of 

stress. Recent studies demonstrate the potential for reliable 

stress classification via nonlinear, articulatory and speech 

production features .Once a period of speech under stress 

has been identified, an identification system incorporating a 

compensation procedures specific to that form of stress 

could be used. 
 

This paper proposes RBF algorithm to detect and 

classify the human speech into different stress classes, and 

thereby provide a preliminary analysis of the type of stress 

which the person might be undergoing. Doing this can help 

the person to analyze the stress and obtain remedies for the 

same.  The whole Algorithm is developed in MATLAB 

Software. 

II. BERLIN DATABASE 

 

The article describes a database of emotional 

speech. Ten actors (5 Female and 5 Male) simulated the 

emotions, producing 10 German utterances (5 short and 5 

longer sentences) which could be used in everyday 

communication and are interpretable in all applied emotions 

[8]. The recordings were taken in an anechoic chamber with 

high-quality recording equipment. In addition to the sound 

electro-glottograms were recorded. The speech material 

comprises about 800 sentences (seven emotions * ten actors 

* ten sentences + some second versions). The complete 

database was evaluated in a perception test regarding the 

recognisability of emotions and their naturalness [9]. 

Utterances recognised better than 80% and judged as natural 

by more than 60% of the listeners were phonetically labelled 
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in a narrow transcription with special markers for voice-

quality, phonatory and articulatory settings and articulatory 

features.  

 

III. HUMAINE DATABASE 

 

The database proper is a selected subset of the data 

with systematic labelling, mounted on the ANVIL platform 

[10,11,12,13,14]. It is designed to provide a concrete 

illustration of key principles rather than to be used as it 

stands in machine learning. Stage 1 (available via the 

HUMAINE portal at www.emotion-research.net) contains 

50 „clips‟ from naturalistic and induced data, showing a 

range of modalities and emotions, and covering a balanced 

sample of emotional behaviour in a range of contexts. 

Emotional content is described by a structured set of labels 

attached to the clips both at a global level, and frame-by-

frame, showing change over time. Labels for a range of 

signs of emotion have also been developed and applied to a 

subset of the clips: these include core signs in speech and 

language, and descriptors for gestures and facial features that 

draw on standard descriptive schemes. 

 

IV. AUDACITY SOFTWARE 

 

Audacity is a free and Open Source Software, it‟s 

an easy-to-use audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac 

OS X, GNU/Linux, and other operating systems. Audacity is 

free software, developed by a group of volunteers and 

distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) 

[15]. We can use Audacity to Record live audio, Convert 

tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs Edit Ogg 

Vorbis, MP3, and WAV sound files to Cut, copy, splice, and 

mix sounds together to Change the speed or pitch of a 

recording. Audacity can record live audio through a 

microphone or mixer, or digitize recordings from cassette 

tapes, vinyl records, or minidiscs. In this research work we 

have recorded the speech using audacity with different 

frequencies 8 kHz, 16 kHz and 44.1 kHz. 

 
Table no.1: Elements of Database 

 

Databases Marathi, Hindi, Berlin, Humaine  

Features MFCC 

Classifier RBF 

Output .mat files 

Results Images of MATLAB Software 

 

 

Table no. 1 shows the elements of databases. 

Output of RBF Algorithm is saved in .mat files so that we 

can separately process various processes easily. Results of 

these are taken when we run the codes and get the images in 

MATLAB windows. 

 

V.  FLOWCHART OF RBF ALGORITHM 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Flowchart of RBF Algorithm 

 

A. Radial Basis Function- 

Figure 2 shows an input vector x is used as input to 

all radial basis functions, each with different parameters. 

The output network is a linear combination of the outputs 

from radial basis functions. n the field of mathematical 

modelling, a radial basis function network is an artificial 

neural network that uses radial basis functions as activation 

functions. The output of the network is a linear 

combination of radial basis functions of the inputs and 

neuron parameters. Radial basis function networks have 

many uses, including function approximation, time series 

prediction, classification, and system control[16]. They were 

first formulated in a 1988 paper by Broom-head and Lowe, 

both researchers at the Royal Signals and Radar 

Establishment [17][18][19]. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radial_basis_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activation_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activation_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_combination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_combination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_approximation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_series_prediction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_series_prediction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Signals_and_Radar_Establishment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Signals_and_Radar_Establishment
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Fig. 2 Generalized Structure of RBF 

            
B. Features (MFCC)- 

Mel Frequency Cepstral Co-efficients is mostly 

used features for any speech recognition system. We are 

using MFCC for stress speech feature extraction. [20] 

Feature extraction undergoes raw speech transformation into 

useful parameters without changing speech information. It 

consists of Pre-emphasis, Framing, windowing, spectral 

estimation, Mel Filtering DCT etc. as procedures for this 

features extraction. In stress speech extraction we convert 

into useful data to classify and train the neural network. 

 

C. Classifier training and testing-  

RBF classifier is trained using neural network for 

stress speech identification using MFCC.  These feature 

vectors are provided to test the stress types and classify 

using delay needed. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

We tested our stress detection systems under 5 

different categories, namely, 

 Stress Type 1 

 Stress Type 2 

 Stress Type 3 

 Stress Type 4 

 No Stress 

Stress type 1 arises from problems like workload 

and anxiety. Stress Type 2 induces from noise and speech 

quality. Stress type 3 corresponds to effects causing due to 

medicines, illness and narcotics. Stress Type 4 refers to 

problem arises from vibration and acceleration. Finally No 

stress means persons is in normal condition. 

Figure 3 is a Matlab screenshot for the code of 

RBF. This is the code of extracting the features which are 

mfcc and identifying using classifier as different stress type 

speech or a normal speech. This code is implementable on 

any Language. RBF suggests that it has classified a speech 

wave file is identified as Normal Speech. The same 

Procedure is repeated with Berlin Database and Humaine 

Database. The Speech file extension is .wav.  The Speech 

undertaken is from Real Datasets which we have created. 

 

 
                                       

Figure no. 3 MATLAB Code Screenshot for RBF classifier 

 

 

 
 

Figure no. 4 The Original Speech with its MFCC Features. 

Above figure notifies the Matlab window original 

speech and its MFCC feature where on x-axis is Frequency 

and Y-axis is its Amplitude. 

 

Figure no. 5 describes the Delay needed for RBF 

classifier for a particular Wave file and classified as Normal 

Speech. Delay arises due to echo and reverberations in 

speech. 
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Figure no. 5. Delay and Classifier screenshot in MATLAB 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

From the above results we are having the screenshots for 

Realtime Database for this research work. The similar 

procedures are operated onto the two standard databases 

which are BERLIN and HUMAINE Datasets. RBF is chosen 

to recognize the speech into stress types. RBF is approach 

based on Neural Network using MFCC. 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In the future we are going to find the percentage of 

efficiency of RBF Neural Network and compare it again 

different neural networks to get best classifier used for Stress 

Speech Identification. 
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Abstract—Home security has becoming an important issue nowadays. Home security is becoming necessary  as the 

possibilities of  thief are increasing day to day. Safety from theft  are the most important issue of home security system for 

people. Smart  home security system gives the signals in terms of calling ,SMS, Alarm. However, the GSM based smart home 

security systems provides intensify security as Whenever there is a motion in front of sensor or if thief try to open the door it 

directly call the owner or send the SMS  In this there are two method for smart home security system. The first system uses 

calling And SMS system . Whenever there is a motion in front of sensor or if thief try to open the door it directly call the owner 

or send the SMS. The second method .The second system uses the camera. We can see through camera who is trying to enter 

the in house. 

 

Keyword—GSM(Global System For Mobile Communication), Arduino Controller, SMS(Short Message Service)

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Today's A smart home is one that incorporates advanced 

automation systems in order to provide its inhabitants, the 

sophisticated monitoring and control facilities over us 

various functions. For example, a smart home may have 

automated facilities for con trolling lights, fans, air 

conditioners, temperature, multimedia systems such as home 

theatre systems etc., security, window, door operations, 

curtains and many other functions. In the past few decades 

the demand for home automation has increased at a great 

pace[1]. Home automation is a process for improving the 

quality of residents, life by facilitating a flexible, com for 

table and secured environment . A smart home consists of 

three elements[2]. 

(i) internal home network. 

(ii) intelligent control . 

(iii) home automation with wired/wireless access 

gateways[6]. 

 

An adaptive smart home would be the one that provides 

convenience for remote access to, the home appliances. Thus 

a smart home provides an user the convenience, comfort, 

remote control facility, connectedness of all 

appliances/gadgets and updated information of all activities 

inside the house. A secured smart home aims to keep the 

home safe from intruders and external dangers that includes 

fire accidents and LPG gas leakage. Usually the appliances 

and gadgets inside home are connected to specific sensors, 

which help to reduce human labour and physical effort, by 

sensing and proactively responding to their needs, 

automatically. A Home Security System should provide 

security and safety for a home, by alarming the home 

inmates from intruders, burglary, natural calamities and 

accidents such as fire accident, gas leakage, animal invading 

etc. In this paper, we aim to develop a prototype mutli-

functional home security system, and discuss related 

technologies. In a secured smart home, security is an 

important aspect and feature [3]. Technologies involved in a 

home security system have been changing significantly the 

last few decades, and will be changing much further in the 

upcoming years [4]. The emerging concept of secured smart 

home offers a safe environment, operational convenience and 

a comfortable life for its occupants. Generally a home 

security system alerts the home inmates in terms of alarm 

systems, thereby keeping their valuables safe from intruders. 

The features of a home security system, may offer more 

advanced functionalities. There is a great need of advanced 

home security system these days, also to protect property, 

detect crime, notify the fire or LPG gas leak etc., thereby 

giving peace of mind to all residents of a home. The sense of 

being safe from intruders makes a person more focused, 

productive and healthy. Hence, installing an advanced home 

security system to our homes may help in giving us an 

additional layer of defense against a ny potential burglars. 

This paper is organized in the following wa y. Section II, dis-

cusses the technologies about ”Secured Smart Homes”, 

which can be adopted for Home Security and Home 

Automation Sys-tems. Design details of the proposed SSH 

system, Hardware and Software are described in Section III. 
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Results of some of the performance evaluation experiments 

and observations are discussed in Section IV. Section V 

gives a brief summary and conclusion of the prototype SSH 

system developed, along with the scope of further work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

PIR (Passive Infrared Sensor) Detect the human\Movement. 

This device Detect the human by Body Heat. The  human 

body content heat, thus it can be detected by  PIR sensor 

when there is a movement of a human. After Detection we 

can see in camera who is trying to enter in the house. Here 

we use GSM system so every time it send SMS\Call the 

owner. Here we use Wireless Camera. 

 

Methodology 

A specific Security Algorithm is also used  identify the theft 

with the help of image processing and sensor based on 

multiple security  system company in the world like 

(Frontpoint). 

 

Fig 1: Representation Smart Home Security System . 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed system is controlled by an Atmega644p 

microcontroller And collects information from the sensors, 

makes a decision to sends SMS And call to a corresponding 

number. Smart Home Security System based on GSM 

Technology is a Embbed And IoT based Device to support 

the people to secure their home. There are multiple system 

but they are not more secure because in that system it calls 

the single person but  on our System it call the all the Family 

member one by one ,if someone is busy other can see and 

take the proper action on it.  

We are using multiple algorithm in this. In our System if all 

the family member is outside the home and someone try to 

enter through the door then door sensor send the SMS and 

call the all family member. After this Owner can See through 

camera who is entering in the home and start the alarm. 

A smart home security system offers many more benefits. 

This paper mainly focuses on the security of a home when 

the user is away from the Home. There are two Methods , 

I. Is based on GSM technology . 

II.  Uses web camera to detect the intruder. 

The first method uses GMS for Calling And Sending the 

SMS to the Register User. The Second Method Uses Wi-Fi 

Camera installed in House premises, which is operated by 

application installed on User mobile and it Uses Internet for 

Communication. 

Our proposed System Developed Multiple thing like Android 

App for accessing camera, If User want to turn on or off the 

system he can do by just sending the SMS or by Miss Call. 

Our System has Battery Backup up to 9 to 10 Hrs. so we 

don’t have to afraid of cutting the Light.  

After several tests were  done,  there  are  some  

modifications  to  increase  the  sensitivity  of  the  user  to  

display.  An  alarm  has  been  installed  on    circuit  and  

programming  has  rearranged  in  order  to  ensure  that  

User can easily handle it. The alarm will be activated when it 

detect movement of human.  Therefore,  the  operator  will  

be  alerted  and  observe  the  data  display  more attentively 

during anomalous events. 

 

IV. SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 

This is Smart Home Security System Based On GSM 

Technology For enhancing better security to the user. In this 

System we are using PIR Sensor, Door Sensor, Camera, 

GSM Kit, LCD etc. 

Smart Home uses many technology and services through a 

network for better quality living. A smart home Security 

System allows the home to be automated and therefore 

provide easy life and convenience to everyday activities in 

the home. Many people think this technology as pure 

networking. Others think this technology will reduce their 

work load, but smart home security system  is combination 

of both technology. 
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Fig 2: Architecture Of Smart Home Security System. 

 

How  PIR  works:  Body  temperature  is  usually  around  

37  degrees  Celsius  higher  than  the  background  

temperature.  When  people  walk  past  the  sensor,  high  

temperature  will  result  in  higher  charges  in  pyroelectric  

material.  Small  signal  generated  by  the  amplifier  circuit  

will be expanded by adding infrared energy and connected  

to  the  comparison  of  the  difference  (differential  

COMPARATOR). The comparison is  used to distinguish  

the signal from the reading before giving output.    However, 

this simple arrangement can operate and  monitor from any 

other sources of a sudden temperature  change,  such  as  

flash  or  bright  lights  or  reflections  of  objects  in  hot  

weather.  Several  techniques  are  used  to  reduce  the  error  

due  to  external  interference.  First,  the  human body 

radiates infrared energy waves of 9-10 um.. It will focus the 

infrared energy  emitted  over  a  wider  area  into  the  sensor  

and  is  divided  into  zones  of  cold  and  heat  sensitivity 

 

The Main Features of the Smart Home Security System: 

 

I. Arm or disarm the system via your smart phone. 

II. Remote controls and siren 

III. Smart cameras. 

 

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

In the Implementation of Smart Home Security System 

Based on GSM technology. 

1. Draw the Circuit Dig. On PCB.  

2. Soldering The Devices on PCB. 

3. Test the System. 

 

1. Draw the Circuit Dig On PCB. 

 

For drawing the circuit dig on pcb we need carbon paper 

after this we need to use permanent marker on pcb. Using 

marker we draw the circuit on pcb. After drawing we are 

going to clear all the copper besides circuit dig. we need 

copper only on Circuit dig.  

2.Soldering the devices on PCB . 

 

For soldering we need to drill on pcb. After drilling on pcb 

we are going to mount the devices on the Circuit of pcb. 

We need to multiple devices like 

I. GSM Kit. 

II. PIR Sensor. 

III. Transformer Controller etc. 

 

3.  Test the System. 
 

After Soldering we need to test the kit. In this we check 

Proper current is flowing or not. All the device on the PCB 

Is correctly responding or not. 

For this we test the device like open the door it Display 

message Door is open and send sms & call on register mobile 

number.  

 

 

 

Fig 3: Overview of Smart Home Security System. 

VI. RESULTS 

 

A. Study the system 

 

In Smart Home Security System we are using multiple 

algorithms. Algorithm helps to detect the intruders. Image 

processing is used to identify theft by their face. There is Wi-

Fi camera for face detection And PIR Sensor is for detecting 

human by their Body heat. 
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Fig 4: Overview of Smart Home Security System. 

 

The fig: 5, Shows the Door is open Someone try to enter in 

the house by door. It shows the message Door is open, send 

sms or call on register mobile number. 

 

Fig 5: Overview of Smart Home Security System, 

 

Fig 6 Shows intruder try to enter in house by window or 

backdoor, PIR sensor detect thief by body heat and 

movement. 

 

Fig 6: Overview of camera System. 

B. Output  

 

 

Fig 7: Overview Calling System. 

 

Fig 8: Overview of Message System. 

 

Fig 9 : Overview of camera System. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Overall,  this  study  has  been  completed  properly. All Sub 

objective of this study has been completed, thus  resolved  

the  main  objectives  and  research  problems.  This  system    

help  users  to  identify theft around the houseThe GSM 

based security system helps to communicate between 

configured number and system with ease. Web-cam takes 

photos whenever PIR sensor signals the micro-controller and 

sends it to the user over Mobile App. This provides an 

additional security to our home. As GSM is a wireless 

technology the user can get alerts anywhere in the world thus 

making the system independent of location 
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Abstract — The Internet of Things (IoT) is changing human lives by interfacing general inquiries together. A Street light is a 

wellspring of light on the edge of a street which turns on around night time for the solace of people. A critical preferred 

standpoint of street lighting joins: avoidance of setbacks and addition in security. Now– a-days Street light have transformed 

into a basic edge including road wellbeing. A lot of energy is devoured by street lights. So it is essential to spare the power as 

much as we can. The cost of energy continues growing as wastage of vitality increases. It has ended up being particularly basic 

for sparing force. Street light checking control is a computerized system proposed to enhance the effectiveness by means of 

consequently controlling the exchanging of street light. This errand depicts another new answer for street light control system. 

It comprises of remote innovation. 

Keywords— internet of things, smart city, smart parking system, smart billing,GSM.  

I. Introduction 

Due to the expansion of common concerns, lighting 

control systems will expect a basic part in the diminishment 

of vitality use of the lighting without impeding solace 

destinations. As indicated the vitality is irrefutably the most 

basic parameter to consider while assessing the impacts of 

particular structures on the earth. Imperativeness related 

releases are responsible for around 80% of air radiations and 

indispensable to the most authentic overall regular impacts 

and dangers, including air change, destructive proclamation, 

dark colored fog and particulates. Lighting is every now and 

again the greatest electrical load in working environments; 

however the cost of lighting essentialness usage is low when 

appeared differently in relation to the work drive costs. In 

like manner its essentialness saving potential is as often as 

possible dismissed. As demonstrated by inspect overall cross 

section based power use for lighting was around 2650 TW in 

2005, which was a resemblance 19% of total overall power 

use. European office structures confer around half of their 

energy for lighting, while the offer of energy for lighting is 

around 20-30% in specialist's offices, 15% in preparing 

plants, 10-15% in schools and 10% in private structures. 

Insightful lighting control and essentialness organization 

structure is a perfect response for imperativeness saving, 

especially visible to everyone lighting organization. It 

comprehends remote on/off and lessening of lights, which 

can save essentialness by 40%, save lights upkeep costs 

significantly, and draw out light life by 25%. The system 

application in streetlight control for each light will diminish 

in streetlight power and bolster cost, and addition openness 

of street light.  

This framework will screen the light force and based on 

checked power of LDR road light consequently on or off. 

Camera utilized as a part of this arrangement of observation 

reason to kept the record of passing vehicles from road light. 

On the off chance that any blame happens in road light at that 

point by utilizing GSM message send to the road light 

administration office that the road light winds up defective. 

Liquor sensor used to recognize the level of liquor taken by 

driver when vehicle go from the road light liquor sensor 

consequently distinguish the present time of liquor level. Due 

to this framework vitality gets spared and additionally 

mischance may maintain a strategic distance from because of 

road light blames. 

II. Related works 

The main aim of the system [1] is to cut down the three 

important problems that our country is finding difficult to 

tackle. This system cuts down the cost of conventional 

system by 50-60% which improves the economy of the 

country and saves a huge amount of investment as it can be 

utilized in useful ideas. The system can prevent women 

harassment, thefts and other threats. It [2] clearly tackles the 

two problems that world is facing today, saving of energy 

and also disposal of incandescent lamps, very efficiently. 

Initial cost and maintenance can be the draw backs of this 

project.  
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This paper [3] introduced smart street lights and the 

prototype implementation by using ZigBee. The utilization 

of energy hardware [4] is expanding exponentially crosswise 

over different areas of human life. It joins safe lighting 

conventions with utilization of insignificant measure of 

energy. The vitality investment funds, as examined before 

are exceptional. This [5] completely illuminates two issues 

which our reality is confronting, reusing of CFL knobs and 

along these lines sparing significantly more vitality 

successfully. The LEDs give out eye smoothening brilliance, 

also it has a long life, and exchanging rate is high and won't 

let out any unsafe gases to condition. Along these lines for 

these reasons the foundation displays essentially more 

positive conditions which can over shadow the present 

requirements. Streetlights [6] are among a city's vital 

resources giving safe streets, welcoming open regions, and 

upgraded security in homes, organizations, and downtown 

areas. We need to give IP deliver to road lights (IOT) with 

the goal that the base server can control the entire city's road 

lights utilizing web. The fundamental rationale behind 

actualizing this undertaking is to spare vitality. 

IoT [8] brings another age for IT advancements with 

more clever current stage. The composed framework is fit for 

observing the road lights of an expansive region at a solitary 

server with the assistance of IoT and further this data can be 

glided on a site for more effect and information base. The 

real results of the framework are as per the following All the 

road light even in the remote territories of Uttarakhand state 

can be observed through the remote system to be produced, 

the state of the road light (in the case of working or 

defective) taxicab be checked without going by the area, 

scope territory of IoT based framework is worldwide and it 

can be checked from any remote area. Now– a-days Street 

light [9] have turned into a fundamental perspective 

including street security. Road light observing control is a 

robotized framework intended to enhance the effectiveness 

via consequently controlling the exchanging of road light. 

This venture depicts another answer for road light control 

framework. The road lights are controlled by the base server 

by simply sending a warning by utilizing remote system. It 

comprises of a customer server application. The undertaking 

point [10] is to plan an insightful cutting edge road lighting 

post that runs an inserted web server to give shrewd 

electronic administrations to individuals living in the city 

notwithstanding the vitality proficient lighting administration 

administrations and other crisis taking care of offices.  

III. Proposed Architecture 

In proposed system, system will monitor the light intensity 

and on the basis of monitored intensity of LDR, street light 

automatically on or off. Camera used in this system of 

surveillance purpose to kept the record of vehicles passing 

from street light. If any fault occurs in street light then by 

using GSM message send to the street light management 

department that the street light becomes faulty. Alcohol 

sensor used to detect the level of alcohol taken by driver 

when vehicle pass from the street light alcohol sensor 

automatically detect the preentalochol level. Because of this 

system energy gets saved as well as accident may avoid due 

to street light faults.  

 
Fig.1. Block Diagram of proposed system 

IV. System Algorithm 

 We propose an algorithm to describe the operation of the 

system. 

Algorithm  

Below is the algorithm of the proposed system  

Step 1 Start. 

Step 2 Initialize the system. 

Step 3 Is alcohol detected, if yes then display on 

GUI. 

Step 4 Is LDR value is less than threshold, if yes 

then ON light. 

Step 5 Is light still off after giving command of 

ON, if no go to step 4. 

Step 6 Send msg about fault in light. 

Step 7 Display on GUI. 

Step 8 Stop. 

Flow Chart 

 

Fig 2 Flow of system operation 
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If either of the gas sensor or the LDR value goes beyond the 

optimum value of the system (i.e. predefined threshold) then 

the system took appropriate action against it. If LDR value is 

less that means there is dark outside therefore ON Street light 

and if after making that light ON it is still in off condition, 

suggest that the light is faulty. Similarly when gas sensor 

value goes beyond the threshold shows that gas is detected. If 

anyone of the above mention condition happens then the this 

information is updated on webpage. 

 V. RESULT 

Hardware Model 

 

Fig 3 Hardware model of the system 

Figure 3 shows the actual hardware model of the proposed 

system which consist of LDR for detecting intensity of light 

in  environment so that the main controller makes right 

decision about switching ON and turning OFF the light, 

MQ7 sensor for detecting alcohol in driver’s body and 

camera for surveillance. It also consist of GSM so that if any 

fault occurs in street light then by the message will be send 

to the street light management department that the street light 

becomes faulty. 

Web page 

 

Fig 4: login page and status of Street light. 

 

Fig 4 shows the login page of the smart lighting in street 

light, where user has to login through his username and 

password. After login the status of the street light, status of 

street and amount of CO2 Gas detected  is shown. 

ANALYSIS: Graph and table 

Parameters  Existing 

system 

Proposed 

system 

Speed (MHZ) 25 1200 

RAM (MB) 0.01 990 

Architecture (bit) 16 64 

Operating voltage 

(volt) 

3.6 5 

No. of GPIO 48 40 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose the system used to automatically on 

or off street light. As the LED bulbs are used, it emits less 

heat when compared with mercury lamps. This system cuts 

down the cost of conventional system by 50-60% which 

improves the economy of the country and saves a huge 

amount of investment as it can be utilized in useful ideas. 

This system makes the easy way to reduce manual work of 

on/off street light. System also send the message to street 

light management department if any fault occur in the street 

light so it will repair within less time and reduce accident 

happen due to darkness produced on road way because of 

faulty street light. Camera used for surveillance kept the 

record of passing vehicles from street. If any misbehavior 

happens on street light we get the details of it using camera. 

Alcohol detection sensor used to detect the level of alcohol 

detected from vehicle passing Through Street light. This 

system based on IoT platform so it is easy to see the record 

taken by camera anywhere anytime within world. 
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Abstract— The fundamental target of advanced education foundations is to give quality instruction to its understudies. One 

approach to accomplish most elevated amount of value in advanced education framework is by finding learning for expectation 

with respect to enrolment of understudies in a specific course, distance of conventional classroom showing model, discovery of 

out of line implies utilized as a part of online examination, identification of irregular qualities in the outcome sheets of the 

understudies, forecast about understudies' execution et cetera. The information is covered up among the instructive data set and 

it is extractable through data mining procedures. Show paper is intended to legitimize the capacities of data mining strategies in 

setting of advanced education by offering a data mining model for advanced education framework in the college. In this 

examination, the order undertaking is utilized to assess understudy's execution and as there are numerous methodologies that 

are utilized for data characterization, the choice tree strategy is utilized here. By this assignment we extricate learning that 

portrays understudies' execution in end semester examination. It helps prior in recognizing the dropouts and understudies who 

require exceptional consideration and enable the educator to give proper prompting/guiding. 

 

Keywords— Educational Data Mining (EDM); Classification; Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD); ID3 Algorithm. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The coming of data innovation in different fields has lead the 

vast volumes of data stockpiling in different configurations 

like records, documents, reports, pictures, sound, recordings, 

logical data and numerous new data groups. The data 

gathered from various applications require appropriate 

strategy for extricating information from extensive vaults for 

better basic leadership. Learning revelation in databases 

(KDD), frequently called data mining, goes for the disclosure 

of valuable data from extensive accumulations of data. The 

primary elements of data mining are applying different 

strategies and calculations keeping in mind the end goal to 

find and concentrate examples of put away data. Data mining 

and information revelation applications have a rich 

concentration because of its noteworthiness in basic 

leadership and it has turned into a basic part in different 

associations. Data mining procedures have been brought into 

new fields of Statistics, Databases, Machine Learning, 

Pattern Reorganization, Artificial Intelligence and 

Computation capacities and so forth.  

There are expanding research interests in utilizing data 

mining in training. This new rising field, called Educational 

Data Mining, worries with creating strategies that find 

learning from data starting from instructive conditions. 

Instructive Data Mining utilizes numerous strategies, for 

example, Decision Trees, Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, K-

Nearest neighbor, and numerous others.  

Utilizing these systems numerous sorts of information can be 

found, for example, association rules, orders and clustering. 

The found information can be utilized for forecast with 

respect to enrolment of understudies in a specific course, 

distance of customary classroom showing model, discovery 

of out of line implies utilized as a part of online examination, 

location of strange qualities in the outcome sheets of the 

understudies, expectation about students‟ execution et cetera.  

The primary target of this paper is to utilize data mining 

techniques to ponder students‟ execution in the courses. Data 

mining gives numerous errands that could be utilized to 

examine the understudy execution. In this examination, the 

arrangement errand is utilized to assess student’s execution 

and as there are numerous methodologies that are utilized for 

data characterization, the choice tree strategy is utilized here. 

Information’s like Attendance, Class test, Seminar and 

Assignment marks were gathered from the student’s 

administration framework, to anticipate the execution toward 

the finish of the semester. This paper examines the exactness 

of Decision tree strategies for anticipating understudy 

execution. 

II. DATA MINING DEFINITION AND TECHNIQUES 

Data mining, additionally prominently known as Knowledge 

Discovery in Database, alludes to extricating or "mining" 

learning from a lot of data. Data mining strategies are 

utilized to work on vast volumes of data to find concealed 
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examples and connections supportive in basic leadership. 

While data mining and learning disclosure in database are as 

often as possible regarded as equivalent words, data mining 

is entirely of the information revelation process. The 

groupings of steps distinguished in removing learning from 

data are appeared in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The steps of extracting knowledge from data 

Different calculations and procedures like Classification, 

Clustering, Regression, Artificial Intelligence, Neural 

Networks, Association Rules, Decision Trees, Genetic 

Algorithm, Nearest Neighbor strategy and so on, are utilized 

for information revelation from databases. These procedures 

and techniques in data mining need brief say to have better 

understanding. 

A. Grouping  

Grouping is the most generally connected data mining 

method, which utilizes an arrangement of pre-characterized 

cases to build up a model that can group the number of 

inhabitants in records on the loose. This approach oftentimes 

utilizes choice tree or neural system based grouping 

calculations. The data characterization process includes 

learning and order. In Learning the preparation data are 

broke down by characterization calculation. In arrangement 

test data are utilized to gauge the exactness of the grouping 

rules. On the off chance that the exactness is satisfactory the 

rules can be connected to the new data tuples. The classifier-

preparing calculation utilizes these pre-arranged cases to 

decide the arrangement of parameters required for legitimate 

segregation. The calculation at that point encodes these 

parameters into a model called a classifier.  

B. Clustering  

Clustering can be said as distinguishing proof of comparative 

classes of articles. By utilizing clustering methods we can 

additionally recognize thick and inadequate locales in 

question space and can find general appropriation example 

and connections among data characteristics. Order approach 

can likewise be utilized for powerful methods for 

recognizing gatherings or classes of question yet it turns out 

to be expensive so clustering can be utilized as preprocessing 

approach for trait subset choice and characterization.  

C. Predication  

Relapse method can be adjusted for predication. Relapse 

examination can be utilized to display the connection 

between at least one autonomous factors and ward factors. In 

data mining autonomous factors are properties definitely 

known and reaction factors are what we need to foresee. 

Shockingly, some genuine issues are not just forecast. 

Thusly, more mind boggling systems (e.g., strategic relapse, 

choice trees, or neural nets) might be important to conjecture 

future qualities. A similar model writes can frequently be 

utilized for both relapse and grouping. For instance, the 

CART (Classification and Regression Trees) choice tree 

calculation can be utilized to assemble both arrangement 

trees (to order clear cut reaction factors) and relapse trees (to 

figure persistent reaction factors). Neural systems also can 

make both arrangement and relapse models.  

D. Association rule  

Association and connection is more often than not to 

discover visit thing set discoveries among substantial data 

sets. This sort of discovering causes organizations to settle on 

specific choices, for example, index configuration, cross 

showcasing and client shopping conduct examination. 

Association Rule calculations should have the capacity to 

create rules with certainty esteems short of what one. 

However the quantity of conceivable Association Rules for a 

given dataset is for the most part expansive and a high extent 

of the rules are more often than not of little (assuming any) 

esteem.  

E. Neural systems  

Neural system is an arrangement of associated input/yield 

units and every association has a weight give it. Amid the 

learning stage, organize learns by altering weights to have 

the capacity to foresee the right class marks of the info 

tuples. Neural systems have the astounding capacity to get 

significance from muddled or uncertain data and can be 

utilized to extricate designs and identify patterns that are too 

mind boggling to ever be seen by either people or other PC 

procedures. These are appropriate for consistent esteemed 

data sources and yields. Neural systems are best at 

recognizing examples or patterns in data and appropriate for 

expectation or estimating needs.  
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F. Decision Trees  

Choice tree will be tree-molded structures that speak to sets 

of choices. These choices create rules for the characterization 

of a dataset. Particular choice tree strategies incorporate 

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) and Chi Square 

Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID).  

G. Nearest Neighbor Method  

A method that arranges each record in a dataset in view of a 

mix of the classes of the k record(s) most like it in a 

chronicled dataset (where k is more prominent than or 

equivalent to 1). Once in a while called the k-closest 

neighbor procedure. 

III. DATA MINING PROCESS 

In display day’s instructive framework, a student’s execution 

is dictated by the inward appraisal and end semester 

examination. The inside evaluation is done by the instructor 

in view of students‟ execution in instructive exercises, for 

example, class test, workshop, assignments, general 

capability, participation and lab work. The end semester 

examination is one that is scored by the understudy in 

semester examination. Every understudy needs to get least 

stamps to pass a semester in inner and in addition end 

semester examination.  

A. Data Preparations  

The data set utilized as a part of this investigation was gotten 

from KNGAC Bharathidasan University, Thanjavur on the 

inspecting technique for PC Applications division obviously 

M.Sc (Master of Computer Science) from session 2007 to 

2010. At first size of the data is 50. In this progression data 

put away in various tables was participated in a solitary table 

subsequent to joining process mistakes were expelled.  

B. Data determination and change  

In this progression just those fields were chosen which were 

required for data mining. A couple of determined factors 

were chosen. While a portion of the data for the factors was 

separated from the database. All the indicator and reaction 

factors which were gotten from the database are given in 

Table I for reference.  

 

Table I. Understudy RELATED VARIABLES 

 

The space esteems for a portion of the factors were 

characterized for the present examination as takes after:  

 PSM – Previous Semester Marks/Grade acquired in 

MCA course. It is part into five class esteems: First 

– >60%, Second – >45% and <60%, Third – >36% 

and < 45%, Fail < 40%.  

 CTG – Class test grade got. Here in every semester 

two class tests are directed and normal of two class 

test are utilized to compute sessional marks. CTG is 

part into three classes: Poor – < 40%, Average – > 

40% and < 60%, Good – >60%.  

 SEM – Seminar Performance acquired. In every 

semester workshop are composed to check the 

execution of understudies. Workshop execution is 

assessed into three classes: Poor – Presentation and 

correspondence ability is low, Average – Either 

introduction is fine or Communication aptitude is 

fine, Good – Both introduction and Communication 

expertise is fine.  

 ASS – Assignment execution. In every semester two 

assignments are given to understudies by every 

educator. Task execution is partitioned into two 

classes: Yes – understudy submitted task, No – 

Student not submitted task.  

 GP - General Proficiency execution. Like workshop, 

in every semester general capability tests are sorted 

out. General Proficiency test is partitioned into two 

classes: Yes – understudy took an interest by and 

large capability, No – Student not partook when all 

is said in done capability.  

 ATT – Attendance of Student. Least 70% 

participation is necessary to take part in End 

Semester Examination. Be that as it may, even 

through in extraordinary cases low participation 
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understudies additionally partake in End Semester 

Examination on certifiable reason. Participation is 

partitioned into three classes: Poor - <60%, Average 

- > 60% and <80%, Good - >80%.  

 LW – Lab Work. Lab work is partitioned into two 

classes: Yes – understudy finished lab work, No – 

understudy not finished lab work.  

 ESM - End semester Marks acquired in MCA 

semester and it is announced as reaction variable. It 

is part into five class esteems: First – >60% , 

Second – >45% and <60%, Third – >36% and < 

45%, Fail < 40%.  

C. Decision Tree  

A choice tree is a tree in which each branch hub speaks to a 

decision between various choices, and each leaf hub speaks 

to a choice.  

Choice tree are regularly utilized for picking up data with the 

end goal of choice - making. Choice tree begins with a root 

hub on which it is for clients to take activities. From this hub, 

clients split every hub recursively as indicated by choice tree 

learning calculation. The last outcome is a choice tree in 

which each branch speaks to a conceivable situation of 

choice and its result.  

The three generally utilized choice tree learning calculations 

are: ID3, ASSISTANT and C4.5.  

D. The ID3 Decision Tree  

ID3 is a basic choice tree learning calculation created by 

Ross Quinlan. The essential thought of ID3 calculation is to 

develop the choice tree by utilizing a best down, voracious 

hunt through the offered sets to test each trait at each tree 

hub. Keeping in mind the end goal to choose the quality that 

is most valuable for arranging a given sets, we present a 

metric - data pick up.  

To locate an ideal method to order a learning set, what we 

have to do is to limit the inquiries asked (i.e. limiting the 

profundity of the tree). In this way, we require some capacity 

which can gauge which questions give the most adjusted 

part. The data increase metric is such a capacity.  

E. Measuring Impurity  

Given a data table that contains characteristics and class of 

the traits, we can quantify homogeneity (or heterogeneity) of 

the table in light of the classes. We say a table is 

unadulterated or homogenous on the off chance that it 

contains just a solitary class. On the off chance that a data 

table contains a few classes, at that point we say that the 

table is polluted or heterogeneous. There are a few files to 

gauge level of contamination quantitatively. Most notable 

files to gauge level of contamination are entropy, gini list, 

and order mistake.  

        ∑         
 

 

Entropy of an unadulterated table (comprise of single class) 

is zero on the grounds that the likelihood is 1 and log (1) = 0. 

Entropy achieves greatest esteem when all classes in the 

table have break even with likelihood.  

             ∑  
 

 

 

Gini file of an unadulterated table comprise of single class is 

zero in light of the fact that the likelihood is 1 and 1-12 = 0. 

Like Entropy, Gini record additionally achieves greatest 

esteem when all classes in the table have level with 

likelihood.  

                           *  + 

Like Entropy and Gini Index, Classification blunder file of 

an unadulterated table (comprise of single class) is zero in 

light of the fact that the likelihood is 1 and 1-max (1) = 0. 

The estimation of characterization mistake record is 

dependably in the vicinity of 0 and 1. Actually the greatest 

Gini list for a given number of classes is constantly 

equivalent to the most extreme of characterization mistake 

file in light of the fact that for various classes n, we set 

likelihood is equivalent to   
 

 
 furthermore, greatest Gini 

record occurs at    
 

  
   

 

 
 while most extreme 

characterization blunder file likewise occurs at   

   {
 

 
}    

 

 
  .  

F. Part Criteria  

To decide the best quality for a specific hub in the tree we 

utilize the measure called Information Gain. The data pick 

up, Gain (S, An) of a property An, in respect to a gathering 

of illustrations S, is characterized as  

    (   )         ( )  ∑
|  |

| |
       (  )

        ( )

 

Where Values (An) is the arrangement of every single 

conceivable incentive for property An, and    is the subset of 
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S for which trait A has esteem v (i.e.,    *     | ( )  
 +). The main term in the condition for Gain is only the 

entropy of the first gathering S and the second term is the 

normal estimation of the entropy after S is divided utilizing 

quality A. The normal entropy portrayed by this second term 

is essentially the aggregate of the entropies of each |  |that 

subset, weighted by the division of illustrations 
|  |

| |
have a 

place with Gain (   )  is along these lines the normal 

diminishment in entropy caused by knowing the estimation 

of quality A.  

                  (   )   ∑
|  |

| |
    

  
 

 

   

 

also,  

           (   )  
    (   )

                  (   )
 

The way toward choosing another quality and dividing the 

preparation cases is presently rehashed for each non terminal 

relative hub. Qualities that have been consolidated higher in 

the tree are prohibited, with the goal that any given trait can 

show up at most once along any way through the tree. This 

procedure proceeds for each new leaf hub until the point 

when both of two conditions is met:  

1. Every property has just been incorporated along this 

way through the tree, or  

2. The preparing illustrations related with this leaf hub 

all have a similar target characteristic esteem (i.e., 

their entropy is zero).  

G. The ID3Algoritm  

ID3 (Examples, Target_Attribute, Attributes)  

 Create a root hub for the tree  

 If all cases are sure, Return the single-hub tree Root, 

with mark = +.  

 If all cases are negative, Return the single-hub tree 

Root, with name = - .  

 If number of anticipating traits is void, at that point 

Return the single hub tree Root, with mark = most 

basic estimation of the objective characteristic in the 

illustrations.  

 Otherwise Begin  

o A = The Attribute that best orders illustrations.  

o Decision Tree characteristic for Root = A.  

o For every conceivable esteem, vi, of A,  

 Add another tree limb underneath Root, 

relating to the test A = vi.  

 Let Examples (vi) be the subset of cases 

that have the esteem vi for A  

 If Examples(  ) is unfilled  

 Then beneath this new branch include a 

leaf hub with name = generally normal 

target an incentive in the illustrations  

 Else beneath this new branch include the 

subtree ID3 (Examples (  ), 
Target_Attribute, Attributes – {A})  

 End  

 Return Root 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data set of 50 students used in this study was obtained 

from KNGAC Bharathidasan University, Thanjavur, 

Computer Science department of course M.Sc (Master of 

Computer Science) from session 2007 to 2010. 
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To work out the data pick up for A with respect to S, we first 

need to compute the entropy of S. Here S is an arrangement 

of 50 cases are 14 "Initial", 15 "Second", 13 "Third" and 8 

"Fizzle". 

       ( )  
           (      )             (       )

           (      )           (     )
 

   
 (

  

  
)     (

  

  
)  (

  

  
)     (

  

  
)

 (
  

  
)     (

  

  
)  (

 

  
)     (

 

  
)
 

  = 1.964 

To decide the best trait for a specific hub in the tree we 

utilize the measure called Information Gain. The data pick 

up, Gain (S, An) of a quality an, in respect to a gathering of 

cases S,  

     (     )         ( )  
|      |

| |
       (      ) 

 
|       |

| |
       (       )  

|      |

| |
       (      )

|     |

| |
       (     )                                                                 

 

Table III. Pick up VALUES 

 
 

PSM has the most astounding increase, consequently it is 

utilized as the root hub as appeared in figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. PSM as root hub 

 

Pick up Ratio can be utilized for property determination, 

before ascertaining Gain proportion Split Information is 

appeared in table IV.  

Table IV. Split Information 

 
Gain Ratio is shown in table V. 

Table V Gain Ratio 

 
 

This procedure goes ahead until the point when all data 

ordered impeccably or come up short on characteristics. The 

information spoke to by choice tree can be separated and 

spoken to as IF-THEN rules.  

 

One order rules can be created for every way from every 

terminal hub to root hub. Pruning procedure was executed by 

evacuating hubs with not as much as wanted number of 

articles. On the off chance that THEN rules might be less 

demanding to comprehend is appeared in figure 3. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the order assignment is utilized on understudy 

database to foresee the understudies division based on past 

database. As there are numerous methodologies that are 
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utilized for data characterization, the choice tree technique is 

utilized here.  

Information’s like Attendance, Class test, Seminar and 

Assignment marks were gathered from the student’s past 

database, to foresee the execution toward the finish of the 

semester.  

This examination will help to the understudies and the 

educators to enhance the division of the understudy. This 

investigation will likewise work to recognize those 

understudies which required uncommon consideration 

regarding decrease come up short apportion and making 

proper move for the following semester examination. 
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Abstract— Web Service is a collection of software components which provide the services over the web. Web services are playing a key 

role in a wide range of modern business applications. The nature of loosely coupled connections and open accessibility may cause several 

security issues. Recently, a number of new standards and protocols have been introduced. When deploying a web service, security is one of 

the major issue that need to be addressed. In this paper, we discuss the possible threats to web services and recommend preventive measures. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Web Service is a program that can be accessed remotely by 

using different XML based languages. The service can be 

described in a standard XML document i.e WSDL (Web 

Service Description Language). All services that are 

described in WSDL can be invoked to access those services. 

              

The web services can be developed in either of the following 

ways. Web services can be implemented in the form of 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) based in which an 

XML message frame work designed to exchange the 

structured information. We can also develop 

REST(Representational State Transfer)ful web services. It 

describes set of design rules for creating stateless service are 

called resource service which are identified by their URIs. 

The characteristics of web services are Publish, Find and 

Bind. 

 

II. WEB SERVICES SECURITY (WSS) 

Web services are used by an increasing number of companies 

as they provide services to customers and business partners 

through the Internet. Security is an important feature of web 

service. Since almost all web services are exposed to the 

network, there is always a chance of security threat to the 

web service. 

Web services security includes the following aspects 

Peer Authentication: It is a process of uniquely identifying 

the end users or processes. 

Access Control: It is the process that granting access to 

specific resources and operations based on authenticated 

user’s entitlements. 

Privacy: It is the process of making sure that the information 

remains private and confidential. It can be achieved through 

encryption and decryption process. 

Integrity: Making sure that the information remains same 

during the transmission. Integrity for data in transmission is 

typically provided by using hashing techniques and digital 

signatures.  

 

2.1 Security Challenges for Web services 

The web services are: 

 Loosely coupled 

 Based on passing of readable and self-describing 

business messages in XML 

 Easily bypass network firewalls 

 Expose business service through APIs 

 Enable multi-hop composite applications 

 

III. WSS REQUIREMENTS 

Web service security at Message and Transport levels. 

Message level security: This can be applied when security is 

essential to a web service application. It uses basic HTTP 

authentication in which user name and passwords are verified 

or authenticate a client to the secure end point. This can be 

embedded in HTTP request that is carried by SOAP message. 
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When the service provider receives the HTTP Request, the 

credentials are verified at server end.      Message level 

security used to assure confidentiality by encrypting message 

components, integrity through digital signatures and 

authentication by requiring username, X.509 or SAML 

tokens. 

Transport Level Security: Transport level security provides 

the basic authentication; it can be enabled or disabled from 

message level security independently. The security at 

transport level is minimal. It uses SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 

that runs along with HTTP. HTTP is insecure protocol where 

all messages sent between two ends over a unsecured 

network. To make secure HTTP we can apply transport level 

security. SSL provides authentication, data protection and 

cryptographic token support for secure transmission. To 

enable this service port address must starts with on URL 

from https://.  

IV. DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

To prevent against the issues identified above, a number of 

Web services and HTTP Standards have been drawn up 

 

4.1 W3C XML Encryption 

WS-Security serves as a container for a variety of elements, 

each of which provides a partial security solution. The 

elements defined in the specification are as follows 

a) <Security> —The enclosing tag 

b) <UsernameToken>—The username and password 

c) <BinarySecurityToken>—contains binary data such 

as X.509 certificates and Kerberos tickets 

d) <SecurityTokenReference> -provides for the 

external storage of claims (privileges) 

 

4.2   W3C XML Signature 

a) <ds:Signature> 

b) <xenc:EncryptedKey> 

 

4.3 Web Services Security Tokens 

     Used to help the receiver of the message to identity and 

verify the sender. Security tokens give a mechanism for 

conveying security information within SOAP message, and 

the token itself is represented in XML.  

         The following security tokens are supported: 

a) Username Tokens: used to identify the requestor by 

“username”, and an optional password. 

b) X.509 Tokens: X.509 digital certificate help to 

authenticate a SOAP message or to identify a public key with 

a SOAP message that has been encrypted 

c) Kerberos Tokens: Allows a service to authenticate the 

Kerberos ticket and interoperate within existing Kerberos 

domains. 

 

4.4 Security services through HTTPS: 

 

Usually one-sided authentication challenge at play in 

websites, with the client challenging the server but not the 

other way around, shows up in Tomcat’s configuration file,  

TOMCAT_HOME/conf/server.xml. Here is the entry for 

HTTPS: 

<Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" 

SSLEnabled="true" 

maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true" 

clientAuth="false" 

sslProtocol="TLS"/> 

 

 The clientAuth attribute is set to false that indicate Tomcat 

does not challenge the client. If the clientAuth attribute were 

set to true, then Tomcat would challenge the client’s user 

agent; a setting of true might be of interest for web services 

in particular. In this configuration file, there is no setting for 

a serverAuth because the default client behaviour is to 

challenge the server. 

 

4.5 Container-Managed Security  

Tomcat web server provides container-managed 

authentication and authorization. The domain plays a central 

role in the Tomcat approach. A domain is a collection of 

resources, including web pages and web services, with a 

designated authentication and authorization facility. A realm 

is an organizational tool that allows a collection of resources 

to be under a single policy for access control. 

 

Configuring Container-Managed Security under Tomcat 

Tomcat approach to security is also declarative rather than 

programmatic; i.e, details about the security Realm are 

specified in a configuration file rather than in code. The 

configuration file is the web.xml document included in the 

deployed WAR file. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<web-app> 

.... 

</security-role> 

<security-constraint> 

<web-resource-collection> 

<web-resource-name>Users-Roles Security</web-resource-

name> 

<url-pattern>/tcauth</url-pattern> 

</web-resource-collection> 

<auth-constraint> 

<role-name>satyam</role-name> 

</auth-constraint> 

<user-data-constraint> 

<transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-

guarantee> 

</user-data-constraint> 

</security-constraint> 

<login-config> 

<auth-method>BASIC</auth-method> 

</login-config> 
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…. 

</web-app> 

In the revised web.xml, there are four points of interest: 

• The resources to be secured are specified as a web-

resource-collection . In this case, the collection includes any 

resource available through the path /tcauth, which is the path 

to TempConvert service deployed in a WAR file. The 

security thus covers the service’s two encapsulated 

operations, f2c and c2f . This path includes the WSDL, as the 

URL for the WSDL ends with the path /tcauth?wsdl . 

• Access to resources on the path /tcauth is restricted to 

authenticated users in the role of bigshot. If Fred is to invoke, 

say, the f2c method, then Fred must have a valid 

username/password and be authorized to play the role of 

bigshot. 

The HTTP authentication method is BASIC rather than one 

of the other standard http methods: DIGEST, FORM, and 

CLIENT-CERT. Each of these will be clarified shortly. The 

term authorization is used here in the broad sense to cover 

both user authentication and role authorization.The transport 

is guaranteed to be CONFIDENTIAL, which covers the 

standard HTTPS Services of peer authentication, data 

encryption, and message integrity. If a user tried to access the 

resource through an HTTP-based URL such as 

http://localhost:8080/tc/tcauth, Tomcat would then redirect 

this request to the HTTPS-based URL 

https://localhost:8443/tc/tcauth.(The redirect URL is one of 

the configuration points specified in conf/server.xml. 

V. CONCLUSION  

Web Service Security is an emerging standard for Web 

service applications. It defines options for authentication, 

message privacy and integrity issues. The use of XML 

Signature and XML Encryption in SOAP headers. As one of 

the building blocks for securing SOAP messages, it is 

intended to be used in conjunction with other security 

techniques. Digital signatures need to be understood in the 

context of other security mechanisms and possible threats to 

an entity. Web services security is still relatively new in 

terms of their practical implementation, web architects and 

developers need to be careful in how they deploy Web 

services. In addition to the protective measures discussed in 

this document, standard recommendations for the security of 

web applications should also to be followed.  
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Abstract- The human behaviour which considers six basic emotions which are happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise & 

disgust. It becomes important to detect emotional state of a person which will be induced by workload, background noise, 

physical environmental factors (e.g. G-force) & fatigue. Broadly, stress identification becomes a scientific challenge to analyze 

a human being interaction with environment Speech of human beings is the reflection of the state of mind. Proper evaluation of 

these speech signals into stress types is necessary in order to ensure that the person is in a healthy state of mind. In this paper 

we will get to know how speech Identifiers are trained and how we can enhance the basic recognition procedures by exploiting 

a pre-processor by use of pattern classification into different level of stress types. In this work we propose a MLP classifier for 

speech stress classification algorithm, with sophisticated feature extraction techniques as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC). The MLP algorithm assists the system to learn the speech patterns in real time and self-train itself in order to improve 

the classification accuracy of the overall system. The proposed system is suitable for real time speech and is language and word 

independent. 

 

Index Terms- MLP, MFCC, stress classification, feature Selection. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Stress Identification is remarkably gained high 

attention in various fields from two decades. The fields are 

Medical, Forensics, Smart Environments, Teaching Learning 

Education, Human  computer interactions, Emergency 

services and of course Real Time situations which is utmost 

crucial. From many years different speech recognition 

software‟s [1] has been developed to speed up the accuracy 

using various classifiers on several databases [2]. We have 

also revised the literature review of numerous researchers for 

the same work [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. We have used for this work the 

Berlin database [8,9] and Humaine database [10,11,12,13] as 

Benchmark Datasets. Again we have recorded our speech 

samples using Audacity software with different frequencies. 

Speech signal recorded was of people having male, female 

voices including children above eight years and elder‟s up to 

age of 58. 

This paper proposes MLP algorithm to detect and 

classify the human speech into different stress classes, and 

thereby provide a preliminary analysis of the type of stress 

which the person might be undergoing. We are going to apply 

MLP architecture to the speech signals in order to analyze 

stress types. Doing this can help the person to analyze the 

stress and obtain remedies for the same.  The whole 

Algorithm is developed in MATLAB Software. The speech 

signal is an interesting source for stress analysis, since it can 

be seen from literature review that various researchers have 

worked on stress analysis in different ways. A speech 

monitoring system is that system which is able to quantify a 

speaker‟s degree of stress. 

 

II. BERLIN DATABASE 

The article describes a database of emotional speech. 

Ten actors (5 Female and 5 Male) simulated the emotions, 

producing 10 German utterances (5 short and 5 longer 

sentences) which could be used in everyday communication 

and are interpretable in all applied emotions [8]. The 

recordings were taken in an anechoic chamber with high-

quality recording equipment. In addition to the sound electro-

glottograms were recorded. The speech material comprises 

about 800 sentences (seven emotions * ten actors * ten 

sentences + some second versions). The complete database 

was evaluated in a perception test regarding the 

recognisability of emotions and their naturalness [9]. 

Utterances recognised better than 80% and judged as natural 

by more than 60% of the listeners were phonetically labelled 

in a narrow transcription with special markers for voice-

quality, phonatory and articulatory settings and articulatory 

features.  

 

III. HUMAINE DATABASE 
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The database proper is a selected subset of the data 

with systematic labelling, mounted on the ANVIL platform 

[10,11,12,13,14]. It is designed to provide a concrete 

illustration of key principles rather than to be used as it stands 

in machine learning. Stage 1 (available via the HUMAINE 

portal at www.emotion-research.net) contains 50 „clips‟ from 

naturalistic and induced data, showing a range of modalities 

and emotions, and covering a balanced sample of emotional 

behaviour in a range of contexts. Emotional content is 

described by a structured set of labels attached to the clips 

both at a global level, and frame-by-frame, showing change 

over time. Labels for a range of signs of emotion have also 

been developed and applied to a subset of the clips: these 

include core signs in speech and language, and descriptors for 

gestures and facial features that draw on standard descriptive 

schemes. 

 

IV. AUDACITY SOFTWARE 

Audacity is a free and Open Source Software, it‟s an 

easy-to-use audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac OS 

X, GNU/Linux, and other operating systems. Audacity is free 

software, developed by a group of volunteers and distributed 

under the GNU General Public License (GPL) [15]. We can 

use Audacity to Record live audio, Convert tapes and records 

into digital recordings or CDs Edit Ogg Vorbis, MP3, and 

WAV sound files to Cut, copy, splice, and mix sounds 

together to Change the speed or pitch of a recording. 

Audacity can record live audio through a microphone or 

mixer, or digitize recordings from cassette tapes, vinyl 

records, or minidiscs. In this research work we have recorded 

the speech using audacity with different frequencies 8 kHz, 

16 kHz and 44.1 kHz. 

 
Table no.1: Elements of Database 

Databases Marathi, Hindi, Berlin, Humaine  

Features MFCC 

Classifier Multilayer Perceptron 

Output .mat files 

Results Images of MATLAB Software 

Table no. 1 shows the elements of databases. Output 

of MLP Algorithm is saved in .mat files, so that we can 

separately process various processes easily. Results of these 

are taken when we run the codes and get the images in 

MATLAB windows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. FLOWCHART OF MLP ALGORITHM 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of MLP Algorithm 

 

A. Multilayer Perceptron- 

MLP is a machine learning technique in pattern 

recognition specially speech identification. MLP is Kernel 

based margin maximization [16]. The Maximal-Margin 

Classifier is a hypothetical classifier that best explains how 

MLP works in practice. From Fig 2.The numeric input 

variables (x) in your data (the columns) form an n-

dimensional space. For example, if you had two input 

variables, this would form a two-dimensional space. A hyper 

plane is a line that splits the input variable space [16, 17]. In 

MLP, a hyper plane is selected to best separate the points in 

the input variable space by their class, either class 0 or class 1 

[18][19]. 
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Figure 2. A Generalized Architecture of MLP 

 

B. Features (MFCC)-   

Mel frequency cepstral co-efficients are mostly used 

features for any speech recognition system. We are using 

MFCC for stress speech feature extraction [20]. Feature 

extraction undergoes raw speech transformation into useful 

parameters without changing speech information. It consists 

of Pre-emphasis, Framing, windowing, spectral estimation, 

Mel Filtering DCT etc. as procedures for this features 

extraction. In stress speech extraction we convert into useful 

data to classify and train the neural network. 

 

C. Classifier Training and Testing- 

MLP classifier is trained using neural network for 

stress speech identification using MFCC.  These feature 

vectors are provided to test the stress types and classify using 

delay needed. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

We tested our stress detection systems under 5 

different categories, namely, 

 Stress Type 1 

 Stress Type 2 

 Stress Type 3 

 Stress Type 4 

 No Stress 

Stress type 1 arises from problems like workload 

and anxiety. Stress Type 2 induces from noise and speech 

quality. Stress type 3 corresponds to effects causing due to 

medicines, illness and narcotics. Stress Type 4 refers to 

problem arises from vibration and acceleration. Finally No 

stress means persons is in normal condition. 

The parameters of the MLP are set in a training 

stage during which the data pairs formed by the input vectors 

and the corresponding output vectors are used to guide the 

algorithm.Figure 3 is a Matlab screenshot for the code of 

MLP. MLP suggests that it has classified a speech wavefile 

as Stress Type 3 including its Training Weights. The same 

Procedure is repeated with Berlin Database and Humaine 

Database. The Speech file extension is .wav.  The Speech 

undertaken is from Real Datasets which we have created. 

 
                                       

 

 
Figure 3 MATLAB Code Screenshot for MLP classifier 

 

 

 
Figure no. 4 The Original Speech with its MFCC Features. 
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Above figure 4 notifies the Matlab window original 

speech and its MFCC feature where on x-axis is Frequency 

and Y-axis is its Amplitude. 

Figure 5 describes the Delay needed for MLP 

classifier for a particular Wave file and classified as Stress 

Type 1. Delay arises due to echo and reverberations in 

speech. 

 

 
Figure 5 Delay and Classifier screenshot in MATLAB 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

From the above results we are having the 

screenshots for Realtime Database for this research work. 

The similar procedures are operated onto the two standard 

databases which are BERLIN and HUMAINE Datasets. MLP 

is chosen to recognize the speech into stress types. MLP is 

approach based on Neural Network using MFCC. 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

In the future we are going to find the percentage of 

efficiency of MLP and compare it against different neural 

networks to get best classifier used for Stress Speech 

Identification. 
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Abstract— Since last decade a huge amount of information is transferred over the internet on day to day basis. However, all the 

information is not relevant to each user and is also difficult to find the right content for the user as per his/her need. 

Recommender system works as a guide to find or suggest right items for users. A movie recommendation system is predicting 

or suggest a movie which user might like using his/her previous watch list or history. After Netflix prize competition many 

academician and researchers have shown interest to develop new and better filtering techniques for the movie recommendation. 

This paper studies the two most fundamental techniques: content-based and collaborative filtering methods of information 

retrieval and shows their application for movie recommendation with pros and cons. An experiment was carried out over 

MovieLens 100K dataset to show the implementation of discussed methods. The obtained results have shown that Item-Item 

based neighbourhood collaborative filtering method is better among implemented three techniques with 0.786 MAE and 0.985 

RMSE values. 

Keywords— Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering, Movie Recommendation. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The Internet has become a place to share and upload 

content which leads to having a huge amount of meaningful 

information available online. However, this explosive growth 

leads other problems like high processing cost and system 

overload. Information filtering systems or Recommendation 

system(RS) answer the stated question and have become an 

essential part of the current web-based system of e-

commerce, entrainment, business or almost every field. 

There are a wide range of applications for recommendation 

system and become famous in last decade. The primary use 

of RS is predicting preference of user over an item (book, 

movie, news article, music, DVDs or webpage) based on 

their history. These systems make use of user’s feedback and 

information to improve their suggestions in future. For 

example, Amazon analyses that if a large number of users 

buy a product, A also buy product B then it starts to 

recommend product B for a new user who bought product A. 

Movie recommendation has become most widely used and 

popular information filtering system. It helps the user to get 

his/her right multimedia content. Movie recommendation 

systems leverage user history and feedbacks to predict and 

recommend new movies from a huge movie library. Figure 1 

depicts a typical movie recommendation system.  

 

Fig 1: Movie Recommendation System 

Extensive work has been done in the field of movie 

recommendation in recent time especially after the Netflix 

prize competition. Researchers have proposed new and 

enhanced filtering algorithms to get better movie 

recommendations. These techniques are primarily 

categorized as content-based, collaborative and hybrid 

techniques. The majority of existing systems followed 

collaborative filtering as their state of the art[1][2] and 

classified as neighbourhood-based, model-based and hybrid 

collaborative filtering. The primary advantage of 

collaborative filtering is that it does not need any domain-

specific knowledge to generate a prediction. However, these 
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systems suffer from some limitations too like cold start, new 

user problem, sparsity and scalability. Some techniques have 

proposed to develop model-based Collaborative Filtering 

techniques to overcome above-stated limitations.[3][4][5] 

This paper is an attempt to present a review of content-based 

and collaborative filtering techniques for movie 

recommendation system. We have shown the implementation 

of two fundamental techniques (Content based and 

Collaborative Filtering) of information filtering with their 

pros and cons in the field of movie recommendation.  Rest of 

this paper organized as section 2 discusses the literature of 

recommendation system using content-based and 

collaborative filtering. Section 3 presents an experimental 

model and result part, and section 4 discusses conclusion and 

future scope of the work. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Recommendation systems are to predict preference of user 

over an item using user history, item profile and user item 

interaction details. Recommendation system techniques 

mainly categorised in three classes as content-based 

filtering(CBF): Recommendations are based on the similarity 

between the contents of target item and the items liked by 

user in the past, collaborative filtering(CF): leverages the 

ratings or feedbacks of other similar users to target user for 

recommendation and hybrid filtering: combines the best 

practices of content-based and collaborative filtering to 

improve accuracy of prediction.  

A. Content-Based Filtering 

Content-based filtering recommendation systems match users 

to items which are similar to those liked or preferred by the 

user in the past. The similarity is computed based on the 

attributes of the item, and other users play little role in the 

recommendation process. Content-based systems use a 

different source of information (item description and user 

profile) and process them to provide recommendations. The 

content-based system includes pre-processing and user 

profile learning(offline) and online prediction components. 

The offline component is generally a classification or 

regression model which then used to generate online 

predictions.  

 
Fig 2: Framework for Content-Based Filtering 

The steps of content-based recommendation system are as 

follows: 

1) Feature extraction and preprocessing: Item features 

are extracted from different sources and converted into 

keyword based vector representation. This step is highly 

domain specific and needs to be handled carefully because a 

proper extraction of feature information is essential for 

effective functioning of a recommender system.[6] For 

example, a movie feature vector may comprise a different set 

of genre, actor list, director etc. A MovieGenre matrix can be 

constituted using binary value where 1 shows the presence of 

genre and 0 otherwise. Refer figure 4 to get MovieGenre 

matrix. 

2) User Profile Generation: Content-based systems are 

user specific, and therefore a user-specific profile has to be 

created to identify user interests over items. This model can 

be created using his/her browsing history (implicit feedback) 

or using an explicit feedback system(rating). These 

feedbacks are then used with item attributes to learn user 

inclination toward item attributes or to generate a user profile. 

This step is very much similar to classification or regression 

modelling.[6] For example, in Movie recommendation 

system a user to genre inclination matrix is formed using 

MovieGenre and rating matrix to generate a user profile. 

(Refer figure 4 UserGenre Matrix) 

3) Recommendation: This is the final step of content-

based filtering and predicts the recommendations from the 

model learned in last stages. This step is  online, and 

predictions are generated in real time.[6] To predict 

recommendations of user preference toward a movie, the 

user profile is mixed with Movie genre list and a weight 

vector. Prediction formula can be written as: 

 

Where w, represents the genre weight vector in documents. 

B. Collaborative Filtering (CF):  
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Collaborative filtering has become state of the art 

recommendation system in recent time. Many commercial 

companies like Amazon, YouTube, IMDB, MovieLens and 

Netflix are making great use of these techniques to provide 

better and effective recommendations. The working principle 

of collaborative filtering is based that if two users share a 

common interest in past are more likely to have same 

preferences in future too.[7][8] For example, let two users A 

and B share common preferences then they tend to have 

similar ratings for items (similarity can be calculated using 

any similarity metric), and it is very likely that the rating in 

which the only one of them has specified is also expected to 

be same for another user. 

The input of collaborative filtering methods is the user-

item rating matrix and can be classified as memory based and 

model-based collaborative filtering. These techniques differ 

in how they process the input rating matrix. Memory-based 

methods are also known as neighbourhood-based 

 

Fig 3: Framework for collaborative filtering 

the technique makes use of entire rating matrix and predicts 

preference of user over item by use of similarity measures 

whereas model-based methods make use of data mining and 

machine learning approaches to generate prediction[9][10]. 

Fig 4: Content-Based Movie Recommendation System  

 

This paper is limited to discuss only memory-based 

techniques. Memory-based techniques further classify as user 

based and item based collaborative filtering. User-Based 

Filtering technique computes the similarity between users by 

comparing their preference over the same item and calculates 

the predicted preference for items for the target user whereas 

Item Based Filtering techniques compute predictions using 

similarity between items. The technique works by retrieving 

all the items rated by a target user and determine similarities 

of retrieved items with target item. [9] Let the model is 

defined as the rating matrix of order mn with m users (u1, 

u2, …um) and n movies(i1, i2,…..in). Each cell ru,i of matrix 

ins the rating specified by user u over movie i in the range of 

let 0 to k.  Each user has a list of movies m for which he/she 

has shown interest by specifying a rating. Let the following 

table shows a snapshot of user movie rating matrix. 
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TABLE 1: User Movie Rating Matrix 

 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 

u1 4 ? 3 5 ? 4 

u2 1 2 ? 2 1 ? 

u3 3 5 ? 4 ? 5 

u4 4 3 2 ? 4 5 

u5 1 ? 3 1 2 2 

Collaborative filtering steps may be summarized as: 

1) Compute Similarity Metric: This is the first step of 

neighbourhood-based filtering, in order to identify the 

neighbours of target user his/her similarity to all other users 

is computed. Various similarity metrics are used to define 

similarity among users. This is a tricky step as different users 

have different taste of preferences and the may have rated 

different set of movies. The two famous similarity metrics 

used in neighbourhood-based filtering approach are: 

Pearson Correlation Similarity: Pearson correlation defines 

the linear correlation between two vectors and has a value 

between -1 to 1. The similarity between the two vectors u 

and v is defined as:[1] 

 

Where  is mean rating of the user 

Cosine Similarity:  Cosine is one of the most popular 

methods of statistics to find similarity between two non-zero 

real values vectors. It looked for an angle between two 

vectors in n-dimensional space and defined as:[1] 

 
For Example, Table2 shows the Pearson similarity measure 

for rating matrix shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 2: Pearson Similarity Metric 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 

u1 1.000     

u2 0.707 1.000    

u3 -0.169 0.683 1.000   

u4 0.739 -0.980 0.038 1.000  

u5 -0.851 -0.101 0.794 -0.581 1.000 

2) Selection of K neighbours: This is the second step of 

Collaborative filtering. In this step, a subset of users is 

selected with higher similarity to the target user. For this, the 

similarity metric is rearranged in descending order to choose 

top K neighbour of the target user. For example, from above 

metric top 2 neighbours of user u1 will as shown in the 

following table. 

TABLE 3: Selecting top-2 Neighbours  

 u4 u2 u3 u5 

u1 0.739 0.707 -0.169 -0.851 

3) Prediction and Recommendation: Prediction or 

recommendation is the final step where an active user might 

have appraised an item not rated yet or recommended by 

some top k items, which might be liked by the active user. 

The prediction can be calculated by the following equation. 

 

 

Where S (a, u) is similarity of active user to user u. Table 4 

shows the prediction of users over items. High rating value 

items may be recommended to respective users. 

TABLE 4 Prediction Metric 

 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 

u1 4 3.94 3 5 3.96 4 

u2 1 2 0.99 2 1 1.86 

u3 3 5 4.89 4 4.12 5 

u4 4 3 2 4.53 4 5 

u5 1 2.40 3 1 2 2 

C. Content-Based Vs Collaborative Based:  

Collaborative filtering methods are completely based on user 

interest and do not require any other domain knowledge 

whereas content-based methods make use of item attribute 

similarity to predict preference of a user over the item. Both 

techniques have their pros and cons in different situations  

and  are summarized in table 5. 

 

TABLE 5: Comparison between Content-Based and Collaborative Filtering 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Content-Based 

Filtering 

 Provide user independence with exclusive 

ratings. 

 Limited content Analysis. 

 Difficult to generate the attribute for items in 
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 Adequate to new items. 

 Provide explanation how recommendation 

works. 

 Quality improves over time. 

certain cases. 

 New user problem 

Collaborative 

Filtering 

 Easy to implement. 

 No domain knowledge required. 

 New data can be added easily. 

 Scalable with co-rated data. 

 Model based techniques improve prediction 

accuracy. 

 Cold start- User preferences are needed. 

 Scalability: Huge amount power is required 

to process billions of data values. 

 Sparsity-Performance decreases with 

sparsity.  

III. EXPERIMENT MODEL AND EVALUATION 

The input of any recommendation system is rating matrix or 

the user and item profile data, and the task is to predict 

missing data in rating matrix. Our experimental model is 

shown in figure 5. We first pre-process the data set as per the 

need for filtering techniques and divide it to in training data 

and testing data. Then after recommendation algorithm is 

applied to the training data to get a learned recommendation 

model. The performance of the learned model is tested with 

the help of testing data. To validate our implemented model 

we used MovieLens 100K dataset[11], which is further 

divided into training and a testing dataset of 75% and 25% of 

each respectively. We have implemented Content-based and 

Neighborhood-based Collaborative Filtering (user-user based 

and item-item based) for recommendation algorithms. 

 
Fig 5: Experimental Model 

There are different metrics used to test the performance of 

recommendation system. In this paper, we use Mean 

Absolute Error(MAE) and Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) 

which are the most popular evaluation metric after the 

Netflix prize competition.[7] These metrics are defined as: 

MAE: Mean Absolute Error is the average of the absolute 

difference between the predictions and actual values. 

 

RMSE: Root Mean Square Error computed by the square root 

of the average of the difference between predictions and 

actual values. Lower the RMSE is better the 

recommendation. 

 

Results: This paper implements the two fundamental 

approach to information filtering for movie recommendation 

named as content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. 

We used MovieLens 100K dataset to perform the experiment 

and evaluate the performance of two filtering techniques. 

This dataset consists a set of 943 users over 1682 movies. 

Users have rated movies on a scale of 1 to 5. Dataset consists 

of 100000 rating with every user must rate at least 20 

movies. We followed the experiment model as shown in 

figure 5. The researcher has proposed various similarities for 

neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering, but this paper is 

only limited to Cosine and Pearson coefficient similarity. 

The following table shows the summary of results obtained 

for the experiment over evaluation parameters. 

TABLE 6: Results 

Method Similarity MAE RMSE 

Content based 

Filtering(CBF) 

Weighted 0.987 1.253 

Collaborative 

Filtering(CF) 

User-

User 

based 

Cosine 0.818 1.023 

Pearson 0.805 1.009 

Item-

Item 

Based 

Cosine 0.792 0.992 

Pearson 0.786 0.985 

Following figure 6 shows the MAE values obtained for each 

method, it is clear from the figure the best MAE value is 

0.786 has been obtained for Item-Item based collaborative 

filtering using Pearson similarity. The Second best MAE 

value is 0.792 is also for Item-Item based Collaborative 

filtering using cosine similarity. With these result, one can 

say that Item-Item neighbourhood-based collaborative 

filtering shows better performance among the three 

implemented techniques. 
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Fig 6: Comparison of Mean Absolute Error 

 
Figure 7 Shows the RMSE values obtained for each 

implemented method in the experiment. From the figure, it is 

clear that Item-Item based Neighborhood collaborative 

filtering outperformed the other two implemented techniques 

of filtering by achieving minimum RMSE among all 

implemented methods. 

 

 
Fig 7: Comparison of Root Mean Square Error 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The study in this paper aimed to show the use of filtering 

techniques in movie recommendation. This paper 

demonstrates the implementation of two fundamental 

techniques of information filtering. The experiment was 

conducted using MovieLens 100K dataset, where the 

obtained results are showing that Item-Item neighbourhood 

techniques are better as compared to User-User based and 

Content-based filtering method.  

Researchers aim to build a recommendation system with 

higher prediction accuracy. This paper has studied the basic 

techniques of filtering for movie recommendation with their 

pros and cons. A new technique can be suggested by using a 

hybrid version of studied two techniques with some explicit 

and implicit improvement in the system. 
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Abstract—Data mining is one of the most essential steps of Knowledge Discovery process that is required to extract interesting 

patterns from enormous size of data. In this paper, we have used the BCG coverage data i.e. Percentage of live births who 

received Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) a vaccine against tuberculosis and forecast the BCG coverage percentage for the next 

five years based on historical yearly data of BCG coverage in India by using the exponential smoothing technique of 

forecasting. Exponential Smoothing is a well-liked forecast technique that uses weighted values of previous series observations 

to predict the immediate future for time series data. The aim of this paper is to study the exponential smoothing method of time 

series for forecasting purpose. 

 

Keywords---Data Mining, BCG, Time Series data, Exponential Smoothing 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Organizations collect and store massive amounts of data in 

their databases. This archived data can be effectively used to 

find helpful patterns that can improve business. Data Mining 

is the non-trivial process of mining potentially useful 

information and discovery of previously unidentified patterns 

from vast amounts of operational data that should be based 

on some interestingness criteria. Once the patterns are found, 

they can additionally be used to build firm decisions for 

growth of the organizations. Data mining is a decision 

making process that includes algorithms like classification, 

association rules, clustering techniques etc. for knowledge 

extraction from databases. The aim of data mining is to 

classify valid, novel, potentially useful, and understandable 

correlations and patterns in data by combining through 

copious data sets to sniff out patterns that are too subtle or 

complex for humans to detect [1]. Data mining is a multi-

disciplinary field and adopts its techniques from many 

research areas including statistics, database systems, machine 

learning, neural networks, rough sets, visualization etc. 

 

Data Mining is the core part of Knowledge Discovery in 

Database (KDD) process. The KDD process consist of 

following steps: data selection, data cleaning, data 

transformation, data mining, finding presentation, finding 

interpretation and finding evaluation. Data mining and KDD 

are often used interchangeably because data mining is the 

key part of KDD process. Data mining consists of vital 

functional elements that transform data stored in 

multidimensional data warehouse, facilitates data access to 

analysts using application tools and techniques and 

meaningful presentation to managers for quick decisions and 

strategy achievement [2]. 

 

Data mining is popular with many businesses because it 

allows them to learn more about their customers and make 

elegant marketing decisions [3] and particularly become 

accepted in the fields of banking, insurance, marketing, sales, 

healthcare, forensic science, fraud analysis and many others 

[4]. As it reduces costs in time and money. Child 

immunization the core of healthcare field is the procedure of 

stimulating the body’s immunity against certain infectious 

diseases by administering vaccines [5]. In the present paper, 

exponential smoothing technique of time series is applied on 

BCG coverage percentage for the purpose of forecasting.  

 

II.    PRESENT SCENARIO OF CHILD 

IMMUNIZATION IN INDIA 

 

Immunization plays an important responsibility in the lives 

of children by protecting them against infectious diseases. As 

per WHO in 2015, 5.9 million children under age five and 
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696,000 neonatal deaths were recorded.  Universal 

Immunization Programme (UIP) was launched in 1985 by 

Government of India to protect all infants against six 

diseases namely tuberculosis, diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, 

poliomyelitis and measles. 

 

Mission Indradhanush launched on December 25, 2014 by 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) as an 

agenda all over the country to vaccinate children who are 

partially vaccinated or unvaccinated. The main purpose of 

the mission Indradhanush is to fully immunized all children 

under the age of two years against seven life-threatening but 

vaccine-preventable diseases namely: Diphtheria, Pertussis 

(Whooping Cough), Tetanus, Tuberculosis, Polio, Hepatitis 

B and Measles which increased by only 1% a year from 2009 

to 2013, from 61% to 65%. Besides, vaccines for Japanese 

Encephalitis (JE) and Haemophilus influenzae type B (HIB) 

are also being provided in selected states.  The purpose of 

mission Indradhanush is to enhance full immunization 

coverage from 65% in 2013 to 90% children of the country 

in next five years [6, 7].  

Various reasons of partially vaccinated or unvaccinated 

children are lack of awareness of immunization to parents, 

low education status of mothers, paper based vaccination 

records misplaced by the parents, unnoticed vaccination 

schedule due to hectic lifestyle of parents etc. 

 

Regardless of all encouraging transformations, there are 

continuing challenges and deficiencies in the schemes 

launched by the Government. The vital need of the hour is to 

make sure that the promotion of complete vaccination is 

provided to all the children of the country. 

 

III.        PRESENT SCENARIO OF BACILLUS 

CALMETTE GUERIN (BCG) IN INDIA 

 

Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) is a vaccine given to infants 

which is economical, safe and easily available for the 

prevention of tuberculosis (TB) since 1921 [8]. The bacillus 

strain was isolated from bovine tuberculosis and attenuated 

by French scientists Calmette and Guerin [9]. Tuberculosis 

(TB) is a serious world-wide problem caused by a bacterium 

called mycobacterium tuberculosis [10]. The BCG vaccine is 

usually given to children as it has been shown to provide 

very good protection against the disseminated forms of TB in 

children including TB meningitis [11]. The World Health 

Organization (WHO) examines the estimated BCG coverage 

in every country. In India, BCG vaccination was introduced 

in 1948 but still India is the country with the highest burden 

of tuberculosis. According to World Health Organization 

(WHO) statistics 2015, 2.2 million cases of tuberculosis are 

estimated in India out of global occurrence of 9.6 million. In 

India, 1 dose of BCG is given at birth or up to 1 year if not 

given earlier. The goal of this study is to forecast BCG 

coverage in India for the forthcoming years. 

 

IV.  DATA AND METHOD 

 

This paper is exclusively based on secondary data collected 

from Unicef global databases [12] from the year 1980 to the 

year 2014. The analysis carried out in this paper is based on 

thirty five years historic BCG coverage data to predict the 

future BCG coverage data for the next 5 years i.e. 2015 to 

2019 by using exponential smoothing method of time series 

analysis. 

 

V.  EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING METHOD 

 

Exponential smoothing is one of the fixed-model time series 

prediction methods [13]. It was initially called as 

“exponentially weighted moving average”. Exponential 

smoothing is a scheme of prediction that uses weighted 

values of earlier sequence observations to calculate future 

values. It allocates the utmost weight to the latest observation 

and the weight decline in an organized way as older and 

older observations are included [14].  

 

The proposal of exponential smoothing is to smooth the 

original sequence and then make use of the smoothed 

sequence to predict upcoming values of the variable of 

concern [15]. This process is mainly helpful when the 

parameters relating the time series are varying gradually over 

time. Exponential smoothing method of prediction uses 

weighted average of past observations to predict upcoming 

values. This method is convenient for forecasting series that 

reveal trend, seasonality or both. 

 

VI.  EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

The chronological data has been collected from the year 

1980 to 2014 from Unicef global databases [12] for 

forecasting the future BCG coverage percentage in India. 

The historical data set for BCG coverage gives the trends and 

seasonality patterns that help us to decide the accurate model 

for predicting the future BCG coverage percentage and thus 

helps the child immunization wing of healthcare to make 

better decisions for providing better facilities for infants and 

their parents. The implementation is prepared through IBM 

SPSS Modeler. The model to predict the percentage of live 

births who will receive BCG vaccine against tuberculosis for 

the next five years is shown in figure 1.  
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figure 1: Model for predicting the BCG coverage for next 5 

years in India. 

The data has been taken from the year 1980 to 2014 and the 

actual and predicted values for BCG coverage are shown 

with the help of time plot in figure 2. The dots represent the 

historical data from the year 1980 to year 2014 and the line 

without dots represents the predicted values for the next five 

years from the year 2015 to year 2019.  

 
Figure 2: Time Plot for BCG coverage in India. 

Figure 3 represents the actual BCG coverage, predicted BCG 

coverage, Lower Confidence Intervals (LCI) BCG coverage 

and Upper Confidence Intervals (UCI) BCG coverage using 

Time plot graph 

 
Figure 3: Time Plot representing BCG coverage, TS-BCG 

coverage, LCI-BCG coverage and UCI-BCG coverage. 

 

Figure 4 represents historical BCG coverage data, predicted 

BCG coverage data, LCI-BCG coverage data and UCI-

coverage data using Multi plot graph.  

 

 

 
Figure 4: Multi Plot for BCG coverage representing BCG 

coverage, Predicted BCG coverage, LCI-BCG coverage and 

UCI-BCG coverage. 

Table - 1 represents the original BCG coverage data from 

year 1980 to year 2014 and predicted BCG coverage values, 

LCI-BCG coverage values, UCI-BCG coverage values, for 

the next five years from year 2015 to year 2019. 

 

Year BCG $TI_Year $TI_Future $TS-BCG $TSLCI-BCG $TSUCI-BCG 

1980   0 1980 0 0.085 -14.484 14.653 

1981   4 1981 0 2.865 -11.703 17.434 

1982   4 1982 0 6.744 -7.825 21.312 

1983   6 1983 0 7.131 -7.438 21.699 

1984   7 1984 0 8.97 -5.599 23.538 

1985   8 1985 0 10.053 -4.515 24.622 

1986   9 1986 0 11.062 -3.507 25.63 

1987   23 1987 0 12.062 -2.506 26.631 

1988   23 1988 0 24.765 10.196 39.333 

1989   28 1989 0 26.033 11.465 40.601 

1990   66 1990 0 30.66 16.092 45.229 

1991   62 1991 0 65.33 50.761 79.898 

1992   65 1992 0 65.19 50.622 79.759 

1993   69 1993 0 67.877 53.309 82.445 

1994   71 1994 0 71.746 57.178 86.314 

1995   81 1995 0 73.932 59.364 88.501 

1996   79 1996 0 83.153 68.584 97.721 

1997   72 1997 0 82.273 67.704 96.841 

1998   73 1998 0 75.883 61.315 90.452 

1999   74 1999 0 76.146 61.577 90.714 

2000   74 2000 0 77.072 62.503 91.64 

2001   75 2001 0 77.164 62.596 91.733 

2002   75 2002 0 78.073 63.505 92.642 

2003   77 2003 0 78.164 63.596 92.733 

2004   80 2004 0 79.973 65.405 94.542 

2005   86 2005 0 82.855 68.286 97.423 

2006   86 2006 0 88.543 73.975 103.112 

2007   87 2007 0 89.111 74.543 103.68 

2008   86 2008 0 90.068 75.5 104.636 

2009   88 2009 0 89.263 74.695 103.832 

2010   89 2010 0 90.983 76.415 105.552 

2011   90 2011 0 92.055 77.487 106.623 
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2012   90 2012 0 93.062 78.494 107.63 

2013   91 2013 0 93.162 78.594 107.731 

2014   91 2014 0 94.073 79.504 108.641 

  

2015 1 94.163 79.595 108.732 

  

2016 1 97.02 77.418 116.622 

  

2017 1 99.876 76.292 123.461 

  

2018 1 102.733 75.747 129.719 

  

2019 1 105.59 75.585 135.594 

       Table 1: Representation of historical data and predicted data of BCG coverage with lower and upper limit in India. 

 

 

      
 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, with the use of time series data, we predict 

the number of expected BCG coverage in India in the next 

five years by using the historical data of thirty five years 

w.e.f year 1980 to year 2014 with exponential smoothing. 

In addition to this, the lower limit and upper limit range of 

data is also predicted for the next five years from year 

2015 to year 2019. Similarly, we can predict the future 

data for more than five years based on the historical data. 

Data mining is a process that examines large amounts of 

historical data for the discovery of new and meaningful 

patterns for the future use. In the nutshell, data mining 

assures in helping all kind of organizations to expose 

buried trends in the historical data. In this paper, we study 

the behaviour of historical data of thirty five years using 

exponential smoothing and predicted the future data of five 

years for the BCG coverage in India.  

 

VIII.  FUTURE WORK 

 

In the future, we shall predict different vaccination 

coverage for more than five years and shall also apply 

other techniques of data mining to child immunization 

data. In addition to child immunization data, we shall 

choose other fields to apply data mining so that the 

concerned departments ought to use meaningful patterns 

for the benefit of their department and welfare of the 

society. 
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Abstract - Speech Recognition is ability to translate a dictation or spoken words to text format. In the field of electronics and 

computers, speech has not been used much more due to the complexity and different types of sounds and speech signals. 

However, with traditional methods, processes and algorithms, we can simply process the speech signals and identify the text. 

This paper presents an efficient speech recognition system based on discrete curvelet transform (DCT) and Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) methods to enhance the identification rate. This research article comprised in two distinct phases, a feature 

extractor and a recognizer is presented. In Feature Extraction phase, Curvelet transform extract the features called curvelets 

from the given input speech signal and elements of these signals which support in gaining higher recognition rates. For feature 

matching, Artificial Neural Networks is used as classifiers. The performance evaluation has been demonstrated in terms of 

accurate recognition rate, maximum noise power of interfering sounds, miss rates, hit rates, and false alarm rate. The accurate 

classification rate was 98.3 % for the sample speech signals. Performance comparisons with similar studies found in the related 

literature indicated that our proposed ANN structures yield satisfactory results and improve the recognition rates.  

 

Keywords—Speech Recognitiov, Curvelet Transform, Feature Extraction, Artificial Neural Network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Speech is the most efficient mode of communication 

between peoples. This, being the best way of 

communication, could also be a useful interface to 

communicate with machines. Past few decades, developers 

have analysis speech for an extensive of applications 

ranging from mobile transportation to automatic evaluation 

machines. Speech recognition reduces the transparency 

caused by exchange of communication techniques. Speech 

signal communication not used a large amount in the field of 

computers and electronics because of the complexity. 

However, with current methods and algorithms can process 

the speech signals simply and identify the text. There are 

dissimilar ways to speech recognition in Artificial Neural 

Networks, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Vector 

Quantization (VQ), support vector machine etc. This paper 

presents an authority speech recognition system based on 

discrete curvelet Transform (DCT) and ANN methods to 

enhance the identification rate.  

The Research article is organized as follow: Section II 

provide some essential background and a summary of 

related work in speech identification and neural networks 

[1]. Section III states the Mathematical Formulation of 

speech recognition. Section IV presents our research with 

classification network. In Section V, compares the 

performance of our optimized systems against many other 

systems. Finally, Section VI describes the conclusions of 

this paper and suggestions for future work.   

 

II. RELATED THEORY 

Speech recognition is the process of extracting and 

determining information conveyed by a speech signal using 

computers. Speech recognition is currently used in many 

real time applications, such as mobile phones, smart devices, 

computers, and security systems. However, these systems 

are far from perfect in correctly classifying human speech 

into words. Speech recognizers consist of a feature 

extraction stage and a classification stage. The feature 

extraction can be considered as a dimensionality reduction 

process that attempts to capture the essential characteristics 

of the speech with less memory requirements for signal 

representation. 

Speech recognition is a charming appliance of digital signal 

processing in the real-world applications. It is still a rising 

area and carries tough potential in the near future as 

computing power enhance. Speech recognition process 

needs deep processing due to huge samples per window. The 

growth of techniques to signal processing in the lack of 
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models lead to queries for the processes of making signals 

using ANN.These techniques recognize stationary signals 

within a given time and lack of capability to process 

localized proceedings correctly. Curvelet analysis has been 

confirmed as efficient signal computing techniques for a 

different signal processing issues. 

 

Many different methods, algorithms, and mathematical 

models developed to help speech analysis and speech 

recognition. This section points out advances and techniques 

that have been and are being applied to the speech 

recognition process. Thiang, et al. offered speech 

identification using Linear Predictive Coding and Artificial 

Neural Network for domineering movement of mobile robot 

[6]. Akkas Ali et al. described automatic speech recognition 

method for Bangla words. He can be feature extraction was 

done by LPC and Gaussian Mixture Model. Hindered words 

recorded in thousand times which gave 84% accuracy [8]. 

Ms.Vimala et al. proposed speaker independent isolated 

speech detection system for Tamil language. Multiple 

designs like Feature extraction, acoustic model and 

pronunciation dictionary were applied using HMM which 

produced 88% of accuracy in 2500 words [9].  

 

Cini Kurian et al. developed diverse acoustic models for 

Malayalam continuous speech recognition. HMM is used to 

compare and assess the Context Dependent, Context 

Independent models and Context Dependent models from 

this Context Independent model gain 21%. Hemdal & 

Hughes et al. took the basis of finding speech sounds and 

providing labels their exist a flat number of distinctive 

phonetic units in spoken language which are generally 

characterized by a set of acoustics characteristics differ with 

respect to time in speech signal. Suma Swamy et al. 

proposed an efficient speech recognition mechanism 

experimented with Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 

(MFCC), Vector Quantization (VQ) and HMM, she 

recognize 98% recognize accuracy. Annu Choudhary et al. 

stated that automatic speech recognition mechanism for 

connected and isolated words of Hindi language by with the 

support of Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK). Hindi 

words are used for extracted dataset by MFCC; the 

recognition system achieved 95% accuracy in remote words 

and 90% in associated words.  

 

Preeti Saini et al. presented Hindi automatic speech 

recognition based on HTK. Isolated words are recognizing 

the speech with ten conditions in HMM architecture, it 

generated 96.61%. MdMaya Moneykumar et al. developed 

word identification for speech recognition scheme in 

Malayalam language. This work was done with syllable 

based fragmentation with the support of HMM on MFCC 

for feature extraction of speech signal. Jitendra Singh 

Pokhariya and Dr. Sanjay Mathur introduced Sanskrit 

speech recognition using HTK and MFCC for feature 

extraction, both generates 95.2% to 97.2% accuracy 

respectively. Geeta Nijhawan et al. stated a real time speech 

recognition mechanism for Hindi words. MFCC using 

Quantization Linde, Buzo and Gray (VQLBG) algorithm for 

feature extraction. Hauptman et al. proposed Voice Activity 

Detector (VAC) system to detect speech signal from closed-

captioned television. The television information would be 

used in recognition system for training of speech 

recognition. Speech recognizing typically involves multiple 

models for pronunciations, acoustics and language. The 

acoustic model uses neural networks (NN) and / or Hidden 

Markov Models. These approaches require accurate training 

data, generated by the laborious process of humans listening 

to speech and typing the words.    

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF 

SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Speech recognition is a multi level pattern recognition 

process; acoustical signals are tested and prepared into an 

order of sub word phrases, units, sentences and words. The 

continuous speech waveform is initially separated into 

frames with stable span [2]. Each frame gives features 

represented by discrete parameter vectors; assume that 

duration of a single vector, i.e. one frame of speech curve 

form can be considered as stationary. This is not severely 

accurate but it is approximation of speech recognition. For 

each spoken word, let O = o1o2………o  be a sequence of 

parameters vectors, where ot is at time and t *        +. 
Given a dictionary D with words yi   D, the recognition 

problem is summarized by 

                      ̃ =     
   P(Y|J)          (1)                                                      

Where  ̃  is the recognized word, P is the probability 

measure and Y = y1 ……yk a word sequence. Bayes’ Rule 

permits to transform (1) in a suitable calculable form: 

                      P(Y|J) = 
 ( | ) ( )

 ( )
            (2)                                                       

Where P(O|W) represents the acoustic model and P(Y) the 

language model; P(J) can be unheeded. The set of prior 

probabilities P(Y), the majority of spoken word probably 

based on the likelihood P(J| yi). The combination of the 

acoustic probability and language probability model is 

weighted. So the language model is scaled by an empirically 

represented constant s, called language model scale factor 

(LMSF). LMSF is represented empirically to get best 

performance on recognition. This weighting has a side effect 

as a penalty for inserting new words. We add a scaling 

factor p word insertions called word insertion penalty (WIP) 

also calculated empirically. Thus equation one becomes 
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  ̃ =     
   P(Y|J) P(Y)s| |                 (3)                                             

In the log domain, the total likelihood is calculated as 

    | |   ̃  =    | |  P (J|Y) + s    | |  P(Y) + p                                

(4) 

Where | | the length of the word sequence Y, s is the 

language model scale factor (LMSF) and p, word insertion 

penalty. Global posterior probability is P(N|J,  ) such that N 

is the model given the acoustic data J and the parameters  . 

Express the possibility of global posterior probability in 

terms of local posteriors  (  
 |  

        ) (where   
  denotes 

the specific state qk of N at time n) and language model 

priors. We have 

P(N|O) = ∑ ∑  (   
        

   | ) 
  

 
  

  (5)                       

Where the posterior probability of the condition in sequence 

and modal can be fragmented into the multiplication of an 

acoustic model over language models: 

 (   
         

   | ) =  (   
         

 | ) 

 ( |     
         

 )    (6) 

                                           (   
        

 | ) 

 ( |    
        

 )   (7)  

After Rewriting the above equation (7) becomes 

P(N|J)   ∑ ,∏   (   
  

          |     
   ) 

 (   
 | )

   
 ] P(N)                                      

(8) 

The posterior probability, where     
      is limited to local 

Context.  With the Bayes rule, we can show that: 

  
 (    

   |   
 )

 (      
    )  

 = 
 (   

 |    
   )

 (   
 )

 (9)                                           

Then we also have: 

                           P(N|J)   

∑ ,∏  (    
   |   

 )
 (   

 | )

 (      
    )

 
            ] P(N)       

(10) 

The distinction between the hybrid and the likelihood 

approaches lies at the local level. The hybrid system 

estimates local posteriors and is then discriminate at the 

frame level. The likelihood system estimates local 

probability density functions. Both systems can give us an 

estimate of the global posterior. 

IV. RESEARCH    FRAMEWORK 

 

4.1 Methodology 

The curvelet transform is a multi scale directional transform 

that accept a best possible non-adaptive sparse 

demonstration of object, edges and curves.  The time-

frequency and multi-resolution property of curvelet 

transform for input speech signal, it is decomposed into 

different channels in frequency [3]. The breakdown 

procedure can be iterated with successive manner, so that 

single signal is decomposed into a lot of lower resolution 

components. The choice of the best decomposition phase 

hierarchy based on the nature way of signal analysis like 

low-pass filter range [4]. It is efficient technique for 

extracting non-stationary signals data. The extracted 

curvelet coefficients offer a solid version of power 

distribution in time and frequency of the signal. The 

following curvelet based speech recognition diagram 

represented in figure:   

                                              
Figure 1. Curvelet Feature Extraction phases

4.2 Pre-processing . 

Speech recognition systems in this phase are used as 

subsequent feature extraction with increase efficiency and 

classification. Finally enhance the performance of speech 

signal recognition. At the end of this process, filtered and 

compressed frames of speech are forwarded to the feature 

extraction phase [5]. The following figure 2 represents the 

pre processing pipeline of speech signal.  
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Figure 2. pre processing pipeline of speech signal 

 

 
4.3 Curvelet Function 

Construction of curvelet functions; initially require 

defining special window functions that fulfil certain 

acceptability conditions. Let us regard as the scaled Meyer 

windows: 

 

 

 

 

U (t) =            cos[
 

 
v( | |-1)] 1/3 ≤| |≤      

 

 

 

 

             

  

 

   Y(r) =   

 

 
 

Where v is a smooth function satisfying 

 

                 U(x) =              v(x) + v 

(1-x) =1, x     

 

 
An arbitrarily smooth window v is given by 

 

 

 

 With s(x) =  
 

 

(   ) 
 

 

(   )  

U(x) =  

 

 
The above two functions V (t) and W(r) satisfy the 

conditions 

 

                    ∑   (   ) 
     = 1,   t                                                             

(11) 

 ∑   (   ) 
     = 1,   r                                                                

(12) 

 

 
4.4 Feature Classifier 

Artificial Neural Networks are processing models 

stimulated by the brain. Machine learning and pattern 

recognition are capable of these models. It was working to 

recognize and classify vowel signals into their respective 

class. An artificial neuron with k given inputs converting a 

set X   k
 of input signals (a k-neuron on X) is a function. 

E:  k
 × X  (  ⃗,  ⃗)   F( ⃗,  ⃗)= f( ⃗,  ⃗)    , 

 

Where  ⃗⃗⃗ is a weights vector,  〈   〉 is a actual scalar result, 

and f:       is called an activation function of the 

neuron. If f is a linear operator, then the neuron is called 

linear. A function 

         E*:= E( ⃗, .) : X    ⃗   E* ( ⃗ )    , is said to 

be a trained k-neuron on X. 
 

The least-squares method is used for analysis of the 

learning process of a linear ANN. The properties of Gram 

matrices will be used to analyse linear training processes 

of ANN analysis. Consider an ANN consisting of a single 

linear M-neuron. It is sufficient to accept a neuron and 

identity the activation function. In this case, the square 

deviation function is given by: 

F (             ) = 

∑ ,  (           
 
     )]

(n)
 -    )

2
 

 

x(t)    

Sampling 

 

Windowing & 

Frame formation 

 

Denoising 

 

Feature 

Extraction 

x(n)   ( )  ̅ ( ) 

1 

0 

| |≤ 1/3 

else, 

cos[
 

 
v(  6r)]   2/3 ≤r≤5/6, 

                                       1           5/6 ≤r≤4/3, 

cos[
 

 
v(   4)]   4/3 ≤r≤5/3, 

                0             else 

0   x≤0, 

1   x≥1, 

0                             x≤ 0 
 (   )

 (   )   ( )
           0     

1                           x ≥ 1 

2/3 
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Where y (           ) 
(n)

 = ∑   
( )

  
 
   . Right side of 

the equation value calculates for the describing the 

learning process: 

 

   
  (        )

  
  

 = 
 

  
  

 ∑ ,∑   
( )

    ( )-  
   

 
    

 

Setting               ( ) := ∑   
( )

    ( )
 

 
    ,We 

obtain: 

 
  (        )
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 = 2. 
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 = 2              
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∑   
( )

  )    ( ) 
   ] 

A linear one-layer ANN learning process is described by 

the system of T differential equations which are 

independent of each other. Each of them models the 

learning process of a single neuron. Indeed: 
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Since the first component does not depend on        it is 

equal to zero. Thus: 

 
  

      
 = 

 

      
∑ ,(∑   

( ) 
   

 
        ) -   

( )
]

2
= 

2. ∑    
  

   [ ( ∑   
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   ) -  

  
( )
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The unique signal can be synthesized using the inverse 

discrete curvelet transform (IDCT). 

 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Speech is typically sampled at a high frequency, this 

yield a sequence of amplitude values over time. Raw 

speech should be initially transformed and compressed, in 

order to simplify subsequent processing. Many signal 

analysis techniques are available which can extract useful 

features and compress the data by a factor of ten without 

losing any important information. Among the most popular 

is discrete curvelet transform. The result of signal analysis 

is a sequence of speech frames, these frames may be 

augmented by their own first and/or second derivatives, 

providing explicit information about speech dynamics; this 

typically leads to improved performance. The speech 

frames are used for acoustic analysis. In order to analyze 

the speech frames for their acoustic content, we need a set 

of acoustic models. There are many kinds of acoustic 

models, varying in their representation, granularity, 

context dependence, and other properties. Acoustic 

analysis is performed by applying each acoustic model 

over each frame of speech, yielding a matrix of frame 

scores. Frame scores are converted to a word sequence by 

identifying a sequence of acoustic models, representing a 

valid word sequence, which gives the best total score along 

an alignment path through the matrix. The end result of 

time alignment is a word sequence. 

In speech processing, feature extraction is one of the major 

level to enhance speech processing applications in real 

world. A bulky set of feature extraction techniques is 

existing to apply on speech processing paths; however the 

division through curvelets is one of the popular techniques 

in these days for robustness. This research paper presents 

the progress and execution of curvelet transform technique 

using samples speech signals. The training and testing data 

set levels are recorded by using a PC-based audio input 

device. For resolution purposes the recoded samples are 

stored in matrices whose rows or columns represent as 

sample. The speech signal processing and analysis is done 

according to Section III, and the outcome weighted 

cepstral coefficients are the input to the pattern classifier. 

The following Table one shows the results of training and 

testing datasets using standard performance measures and 

defined as follows:  

Table 1. Evaluated standard performance measures 

S. No Parameter Training Testing 

1 Sensitivity 100% 100% 

2 Specificity 100% 100% 

3 Accuracy  100% 97.3% 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensitivity = 
   

      
 ,        and                  

 Accuracy = 
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Specificity = 
   

      
            and                 

Sensitivity = 
   

      
 

The following Figure 3 Performance comparison of 

training and test datasets are evaluated using standard 

performance measures:                      

 

Figure 3. Performance comparison of training and test datasets 

The results show a classification above 97.3%, which 

demonstrates the suitability of the method for recognition. 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

A speech recognition scheme requires solutions to the 

problems of both acoustic modelling and temporal 

modelling. However, modern algorithms and methods can 

process the speech signals simply and identify the text. This 

research concludes an expert speech recognition mechanism 

for isolated words based DCT and ANN methods was 

proposed. Artificial neural network play important role for 

classification of speech signal. They control similarly like 

human brain than conventional computer logic. This 

research article comprised in two distinct phases, they are 

feature extractor and recognizer. In Feature Extraction 

phase, Curvelet transform extract the features from the given 

input speech signal and elements of these signals which help 

to achieving higher recognition rate. Artificial neural 

networks are used as feature matching classifiers. The 

throughput evaluation has been confirmed in terms of 

accurate recognition rate, utmost noise power of interfering 

sounds, miss rates, hit rates, and false alarm rate. The rate of 

correct classification was about 98.3 % for the sample 

speech signals. The graphical results demonstrate that the 

proposed method can construct an accurate and robust 

classifier.The future of this technology is very promising 

and the whole key lies in hardware development as ANN 

need faster hardware. 
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Abstract In today‟s world searching information over the internet is one of the difficult task. Specialized tools called search 

engines plays an important role to retrieve information from world wide web. There are many of search engines available 

today but retrieving meaningful information is difficult. However to overcome this problem in search engines to retrieve 

meaningful information intelligently, semantic web technologies are playing a major role. In this research work we present a 

study on the search engine generations and the role of search engines in intelligent web search technologies. 

 

Keywords— Search engine, intelligent search, and semantic web. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The term WWW refers to the World Wide Web or simply the 

Web consisting of all the public Web sites connected to the 

Internet worldwide, including the client devices (such as 

computers and cell phones) that access Web content. The 

World Wide Web is the cosmos of network-accessible 

information, an personification of human knowledge [2]. The 

WWW is one of many applications of the Internet and 

computer networks [1].The World Web is based on these 

technologies HTML,HTTP,Web servers and Web browsers 

The World Wide Web is a system of 

interlinked hypertext documents accessed via 

the Internet. With the help of web browser, one can 

view web pages that may contain text, images, videos, 

and other multimedia, and navigate between them 

via hyperlinks [3]. In this research work we present 

review on the search engine generations and the role of 

search engines in intelligent web search technologies. 

In this research work, Section I contains the introduction 

of web search engines, Section II contain the evolution 

of various search engines Section III Search engine 

algorithms Section IV contain the description about 

Intelligent web search engine. Section V concludes 

research work with future directions.  

 

II. THE EVOLUTION OF WEB SEARCH ENGINES 

 

Web Search is the process of researching the Internet in order 

to obtain significant and relevant information based on the 

query or task at hand. [4]Web search is the act of looking for 

webpages.[5]]A web search engine is a software system that 

is designed to search for information on the World Wide 

Web. The search results are generally presented in a line of 

results often referred to as search engine results 

pages (SERPs).[6].When looking for something using a 

search engine, it is a good idea to use words like AND, OR, 

and NOT to specify the search. Using these boolean 

operators, we can usually get a list of more relevant sites. [7] 

Web search engines work by sending out a spider to fetch as 

many documents as possible. Another program, called 

an indexer, then reads these documents and creates 

an index based on the words contained in each document. 

Each search engine uses a proprietary algorithm to create its 

indices such that, ideally, only meaningful results are 

returned for each query. [8] 

 

In view of the taxonomy discussed so far we identify three 

stages in the evolution of web search engines: 

• First Generation -- uses mostly on-page data (text and 

formatting) and is very close to classical   IR. Supports 

mostly informational queries. This was state-of-the art 

around 1995-1997 and was exemplified by AltaVista, Excite, 

WebCrawler, etc. 

• Second Generation -- use off-page, web-specific data such 

as link analysis, anchor-text, and click-through data. This 

generation supports both informational and navigational 

queries and started in 1998-1999. Google was the first engine 

to use link analysis as a primary ranking factor and DirectHit 

concentrated on click-through data. By now, all major 

engines use all these types of data. Link analysis and 

anchortext seems crucial for navigational queries. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_navigation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_results_pages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_results_pages
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/spider.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/index.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/proprietary.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/algorithm.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/Q/query.html
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• Third Generation -- emerging now, attempts to blend data 

from multiple sources in order to try to answer „„the need 

behind the query‟‟. For instance on a query like San 

Francisco the engine might present direct links to a hotel 

reservation page for San Francisco, a map server, a weather 

server, etc. Thus third generation engines go beyond the 

limitation of a fixed corpus, via semantic analysis, context 

determination, dynamic data base selection, etc. The aim is to 

support informational, navigational, and transactional 

queries. This is a rapidly changing landscape [16]. 

III SEARCH ENGINE RANKING ALGORITHMS 

Each search engine has its own method for calculating 

relevance, usually based on an analysis of the content of the 

destination webpage, including: 

 meta title (visible at the top of the web browser window); 

 metadata; 

 Number of incoming links, (commonly referred to as the 

page‟s „popularity‟). Popularity-based ranking assumes that 

the more incoming links a webpage has, the more likely it is 

to be a subject „authority‟; 

 incoming link text: a search engine may make assumptions 

about the content of a website based on how other people 

have described it through the text they have used to link to a 

site; 

 use of appropriate semantic markup, for example, use of 

heading elements; and 

 Page text. 

Each of these aspects of the webpage is scored and then 

weighted. For example, a search engine may assign a greater 

weighting to meta title text than other aspects of the 

webpage. In this case, a webpage that includes the query in 

its meta title text may then be ranked higher than a webpage 

where the meta title does not include the query [10]. 

 

Different Types of Search Engines 

Crawler-Based Search Engines: 

Crawler-based search engines use automated software 

programs to survey and categories web pages. The programs 

used by the search engines to access the web pages are called 

„spiders‟, „crawlers‟, „robots‟ or „bots‟. A spider will find a 

web page, download it and analyse the information presented 

on the web page. This is a seamless process. The web page 

will then be added to the search engine‟s database. Then 

when a user performs a search, the search engine will check 

its database of web pages for the key words the user searched 

on to present a list of link results. The results (list of 

suggested links to go to), are listed on pages by order of 

which is „closest‟ (as defined by the „bots‟), to what the user 

wants to find online. Crawler-based search engines are 

constantly searching the Internet for new web pages and 

updating their database of information with these new or 

altered pages.Examples of crawler-based search engines 

are:Google (www.google.com), Ask Jeeves (www.ask.com) 

[11] 

 Human-Powered Directories 

A „directory‟ uses human editors who decide what category 

the site belongs to. They place websites within specific 

categories in the „directories‟ database. The human editors 

comprehensively check the website and rank it, based on the 

information they find, using a pre-defined set of rules. There 

are two major directories at the time of writing: 

Yahoo Directory (www.yahoo.com), Open Directory 

(www.dmoz.org)[11]. 

 

Hybrid Search Engines 

Hybrid search engines use a combination of both crawler-

based results and directory results. More and more search 

engines these days are moving to a hybrid-based model. 

Examples of hybrid search engines are: 

Yahoo (www.yahoo.com), Google (www.google.com) [11] 

Meta Search Engines 

Meta search engines take the results from all the other search 

engines results, and combine them into one large listing. 

Examples of Meta search engines include: 

Metacrawler (www.metacrawler.com), Dogpile 

(www.dogpile.com) 

 

Specialty Search Engines 

Specialty search engines have been developed to cater for the 

demands of niche areas. There are many specialty search 

engines, including: 

Shopping  -  Froogle (www.froogle.com) 

  -  Yahoo Shopping (www.shopping.yahoo.com) 

  -  BizRate (www.bizrate.com) 

  -  PriceGrabber (www.pricegrabber.com) 

  -  PriceSpy (www.pricespy.co.nz) 

Local Search 

  -  NZPages (www.nzpages.co.nz) 

  -  SearchNZ (www.searchnz.co.nz) 

  -  NZS (www.nzs.com) 

Domain Name Search 

  -  iServe (www.iserve.co.nz) 

  -  Freeparking (www.freeparking.co.nz) 

Freeware & Shareware Software Search 

  -  Tucows (www.tucows.com) 

  -  CNET Download.com (www.download.com) [11][12] 

IV. INTELLIGENT WEB SEARCH ENGINE 

The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web [13] 

that allows the meaning of information to be precisely 

described in terms of well-defined vocabularies that are 

understood by people and computers. On the Semantic Web, 

information is described using a new W3C standard called 

the Resource Description Framework (RDF). Semantic Web 

Search is a search engine for the Semantic Web. Current 

Web sites can be used by both people and computers to 

precisely locate and gather information published on the 

Semantic Web. Ontology [14] is one of the most important 

concepts used in the semantic web infrastructure, and 

http://www.motive.co.nz/glossary/meta.php
http://www.motive.co.nz/glossary/meta.php
http://www.motive.co.nz/glossary/markup.php
http://www.dogpile.com/
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RDF(S) (Resource Description Framework/Schema) and 

OWL (Web Ontology Languages) are two W3C 

recommended data representation models which are used to 

represent ontologies. The Semantic Web will support more 

efficient discovery, automation, integration and reuse of data 

and provide support for interoperability problem which 

cannot be resolved with current web technologies. Currently 

research on semantic web search engines are in the beginning 

stage, as the traditional search engines such as Google, 

Yahoo, and Bing (MSN) and so forth still dominate the 

present markets of search engines. 

Most of the search engines search for keywords to answer the 

queries from users. The search engines usually search web 

pages for the required information. However they filter the 

pages from searching unnecessary pages by using advanced 

algorithms. These search engines can answer topic wise 

queries efficiently and effectively by developing state-of art 

algorithms. 

However they are vulnerable in answering intelligent queries 

from the user due to the dependence of their results on 

information available in web pages. The main focus of these 

search engines is solving these queries with close to accurate 

results in small time using much researched algorithms. 

However, it shows that such search engines are vulnerable in 

answering intelligent queries using this approach. They either 

show inaccurate results with this approach or show accurate 

but (could be) unreliable results. With the keywords based 

searches they usually provide results from blogs (if available) 

or other discussion boards. The user cannot have a 

satisfaction with these results due to lack of trusts on blogs 

etc. To overcome this problem in search engines to retrieve 

relevant and meaningful information intelligently, semantic 

web technology deals with a great role. Intelligent semantic 

technology gives the nearer to desired results by search 

engines to the user [15]. 

4.2 Background 

Different search engines return different search results due to 

the variation in indexing and search process. Google, Yahoo, 

and Bing have been out there which handles the queries after 

processing the keywords. They only search information 

given on the web page, recently, some research group‟s start 

delivering results from their semantics based search engines, 

and however most of them are in their initial stages.Till none 

of the search engines come to close indexing the entire web 

content, much less the entire Internet. Current web is the 

biggest global database that lacks the existence of a semantic 

structure and hence it makes difficult for the machine to 

understand the information provided by the user. When the 

information was distributed in web, we have two kinds of 

problems in search engine i.e. 

 How can a search engine map a query to documents 

where information is available but does not retrieve 

in intelligent and meaning full information? 

 The query results produced by search engines are 

distributed across differen documents that may be 

connected with hyperlink. How search engine can 

recognize efficiently such a distributed results? 

Semantic web can solve the first problem in web with 

semantic annotations to produce intelligent and meaningful 

information by using query interface mechanism and 

ontology‟s. Other one can be solved by the graph-based 

query models. The Semantic web would require solving 

extraordinarily difficult problems in the areas of knowledge 

representation, natural language understanding. The 

following figure depicts the semantic web frame work it also 

referred as the semantic web layercake by W3C [15]. 

4.3 Current Web & Limitations 

Present World Wide Web is the longest global database that 

lacks the existence of a semantic structure and hence it 

becomes difficult for the machine to understand the 

information provided 

by the user in the form of search strings. As for results, the 

search engines return the ambiguous 

or partially ambiguous result data set. Semantic web is being 

to be developed to overcome the following problems for 

current web [15]. 

• The web content lacks a proper structure regarding the 

representation of information. 

• Ambiguity of information resulting from poor 

interconnection of information. 

• Automatic information transfer is lacking. 

• Usability to deal with enormous number of users and 

content ensuring trust at all levels. 

• Incapability of machines to understand the provided 

information due to lack of a universal format. 

Hakia is a general purpose semantic search engine that 

search structured text like Wikipedia. Hakia calls itself a 

“meaning-based (semantic) search engine”. They‟re trying to 

provide search results based on meaning match, rather than 

by the popularity of search terms.  

 

Types of Semantic Search Engines 

Semantic is the process of communicating enough meaning 

to result in an action. A sequence of symbols can be used to 

communicate meaning, and this communication can then 

affect behavior. Semantic web is being developed to 

overcome the following main limitations of the current Web 

[15]: 

 The web content lacks a proper structure regarding 

the representation of information. 

 Ambiguity of information resulting from poor 

interconnection of information. 

 Automatic information transfer is lacking. 

 Unable to deal with enormous number of users and 

content ensuring trust at all levels. 

 Incapability of machines to understand the provided 

information due to lack of a universal format. 

4.4.1 Semantic Search Engines 

A semantic search engine stores semantic information about 

Web resources and is able to solve complex queries, 
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considering as well the context where the Web resource is 

targeted, and how a semantic search engine may be 

employed in order to permit clients obtain information about 

commercial products and services, as well as about sellers 

and service providers which can be hierarchically organized. 

Semantic search engines may seriously contribute to the 

development of electronic business applications since it is 

based on strong theory and widely accepted standards. 

 

Ontology Search Engines 

They have an integrated approach for ontology searching, 

reuse and update. In its architecture, an ontology registry is 

designed to store the metadata about ontologies and ontology 

server stores the ontologies. The ontologies in distributed 

ontology servers can be created, replicated and evolved. 

Ontology metadata in ontology registry can be queried and 

registered when a new ontology is created[15]. 

 

V. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we make a brief survey of the intelligent 

semantic search technologies and review their 

characteristics respectively. In addition, the issues within 

the reviewed intelligent semantic search methods and 

engines are concluded based on four perspectives- 

differentiations between designers and users‟ 

perceptions, static knowledge structure, low precision 

and high recall and lack of experimental tests. In the 

future, we can focus on the deeper and broader research 

in the field of intelligent semantic search, with the 

purpose of concluding the current situation of the field 

and promote the further development of intelligent 

semantic search engine technologies. 
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